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I. The Treatment of the Accused and the

Offender





GENERAL PROBLEMS CONNECTED WITH THE ADMIN-
ik.viiox •

c of ihc : Pcumylvania.

The u'lmmiMration of justice m the United States, the general

ussion at tl Of, is one that may be considered

l so many points of view as to preclude the possibility of cover-

• mire held at a single meeting of your society. It is a
• il in suggestion in import feO those who

ebb and flow of surfat over the

nt> and causes which control the movements of greater !»

The :i of this general topic, and of those particular

mbjcctl growing out «»t it t<» be « at this meeting, is timely

because in the natural evolution of governmental affairs we have

reached a period in which all thoughtful persons arc concerned not

only e proper functions of each branch of government, but

i tin- manner in which those functions of whatever kind or

dl be performed The administration of justice is a
broa.: tnprehenshre nibject It is perhaps not too much to say

that the individual citizen mn>t of . depend Upon the proper

adminiM! in the n to life, liberty

lad i>r<'i re than upon any other force or power in g»»\

ment. Tl re the tribunal! which are and always should be

open to every citizen, rich or poor, humble or powerful, to redress

right guaranteed to him
tution and laws of his state or country.

When our forebear tisfied with conditions existing in

turned their faces westward it was in the hope

g here upon new and virgin ^>\\ a representative gov-

ernment under which all men should enjoy the equal protection of

Through the trials and privations of the Colonial period

rit of independence and steadily advanced the

e of popular government. Thost ears of trial and

1 Intr remarks at the Fourteenth Annual Meeting of th* Ameri-
can • Political and Soria I In the Withvrepooa
Building. Philadelphia. Friday and Saturday. April I and t. 1110
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umph. The j>coplc lived close to nature and drank deep from the

fountains of eternal truth. They looked upon government as a

01 t«> an end—the end being that all men should be treated as

free and equal, and that each citizen should be entitled to the fullest

protection of the law. The minds and hearts of men were united

i effort to work out these results. Strong mindf and resolute

hearts were developed in that period, so that when the Revolution

came we had men—strong, sturdy, capable men - to COpC with every

tftufttion presented in the formation of I new and at that time

experimental form of government. It was a psychological moment

in thc
%
governmental affairs of mankind. It was the beginning of

a new order of things in which rights and liberties I

vouchsafe* 1 to the people, and less arbitrary and dictatorial power

lodged in the ruler. They were momentous questions which con-

fronted the wise and patriotic men of those days. Uni

liberty to the people meant license and anarchy, and no nation could

long endure upon such a foundation. Unlimited power lodged in

the executive was not to be thought of, because this was the evil

from which they sought an escape. It was neither feasible nor

practicable to attempt to conduct the multitudinous affairs of the

people by direct legislative action. The best thought of the best

minds of the original thirteen colonies was seriously and earnestly

directed to the proper solution of these great questions. The fed-

eral constitution is the result, and looking at it from this distance

I am impressed with the force of the thought once uttered by a

great statesman, not of our own country, who said in substance,

that as a wise solution of the governmental affairs of a great people,

it was the most wonderful instrument ever formulated at a gi

time by the brain and purpose of man.

This is strong language and naturally suggests the inquiry, what

does the constitution contain to deserve such a tribute? We who

from youth up have enjoyed as of course the protection and privi-

leges of a free government are prone to treat indifferently, or

indeed to entirely ignore the foundation causes from which our

ings flow. In periods of business depression and social unrest

there is a tendency to disregard what is and has been, and to drift

out upon the uncertain sea of doubtful expedients. At such times

it is well to study again the lessons of wisdom taught by our fore-

fathers, and learned and approved by succeeding generations It
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inflection lire what kind of government

was led uii.lt • answer is simple, U
cauv -.uguagc all over our organic law. It

is a government ol coordinate branches, each branch L

• be a check upon the

other Is one of checks and balances in the

ital in: m the co-ordinate branches.

1 he h, most quickly ;

makes the lawa. l! sry, intended t<> be cons<:

I the laws and det'n; uitional limitations which the

people by the adoptiot] of the constitution placed upon thcm*<

and unent. The executive is cl

with power t<> make recomnu the le^i^l

e through the various departments the laws as enacted and

!. It there is doubt as t<> the validity, <t scope, or meaning

of a is the duty of the judiciary to determine every such

A government of co-ordinate branches, each acting within

vn j»r«»| . makes an orderly ami well-regulated system.

Our nee for more than one hundred and twenty years,

with a rapidly ii population made up by the intermingling

of all races, and the development of a new country with vast areas

has demonstrated the wisdom, power and

of the form of government adopted. Under the consti-

:: tended to be and is the great conservative

in p>\ and no one who studies its judgments and

decrees can doubt that it has met fearlessly and patriotically the

responsibilities cast upon it. Our judges are selected from the peo-

and as a rule live in close touch with them. They are actuated

by good motives and honorable purposes. Th< ions may not

always be popular, but they are in nearly every instance right under

the law. They believe that oars is a government of law, ami that

of a court to construe the law as written, rather than

to attempt by construction to write into its provisions something not

led. It sometimes happens that in the administration of the

I seeming injustice may be done an individual suitor, but I

am <i
imposition of every judge to work out

the equities of each particular case, so far as it can be done, with-

1 and iles of law.

It ii i mistake, however, to disregard wholesome and settled
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I and principles in order to work out what seems to be an eq

ble result in a particular case. It is safe to say that as a rule a

precedent established on the equities oi ikes bad

generally. It is of vital imp< thai rules of law affecting

the rights and liberties of the people should be fixed, permanent and

Kttl higher duty rt8tS 00 any court than t'earK ttsfy to main-

tain and impartially a<lminister settled rules of law. This applies to

both civil and criminal actions. It is much better that a rule of law

should be settled, even if at times we question the rule, than that it

should be unsettled and doubtful, so that no one with certainty can

say what the rule is, or indeed that there ifl any rule at all. The

doctrine of Start decisis grows in favor with the tenure of judicial

life. At the beginning of a judicial career it is not uncommon to

take the view that old laws should he amended, and that old rules

are antiquated and not suited to modern conditions.

It is but natural for any one holding such views to doubt the

value of precedent, and to attach but little importance to the rule

of decided cases. A few years' experience on the bench has a

wholesome tendency to check such a predisposition. The task of

making a new rule to cover the exigencies of each particular case

as it arises is hopeless, and if such a thing could be done there would

be no settled law, and no one could assert with confidence a sup-

posed legal right. My experience teaches me that it is better to

know what the settled law is than to speculate about what it ought

to be. It is of the highest importance that stability, certainty and

permanency should characterize the administration of justice by

the courts in order that the people may know what the law is. and

be in position to enjoy and demand its equal protection. The court

of which I have the honor to be a member has for two hundred

years stood on the ancient ways, with a wholesome regard for the

m of those who preceded them in judicial office and a tenacious

adherence to settled principles in the administration of the law.

It is true that methods of procedure have been changed from

time to time to meet new conditions, but fundamental rules of prop-

erty and principles of law have been upheld from time immemorial.

It may be argued, indeed it is often asserted, that this view is too

rvative and not in keeping with the march of progress in the

affairs of mankind. My answer is that courts were never intended

to be crusaders, and that their true function is in the exercise of
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proper r< tdical and unwholesome tendencies. Of
r cisc of such j>ow ct upon statutory

autli- within comtitutiopal limitations. \\ ben disease i>

(Kin k has a nostrum, hut Kicfa nostrums as often kill

as cure. So, too, when the body politic is disordered there are

OM iM.th in public and in private life with a stuck of CUT*"

all remedies to prescribe. TTk ily take the form

Mjposed new legislation. The modern tendency is to attempt to

.ils and i 1 the )>coplc by statute.

Just how far we ihoold go in tins great question.

but little in 1 iiit the belief

that nun can be made £ * .«1 of ju-t embly. It is true, of

that crimes; must be defined, ri^i ired and rules of

property . die there could be no orderly and well-

regulated government

great question now 1 1 has been where to draw

the line. Many thoughtful nun think there is jttflt as much danger

in having t«*> many laws u m not having enough. It lias seemed to

thai what is needed at the present I »t so much new laws,

hut resjM I old one ich I time courts

must and can be depended upon to administer impartially the law

as it is written. The enforcement of existing law is more efficacious

in producing just and equitable results than the more doubtful ex-

pedient of hasty and legislation. Every right-thinking per-

son should Ik- in sympathy with any movement that has for its pur-

pose the uplifting of his fellow man and the improvement of his

social conditions. I believe with the old Psalmist, that righteous-

exalteth I nati< n. hut in no proper sense can a nation be deemed

righteous that is not 1 tig. Law defined and administered by

> the foundation upon which righteous action must

be predicated in <1 th the secular affairs of men.

Respect for law and order is one great need of our present

civilization. The duty of respecting and obeying the law rests

!ly upon the rich and the i><x»r. the great and the small. The

law must be no respecter of persons, and the highest duty of a

court is to administer it without fear or favor, so that its restraints

powerful individual or corporation, as

as by the humblest citizen. We hear some complaints about &
in the trial of cases, and if these complaints are well founded, courts
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should do what they can to extend relief. Thi^ li I practical ques-

tion the facts of which are not familiar to me. Speaking for our

own court, it is gratifying to be able to state that our lists are

disposed of with reasonable expedition. During the past few years

the average time from the date of the argument to the handing

down of the opinion was

At the October term, in Pittsburg, It two hundred and

thirty cases were on our list. All of these ith the exception

of five, were heard or disposed of, and the opinions handed down

in Philadelphia on the first Monday of January following. It is

safe to say that at the close of the present term, sometime

June, there will not be a half a dozen cases undisposed <>f in the

eastern district. It seems to me this is about as expeditious as is

consistent with good work. But I have trespassed upon your time

too long, for you have come to hear those who are to discuss the

particular topics assigned them. I thank you for the privilege of

presiding over your deliberations at this session. In behalf of the

American Academy I extend a cordial welcome to all, strangers and

members, assembled here, either to hear or participate in the pro-

ceedings of this annual meeting.



THE SWEATING OR THIRD DEGREE SYSTEM

By Hon. William it.

Police Commissioner of New York •

ie accused is arrested, the law compels his arraignment

before the nearest and most m ttc, which we always

comply with. Contrary to the usually accepted notion, there is no

punishment of any kind whatever inflicted upon the ac-

! If confined here, his meals arc given to him regularly. "The

iting or Third Degree System" is an imaginary something

—

from the brain of some bright news writer. The only

interrogation of an accused person, and lie must be one accused of

a set rtalo from that person, by examination

and questioning; how much he may know of the crime he is accused

of committing.

A police officer, conducting an examination of an accused per-

son, if he has any information in his possession which makes him

feel morally sure or have grave suspicion that the person before

him hmi committed I crime, must contrive to so place the informa-

tion before the prisoner, that, if guilty, it will overwhelm him with

the idea thai more ii known than has actually been told to him,

in many I aining a confession. Much information is

obtained from an accused person by the cleverness with which a

police officer can ask que ^o in many instances where from

a mere nothing a police officer makes good guesses. But there is

absolutely no torture nor punishment, physically or mentally, and

ing except clever arguments and the presentation of facts or

correct impressions, thereby convincing an accused person that it

eless for him to withhold any knowledge which he may possess

of which he is accused.

Contrary to the usual ideas of many people, an ignorant person

Ften harder to obtain I eoi bom than a person of higher

mental caliber. If the |>oliccman conducting the examination or

tion makes strong points during the course of such ques-

tion ing, an intelligent man has | more receptive mind, not backed

up perhaps by strong will-power, every point the officer scores

(9)
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strikes as forcibly as though struck with a hammer. On the other

hand, if an ignorant person has an obstinate disposition, in many
butane I he may be too Bttlpid to recognize how strung the evidence

ainst him, and consequently makes no admissions whatsoever.

Whether mentally strong or stupid, mnch depends upon which of

the two persons, the accused or the officer conducting the examina-

tion, has the stronger will-pov.

There is no suggestion whatever of any hypnotic influence, and

if there are any police official- or persons having rach hypnotic

power, we have not heard of them. Nevertheless no matter what

statement or admission an accused person may make he is protected

by the law, for the simp 1

D that no person can be convicted

on his own uncorroborated statement. I would also state that, pre-

liminary to the examination of a prisoner, he is informed of his

rights under the law and told that he can make a statement or not,

as he may see fit, and that anything he may say can be used against

him at his trial, if such a trial is held.



AD.V RATION OF CRIMINAL!.AW-TIIIRD DEGREE

By Geni \ i'.iN.iiAM,

Commissioner, New ^

main topic of discussion for this fourteenth annual meeting

of the American Academy of Political an<l Social Scien The

Admmisti In the United States," lias attracted the at-

tention even I I States, who has put

that improvement was nccessa .m so accomplished a law-

uid able a judge, rack meat establishes the fact tliat such

Improvemenl u necessary, and that a very widespread movement

among the people, of d D at present c > is not with-

out good cause. It is commonly acknowledged that we have a vast

deal of unnecessary and altogether too much legislation. For this,

the people have only themselves to blame. It is by them

that legislators arc elected, and if the people will not elect sen

and ebl they ma i for it.

the laws i, the administration of justice

depend open the jn >mplain, as some
spect among the people for me law. and

an O of distrust of the if weak and

childish; for it the COttTtS prove themselves worthy of respect by

the people they will never fail of it. No honest, able judge ever

yet failed to command the respect of his profession and of the

people at large.

It is the existence of weak Of corrupt judges that hat given

to criticism of the judiciary in the first place I'.ut it Kfl with

the
|

itself that rests the burden of obtaining and holding

the respect of the people, by deserving it.

The! tmonf defects in present criminal administration I

rank first the low gi the average police magistrate and of

the
j I the lower civil of first

instance, and could be more beneficial than any other to our whole

future as a people, if properly maimed. It is where our wisest*

ablest and most common-sense judges should be—because the police

(it)
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court and the lower civil courts arc closest to the people to their

petty faults anil troubles, to the events of tluir daily lives, fa their

joys when 00 a spree and their sorrows afterward. MorcoVfef, it is

in the police court ami in the lower civil OOOrtfl that the million

ignorant foreigners -ain their first and. for the most part, Otlly

impressions of our government and our boasted liberty. Al ll II,

gel the worst impressions instead of the best.

Honest, able judges in our lowest courts would put a stop to

more than half of the troubles we have with policemen everywhere,

and would set a high tone at once for the relations between polio

public, which we must grudgingly admit could be greatly Improved
Tlie right kind of judges in the lower courts, u well as those above

could do away almost entirely with Bhyster lawyers, the whole

silly mass of trivial technicalities, the whole outrageous system of

pre-arranged postponements of trial, releases on hail, etc., and se-

cure an increase of righteous judgments—an increase in justice.

This brings me to a defect of the legal profession which is very

general and probably too common to us all ; namely, the exaggera-

tion by the individual of his own insignificant and selfish interests.

Legal men, like some other professional men, say physicians,

for instance, fall into the habit of making a mystery of their pro-

fession. They wind a mysterious cloak about themselves called

legal or professional etiquette; which, at times, seriously interferes

with the administration of justice. I have known men worried into

their graves because of delays due to this cause alone. I have

known men die while doctors were fussing over their own whims.

Another large part of legal mystery is made up of the mario-

nette juggling of technicalities and precedents.

Some technicalities arc important and some precedents are

worth being followed more than once; although a man who cannot

make up his mind on the facts of a case, and guided by law. without

finding a precedent is, in other walks of life, regarded as weak

or cowardly.

The practice of the English criminal courts in sweeping aside

technicalities, and in getting at the merits of the case, ought to be

followed by us. There has recently been a very encouraging case

of this sort in Oklahoma. To get at the merits of a case is the la t

thing the public find in the courts. The legal profession as a whole

makes an imaginary deity of "The Theoretical Law," and seems to
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forget that it 1 paper image. That it exists for the people,

•lu- peopli lot it. and that it irai created to ascertain the

Its of a case, not for the polemical gymnastics of legal h

phants who live by the ceremonials of their sclf-n

u the criminal laws is the almost unintelligible

language in w huh they are written—which is the very fruitful

ground of a large p. r troubles. Here again we meet the

ghosts and v. cbs of antiquity—all sacredly

l»y the modern priests of the cult—who worship

the idol, hut utterly fail in the great idea which the idol merely

figures and figures but imperfectly.

The Ten Commandments cannot be improved on for concise-

ness, and the people who re-enact these and make other laws are

entitled to understand them.

How our poor people let themselves be fooled!

1 1 < » \v can they endure the present legal tomfool*

Laws are now so obscurely drawn, and often by intention,

that much time of the court- ii spent in trying to find out what the

ling does mean, or in devising a meaning which may be taken

to fit the nearly as possible.

Simple, clear, forceful language in the laws would enormously

reduce not only the labors of the courts, but the present possibilities

of trickery in litigation, lint I have been asked to discuss par-

ticularly the so called third degree from a police standpoint.

There is a notion in some quarters that this is a mysterious,

carefully concealed, dreadful method of torture, like some forgotten

e of the Inquisition. This idea has been nourished and spread

and exaggerated by the newspapers. So far as New York is con-

rely false idea. The third degree is neither

more nor less than a severe cross-examination—not under oath

—

and in no respect han many of those grilling cross-examina-

00 oath, are subjected by lawyers in open

which no objection has yet been raised. Whatever the

so-called third degree may have been in the past, there is not in

Ige or belief any physical feature of blows or pain.

and still less of torture connected with it. The object is to find

OQl the truth about the case, get the truth as to facts, or accom-

where stolen goods are. or any other facts necessary to

society in the administration of justice.
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Let me emphasize here my Ik lief that the New York police

are not as a body a brutal or unsympathetic body of men. They

are \er\ human, and certainly the Celts among them arc wry sym-

patic

doubt most of them are somewhat rough and compelled to

be so by their work—and they are not intended t<> he philanthropists.

No doubt there are brutal men on the force, but I have seen too

much of their general good treatment of prisoners, of generosity to

them out of the policeman's own pocket, of restraint and self-control

under exasperating circumstances, to give credence to any tales of

torture, and rarely do I believe in tales of unnecessary clubbing. I

know our men too well, and believe conditions are steadily im-

proving. This is really all I can tell about the third degree, for it

is all there is to it.

But what I have said leads directly to the following, about

which I am very earnest, and which I wish words of mine could

make sink into your minds as a permanent influence. In our lib-

erty of thought, of which we are so proud, nothing is too deep or

too shallow for us to discuss. Whether we are at all fitted by ex-

perience or education to form any opinion at all, cuts no figure.

We run after anything new—as a people we are becoming very

mercurial—perhaps it is the natural evolution of a democracy.

Anything like what the papers call "the human element" moves

the crowd—sometimes to anger, sometimes to sentiment—and mob
instincts are always primitive.

One of the latest fads is that crime is a physical defect and

can be reduced by surgery. If so, the surgery would have to be

widespread and continuous. By the way, are you aware that a very

large percentage of present-day physical defects among children

are due to the social evil, and in circles, too, where it would be

unpardonable even to mention such an evil? As a people, we are

too hypocritical to face cold facts.

But while perhaps many crimes are of the head, most are of

the heart, and those who have had experience with crime, and, there-

fore, are qualified to speak, know of the vast cloud of mere wicked-

ness that prevails—simple cussedness. There IJ an old Adam

—

there is some kind of a devil—and only when the human heart is con-

verted will you have a sure reduction in crime. What has the Church

to say about this? Society, or the general community, being merely
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human, cannot wait for the surgeons or the ( hurch, but, on the

oi the greatest food to the greatest number, hat taken

steps l must continue lo <lo so—has been com-

pelled tu do so in all ages or be swamped by anarchy.

Shall society be protected in its liberties, its lives, ,tv j, r
,,.

even in its general business and social morality? Or shall it

become the \ictim of an hysterical, maudlin tlabbiness, mistakenly

called nicrcy ; which is, after all, a "fad," not a virtue. It society is

to be bed, and real progress made, force must be used against

the 1 and active simple wickedness of this selfish world.

Tainc, in his "History of the French EUvoJuliu yon

->ne of the causes of the French Revolution was the high degree

finement ami ulceration n rench people—SO

gentle had they become that the judges shrank from harsh measures

ami were always hopefully good naturcd. There was a horror of

severity and bloodshed A reading of his |>ook will IflirnMl you at

the similarity between conditions in France before the Revolution

and conditions in our the present time. About one

hondi rried France down I pedestal

among the n.

Let us face the facts honestly and fear in a

thou btl learned that it must protect itself by force.

The police are the guardians of civilization and of progress. They

are and must be an instrument of force, not of philanthropy or

polite persuasion ; and they must be hacked op by societ eril.

True, the police must be wisely used, and that is why no sc

botlld control them, and why discipline should be rigidly

Bttt for I maudlin ar ymjKithy to join

hands uith the bowlfl of criminals for mercy is fatal; is itself crimi-

nal, for it 11 treason to the general good.

I think these remarks would be of peculiar inten

n the light of recent sell as the fad 0! a hat rigid

discipline and honest administration can accomplish, even in a small

body of men. To obtain the results you seek, to obtain jttSl

e hlWl even as they Stand DC e: let the judges show

rhemsehn r the public good, and utterly im-

movable by anything but the merit! of each case brought before

them, guided not by the hah splitting of the fa :>ot by a pre-

sumptuous spirit of legislating to suit their own ideas, but by the

<iu intention of the law as it is.
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By Major Richabd Syi.vi esti Eft,

Superintendent of Metropolitan Police Department, Washington, D. C.

There were periods in the history of the world when individuals

had been proven guilty of crimes under process of law were

burned alive, had their hands <»r nd. their nostrils slitted

or their hands or faces branded. It was settled in the period of

Henry I, that for theft and robbery a person should he hanged.

Solon introduced a law whereby every individual had to state in

writing how he gained I livelihood, and, if false information was

n, or he obtained it in an unlawful manner, he was punished

by death. By the Persian law murderers were pressed to death

between two stones. In ancient times, before the manners of man-

kind were softened by the arts of peace and civilization, murder

not a capital crime, but the more barbarous nations settled such

matters by private revenge or by pecuniary compensation. King

Alfred I made murder a capital offense in England.

In' the progress of civilization the nature of all crimes and

criminals became better understood, and during the nineteenth cen-

tury these subjects received the attention of able writers and legis-

lators, to the end that penalties for violations of the laws were

invoked, more in keeping with the gravities of the cases, and, grad-

ually looking to the more humane treatment of those who made up

the offending classes. Not only did discussions follow, having for

their purposes the application of humanitarian conduct for those

who were convicted, but the questions of police organization, and

the modes of apprehending and handling those accused, came in

for a full share of attention by these earlier students of prevention,

protection, detection and disposition. It was then considered that

officers of the law, while they conducted themselves with purity of

purpose, were truly the safeguards of the community, destined to

protect the public against the outrages and depredations of mis-

creants who were the declared enemies of the state. That the police,

when they acted properly, should be esteen lie civil defenders

of the lives and properties of the people." If it»is a patriotic and

06)
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honorable profession to break down by force the foreign

of the state, why should it not be equally so to subdue

invaders of proj trovers of lives who are continually

engaged in criminal war ft iiing that can raise the standard

lie police officer should id safety of the life and security

of the property of every individual.

While there was a cessation of visitations of the criminal rlmri
to our shores during the War of the Revolution, during the War of

the Rebellion, eighty years later, when our population had grown to

•us proportions, and our commercialism extended from

ocean to ocean, the disruption demanded extraordinary military and
police activity, due to our domestic disturbances. The ma-

rauder, the bank robber and highwayman, tfiieves ami criminals of

every kind, took advantage of the exciting times to engage in their

nefarious undertaking. At the close of the conflict, during the

period of reconstruction, soldiers and the police were required to

meet unusual conditions in the cities. Many of those arrested,

criminals and suspects, were subjected to many kinds of in<j

and torture prior to court trials, in order that confessions,

imp! cmselves or others in the commission of violations,

might be had. It was closely following upon these exciting tiroes

eat box" was described.

As
i

it was a cell adjoining which in close proximity was
:h iron stove of drum formation. The subject indisposed to

disclose information which might be securely locked within his

bosom would be confined within this cell, and without ceremony

or formality a scorching fire would be encouraged in the monster

stove adjoining, into which vegetable matter, old bones, pieces of

rubber shoes and kindred trophies would be thrown, all to make a

terrible heat, offensive as it was hot. It became at last so torturous

ami terrible as to cause the sickened and perspiring object of pun-

ishment to reveal the innermost secrets he possessed as the com-

pensation for rele. 11ns it the origin of

the torrid ippelfation which has been to much discussed within the

past few yea

The existence of any such contrivance in these enlightened

days would be followed by r suppression. On the other

hand, the criminal and those w
'

Id use the criminal vernacular

apply the etlervescent term to the office, or room adjacent at dctcc-
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headquarter-, where, in . COUSUlatiotl may be bad Of

question* be asked ol prison

In this progressive age, when the heads of police departments,

mainly at individual expense, gather in convention annually and

advocate the establishment of houses of detention ; in other words,

sepAi i ctablc looking edifices for the placing therein of women
and juvenile offenders rather than In station houses, when these

men endorse the probation system, when they study the infirmities

and defects of criminals of record in order that the courts may be

enlightened in these rCSpCCU before penalties are Imposed, when

these members argue for kind treatment of the child and the estab-

lishment of juvenile court-, when these chiefs submit intelligent

written discussions as to the humane treatment of prisoners, it should

need no argument to condemn any assertion that "little drops of

water" <»r superheated DKMStUre weep through the pores of a pris-

oner's skin through torture in a "sweat box." It is to be regretted

that there are exceptions to such rules, but the members of the

International Police Association, who number quite two hundred

chiefs, have subscribed to the principles of humanity. There are

officials who do not practice what they preach, some who are im-

posed upon by ignorant subordinates, but the well-disposed superiors

will far outclass the others of their calling.

We have heard of the other vulgarity
—

"third degree." In

police and criminal procedure and practice the officer of the law

administers the "first degree," so-called, when he makes the arrest

When taken to the place of confinement, there is the "second degree,"

and when the prisoner is taken into private quarters and there inter-

rogated as to his goings and comings, or asked to explain what he

may be doing with Mr. Urown's broken and dismantled jewelry in

his possession, or take off a rubber-heeled shoe he may be wearing in

order to compare it with a footprint in a burglarized premises, or

even to explain the blood stains on his hands and clothing, that,

hypothetically, illustrates what would be called the "third degree."

The prisoner is cautioned by the reputable officer to-day that

he need not incriminate himself, and, in some places, the authorities

have blank forms in use stipulating that what a prisoner states is

of his own volition and without coercion. In the pursuit of their

investigations there is no law to prevent the officers of the law

questioning any person, who, in their opinion, may be able to give
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li would enable them to discover the perpetrator of

a crime. It becomes the boundm duty of the police to locate the

M re is no jti ti for |>crsocial violence, inhuman
or unfair conduct, in order t<» extort confessions. The officer who
understands his position will offer admissions obtained from pris-

oners in no other manner than that which is sanctioned by the law.

If a confession, preceded 1>> customary caution, obtained through

remorse or a desire to make rq>ar. if advanced by a

prisoner, it surely ihoold not be regarded as unfair.

No wet! informed and schooled police officer would undertake

to make himself liable before the court 1 j
unable practices.

On the • 'I. tlu* v. 1 en-

<>r to see to it that
j

done a prisoner. If demented, a

drug fiend, a physical wreck, a first offender, if misled by others

older in mine, he considers it proper that he should be informed,

* hat the court may Ik* fully enlightened before passing judg-

merit. Vohu and admissions made after a prisoner

has been ed that what he stmtei mm] be need tgninsl mm,
ami diligent inquiry of 1 prisoner for explanation of I 1 cir-

Cnm are all there is to the so-called "third degree/' as

eonnti fficials in these modern times.

Son ago a rough usage was resorted to in some cities

in order to secure confessions, but such procedure does not obtain

at hrge There are those who come in contact with the

authorities who are alwa> to condemn on lligfat provocation,

who are waiting to even up for some fancied wrong, or for

some contact with the authorities they may have had through their

own wrongdoing, and who arc ever ready to condemn the police.

On the other hand, the principles of the police, as announced and

in their own circles, are that the closest co-operation and

friendly feeling shou 1 them and the goal cit:

It the latter would applaud the creditable deeds of the pofios and

•rtcomings. it would Ik- just, md lead to a better

lirJon for all concern ces, through the

medium of the International Police Association, are Imp*

tellectually and ni< .rally, and this, in the face of many obstacle*

an e: their calling to a higher standard and in order

to better unfortunate humanity.



THE TREATMENT OF THE OFFENDER

By Homer Foi

Secretary. New York State Charities Aid Association; President, New York
State Probation Commission.

The student of social economy fifty years hence, looking back

on our existing social agencies and practices, will find nothing

more difficult to understand, and to harmonize with the possession

of intelligent purposes on our part, than our treatment of the

offender, lie will not criticise us because our policy in dealing

with the offender was too lenient, nor because it was too severe;

not because our treatment of the offender was too largely institu-

tional, nor too little institutional ; hut because we had no policy.

He will criticise us because we vacillated between accepting, on the

one hand, the findings and teachings of scientific study and research

in social conditions and criminology and adhering on the other

to the medieval idea of punishment.

In thus generally condemning our treatment of offenders, I am
not unmindful of progress made. I remember that we have an

Elmira Reformatory, and that there are similar institutions in other

states ; that improvements have taken place in equipment and dis-

cipline in some prisons ; that the indeterminate sentence has been

adopted, coupled more and more with some form of parole over-

sight ; and that juvenile courts and the suspension of sentence with

probationary oversight for both children and adults have been

quite generally authorized.

The fact that notwithstanding these improvements, our system

of dealing with offenders must as a whole be pronounced a failure,

is, in my judgment, due, among other reasons, largely to four

things, viz.

:

i. The persistence of wrong notions as to the purpose of

punishment.

2. The failure to provide adequate machinery for making

the suspended sentence with probationary oversight, and the inde-

terminate sentence with oversight during parole, really effective.

3. The failure to collect adequate and comprehensive in forma-

(20)
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tion as to the actual operations of our correctional institutions aii<l

reform systems, by means of which we could elaborate a broader,

.nd more effective program, and defend it against

all conn

H

4. The traditionalism of most of our magistrates and judges,

and tlu attitude encouraged by many lawyers and some others, of

I
courts to criticism as we do other institutions.

lime permits but a brief amplification of these four points:

I. Tin- I. »t act general notice

is an address befon- the Association of Disr rncys of the

State of New Y rk. Marvh 17. M/io, by Charles C Nott, Jr., a

il|g member of the staff of the District Attorney of New York
Mr. Nott probably expresses in considerable degree the sen-

timents of the staff of that office, and to some extent of the present

and post etVu ient incumbents of the office of District Attorney, Mr.

Whitman and Mr. Jerome. Mr. Nott begins his paper with the

following assertion:

"It seems safe to assert that for many years it has been held by all

intelligent people interested in penology, that the purpose of imprisonment
for crime is to safeguard the interests of the community by deterring others

from the commission of crime."

While agreeing with some of the positions taken by Mr.

I must distinctly take th this statement. The chief purpose

of punishment in the mind of the average man. and. therefore, of

rfltrmnmft my judgment, is to prevent the com-

if further crime, not by other offenders, but by the particu-

in question. I appeal to general cxj>cricncc and in-

feeling in regard to crimes committed in our neighborhoods

or within the range of our personal knowledge*—is not our first

and most insistent feeling the desire to be protected from further

crimes by this particular offer this reason that we
ctivery wish t<> pot him behind bars, and in an earlier age in-

dud to take off his head. We may hope that inci-

lly others who may. Ik* wavcrin- (so be deterred from

l.ut experience seems to show that it lnccrtain

as to whether the punishment of one offender does have much effect

upon

Fortunately, the deterrent effect of punishment upon an offender
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is one which we can very accurately measure. We can, if we will,

be fully informed as to the extent to which our actual dealings with

I offenders tef than from further crimes. We
know their names, their places of abode. We can, if we will,

identify them by I system which precludes doubt. We can make
such identification of convicted offenders general, and wt can, it we
think it worth while, and, of course, it is supremely worth while,

know beyond peradventure what proportion of convicted offenders

who are treated in penal institutions subsequently repeat their

offenses, and what proportion of those released on probationary

lght or suspended sentence again offend.

If. I . the chief object of punishment is to deter others

from Committing crime, we can never know to what extent that

object is accomplished. It is doubtful whether OUT Statistics in

regard to crime will be such for a long time to come that we can

form any accurate notion as to the actual amount of crime at one

time as compared with another. Even if we achieved a reasonably

accurate measurement of the volume of crime, its causes are too

obscure and complicated to enable us to single out the effect at one

period and at another of this particular factor, the deterrent effect

of punishment on others. The impossibility of securing definite

information is, in fact, probably one of the chief reasons for the

persistence of the idea, in my judgment erroneous, which Mr. Nott

makes the corner-stone of his paper.

II. The indeterminate sentence with parole oversight and the

suspended sentence with probationary oversight are already too

firmly established to be overturned by the reactionary attacks which

will doubtless be made upon them from time to time. They are

correct in principle; they have come to stay; and the area of their

application will be extended rather than restricted. I am far, how-

ever, from saying that their present administration is satisfactory.

It is. in my opinion, in most localities and in most courts highly

unsatisfactory, and it is unsatisfactory principally because we have

failed to provide the facilities by which we can secure effective

supervision of persons so released. Specifically, we have utterly

failed in most courts to provide anything like an adequate number

of qualified probation officers, and we have failed still more lament-

ably to devise an adequate system for the direction of the work

of probation officers. It is absolutely essential in probation work
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shall be kept under an actual, vital, effective over-

sight, and that, it muIi oversight shows that he is continuing in

wrongdoing, the Kttptodad untance should be revoked and the

proper mi I* im|)osed.

Ml V ularly the number of suspensions of

sentence and questions the effectiveness of probationary oversight

ui tlu- Court of Genera! Sessions in the city of New York. The
number of suspensions of sentences increased from 460 in 1904 to

1 160 in 1908, and 982 in 1909. As to whether there is an undue
number of defendants so dealt with; as to whether sentence has

been n wrong instances and by reason of ignoran<

the facts or of improper motives, I have no data on which to base

an c»j I am perfectly clear, however, that, as Mr. Nott im-

the number of per*. i that court under MispenstOQ

of sentence is such as to require for their effective oversight a large,

organized staff of competent probation officers, devoting their

entire time to the work, and properly superintend

The judges of that curt have not seen fit to ask the city

authorities to pr< for any probation officers whatever.

They rely upon voluntar its provided by private organiza-

It is manifestly imposjihW for the representatives of these

orgai with the other duties imposed upon them, and in

some instance! with private occiij to perform efficiently the

amount of work placed upon them by the court. There is no chief

probation ofti rect the work of these volunteers. The State

Probation Committee informally but strongly urged the judges of

this court more than a year ago to make an apph the city

authorities for salaries for a staff of probation officers, and has

offered to support a re<; such an appropriation. It will

doubtless be forthcoming, as it has been when requested by other

1 more notably deficient in my judgment. t>oth in method and

facilities, is the oversight of persons released from penal and re-

formatory institutions on parole. To determine when an offender

may properly be paroled is a matter requiring careful inquiry and

great discretion. It should l>e determined with very full knowledge

ie offender's conduct, both in the institution ami before com-

mitment. It is a highly individual matter. The machinery provided

for a determination of the proper time to release a
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parole, is woefully inadequate. The presumption that all offender!

who have behaved tolerably well in prison are entitled to parole

at the expiration of the minimum period of imprisonment ifl abao

lately inconsistent with the idea of the indeterminate sentence.
•his appears t<> he an accepted practice in New York, and on

this hasis a member of the State Parole Board justified the release,

at the expiration of the minimum term, of a most notorious offender

against the election laws. And when the offender is actually paroled,

with an indeterminate sentence still hanging over his head, what

sort of a method have are worked out for keeping informed as to

his conduct? Who selects the parole officers; \vh<> directs them

from day to day; who works out the standards on which the ques-

tion of the return of an offender to a penal institution ifl to DC

termined; who sees that these standards are impartially enfoi

Our management of penal and reformatory institutions has im-

proved much faster than our management of the processes of getting

persons into and out of such institutions?

To the question, "Is Christianity a failure?" some one objected

that it had never yet been tried. Should any one remark that pro-

bation and parole are failures, I am inclined to reply that they

have never yet been thoroughly and effectively tried. There is noth-

ing flabby, weak, sentimental or ineffectual in the theory or in the

proper administration of probation or parole. The supervision which

they pre-suppose may be even more objectionable to an offender than

actual imprisonment. The crying need, however, is for methods,

facilities, agencies, officers, which will permit the theory of proba-

tion and parole to be put into actual practice.

III. The lack of comprehensive, trustworthy and instructive

statistics in regard to offenders and their treatment, is notorious.

It must be referred to because it is one of the important elements in

the situation. By reason of it we are still asking, after thirty-two

years of Elmira, whether reformatories reform. We are still in

the dark to an unpardonable extent as to whether persons released

under suspended sentence and under probation repeat their offenses.

We are still in the dark as to the extent to which prisoners released

from penal institutions under indeterminate sentence again offend,

either during the term of parole or subsequently. The curious

thing about it is that not only do we fail to collect such information,

but curiously enough we apparently fail to realize that without it
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we cannot develop an IntofUfWil mmI consistent policy in dealing

with offgnden It i- for this that u<- will l>c criticised most sharply

fifty years hence. Not even to know that we are groping in the

• l.trkncss is unpardonable.

IV. Lastly, bm fal my judgment of exceeding importance, is

the attitude ol mind cnl« ind inculcated by many in regard

to the courts generally. We are told that we must not criticise the

-omc way different from other human in-

liitutkm ; thai they must be accepted, supported, obeyed, revered,

hut :itain an attitude of

to dry rot in the court ; it encourages political fai

and dowurigfai corruption; it pcrj>ctuates hoary abuses in the

cvs an. I administrative sides of the court's work. We shall

not reach a consistent, defensible policy of dealing with offenders

until we recognize generally that judges arc very human ; that to err

is human, hut that erring calls for criticism and correction. Lots

of sunlight, fresh air, and ventilation will tend to prevent abuses in

the courts, as well as to prevent tuberculosis.

If y« u have happened to call at the executive chamber in

Albany, you may have noticed that at 12 o'clock and at 5 o'clock

daily the representatives of the press are admitted, and meet the

governor in person. In its superficial aspect this is a meeting be-

tween a very distinguished man and a few young men representing

newspapers. In reality it i> the Hghfl executive official in the

state giving twin* <laily an account of his stewardship to the people

of tl Similarly, every act of the legislature is daily under

the searchlight of publicity. In some way our criminal courts,

iy judgment, should be made subject to equally potent, con-

structive intlmnces. We must know the facts; we must know them

ad we must be ready to express judgment upon them

and to act upon them if need be. We must bear constant!.

mind the human quality of the court. That which we deem judicial

miK-ml>cr may be due in part to a too elaborate

dinner on the part of the judge the night before. That which

we deem striking confidence in the prisoner's good faith may be

born of a favorable turn the day before in the properties in which

tin judge's savings arc invested.

The fact that people know so little about the court* and that

they have been taught to have an attitude of almost fetish-worship
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toward them, leaves them in a state of mind to readily go to the

other extreme and unjustly and unreasonably eondemn particular

courts or particular judges as corrupt or hopelessly unenlightened.

An attitude of open-minded criticism toward the COOftl would,

in my judgment, be a most helpful factor in the development of

their work. The recent report of the Commission to Inquire Into

the Courts of Inferior Criminal Jurisdiction in Cities of the First

Class in the State of New York is an admirable example of im-

partial, wholesome criticism of court methods, procedure and results.

It U unfortunate that it is the report of a temporary body. We
should have some similar continuing organ of government by which

ttcd intervals the important facts in relation to criminal courts,

especially of inferior jurisdiction, would be stated in such a way
as to inform the public, and form the basis for remedial and con-

structive measures. The courts, as well as the penal institutions,

should be studied, inspected and improved. The most important

factor in this process is that of securing reasonably continuous, well-

informed, intelligent publicity, in place of the present long periods

of obscurity, broken by brief intervals of often undeserved public

condemnation.
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Haoh E Mink*,
Secretary, New York Profclioa A%*- .cw York City.

Probation is no longer an experiment , but lias become as truly

a part of end reformative system as the reform
for the I ! girl or woman a system of discipline

and correction I process of character building under the guidance

of a pro! Bicer who is a counsellor and friend. The success

of probation depends upon the careful selection of persons who are

to receive die !• I it, the character of supervision that is

exercised over probationers and the spirit, ability and personality of

ttion officers charged with the execution of this most important

\\..rk.

the long procession of fifty, one hundred or one hundred

md fifty girls and women passes before the bar of justice in a single

night at the Night Court in New York City, between nine in the

evening and three in the morning, one observes with the older and

hardened offenders some younger girls less familiar with the

surroundings of the court. There are many girls and women ar-

rested for soliciting on tl for immoral purposes, or plying

their trade o; ttion in tenement houses, and others who have

been charged with intoxication, vagrancy, disorderly conduct and

with being incorrigible and girls. The women are no
longer in the toils of the professional bondsmen as they were before

the Night Court was fttlhKthed, when arrests were made not alone

because women were guilty, but because it was known that they

would pay the customary fee for the privilege of being bailed out at

night. Now all have a right to an immediate trial and to be dis-

charged at OOCC if found innocent.

It is within the discretion of the magistrate after finding a

defendant guilty to sentence her immediately, to hold for further

examination or to remand for sentence. I the women are

1 at once by the mag and it is largely a matter of

eJttnee dependent on the opinion of the magistrate who is sitting,

whether a girl k discharged, fined, placed under a good behavior

(a?)
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bond, committed to workhouse or reformatory or released on sus-

pended sentence and placed on probation. If a woman who a
guilty is discharged at once, she frequently lias only a contempt for

the law and feels that she can violate it again with impunity. It

neither helps nor punishes a woman convicted of soliciting on the

impose a fine upon her, nor I act as a deterrent in

any way. She pays a fine of two or three dollars, and often leaves

the courtroom smiling to think she has escaped so easily, and

returns at once to her life of prostitution and the streets. If she is

fined five or ten dollars, and docs not have the money, she lend*

at once to the disorderly "Raines law" hotel which she frequents and

which promises to protect her. The good behavior bond is as in-

effective as the fine. She must pay for securing some one to furnish

her bond and thereby finds herself still further enslaved. If she

offends against the law during the period she is under the good

behavior bond, no action is taken to secure the forfeiture of it and

the bond becomes meaningless.

The workhouse sentence with imprisonment for five or twenty

days does not help any girl, and if it is six months it may really

harm her. Recently I went to the Workhouse to see a girl, eighteen

years of age, committed for a period of six months. She had been

leading a life of prostitution for two months at the time of her

arrest and had never been in court before. "I wouldn't care so

much if only the judge thought he was reforming me by putting

me here," she said, "but he must know girls can't get better by

coming in cells with such dreadful women."

During the period of the shirtwaist strike we saw girls of six-

teen, seventeen and eighteen years of age placed in the same cells

with prostitutes in our jails and workhouse—a severe arraignment

of our method of dealing with offenders.

Our courts and magistrates are very slowly recognizing that it

is better for girls who need to be separated from society for a time

to be in a reformatory where they can receive industrial training

and further preparation for life and for work, than to be confined

in cells in a prison.

A system of careful questioning, investigation and identification

and wise judgment based on these is necessary to determine who

are worthy of being released on probation. It is not merely a ques-

tion of age or experience or number of arrests, but of poisoned

minds, diseased bodies and weakened wills.
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I
by the older women with whom the

in the rtaftkn house Of detention pen at the court, the young girl

of si arrested for the tir-t tunc often declares she is twi

one years of age, gives a false name, false address and says that her

parents ai Off living out of the city. If she is sufTV rave,

as she is cautioned to be, and does not appear fright con-

cerned about her arre>t, and if her manner of dress sufficiently dis-

guises her ag- ay slip through easily with a fine, providing no
11. .u is made. It placed at once on probation, she leaves

I md because of the false address the probation officer may
It. however, she is closely questioned as to

the j. lace where she is living, the addresses of paftUtl and relatives

and the place where she WMM last empl |
is held for examina-

or remanded t'.»r sentence while these addresses are ver

by the probation officer, the true facts will l>e revealed.

To provide for the younger girls paroled in my custody while

bl the Night Court and it them from re-

maining in cells in the prison, and also to care for them more

effectively after they were released on probation, we opened

House, at [65 West Tenth S( 1908. Classes

wing, cooking, bashetweaving, English and gymaastki were

organi/cd to keep the ^irls employed even during the short period

while they were held

Among th.se who have to Wavcrley House have been

girls of fifteen and seventeen years who claimed to be eighteen

years old, arrested for intoxication and larceny, a runaway girl,

en years old, who had been placed in the same cell with a

nan convicted three times of prostitution and a girl of seventeen

who had been a ; the same cell in the prison with two

men charged with her abduction.

It has been possible by winning the confidence of the gi:

n their true it I in son to obtain evidence against

those who were responsible for taking them away from home.

It of the physical examination while at Wavcrley

House, girls found to be m venereal disease have been

committed to institutions bom which they could be transferred to

tment or sent directly to 1

even of girls seventeen years of age. their physical or mental condi-

or both have been found to be due to the use of cocaine or
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Opium. Observations made at Wavcrlcy House have shown that at

times girls were considered criminal when in reality they were

feeble minded, insane or not mentally responsible, and have been

committed to the Psychopathic Ward at BeUevuc Hospital or sent to

an institution especially adapted fur them.

Waverfcy House has shown the need of a munieipal detention

If the Night Court where there e.m Ration of the

different classes of offenders and where the younger girls held under

order of the court can be free from the contaminating influence

of the more hardened women. During the period of detention,

helpful occupation should be provide. 1 and all convicted of pros-

titution should be required to have a physical examination.

Some system of identification is essential so that it can he

determined the number of times the defendant has been previously

arre>ted and the sentence imposed. During six months while the

fingerprint system of identification was employed in the Tenderloin

Station, 1217 women were arrested 3145 times. One woman was
arrested 17 times during this period and never sent to the Work-
house or placed on probation and another was arrested five times

during the same month for the same offense and after being fined

twice and committed to the Workhouse once, was placed on pro-

bation at the time of the fourth arre

T. M. was arrested one week after entering a life of pros-

titution and fined five dollars. Six months later, when again

arrested, the magistrate released her on probation. The girl was

pregnant and has since given birth to a child. She declares that at

the time of her first arrest she would have welcomed the opportunity

to get away from her bad life if the magistrate had only offered

it to her.

It remains for the magistrate who is in possession of the

facts with regard to the previous record of the girl, her home
environment, her health condition and her mental attitude, to con-

sider carefully, in view of these, what is the wisest and best dis-

position to make. When one considers how it may affect the whole

future life of a girl and determine whether it is to be useful or

harmful, one is forced to conclude that it should not be merely a

matter of chance whether she is fined three dollars or committed for

three years, sent to the Workhouse or released on probation. There

should be more intelligent handling of these cases and more uni-
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formity of action on the *he different ma/ who have

in rfcw helping instead o4 punishing tfic individual girls.

When tlic defendant li released o: place.! under

the care of a probation officer, charged to be of good behavior and

to report to the probation officer. For a minor offense

the period of probation varies from one to six months am! I

nrisdemeanoi 1* a much longer time. Card records

kept by probation officers and statistical reports sent monthly

•bation Commission. In supervising those under

her care and in making probation a truly helpful influence the

probation officer finds her real work. The following have proved

to be essential to adequate supervision;

1 \ [siting probationers in their homes and obtaining co-opcra-

0f relatives.

2. Securing employment for those out of work.

iding medical care when necessary.

4 Bringing probationers in touch with helpful influences and

friendly relations with them so that they come freely

for advice and help.

5. Receiving :1 probationers individually apart from

the court.

6. Securing revocation of probation and commitment to re-

formatory institution in the event of violation of the terms of release.

If a girl has a good home it is the wisest and best thing for her

turn to it and parents are usually willing to receive her when

facts are explained to them It is not alv e to tell the entire

. hut enough to show them that the girl is in grave moral danger

Bid he more carefully guarded. The probation officer must

then vi^it the home in order to judge of the conduct of the pro-

bationer and not dej)cnd entirely upon the g '.ement at the

reports. When the home is not in New York and the

probationer returns to another city, some one, preferably the proba-

if probation work is organized there, should be notified

1 continued. We can also continue to keep in

h with her by writing to her and her parents. Girls who have

come to \Y House from the Night Court have been re-

turned to their homes in N rk, New Jersey. Pennsylvania,

Tennessee, Missouri, Indiana. Ohio and other states. Several have

been sent back to their bomes In other countries.
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Effort should be made to secure the kind of employment for

probationers for which they are best fitted. Some have had experi-

ence at housework, in factory or office, and can be placed without

difficulty; others are entirely without training or experience, and

must be instructed or placed at unskilled work. In placing girls in

families it is best to tell the employers frankly with regard to their

past record and secure their co-operation in befriending and helping

the girls.

The inability to work and consequent difficulty in getting along

at home, have been found to be due in some cases to physical causes

which required correction. Before going to work, girls should know
that they are in good physical condition and have a clean bill of

health.

Helpful influences must be brought to bear upon the girls in

order to hold them. There are clubs and classes in settlements,

churches and various organizations open to those who have been in

danger, but have not been leading an immoral life. The work with

the girls who have erred must be largely individual and personal, and

in this the help of some interested volunteer workers can be utilized

if wisely and carefully directed.

Probationers are required to report regularly weekly or bi-

weekly, and under right conditions this affords an opportunity for

the probation officer to keep closely in touch with her charges and

is beneficial. The real value of reporting is, however, lost if the

probationers are required to report at a court or before the entire

group of probation officers. It is unwise for them to be brought

each week into the environment of the court and to feel that they

are on exhibition before a group of men and women probation

officers, or to be seen by other girls who are guilty of the same or

widely different offenses. The period of probation is far too short

in many cases, and a minimum of six months and maximum of

two years would be far more satisfactory in cases of girls arrested

for waywardness, intoxication or prostitution, as well as for those

charged with larceny.

The law provides that if the probationer violates the terms un-

der which she has been released, a warrant may be issued for her

arrest and she may be sentenced in the same manner as though she

had not been placed on probation. It is useless, as is done at times

in our courts, to impose a fine or place under a good behavior bond
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or commit for five days to the workhouse for violation of probation.

Because a girl fails when the first chance has been given to her, it

does not mean that t! not hope of further helping her. She

may need more constant supervision than the probation officer can

give her, and a period of industrial md moral teaching and training

in a reformatory institution.

Approximately one-third of the girls and women placed on

probation in the magistrates' courts of New York City arc reported

as absconding or otherwise violating the terms of their probation,

and yet it is by no means true that the lives of two-thirds of the

women are changed in any vital way by the probation experience.

Some who ostensibly adhere to the terms of probation return to a

bad life soon after the probation period expires. As I have worked

constantly with girls during the period of probation, subsequently

Qg them in their homes, finding work for them and helping

them in every way that I could, I am convinced that about one-third

have been permanently helped.

Nation has proved to be most successful with the girls from

sixteen to twenty years of age charged with being ungovernable and

incorrigible and in danger through bad association. Many of the

incorrigible girls have run away from their homes and have been

leading an immoral life for a few days or weeks and have been

with dangerous companions.

Sarah was arrested on complaint of her married sister, who
said that the girl had been associating with bad companions and was

to admit that her husband had

told Sarah to leave the house when she had no money for her board.

During fifteen months of the two years she had been in this country

from 1 >he had worked in four different factories, earning

from three to four dollars a week, and had been "laid oflH from

each one because work was slack Every cent she received had been

given to her sister. She had no place to stay the night she was

told to leave her i a man whom she met in a restau-

rant offY rovide a room for her. For a few weeks before

her arrest she had been leading an immoral life, but had re:

to go on the streets to earn money hy prostitution as several men

! to persuade her to do. She has married since her pro-

bation period expired an- ing a good, honest life. Recently

she celebrated her eighteenth birthday.
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In cases of intoxication of young girls and of women, some of

them mothers of families, it ifl possible to <lo much by probation.

The home HsttS md friendly relations of the probation office!

much and serve to encourage the probationer.

Two young girls who claimed to be seventeen pears of igc

were arraigned in the Night Court for intoxication and released on

probation. When investigation was made the following day, the

probation officer learned that it was the first offense of each, and

that one was but fifteen years old. By frequently visiting the homes

and securing the co-operation of their families, both girls were helped

just at the time when they had begun to form dangerous friend-

ships and were getting beyond the control of their parents.

The girl who has been leading a life of prostitution for a very

short time, and has entered upon it through the influence of some

man who has secured power over her or because she was temporarily

in distress and did not know which way to turn, may be helped by

probation. Application of probation to the older, hardened prosti-

tutes is useless and tends to bring discredit upon the whole system.

An Austrian girl, sixteen years old, had been soliciting on the

streets for three nights. She had been in the country little more

than a year and had worked steadily until three weeks before her

arrest. A man whom she met at a dance hall on the lower East Side,

where she spent her Sunday evenings, induced her to enter upon an

immoral life, and sent her to the streets to earn money by a life

of prostitution. During her probation period, and for eight months

since it expired, she has worked faithfully, and last week returned

to her home in Europe with money she had saved by her work.

When G. R., eighteen years old, was arrested for prostitution in

a tenement house, she told the true story of how she had been in-

duced to leave her home. A young Italian man whom she met at

an amusement park promised her a position where she would earn

more money and have an easier time than in the Brooklyn factory

where she was working. He brought her to New York and placed

her in a house of prostitution. She was paroled in my custody as

probation officer while careful investigation was being made, and

sufficient evidence secured against the man who lived on her earnings.

He was convicted and sentenced to the workhouse. G. R. returned

to her home and has since been working for one year in the same

factory where she was employed until two weeks before her arrest.
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The New Vork I 'rotation Association organized to maintain

WaverUy t louse, and 1 the dcvelopmc: bation work,

co-operate with febc courts ami with probation officers. Probation

officers from I courts arc free to bring girls to Waverley

ncsses, while pending investigation, for physical exam-

ination or until the hot method of helping them is discovered. An
employment

I mnl by the Association, and positions

I for those who are able to go to work. Railroad tickets are

led for girls who are willing to return to their homes in 1

1 would be unable to do so otherwise. During the summer

of 1909, 1 Id! n was maintained by the Association as a home
for proba where girls with their babies and those who had not

been M -pend a few days or weeks out of doors before they

were able to go to work.

The Association b not only interested in helping the individual

girls and seeking to improve probation work, but in understanding

the causes of the failure of these girls so as to prevent others from

entering the rank trued that many girls have entered

upon a life of immorality or prostitution through the influence of

procurers, men who live on the proceeds of prostitution, ami older

prostitutes, because they were deserted by men who had promiv

f
them, or because of ignorance or conditions at home, at work

or at play. The crowded homes in the congested quarters of our

weatshop work goes on, and others where there is lack

of understanding and sympathy, the grinding work at low wage

in factory tad shop with the accompanying temptations, the love of

amusement which finds its gratification in wretched dance halls,

where the girls first learn to drink and meet dangerous companions

all these arc partially responsible.

Extraordinary efforts must be made to convict procurers, check

pread of prostitution in the tenement districts and prevent the

opening of disorderly resorts side by side with our factories or

stores. Then much must be done to improve conditions under which

girls live and work and play, so that there will be fewer avenues

of approach to a life of wretched In helping those who are

fan danger of becoming morally depraved, and so preventing them

1 coming to the courts and in aiding probation work in the

volunteer probation association finds a large field for use-

fulness.
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With the probation officer rests the ultimate success or failure

of probation work. The work for girls and women must be done

by women who bring to it intelligence, common sense, tact, skill,

sympathy and enthusiasm, faith in human nature and in the task they

are undertaking. They must be efficient and trained workers and

women with personality. Theirs is the difficult task of influencing

characters and lives, of bringing others to forget the things that are

behind and to reach forth to the things that are before, of stimu-

lating ambition and inspiring to noble purpose in life.
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KuilAKINh I'll. D.,

Superintendent, New York Slate Rciorm.r Women, Bedford, N. Y.

In looking over the programs of recent meetings of various

bodies devoted to the study of social conditions in different parts of

the Unit* . the COO OH of the duty of the Mate toward

the delinquent woman appears with increasing frequency. It sig-

nifies a change of attitude on the part of society toward the offender,

nan offender, which is most

aging. It is not so long ago that the woman who sinned was

considered so far out of the pale as to be unworthy of any con-

ation whatever. Any effort to do more than punish her when

she broke the written laws of the community was considered a

te of time and money. With the growing recognition of social

responiibilltt for the environment which reacts on character has

come the realization of the duty of societ 1 those who arc

made what they arc largely by society itself.

The problem of delinquent women is complicated as the prob-

lem of delinquent men is not, by social conditions and social con-

ventions, and this will continue to be the case so long as society

tolerates two standards of conduct for the two sexes. Lombroso

has stated in his work on tin tie Offender" his opinion that

the prostitute among women occupies a corresponding position to

the criminal among men. This is in a great measure true. It is

lying the histories of women in the state prisons, peni-

tnd similar institutions, that a large majority of them

have been unchaste, have lived loose lives sexually, even if they

have not been actually among the class of prostitutes who support

themselves by their profe As a result of this it is necessary

in considering methods for reformation of women to make allow-

ances for the feelings of the society into which the women most

eventually be placed.

recognize to-day that the woman offender is divided into

general classes. The first class includes those who are deltn-

07)
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quent on account of some congenital defect—physical weakness,

lack of will-power—if not of active criminal tendencies. This class

includes various degrees of feeblemindedness—of mental unbalance

—between which and insanity it is difficult to draw a line. Often

with lack of vitality she is unfit for difficult or continuous labor.

The second class includes those for whom environment is largely

responsible—those who have failed through lack of moral, mental

or physical training. For this class society is directly responsible.

Crowded and unsanitary conditions in our cities, the lack of en-

forcement of city ordinances, the failure to enforce compulsory

education laws, inefficient methods in our public school system,

unjust economic conditions and the low moral standard tmong nun
which prevails in our cities, all of these are the things which are

directly controlled by society and which are largely responsible

for the making of the delinquent women who fall into this class.

Society is indirectly responsible for the first class. The burden

has simply moved back a generation, and the children are what they

are because the parents are what they are. Environment and hered-

ity are so closely related that it is difficult to draw a line. Society

is getting to recognize these facts, and is getting ready to shoulder

its responsibility.

While twenty-two states out of the forty-seven states have so

far met their duty as to establish under various names training

schools for delinquent girls, but three states in the Union are ful-

filling their obligation toward the women of the state. It is a

truism to say that if the obligations to the boys and girls were all

properly met there would be no need for the consideration of de-

linquent men and women. But do the best we may, it is likely to

be many years before we can dismiss the latter class from our

minds and hearts.

For centuries society has tried to cure wrongdoing by punish-

ing the offender. That it has not been successful it is only neces-

sary to turn to the records to be convinced. Education for the

hopeful seems to be the only way out. If we are to be logical,

there seems to be an undebatable course open to us. First, to afford

the means of education and training to all delinquents. Those who

have failed through lack of these will thus be enabled to return

to society, self-respecting, self-supporting, law-abiding citizens.

After proper study and effort, those who are too thoroughly dis-
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eased to be cured must be isolated to prevent social contamination,

as we are getting to isolate the tubercular, and so prevent the

spread of wrongdoing by contagion and by direct propagation.

i a measure recognize* I ti.

establishing fa ns where experiments are being made in this

kind of work. In each of the three states—Massachusetts, In-

diana and New York—the work accomplished has fallen far short

of what it might be. States are slow-moving bodies, and it is not

easy to so fa ft, plan experiments and secure the necessary

money to carry them out as to realize ideals at once. But there

is an advance being made, and the hopeful sign is that in a con-

rabk number of other states agitation is active at this time to

secure a change in the treatment <»f women offenders, and to estab-

utions for their care. Massachusetts was the

• er in thi> work, as it has been the pioneer in so much tl

good. When the reformatory prison at Sherbournc opened, there

was no other institution of this kind in the United States. Sher-

bournc showed the way, but has been handicapped by unfortunate

gel in the law ami by it> antiquated type of building. Indiana

reformatory prison for women has also accomplished pioneer work,

but is located in a city on the congregate plan. New York, in es-

hing its reformatory institutions, has profited by the work

of tl: tales, and has located its schools in the country

and has l>nilt upon the cottage plan.

There is every reason to believe that the states which arc about

to start upon this work will take advantage and profit by the mis-

takes of the other three states.

In establishing reformatories for women two points arc funda-

mental- in the country and building on the cottage plan.

The first table for reasons of health—for the possibility of

varied industries and for opportunities for outdoor life and work.

The second is necessary to enable a proper system of classification

to be put into effect. We are getting more and more to believe

in the healing and restorative effect of life in the country ami in

the open air. It is my personal conviction that growing emphasis

will be laid on this side of the work, not only in institutions for

men. but in those for women. Our own experience along various

lines of outdoor occupations has convince*! us of the practicability

and desirability of this. Even if it is not possible to train
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for outdoor occupations and for country life as a means of liveli-

hood, so much that is valuable in the way of training, to say nothing

of conditions essential for the improvement of general health and

nervous condition is to be gained, that there is little doubt of its

value as a method.

The necessity of a system of classification is almost self-evident.

Women offenders are not a homogeneous body. The accidental

offender may be a woman of refinement, some education, decent

ancestry and with a dislike for what is vile. It is a cruel thing to

compel a woman of this class to daily association with the habitual

offender, and to bring her in close contact with those whose thoughts

are vile and whose language, when allowed free expression, de-

grading.

The younger women who are full of life and spirit can be

best managed by a given method of discipline. Older women, with

resources in themselves, get on best when placed by themselves.

Neither age, character of the offense committed, nor social con-

dition is a safe guide in classification. The ideal thing is the

study of the individual, extending over some weeks, and then the

classification based on character and needs. To carry out an ideal

system of classification necessitates a somewhat expensive equip-

ment Schoolrooms, workrooms and play spaces should be kept

separate. To secure such facilities it is necessary to persuade the

state authorities that the result, and, hence the money value, of the

returns will be proportionate to the expenditures.

Experience seems to prove that a large percentage of women
offenders are women of little education and who need to be in-

structed in fundamentals. Their industrial efficiency is largely on

a par with their literary attainments. The industrial training to

be taught in a given institution must and ought to depend largely

on local conditions and opportunities for employment after leaving

the institution. It is obviously wasteful to instruct women in occu-

pations for which they cannot be placed or in which it is unsafe to

place them. In different states economic conditions vary, and this

should be studied when planning the industrial work in a given

reformatory.

In every institution for women much stress should be laid on

their physical wellbeing. It is hopeless to try to reform a woman
whose nervous system is demoralized or who has some pronounced
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physical ailment which unfits her for continuous effort Every

such m^t itut i« hi should possess a skillful woman physician, a trained

nurse or nurses and a properly equipped hospital, large enough, not

only to care for acute illness, but to afford a place where obscure

cases can bt Stfl * to determining how far delin-

quency comes from physical causes. For all physically unfit a

proper amount of proper work in the open air is advisable, and

open-air exercise and play should in all cases form a part of

daily life.

In all such i at religious instruction must be of a charac-

ter to avoid any accusation of proselyting, but in my judgment

reformatory work ot ind will fail unless the spiritual part

of the individual can be aroused. The awakening of this spiritual

life, and the direction of the energies along ethical lines, need not

necessarily include any doctrinal teaching. The sensitiveness of

some religious bodies as t«> what i^ vital is considerable, and it will

probably be sometime before we are broad enough to make it un-

necessary to hold distinctively denominational services, at least for

Catholic^. Protestantl and Jews. It i> net easy to find the right

person to conduct such services, but they should exist in each com-

munity.

Beyond anything that can be accomplished by means of formal

religious instruction of whatever sort is the influence of the lives

of those in charge of these institutions. Too much cannot be said

of this. The old anecdote of Mark Hopkins that he on one end

of the log and a boy on the other would constitute a college, is

pertinent to this point. More important than location or equip-

ment is the character of the officers of an institution. No institu-

tion will succeed which fails to include on its staff a majority of

men and women who are devoted to their work from other mnt

than that of merely earning a livelihood.

Not less important along modern reformatory lines is the prin-

ciple of parole. The logical accompaniment of a proper parole

system is a truly indeterminate sentence. So far as I know, no

has as yet been brave enough to attempt thiv So soon as an

inmate of an institut hie to go out in the world, and lead

an honest, self-supporting life, he should be encouraged to do so.

Under the watchful care of the officers of the institution, and. know-

ing that failure to make good means the return to the institution,

while success means a full discharge.
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From my viewpoint the reform of the offender is only one

phase of the large subject of the administration of justice. The

making of just laws and their impartial enforcement, the sure and

speedy consequences meted out to those who prove themselves in

capable of social living, cither by probation or by a term in a

training school and the subsequent release on parole, and the in-

evitable corollary of permanent segregation of those who prove them-

selves socially unfit, all are parts of one whole. We cannot say

that any one part is more important than the other. We each have

our work along our special lines, but we each should be able to do

that work better if we can come together and find out what each

is doing, in order that co-operation may be both sympathetic and

intelligent. Only in this way shall we finally secure the ends for

which we are all working.



I \I LACIES IN TH \TMENT OF (J

BY I II N'lBECKEI,

Superintendent, Glen Mill* School, Glen Mill*, Pa.

I had in mind to enunciate that <>Id fallacy, for fo it scemv

that the administration of justice is for the protection of so*

not a reformatory measure; that it is not an effort for the

benefit of any particular individual, but is for the protection of so-

' that «>ur dealing II Ufa the accused and the convicted offender

should be such that it will result primarily in the protection of so-

in general, and not primarily benefit any offender in particular.

that may be an extreme fallacy in the view of the wisdom of

fifty years hence, but still that is the idea which had somehow lodged

in my mind after the observation and consideration of twenty-five

I of looking at things that are abnormal and anti-social in the

world. If I had not been driven away from that point, I would have

lull next that the great obligation resting upon the courts in the ad-

miin . that is, dealing with the offender both before

and after conviction, is to reduce crime. Optimism may say that the

reason crime seems to be increasing, is because we have better sta-

s but somehow or other the people, including some who read

notion that crime is increasing; that there is a

great deal of crime, but that may be another fallacy. Now if our

present methods of dealing with crime have been a failure and it

continues to grow apace, and society is not protected from the crim-

inal, then the courts of law and the lyatem of jurisprudence under

which th re not such as are required in order to fulfill their

proper function.

Another equally fallacious notion had lodged in my brain during

these few years of observation, and that is a fearful looking forward

to a judgment to come had something to do with men's conduct in

the world Indeed. I Micvc I have heard talk of this kind in

churches of all kinds. It has been something like an appeal to the

people to look out, or something would happen if they did not behave

theooaehres. This notion has been sustained by a little book I have

at home which may be known to some of you. Now, being of that

(43)
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common mind that takes up with the folklore Hid superstitions of

the ages, I had gotten it into my head that the effect of an act might

deter a man from committing it ; rod therefore I should haw
that anything in the adminstratiou o{ justice, cither through the lack

of reprehension of or in dealing afterwards with those who have

committed crime, leading to the greater possibility of evasion of the

punishment of crime by making the result of doing the act uncertain,

weakens the deterrent effect of punishment upon the community. I

am perfectly sure that I have known boys in my youth, who would

have taken apples from an orchard across the street, if there had

not been a dog in the orchard. I am very sure of it, because they

lived on the same street that I did. I am sure that young men,

because of the possible effect of certain acts upon their bodies or

reputations, never committed those acts. There were dogs in that

orchard, too. It may be true that those who are influenced by such

motives are only a weak kind of humanity who are not governed by

the pure moral law. We ought to do a thing because it is right,

perhaps, but still there are many who are thus weak, and law-

breakers are hardly the morally strong. I was going to argue that

anything which weakened the deterrent effect upon the community

was to be avoided. I can conceive that you might save a criminal,

and, by the way, it is done, do harm to hundreds by losing and

making uncertain the results which should follow criminal acts. If,

however, punishment of crime has a deterrent effect upon men, and

that idea is not an antiquated notion, then whatever laxness there

is in the adminstration of law, whatever makes for easy evasion of

the penalty of crime, also makes for crime in the community, and

thus does not help society, whether it saves the individual or not.

Those of us who deal with social questions are thinking too

much of the individual. There is the great social being which is just

as full of life and is just as much of an entity as the single individual,

and we lose sight sometimes of the fact that it is the law's business

so to deal with the offender that that great social body shall not

suffer because of eagerness to protect the single individual. I

know it is also an old saying that "Better a hundred guilty persons

escape than a single innocent one suffer." That may possibly be true,

but it is not salutory teaching for society. How many hundred

innocents suffer in every good cause, in every good work, in fighting

fire, in protecting you in bed at night—how many innocents suffer
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•hat the community at Urge may be saved. I tell you those

hundred guilty ones that escape are a terrible incubus on society.

Now if we can impress upon the community the fact that the ad-

nrfnlttrtlion <t the law should he something like natural law, if we
1 only make it self-executing, if we could only bring it about

th.it a iniii would know that if he took that which did not belong

t<> Urn, it h< ! any right of his neighbor or of the state, the

penal I lH- just as sure as would be the burn when he put his

into IDC tin-. I do not believe he would violate the law often.

If the first time an individual disregards the warning of "punisb-

t to come," he is "sent up," and he fadl that in everything save

personal liberty, be is better off than ever before; if his desire for

almost to satiety ; if his surround-

!t him above all unsatisfied desires; if in short

he enjoys himself, he will be very likely to come back again.

If. however, law could be self-executing just as natural law is

self-executing, and as moral law is self-executing, where the soul

that inn dkt, it would have a much greater effect upon the indi-

vidual and would reduce crime. Just so long as laws arc not self-

executing; just so long as there are hundreds of crimes comn.

without arrests; just so long as there arc 8,800 homicides and one

and one-tenth per cent, of the slayers are brought to execution, the

will not deter very pronouncedly one who may be subject to

criminal impulse.

We have heard some people say that the law is not to punish

crime, but to reform the criminal. We have heard others say that

crime has no moral character, that it is a disease. Just so long as

we foster these notions in criminals, the results will be disastrous.

There was a little fellow in Camden who was guilty of a most heinous

offense, and when he was talked to he said. "W ell, you know, I never

was very strong, I never went further than the second grade ; I do

not know—that must be the reason why I did this thing." Where

did 1 child of thirteen get such I notion? Is it far to seek when the

newspapers arc so often filled with advanced thinker's expositions
of the innocence of criminals and the general applause given to such

doctrines by the large part of those publicly identified with social

k? So long as the public neglects and minimizes the moral

quality of ac iown by an illustration in one of our papers,

one that we all swear by in Philadelphia, crime will not grow lest.
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It was a picture of a street car surrounded by a crowd, with several

well-grown boys and young men in the foreground, and under it

this line. "The usual way the riot begins, some thoughtless boy throws

a stone and starts a riot." Is it any wonder that the boy and the

man do not think it a very serious thing to violate the law, when it is

minimized in that fashion? I am not criticising that paper, for I

am sure there are many people in this audience who have talked

more foolishly than that. The fact is, if we are to reduce crime,

we must bring every influence to bear that will prevent crime, and

nake it less serious by sugar-coating its consequences after

belittling its viciousnes-v Btft all of this is not to say every thing

possible should not be done to set right our erring brothers.



II. Juvenile Courts and the Treatment of

Juvenile Offenders
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THE JW ENILE COURT- lis LEGAL ASPECT

By Kkknaro Flexneb,
Loumillc, Ky.

The framcrs of the Illinois legislation of 1898 and 1899, which

hment in c McagO of the first juvenile court in the

United States, had In mind | di ^'al principle upon which

the legislation was based. The child, they said, henceforth shall

be viewed as the the state, to be cared for by it, and not as

the enemy of the Mate, to be punished by it. The court thus be-

came, in the min« U of its founders, a concrete expression of the

state's obligation to the child ; a recognition that the child, in court

as the result of conditions not of his own making, had a valid claim

against the state, and was to be saved to the state and not punished

by it. This prim not new; on the contrary, it is old, and is

found in many of the early English chancery cases.

The primary legal question involved, the one that we always

meet in the thousands of cases coming before the juvenile courts,

involves the right of the court to control the custody ot the child

;

n its parents or guardian upon the broad ground that

the welfare of the child and the good of the state require that this

be done. The whole structure rests upon this proposition. Courts

of last resort in this country, when called u|x>n to construe laws

creating juvenile courts, have uniformly upheld the right; they have

I the decisions upon the broad principle that the court is cxer-

Dg a power used from the earliest times by the English chan-

cellors. In the old cases the chancellors went so far as to hold that

the right to take the child from the custody of its parents existed

where the father ill-treats or shows cruelty to his infant children,

in constant habits of drunkenness or blasphemy, or professes

atheistical or irreligious principles, or where, living in debauchery,

associations are such as tend to the corruption and

contamination of his children.

It is claimed by many lawyers that the jurisdiction exercised

by the juvenile court is a usurpation of power: that the precedents

do not justify the procedure ; that, although we do find the English

(49)
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chancellors removing children from the custody of worthless pi

rents, it was never done under circumstances analogous to the cases

presented in the juvenile court; tli.it . whereas it i> true that courts

of equity would undertake in certain cases to disturb the parents'

custody, it was done only in cases where the child had some prop-

involved ; that, the question of the preservation of the

child's estate being at issue, the chancellor would assume jurisdic-

tion for the purpose of protecting the property of the child, and, as

a mere incident of the < f this jurisdiction, would throw

ction around the person of the child ; that where there was

no property involved the chancellor could not step in to save the

child. Protection of the child itself could follow only where it

had property that needed protection. The question as to whether

or not the child has any property is not material ; that, given a

particular case involving a dependent or delinquent child, the court

will not hesitate to remove the child if the facts call for it. The

supreme question is: Is the parent a fit person to continue as the

guardian of the child, and if not, what should be done with the

child?

What is the background for this, as found in judicial prece-

dent? In 1790 we find a case (Creuze vs. Hunter, 2 Bro., C. C,

449) in which the father's affairs became embarrassed; he became

an outlaw and resided abroad ; the mother had been living apart

from her husband, and had been directing the child's education. It

appeared that gross charges had been urged both against the father

and the mother. Lord Thurlow restrained the father from inter-

fering with the education and care of his child, observing that he

would not allow the color of parental authority to work the ruin

of his child. The jurisdiction of the court to protect the child being

questioned, the Lord Chancellor stated that he knew that there was

such a notion, but that he was of the opinion that the court had

arms long enough t<» reach such a case and to prevent a parent from

prejudicing the health or future prospects of the child, and that

whenever a case was brought before him he would so act.

The judgment indicates the existence of the power to protect

the child against a worthless guardian for many years prior. It is

striking that a principle so enlightened should have been announced

by a judge who was notorious in his day for his immoral and

profligate habits. In 1828, however, Lord Eldon (Wellesley vs.
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\\ dU sky, 2 Russ., 1 ; 2 Bligh N. S., 12

;

ered a judgment

h lias become the leading authority in Kngland and in this

country on the whole subject. In that case the Lord Chancellor

took from the Duke of Wellesley his children because of hit profli-

gate and immoral conduct. It was sought to prevent the Lord
Chancellor from interfering as between the father and his children

because no property interest was involved. Lord Eldon, in an

elaborate discussion, disposed of this contention and placed

judgment upon the broad proposition that the crown is the ultimate

parent of the child, and that where the parent by nature has, by

misconduct, for ft ri^ht to have the custody of his child, the

. as parens patria, through the chancellor, will step in and pro-

tect the child by removing it from the environment that must make
for its undoing.

The greatest difficulty that confronted the early chancellors,

where the custody of the child was disturbed, was how to exercise

the
J

>n so that the child could be maintained. Where the

parent or child had property, it was simple: An order was made
setting apart some of the estate for the purpose of maintenance,

re there was no property the court was powerless to reach

id protect the child, for the reason stated by Lord Eldon in the

case to which I have referred, "because the court could not take

upon itself the maintenance of all the children in the kingdom."

This defect has been met in later days in two ways. Courts of

equity have compelled the father to contribute a certain amount

monthly or yearly for the support of the child, as was done in an

early case in Illinois (Cowls vs. Cowls, 3 Gillman), and is now the

universal rule, and the state itself tkU provided the means, by estab-

lishing institution! t<> which children may be sent, and by providing

further by statute that children may be boarded out under certain

It will be seen, therefore, that the difficulty of \x

arly chancellors complained has been remedied by simply enlarg-

: which bai existed for centuries, and by providing

through state aid the means by which the power may be exercised.

This legislation is distinctly in line with the theory that the crown

inland, and the state in this country, is the ultimate parent of

the child.

In so far. then, as the child, known under our laws as the de-

pendent child, or the child having improper guardianship, is coo-
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cerned, the lawyer will be compelled to admit that the power exer-

cised by the juvenile court is the same as the power exercised by

courts of equity, and that there is abundant authority for it. With

the lawyer convinced of the soundness of our position regarding the

neglected child, there is still the question of the delinquent child

to be disposed of. What authority, he talcs, ifl there for handling

the delinquent child under this legislation? He is a lawbreaker;

he is an offender against the public peace ; there is but one way
known to the law of reaching him, and that is through a conviction

for a specific offense. This point of view is due to a misconception

of the principle underlying the legislation. The dominant idea in

this argument is the act complained of, the thing with which the

child is charged. No distinction is made in this point of view be-

tween the offending child and the adult criminal. They have both

violated the law, and they must both be punished. But, as a matter

of fact and history, even at common law, a distinction was made
between the two. A child of seven had reached the age of criminal

responsibility, and below that age he could not be held to be respon-

sible for his criminal acts.

From time to time statutes have been passed in this country

and in England fixing the arbitrary age-limit below which the child

is not to be deemed criminally responsible, and above which he may
be punished as an adult for his wrongdoing. The juvenile court

legislation carries this idea forward. It raises the age limit, and

says that a child of sixteen or seventeen, or under, for violations of

law. shall not be deemed a criminal. At common law and in those

states which have raised the age at which criminal responsibility be-

gins, the child who is within the age exemption cannot be brought

into court. This is the specific addition made by the juvenile court

legislation. It thus establishes the principle that children under the

jurisdictional age are neither to be treated nor punished as criminals

for violations of law, yet they shall not "go quit," because they

are exempt under the statutes. The court undertakes to apply the

same procedure to the delinquent as it would to the neglected child.

Proper regard for the principle underlying this legislation demanded

at the outset that the court ; i. c, the judges and every part of the

judicial machinery, be socialized. It is striking that, while the West

has made consistent effort to work out the thought behind the

movement, in many places in the East the attitude toward it is

still hostile.
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These children's OOOltS continue to be mere criminal

In these OOCtrtl oi the criminal law is worked

against the child. The sole question, so far as the child '%%

. "Did he commit the act with which he is charged? Is he

K»nlty of larceny, or burglary, or robbery, as the case may be?"

And, foUowinf the ri^i.l rata of evidence, II the crime of larceny.

lary or robbery is not technically made out, the child is dis-

ed. If it ll mule out. he is c< unrnitte

paroled to a day certain, or sentence is suspended. Back of the

appearance of the child in court there may be conditions that cry

out for correction. This is not, however, the material part of the

proceeding. This, the main point of Enteral in an enlightened and

humane public p a secondary ration. The inquiry

rected to the consideration of the evidence bearing upon the

million of a crime. Notwithstanding it lias been generally con-

! that the proceeding is equitable in its nature; that in it the

as the ultiin nt of all children within its borders, stands

Ht; that it is not a criminal trial wherein the outraged

state demands toll from the child for a wrong against the peace

ad f the state, though we still find in the juvenile court

some reminders of the older idea of a criminal trial, and certain

indicating the hesitancy with which the framers of

these laws moved in drawing them.

The right of trial by jury, for instance, is given to the child

unless it is \ .as done, in a large measure, on the

theory that courts of last resort might hold that the proceeding was

inal or qnati criminal, and that, therefore, the constitutional

of a jury trial to the accused could not be taken from it.

As a matter of fact, whenever the courts have been called upon to

hev have declared, in no uncertain terms, that

the constitutional provision of a jury trial is not violated by a fail-

ure to have a jury pass upon the evidence. The number of cases

in which juries are called is negligible. The provision is, to all

intents and purposes, a dead letter. For this reason, and because

I believe that every part of the law that involves a criminal con-

»n of it should l>e eliminated. I would strike from the law all

that relates to a jury trial. In this new legislation I would not

leave a vestige to be pointed at by the advocates of the older method

as an evidence of adherence still to criminal procedure.
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I would, tin write more clearly into thoc laws than has

yet been done, the beneficent principle that the proceeding involving

the child is not criminal, and that the child, furthermore, itself, is

not to be treated as a criminal. We have stopped short of what it

is possible to do. The laws now define "a delinquent child" or a

"wayward child" or a "juvenile delinquent" as one who does

any of the acts inhibited in the law ; and the judgment at the con-

clusion of the hearing is that the child is a "delinquent child"

or a "wayward child" or a "juvenile delinquent." In other words,

while we have greatly softened the proceeding, it i-. nevertheless,

difficult to get away wholly from the idea that it is a proceeding

involving a charge against the child, and while wc have, likewise,

softened the character of the judgment, it remains still a judgment

against the child. I would, therefore, rewrite the sections of the

law that define a "delinquent child." Instead of saying, as we do

now, that a "delinquent child" or a "wayward child" or a "juvenile

delinquent" is one who violates any law of the state or city, or village

ordinance, etc., I would say any child who violates any law of the

state or city, or village ordinance, who is embraced within any of the

numerous things set out in the law, shall be deemed to be a child in

need of the care and protection of the state; and instead of a judg-

ment against the child, adjudging it to be a "delinquent child" or a

"wayward child" or a "juvenile delinquent," the judgment should

follow the original definition and merely adjudge that the child is in

need of the care and protection of the state.

The language, as it now exists, is a concession to conservatism,

made at a time when it was thought the courts might insist upon

a specific charge being made against the child. The language above

proposed is a logical development of the chancery principle upon

which, the whole structure rests. It merely means writing more

emphatically in the law, than now appears, the principle that the

whole proceeding is for the purpose of protecting the child. It

would take away the last remnant of any stigma that attaches to the

judgment entered in the case.

It may be suggested here that, under the definition proposed,

it would be obviously unjust to include the child variously called the

dependent or destitute child, the child whose case presents to the

judge the single question of relief. Most of the laws, as they exist

now, embrace such children, and there are few courts in which cases
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of this kin« I do not now arise. They are not properly cases for the

:. ami ihoold n«.t re at Ii tin- I hey should be cared for

by organ: Kef agencies and should reach the court only when
the Question of parental neglect enter* in

may modify and soften the proceeding in court to the

greatest possible extent and take away from it all of the sting. It

will, less, be a grave injustice to the court and to tht

pendent or destitute child to bring N art The jurisdiction,

as I ihoold be narrowed so as to exclude wholly cases of

this U
For the purpose of emphasizing still further the nature of

the proceeding, one step more should be taken. We need to get

away, more completely, from the criminal terminology, still em-

ployed. With striking inconsistency, we institute a proceeding in

chancery with th ininant that we want to protect the child,

that we want no stigma to attach t publish elaborate

reports dealing with every phase of crime, from idling and loitering

to th. offenses against public morality. I confess that I am
le to see any possible value that can attach to the fine dis-

!ie criminal law as illustrated in the published statistics

of the juvenile courts. An examiuati* n of the reports discloses

the fact that the cases are sub-divided according to the rigid defini-

tions of the criminal law. We find grind and petit larceny, burg-

robbery and arson and the entire lit 0! crimes. The classifi-

catio cred to in some courts on the theory that the time re-

r the cure of the child is to be determined in some measure

by the act with which the child stands charged. In practice, how-

ever, it is doubtful if this theory is worth much. The act is merely

fence of pathological social conditions. The conditions

Mc for the appearance of a child in court on the

charge of loitering may take quite as much time to correct as those

embraced in a charge of robbery. As a matter of fact, some of the

most difficult ca>« led to the courts are those covered by the

inclusive term 'incorrigible" or "habitually truant" from school.

The criminal terminology is another survival of the older

method. It is adhered to because there is still doubt as to the nature

of the proceeding and because the feeling still persists that

necessary to charge the child with the doing of a particular act

The ins will, doubtless, insist that we must cling to the old
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classification. If we are to continue to deal with the child as a

criminal and in terms of crime, I grant we would have to continue

to use souk- mkIi terminology; but with the attitude of society to

the offending child completely changed, MUM classification in har-

mony with the spirit of the law should, and can, be worked out.

It is clear that what I have said concerns the court, in the

main, from the legal viewpoint. Important as this nde If, the

measure of the court'- work in a community will depend on the

efficiency with which it is administered on the social side. The

probation office, the detention home, the clinic, each carefully and

systematically organized, with efficient officials, go to make up

the machinery by which the real problems confronting the court

will be worked out.

A court which endeavors to do its work without such a force,

or without realizing its importance, is but a poor makeshift and is

doomed to failure. On the other hand, a court that realizes the

importance of these functions, and that, through them, touches all

the larger social activities in the community, is fulfilling its real pur-

pose, and such a court must become a powerful agent in uncovering

hideous social wrongs.



DISTINCTIVE FEATURES OF THE JUVENILE COURT

Bvl!\ i II \ki. I.L. D.,

or, Department of Child Helping, Rimcll Sage Foundation. New York.

The question often arises: How does the Juvenile Court, as

established In Illinois in 1899, differ from the children's courts which

established earlier in Massachusetts and New York? The
essential difference is that the children's courts of New York and

achusctts were criminal :n which it was necessary to

Id the child of a crime before he could be paroled or could

enjoy the remedial influences of the c

Hon. Harvey B. Hard, who was the author of the Juvenile

Court Law, made provision for taking children's cases out of the

jurisdiction of the justices of the peace, the police courts and the

criminal lg the jurisdiction in the county courts and

the circuit cmirts. The law made provision for dealing with these

cases, not as a criminal proceeding, but as a chancery proceeding.

in which the child was treated not as a prisoner at the bar, but

as a ward of the state. The statute was carefully drawn, so as to

free the proceedings from all taint of the criminal court, and pro-

vided that, where children's cases were brought before justices'

courts or police courts, it should be the duty of tlu to trans-

fer the case to the Juvenile Court. Under the Illinois Juvenile Court

Law, there is no indictment or complaint, and the child is not accused

of any crime, but a petition is filed alleging a condition—namely, the

condition of the delinquency or the condition of dependency.

As a rule, no warrant is issued, but a summons is issued to the

parent, guardian or custodian of the child. The summons runs as

"We command that you summon A. B. before the Circuit Court

of Cook County, on the 19th day of March, 1910, at 10 o'clock in

the forenoon, to answer under the petition of C. D., alleging that

E. F., now in the custody and control of the said C. D., is a delin-

quent child, and that the said CD. then and there have said child in

open con

The law provides that a warrant may issue only on affidavit

(57)
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that such summons will be ineffectual to lecture the pretence of the

child; but in ordinary easel the child is not brought in COUfl by a

policeman or deputy sheriff, hut by his parent or guardian, or by a

probation officer, w ithout a warrant.

The child i» not imprisoned, but the law expressly provide! that

no child shall be kept in any jail or police station, hut that, if neces-

. he shall be kept in some suitable place provided by the city or

county outside of the enclosure of any jail or police station.

When the child is brought into court there is an absence of

criminal proceedings. There is no prosecutor present, hut the law

provides that if practicable a probation officer shall be notified in

advance and shall be present in court "to represent the in:

the child." The law provides further that the probation officii shall

make such investigation of the case before and after the trial as the

court may direct.

In the trial of children's cases in the juvenile court the ordinary

rules of evidence are not enforced. Witnesses are subpoenaed, hut

the probation officer is allowed to testify to hearsay evidence ; what he

has learned from the child, the parents and the neighbors, the police-

man on the beat, the school teacher, the employer. In many cases the

judge halts the proceedings and calls the child to the bench and allows

him to tell his own story in his own way.

The law provides that a jury may be called at the discretion

of the court, or on demand of the friends of the child, but this jury

consists of six men, not of twelve. The jury finds no verdict as to

the innocence or guilt of the child, but simply finds the child delin-

quent or dependent, and there its duties cease. There is no verdict

of "guilty" or "not guilty," but a verdict as to the condition of

the child.

When the child is found delinquent, no sentence is pronounced.

The judge has a wide discretion. He may return the child to his

own home, under the friendly watch-care of a probation officer.

He may instruct the probation officer to find a foster home for the

child. He may commit the child to the friendly care of some child-

helping society, or he may commit the child to a reformatory or

some other institution—not for punishment, but for care and train-

ing. The judge may retain jurisdiction over the case for the further

watch-care and guardianship of the child.

It may be said : Why should we disregard the sacred rights of
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the chil<l and remove the safeguards which are provided in every

criminal court against the introduction of hearsay evidence? The
reason why it if right to do this is that the proceeding is not

The State vs. Johnny Jones, but The State for Johnny Jones. The
against the child, hut in behalf of the child. The

effort of the judge is not to determine the guilt or innocence of the

child, hut to obtain such in format inn as will enable him best to

exercise those chancery powers of guardianship and friendly care

w hu jM»n him by the !..

While the child is not on trial in any criminal sense, it often

nt unexpectedly finds himself on trial. The
ncs into court, holding by the hand a little boy

be or ten. 1 Judge, your honor, I wish that you would

do Something with this boy, I cannot do anything with him. He
t mind me. lie niti^ the strict nights, he runs away from school;

I Irish you would put him somewhere where they will make a good

boy of him."

As the case proceeds, such a father is often treated to a very

great surprise. The judge calU him up. m "I find from the

thai it is yon who arc responsible for the de-

linquency of your child. You have allowed the boy t» run the

night, you have failed to keep him in school, you h

in a iiborhood, you have pent \«ur money in drink

and neglected your family. I find you guilty of Contributing to the

delinquency of this child, and I hereby impose a fine of $100. I will

this fine on condition that you immediately change your

this jM)int. Von arc to see to it that he

goes to school, or you are to keep him out of bad company, or you arc

»ve into a better neighborhood to change your occu-

pation." It is often a revelation to a neglectful parent over

that he is to Ik- held iblc for the care and training of his

own child.

Judge Julian \V Mack, of Chicago, called attention in a recent

address before the American Bai the fact that al-

though the New York law was so changed in 1009, that a child

brought before the children's court 'shall not be deemed guilt

any crime, hut of juvenile delinquency only." "this would seem to

effectuate merely a change in the name of every crime or offense

from that by which it was heretofore known to the crime of juvenile
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delinquency." In other words, the proceeding continues to be a

criminal proceeding, and the child carries the stigma of a criminal

conviction.

The essence of the juvenile court idea, and of the juvenile court

movement, is the recognition of the obligation of the great mother

state to her neglected and erring children, and her obligation to deal

with them as children, and as wanN, rather than to class them as

criminals and drive them by harsh measures into the ranks of vice

and crime.



FUNCTIONS O! THE JUVENILE COURT

By Hon. William H. DeLa<
Judge of the J uven id of Columbia, Washington.

The establishment of juvenile courts is the most important de-

velopment in the held of jurisprudence during the last decade. The
rl was organ

i

igo, July I, 1899. There,

Ut is presided over by one of the judges of the

urt, 1 court of general, unlimited jt; 1 he child

is not regarded as a criminal. It is, rather, looted uj>on as needing

the fostering care of the state by reason of its dcfioqocacy, which

tho failure 0! fa natural parents to train it to good

rt proceedings, as far as possible, are similar

to proceedings iu eh.. In Philadelphia, New York and clse-

a criminal court. Hut, whether equitable or

criminal, the attitude of the court toward the child is always the

same—not that of a judge inflicting punishment, but the attitude

of a father toward an erring child.

1 lart did not tell you that the probation officers arc used by

the judge as investigators to obtain for him the sociological data

. that he may correct the wayward children. To do this,

the judge most know of the environment of the children. There-

fore, prior to the children
1 ;nment in court, probation officers

are sent int.. their homes t<> karn the conditions there. Oftcnt:

tins develops that well-grown children, of both sexes, hive the same

sleeping apartment, sometimes even the same bed. To provide the

additional room required for decent Irving; we often find the earning

capacity of the family ample if the money made were not dissipated

in vicious expenditure The very poor arc encouraged I
ic at

creem* thai the amenities may be somewhat possible.

iiile an imknown quantit a force alwa

be reckoned with, Heredity is not a determining force, for God
is good and I believe that He gives us all a fair chance.

ith its parents, consideration of its personal his-

Sncestry, careful consideration of it- environment, and

dose observation of it il condition, the court, in a sympathetic

(61)
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investigation of the child's shortcomings, seeks to find out and erad-

icate the cause of the child's violation of the law. While main-

taining the respect and even the wholesome awe of the child for

the law, the court proceedings are bereft of much of the formality

observed in other tribunals.

It would be a dangerous thing to disregard the rules of evidence,

and these rules are observed, of course, in the juvenile, or children's,

court. It is arranged so that the child may come quite close to

the judge, that the judge may both reassure and have a better op-

portunity to study him.

Juvenile court systems tend to diminish, in a very large degree,

the work of grand juries and criminal courts. This alone saves

hundreds of dollars of expense to the community. In addition, a

large proportion of the children tried in juvenile courts are handled

by the method of probation which obviates, to a very great de-

gree, the necessity for their incarceration at the expense of the

public in institutions. While on probation, these children are under

the supervision and the custodial care of the court, but are suffered

to remain at their homes, where the cost of their nurture and train-

ing naturally belongs. The actual saving in dollars and cents, by

reducing the number committed to institutions, is no inconsiderable

item, and frequently amounts to as much as $70,000 per annum in

cities of 300,000. This saving is not all, for the earnings of these

children while on probation add much to the wealth of their com-

munities.

The work of the juvenile court is not only remedial, but

preventive. The juvenile court is the most promising point at

which to arrest the rising tide of crime. Its whole aim is to save

the child from a life of crime and the conservation and preservation

of the child to himself, to his parents and to the state. This work

has the superlative value of the ounce of prevention.

Probation is character-building. That the probation system

may be successful, the judge must take an active interest in its

workings and be, in fact, though not in name, his own chief pro-

bation officer. No better social service is done to-day throughout

the country than that rendered by probation officers.

Another great saving to the state is also made by the careful

investigation of the cases of alleged dependents seeking admission

into institutions maintained at public expense.
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The exposure and punishment of parental neglect is a feature

that stops much violation of the law; for parental neglect and

parental inefficiency are prolific causes of the wrongdoing of the

children. When homes arc found to be morally untit \<> train chil-

1 to good citizenship, I thank God that there are excellent insti-

ns to ret them, presided o^ftr by such

earnest and cultured and zealous souls as Mr. N&ecfcer, to whom
tened this afternoon.

The enforcement of the parental obligation to support the

;!y is an< ire of the work of many juvenile

courts. The family is tin real unit in the state. If the children

are fed h t'x-ir homes they are less likely to beg or steal. In Wash-

ington, during the past three years, over $85,000 was thus collected

from delinquent husbands and fathers, and paid tflfftlfgh the clerk

e court to wives for the benefit of these children, without any

deduction for costs or otherwise. This result has been made pos-

sible by the co-operation of the police force, under whose super-

visory care these men found guilty of non-support are released

r on probation or by parole.

Finally, the juvenile court is the natural center in the com-

munity around which to group all the social efforts made to remedy

defective home conditions, to safeguard the health and morals of

the young, and to insure the children an atmosphere friendly to

the development of the highest citizenship.



THE RESPONSIBILITY OF PARENTHOOD

By Hon, Robert J. Wilkin,
Justice of the Children's Court, Brooklyn, N. Y.

It is interesting to us all who have given any consideration to

the present provisions of law, relative to the care of neglected, des-

titute or delinquent children tO notice the really remit recognition by

the public of the necessity for the special study of this suhject. Some
one has said that if the present age was to be recognized in some
special way. it perhaps would best he known as the "Children's Ag< ."*

for such an awakening to the necessities for their special care and

protection has not been before seen in this world, so far as we know.

To be sure, the law had considered the disposition of the prop-

erty of infants and made special effort to safeguard and protect this.

It had provided also with a great deal of precision for the can,

education and happiness of those children who were endowed with

property and was jealous to look after their rights. The law had

been particular to regulate the relationship between parents them-

selves and their children ; in fact, it seemed that the law considered

every phase of the question of the interest of a child, so long as

he or she might be entitled either by relationship or property rights

to a financial or social standing. If, however, none of these par-

ticularly interesting and desirable qualifications being in existence,

the child should be found destitute either on the highways or else-

where, should it be in the custody of a drunken or otherwise brutal

parent or guardian, should it be under any other disability, the law

seemed to feel that it was none of its business, nor was it called

upon to concern itself in the regulation of such cases as might occur.

This was not so much due I think to the fact that the peoples of the

world were less considerate of the unfortunate child and its suffer-

ings, as it was to the fact that the legal system of government in

most countries was based on the plan of the family, and, therefore,

the laws all pointed to recognize, uphold and regulate this particular

phase. Even in this country, which sought almost from its begin-

ning to be developed along the line of the special protection and

(64)
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benefit of those who were apt to suffer from injustice, the subject

was not developed into a satisfactory law until quite recent

laaatdraictti, I beBert, was the first one to

recognize this new condition, and in 1736 a statute was passed pro-

viding tli.it when persons w» lc <»r m. provide the

mcnailCl and support of their children, such

children might l>< hi charge of the overseers of the poor and

bomd OtK he giving of the children "a decent

Christian ed Later, and up to about 1825, other states

passed statutes providing lor the binding nut of such children, and

also their commitment to poorhouses when they were found beg*

ging in the Itreetl <»r whose parents were bcgK

The first statute in the State of New York provided for the

establishment of the Society for the Reformation of Juvenile

linmients, in 1X24, and this society had a building where the old Fifth

ue Hold ^tood on 1 third Street and Fifth Avenue, in

New ty. which was known as the "Mouse of Rcfuge

ers were given the justices in the city to commit children

to this institution , From 1824 legislation fa relation to children was
not generally im • and no particular idea seemed to be con-

in the legislation thai
;

in any of the states,

excej re for the destitute or whose parents might be de-

linquent.

The origin of special ideas and the date where fir*t applied

l>een an interesting subject for study, and some an

held that what appeared to be the beginning of a thought

he evidence of increasing interest in many sections

which had only found it pment and announcement in this

Such, in all probability, was the condition in rela-

te the ipecJal itody of children and child legislation.

Alter the termination of the War of the Rebellion the L'nitcd

States took on a new activity along lines that had not been devel-

oped or considered pri<»r to that time. The great excitement re-

garding him ! in that great war was

ling and the mental activities of the people were allowed to

of domestic relationship.

The organization of the great Society for the Prevention of

tumals by li rgh, in the late sixties, suggested

e people of this country, and, in fact, to the world at large, the
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thought that the rights of the individual human being was not the

only rabjed tint should be oootkkred by the ritisens of this

Comm« »n wealth. I have no doubt at all. as the origin of the

Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children indicates, that the

Of the protection of animals, which was spreading itself through-

out the Mates of the Union, also attracted to the attention of pi

the heartless cruelties that were enacted against children. You will

tuber the story of the little child in a tenement of New York

whose sufferings were discovered by the volunteer charity

worker, and who was rescued and her tormentor punished through

the a I Mr. Kergh's society. You will remember also that

when thil published in the papen it attracted wide attention,

and also tended to discover many other cases of a similar character.

The Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals became over-

loaded with these complaints for investigation, and finally Mr. Bergh,

together with the 1 Ion. Klbridgc T. Gerry, the counsel for the Society,

and a life-long friend of Mr. Bergh's, organized at a public meeting

the now well-known Xew York Society for the Prevention of Cruelty

to Children. This was in 1874. The Legislature was applied to in

1875 to enact the first statute for the protection of children from

cruelty. Since that time legislatures of the country have been study-

ing carefully, and with great steps of advancement, the subject of

the protection and care of children.

It is interesting to note also, as stated by President G. Stanley

Hall, of Clarke University, in a recent article, that the movement

"for the scientific study of children began barely thirty years ago

with a comprehensive census in Berlin of the contents of children's

minds upon entering the public schools of that city." On the one

side of the Atlantic the organization of a great movement to protect

from physical cruelty the children of the land, and on the other side

the beginning of a great movement scientifically to study the welfare

of children.

Since 1875, then, legislation in the several states, and, in fact,

in the world, has been secured to protect and benefit children. The

idea also of recognizing in the state its right to look upon the child

with the parental idea has been the foundation thought and authority

for this legislation. The state has assumed in the first place the

protection of the child from physical abuse on the streets and in

public, as is evidenced by the legislation against assaults; the use
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of children in dangerous performances; as street beggars, «

u ant .h , ami the various oth cs where children

pul.liclv improperly used or abuse*!. It protected them from

ill use 111 the various oca
|
r»tectcd their health as sug-

gested by the health laws, :m ,| it »oraU by making

B to the public exposure of chil-

dren nscnt from the common law pcri<

I
ears to s

I should do this was eminently proper. beCSfl

the child • manhood or womanhoo<i with weakened mind or

body or in 1 diseased condition, the state would first be depr

• and protection of :ticipation as warrior

or mother and would l>c compelled for its own protection to support

it it <li seated and incapacitated The principle of sclf-prcscrva-

d the state to assume the attitude of pater fatrur,

ami the !< n naturally follow

The OOf children even down to the present

including the 1 legislation establishing children's or

juvenile courts, have been based on this fundamental idea, and have

in their working rendered excellent service. Natural selection, how-

or perhaps we ought say the laws of nature, provide a some-

ped with which to view the parent on one side and

the Other. The state, for its protection, should prohibit

the ill use or neglect of the child which is some day to become the

1. but in doing so the fundamental idea of the family should not

be forgotten. \\ it li f. tions the legislation has been along the

line of caring for the child in one way or another, relieving

the parent from the responsibility of his duty, and placing upon

the shoulders of the puhlic. in other words, the state, the expense and

ire of the child. The puhlic school system, that most excellent

institution of the people of this country, which we arc all pror.

point to as peculiarly a development of our system of government, in

reality places upon the shoulders of the state the responsibility of the

n of the dnld. While it is true that the parent by the

must pay a few dollars in taxi -upposcd to oversee and

the child in its home studies, at the same time in reality he is brought

Up to the idea that the state will educate the child, that the institu-

bfajhed with that idea, and the parental responsibil.

just so far reduced.
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The stepping in by the state with the strong arm of the law

to pluck the ill-used or neglected child from the bome Of the drunkard

and place that child under the care of some public department or

some quasi-public institution, is another movement by the state as

the parent of the citizen child to relieve the natural parent of hifl

I \» be Mire, the laws provide for the pun-

ishment of the neglectful parent; to be sure, the law. while it doefl

not say so, probably contemplates the reform of the drunkard and the

criminal, and the ultimate return of the child to the reunited family.

but what does the law do directly toward this end?

I am not unmindful of the fact that the laws to-day are con-

sidering the reformation and the rebuilding of the person, rather

than the old idea of retaliatory justice, and I am also not unmindful

of the excellent effort that htJ been made in some of the states,

notably Ohio, with its truant fathers' legislation, to which so much

was added by the efforts of the late Hon. James M. Brown, of

Toledo, nor of the United States statutes in force in the District

of Columbia, which are producing so interesting and beneficial a

condition under the wise administration of the Hon. William H.

DeLacy, justice of the Juvenile Court, to whom, to my mind, more

than any one else, is due the credit of bringing about a practical

exhibition of the idea of fixing parental responsibility.

The law in the District of Columbia, as you probably all know,

provides that the parent shall contribute to the support of his child,

and his failure to do so renders him liable to commitment to the

prison where under a fiction of the law he earns a certain sum per

diem, which sum is paid over to the wife or the caretaker of the

child, who in a way is repaid for the care of the child. This law,

I understand, was originated by the late William II. Baldwin,

Washington, and deserves the serious consideration of all those who
are interested in the child problem. I am informed that during the

past year some $38,000 was collected from fathers for the car

their children; of course, most of this money was collected from

such parents as were free and could find work to do, but the

ability of the state to apply a measure to enforce this payment prob-

ably in its entirety made the possibility of receiving this money a

realization.

Adult contributory delinquency legislation is being considered

by many of the legislatures of our states. It seems to me that the
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has gone nearly as far as it should in direct legislation toward

miK the eoadJtJOB Ig from ill treatment ihc child.

(ttitudc <»f pater fatruc should l*c relinquished somewhat and

ibonld be dei

In the Stale "t some years ago, under a strong

opposition, wc had a bill passed wlmh ptOfidcd that the fatln -

a child who was being supported at the ffKpfntf of the public au-

mi^ht U* summoned before a magistrate to inquire into Ui
ahility to contribute in whole or in part toward the support of the

child. A this measure met with opposition, and
with strong Opposition, hut the hill became a law. While it is

recognized and pfi n a few of the larger cities, it is practically

tier so far as the general state is concerned.

The resjHMisibility of the mother, who has a regular financial

me, with children in institutions at public expense; the rc-

irent, who has assumed the marital rcla-

hip with the parent of children similarly placed, has not as yet

been considered, hut it is the thought <>f the s| K-

;t krr that this

phase of the relationship should receive the KTIOUI Study and con-

1 of the thinking people of our country.

I am will aware that the tendency of the times is to forget the

individual and study in concrete masses. I am well aware that it

is modi tO commit to an institution out of hand the ill

—

1 for or neglected child, and pay the small per capita per an-

num, than it is hy prohation or dealing individually with the child's

its to retain in that parent the sense of his parental responsi-

hihty and perhaps return to the child a reawakened parental lore.

red to recognize the state as the parent of all children

to the exclusion of the natural guardians, or is it best foe us. while

it will in the first instance require much more care and effort. t.»

in a close relationship to the natural parents and thereby secure

the natural child as the hasis for the citizen?

It seems hardly necessary for the writer, who has for so many

years been in touch with the charitable institutions of the great

rk, to protest that he in no way would even suggest

a criticism of the most excellent work done by these institutions

which have these many years received in such large number the un-

fortunate children of thoughtless, if not criminal, parents, for such

is not his intention. He bOWl his head with respect and admiration
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to the service! thai have been rendered in the Christian spirit by

the devoted listen, the rohmteer and paid caretakers, and all who
have done so much to benefit the little ones hi their care

The idea Id forth in this paper, however, instead of criticising

these loyal and unselfish workers, is rather to fnrtln their

work by having the natural parents educated to the responsibility of

their relationship. Should we not, in our future studies, endeavor

to find a solution to the problem o! how to reawaken in the erring

parent's mind and heart the natural feeling of love and responsi-

bility ?



JUVENILE COURTS AND PROBATION IN

PHILADELPHIA

By How. William h Staake,
Judge of t of Common Pica*, i' >U<lclphu.

\\ hen I was honored by being invited to participate in a "dis-

enttg, I came here, as you sec by this envelope,

loaded with KMM material that I thought I might seek to use in the

way of discussion. I did not understand the invitation as meaning

each gentleman was to speak for himself, but that we were to

BM with each other.

I did learn something toil CYCOiqg from Dr. Hart, and that is

nCfl I thing as the Forefathers' Society of the juvenile

movement, and that these honorable, venerable men -

I Messrs.

Hard, Undsev, Tuttle and Dr. Hart. I think they might possibly

call theniM Ivrs tlu- grandfathers of the movement, and then allow

some place for Judge Mack and others, who might come in the

category of fathers. Does not the origin go a little higher up than

any of the fathers within our recollection, and, after all, does not

it really come from the great Father of all, who, in his revelation of

Himself to US, has said, "Suffer the little children to come unto

me and forbid them not"

Now. i have some recollection of seeing a subject on various

toast pages of menus and on sundry programs, namely, the word

"Our and jx.ssil.lv as each of those who have preceded me
spoken about the condition! in their respective locaBrJi

might be pardoned if I said something about 1 mia, and

especially of Philadelphia, in connection with "juvenile courts" and

"probation."
To go into the history of children's courts or the juvenile court

meal would possibly carry us back—as Judge Mack showed

us at Detroit last August—to the courts of chancery in England.

to the children's court in New York, to the early movement in

II- framed law in Illinois and finally ue

t come to the history of the movement in Pennsylvania. I

at this time to say, all honor to the good and noble women,

(71)
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whose intelligent, energetic work brought about the legislation of

1901 in Pennsylvania. Although this legislation had its birth amid

tribulation, because the legislation of 1901 was afterward <l

to be unconstitutional, these faithful women were not discouraged

by that, but persisted most earnestly, most intelligently and very

energetically, until there came the act of 1903, and that with certain

supplements i> the law under which the juvenile court operations

in this city are conducted to-day. I would like to call )
vour attention,

ladies and gentlemen, to a passage in that law that occurs in six

places—possibly even those of you who have studied the law may
not have had your attention specially called to it.

The act begins, "An act defining the powers of the several

COUll irter Sessions of the Peace within this Commonwealth,

with reference to the care, treatment and control of dependent.

neglected, incorrigible and delinquent children under the age of

. and providing for the means in which such power

may be exercised," and then it says at the very beginning, "Whereas,

the welfare of the state demands that children should be guarded

from association and contact with crime and criminals, and the

ordinary process of the criminal law does not provide such treatment

and care and moral encouragement as are essential to all children

in the formative period of life, but endangers the whole future

of the child, and whereas experience has shown that children

lacking proper parental care or guardianship are led into courses

of life which may render them liable to the pains and penalties of

the criminal law of the state, although, in fact, the real interest of

such child or children requires that they be not incarcerated in

penitentiaries and jails as members of the criminal class, but be

subjected to a w ise care, treatment and control," and so on, and in

a second place I find that, "The good of the child and the interest

of the state do not require a prosecution . . . under indictment

under the criminal laws of the Commonwealth." In a third place,

"The good of the child and the interest of the state do not require

prosecution," and, fourth, "The good of the child and the interest

of the state do not require," and turning over I find still again, "The

child's own good and the best interests of the state," and in another

place, in Section 10, "Unless after the care and oversight given such

child under the probation system under this act, the court finds

that the best interests of the child and the welfare of the community
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itxl." I call special attention to these citations because

all, friends, a question of the welfare of the child and the

interests of the state which concern us.

It || farther, in my humble judgment, a question of deep
human sympathy. It i> the real, true application of what we ought

to 11 the Fatherhood of God and the brotherhood of man.

I see before dm in thai audience a gentleman who a nurmV
t gave me an inspiration on the subject of the necessity

of uniformity of legislation in the Commonwealth and nation, and

as I listened to the pn ns thi> evening, oh! how I longed for

uniformity in the administration of the laws of the juvenile court,

uniformity in the treatment of juvenile offenders. I often wonder

how it is that or method of treatment could be pursued

DC jurisdiction as being the very bett treatment which could he

pursued, and then I turn over the pages of the statute books, or

read very interest ing artklei in ti v, formerly the Ckm
and Commons, and find there is the greatest amount of disagree-

ment among legi its as to what is really the

best method of treatment of juvenile offenders, and of the adminis

11 of juvenile courts. To-day. in this good old Commonwealth

of ours. : .amc difference of opinion. I remem-

ber when that good, gifted woman who bore on her shoulders for

so many years the BlOffl of the labor in connection with the introduc-

tnd administration of juvenile legislation, said to me there was

danger that the probation movement might get into politics, when

tod that I thought it u Dg that applications should

to be made in this community to the Mothers' Council of

1. the Second I rian Church, the Archdiocese of

Philadelphia and to other associations and individuals, like dear old

Dr. Duhring, o! the Episcopal City MTttrrrn. to make op the salaries

•hati« a offio lid that in my judgment this was all wrong,

and if the community could afford to pay the tipstaves of its various

lid afford to pay the probation officers, who were also

I officers. The court has in many cases to lean upon these

office ust in their good judgment, the accuracy of their

reports, their integrity, their allegiance, and their fidelity in carrying

out the orders and directions of the court; then why should they

a divided allegiance: first, to those who actually paid their

salaries; second, to those who secured such payment, and then have
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only the balance o! tlieir allegiance for the court? I thought this

all wrong and I am free to confess that I was one of those

who took an earnest part in leaning the payment of these hard-

working officers out of the public treasury.

Again, there is a difference of opinion as to how we should

treat juvenile offenders in the exercise of probationary efforts. We
are told that the great State of New York has the commission form

tpervision, that o not properly administer the law, that

children should not he committed t<> reformatories, etc. We are

told in a decision in the State of New York that probation

judicial function. Since then I have seen it heralded in print that it

is not. Again. I have read that it is a deprivation of a constitutional

right to have a child brought into court and dealt with, as in the

juvenile courts, but that it should have a right of trial by jury.

Thus we see there are these very honest, earnest differences of

opinion as to how best to control and administer the juvenile court,

but there are a number of things about which we can agree, and

about which there cannot possibly be any difference at all, and that

is to insist that the administration of the court be with a sense of

human sympathy, to feel when you are dealing with these erring

boys and girls that you are dealing with those who, if properly cared

for, will become the future respected men and women, the future

good and useful citizens of the Commonwealth and of the com-

munity. Let us deal with them with a smile of encouragement, be

free with the encouraging hand upon the shoulder, look the child in

the eye with a kindly glance, and say the helpful word, the word

which will give the child an uplift.

I have heard it said that years ago a certain then judge, who

later was also an eminent practitioner at the bar, had saved many
young lawyers from absolute discouragement, because, when he

would meet them on the street he would take off his hat to them

with a hearty greeting of "Good morning, Counsellor!" The young

man would feel that that word of recognition meant something to him

— it revived his hope and kindled his ambition. These attentions cost

nothing and they are often helpful. So I say about our delinquent

and girls, do not talk about being big sisters and big broth< -r>

to them, but set alnmt being their big brothers and sisters. Visit

your neighboring social centers and college settlements, and make

your sympathy and interest actualities. Go as the Israelites do at
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!ng Women's Union" and labor with and among the ehil

dim < courts and see how proceedings are

conducted, tad II anything worthy oi m, go to

the )odgC and talk to him. an do not want to do that. .

to Mm and give Mm the benefit of your good counsel. I think

imich can be and has been accomplished by probation.

Some months ago, some tn (be tunc we had laws

providing for adult probation in this Commonwealth, 1 took upon
It the responsibility of suspending sentence in certain

and making myself a probation officer, feeling these were

where the nun wire not of the professional criminal class, but had

. a sodden temptation, and had wives ami children depend-

ing upon them, Was I to pal the prison stigma on a man by sending

him to prison and thus place the tigma upon the wife and

children? Too often when you put that stigma on the man, the

an<l children have to bear the brunt of it I decided I would

i intent in the cases of certain men, and I have piles of letters

from them, showing I made DO mistake in my experimentation.

Thc\ ail to write to me on the first day of every month, ami

there is not one of these men who is not doing well to-day in honest

employment, lending a right life and doing all that I could ask

him to do.

. I am running beyond my time, I do not doubt, but I

won III like you, good fellow citizens of mine, to carry away one

thought, that there is a great deal ol truth in the old saying, "Satan

finds mischief for idle hands to i\o." It is idleness that very often

to truancy and delinquency. Lately I have done some work

with the playground movement, which, in my judg-

ment, is one of the greatest philanthropic movements of the age.

In one Of the reportl ol the grand jury of Philadelphia. The
opening o! the new House of Detention emphasises the duty of

municipal governments to guard against juvenile crime in this

The Qjnestion Of juvenile delinquency has U-en demanding attention.

ago has spent over $11,000,000 for playgrounds" I wish I

1 give you my Chicago experiences as a member of the "i

ground Commissi,

,

n " in regard to that expenditure. In New York

$16,000,000 have likewise been expended within I similar period.

One playground Mock of tenement houses

ig been torn down to make way for it. In Chicago, play-
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grounds and recreation centers have been accomplished at a cost

of less than $2 per each $10,000 of assessed valuation. Expel

teaches that the most economic scheme for handling crime is that

which prevent-, rather than that which, at fearful expense, i^ merely

the engine to convict and punish after crime has been an established

fact.

As the return in dollars is more or less invisible it is difficult

for some people to appreciate the necessity for public playgrounds

Where the parents are, as in many cases, the sole source of sup-

port, they should not be blamed for the delinquency of the child,

for the responsibility is the responsibility of the entire community.

The founder of the juvenile system in the United States has de-

clared "it is no longer a question," and as a judge I will say it i> no

longer a question "that playgrounds do more to prevent crime than

jails, courts and policemen." The presentment further said: "A
judge of Philadelphia likewise called attention to the fact that an

adequate system of playgrounds will work a change in our children,

will change the petitions to and the demands on the juvenile court.

The playgrounds have been the greatest safeguard against lawless-

ness among children." This I sincerely believe. Within the next

few weeks there will be presented to the Mayor and members of

Councils of this city the report of the Commission on Public Play-

grounds. I believe you will find it of great interest, not only in its

text, but in its illustrations, and of practical interest in its plans and

recommendations. I want to beseech for it that you will give it

your attentive, your intelligent, and I would say with deep reverence,

your prayerful consideration, because I believe, and the lesson has

come home to me especially through the past three or four weeks

of strike troubles, in reading the accounts each day of the offenses

of the juvenile element in Philadelphia, that it is true, as was stated

by one of our journals, that if we had had a system of playgrounds

and recreation centers in Philadelphia, we would have had much

less disorder and much less unrest than we have witnessed.



CAUSES OF DEI MCY A GIRLS

By Mas. Mamma P. Paloomib,
Superintendent cpartmcnt, Hou»c of Kcfugc, Darting, Pa.

rk with delinquent |2rlf ll much more difficult and less hope-

ful than work with delinquent boys. The girls are more emotional

and lets reason aMr than thr l» •> Si During thr early years of adolcs-

ben thr delinquent girl is apt to become troublesome, she

is oft tficult person to help ; often hysterical, not knowing

what fti it It || usually the girl from

the broken home, and tin* is one of the chief causes of her delin-

quency, where the mother has been taken and she has been left to

the care of an elder relative, or where there is a stepmother who may
not have uracil lympathy or patience with the girl, and the home

If there is a mother she is frequently too tired

and overworked herself with the care of a large family, and the

coiui re impossible for social life if the family is living in a

small, crowded rooms.

The girl wants to have a good time, and without thought of

the must go from home to find her pleasures, especially if she

has been working long hours in a mill or factory all d per-

fectly natural that she should desire some recreation in the evening.

Proper places have not been provided for this. The vulgar theater

and tl 11 in connection with the saloon in too many com-

munities are the only places open for her. There has been more

public sentiment about providing recreation for boys in the way
of clubs and gyamasrami than for girls. |w>-sjbly because it is gen-

erally thought that a girl should Ik- at home with her mother; an

CC for her, provided she has a wife, sympathetic mother

ami a good home, but the delinquent girls are usually the girls who
have no mother and who have very little or no home training.

Another cause for delinquency among girls is the lack of care

iie feeble-minded girl. She is usually well developed physically,

hearted, a willing worker. She can be self-supporting, but

I never be self-directing. There is no place in the eastern

part of Pennsylvania to-day for the feeble-minded child. The cx-

(77)
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ccllcnt school at Klu >n is overcrowded. In many of the rural com-

munities feeble-minded girls are allowed to drift in and out of the

county almshouses, bearing illegitimate children, whieh are an added

burden to the state. These girls sre often the children of inebriate

Or epileptic parents. They Should be kindly treated, bat Should have

custodial care past the chfld-bearing period.

Another cause of delinquency if the inefficiency in our train-

ing. In many parts of the state in communities outside of the large

cities very little attention is paid to the compulsory education law.

Children are allowed to leave school at an early age 1 their

parents think they need their financial help, and the girl ha

interest in her school work. There is no puhlic sentiment to hold

that girl in school until fourteen years of age, at least. We need

more industrial and manual training in our public schools for the

girls just as well as for the boys. Much more has been doiu to

give the boys manual training and other hand work. We should

give the girls the sewing, basket weaving, sloyd, domestic science,

especially in the lower grades, and not confine this work to the

grammar grades and high school, when so many girls do not stay

in school long enough to reach the high grades. We are apt to

think of the problems in delinquency and the juvenile court a

longing to the large cities; the rural communities have their prob-

lems, too, where the railroad station and the saloon are the only

places open if the young girl wants a place to go and something

to do. In some places the library has met this need. Where there

is no library there should be the larger use of the schoolhouse, using

it for a social center for the community. It should he open in the

evening for classes and clubs with the right kind of supervision,

which is the secret of all successful work with young people. We
need in all communities, both in the cities and in the smaller places,

recreation centers, whether it is a building for that special purpose

or the schoolhouse; with the enforcement of good child labor laws

and the compulsory education laws to keep the girls out of the

factories and mills and in school until fourteen years of age, at 1<

\\ e need to have the art of home-making taught to our girls in the

public schools or some of them will never learn it, because of the

lack of home life.

The juvenile court and probation have done much to help de-

linquent girls. There are very few girls compared with the num-
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bcr of bow, and Jt i> much more difficult to help the girl with pro-

bation than the boy. The wry freedom which the girl seeks is often

hard to give her without having ha thoM that privilege. The girl

is usually brought into court for what is called incorrigibility This

is often the girl gn parents, who has become restless with

the restraint of home, i> unwilling to be guided by her parents. It

is not an easy matter for the probation officer to hold the girl, either

in tiiat home, or by finding another place for her. A boy may be

grossly immoral and his immorality does not always find him out

tod follow him ; it is not sp easy for the girl who has been immoral

to be helped hack to a normal place in society . This is a factor in

which we will always have to meet, and which makes

the work with girls so much less bopefoL The probation officer for

the girls should always be a woman, an* I she should be a tactful,

I
person, who has sympathy with young people. Pro-

bation has done much for the deKnqttClrt girl in giving the restless,

unhappy girl the right kind of a friend, who has somc-

ihle to keep the girl in her own home, or to find the

kind of place for her elsewhere. It is not wise to give the

girl as many chances with probation as the boy, and it is a mistake

bonld have probation first. If a girl has

1 immoral life it is usually better to give her a

1 of training and then try probation, rather than to give her

the freedom which she would abuse and perhaps be the cause of

getting others into trouble.



PRIVATE HEARINGS: THEIR ADVANTAGES AM)
DISADVANTAGES

By Hon. Harvey H. Baker,

Justice of the Juvenile Court, Boston, Mass.

Heretofore trials of all offenders, young and old, have been

open to the public. Seats have been provided for spectators, and

no one has been excluded for any reason except lack of room. The

newspapers have been free to report the details of cases, including

the names of the parties. At present, in connection with the removal

of the cases of offenders under sixteen or seventeen from the opera-

tion of the criminal law, there is a tendency to limit the publicity

of the court proceedings in such cases. The limitations on publicity

now being introduced in juvenile courts vary in strictness all the

way from an understanding with the newspapers that the offenders'

names shall not be published, to what may be called for convenience

a private hearing.

The main feature of a private hearing is the reduction of the

number of persons present to the minimum. In the most advanced

form of private hearing the presence of a clerk and a court officer

ispensed with, and the only official in attendance is the probation

officer in charge of the case which is being heard. Only one or two

visitors are admitted at a time. No visitor is admitted without there

being some special reason for his presence. Such a special reason

- for the presence of such persons as the following, viz. : Clergy-

men, teachers, legislators, social workers, officers of societies for so-

cial service, and public officials concerned with the enforcement of

law and the preservation of order. At the hearing of each case the

persons directly interested in that case are admitted. These persons

are the parents, their attorney or any other person whom they wish

to have talk for them, any person concerned about the child on

account of race or religion, any person interested in the child on

account of the child's or the family's connection with any such

organization as a social settlement or the associated charities. If

there is a trial only one witness is admitted at a time.

Some of the advantages of the private hearing are brought out

(80)
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1

by considering what is the essential purpose of a hearing in a
purpose of a hearing in a juvenile court

find 0111 whether the child is <lehii<|iient or not, and, if he is de-
linquent, to tii i.| out the cause of the <iehii<juency and a remedy for

it. The most efficacious way of finding out whether a child has

done wrong in any i and what is the cause of the wrong-

g, is shown by the action ,,f icnsfbls parents The father talks

wjth the boy alone in hi-- study, or the mother with the girl in her

dumber, Th« teacher similarly takes the offending pupil t

te room. The nearer conditions of the hearing in the juvenile

n.ach the father's study and the teacher's private room,

the more fully and promptly the judge will ascertain the facts and

causes of the delinquency of the child. The private hearing readily

adaj •

t-» affording conditions exactly like those of the father's

study or room. Where the number to be present

at hearings i limited they can be held in a small room, and

the
j

I child can readily be left entirely alone in it. The child

must not l>e talked with apart from the parents against their objee-

bttt in m<»t cases there is no objection and the judge can pro-

ceed from the on the fashion of the wise parent, and begin

tigation by talking with the child alone; though girls, of

e, should never be talked with wholly alone, and, if possible,

man should be the attendant

The foregoing considerations iat one advantage of the

ring is that it affords much more favorable condition*

than a public hearing for finding out the facts and causes of the

child's delinqtt It is well to remember in this connection that

"delinquent" laws usually expressly declare that the treatment of

children under them shall be as nearly as possible like that which

children should receive from their pan

Still another advantage of the private hearing is brought out

by c< g the other important part of the purpose of juvenile

hearings ; namely, finding and prescribing the remedy for the

delinquency. The best way of accomplishing this part of the pur-

-. indeed, to some extent of finding out the causes, is

indicated by the procedure of the physician. The physician talks

with the parents apart from the child as to both causes and remedy,

and able to have facilities for excluding the child from the

room where they arc talking. Furthermore, the physician finds it
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desirable to talk with the parents without the presence of third per-

sons, for parents are to some extent like the children in opening

up their hearts more freely the more nearly they arc to being alone

with their adviser. The private bearing with the small room enables

the judge to confer with the parents like a physician in his office,

and thus the further advantage of the private hearing is that it

affords more favorable conditions than a public hearing for deter-

mining the remedy for the delinquency.

Still further advantages of the private hearing are the follow-

ing, viz. :

A bold child cannot pose as a hero in a small room with only

half a dozen people and no other children present

Children are easily precluded from hearing, or even seeing, their

parents admonished. It is frequently necessary to admonish parents.

To admonish them in the presence of their child, even if the child

is so far away that he cannot hear, tends to further impair their

already too weak authority.

Children do not hear each other's cases.

Children are not pilloried before the public.

Curiosity seekers are barred.

The judge can wholly overlook or deal informally with certain

natural outbursts on the part of children, parents and others, which

in a public hearing might have to be met with a formal reprimand.

Such a reprimand hinders seriously reaching a satisfactory under-

standing between the judge and the child or its parents or friends,

while a quiet expostulation and explanation with the malcontent

alone in a private hearing-room, which is easily cleared for the pur-

pose, may greatly facilitate the reaching of such an understanding.

The feelings of parents can be more effectively spared. There

are frequently blameless parents who are greatly distressed by their

children's delinquency, or by an order for their children to be sent

to a reform school. Any one who has seen the tears of strong

fathers and the prostration of sensitive mothers in such ca<cs will

appreciate this advantage of the private hearing in protecting them

from the presence of strangers at such times.

To sum up in one sentence the advantages of the private hear-

ing, it may be said that the function of the judge of a juvenile court

is much like that of a physician, and the private hearing affords for

the judge the closest approach to the conditions under which the

physician works.
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The greatest objection to the private hearing lies in its being

a radical departure from the hard-won and long-established principle

of full publicity in court proceeding is a real and serious

objection. A just estimate of the weight that should be given to

it and a sound decision as to what extent we should forego privacy

on account of it can only be arrived at by expericne not

who! tc fact that the constitutional guaranty of a

public trial applies only to criminal cases, while the proceedings

in a juvenile court arc not criminal proceedings. The hearing in

juvenile court may result in the confinement of a child in a

reform school and the suspension or the termination of the parental

;on. That is a much more serious result in some respects than

rtlinary sentence of fine or imprisonment in a criminal case.

While it is true that the reform school is not a prison and the child

is not sent there for punishment, but to be benefited and improved

il training and wholesome amusement, he

< vcrthelcss, deprived of his liberty and the parents arc dq>r

of tluir natural authority. The analogies of the teacher and the

ician fall short at this very point. Their proceedings can m
have any such result as commitment of the child or supersession of

the parents' authority.

Under the system of private hearings there is greater likelihood

than at puhlic hearings of harm resulting from the carelessness,

eccentricities or prejudices of an unfit judge. To be sure, no one

that by the establishment of private hearings all per-

sons shall be excluded, or that children shall be talked with alone

against the objections of their parents, or ordered to be committed

without their parents being heard, or without hearing the other

Interested persons mentioned above in the description of the private

ring. Moreover
,

it can easily be provided by law that visitors

of such cl reviottiry mentioned shall be admitted, with

prop* a> t<» the number to.be admitted at a time. But

the persons who desire admission cannot come in as a matter of

e. They must ihovi their cmalifit ad that helps an unfit

judge to maintain a questionable seclusion. The conditions attend-

ing 1 hearing make it easy for a judge to ignore the par.

disposed, and interview the child without regard to them.

All this might result in finding! of delinquency on insufficient evi-

dence, in unreasonable commitments, or even improper talk with

the child.
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In closing, it should be said that the full extent of the advan-

tages of private hearings cannot be appreciated without actual

u conducting cases with the benefit of them. and. farther,

that the disadvantages of departing from the principle of full pub-

licity are likely to be found, as time goes on, to have been over-

estimated.

I "nt il the private hearing has been fully tested by experience,

Communities where t! ubtful can proceed with cau-

tion, taking preliminary steps by suppressing newspaper reports of

the names of the children and excluding all minors from the hearing

except the offender and juvenile witnesses one at a time.

By such limitations and by keeping the spectators at a distance

from the judge's desk many of the advantages of private hearings

may be obtained in some degree, as, for example, the freedom of

the judge in talking to the children but not their freedom in talking

to him. the prevention of their posing as heroes and the prevention

of their bearing the cases of other children. It is to be hoped

that all jurisdictions will go that far at an early day, and then not

forget that they still lack the following benefits, viz.: the most

natural and efficacious method of getting at the facts of the de-

linquency and the causes of it, and determining the treatment for

it ; the protection of children and blameless parents from being pil-

loried before the public ; and. in general, an elasticity, facility and

adaptability of procedure which no judge, even the most conserva-

tive, would be likely to relinquish without serious regrets after he

had once enjoyed it.



III. The Scope and Limits of the Injunction
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INTRODUCTORY ADDRESS

BV Til! t.L,

1 State* Commissioner of Labor, Washington. D. C

Ladies and Gentlemen ; The subject selected for discussion this

morning constitutes one of the most acute questions to-day in our

industrial and in our political life. So important has it become that

gO tlu two great political parties of the United States

it b> making it a plank in each of the two platforms, which

would indicate that the qo id become one of vital concern to a

great many adult males able to vote. It may not be amiss if, in a

It, I attempt to outline to you the situation regarding the

particular point in dispute.

: u.i> the difficulty in the matter results from the

fact that the law is necessarily, inevitably, ami, I assume we might

properly conservative, and that we live in an age of the most

xuty the world has ever seen. In one of the

fields in which human beings come most often into contact—the field

embracing the relation! of employer and employee—changes have

been rapid, and the law has remained it itionary. The organization

iers and its concomitant "the strike" present us a new
social problem, and there seems to be no clear and unmistakable

tory declaration defining where the respective rights of the

employer and employee begin and end.

As a consequence, a new, peculiar and critical relation, spring-

ing up a lb of industrial disturbances, is constantly being

carried to the courts of equity for definition as to the respective rights

of the parties in dispute.

Within the last few years with increasing frequency the em-

r fighting strikes has appealed to the equity courts to secure

injunction! oc restraining orders forbidding his former employees

from doing certain things that are being done for the purpose of

winning in the industrial conflict.

The employee maintains that in granting injunctions in cases of

this sort the court of equity has, in theory, gone beyond its proper

function and its legitimate jurisdiction, and that it has, practically.

(87)
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deprived him of the right of trial by jury and other fundamental

rights and privileges guaranteed him by the constitution of the

country

The employer, on the other hand, holds that the equity court

has not exceeded its jurisdiction; that it is executing an ancient

and proper function; and, moreover, that if he be denied that protec-

he is left without any adequate remedy at law in one of the

important situations in industrial life.

So, on the one tide, are have the employee claiming that the

court of equity is depriving him of fundamental rights—rights which

it has taken centuries and centuries of struggle to maintain. And, on

the other side, we have the employer insisting that any abridgment

of the power of the court means to leave him naked in the hands

of his enemies, and his property interests without adequate

protection at law.

I have endeavored here merely to present as briefly and clearly

as I could the two extremes of the positions taken regarding the

subject to be discussed. We must at least admit the question is a

vital one on both sides.

We are fortunate in having secured the speakers we have for

this morning's session. I doubt very much whether it would be pos-

sible to secure in the United States another group of men more

competent to discuss this question, better acquainted with it, or

more keenly interested in the different phases of the subject.

The opening speaker is a man of international reputation, a fel-

low-citizen of mine, and a well-balanced reformer. I use this last

adjective advisedly. He was one of the commissioners of the suburb

of Washington which made the first practical application of the single

tax. He was umpire of the Caracas claims before the Mixed Claims

Commission. He was also counsel for Mr. Gompers, Mr. Morrison

and Mr. Mitchell in the cases arising out of injunctions by equity

courts. Mr. Ralston's study of that matter has perhaps made him

the best-equipped man of the American bar to discuss the attitude of

the labor movement in relation to the question of injunctions.
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For a number of the use and the abuse of the injur

powers of courts have met with the determined protest of labor or-

ganizations and acute criticism «>n the port of some judges and many
students of juri>pru<i< the growth of this branch of

law bring* to mind the traditional origin of the old streets of Boston.

There, near three hundred years ago, the barefoot progenitors of

many of mg cows to and from pasture would wander from

light line, perchance to gather wild fl il they were suf-

ficiently or to escape a stubborn bowlder or marshy spot

or to obtain a vantage point from which to throw a stone at their

equally thoughtless charges. And this Odyssey of wanderings suf-

tlv repeated created a pathway which, in later years, has caused

numberless passersby countless pangs of fatigue, or at least hours of

unce: m to whether the streets were really "going south or

coming back." So our judges, beguiled by rhetorical fancies or dis-

turbed by the rudeness of the labor of thinking, or desiring to

throw a stone at something with which they entertained no bond of

human sympathy and which, therefore, deserved such evidence of

disapproval, have beaten a pathway no less and no more logical than

the ways of the oldei of Boston. But detailed criticism of

lental operations of judges forms no essential part of the pur-

pose of this paper. We shall rather seek to discover, if we may,

where the straight path of logic would lead D

Let us assume one principle to be settled in the law and in its

practice—that is, that the jurisdiction of equity in injunction ext<

to the protection of property, the improvement or destruction

of which could not adequately (meaning exactly or not at all) be

compensated for in damages. The question which we must clearly

er, and which, if answered will serve as a touchstone is, what is

this property which must be so protected? If a man crosses another's

land or threatens to do so to-morrow, equity will not intervene unless

the trespass may be of such character or so continued as to ii

(89)
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or to endanger the very existence of the plaintiffs property by crcat

ing the foundation of title thereto in another, and in the end de-

priving the plaintiff of the beneficial enjoyment of that to which lie

I legal right. For lesser injury—the mere trespass whether actual

or threatened—the property owner is remitted to a suit for dan

M no remedy. We find, in this instance, that the property must

B physical existence.

Let us assume interference with copyright or patents. Here

again the right is really physical—the monopoly claimed over the

production of palpable objects.

So, if we seek to prevent illegal taxation by the aid of a court

of equity, we ask that we may not he disturbed in the possession of

our tangible property by being deprived thereof through the action

of the taxing authorities.

Again, we are entitled to equitable aid to ensure to us the

continual enjoyment of our property against nuisances which affect

its value or interfere with its movement from place to place.

But suppose we seek aid against libel or slander, or even the

injurious circulation of the truth. Then, quite aside from the serious

constitutional question involved, we ask the courts not to protect

property as such, but to exercise control over something of the most

subtle character—the minds of men. For even as it has been said,

that parliament may do anything short of making a man a woman,

so it is true equity may do much, but may not, if it would control the

character or transmission of thought, and, we are told, equity

will not do a vain thing. As well might we, as Burke said, under-

take to indict a nation. And yet, when dealing with trade unions,

courts have often forgotten what they may protect and what things

are inherently beyond their jurisdiction, and to a degree have brought

pute upon the processes of the law.

Courts have enjoined physical acts of trade unions, such as

mces or trespasses, which have interfered with the enjoyment

or transfer of property. Of this no complaint can successfully be

made. They have gone further and have said to members of unions,

"You shall not say to another, not of your own membership, 'such a

man is an enemy of ours, and we request you do not buy his products

until we are fairly dealt with by him.' " Some judges have even

said, "You shall not bind each other not to deal with that man."

Those injunctions do not protect property, since the plaintiff's prop-
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rigbl thereto arc equally intact, after as well as before.

lippogfd injury complained of; an<i his right to gain lucre by

transferring it has n«
• with Hk mtfffod may have

*\ fact, but by a mental one—the am
t u. U of the purchasers toward the seller, an attitude in which the

complainant has no more property than has the liquor dealer

rt 0! t<n I his theretofore cus-

tomers, or a packer m the sale to the public of beef or other special

We grant that it the customci be drhn o away by a threat

of an illegal 1 r, such as of violence, relief may be sought by

analogy . doctrine prevailing in cases of nuisance—that

is, where a person in the enjoyment of his property is more inj

m the re>t of the community, he has a

right to appeal to equ

believe that when the courts have sought to enjoin

their fellows their opinion of another,

or of the desirability of the purchase of his products, they have

I
entirely from the theory that equity may only defend the

rights 0! property as property, and have sought to create an

anon DOt defined hi any law l>«M,k. and not being a right

>f equity have been believed to possess

ion?

\\ e do not, of course, for a moment dispute that the man whose

D has been injured by word of tongue or pen has a right

to be recompensed in a court of law for the injury sustained, and

lo recall that there once existed the theory that the greater the

truth the greater the libel. This theory—dismissed by courts of

r often to have been taken up by courts of equity,

at least, when dealing with trade unions. But if a trade union may
truthfully say of a man that his establishment is unfriendly to the

cause of organized labor, and no member of organized labor or sym-

pathizer with it should trade with that man. no libel has been in-

dulged in which may be punished by a court of law, and yet. as wc
have stated, courts of equity will interfere to prevent the making

of such a statement and under certain circumstances, punish its

mg as a contempt. We find, therefore, courts of equity striving

to fit upon themselves the cast-off garments of courts of law, and

adjudging that the truth is not always to be spoken. Speaking in

Other ternis they indulge in a sort of indirect atavism. Our judges
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do this because of, as we may believe, an unconscious bias again t i

social institution foreign to their immediate environment, much as

the bare-foot boy of Boston might have wandered from his true di-

»n to pick up a stone to throw at some urchin who lived on the

- ther side of the creek. And later, judges, without understanding

or appreciating the mental attitude of the first judicial traveller,

have made their after steps conform to his, not troubling themselves

with too painstaking an analysis of the situation.

Sometimes the courts have told us that the employer was entitled

to have labor flow freely to him, and some of the most obnoxious of

injunctive processes have issued to enforce thi< supposed right. We
grant the correctness of the judicial position, bearing in mind the ob-

servations we have already made, if a nuisance has been created

interfering with such movement. If there be no nuisance—nothing

objectionable in itself to the law, we deny that the employer has the

right to appeal to courts of equity to clear away the channels of labor

or trade.

For what would be the logical consequences of the contrary

doctrine ? The man who advertises Achilles shoes, while a competitor

declares that Achilles shoes should not be bought, for the heels will

quickly give way, would be entitled to an injunction. The depart-

ment house which advertises to sell better and cheaper goods than

another house in the city would be subject to injunction at the hands

of its competitors, and if there are two stores in the town dealing

in a particular object, the aggrieved merchant could successfully

appeal to equity for protection. The manufacturer who publishes

that his rotary engines are superior to ordinary piston engines may
be haled into court. The cigar manufacturer who begs the com-

munity to smoke factory rather than sweat shop cigars, made by

another, would be subject to injunction.

In none of these instances has equity been resorted to, nor, I

venture to say, would such application be successful, although every

such instance falls within the reasoning indulged in by certain courts

of equity when they are confronted by such a trade union problem

as we have instanced.

Let us consider another landmark of the law and the manner
in which it has been treated. Until trade unions assumed importance

in the industrial field it was believed to be the law that courts of

equity had no jurisdiction over threatened or actual offences save,
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at least, certain ones against minors or married women who, by

reason of their helplessness were taken under the tender charge of

the I 1 wbeit the Offender Ittd, by Us interference with their

rights, infringed upon the >n granted them by the chancellor.

There was an excellent reason for this general position of the courts.

• >i equity have injunctive power over crimes it most

follow as a consequence that their « ion could be inOJH

into by men courts, and if they were found to have been comn

the wrongdoer could be punished therefor as for contempt of court.

Tbttl a court of equity would turn itself into a criminal court, and

a huh primarily was a forum for the determination of the right

of property would become an institution empowered to avenge

wrongs done society, while the accused, entitled to a trial by jury of

his j>eers, would be adjudged by one taught by the traditions of his

occupation to might be, all human feelings and

< spond only to the cold dictates of logic.

Now, when courts arc brought to r charges against trade

lily they forget the limits of their jni : and en-

iies upon the theory, that although they have no rig:

when the element of possible damage to

property ii intermingled with the other elements of wrongdoing, so

tender would the court of equity be oi its litigants that it considers

the crime is included at enmeshed in some way inextricably

with the true subject of equitable jurisdiction. We find, therefore,

although equity will not enjoin theft, it will enjoin (at least some
pes do enjoin) the injury to a man's business, done when two men

ask a third not to trade with him, the two being trade unionists, for

ice except as affecting iinionlltl comes to mind where such

injunction has been granted. This is true although the ofTcncc,

il it be one, ted in this country since the days when our

patriots refused to deal with men who sold tea upon which stamp

> had been paid.

Judically wc are brought to a singular condition. One man
may absolutely destroy another's business, may drive him, in order

to gain his livelihood, from a community, and the court of equity

will hold the offender guiltless, pr.vi.led only the actor commit no
ass, create no nu indulge in no fraud or do not rentier

elf amenable to some other proper branch of equitable jurisdic-

(To this effect sec particularly Haywood vs. Tillson. 75 Maine,
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225, and Payne is. \Y. ft A R. R. Co., 13 I^ea, 507.) Nor will

a court of equity concern itsdf with the motive underlying nidi

action. It may be that the injured party is most worthy and the

aggressor vindictive and malicious, or the reverse may he the case,

will be told that the question of motive or intent is immaterial,

that the sole question ifl whether the moving party was acting within

his legt] rights, and where several persons in concert, acting within

the legal h. and for what Km, have declined in-

terco a business nature with another

—

the aetors not being

U unionists—and have refused business relations with those who

supported the person against whom such action wa> directed, the

courts have, as the writer believes, universally, save as influenced

by the Sherman anti-trust act, held such action beyond the injunctive

tt of the chancellor. (See. for instance, Francis i's. Minn, 113

r. s. 385.)

Let us turn, however, to the position of trade unionists, and see

if such cold rules of logic are applied tO them. Let us discover, if

we may. whether the judiciary has not unconsciously felt the influ-

ence of class bias. And in so doing, let us bear in mind the definition

oft repeated of the word "conspiracy," which is the combination of

two or more persons by some concerted action to accomplish some

criminal or unlawful purpose, or to accomplish some purpose not in

itself criminal or unlawful by criminal or unlawful means. When
two or more men agree that they will not deal with a given man
until he ceases to oppress, as they believe he is doing, by giving in-

sufficient wages; or inflicting excessive and exhausting hours of toil;

by destroying the lives of children, by degrading womanhood, they

may not, according to very many of the courts, publish to the world

the fact, and if they do so, or threaten so to do, they may be enjoined

by a court of equity which will treat such publication as an offence

against the rights of property. According to the almost unanimous

voice of the judges, if they proceed a step further and say that they

will not trade with any man who, by the purchase of such employer's

products, helps to sustain conditions which, to their minds are evil,

they are subject to injunction and if the injunction be violated they

have placed themselves in contempt. When such decreees are op-

posed and violated, the violators are by a single man, who is likely

unconsciously to be prejudiced against them by the mere fact of

having issued the injunction, found guilty of a new equitable crime

—
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cons; » destroy another's property—the courts ignoring the

fact that one may not properly have pro; a tiling of which

he is not possessed, or at least of which he lias not in MmtcU the

power of compelling the possessi

The Iffume e Shaw in the great case of Com-
monwealth :s. Hunt, 4 Mctcalf. Ill, i^ ignored As he expressed

Mb < ly and effective)

then, of these introductory recitals and alleged in-

jurious COnttquencet, and oi the <iualifying epithets attached to the

facts, the averment b this: that the defendants and others formed

themeehret into a sen 1 agreed r any person

who should employ any journeyman or other person not a member
of such society, after notice given him to discharge such workman.

"The manifest intention of the association is to induce all those

engaged in the same OCCttJ 1 become members of it. Such a

<»se is not unlawful It would give them a power which might be

exerted for useful and honorable purposes, or for dangerous and

pernicious ones. If the 1 re the real and actual object, and

susceptible of proof, it should have been specially charged

r can we perceive that the objects of this association, what-

thev may have been, were to be attained by criminal means.

The means which they proposed to employ. red in ti

and which, as we arc now to presume, were established by the proof,

were thai »uld not work for a person who, after due n

should employ a journeyman not a member of th< Sup-

g the object of the association to be laudable and lawful, or

at lea>t not unlawful, are these means criminal? The case supposes

that these persons are not bound by contract, but free to work

whom they please, or not to work, it they so prefer. In this state

of things we cannot perceive that it is criminal for men to agree

together to exercise their own acknowledged rights in such a man-

ner as best to subserve their own interests. One way to I

is to 1 the effect of such an agreement, where the object of

the association is acknowledged on all hands to be a laudable one.

Suppose a class of workmen, impressed with the manifold t

of intemperance, should agree with each other not to work in a

shop in which ardent spirit WM furnished, or not to work in a shop

with any one who used it, or not to work for an employer who
should, after notice, employ a journeyman who habitually use
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The consequences might be the same. A workman who should

still persist in the use of ardent spirit would find it more difficult

to get employment
;

mailer employing such an one might, at times,

experience inconvenience in his work, in losing the services of a

skillful, but intempei rkman. Still, it seems to us, that, as

the object would be lawful, and the means not unlawful, such an

agreement could not be pronounced I criminal OOOSpin

Why should not the man who threaten* to shoot me and thus

de-troy my ability to carry on my businesj be enjoined quite ai much

as the man who declines to purchase my wares, or proclaims that they

are inferior or that they are produced under injurious social condi-

tions inflicted u|x>n the worker? Should not uniformity in principle

be accompanied by uniformity in practice and all be subjected to in-

junction or none?

The answer comes that it is not the individual in these cases

against whom equity has the right to address itself, but something

more subtle and dangerous—that is, the combination. I tut i f an indi-

vidual man accomplishes the evil, why is not he, and why is not the

combination equally liable or non-liable in the eyes of the court of

equity? If you say the individual was acting within his right and

so not amenable to a court of equity, how does the problem differ

in essence if there be two individuals instead of one? And if you

say the individual will not be enjoined, because the thing enjoined

is a crime, do you escape the difficulty, for is not conspiracy equally

a crime? Are courts justified in taking the position that while direct

evil as a crime may not be enjoined, the lesser thing, a conspiracy

to commit wrong, may be enjoined?

Bearing in mind, as you must, the definition of conspiracy as

heretofore given, we may justly wonder what justification there is

for the attitude of courts in holding so-called boycotts, even when
absolutely peaceable in character, to be conspiracies and the subjects

of injunction. Let us see if logically the courts can possibly be right.

If A and B agree to tell their fellows that they will not trade

with C and go further and say that they will not trade with any man
who trades with C, in what respect have A and B formed an unlawful

conspiracy? They have not agreed to use any unlawful means.

They have not combined to an unlawful end unless that which is legal

for one can be turned into wrong when done by two or more. The
vice, it is said, must be found in the purpose of the combination,
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to oppress C. < Wc may ignore, but not forget

the tact that usually trade ratal oombinationi m Bfostrated i>> itrikci

tod boycotts, are not formed to oppress anyone, but to cause the

per* -.horn they tl ted t<» ameliorate their policy

rds their employees t. I'.ut it /, acting within his legal right

and with the avowed purpose of driving C out of his business or out

of the community, may refuse to employ any persons who deal with

him or who board in his hotel and thereby Z works oppression to C,

and the courts may declare Z's motives to be immaterial, in what way

e combined act of several logically different and why should it

receive differ DO that accorded to the act of Z? In

other words, why Si the combination, the intent of which is assumed

to be to oppress, more justiciable than the actual oppression? Why
do our courts reject, in the case of the single individual, all inquiry

bis intent, he acting within his rights, while as to trade unions

the wrongful intent i te all protestations and made

part of the gravamen of the complaint, and the foundation of the

judicial conclusion. Arc our judges thinking clearly or arc they

simply manifesting the not uncommon aversion of men towards those

acts which they deem themselves little likely to commit?

ire arc told that the offence is in the combination and the

combination is in its superior power to inflict injury.

y sufficiently discussed for present purposes the

question whether the combination was one to inflict injury and

whether the doing of acts in themselves legal could constitute legal

injury). To this we have to say that the courts arc indulging in a

legal presumption in order to find jurisdiction against several and re-

jecting the presumption as against one and that jurisdiction should be

based upon fact, not upon inference. The fact may be that under

given ctrcumstanc mbmation would be powerless to inflict an

appr< nconvenience, not to say legal injury, whereas under

: circumstances one man, acting with no greater and no less right

in himself, may bring about ruin to hundreds. It. therefore, we are

told that the superior power in the combinati lict injury is

the* t may >urcly logically say that the essence of the test is

the
i

injure and tl may pertain to the single individual

as well i 'io act in combination, and wc may justly -

> which hold the powerful individual im

demn the impotent combination.
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Thus, as wc believe, the whole theory 0! tin- courts in thi

gard is founded upon a logical absurdity. Two men may n«t fa

combination, without incurring the anathemas of the court, do the

things which each severally may accomplish. A, Hying at one end <>t

the city, and B living at the Other end, without connection with each

other may say to their neighbor* that they do not Intend t<> trade with

/.. in the center of the town, and that tluir dislike for him is BO

I that it 11 to any person who has dealing! with him.

These separate declarations arc. in the eyes of the court 0! equity,

legally innocent. Bui it A and B together agree to exactly the same

thing, that which before was innocent becomes I conspiracy to op-

. and although called a crime will be enjoined by a court of

equity as infringing upon a right of property belonging to Z, which

right of property was not discernible by the court when attacked by

A and B separately. We have therefore by combination called into

being not only a power to restrain a crime, but we have created prop-

erty where before none existed. We are not able to cite a more

remarkable legal performance in the history of jurisprudence.

Let us look at it in another aspect. A has a right to control his

own actions absolutely. He may trade where he will and he may
withhold his trade. He may declare his intention of withholding

his trade and not bestowing it upon any sympathizer with Z. When
he does so he will be legally righteous. The same right and power

exist in B. When A and B meet together to exercise jointly the

rights they possess severally, then, presto! change! the very coming

together destroys their individual rights. Instead of retaining the

powers and privileges logically indubitably their own, they have

entirely lost them.

Why should a conspiracy to injure be enjoined and not the de-

termination, for instance, of a single man to commit arson ? While

the determination to injure on the part of several individuals by the

refusal of trade relations is not, to our minds an injury to property

in any true sense, a threat to commit arson is the declaration of an

intent to destroy that which is undoubtedly property, yet our courts,

preserving in this respect the right to trial by jury, will not enjoin

the commitment of arson.

The situation is a peculiar one. A man has a right to refuse in

any way he sees fit to trade with, another or with that other's sym-

pathizers. He has a right to publish such fact to the world, subject
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only to m his statements be false He has a right to enter

a combination, tod <lo any act he might lawfully have a right

. himself, the means to be cnploj lie combination being

peaceable and legal, hut when he enters into such a combination he

becomes subject t" the injunctive power of This is the

great of "hi<l- k" logic on the part of the O
has fallen within our knowledge.

Perhaps all apph COQTtl of equity for injunction against

boycotts, peaceful <»r otherwise, have alleged that the defendants

to injure or Oppress the complainant by de-

claring huu "unfair" or n to purchase his goods and urging

others to do likewise, or refusing intercourse with those who trade

with him. If these things be legally wrong in the individual, there

must be a right of action on behalf of the public or on behalf of the

individual affected against him. If he does these things in con junc

-

with another his individual liability remains, and he should be

accountable in a court of law, or a criminal court—not in c<j

fact of comhination cannot make the end more or less legal or

DCC the combination is only the means to an end and in

itself good or bad, according to the methods to be employ

or the end to be gained. In other words, a conspiracy to oppress

only logically cxi^t when the oppression, if an individual act,

he M,|,ject to civil judgment or criminal punishment.

is illustrate the whole proposition by a simple case. If A.

the owner of a newspaper, advises nil patrons against trading with C.

becat s unfairly he may not be - by a

tv. however injurious such publication may be. If B
becomes a partner with A. and thereafter similar public accusations

arc made, then, by the logic of a great many of trade-union decisions,

truthful such puhlications may be as statements of fact,

A and B are subject to injunction. Wherein lies the reason for I

\\ ithin : hundred years many men have served ten

jail in N '.. Pennsylvania. New Jersey and other states for

implc act of quitting their labors in order to secure a reduction

of hours per day or to obtain some other industrial end. That the

vs who sentenced them were wrong oir conception of

justice or law need hardly be argued to-day. either before the

bar of public opinion or before the courts. Hut the reasoning in

h the lower courts indulged when convicting them was in all
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respects, in principle ami almost in words, that employed to-day

when the judge enjoins the existence of a peaceful boycott. In

either case it has been argued that the vice of the offense exjsted

in the combination, that tlu- employer was unable to struggle against

such combination, that it disarranged his business and reduced

his profit

The §ok essentia] difference between the two situations is that

in the case of the strike the power of production of the employer

diminished, in the case of the boycott the power of disposition

of the products when completed was lessened. The essential tiling.

the ability to carry on business according to the whim or desire

of the employer, was restricted. The decision of Chief Justice

Shaw in Commonwealth vs. Hunt marked a distinct difference in

the treatment of trade unions by the courts, and the exact logic

of his decision has received acceptance, boycotts being in question,

at the hands of such judges as Justice Caldwell, of Arkansas, and

Chief Justice Parker, of New York, while Justice Holmes, in his

dissenting opinion in the case of Vegelahn vs. Guntner (167 Mass.,

92), found occasion to say that "There is an opinion which lately

has been insisted upon a good deal, that the combination of persons to

do what any one of them lawfully might do by themselves will make

the otherwise lawful conduct unlawful. It will be rash to say that

some as yet unformulated truth may not be hidden under this prop-

osition. But in the general form in which it has been presented

and accepted by many of the courts, I think it plainly untrue, both

on authority and on principle."

If there be yet doubt in the minds of my hearers, that the courts

of equity have been illogical in the treatment of trade unions, listen

a moment to the utterance of the Earl of IIal>hury in the case of

Quinn vs. Leatham (Appeal Case, 1901 ; Law Reports, p. 506), a

case often cited against trade unions, wherein he says, referring

to the language of the case of Allen vs. Flood (Appeal Cases, 1,

1898), considered as favorable to them :

"I entirely deny that it can be quoted for a proposition that

may seem to follow logically from it. Such a mode of reasoning

assumes that the law is necessarily a logical code, whereas every

lawyer must acknowledge that the law is not always logical at all."

In view of the confusion of ideas and logic in which courts

have involved themselves, it is natural that trades organizations and
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r thinkers up lbject arc little disposed to await the long

course of years which would necessarily pass until reason could

triumph in judicial tribunals wit: to boycotts as it did

with rag trike* after the n m Commonwealth
Hunt. 1 to be expected that leaders of unions will accept

with equanimity injunction after injunction and sentence after sen-

tence for contempt, »n the hope that at some time or other, during

the life of the present or a succeeding generation, courts will recog-

nize their blunders, and the sufferings of the present will be atoned

for by judicial triumphs in an indefinite future. And as the courts

>t help themselves within reasonable time, labor organizations

have appealed, and doubtless will continue to appeal, for justice to

the legislative branch of the government. The line their appeal

will take Kl shown by several existing or proposed acts, notable

among which li the
**

I*.riti-h Trades I> of 1906, the sub-

of which is as folio

"An act done in pursuance of an agreement or combination by

two or more persons shall, if done in contemplation or furtherance

of a trade dispute, not be actionable unless the act, if done without

any such agreement or combination, would be actionable.

"It shall be lawful for one or more persons, acting on their

own behalf or on behalf of a trade union or of an individual em-

ployer or firm in contemplation or furtherance of a trade dispute,

to attend at or near a house or place where a person resides or

works or carries on business or happens to be, if they so attend

merely for the purpose of peacefully obtaining or communicating

information, or of peacefully persuading any person to work or

abstain from working.

n act done by a person in contemplation or furtherance of a

trade dispute shall not be actionable on the ground only that it in-

duces some other persons to break a contract of employment or that

an interference with the trade, business or employment of tome

other person, or with the right of some other person to dispose of

tpital or his labor as he wills.

act against a trade union, whether of workmen or masters,

or against any members or officials thereof on behalf of themsehre*

and all other members of the trade union in respect of any tortious

act alleged to have been committed by or on behalf of the trade

union shall not be entertained by any court.
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"Nothing in this section shall affect the liability of the trustees

of a trade union to be sued in the event- provided t<>r by the Ti

Union Act, 1871, section 9, excepting in respect of any tortious act

committed by or on behalf of the union in contemplation or in fur-

therance of I trade dispute."

Even before this act WO* adopted the law of England had

liberalized, and. largely based upon the legislative expression of such

liberality, a bill was prepared rod introduced into the House of

Representatives of the United States reading as follows:

"That no agreement, combination or contract by or between

two or more persons to do or procure to be done, or not to do or

procure not to be done, any act in contemplation or furtherance of

am trade dispute between employers and employees in the District of

Columbia or in any territory of the United States, or between em-

ployers and employees who may be engaged in trade or commerce be-

en the several states, or between any territory and another, or

between any territory or territories and any state or states or the

District of Columbia, or with foreign nations, or between the Dis-

trict of Columbia and any state or states or foreign nations, shall

be deemed criminal, nor shall those engaged therein be indictable or

otherwise punishable for the crime of conspiracy, if such act com-

mitted by one person should not be punishable as a crime, nor shall

such agreement, combination or contract be considered as in re-

straint of trade or commerce, nor shall any restraining order or

injunction be issued with relation thereto. Nothing in this act shall

exempt from punishment, otherwise than as herein excepted, any

person guilty of conspiracy for which punishment is now provided

by any act of Congress, but such act of Congress shall, as to the

agreements, combinations and contracts hereinbefore referred to,

be construed as if this act were therein contained."

This bill three or four times passed the House of Representa-

tives, to be pigeonholed in the Senate Judiciary Committee, save-

on one occasion when Senator Hoar reported it favorably. Imme-
diately thereafter, however, upon the urgent representations of cer-

tain senators from New York and Connecticut, the bill was recom-

mitted, and thus ended the nearest approach to its adoption in the

American Congress.

Meanwhile, the idea contained in the bill became expressed in

a law adopted in the year 19x53 by the State of California, the act

reading as follows

:
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"No agreement, com 1 or contract by or between two or

more persons to do or procure to be done, or not to do or procure

to be done, any act in contemplation or furtherance of any trade

ate between employer* and employees in the State of California

shall be deemed criminal, nor shall those engaged therein be in

able or otherwise punishable for the crime of conspiracy, if such

act conn . one person would not be punishable as a crime.

li agreement, con 1
or contract be considered as

in restraint of trade or commerce, nor shall any restraining order

or Injunction be issued with relation thereto. Nothing in this act

shall exempt from punishment. Otherwise than as herein excepted,

any persons guilty of con h punishment is now pro-

1 for by any act of the legislature, but such act of the legis-

ill, as to the agreements, combinations and contracts here-

inbefore referred to, be considered as if this act were therein con-

tained ; Prmnded, That nothing in this act shall be construed to

orizc force or violence, or threats thereof."

It will be noted, therefore, that the relief denied by the Con-

gress of the United States has been granted in England and Cali-

fornia, end, it must be confe ulting in any of the

• lire consequences which its opponents predicted. It is not recorded

that violence and wrongdoing have become, because of the passage

of these acts, more common in either of the two jurisdictions where

the law has been reduced to logic. Neither have the courts, be-

cause of its passage, become less efficient in any direction in which

they might justly act.

: as an appeal to the represe: of the people to cor-

rect judicial blunders with regard to the responsibilities assumed by

one employee for the act of another was imperatively necessary, so

ich an appeal compelled by the course of events against

the abuse of the injunctive powers of courts.
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II. Address by Charles E. Littlefield, Esq.,

New York.

Mr. Chairman. Ladies and Gentlemen:

It i y forme at the outset to premise that until I arrived

on the platform I was not aware that the subject of the morning's dis-

ind those of injunctions in labor controvei

It i^ quite true that when I received the invitation to speak before this

•v. I had notice that I was to speak for fifteen minutes on injunc-

tions; not that it is embarrassing to me, but, as it takes that turn. I

want to say that it is a physical impossibility for me, in an extempo-

raneous speech, to cover this subject in half an hour or an hour and a

half, because it is a profound question of many ramifications
; it con-

cerns constitutional considerations, and the most I can do is to make

some statement, so you will be able to understand what an injunc-

tion is and what the relation of the injunctive power vested in the

court by the constitution is to the legislature; how far the legis-

lature can go, not in exercising judicial power, but without in-

vading the judicial power of the court. There is a profound differ-

ence between judicial power and the jurisdiction of the court over a

subject-matter—the judicial power which the court exercises where

it has jurisdiction, a distinction not very well understood not only

by laymen, but by those who belong to the legal profession.

In the first place, what is the injunction? what are the remedies

open to the citizen when his rights are invaded? First, we get them

upon the common-law side of the court, and then upon the equity

side of the court. The equity side of the court gives to the suitor a

preventive remedy; the common-law side gives a remedial remedy;

the equity side seeks to prevent the doing of an injury, the work-

ing of damage. The common-law side of the court gives to the

suitor damages for the wrong when it is committed, for injury when
it is done. The equity side of the court proceeds upon the most

intelligent, civilized idea. It seeks to prevent the commission of

wrong to prevent the invasion of personal rights. The common-
law side gives to the suitor, when his rights have been invaded, a

remedy in damages. The office of equity is to preserve the peace.

(104)
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The office of the common-lav. to get redress In damages in

case the peace has been violated and Injustice done,

\\ hat is an Injunction I An injunction is issued by a court of

\n injunction is issued only when an irreparable Injttl

itened It is only when such circumstances exist that the court

has the judicial jwwer to issue a writ oi Injunction, tnd thai .»;

11 the CO 1 which the human body politic is In

Whenever and wherever, under w circumstances and Ik-

:i whatever parties, a conditioa i^ pretented to the chancellor

which satisfies him that irreparable harm is likely to Ik? done where

the rtfnedy at lav. equate, his duty, under his oath. i< to issue

1 and prevent the doing of the harm, the accomplishing

of the injury. That is the fundamental legal proposition. Unless

such a state of facts is presented to tl: Dor, he has no power

an injunction. Whenever it is presented, it is his dut

an injunction and prevent the doing <>f the irreparable harm. M
matter who the parties may be or what may Ik- the suhject-matter of

the controversy. It is just as much his duty to give to the SUSl

rain irrq>arablc harm, as it is the duty

of the common law court to open its doors in order that the suitor

may get redress for any fa of Ml personal rights. They are

equally the right of the suitor, and they are both equally binding

upon the conscience of the court.

I want to say a word al*>ut the constitutional features of this

in my opinion as a lawyer—and I take great pride

that the views I entertain upon these legal propositions are

precisely what they were before I became, and while I was, a

member of the National House, and the fact that I became a mem-
ber thereof, vested with a little brief authority, with author.-

say what I should do in the matter of legislation, did not prevent

their remaining precisely the same.

ivc the utmost contempt for the alleged lawyer who allows

legal views to be colored or distorted by the jK»litical situation

in which he happens to find himself, and I do not care what office he

Is, whether it be from the hij the lowest, whether

executive or V e. From my point of view, the law is not only

no re it it has not any political affiliations. It 1-

neither Democratic, Republican, socialistic anarchistic nor commu-

precisely the same to whomsoever it may be applied.

It does not even play hide and seel with any of these propositions.
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I want to say hen-, lesi i riend has called atten-

tion in his Ik auti fully and elaborately prepared paper to the

that courts have ISSUCd injunctions because nun have Mid 0T done

this <» r tint in connection with labor controversies. I challenge my

learned friend, and any other learned friend that entl that

side o! the contan • put his finger on i single decision where

an injunction has been issued preventing a man from doing an

individual act, or where a man has been haled into court for 000

tempi hi cause of violation of an order of the court ; I challenge him

to produce a case, from the beginning to the end of time where

reported, where a judge DM ISStted an injunction

or where a court has punished a man for violation of an injunc-

the act was n « t held to be done in furtherance of a

conspiracy against some other man. Mark, it is not a question

of slander or libel.

My proposition is that he cannot produce a case that is not

based upon a combination or conspiracy. I am stating it in his

presence. He cannot produce a single case where any court has

lined a man in his alleged free right of Speech and his al

right of the press, where it will not be found to be an act

claimed to be a part of the carrying out of a criminal conspiracy,

or a conspiracy against the right of another man to do business or

get employment. It is not in the books, and it is trifling with this

discussion to stand in the presence of this audience and criticize

the right of injunction because men have been restrained, and dis-

guise the fact that under the circumstances and in every case it is

because the right of speech was used for the purpose of making

effective a conspiracy—a boycott, not the kind he mentions, but the

same kind discussed in the case of Callan vs. Wilson, 127 U. S.,

540. I understood him to say this morning that a boycott was

an innocuous proceeding, that it was the coming together of a few

individuals, against which a man had no right to complain. Let us

return to this case, Callan vs. Wilson. It seems that Callan was

the unfortunate subject of a musicians' organization's ill-will in the

District of Columbia, who gathered themselves together and de-

1, inasmuch as Mr. Callan was not doing what they wanted him

to do, they would boycott Callan and prevent his doing what he

wanted to do, unless he did it as they wanted him to do it. Callan

went to the courts and accused these men of being guilty of

spiracy. Mr. Wilson was convicted by a magistrate. He" was not
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jury, hut by a single magistrate. My learned friend

brought a writ of habeas corpus to release Wilson on the theory

that a boycott was then a grave offense, not a minor but a grave

isc, so grave that the man was entitled t«> trial b> men,

and the Supreme Court of the rnitcd States Mi-tamed the con-

on made by my learned friend, and held that this boycott he

was what?—"a con^r uch as b charged ag.

a petty or trivial

If I got the significance of his paper this morning, it was no

offense at all DOW, hut then and there, when he was under -

taking t" gd the benefit of the law of the bod, it was by no means
. tal offense, and the court said, further, "It is an offense of a

grave character, affecting the public at large." My friend does not

seem that gives it this grave character. If he

looked up the case of Callan m* Wilson, he would have seen

that it was the effect on "the public at large" that made it of "a

grave character " Now, aj t<> the question as to whether a boycott

ious or whether it is an offense of a grave character. I

1! t<> my learned friend in the case of Callan vs. Wilson, when
he wa g the Supreme Court to hold with him that it

was an offense of a grave character. I want to say a word about

f injunction and the uses to which it is put. Bear in mind

definition with which I began, that it is preventive in its char-

acter the COnwnittion of a wrong under circumstances

where irreparahle injury is abottl to be done with no adequate

aw. Perhaps I ihoold read what the courts have

parable injury is. "Irreparable injury as used in the

law of injunction does not necessarily mean that the injur

beyond the possibility of compensation in damages, nor that it

must be very great, and the fact that no actual damages can

be proved, so that in an action at law a jury could award nominal

damages only, often affords the best reason why a court of equity

should interfere where the nuisance is a continuous one:

where an injury 1 nature that it cannot be adequately

comj in damages or cannot be measured by a pecuniary

standard it is irreparable. . . . Irreparable in

j

tying the

issuance of an injunction may bo such either from the nature of

the injury itself, or from want of responsibility in the person com-

mitting Vords and Phras* to, pp. $J
That is

ll the courts have said irreparable injury
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Whenever these conditions are presented in any controversy,

no matter what question may be in dispute, in I controversy in-

volving personal property, or personal rights without which exist-

ence itself would practically be a failure, the legal principle is pre-

v the same. I challenge the production of any case, from the

old common-law hundreds of years before the constitution

written by the fathers, from then until now, where an injunction

has been issued which was not predicated upon tins fundamental

proposition. The fact that they were not formerly applied largely

to labor controversies limply illustrates the fact that we have a

lopmenl of social conditions involving the application of funda-

mental principles of law ; but do not let tU gd the idea that the only

use of injunctions is in connection with labor controversies. Let

me give you a very brief list of subjects where the writ of injunc-

tion is used, and necessarily used. Infringement of patents, copy-

rights, trade marks, restraints of trade, unfair competition, inter-

ference with water rights, pollution of water. An injunction may
also be used in restraining nuisances, and in connection with mines

and mining rights, to prevent trespass upon real and personal prop-

erty, fraudulent sale of property, breaches of trust, to enforce rights

of cestui que trusts against trustees, to prevent the prosecution of

cases before foreign courts where litigants have gone in an attempt

to secure different results from that reached where the case was

first brought, and in connection with violations of the Sherman

Anti-Trust Law.

This audience does not need to be reminded that in the con-

ditions of unrest that now prevail throughout the country we have

had a vast crop of ill-advised and unconsidered, and in some cases un-

constitutional, state legislation, undertaking to deprive public service

corporations of their property without compensation by depriving

them of the right to secure for the use of their property reason-

able compensation. Legislation ill-considered and unconstitutional,

the enforcement of which the United States courts have frequently

tined. In these cases a writ of injunction is very beneficial.

Also, in restraining public service corporations from making ex-

\e charges and from imposing excessive and improper burdens

and conditions upon the people who deal therewith. Also, in re-

straining the collection of illegal taxes. That is a very familiar

use of the writ of injunction. Time and time again, in a great
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many of our states, the c

i the collection «>! illegal taxes; restraining also the violation

of contracts where people themselves out of a busi-

ness, and finally in 1 and InbOf controversies, but in I

instance and in the case of every subject-matter, they are predicated

;al proposition. As a matter of illustration, let me
call attention to the fact that from 1903 t«> 1910, seven years, the

ral Reporters show 386 injunctions upon all these matters, only

Of «.f which were in connection with labor controversies.

About six per cent junctions in the Federal courts were

issued in connection with labot during a period of

sever.

. 1 want to say a few words about questions which I be-

to be fundamental I do not believe that the legislature has

tutional power to limit the judicial power in connection

with the issue of a writ of injunction. I want to call your attention

to a leading case, and to the lay reader I want to say a few words

as to some pending legislation before the American Congress in con-

nection with carrying out some of the alleged promises in wl

known as the Republican platform, and I want to say that when I

a fool pi t makes no difference to me whether it be a

in or a Democratic platform.

In a Michigan case (a$ Mich.. 2-4) the court said:

it i> within the power of a legislature to change the for-

malities of legal procedure, but it is not competent to make such

Kcs as to impair the etifot >f rights. . . . The func-

tions of judges in equity cases in dealing with them are as well settled

'/ of the judicial *tffl as necessary to its administration

as the functions of juries in common-law cases. Our constitutions

are framed to protect all rights. When they vest judicial power
o in ac« with all of its essentials, and when

vest it in any court they vest it as efficient for the protection of

•«1 not torto 1 or made inadequate. The
right to have equity controversies dealt 'with by equitable methods

is as sacred as the right of trial by jury. Whatever may be the

machinery for gathering testimony or enforcing decrees, the facts

and the law must Ik- together; and when a chancellor de-

sires to have the aid of a jury to find out how facts appear to such

unprofessional men, it can only be done by submitting single issues
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of pure fact, and they cannot foreclose him and his conclusions

mien they convince hi> judgment."

Ant! again :

"In all |gei and in all countries this distinction by nature,

which was never called 'equitable' except in English jurisprud.

where it wai first BO called from an idea that the rights were im-

perfect because unknown in the rude ages, when property was

•v. and DUSineSl almost unheard of in the regions outside of

has been n d and provided for by suitahle

mcth tantiallv similar in character. . . . The system of

chancery jurisprudence has been developed as carefully and as judi-

ciously as any part of the leg m, and the judicial power in-

cludes it. and always must include it. Any change which transfers the

er that belongs to a judge, to a jury, or to any other person or

body, is as plain a violation of the constitution as one which should

give the courts executive or legislative power vested elsewhere. The

cognizance of equitable questions belongs to the judiciary as a part

of the judicial power, and under our constitution must remain

vested where it always has been vested heretofore."

Note the significance of the language:

"The right to have equity controversies dealt with by equitable

methods is as sacred as the right of trial by jury."

It follows, then, that whenever a citizen presents to the chan-

cellor a state of facts which shows that his rights are threatened, the

result of which will work irreparable injury without adequate rem-

edy at law, his right is, according to the immemorial practice of the

chancellors to the present time, to have the chancellor issue for him

the writ without which irreparable injury cannot be prevented. If

the chancellor refuses to issue the writ, or if the legislature refuses

to allow the chancellor to exercise that right, then you have a situa-

tion where the citizen is deprived of his rights. Wherever the con-

dition of facts exists which show irreparable injury without adequate

remedy at law, there the suitor is entitled, under the constitu-

tion, to the equitable right of injunction, as he is under other

conditions entitled to a trial by jury, when it comes to the remedial

side of the court. It follows that the legislature cannot pro-

hibit the exercise of that power by the chancellor without inter-

fering with the rights of the citizen. The constitution of the United

States provides that the Supreme Court of the United States, and
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1

such inferior courts as the re may "from time to time ordain

ami establish" shall be voted with the judicial DOWCr. Congress

may create the court, give it jui over the subject matter,

but when tluiN created au<l given juri the constitution vests

iu the court the ju«l: ist as much the right of

the * the writ of injunction a> it i- to demand a

I it be Kl deprived of it by the legislature he is

of a coi sJ right just as much as he would be dc-

I if deprived of the right of trial by jury. Shall a man
i of his constitutional right for twenty-four or

it hours? If the legislature can say the order shall not

after forty-eight hours' notice, it can equally well

say i irteen days My opinion is that the legislature

ipair the judicial power. It is vested in the courts through

of tlu constitution. Wc inherit the right to the equit-

able judicial power in the same manner and with the same indc-

blc title that we inherit the right to the common-law judicial

pow<

I want to say here, in pining; that there is not the slightest

to-day of the right of the Federal court I a tempo-

rary restraining order when proper conditions are presented, without

ft pure!) « t pmrt€* In the great Debs case, which

is tl of itl kind, the opinion in which was

m by one of the ablest nun who I in the Supreme Court

of the United recently
|

his reward, Justice Brewer

—

in this case there was an c.r parte order issued. Lyman Trumbull, a

: the first point in his brief that the

injunction issued under those ctacun for the violation of

h Mr. Debs had been sentenced to five months' imprisonment,

could not be properly enforced against him. The first point made
was thai the injunction * notice. The
Specific point was made, and the curt did not dignify it by even a

refer lining order can l>e issued without

is understood to be a promise of the Re-

hiring the campaign of 1908, a proposed bill pro-

that when 1 temporary restraining order has been issued with-

out notice it shall be dissolved after the expiration of seven days,

the judge sees fit during that time, after notice and hearing,

to continue it. It is not within the power of Congress to decree an
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injunction. It is only within the power of the court. It is a jiuli

cial power. It is for the chancellor to say whether irreparable

injury is threatened ami whether the complainant ^hall have an in-

junction t<> prated ln> rights. It is not for the legislature to say

by an arbitrary act that at the end of seven days irreparable harm

has ceased to be threatened, and that the conditions established by

proof no lonj:

It is for the same judge to determine when the injunction

shall be dissolved, or for some other judge or judges to whom an

appeal may be made. I do not believe the legislature can arbitrarily,

without reference to the merits, say that an injunction shall expire

at any specific time, where there are rights requiring continuance

of the injunction. The legislature cannot issue, or, in my opinion,

dissolve an injunction. This is not a government by the legislature.

It is a government of law, and not of men, especially men that sit

controlled, as men are in the American Congress, by overpowering

political considerations. This is the great fundamental proposition

in the constitution, that guarantees to you and to me the enjoyment

of the personal rights that were given to us by the Creator to enjoy.

For these reasons I believe that the bill now pending is no credit

to the administration, nor do I believe it will be any credit to the

American Congress if it passes. I am fundamentally and utterly

opposed to any infringement by the legislature of the judicial power.

Its free and untrammclcd exercise is necessary to our freedom, and

the maintenance of our rights.

I want to say a word about this platform. I want to say, first,

that this plank in this platform placated nobody, appealed to nobody,

was commended by nobody. The representatives of the American

Federation of Labor had a right to present their contention to

the conventions. The American Federation of Labor looks upon this

plank with contempt. They wanted some legislation that carried

out some ideas they had. The Republican party merely threw a

tub to a whale, and I want to say it was a mighty poor tub. The

whale was entitled to better treatment. The demand should have

been refused in a manly and courageous way. Instead of this, a

rhetorical subterfuge was adopted. The plank reads: "The Re-

publican party will at all times uphold the authority and integrity of

the courts, state and Federal, and will ever insist that their powers

to enforce their process, and protect life, liberty and property shall
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be preserved in\ 1 irottld like to know whether a piece of

legislation that under loo issued by the

protect my right*, where I am threatened with irreparable

injin >ion of the rights of the

I in the exercise of its judicial power. It does not preserve

then. as this gHUfling genCflJitj «!«•« lares they intend

to do. Again. "We lxheve, however, that the rules of procedure in

to the issuance of the writ of in

jiiiKti.ii should U- more accurately defined by statute, and that no

injunction or temporary 1 Bg order should be issued without

t where irreparable injury would result from dela

sc a spec ing thereafter should be granted,
M and that

the law Is to-day. The convention said that when

iteropori n irreparable harm was issued

e, a speedy hearing should be granted. That means that

the (udgC win. issued it should exercise In >n speedily in dc-

ining whether or not the injunction ihoold be continued. What
does the bill do which is alleged to be a performance of the promise

of the Republican party? It mbttitl rction of the

judiciary the arbitrary fiat of the legislature, and dissolves the in-

jtmc: iin seven days, no matter whether the injury still

that the literal fulfillment of the

ile as the promise itself. If you arc going

He promise, make the performance as puerile

as the promise. If the law must be passed because of the sacro-

sanct character of the promise, then carry out the promise and go

no further. The pending bill goes way beyond it and cannot be

by the platform.

Now. I have a U w mo* I want to say about this great

top here. I do not propose to start in ami

cuss the legislation my friends insist upon.

I was mm! < d, I am free to say, to hear my learned

friend who 1 addressed you quote a part, and a part only.

of some English n on this question. I think I am entitled

to say that he deliberately rap] the balance of the statute from

which he made the quotation . [For Mr. Ralston 's reply to

charge, see page 118.

—

Editor.] My learned friend. Mr. Ralston*

appeared before me, when I was a member of the Judiciary Com-
mittee of the House of Representatives and read this same extract
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I tliis same English Statute, when urging the paffffflf of legis-

lation before the American Congress which would exempt labor or-

ganization! from injunctions where the art. if committed hy a single

man. would not be a crime; hut he failed to say then, as he did

this morning, that there were important qualifications conn<

with the English statute which patted in 1875 and was amended in a

material part in Pyoo. 1

I will call your attention right now to some
of the profound qualifications that tend somewhat to discount the

vividness of the suggestion made by him. I may say this; I do not

think my learned friend had any particular occasion to leave the

impression he gave you. [See Mr. Ralston's statement, p. 118.

—EDITOR.] In my minority views that I WTOtC in 1902 I called

the attention of Congrc-s and the country, and my learned friend.

to the fact that he then made the same suppression that he has

made now. I do not know whether he ever read those minority

views or not, but I assume he has read the statute, and that,

therefore, he knows what I am going to call your attention to.

It is true that the English statute provided that no one should

be indicted for conspiracy for an act which, if done by a single

individual, would not be a crime, yet in the same statute which

was passed by Parliament—by the same omnipotent English Parlia-

ment, which can to-day, if it wishes, repeal the Magna Charta and

deprive the citizen of the right of habeas corpus, because they have

an unwritten constitution which does not restrain legislative

action,—in that act they took care to make things punishable as

crimes that I submit, without hesitation, are not punishable as

crimes in any other civilized jurisdiction, either English or else-

where. Let me call attention to some of them, and no in-

telligent conception of this legislation can be had, or obtained

cept by a careful knowledge of these exceptions and limitations.

The English statute provides, among other things, that nothing

"shall exempt from punishment a party guilty of conspiracy for

which punishment is awarded by any act of Parliament," so that

act left them subject to indictment for all conspiracies then punish-

'An examination of Mr. Ralston's notes shows that while he did not
quote the particular paragraph I had in mind when I replied, he did refer
to and purport to state Its effect when he said: "Kv.n before this act was
adopted the law of England had been liberalized, and. largely based upon
the legislative expression of such liability, a bill was prepared and intro-
duced into the House of Representatives of the United States, reading as
follows," etc.
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able. Second, "Nothing in this section shall affect the law relating

>t, unlawful assembly, breach of the peace or sedition, or any

>c against the state or sovereign
."

^o a little further. The third exception provided that

Where a person enploytd by a municipal authority or by anv

company or contractor, upon whom is imposed by act of I'arlia

• the duty or who have otherwise assumed the duty of sop-

borough, town or place, or any part thereof, with

gas or water, wilfully and maliciously breaks a contract of service

with that authority, or company, or contractor, knowing or having

reasonable cause to believe that the probable consequences of his so

alone or in combination with others, will be V<

the inhabitants of that city, borough, town, place or part,

wholly or to a great e their supply of gas or water, he shall,

on c- thereof by I court of summary juri-lution or on in

dictment as hereinafter mentioned, be liable cither to pay a penalty

not exceeding twenty pounds or to be imprisoned for a term not

exceeding three months with or without hard labor.
91

Now, how much of a boycott would you think could be carried

on successfully in England against the water company, or electric

company, which sponsible for the supply of water or

gas to the inhabitants? The act of a single individual was made
liable as a crime. There is no such legislation in this country

No one found any legislation of that ^<»rt which they could use for

here in the last three or four weeks. A little further:

"Wl person wilfully and maliciously breaks a contract of

service or of hiring, t or having reasonable cause to believe

the probable consequences of his so doing, either alone or in

com) with others, will be to endanger human life or cause

bodily injury or to expose valuable property, whether real

ersonal, to destruction or serious injury, he shall, on conviction

thereof," be fined <»r imprisoned Where would a boycott be on that

prop How long could they carr\ ICCeStfulrj

The fifth ex« found under the following proviso:

person who, with to compel any other person to

abstain from doing or to do any act which Mich other person has a

legal right to do or abstain from doing, wrongfully and without

legal authority

—

1. "Uses violence to or intimidates such other person or his
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wife or childrtn, <>r injures his property9'—that is to say, whenever
any individual either fence or intimidates any other person,

or his wife or children, or injures his property, be la liable to fine and

imprisonment.

2. A man cannot persistently follow another person about from

place to piece under this statute, in England, without men individual

being guilty of a crime, punishable by fine and imprisonment. This

did not occur to my learned friend when he gave you this legislation

and when he gave it to my committee.

It is getting to be important that in these great discussions we

should have all the facts. The statement of part of the facts 11

not particularly useful in reaching an intelligent and safe conclusion.

If you have a good case there is no reason why you should sup

- any of the important facts, especially when you expect to

rely on part of that legislation to establish your contention. At

least, that is my view.

(3) Provides fine and imprisonment for any one who "hides

any tools, clothes or other property, or deprives him of or hinders

him in the use thereof."

(4) Any one who "watches or besets the house or other place

where such other person resides or works, or carries on basinets,

or happens to be, or the approach to such house or place," is sub-

ject to fine and imprisonment.

(5) Any person who "follows such other person with two or

more other persons, in a disorderly manner, in or through any street

or road" shall be liable to fine or imprisonment.

Now, if human ingenuity can suggest any other thing that is

done in connection with a boycott which is not specifically punish-

able by this act of Parliament when "committed by one person," I

cannot imagine or conceive of it. Now, that would be a great boon,

would it not, to the labor organizations? I submit to my friend

that he is not using this audience in a candid manner. I submit to

my learned friend that, after having presented this to my com-

mittee in 1902, and having characterized it since, without calling

attention to these exceptions—I protest that it is not entirely candid

in an institution of this kind, intended to produce intelligent think-

ing, to suppress the vital portions of a statute.

Now, my friends, I have taken a great deal more time than I

intended to when I began. I close the whole discussion, so far as I
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am cono ial suggestion. This act of Congress which

>w proposed is predicated upon the idea that there is neglect

upon the part of the court in giving an oral hear t me say

a temporary open

poodent ire those re^t t<» apply immediately

anccllor issuing that order i'.»r I dissolution of the injunc-

lic does not have to wait one day or seven days. lie can

apply on the same day that the order is i—ml. and it i> in the

n of the court as to when the hearing shall be had

I challenge the production of well authenticated case where a

Federal judge (1 say the judge*: arc above criticism; the

bench is fallible, it is finite, as is every other human institution)

—

1 challenge the production of a well-authenticated case where

has been an abuse of <! by a Federal judge in a re-

! to grant a speedy hearing on a motion to dissolve a tem-

poral lining order. The Federal judges are entitled to the

approval expressed by the Supreme Court of the United States

in the Voting case, where the court Mid: "No injunction ougi

be granted unless m a case reasonably free from doubt. lie think

such rule is, and tii'// be, foil all the judges of the Federal

court

Let me give you an illustration—one case which caused a great

deal of disturbance in the House of Rt and in the

Senate. Great statesmen sitting there to legislate and deliberate

upon great questions affecting the welfare of ninety millions of

people, took occasion in public speech to assail Judge Dayton, of

1 ginia, for issuing without notice a temporary restraining

order, and making it returnable about thirty days after issuance,

ton and representatives, and men holding high places,

allowed themselves to become vigorously disturbed. The fa

that Judge Dayton did i^suc the order without notice. It was ad-

journed three times, and during that whole period, covering more
than a v< case of the Hitchman Coal Company was allowed

to rest and the attorneys for the defendants never gathered them-

selves together sufficiently to even make a motion to dissolve that

injunction, but had it continued on their own motion over a year.

For that. Judge Dayton was without limit assailed, when the delay

was wholly at th e of the defendants, and in no sense the

fault of the judge. That is one of the cases which. I understand.
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is relied upon to justify this legislation. My learned friend on

the other Mile will have some difficulty in finding any well-authenti-

1 cases of abuse. On the whole, the Federal judiciary has dis-

charged its duty in I way that i^ worthy of the approval and

approbation of law--abiding, God-fearing, liberty -loving American

citizens.

Mr. Ralston '> Ri ply, Made at the Close of Mr. Littlefield's

Adm
In the heat of bis discussion, Mr. Littlefield, accomplMu-d

speaker as he is, has been led into making statements which, I am
sure, on cooler reflection he will be glad to withdraw. He has

practically charged me with suppressing, before you, part of the

trades union act of 1906. I may say that I have that written in

full in the paper before you, and it was not read merely from con-

sideration of time.

Mr. Littlefield has also stated that I was guilty of some sup-

pression in appearing before the committee of which he had the

honor to be a member, in the House of Representatives. I think

he is slightly in error in his statement, as he made it. The act from

which I read was passed in 1906, and my appearance before the

committee of which he was a member was in 1902, and I feel that

my prescience in 1902 was not sufficient to know what was passed

in 1906; but if he means to say that at the time of my appearance

I did not read all the act of 1871, I must say that may or may not

be true. I have no recollection upon the point, but the question

which was then before the house was exactly whether there should

be given the modification of the statute which I have described and

narrated to you fully, and I then contended, as I now contend,

that peaceful boycotts ought to be absolutely out of the power of

courts of equity. From the citation whicli Mr. Littlefield has

read to you, and from the old act, which related not to peaceful

boycotts, but to boycotts involving an element of wrong, which I did

not then contend should escape the power of courts of equity, and

do not now contend, it would have been impertinent and a waste

of time to read the articles referred to to-day, and which were not

involved in this discussion.
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Statement i»y Mk. Ijiti^fielo, Foluowing Mb. Ralstoh's

I take great pleasure in saying, first, that I assume no rcspon-

Blbtlll Mat my friend « I »« 1 DO< read He read exactly what he

i did H"t read what he said he did not m.kI I.«t him |>ul*

a nil his ;, an ,i when he does be will

.is he Imowi DOW, that tl i«^y» made an amendmr:
•

gentleman puhlish with his remarks, as an appendix Of

I 1S75, ami then if any-

body takes pains to read this q later, let him >tatc wh
I Inn tod tins.

\i>i\ :

Comparative Summary Provisions of English Statutes of 1875

cerning I taction o( Propi

and 1906, Regulating Trades UfUOOJ and

Trades Disputes.

As Mr. Ralston has not quoted the Act of 1875 and the Act of 1906.

I quote so much of both acts in parallel . ..lumns as relates to
• .1 civil liability— the Act of 1906, with one •

I to dvfl liability

10, 1875, m, Vol 44, 1906,

AT. 86 (38 and jo Vic 1 ap. 47 (6 Edw VI

•mending the Law re- \ct to provide for the regula-

.. and to t 1 of Trades Unions and Trades
other Disputes '..-c, 1906.)

purp< :, 1875.)
I by the Queen's most Be it enacted by the King's roost

Ileal Majesty, by and with the Excellent Majesty, by and with the

the L>- and consent ol the Lords
1 and T< .md Com-

mon* in tl irliament as- B0OJL in tin Parliament as-

sembled, ami by the authority of the sembled, ami by the authority of the

same, as follows: same as follows:

l. This Act may be cited as the I. The following paragraph shall

section of Prop- be added as a new paragraph after

1875. the first paragraph of section three
. opera- of the Conspiracy and Protection of

tion on the first day of September, Property Act, 1875 :—
one thousand eight hundred and
seventy- in

nhr follow Ins appendix was prepared by Mr. MttlHteld

addrraa.— I Editor )
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Conspiracy, and I | of
r*rty.

3. An agreement or combination by
two or us to do or procure
to be done a- contemplation
or furtherance of a trade dispute bc-

n employers men shall

not be indictable as a icy if

such act committed by one person
lid not l>e punishable as a crime.

Nothing in this section shall ex-
empt from punishment any persons
guilty of a conspiracy for which a
punishment is awarded by any Act

lament.

thing in (nil section shall affect

the law relating to riot, unlawful as-

sembly, breach of the peace, or sedi-

tion, or any offense against the state

or the sovereign.
crime for the purposes of this

section means an offense punishable

indictment, or an offense which is

__;uo}i:>t.\uoD Xjciutuns uo ajquqsiund

and for the commission of which the
offender is liable under the statute

making the offense punishable to be
imprisoned either absolutely or at the
discretion of the court as an alterna-
tive for some other punishment.
Where a person is convicted of any

such agreement or combination as
aforesaid to do or procure to be done
an act which is punishable only on
summary conviction, and is sentenced
to imprisonment, the imprisonment
shall not exceed three months or such
longer time, if any, as may have been
prescribed by the statute for the pun-
ishment of the said act when com-
mitted by one person.

4. Where a person employed by a
municipal authority or by any com-
pany or contractor upon whom is im-
posed by Act of Parliament the duty,

who have otherwise assumed the
duty of supplying any city, borough,

n or place, or any part th<

with gas or water, wilfully and ma-
i^ly breaks a contract of service

with that authority or company or
contractor, knowing or having reason-
able cause to believe that the prob-
able consequences of his so doing,
either alone or in combination with
others, will be to deprive the inhab-
itants of that city, borough, town.
place or part, wholly or to a great

"An act done in pursuance of an
agreement or combination 1>> two or
more persons shall, if done in con-

plaoofl or furtherance of a trade
dispute, not DC actionable unless the
act, if done without any such agree-
ment or combination, would be ac-
tionable."
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I gat or

by a cmirt of summary jun

or o ''** men-
tioned, bi her t«> pay a pen-

alty not exceeding twenty pound*, or

I r a term not

Mtfcl with or *

labor.

company.
ill cau*c t

;>. at the ga*work* •

k*. as the case may be, belonging
upany, or

printed copy of thi* *e«

ice. where the

tly read by the

ployed, and as of-

i>v becomes defaced, obi

ateil shall cause it to be
all reasonable despatch.

If any municipal authority or com-
pany or contractor make default in

g with the provisions of this

section in relation to such notice as
!. they or he shall incur on

•\ a penalty not ex-
pounds for every day

v person who unlawful!.
•>. defaces or covers up

id in pursuance
of t

l

hall he liahlc on sum-
mary cot: > not ex-
ceeding forty shillings.

S Where any person wilfully and
viously breaks a contract of

ice or of hiring, knowing or having
reasonable cause to believe that the
probable consequences of his so do-
ing, eith- ihination

-. ill l>e to endanger hu-
man life, or cause serious 1

jury, or to expose valuable
»r personal to destruc-

jury, he shall on
-eof by a mn-

mary fori or on indictment
lafter m«

either to pay a penalty not exceeding

a term not exi hree
months, with or without hard labor.

Uaneouj.

6. Where I being legally
liable to pro\ rvant or
apprentice necessary food, clothing.
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medical ai<J, or lodging, wilfully and
without lawful excuse refuses or
neglects to provide the here-

by the health of the servant or ap-
prentice is Off is likely to DC seriously

Of permanently injured, he shall 00
summary n be liable tithe!

to pay ling

twmty pounds, or to he imprisoned
for a term n- nths,

with or without hard la'

7. 1 bo, with a view
to compel any other person to ab-

from doing or to do any
which such other person lias a legal

right to do or abstain from doing,

wrongfully and without legal au-
thority.—

lencc to or intimi-

h other person or his wife
or children, or injures his property;
or,

Persistently follows such other

person about from place to place; or,

Hides any tools, clothes, or
r property owned or used by such

Other person, or deprives him of or
hinders him in the use thereof; or,

(4) Watches or besets the house
or other place where such other per-

rrsides or works, or carries on
business, or happens to be, or the ap-

proach to such house or place; or,

Follows such other person

with two or more other persons in a

disorderly manner in or through any
or rood,

Shall, on conviction thereof by a

court of summary jurisdiction, or on
indictment as hereinafter mentioned.
be liable either to pay a penalty not

<ding twenty pounds, or to be
imprisoned for a term not exceeding
three months, with or without hard
labor.

Attending at or near the house or
place where a person resides, or
works, or carries on business, or hap-
pens to be, or the approach to such
house or place, in order merely to

obtain or communicate informal
shall not be deemed a watching or I><

setting within the meaning of this

section.

8. Where on any Act relating to

employers or workmen a pecuniary
penalty is imposed in respect of any
offense under such Act, and no power
is given to reduce such penalty, the

2. (1) It shall be lawful for one
or more persons, acting on their own
behalf or on behalf of a trade union
or of an individual employer or firm
in contemplation or furtherance of
a trade dispute, to attend at or near
a house or place where a person re-
sides or works or carries on busi-

ness or happens to be, if they so at-

tend merely for the purpose of
• fully obtaining or communicat-

ing information, or of peacefully per-

suading any person to work or ab-
stain from working.

(2) Section seven of the Gonspir-
and Protection of Property

1S75, i> hereby repealed from "at-

tending at or near" to the end of
the section.
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lattices or court having jurisdiction

may, if

*o to do, impose
by way of penalty in respect of such

>>« than one-
I the penalty imposed by

Act.

3. An act done by a person in coa-
ptation or furtherance of a trade

dispute shall not be actionable on the
ground only that it induces some
other person to break a contract of
employment or that it i\ *n tab

I with the trade, business, or cm
some other person, or

with the right of some other person
to dispose of his capital or his labor
as he wills.

4> (i) An action against a trade
union, whether of workmen or mas-
ters, or against any members or offi-

cials thereof on behalf of themselves
and all other members of the trade
union in respect of any tortious act
alleged to have been committed by or
on behalf of the trade union, shall

not be entertained by any court.

(2) Nothing in this section shall

affect the liability of the trustees of
a trade union to be sued in the
events provided for by the Trades
Union Act, 1871, section nine, ex-

cept in respect of any tortious act

committed by or on behalf of the
union in contemplation or in further-
ance of a trade dispute.

I also quote an extract from the minority views filed by me as a member
of the Judiciary Committee of the House of Representatives in 1902:

ination of the statute law of other
the English LAW. jurisdictions I found that the Parlia-

An examination of the origin of ment of England had met the very
the lej j>on condition that seemed to be con front -

as the precedent for this bill will, ing the labor organization here, and

Kh.v, Jackson H. in the act known as the Trades
orney-at-law and L'nion Act of 1875.* Parliament had

counsel for th< n of Labor, provided that where an act could
this bill and appeared before be committed by an individual and

the committee during the last Con- not be criminal, the same act, if com-
gress in advocacy tl \s to the mitted by a number of individuals in

• the bill and the con 1 not be made the

precedents therefor he used this Ian- subject of the criminal-conspiracy

guage at the beorfa law or could not be deemed a crira-

want to say that upon exam- inal act.
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"The Chairman—What was the

date of that act?
"Mr. Ralston—That act was passed

In 1875.
Mr Parker—Does it apply to all

acts, no matter what they a:

Mr Ralston—In relation to trades
utes.

"Mr. Parker— It would not, there-

fore, apply to a boycott?
"Mr. Ralston- would apply

there absolutely.

"The Chairman—Even if they

be man to death?
Mr Ralston— Yes, sir; it would

apply to an act of that kind, and for

this reason: That any man has a

legal right to purchase from any
t man that he chooses, and there

is a corn iit in every man to

refuse to sell him his goods. That is

right."

Very clearly giving to the commit-
tee the impression that the language
which he qu< •< ing the sub-

stance of the Knglish law was a cor-

rect statement of the scope of that

at ion. And upon this same
point, more effectively impressing the

committee with the idea that he was
simply asking in substance a re-en-

actment of the Knglish statute, and
leaving upon their minds the impres-
sion that its scope, operation and
effect had been accurately stated by
him, he said further:

"Continuing the argument I had in

mind. I have stated, I think correctly,

the law under this Act of 1875. Now
the Trades Union. Act was followed
in Maryland in the Act of 1884. I

have here the Maryland act as it was
incorporated in the code of 1888. The
language is as follows

:

agreement or combination by
two or more persons to do or procure
to be done any act in contemplation
or furtherance of a trade dispute be-

tween employers and workmen shall

not be indictable as a conspiracy if

such act committed by one person
would not be punishable as an offense.

Nothing in this section shall affect

the law relating to riot, unlawful as-

sembly, breach of the peace, or any
offense against any person or against
property.'

"That is, as T say, the language of
the Maryland Act of 1884.

"Mr. Parker—And that was the
language of the English Aet of 1875?
"Mr. Ralston identically

the language ol the English act end
the language which has been folio

.

in the bill now before the commit
1 has. ma upon the

mind of the committee the imprc
that he h i«I accurately staled the

scope of the English statute. The
?notation which Mr. Ralston made
rom the Marylar

rate, and the effect of making the

Quotation is only to intensify the ini

lion thai he bad slso accurately
stated the scope of the English
ute. Tin ion of the English
statute, with the idea that Congress
was to accept it as a legislative 1

edent in legislating upon tfaj

a very serious misconception of
the scope of the English law. The
fact is, as the brief analysis of the
Knglish statute which is given below
will show beyond all possible p-radven-
ture, that the Knglish statute when ac-

curately stated is very much narrower
in its scope than the langu.

by Mr. Ralston in stating the Knglish
law, and is, in fact, by numerous lim-

itations and restrictions upon its op-

eration, not only practically innocu-
ous, but extremely oppressive in its

operation upon laboring men, as it

creates offensei theretofore unknown
in the Knglish law and never yet made
nor attempted to be made criminal in

any American jurisdiction.

What Mr. Ralston did was to take
one section of a chapter nearly word
for word, disconneet it from at I

eight distinct and specific provisions
which narrowed and limited the scope
of its operations. The section which
he quoted as a legislative precedent
for our action reads as follows, and
is a part of the Conspiracy and Pro-
tection of Property Act of 1875:
"An agreement or combination by

two or more persons to do, or procure
to be done, any act in contemplation
or furtherance of a trade disput<

tween employers and workmen shall

not be indictable as a conspiracy if

such act committed by one person
would not be punishable as a crime."
The first exception reads as fol-

"Nothing in this section shall ex-
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empt from punishment any persons

y of ft conspiracy for which ft

by any act of

Just what the scope of this

• tol 111 ..

iation of the ttat-

ind to ascertain as

subjects the law of
•

The second exception is

:

"Nothing in this section shall affect

the law relating to n<>t, unlawful as-

!i of the peace, or scdi-

e against the state

ign."

Tb- *:

my person wilfully and
maliciously breaks a contract of I

I luring, knowing or ha
nable cause to believe that the

ible consequences of his so d.

•r in combination with

•s, will l>c to endanger human
•us bodily injury,

to expose valuable property,

whet or personal,

or serious injury, he

shall, on conviction thereof by a
: summary n or in

ient, as hereinafter in

be liable either to pay a penalty

exceding twenty pounds, or to be im-
i term not exceeding

three months, with or without 1

scope of this exception will be
appr

I infrequently the "probable
consequence" of a strike to expose

rty—a man's business is

property"—to sc-

ary, and wherever there is

reasonable cause to believe that such
consequences are probable, it is

l that a single individr.

pendent of conspiracy, who "wilfully

and malii 1 Ins contract

of s< th that end
view, would be punishable under the

iw by fine and imprisonment.

itne in any j i in this

country, and it is thought that the

ires

this legislation, would protest with
t vigor, and properly so, against

a statute which
would make such an act on the part

of a tingle individual punishable by

attention to the exceptions which
would affect laboring men, as this

legislation is requested and
tally by the labor organ:
he purpose of ameliorating •

The fourth exception limiting thelimning tlx
Of thrscope of this provision

h h law provides that every person
who uses violence to or intimidate*
any other person, or his wife or chil

drcti, or injures his properly with a
I to compel such other person to

abstain from doing or to do any act

which such other person has a legal

right to do or abstain from doing,
wrongfully and without legal author-
ity, "shall, on conviction thereof by a

• of summary jurisdiction, or on
•ment as hereinafter mentioned,

be liable either to pay a penalty not
exceeding twenty pounds, or to be

ued for a term not exceeding
three months, with or without hard

The fifth exception provides that

whoever for the same purpose per-
sistent Iv follows such other person
about from place to place should be

icd in the same manner.
The sixth exception provides that

whoever for the same purpose "hides
any tools, clothes, or other property
owned or used by such other person,

prives him of or hinders him m
the use thereof," shall be punished m
the same manner.
The seventh exception provides that

who. at purpose -watches or
besets the house or other place where
such other person resides or works or
carries on business or happens to be,

he approach to such house or
place" shall be punished in the same
manner.
The eighth exception provides that

who. he same purpose, "fol-

lows such other person with two or
more other persons in a disorderly

manner in or through any street or
road" shall be punished in the same
manner.

All of these provisions, with the

possible exception of some phases of
that included in the fourth sub-

creating new and addi-

tional criminal offenses upon the
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part of laboring men, and especially

laboring nun engaged in the familiar

methods universally employed for
the purpose of alleviating their

diti« In BO instance in

any jurisdiction in this country arc
any of those acts, except possibly -

included in the fourth subdivision

made punMia rimes. It may
be safely said that legislation of that

sort would not be tolerated for a mo-
ment by any of the organisations
which are interested in the passage
of this hill.

Instead of ameliorating the con-
dition of the lal>oring man, who de-

vail himself of the right of
the strike or the boycott provisions
of the law, such as exist in the Eng-
lish statute, they narrow and restrict

the the operation of the

general provision which was, pre-

sumably under a misapprehension,
eked to us as a precedent for this

bill. The enactment of such drastic

and oppressive provisions would place
v laboring men in a straitjacket

and practically destroy the efficiency

of every labor organization in the

country. Yet when fairly stated the

provision relied up III dent

ouM have i>«

and should be Itated with all of these
qualifications and i

:Me tbat the b\ dera-
tion of Labor would advocate the

adoption of the English statute

from which this extract upon which
they rely as a precedent was made,
creating as it docs so many new of-

; ned explicitly and express-
ly against laboring men and labor or-

When considered in con-
• n with Federal legislation the

application of these suggestions is

ly confined to their effect

Upon interstate trade and commerce.
A bill similar to thi ported by
the Judiciary Committee in the last

Congress (II. R. 8917. Report No.
2007), but at the time of making the
report the attention of the committee
had not been called to the provi
above referred to in the English
statute, hut had. in fact, as the re-

sult of the partial statement of the
counsel, been diverted therefrom.
For that reason no allusion was made
to it in that report
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I \jr\fTlM\s IN' TRADE DISPUTES

III Address dv James A. Emery. E>

General Counsel, National O Industrial Defeats, Washington, D. C

Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Go
I thank the chairman for his kind words, and I hope to be

brief enough under the riftumeUncci of the hour not to repeat the

fault of that great Englishmen <>f whom it was ^ai«l. "That he

refining while others th< ai^ht of dining." The extent

I the limitation of tunc permits no more than a

fragi n, and I can hope to do no more than respond

miis of the gentlemen who have pre-

i me in the light of a few of the equitable principles which I

shall call to your attention.

With all due respect to the distinguished gentleman who has

concluded, his discussion seems to me an excellent ilhMr

that is bound to arise through failure clearly to

grasp the peculiar powers of equity and the function of the in-

junctive remedy. The gentleman defended vehemently that which

he but half-aj ted, like t :it BardoJph, whose valor was

more certain than his understanding: "Accommodated, it is a Chris-

word and by my s\v>r<l I will defend it. Accommodated

—

that is, when a man is—that which—whereby—he may be thought

to be—accommodated Which is an excellent thing."

The gentleman declares, but undertakes to prove by reiteration

rather than demonstration that an injunction issues to protect only

property rights, and that the rights usually involved in what arc

commonly termed labor <! ire not even property rights, and

therefore a court of equity, through the injunctive remedy, has

usurped a jurisdiction in violation of precedent and right. The
injur no modern device. I the invention of a recent

day—an outgrowth of modern ingenuity. The ancient writ has been

for centuries the chief instrument of equity. The principles of

use arc determined by the decisions and practice of centurie-

application to organizations of labor is but a modern phase o:

inning use through many decades to prohibit attacks by com-

bination upon rights which it is its peculiar office to protect. These

(»a;)
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rights, the gentleman to the contrary, arc "ch'il" and property rights,

rights characterized by the courts as "those of a pecuniary nature."

The gentleman rests his appeal and his argument on moral no less

than legal grounds, but I cannot find within his narrow definition

that vast body of rights which the settled law of many centuries htt

held within the protection of the injunction. Indeed, I should be

interested in knowing upon what theory of morals it could he con-

tended that it was right to issue a restraint to protect a man's house

or his business or his horse, and not himself.

The gentleman's theory of a property light is that of mere

ownership in a house or lot, of lands and perst malty. "The ri^ht

of property in man," he says, "was destroyed by the emancipation

of the slave." Nay, man's property in himself was recognized

by the emancipation of the slave, for the first and most elemental

of all property rights is that of man in his own labor. The founda-

tion of all property right, it is the one treasury possessed by each

individual, and from which he pays in the sweat of his face his way

through the world. But he owns the labor of his head no less than

that of his hands, of his pen no less than that of his pick, of his

learning no less than its product, of his profession no less than his

trade. Every exercise of mind or body possessing value is prop-

erty as much as the coat on his back or the hat on his head, the

house in which he lives, or the land whose fruits sustain his life.

Nay, more, we dispose of that which wc have and acquire the pos-

sessions of others only through agreement, and therefore the most

commonplace and necessary, indeed, socially, the most indispensable,

of property rights is the right of contract. These rights are uni-

versally recognized not merely by the technical rulings of genera-

tions of judges, but by the common sense of mankind. Every one

who sits within sound of my voice has sold or bought labor, and

must continue not only to do so, but to maintain the right to do so,

"for so the whole world moves around." "No right of property

or capital," said Lord Bramwell, "was so sacred or carefully

guarded by the law of the land as that of personal liberty." The

constitutional guarantee of "liberty and property," interpreted by the

Supreme Court of the United States, embraces not merely the right

of the citizen to the free use of his powers and faculties in all lawful

ways to live and work at any trade, profession or business, but "for

that purpose to enter into all contracts that may be proper, necessary

and essential in his carrying out the purposes mentioned."



Use at sfutti

Anthracite Coal Strike Commission epitomized » bl-

and moral law by saying

!

The right ami liberty to pursue a lawful calling and to lead a

HCtTM the comfort and happiness of

all mm. .m«l t! t them mr.ui-. iction of one of the greatest,

if not *

*t, of the lieu- It the social organization con

Thus we see as a matter of common sense and common law

tin- plant of the inanui the store of the

bant, the farm and equipment <>f the farmer, the tools of

<>rcr, the property of each, but

each to use them in any lawful man-

tnd the sldll with which they ar< no less the property

o! him who possesses it than the instrumentalities ami properties

through which it is exercised. So it must be ob\ and

IF daily experience, apparent in our customs,

! in our law and CPUfirIIled by <»m COmti that the civiliza-

Of which we are |
|

upon the fact that not only arc

our fa I chattels property, but the rights by which wc acquire

and dt-j>ose of them and use them to our own profit and our

rs
1

benefit D as the peculiar qualities and jniwers of

mind and body that may he turned to our pecuniary advantage, are

rights of pn 1 entitled to protection as such, however in-

tangihle they may he, as much as those tangible physical objects

which the eye sees and the hands feel.

When we i ghtl in commerce and unl-

earning a reputation for skill in manufacture, honesty and enter-

in trading, and custom accrues t«> USj that reputation wl

wc have in the minds «»f others became of the quality of our

product, the character of our workmanship, the promptness with

h wc pay our debts, and all those circumstances and incidents

tribute to give us esteem in the judgment of the buying

publi a property right as valuable as store ami factory

and skill the term it the goodwill of business. We
fran 1 enforce our laws in recognition of that fact.

The Sherman act was framed Upon this very theory, giving triple

ages for injury to a busmcta. The WHflOQ, Dinglcy and Payne

tariff acts each recognized this principle in some of their provisions,

and it is a common transaction of the commercial world so widely
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recognized as to eomc within the knowledge of all men that the

goodwill of a business is not only a separate and distinct property

from the physical Instrumentalities used in the transaction of busi«

. hut that goodwill is frequently bought and sold without h

ence to the realty or chattels in the use of which it has come into

being.

The rights I define and enumerate arc not rare and recondite.

The daily press familiarizes each of you with the progress of actions

L;ht to vindicate injuries done to them. You hear of suits for

libel, of actions in damages for the misuse 0! trademarks, business

symbols, infringements upon patents, the printing of books or the

singing of songs, the use of plays, without permission. It excites

no comment, it produces no confusion of mind, if a suit at law is

brought to compensate some injured individual for a loss sustained

by a trespass upon any of the property rights I mention. How.

then, shall you deny the right of a court of equity to interfere under

proper circumstances to protect these rights from injuries of such

a nature that no proceeding at law will secure compensation. For

this is a world of conflicting rights, and our own freedom and

privilege of conduct are measured by the equal privilege and freedom

of every other citizen with whom we come in contact. You will

remember the familiar but happy illustration of the limits of liberty

of action suggested by the drunken man who shook his finger in

the face of a stranger, and when the other protested, said : "This

is a free country ; I have a right to shake my finger in your face."

The sober one answered: "Your right to shake your finger ends

where my nose begins." So it is with a variety of rights which

are the subject of daily litigation in our courts and regulation in

our legislatures. But every injury which may be worked upon one

or many, or which many may work upon one, is not of such a nature

that it can be compensated for in damages. The punishment of

crime repairs no loss wrought by the criminal. Injury is, as we
all realize, sometimes of a character for which there could be no

pecuniary relief, either because the wrong done was of a nature that

money could not measure, or a successful proceeding would be har-

ren of actual recovery because of the financial irresponsibility of the

wrongdoers, or their number being so great as to require an im-

practicable multiplicity of actions or their identity would be unas-

certainable.
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umstanccs, which arc not of infrequent occur-

1 be of no a. 1 if the person injured or

I with injury must abide the event and await the mil

of damage undci H which <li<l not [ermit of recovery,

the person injure*! <»r tin- with injury would be without any

uM face the damage or destruction of proj

and the impairment of rights without legal defense or redress. A
legal system so .* would be a disgrace to civilization. The
condit 1 fortunately does not < r here equity offers the

remedy which is tutntill to complete ami perfect our ju«'

Khe: iere damage threatens what would be of an irrcpaiaolc

nature, equity wppltel the absence of an adequate remedy at law

by preventing the iut! the injury.

A f< igo the State of Missouri entered into the Supreme

Court of the United States and complained that er State,

Illin trncting a drainage canal from the city of Chicago

lie shores of Missouri a vast amount

of noxious sewage and drainage, which would not only injure the

property of the C iri, who could not sue the S

of Illinois, but threatened their lives and health and that of their

children, ami the Missouri sough' ain the proposed

i of the State of Illinois, until at focts in the construe -

0! the drainage canal could be remedied and the conditions

anticipate* 1 would not come into being.

The late Ju ver. in an address delivered in Brooklyn,

N Y .. in November last, called attention to this remarkable case,

ami commented upon the pitiable condition that would have ex

Supreme Court of the United States been compelled to leave

us of Missouri to wait in fear ami anxiety the coming of

a flood bearing pestilence and death, with no power in the nation

preach.

.overnment by injunction," said Justice Brewer, "has been an object

-y denunciation. So far from restricting this power, there never was
a time when its restricted and vigorous exercise was worth more to the

n and for the best interests of all. . . . The best scientific thought

of the day is along the lines of prevention rather than that of cure. We
to stay tli< »f epidemics rather than permit them to run their

course, and attend solely to the work of curing the sick. And shall n oe

said of the law, which claims to be the perfection of reason and to express

the higheM thought of the day. that it no longer aims to prevent the

but limits its action to the matter of punishment ?"
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The critics of the injunction an- doubtless quite willing to admit

the proprietary and necessity ol it^ application tO all hut caSCS whtTt

their own ox is gored, hut lure is the ruh: in labor disputes, the

gentleman argued, .strikers arc enjoined from doing acts in com
lunation which if done by individuals would be lawful; and. second,

they are restrained from doing perfectly innocent acts; and, third,

the rights of others they are enjoined from interfering with are not

rights of a property nature.

It is a fundamental proposition in this government that there

cannot be one set of rights for one class of citizens, and anothi

for another class under the same circumstances. The right to the

protection of a court of equity cannot rest upon the character of

the persons from whom the protection is sought. The office of

equity is to prevent; that of law to compensate. The right to the

ntivc remedy is as great as the right to the compensatory

remedy. Equitable protection is constitutionally guaranteed as fully

as legal protection. The right to that protection is predicated upon

the character of the wrong—not of the persons who threaten it. To
deny an injunction under circumstances in which it should issue,

whether in a labor dispute, a trespass, an infringement of a patent,

a restraint of trade, the maintenance of a nuisance, or any other

set of circumstances which presents grounds of equitable interven-

tion is to deny to the citizen due process of law. Therefore a

citizen is entitled to an injunction in a labor dispute as much as in

any other controversy, if in the course of it the combination of

laborers threaten his property with irreparable damage, just as under

the same circumstances he would be entitled to an injunction against

a combination of business men that undertook to injure his patent or

his trade, or to maintain a nuisance damaging to his home or place

of business.

The argument that a combination of men ought not to be

enjoined from doing that which it is not unlawful for one man
to do is not peculiar to labor disputes. It was argued by counsel

he defendant in the case of Montague vs. Lowry, 193 U. S., 38,

and rejected by the Supreme Court, as the principle has likewise

been rejected in a variety of criminal and civil proceedings in courts

of final appeal, both in England and the United States. For not

only does a combination of many possess a power beyond that of any

individual, but when it is organized and acts to accomplish a par-
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tr purpose, If a new entity in which the judgment and
will MjH.iuiits is subordinated to the purpose

ad I tin* COmbinatJOJL The power of one man to coerce

Of threaten is obviously a very different matter from

similar actions l»y iiuiiiIk rs acting in concert, whose very presence

becomes in itself a menace to the peace of mind and the right to the

tl<>\v of custom possessed by a person who, fur instance, be-

comes the rt f the attentions of a labor combination in a

l.iU.r <llv;

I'm ! injunctions arc frequent' ! in labor disputes

h forbid the- doing of acts in themselves innocent and lawful.

So it
I men have been enjoined from Ofiag the streets and

roads, from talking to others, from even Bfing "persuasion" or

the homes of men who did not join in a strik< con-

said Justice Holmes, in Aikens vs. Wisconsin, 195 U. S.,

' lit absolute privilege as to justify all possible schemes of

which it in. iv be a part. The most innocent and constitutionally pro-

I of acts or omissions may be made a step in a criminal plot,

and if it is a step in a plot, neither Kta innocence nor the constitution

it to prevent the punishment of the plot by law."

Suppose a man is arrested at night, walking up and down the

alk before a residence. At least let 01 JUPOOSt this is oil cx-

1 to a police judge before whom he is bfOUghl by the arrest-

ing officer : "Have I not a right," says the defendant, "to the free use

the public streets. Is it a crime to use a sidewalk where my
presence does not obstruct its equal use by every other person?"

But suppose the officer and other witnesses prove that the defendant

used the sidewalk and was in front of the residence in question for

the purpose of giving warning to a fellow-thief engaged in the

looting of the residence, does the innocent act of using the public

\ alk relieve the accused person of punishment in view of the

purpose for which he was ther nguished lawyer who
opened this discussion intimated that motive was worthy of small

consideration in discussing the use of injunctions in labor dis-

putes. Moreover, I need not say to this intelligent audience that

a combination, maliciously to persuade or induce men to make a

breach of oontrad 1 b unlawful in all forms of human action

outside of labor thapol

The charge of enjoining alleged innocent acts is frequently
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based upon a superficial or fragment ing <>i' particular in-

junctions. Thus we find in some injunctions that have been sharply

criticised that men were enjoined from marching on a public high-

wa\ where their purpose was to prevent other workmen equally en-

titled to the use of the highway from going to or returning from

their work, and men have hecn likewise enjoined from using the

pubis for the purpose of threatening or annoying or malici-

ously persuading others equally entitled to the use of tli<

from entering or departing from a boycotted place of business.

Thei be word "persuasion," which has been and is so

quentlv made the subject of harsh criticism, has never been used

in an injunction except in connection with other phrases forbidding

conduct of an unlawful character. No rule of interpretation IS

better settled than that where a number of phrases are used the

concluding word of many terms shall be given construction as of

the same general class as the previous phrases. Thus the word

"persuasion" is merely used as a general inhibition of ''persuasion'
1

of the same general kind as that previously prohibited in the writ.

Finally, I have said that it is frequently objected that the rights

protected in labor disputes are not those of a pecuniary nature. If

property rights were held to be merely those rights to the possession

of realty and chattels to which the gentleman who preceded me
endeavored to confine the term, the objection might be well founded,

but we have seen that there is a universal recognition in custom

and practice, as well as in the adjudicated law of our land, that

the right of property includes the right to make contracts for the

sale or purchase of labor, and the right to the goodwill of busii

as distinct from the physical instrumentalities of the business itself.

In the ordinary course of a labor dispute, the strikers organize

for the purpose of preventing others from taking their places. To

the point where the striker peaceably present! hi- claims either to

those who seek work or those who have remained at work, he is

obviously within his rights, but when individually or in combination

with others, he intimidates or threatens by words or actions or an-

noys and destroys the peace of employer, employee or customer, he

has passed the limit of his own rights and intrudes upon the equal

right of others to conduct their business in a lawful manner, to give

their custom where they will, or to dispose of their labor and work-

under the conditions that seem to them best. The protection of that
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fundamental n^lit is the
\

That principle from which the

striker's mgs, and if he deny or combine to destroy

it in K cannot long ho] nm^clf.

!iaps the charge most vehemently pressed by critics of

alleged abuse by KnjttDCtJ t the writ is issued against acta

I through proceeding! in contempt the |**rsora

committing those acts are deprj I by jury, although

Imli they are pfftfrfrH is of a criminal nature,

rgc pressed with much plan-il>ilit l>cforc the simple

irioui «jualities of any act within the pro-

hibition of t of equity. TT> t mind can perceive

at a glance that any human act may have both moral and mental

qualities. It might be good mentally and had morally. So, too,

any act of one human being which endangers another may, like a

he at once the subject of criminal prosecution and subse-

quent civil action in damages. A man who assaults another may be

bed by the his crime and sued by the individual for

So, too, an act forbidden by an injunction may, through

criminal law, also constitute a crime, but a court

of equity in a contempt proceeding punishes only the violation of its

r and not the criminal offense which may be committed at the

same time. The distinction which I Rlggest, which must appeal

to any intelligent layman. dearly put in the decision of

Judge W OOda in the proceedings in the ("ir rt against Eugene

Debs, charged with contempt of an injunctive order:

The jurisdiction of the courts of equity, and by implication their right

nipt, are established by the constitution, equally with the

of trial by jui K> long as there is no attempt to exrend
j

. cr subjects not properly cognizable in equity, there can be no

ground for the assertion that the right of jury trial has been taken away
The same act may constitute a contempt and a crime. But

upt is one thing, the crime another; and the punishment for one

is not a duplication of the punishment of the other. The contempt can be

and punished only by the court, while the charge of crime can be

only by a jury. U. S. vs. Dtbs, 64 Fed. Rep., 74/b.

The gentleman preceding me has asserted with great en

that each man is entitled to bestow his patronage where he pleases,

and that he may give or take it. like his tabor, from any whom he

pleases, for a good reason or none at all, and that is true. Equity
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intercepts his action only when he combines with Other) to injure

third parties by preventing other workmen or the public from exer-

cising the same liberty which he demands for himself. The purpose

of joining in a boycott may be, by compelling an employer to grant

the demands made upon him, to benefit ultimately the cause of labor,

or immediately that of the striking employees, but the alleged purpose

is remote in comparison with the proximate and immediate effort

to injure or destroy the lawful business of another by frightening

away workmen and customers in order to compel the person boy-

d, by virtue of the injury indicted, to accede to the demands of

the boycotters. This is the mere effort of many to work their

will upon one; the coercion of an individual by force of num
the individual possessing the same right to pursue his own way
and to conduct his own business within lawful limits that each

member of the combination has to conduct his.

In these collisions, equity must proceed to employ its time-

honored remedies upon the same principle repeatedly invoked

throughout the history of our jurisprudence. If that principle does

not permit the use of the injunction to restrain damaging assaults

upon individual rights and property by strikers seeking to enforce

their will by destructive coercion and intimidation, and in ruthless

di-rcgard of the equal rights of others, then the striker himself can

find no principle of equity which lends its strong arm to his service,

or that of the government when it seeks to protect him against vast

combinations in restraint of trade, whose powers and activities con-

tinually excite the attention of the popular mind. If the principles

upon which the issuance of an injunction in a labor dispute is

predicated cannot be sustained by the immemorial principles of that

branch of jurisprudence and the continuous practice of chancery

courts in England and America, then no exercise of that remedy

in all the vast field of equity can be excused or defended.
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Washington, D. C

Coming after such a gentleman as Mr. I.ittlcfield, I must ask

you to be patient with DM in what I have to say. I have not

rilling as a special pleader. I shall tr

a few words, to * \<»u what we. wh.» Miflfcr under the

i tlu- equity power, think is the real cause of the wrong, and

point to a cure.

I am sorry that Mr LittlcficM has gone, because I wanted to

ask him to define more specifically what he means by some things

he has said here.

He speaks of "judicial power." It would be well, if he will,

when correcting the notes, state if he means the power of the

• k1 and c in England at the time when

constitution was adopted, and with possibly slight modifications

1 upon our judiciary, or does he, in speaking of judicial

in mind the power exercised hv the Roman emperors?

mid be a great help to understand what he means.

lie speaks of obedience to law. I want to the work-

men of the United States thai they do not come before you, nor

before anybody, to ask exemption from any law. What we com-

plain of, and what we 1>< right to complain of, is

we are I hut judicial n. He says that

the equity p medv and to prevent wrong. If that be

so, of what use is law and law OOOrtS? I would like him to say. in

notes later on, what law is; it it is not an injunction issued by

the whole people through their legislative department ; whether

imple "Thou sha' it equity

rotect personal rights. Where that will lead

shall try to explain in a sh nent which I shall read later. He
speaks of the English law forbidding men to quit work; you have

tt followed him and I am sure you did, that

ise of that law deals with those f It in steam, water

and gas plants and where a man - job in such a way as to

endanger the life of others. The British Government has dealt w ith

>7)
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that ; so lias ours. We go to the legislative branch of the government

for ai ition in laws which we foe] to be urgent ; ire do not come

t<> the judges and ask them not to enforce, or to make, law. We
n.ili. ntlemen, that there is a fundamental distinc-

tion between law and equity.

The modern use of the writ of injunction, especially in labor

disputes, is revolutionary and destructive of popular government
Our government was designed to be a government by law, said law

to be enacted by the legislative branch, construed by the judiciary

and administered by the executive. An injunction is "an extraor-

dinary writ issued out of equity, enjoining a threatened injury to

property or property rights, where there is not a plain, adequate

and complete remedy at law."

The definition of equity is: 'The application of right and jus-

tice to the legal adjustment of differences where the law, by reason

of its universality, is deficient," or "that system of jurisprudence

which comprehends every matter of law for which the common
law provides no remedy, . . . springing originally from the

royal prerogative, moderating the harshness of the common law

cording to good conscience." In other words, it is the exercise of

power according to the judgment and conscience of one man. It was

for this reason that in Great Britain, whence the United States

derives its system of equity, as well as of law, the equity power

was limited to the protection of property or property rights, and

to such cases only where there was no remedy at law ; the words

"adequate and complete" have been added here.

When the courts of equity issue injunctions in labor disputes,

they do so to protect business, which, under late rulings by several

courts, is held to be property. These rulings are disputed and con-

demned by other courts, which hold that relations between em-

ployers and employees—between buyer and seller—are personal rela-

tions, and as such, if regulated at all, are regulated by statute or

common law only. If the latter contention be right, and of this we
believe there can be no question, the ruling that makes business

property, or the right to carry on or continue in business a property

right, is revolutionary, and must lead to a complete change not only

in our industrial, but in our political life. If the court of equity be

permitted to regulate personal relations, it will gradually draw to

itself all legislative power. If it be permitted to set aside or to
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law, it will ultimately arrogate to itself jurisdiction now
held tS, and abolish trial by jury.

constitution upon the court* by stating

shall have jun .:» law ami in equity, in the same

way that it nukes it their duty to issue the writ of habeas corpus

ihstantiallv the
|
as it provide-* fur trial by

|

it- to us as it in England at th t the

aclop' constitution, and it was so limited and denned by

English autl; at our courts could not obtain jurisdiction in

tlie adoption of a ruling that business is

be property in the case of a strike or a boycott,

and can therefore be protcctrd by the equity court against diminu-

!»y a strike or boycott conducted

orktng people, then it necessarily must be property at other

re entitled to be pro* >s of income

v competition from other manufacturers or business men.

and the income from business would become territorial, and

would Ik in the same position as land and the income from land.

The result would be to make all competition in trade unlawful;

>uld prevent any one from engaging in trade or manufacture

i he comply with the whims and fancies o! those who have their

us of production already established. No one could

into business except through inheritance, bequest or sale. In

order to show the fallacy of this new definition of property, we
here state the accepted legal definitions of property, business and

labor. Property means the dominion or indefinite right of user

and d which one lawfully exercises over particular things

ml generally to the eacmsion of all others. Property

is ov> luaive right of any person freely to use, enjoy

and dispose of any determinate object, whether real or personal.

(Eng
I American Encyclopedia of Law.) Property is the

ht of possessing, enjoying and disjiosing of a thing.

(Century Did > A right imparting to the owner a power

(definite user, capable of being transmitted to universal

cessors by way of descent, and imparting to the owner the power

a, from himself and his successors. (Austin, Juris-

Thc sole and despotic dominion which one claims and

exercises over the external things of the world in total exclusion

of the right of any other individual in the world. ( Blackstone.

)
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It will be scon that property hum;.- pi idf* uure or of labor,

ami that the essentia] element is that it may be disposed of by Bale,

be given away, or in am other way transferred to another. There

distinction in law between property and property rights.

n these definitions it is plain that labor power or patronage

cannot be property, but aside from this we have the thirteenth

amendment to the constitution, prohibiting slavery and involuntary

servitude. Labor power cannot 1 it cannot be

separated from the laborer. It U personal. It grows with health,

diminishes in frjffrntlft, and ceases at death. It is an attribute of

life. The ruling of the courts makes of the laborer a tei tron-

age, an evidence of servitude, by assuming that one may have a

property right in the labor or patronage of another.

What is the definition of business? That which occupies the

time, attention and labor of men for the purpose of livelihood or

profit; that which occupies the time, attention and labor of men
for the purpose of profit and improvement. (American and Eng-

lish Encyclopedia of Law.) That which busies, or that which oc-

cupies the time, attention or labor of one as his principal concern,

whether for a longer or shorter time.
| Webster's Dictionary.)

What is labor? Physical or mental effort, particularly for

some useful or desired end. Exertion of the powers for some end

other than recreation or sport. (Century Dictionary.)

It will be seen from the above definitions, that, while there is

a fundamental difference between property and business, there is

none at all between business and labor, so that, if business be prop-

erty, so is labor, and, if the earning power of business can be pro-

tected by equity power through injunction, so can the earning power

of labor; in other words, the laborer may obtain an injunction

against a reduction of wages, or against a discharge which would

stop the wages entirely. If this new definition of property, by in-

cluding therein business and labor, be accepted, then the judge sit-

ting in equity becomes the irresponsible master of all men who do

business or who labor.

We contend that equity, power and jurisdiction—discretionary

government by the judiciary—for well-defined purposes and within

specific limitations, granted to the courts by the constitution, has

been so extended that it is invading the field of government by law

and endangering constitutional liberty; that is, the personal liberty
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of the individual As government by equity

—

personal gov-

:ent

—

ad. (publican government—government by law—
recedes.

re escaped from despotic government by the king V\ c

realized that, after all. he was but a man. Are we going to permit

[rowing up of 1 government by the judges? Are not

can in thi< sense be no better

than the despotism of another. If we are to preserve "government

c people, by the people and for the people," any usurpation by

the must be as sternly resisted as usurpation by the

What labor is now seeking is the CC of all liberty-loving

men in restoring the common law definitions of property, and in

cting the jtfl 1 of the equity courts in that count

to what it the time of the adoption of the constitution. A bill

has been and now is before Congress for this purpose. We ask your

caret of tin- reasons for this bill and of the bill

f , and your assistance in inducing Congress to make it a law.





IV. The Administration of the Criminal
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ILS AND REMEDIES IN* THE ADMINISTRATION OF
THE < RJMINAL LAW

BY S I NTKRMYKH, ESQ.,

New York.

None of the many difficult problems that confront the present

feneration is mon urgent or perplexing than the reform of the

administration of the criminal law in «»ur countr>. Our wealth ami

the financial world have incrca-- ich leap-

dl th.it re completely outgrown the laws which were

enacted to meet the earlier conditions in our history.

It will be no easy task to secure the changes that are neces-

sary to meet and curb the cupidity of the criminal rich, nor to

oe those laws when cnac*

ingc to say the chief obstruction to the administration of

ce in criminal cases lies in the undue shelter afforded by our

titutton.

The prescribed remedies against crimes of violence are, on the

• , fairly administered, though there arc still many abuses capable

in the attempt! to Danish the crimes born of

greed and cunning in the financial world that the machinery of

i down and the law is administered in ft Spasmodic

and hysterical way.

I think it will be admitted by all fair-minded critics of our

iat our people have not that respect for the law which

ides foreign countries. Is it not because the enforcement of the

not entitled to the same respect ? It is either not made

to reach the powerful or has been found incapable of enforcement

against them. This discrimination is not due to the dishonesty of

our people or public officials, nor to their unwillingness to pui

rich offenders. It i< owing largely t«> the character of the proof

necessary to establish the commission of a crime involving compli-

cated financial transactions and to the difficulty of securing

proof, because of the impassable barriers thrown around the offender

by what are known sj the constitutional rights and immunities of a

person charged with crime.

(t45)
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Even at the risk of being considered guilty of hereS) I CflU

the wisdom of these provisions, which an- embodied in the Fourth

and Fifth Amendments to the Federal Constitution and of like pro

visions in the Constitutions of the various is they hav<

trued l»y the courts. En the lew States, like Xcv.

which have no provisions in their Constitutions to the effect that in

a criminal case no person shall be bound to ineriminate himself

the courts have held that the right is one inherited from the com-

mon law and have accordingly read the provision into the organic

tate.

The language of the Fourth Amendment so far as applicable

to this dj

"The right of the people to be secure in their persons, b
papers and effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures, shall

not be violated, and no warrants shall issue, but upon probable

cause, supported by oath or affirmation, and particularly describing

the place to be searched, and the person or things to be seized."

That of the Fifth Amendment is that

"No person shall ... be compelled in any criminal case

to be a witness against himself."

It is hardly necessary to remind you of the history of the op-

pression that led to the enactment of these amendments, as descrihed

by Justice Bradley, in Boyd vs. United States, 116 U. S., 624-626:

"In order to ascertain the nature of the proceedings intended by

the Fourth Amendment to the Constitution under the terms 'unrea-

sonable searches and seizures,' it is only necessary to recall the con-

temporary or then recent history of the controversies on the subject.

both in this country and in England. The practice had obtained

in the colonies of issuing writs of assistance to the revenue officers,

empowering them, in their discretion, to search suspected places for

smuggled goods, which James Otis pronounced 'the worst instru

ment of arbitrary power, the most destructive of English liberty and

the fundamental principles of law, that ever was found in an English

law book;' since they placed 'the liberty of every man in the hands

of ever)' petty officer/ This was in February, 1761, in Boston, and

the famous debate in which it occurred was perhaps the most promi-

nent event which inaugurated the resistance of the colonies to tin-

oppressions of the mother country. 'Then and there,' said John

Adams, 'then and there was the first scene of the first act of opposi-
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to the arbitrary claims of < ireat Britain. Then and there the

child Independence was born.'

Mings, and tl which took place in England lin-

ing the argument atx>ut writs of assistance in Bos-

t the memories of those who achieved our indc-

our form of government. In the period

from hen the North Briton was started by John \Vi!k<

when the House of Commons passed resolutions con-

demnatory of general warranty whether for the seizure of persons

. occurred the hitter controversy between the English gov-

ind Wilkes, in which the latter m\ as the champion

of popular rights, and was. indeed, the pioneer in the contest which

in the abolition of some gric ses which had grad-

Of public affairs. Prominent

among t ing general wan
Mate, for searching private houses for the

1 ^izure of books and papers that might be used to Con-

ner of the charge of libel. Certain numbers of the

th Briton, particularly had been very bold in denunciation

of ti ument, and were esteemed heinously libellous.

authority of the secretary's warrant Wilkes's hoi: marched,

and his papers were indiscriminately seized. For this outrage he

the perp bed 1 verdict of £1000 against Wood,
who made the search, and £4000 against Lord

fax, the Secretary of State, w 1 the warrant.

I he case, 1 which will be celebrated as being

I Camden's memorable discussion of the sub-

that of Kntick VS. Carrington and Three Other King's

at length in v> Howell's State Trials, 1099.

ring the plaintiffs dwelling house

nber, 1762, and breaking open his desks, boxes, etc., and

searching and examining his papers. The jury rendered a special

and the case was twice solemnly argued at the bar. Lord

the judgment of the court in Michaelmas Term,

! the law as expounded by him has been regarded as settled

I
that time to tins, and 1 judgment on that occasion is

I one of the landmarks of It was

1 and applar. - of liberty in the colonies as

\ the mother country. It is regarded as one of the per-
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mancnt monuments of the British Constitution, ami is quoted as

mcfa bv the English authorities on that subject down to the pr<

time

Until the decision in 1885 in the Boyd ca QOt generally

supposed that the on against unreasonal [rare

applied to the enforced production of books an<l ptpen under sub-

poena for use in a criminal case, so as to permit a man who was able

to secure possession of evidence of this ch. thwart the

ends of justice. It was. to say the least, a surprise t«» the legal )>r<>

k» to find that to require obedience to a lawful mandate for the

production of such books, was a "search of seizure" and more sur-

prising still to learn that it was an "unreasonable" seizure. But

such is the law unless the recent decisions of the court can be said to

have modified the rule in the Boyd case.

it is not clear to me that the framers of our Constitution

ever meant that the Fourth Amendment should he held to forbid the

courts to use the written evidence of a criminal act against the

person charged with the commission of the crime, where that evi-

dence can be secured from him through the orderly process of

subpoena.

In the last few years the Supreme Court has been face to face

with the difficulty of proving crime where the defendant can be

permitted to withhold his books and papers from the operation of a

subpoena and has found it necessary to "distinguish" the Boyd case

so as to mitigate, in so far as possible, the many difficulties to which

it gave rise. That great court realizes the necessity, above all

things, of certainty in the law and so it rarely overrules its own

decisions. But it is a progressive court. Progress is more necesary

than consistency, and so it has begun the process of "limiting" and

"distinguishing" the Boyd case. The next stage will be to "forget"

it. Let us hope so.

I need hardly say that I intend no disrespect to that greatest

of the world's judicial tribunals. We should be forever thankful

for its vast powers and especially for the power of judicial legisla-

tion which it has taken unto itself. The nation owes much of its

greatness to the brave exercise of that power at critical times.

As evidence of the departure from the Boyd case permit me
to call your attention to Hale US. Hcnkel, 201 U. S., where the sec-

retary of the American Tobacco Company was subpoenaed to pro-
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the books of the COmpftOJ \\\\u\\ was under

itmg i In- auti tru A person t< himself

is entitled t-» immunity under that total :»reme Court

held that tin- secretary could not plead the privilege of the corpora-

' nutating it self. Some of the judges were in i

olding that i corporation was not a person, within the pr

:
tut ion so as to get rid of the prohibition once an<!

for all so far a ied corporations, although that court had

> repeatedly held that tin Fourteenth Amendment a

coq» vas a person, entitled to the equal
;

n of the

with an individual. ati<l some members of the court had said

i corpora* ally within the meaning of the Fourth and

i Amendmei
In the case of Al Adams, charged with owning ami operating

policy ihopt, the Supreme Court affirmed the action of the lower

I in allowing his lx»<»ks t<> be need against him. although the

DC complained of had been forcibly ami unlaw fully

I. thus literally violating the pi . that was clearly intended

to be afforded by the Fourth Amendment. The Court held that

the notation ol the defendant
9
! right! presented no federal question

and that in any event it made no difference how the evidence had

been secured, so kmg at it bad been made available. So that whilst

a man could not be o 1 to produce his book to a

subpoena in a criminal case against him. they could be forcibly taken

-tolcn from him. and used a- evidence.

In the Twining case the court decided that although a defendant

trial t<>r larceny had been compelled to incriminate himself, no

al rijjit had heen violated and no federal question was in-

d. and that ate Court to determine wheth

law hail been thus violated in that respect.

\\ ithin the
\

the l*. S. Circuit Court in New \

led in the case «'t U. > VI, American Sugar Company that the

corporat! oed to produce its books without granting

immunity t<> any one.

>e cases are cited as illustrating the lengths to which the

•t has been driven in order to preserve even a vestige of its

ct and puni>h c: ii these constitutional pro-

tons in its w..
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!>mit. hut with hesitation—not because of doubt as to the

km of the suggestion, but because it will appear like sacrilege to

the uncompromising worshippers of our Constitution—that the first

and grea' evil in the administration of the criminal law,

and one that thould DC i. 19 the undue protection still afforded

to pa barged with crime by these provisions of the Con-

stitution and like provision! in the State Constitute

We may somewhat mitigate the evil by bold judicial legislation.

That is the process we arc now undergoing with respect to corpora-

tions. But the prosecution of corporations, which can result only

in a fine is a farce—we cannot strike at the root of the trouble with-

out amending our Constitution.

Hut for the fear of being charged with treason against this

fetich which all lawyers are expected to worship, I should be

tempted to say that the difficulty put in the way of the punishment

of crime is not the only disability under which that great Document

of Compromises has placed us. When we consider how helpless we
are under it to regulate divorce, or to tax wealth (through an in-

come tax), instead of taxing poverty or to secure uniform corpora-

tion laws or to prevent the States from bidding against one another

for "business" in the laxity of administering divorce and corporation

laws, perhaps we may be pardoned for suggesting that great as was

the wisdom of our fathers, they did not foresee all the possibilities

of the future.

The occasion that gave rise to these clauses in the Fourth and

Fifth Amendments can never again arise. These disabilities to

punish crime do not pertain in other countries ; they are no protection

to the innocent, but they are the cause of miscarriage of justice and

the escape of the guilty in nine cases out of ten. They lead to all

sorts of dishonest expedients by the prosecuting officers and bring

the administration of justice into contempt. No device, however

unlawful, by which a man's papers can be seized or stolen from

him will prevent their use against him, and yet, he himself cannot

be forced to produce them. We have sacrificed the substance of

the bill of rights and are clinging to the shadow.

It must not be forgotten that the rule that a defendant in a

criminal case cannot t>e compelled to incriminate himself was enacted

at a time when the defendant was not allowed to be a witness in his

own behalf.
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only remove the existing n it, but would

go fa mt t" Ik- called i»> the protet

, bttfl Ofd) in open ! at a time when
that the

judge shoul irn prosecutor, wl

t the O lopt that sy

with the further n that there should be no pi

nterrogat ndant Nine out

crimes go unpin e of this t: which found its

birth in tl

e the most striking ll 1 11 -

1

r.it i«>fi of the vice of this rule

in the pending j>r< .Mentions 1 »n of the anti trust law. The
illy immune because they

cntlemen's agree

unlaw-ful combii. 1 It of which every human
m the country ii daily

1
tribute to them. We have the

sad spectacle of the courts of the country passing solemn judgments

njotning these mooopolj •enemies

of commerce ami g t h.it ti.. of these vast

indu guilty of criminal violation of the law an

government DOW the criminal laws against the

i^ave them birth, who conducl them ami arc the

bencficiarii- of their criminal Such exhibitions, rep

l>y day, are bound to educate the people to a contempt for the

to a feeling that it discriminate* between the weak and the

powerful.

How long could these gigantic pools last, many of which are

! by the written >ns of the parties if the culprits

could be put upon th stand and for© and pro-

the wr 1 -of their crimes? If they arc innocent,

can anybody c uld be harmed?

There are a half-dozen offices in the 1 k of men
engaged in tin business of a- so-called "ootnmi

;>crt accountants under whose dirt

Id be made BO yield up the written

of a hut more of these vast conSPJrtJ :ving

sands of influential business men who oscd to be repu-

table, law-abiding citi/en >t scniplc to commit

form of crime The only thing that pr cm from the en-
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forcement of the law is tlu* oousli'uctiofi that has been placed upon

these constitutional limitati. m
It triMs and monopolies are good things for the country, and

the laws that have been enacted i<- tUppreSfl tlieni are mere dema-

gogic cla>s legislation born of the envy of the poor against the

rich, as some of our plausible friends in and around Wall StJ

living in a "Fool's Paradise." still leetn to think, they should be

1 from the statute books. If, on the other hand, these trusts

are an economic curse to the country, are destroying Opportunity

lor the rising generation, paralyzing the economic laws of supply

and demand, and levying tribute upon US by sheer hrute force, more

cruel and ruthless than the forced trihute exacted by the robber

barons of old. we shall never be able to rid ourselves of this blight

so long as there is such a thing as human greed, without the stern

application of the criminal law to the men who guide and control

them.

For that purpose the entire inquisitorial machinery of justice

should be available. Every barrier that has been thrown in the

way should be removed, unless it is seen to be necessary for the

protection of the innocent against oppression.

The provisions quoted from the Fourth and Fifth Amendments

of the Constitution (not the entire amendments), and like provi-

sions in the State Constitutions, constitute to-day the great and only

barrier between the people and the execution of their will against

these violators of the law.

The second great evil in the administration of the criminal law,

and, for that matter, of all laws in our country, is the prevalence

of perjury due to the non-enforcement of the laws enacted for its

punishment. I think it will be generally admitted that in no civilized

country is wilful false swearing so prevalent as here—due largely to

the fact that the penalty imposed under the laws of the various

states is too severe, and that it is, therefore, a crime rarely punished.

In the State of New York, perjury and subornation of perjury

in a criminal case are each punishable by a maximum term of twenty

years' imprisonment, and in a civil case by a maximum term of

ten years.

It has been said, and I think rightly that the crime of perjury

is committed in at least three out of every five cases tried in the

courts in which an issue of fact is involved. It has become so
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general that the courts regard it almost as a part of the inevitable

accompaniment of a trial

Aga rasting our conditions in this respect with those

trie*, no (air-minded observer of the ad-

those countries will deny that in neither

many 11 there committed a fraction of the

thai is prevalent in ottr courts, In none of those coun-

ts perjury pnniahable with the severity provided by our law, u

well nigfa bnpoaaible.

The German COOftl arc exceptionally free from this pollution

of the judicial lystem >es in which there is a sharply

of fact that cannot be explained as the result of mis-

take or honest difference of recollection, arc followed by prosccu-

Thc dread of the law is BpOfl every man who goes upon the

witness itand there.

Permit me to suggest at least a partial remedy for this ever-

increavinjj danger.

It should be made obligatory upon the court on the trial of

tie of fact before a jury to require the jury, in addition to

its general verdict, to answer the question as t.» whether any party

I has been guilty of wilful false swearing, and if so, to

<»r witnesses so guilty. Where the trial

I place before the court without a jury, the court should be re-

quired to answer such a question. If the court or jury < as the

case may be) finds thai there has been perjury, it should be in-

cumbent upon th< ;ting officer to act upon such finding.

The knowledge of the parties and their witnesses that the jury

will be required to answer such a question will in it>elf be a most

powerful deterrent against reckless false-swearing. Unfortunately

there are many in the community who have more regard for their

us than for the sanctity of their oaths and a far greater re-

gard for their liberty than for cither.

If the submission of the question be left to the discretion of the

court !>e made discretionary with the jury, nothing

will be accomplished. It should be n . and a like mandate

rotecuting officer to place the evidence of pcr-

1 case before the grand jury.

The third evil to which I the unbridled license

of the press in commenting upon and often trying cases in the
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publi This ii i prolific source of the miscarriage of ju

and is most prejudicial to the rights of defendants charged with

crime. !
| upon the administration o! justice is baneful and

far-reaching:

It creates a sentiment in the community as to the guilt

or innocence ol the accused, which makes it well-nigh impossible to

MCnre an impartial jury. It may he that jumrs can dismiss the ir

preconceived impressions from their minds and be guided solely by

Dili that is iv t the experience «»f most men. Even if

that were true, why should we tolerate a practice that has in it

such elements of danger? Strangers to US who do not realize the

difficulties under which we labor from the prejudging of cases

through the license of the press, have made this part of our judicial

m the subject of ridicule, and not without reason. Imagine

weeks of time being consumed in securing twelve men whose minds

have not been so poisoned by newspaper stories concerning a case

in the courts that they arc unable impartially to weigh the evidence]

It should be impossible to find anything in a new -paper except what

transpires in the courtroom until after the conclusion of the trial.

Consider also the expense to the state and the additional CO

the accused of these protracted trials brought about by this per

nicious practice. In the face of public clamor, which means the

goading of the press against the accused, frequently for sensational

purposes, justice is rarely done.

If it be said that the courts frequently need that spur to prevent

undue influence by powerful criminals, the answer is that it is an

illegitimate and dangerous expedient as an aid to justice.

(b) The atmosphere and sentiment thus created around a case

are bound to, and do affect not only the jury, hut the court as well.

A man does not lose his ambitions or human nature by climbing

from the bar onto the bench. Most of our public men are known

to us only as they are pictured by the newspapers, which make

and unmake men It is well-nigh impossible to exclude entirely the

subconscious influence of press comments on the judge a- reflecting

the views of the community in which he lives, he he ever so upright.

He would rather go with the tide than against it. and he, too, is not

infrequently already impregnated with the atmosphere of the com-

munity gathered from the press.

(c) The prosecutor, who should be impartial, seeking only the
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truth tod not bent upon cch: Baku the facts satisfy him
beyond a reasonable doubt, is put t that few men m public

1) a prosecutor, in a case that has attracted general

ts sensat iturcs ami the efforts of the press

tot 1 magnify them, rising in open court at the close of

i a case ami rCCOnimcndinf tO the curt to acquit the defendant.

my oi a pcoeecutOI to do if he believes tliat a

Ottld he unjust. It is done every day in the criminal courts

in cases with which the Iiewaptperi <lo not concern themselves, but

a brave do SO in what is known in the parlance

the criminal 1

' cases.

The abuses that have arisen under this bead have become well-

ble. Prosecuting officers, Who arc SSUbsttOUf lot fur-

ther honors, maintain elaborate press bureaus for the distribution! of

ning their offices. The reporters who want to stand

with the prosecuting officer, and get all the news that is to be

fall into the habit of taking the prosecutor's version. Of late

thing is sacred A witness is called before the grand jury,

and I nony given there in important cases manages "to leak

by day. The secrecy of the grand jury room is a thing

of the past. The law again-t ig occurrences there is a dead

The prosecuting attorney is generally the chief offender and

tently the only one. The main concern of a modern prosecutor

DC of the great cities of this country seems to have become to

keep himself before the public, which he does by seeing to it that

1 of everything that happens in his office from

wn point oi \ iew . I do not mean to assert that this shocking

il. but it if not uncommon ami is groi

nmrc frequent.

Three poor, helpless, old n arc about to be tried in one

of our sister states on a charge of murder. The issue for the jury

betber the do Bordered or committed raicJde. From
lay that case came into the office of the prosecutor, and for

a thereafter, so long as public interest could be aroused or sus-

I. whilst these poor women were under lock and key. the prose-

;ing or inspiring statements in the press in

ommunity in which they are to be tried, tending to show or

arguing that they were guilty, and presenting such proofs and innucn-
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docs as he had at hand to support these tX parte arguments. All

this was on the eve of the assembling of a grand jury to

the case.

The grand jury, of course, promptly indicted these poor women
and now they will have to he tried in community in which public

sentiment has been crystallized againM tin in through the energies

of the press, ably seconded by the prosecutor. These women are

not being tried. They are being hounded. It is little better than

mob law, and in some respects not quite so fair, for it is masquerad-

ing under the forms of law.

The following arc suggested as remedies for this condition:

1. The enactment of laws, similar to those prevailing in Eng-

land, prohibiting a newspaper from publishing anything concerning

a case that is in the courts other than a verbatim report of the pro-

ceedings in open court.

2. Prohibiting any newspaper from commenting, either edi

torially or otherwise, upon the evidence in judicial proceedings until

after final judgment.

3. Prohibiting any prosecuting officer, under penalty of re-

moval and punishment for a misdemeanor, from expressing or sug-

gesting for publication an opinion as to the guilt or innocence of

a person accused, or from disclosing any of the proceedings of a

grand jury, or from publishing or being privy to the publication of

any evidence in his possession bearing on any case under his control.

If an assistant or other person in his office is guilty of any of the acts

charged it should be ground for the removal of the prosecutor and

the punishment of the assistant, or any other person connected with

the office, so offending.

When we consider the far-reaching effect of these press cam-

paigns against persons under criminal charges, such regulations

should be regarded as very mild compared with the evils that are

sought to be remedied. The expense to which the state is put in

securing impartial jurors is alone more than sufficient to justify 1

reasonable precautions.

The next evil, but to my mind not the greatest by far, but the

one that has received most attention from the public and tho

authority, relates to the law's delays.

Some of the remedies that have been suggested seem to me
far worse than the disease. Chief among them, and the one that
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appears most generally to be favored, is that < right

of appeal in criminal cases. At a time when <*ther nations are grant-

ing and enlarging this right we arc compering abridging it.

re should !>e the most generous right of appeal in criminal

eases—far more Html than when we are dealing with mere ques-

tions of money. ol this change would be

shocked at the suggestion that then he no appeals allowed in

cases. How much greater the need where the liberty and rqmta-

not only of the man, hut of all those about him. are favol

the plausible, but unsound, suggestion that

no judgment in a criminal case shall be reversed except for errors

can be affirmatively IDOWfl to have materially prejudiced the

the ment> of the charge, and that all so-called "techni-

rs are to be disregard

If a mistake of law committed during the trial is not too tech-

and trifling to he overlooked and is men that it is regarded

be law as error, it must be became the rule that has been vio-

lated in the commission of it is considered n the light of human
riencc as essential, or at 1 il to the protection of the

ts of one of the parties, [f men a rule has been violated the

> not been fairly tried and there should be no latitude

boat allowing such a judgment to Stand

One of the worst abuses of the present system is not the delay

\ecuting the judgment, hut the undue and indecent haste in

requiring a defendant to undergo the sentence whilst his appeal is

lug We have constant object lessons in the brutality of the

law in that respect in the cases of those who have undergone all or

most of their terms of punishment, to find that the judgment under

h they were disgraced and imprisoned was without lawful au-

thority.

It sometimes happens, as in a comparatively recent case in

New York, involving an official of a life in company that the

appellate court decides as matter of law that no offense \sh.i'

was committed after the man has scr v the entire term for

which he was sentenced. The cases of this kind are not infrequent.

Is not that paying too great a penalty for certainty of punishment ?

Both these evils—that of delay and unjust punishment—can and
should be prevented by
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1. Allowing a stay of sentence as a matter of right and not of

discretion, until the defendant has pxfwitl*d every remedy by appeal

that the law permits.

2. Providing that unless the appeal i- moved by the appellant

for hearing within a given number of days after judgment has been

pronounced the stay of sentence i^ automatically vacated.

3. The printing of the papers or record on the appeal should be

under the control of the court through its clerk. It will then

entirely with the court to regulate the time when the appeal is to

be argued. The parties will no longer control that subject as they

do now in many of our states. This change will do away with a

most prolific cause of the existing delays. There is no reason why
there should be a delay of more than from two to four months be-

tween the sentence and the determination of the appeal.

4. Where the defendant makes proof satisfactory to the court

that he is unable to pay the expenses of the appeal the state should

pay them. The right and opportunity of the fullest defense should

not depend on the ability of a man to pay. It is not in the interest

of the state to convict where there is doubt. It is in its interest to

give to every man the fullest opportunity to establish his innocence.

This brings me to the next suggestion I have to offer which is

that there should be an office established as part of the machinery

of the criminal law, to be known as that of the public defender.

Unjust convictions among the poor and helpless, and especially

among our ignorant foreign population, are far more frequent than

we fortunates care to admit. This is especially true in the great

cities where the courts are crowded with business, the pressure is

great and justice is necessarily hurriedly administered in obscure

cases.

The most prolific abuses occur in what are known as "assigned"

causes, in which the defendants and their families and friends are

too poor to furnish bail or employ counsel. In those cases the court

assigns counsel, who serve without pay, except that in some states

a moderate fee is allowed in capital cases only. The counsel assigned

in these cases are with rare exceptions almost necessarily young

and inexperienced men or lawyers without standing or ability.

Yet these are the cases above all others in which the defendants

are already at the greatest disadvantage, being incarcerated, unable

to go about to look up witnesses and too poor to employ any one
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them. If they arc first offenders of previous food
they generally are, for experience bat shown that

cssional criminals arc generally able to secure counsel, their

prison expert !k courage out of them by the time

are placed on tr

come t«. the bar of justice crushed ami if inno-

il terror of the law ^med to any fate. I

irhoac retained clients are his chief concern, easily

: thai he has done his duty to his pauper client if

the prosecutor will acot] t I plea of guilty to a lesser form of crime

or be content mineml a moderate sentence. So before the

poor fellow knows what has happened to him he has consented on

less notice and in less time than it requires to tell the story, to take

the advice hurriedly given him as he stands quivering at the bar

and he finds himself on the way to prison. There is hardly a

day in the year when this scene ii not enacted in the courts of our

That Mich n results in innocent men being

and punished as criminals admits of no doubt. That the

number of such crimes against justice and humanity mch
underestimated is beyond question to any one who has observed the

m in operation. The judges do what they can to minimize the

evil, but from the nature of the case they must rely on counsel.

What, then, is the rcme.

The stat blic prosecutor. Why not its public de-

care for those who are unable to defend themselves? It

of the state to rescue the innocent as

ttnisfa the guilty. There is no danger of the privilege being

cd. Every man who can afford to defend himself will exhaust

every resource to select a champion of his own choice. The moat

helpless and unfortunate of all our citizens should not be forced

to go virtually undefended.

Nowhere in our social fabric is the discrimination between the

rich and poor so emphasize- 1 to the average citizen as at the bar

of ji: here should it be less. In an ideal state of govern-

ment the lines would be made to disappear here of all places. Money

seen

i

I and most adroit counsel, whose characters and

reputations arc powerful factors in their client's cause. Evidence

can be gather rjf source, and all the legitimate expedients

of the law availed of. The poor must be content to forego all these
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advantages, but surely the state should not take an unfair advantage

of their helplessness.

With experienced counsel, and the entire organized machinery

of the criminal law at its command, it should not leek to disarm him

completely, tl -i mating the power of money in the struggle for

liberty between the state and its citizens.

It ifl with sir ;et and reluctance that I assert that sa

rare instances the modern prosecutor doi and between the

people and the accused. He and lii-> assistants t<»<> often measure

the success of their labors by the number of convictions they have

secured. It is a false and brutal conception oi duty that is respon-

sible for grave injustice, but it is none the less true that it exists.

Under its influence the prosecutor becomes a partisan advocate,

blind to the strength of the defense, unwilling voluntarily to expose

the weakness of the people's case.

The people are as deeply interested in proving the innocence of

the accused where he is unable to defend himself as to prove his

guilt. By all means let us have a public defender in the interest of

fair play and common humanity.

Many more instances of evils that may be reformed could be

cited if time permitted. I have not attempted to deal with the minor

abuses that weigh so heavily upon the poor who come into contact

with our magistrates' courts, nor with the ever-perplexing question

of the relative merits of an elective or appointive judiciary, nor with

a host of other problems that present themselves.

That there are such problems pressing for solution cannot be

denied. In every other branch of human endeavor we are forging

ahead. Why should we stand still, clinging to tradition in the field

of usefulness most important of all in a progressive civilization?
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Of all the theological conccptl which, after misleading mankind

for centuries, are in our day being relegated to the lumber-room of

been more potent in influencing the thinkings

gs of men than the notion of a physical hell, ruled by a

personified principle o! evil.

I call t! logical concept, for that the devil is not once

ne in the Old Testament, and there arc in it no

passages which can be tortured into an affirmation of his existence,

except through those I interpretations, in the art of which

iieologians are sin e read h: hcthcr sa

or profane, we wonder whether it is not they, the zealous friends

of religion, who arc, after all, its worst enemies ? There is a pathetic

passage in one of the minor prophets, which is usually taken as a

becy of Christ, and if so, may fairly be construed as a forecast

of the way in which He would be 1 His Church: "And one

shall say, what are these wounds in thine hands? And He shall

the wounds with which I was wounded in the house

of a personal devil luring men to his

tern! tin for their eternal misery is the foundation of much
of the theology \ d upon His gospel. It is but

natural that it should have been the basis of I of penology,

which v.a> formed and developed under its influence. Starting thus.

lid be more logical than the proposition that the insane man
is an unfortunate being who is possessed of a demon acting under

the command of the Prince of Darkness, and who is forced by

1 do things from which he would shrink in horror

if he his right mind? What more reasonable than the de-

duction that an insane man can not have any intent"' Bol without

intent to d<» evil, h one be guilty of crime? Hence the

sapient conclusion of the law. that if a jKTson upon trial of an

(161)
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indictment for crime is found to have been insane at the time of the

commission of the act, he must be acquitted

The state, having thus provided this avenue ol the law-

yers and the doctors have been astute to devise I plan by which

evildoers could travel over it. The theory of temporary insanity,

: development being called brainstorm, was invented. All

the odd things or foolish things which the accused has done in his

lifetime—and who can truly say that he hai always spoken or acted

ly?

—

are gathered together and framed into an hypothetical q

tion by some shrewd mind skilled in the art of perversion. Then
experts are sought, who. in consideration of so much cash, are

willing to testify that, in their opinion, the person who said or did

such things was insane. The amount of cash to the expert is in in-

verse ratio to the amount of insanity in the offender. It is a re-

markable instance of Providence tempering the wind to the shorn

lamb, that the poor do not seem to be subject to brainstorms. Their

insanity is of a kind which costs little to prove. The brainstorm

brand is only for the rich. It is so devilish in its cleverness that it

goes far to upset the proposition that there is no such person as the

devil. As legal fictions have been invented by lawyers, so the doc-

tors have created a medical fiction to enable wealthy criminals to

cheat the law. There is now living a certain rich man, who in early

life committed a murder, escaped the penalty of his crime by aid of a

medical fiction of insanity and afterward disproved the truth of his

expert's opinion by a successful career in two distinct lines of pro-

fessional endeavor.

There is now living another, who was guilty of a foul and cow-

ardly murder in a public resort, who was acquitted on the ground of

insanity, was sent to an insane asylum, and at this moment is plan-

ning for his release by reason of a regained sanity. It would indeed

be a sad fate for an unfortunate prodigal son, who while pOSSC

of the devil, had been so unlucky as to kill some hated person, to

lose his life as a forfeit, or be incarcerated in an insane asylum. The
brainstorm theory is equal to the necessities of the case. Evidence

of past insanity frees- the accused from jail, and evidence of present

sanity frees him from the asylum.

It is an instance where in avoiding Scylla one need not fall on

Charybdis. Another advantage for the brainstorm theory is, that

the same experts can be used twice, making it a little cheaper than it
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won: 1 new set were required «»n the habeas corpus proceed-

ings. I take it that it is thoroughly understood in every community

how the plot is worked. When there is an acquittal on the ground

of insanity, the prisoner must bfl committed to an insane asylum.

re been sane enough to t* : herwise his trial

would have had to be postponed. Now, 1! he were insane at the

of the offense and had become sane enough to be tr

Insanity was temporary in its nature. Storms,

whether ol wind <>r brain, are nualrji temporary. An innocent nun,

who is sane, has a ri^ht 1 < edom. The acquittal by the jury

on*: ground if conchisl ncc of his innocence. Where
a ma lined in any place against his will, he has a right to a

of habeas corpus, under which the person detaining him must

ice him in court and show what authority there is for the de-

tention. There arc but three kinds of legal detention known to our

one Under a commitment for trial, a second by virtue of a

ncc by a court of justice, the other through a committal as

ic. A prisoner under sentence has no right to a writ of

habeas corpus, except to inquire into the jurisdiction of the court

to impose the sentence. Thus it foOowfl that when an accused

is acquitted on the plea of insanity and is committed to an asylum,

an get out of the latter, provided he can produce evidence

he has become sane. The brainstorm the dge that

him to do it with the same set of experts. The astute

^el of a thrifty murderer would targain with the experts for

both jobs in advance. The conversation would run somewhat in this

. though perhaps not quite so bald in word- 'I >r i.lank, here

arc all the odd and queer doings ami sayings of this misguided man,

which I have been furnished by himself or sympathetic relatives.

I am informed that they can be sustained by proof. Please whip

1 an hypothetical question and then inform me on the

; points, ( 1 ) what would your answer on the witness stand

be to that h\|x)thetical qucsti* n case the prisoner should be

acquitted on the ground of insanity, would your answer preclude

you from ng as to his regained sanit what will be your

total charge for your three answers; namely, your answer to me
now, your repetition of it at his trial, and your answer the other

way on subsequent habeas corpus proceedings ?" How many doctors
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can resist such a temptation as that? A negative Opinion means

no cash, or very little, an affirmative, thousands of dollars.

Now suppose that by a .simple enactment the law is changed

so that the jury instead of finding a verdict of "not guilty hy reason

of insanity." return "guilty, hut insane." Then suppose that it is

further enacted that whenever upon the trial of a person ace;

of a crime the verdict is returned, "gttilty, hut insane."' such person

shall be s, the same term in an insane asylum as he

to serve in jail, but for the finding of insanity; and in

cases where death is the penalty for an offense by a sane man. im-

prisonment for life to be the term for the insane criminal.

It is obvious that much scandal in the administration of criminal

justice would be plucked up by the roots. The question therefore

I whether in the proper development of our system of penology,

the defense of insanity should not be abolished.

It is in such a forum as this that such a question should be thor-

oughly discussed. It is no light thing to overturn the precedents

of centuries. In doing away with the scandals which I have men-

tioned, we should proceed carefully, thoughtfully and with delibera-

tion, should weigh every consideration for and against. In any at-

tempt to bring Criminals within the grasp of the law, we should be

mindful not to do injustice to the innocent. Thus we are brought

face to face with the question, is a man who has done a (\q^\ of

violence innocent because he is insane? To answer that question

rightly, we must answer many others. Some of them I shall at-

tempt to do.

First, what is the basis for the right of the state to inflict

the penalty of death for the infraction of a law of the state? In

the times when the Church had an authority, which science has in

our day so greatly shaken, it was sufficient to quote the words of

Holy Writ, "Whoso sheddeth man's blood, by man shall his blood

be shed." We are beginning to see that this was more by way of

prophecy than command.

It is not supposed that argument is necessary in support of the

proposition, that the only ground for the right of society to punish

the individual for an evil deed is its own protection. Those of us,

who still hold to a theology unchanged by modern science, need

but to be reminded that the Divine Teacher laid down the principle,

"Judge not that ye be not judged." It is only the Supreme Searcher
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"i Hearts who can impartially judge ami justly sentence evil doing

by reason of an mi. , cannot do it The
problems as to motives: lie too far below the surface to be reached

by any human plumim t. < Mi the other hand, those of us, who accept

the hwhmfl of modern md have revised our theological

dogmas in its light, or pcrinpg thrown them overboard altogether,

will the proposition as an axiom.

the n^ht oi lOCfctJ to punish is based on and measured

ri^ht to protect itself, the solution of the problem in hand is

not far to seek. The insane man is just as dangerous to the com-

munity as the sane. In 1 more so, for the sane man is to

some extent open to the restraints of law, or at least of prudence.

The insane man is believed to Ik* under no such restraint, although

it might be noted that experience at the insane asylums would seem

»u that the insane man lined by fear of punishment,

as well as the sane. Wc hind over to keep the peace and can im-

prison, if need be, the sane man who threatens violence, which he

may never do. We acquit as innocent an insane man, who has

actually done a deed of violence. Was ever a more horrible

mockery? The man who has already demonstrated that he is a

menace to society is, on the opinion of an expert that he is not

likely to misbehave again, allowed to go free. Whereas, a man
whose violent word- have never actually ripened into deeds can

be laid by the lu<

Second, What is insanity?

: true that the insane man is possessed of a demon, who
controls him against hn will? We need not spend time on this.

We D elves with quoting the latest definition of in-

sanity as found in the Century Dictionary. *'a seriously impaired

condition of the mental functions, involving the intellect, emotions

ill. or one or more of these faculties, ex ( temporary

I produced by and accompanying acute intoxications or acute

febrile diseases."

To my mind that is a very unsatisfactory definition. I would

define it as that state of a man's intellectual faculties, when he chooses

the wrong major premise, as the reason for his conduct. Common
sense is the ability to select on the instant the right major premise

e basis for action. Insanity is simply the absence of fonimon
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sense. The doctors are entirely right, in my humble judgment,

when they say that all men are more or leu Insane.

In this discussion, we are concerned only with that form of

insanity which results in acts, against which society must pi

itself.

Third. What arc the reasons which arc urged against the

abolition of the defense of insani

I can think of only two. (a) the suggestion that it would be

unconstitutional, (b) pity for the unfortunate and his family. Let

us examine each.

There is absolutely nothing in the objection that it would be

unconstitutional to do away with the defense of insanity as an

answer to an accusation for crime. The insane man has no con-

stitutional right to kill. The insane man is not known to the con-

stitution. He gets his defense by an enactment of the legislature,

and the power which gives can take away. Take for example the

law of New York. Its statute passed about ninety years ago—

a

re-enactment of the common law it must be admitted—provides,

"No act done by a person in a state of insanity may be pum

as an offense, and no insane person can be tried, sentenced to any

punishment, or punished for any crime or offense, while he con-

tinues in that state." That is still the law, phrased in its penal I

more verbosely, but in effect the same (Section 20). It could be

constitutionally replaced by a section equally short and pithy : "In-

sanity or other mental deficiency shall no longer be a defense against

a charge of crime; nor shall it prevent a trial of the accused unless

his mental condition is such as to satisfy the court upon its own

inquiry that he is unable, by reason thereof, to make proper prepara-

tion for his defense." Provide, that if at the time the jury renders

the verdict the court has reason to believe that at the time of the

commission of the crime the prisoner was insane or afflicted with

any mental deficiency, it may then defer sentence and cause an in-

quiry to be made, and if, as the result of that inquiry the prisoner

is found to have been sane, the court shall then sentencee him to be

hanged, or electrocuted or imprisoned in a jail, as the case requires;

and if insane, the court shall then sentence him to be confined in the

proper state asylum during his life or for a term of years, as the

case requires.

The objection of pity for the unfortunate and his family can-
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not be so readily answered. Over the door of sentiment too often

is found the superscription. "He who enters here must leave all

reason befaifl |
for the family is indeed a negligible ti

:io difference in the quality of the stigma placed on a

I famil\ guilty by reason of insa:

and •

"I lit- beting -r the unfortunate himself, who, when not

in his n^'ht mind has done a deed, from which in possession of hi>

lid shrink with horror, ought not as a matter of

it inch a change of the law. The protection

much more Important than pity for the individual,

pathy for his misfortune can take the direction of alleviating

while in a place of confinement. If once it is gener-

ally tinderstood thai this iv g qnfttimi which should be decided by

reason, and not hy sentiment, the battle in favor of the change will

be all but u

Ivocating anything new. It has been the

for years, that in cases of insane persons juries

let the \ As we inherited from

land the ity, we will do well to follow her ex-

ample hy its abolishment

As the English Act is short it may be interesting to give it in

full. It is ( haj • as of 1883.

This Act may be cited as the Trial of Lttl

1883.

) Where in any indictment or information any act

t any person as an offence, and

ence on the trial of such person for that offence, that

sane, s,
, as 11* »t to be responsible according to law for his

r when the act was done or omission made, then

it it api before whom such person is tried that he

did the act Of made the omJSSJOIl charged, but was 1 as afore-

at the time when he did or made the same, the jury shall return

lict to the effect that the accused was guilty of the

lission charged against him, hut was insane, as aforesaid,

at the time when he did the act or made the onttM

"(2) Where men special is found, the Court shall order

the 1 1 Ik- kept in is a criminal lunatic in such place

and in mch manner as the Court shall direct Until her Majesty's
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pleasure shall be known; and it shall be lawful for licr Majesty

thereupon, and from time to time to give such order for the safe

custody of the said person during pleasure in such place and in such

manner as to her Majesty may seem fit." See also the Criminal

Lunatics' Act, 1884 (chap. 64).

In order to follow this precedent in this country we should

need in each state an act couched along the following lin<

Fir>t : Repealing the Statute which provides that insanity shall

be a defense to an indictment for crime; and, secondly, providing

in its place the following:

If upon the trial of any person accused of any offence it ap-

pears to the jury upon evidence that such person did the act charged,

but was at the time insane, so as not to be responsible for his ac-

tions, the jury shall return a special verdict, "guilty, but insane,"

and thereupon the court shall sentence such person to confinement

in a state asylum for the criminal insane for such term as he would

have had to serve in prison, but for the finding of insanity. And,

if upon the expiration of such term it shall appear to the court that

such person is still insane, his confinement in such asylum shall

continue during his insanity. And further, when such a verdict of

"guilty, but insane" is returned in a case where the penalty for the

verdict of guilty against a sane person is death, such sentence for

the insane person thus found guilty shall be for life.

It is supposed that the pardoning power vested in a Governor

or Pardoning Board would apply to such an insane criminal, but if

not, then in deference to sentimental considerations it might be

well to provide that the Governor or Pardoning Board shall have

special power to pardon an insane criminal thus confined.



ADMINISTRATION OF CRIMINAL LAW IN THE
INFERIOR COURTS

By Hon. Juurji M M \yes,

Former Justice of the Court of Special Sessions of New York City, and

< ieneral of the State of New York-

My purpose is to endeavor to direct your attention to the wcll-

:.ut tliat more people an n their relation with

criminal law. in the so-call tor courts than in^hc superior

:\ and therefore, that the large iol

the
j

hese courts, not alone from the moral,

from the economic aspect. This very week a commission,

1 in the State of New York to inquire into the conditions

courts in what we call our cities of the first class,

New York, Buffalo and Rochester, has made its report. As I

been connected in an official capacity with that commission,

much that I shall wy will be based upon actual observation.

In the ri Ic alone, the records show that in 1908.

in that part known as the old city, or the Boroughs of Manhattan

and Bronx, 175.no> ncd in what we call the

and in the remaining three boroughs of the

e 65,000 persons, thus making a total in round numbers of

240,000 people, not to speak of those who come into these courts

igh an informal method known -.minions, which

the nature of an invitation from the judge who desires to inquire

some matter. Those who come in obedience to the summons
are i I to be nmewbere in the neighborhood of 100,000

people. So that you have between 250,000 and 350,000 people

brought into these to-called minor cm !, doubtless, statistics

of the country would rise to figures that would be at

once interesting and appalling.

r, of this large number that I have referred to, by far the

great ma re charged with only comparatively petty offenses,

and out of the 175,000 to whom I referred, 122,000 were charged

only with offenses of one kind or another so comparatively minor

in character that the |>olicc justices, or magistrates, as we call them

(169)
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in New York, had complete ami final jurisdiction over their C

the remainder being held for trial in the higher eotlltf for more

serious offenses. So that the point 1 am calling to your attention

at the OOttd i>. that when you ait dealing with thousands and

thousands of people, it if perhaps more important that the adminis

tration of justice of those courts by those judges should be sound,

and more advanced than even in the higher courts.

Now, the difficulty about the so-called inferior court i>. that it

u-uallv receives the least attention at the hands of the state. You
go to any great city abroad and you usually find a genuine temple

of justice erected for the purpose of holding courts, but go into a

police court in the great cities of this country and you are at once

repelled by the bad arrangement of the court room, by the noise and

confusion, and usually by the lack of dignity. The states (mean-

ing thereby the government) seem to think, ordinarily, that the

last place that should have serious attention is the court room

where the i^rcat majority of the people must go, and the BOenc

in many police courts is not that of a deliberate and careful in-

vestigation, but that of a jail delivery to get rid of everybody as

soon as possible, either by discharge or commitment, and be done

with. It is, however, in these courts that great numbers of our

population gain their impressions of American justice. There ought

to be not only the best physical surroundings, but the most careful

deliberation on the part of those charged with the administration

of justice.

That leads me to the first thing that I happen to think of, the

haphazard disposition by many men in these positions and the lack

of systematic study of the problems before them. Take the two

great evils which I shall not attempt now to disc ntifically,

the evils—drunkenness and vagrancy, and within the classification

of vagrancy, include not merely the drunkard or the man who does

not support himself, but also those who live in vile ways. I venture

to say that in the great number of inferior courts of the country.

the ordinary disposition is to ask the police officer whether the man

was drunk, and if so, fine him and have done with it ; or, in case of

a vagrant, ask whether the man has no friends nor family, and if

so, send him to the local jail, workhouse or penitentiary. That is

not going to benefit the people. The problem of the inferior courts

must be aided by the establishment of something in the nature of
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et for paupers and beggars, where each one shall be

rk lor the b the state, and not to return

as tl rk, in the winter tune, and say to the magis-

trate "I would like to lie committed for three months/' and have the

man oasantly commit the gentleman.

lack of thought upon that proposition, with the result

that there il a great borden of taxa* ujion citizens of

v great community, because these problems are not worked out

either scientifically or in a common sense way.

Similarly, the problem of drunkenness must be handled along

more advanced lines before we can atis factory results. Now,
one of the methods of handling these cases where there is any effort

at all to app! thai known as probation, which has no doubt

been discussed at your n within the last day or two. The

tea of New York have applied the probation system to cases

runkennesi and cases of bus! bo have failed to support

their wives. Instead of putting these men in jail, where they neces-

sarily continue to be a burden, the effort has been to make them

"work out their salvation" and gain their freedom from the court

and its judge by conducting themselves properly; and the actual re-

sult of successful probation is to make a man support his family, and

by to relieve the community of the support, both of his family

and himself. Therefore, I would say that the system should be

applied generally throughout the country.

The commission to which I have just referred has made a

recommendation which I imagine is new, and it is along the line of

separating, so far as may be, the innocent or the young from the

more hardened and the adult, and, therefore, a departure has been

recommended, and I believe will shortly be adopted by the legisla-

ture—a departure in the cases which, for want of a better name, we
may call cases of domestic relations. The laws vary in the different

it ordinarily a woman goes into a police court, and there

v a-ks that an Older be made that her husband shall

port her. Often she bringl her children with her because there I

one in whose care she can leave them. She should not be compelled

to be at the police court at the same time with the criminals and

the d Therefore, the commission already referred to, has

recommended that for the hearing of such cases, and all cases where

the law places an obligation to support an aged or infirm relative,
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there shall he held I tC court OT part ol the OOOIt, entirely

disassociated from the ordinary criminal routine.

Another point which is obvious should be emphasized all over

the country by those interested in Che rabject Long ago the prin-

ciple was established that men and women waiting to be beard Ul

criminal courts should be separated; that they should be kept in

ition places, whatever they might he. jail, pens, etc.. in different

places, and yet it is remarkable how carelessly that I red : and

there should be in every state a statute sufficiently stringent to im-

pose an affirmative duty 0] I y public officer whose duty it is to

be in the position of a detainer, to see, first, that men and women

should be absolutely separate ; and, secondly, that when a young

man or young woman is brought to the court, so far as practicable,

and so far as the physical situation will permit, they should be kept

completely away from the older and hardened offenders.

Now, there is another thing to which I want to call your at-

tention. It has to do, perhaps, not so much with the court itself as

to that which leads people to the court. In this country we arrest

entirely too many people, and arrest them for too many petty and

foolish things. I do not know how it is with you—I assume it is

the same here in Philadelphia as it is in New York—but I have no

doubt no one of these distinguished auditors on the platform can

walk abroad unless he violates some ordinance prescribed by some-

body. Now, the result of it is that throughout the country the

police—no fault of theirs in performing their duties—are charged

with the duty of making a great number of arrests for offenses in

cases in which, on the Continent and in England, no arrests would he

tolerated for a moment. In New York, according to the statistics of

1908, almost 52,000 people out of the total to which I called your

attention, were arrested for the violation of what we call ordinances,

that is to say, local regulations enacted by our board of aldermen, and

proper regulations relating to health and safety of the community. Of
the 52,000, not quite 5,000 people were arrested for the violation of

our automobile law. So that, to be more nearly accurate, there were

47,000 people arrested. But why should that be ? Why should a man
charged with the violation of a regulative ordinance be taken through

the streets if he can be satisfactorily identified. In line with what

I have just stated, a recommendation has been made, which I hope

will be followed and which I would like to see everywhere in this
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country, charging the local police authorities with the duty of making

appropriate rules ami regulations, for a system of identification.

Mrill avoid the potlblUty of ibOM Off cor-

ruption, and are I !e that any person, by conforming t«» those

i wbcthci m the nature ol a card ol ident ification or otherwise

—may be itunma urt by the- police officer, as is done on the

Continent in ! forthwith ; and the result of such

a system will be that a very much less number of persons will be

than are now. There arc many things I would say to you

Kl I hid the time, but there arc perhaps just two more to which I

shall call your attent;

One is that there ihoald be an absolute prohibition by law, prc-

ng any person who is acting in the capacity of a magistrate of

one of these inferior courts from occupying an executive posil

in any political organization. Activity in political affairs may not

neces 1 failure on the part of the judge proper!

perform hia duty, but even if it does not, the people who come into

•urt, into this minor court, most under no circumstances believe

liing pre his court base or influence,

and that the only thing that docs prevail is the application of the law

the same to him as to the man who is next to be arraigned.

Now, the Governor tells me that there arc twenty-eight or

Dtnc courts of magistrate- here. In the City oi New York,

de of one branch of our court, wc have now thirty -two. Wc
will shortly have two more. The more or less haphazard adminis-

\i due, in a great measure, to the lack of system. No one

will take from the judge the absolute right to adjudicate the case

before him in accordance with h icncc and best judgment,

and no one would deprive the judge of the exercise of his judgment

in individual cases, but it is a mi-take to have these courts less sys-

c and orderly than the higher courts are required to be.

It seems to me in those communities where there are many
magistrates and many courts, there ought to be a central head or

chief judge, who should be personally chargeable with the supervision

of the administrative features of the investigate the

manner in which the clerks and other employees of the court per*

form their duties, because the clerk- an 1 other employees are the

ones who come in direct contact with the people.
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There is very much more I would like to say to you, but I realize

that it is getting late, and 1 can only say that 1 sincerely li«
>i
>o that

there will develop in this country a growing interest in these courts,

for, trite as the expression may be, these are the courts of last resort

to most of our cit 1 certainly in great cosmopolitan cinmiini-

ike New York, at least, those who come here- from other shores

ell as those who have lived here for many years, know no other

:ard of American justice except what they find there, and for

that reason no subject should command, on the part of all good

people, a keener interest or more profound attention.



THE JURY SYSTEM-DEFECTS AND PROPOSED
RKMIDIi

Unit k <". Train, Esq.,

Former Assistant District Attorney of New York I

Unlike Mark A: wc arc to accept the official reports of

peed) over the (ted lx*ly <•{ Caesar, I come to praise and not

iry our mott bunOW national institution. It has of recent years

become popular to pronounce the jury system a failure—a farce—A

gamble—a joke. The old negro's description of a court as
M
a place

ispenses with justice" is generally accepted as accurate.

We hear much more about lawless ncclcss and foolish juries

than about lawless, conscienceless and foolish fathers and brothers,

les and cousins, ba id plumbers—as if a collection

of heterogeneous frail humanity should necessarily prove stronger

and more intelligent than its component parts. Of recent years

•en | turn at giving the dog a bad name. My re-

marks arc by way of protest.

is asked to speak upon the jury system and the various pro-

posed remedies for its defects. But it- chief defect can only be

entire abolition—the defect of humanity. Pot of all

earthly institutions the jury is the most human—twelve times as

human as a single judge—and created for that very reason. If you

ider the matter impartially the wonder is not that the jury sys-

tem is not better, hut that it is not worse. How can that extraor-

dinary conglomerate of ignorance, sentiment, prejudice, insanity

and anarchy known as the jury be productive of justice? How can

the Irishman administer justice to the negro, the Christian to the

Jew, the Republican to the Democrat? How can any good thing

come out of that sort of a Nazareth ? Frankly speaking, how many
of you would really care to be judged by any twelve of your own

fans dd be sure to remember that this one

had too hot a temper, that one ineradicable bias, that another, was

eccentric, that a fourth had an uncle in an insane asylum, and that

the i re a little queer anyway. Yet how vastly preferable

eem to any jury of your peers which would be drawn

(»75)
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out of the wheel by a clerk of sessions! Still you would probably

get justice. 1 once had a jury composed of four saloon keepers,

three delicatessen men, a junk dealer, an impressionist artist, one

cab driver, one grave digger and a lecturer on the Holy Land—and

8 one of the best juries I ever had. It fa Mated on good au-

thority that Recorder Smyth, of New York, once said that he had

r known a jury over which he WIS presiding in a criminal

to return a wrong verdict. That is high praise for a system popu-

larly described as a broken-down failure. Why should a jumble of

unintelligent Americans of foreign birth, most of them of a rather

low personal standard of business morality, render impartial and

honest verdicts from a jury box? I answer, for the same reason that

the common people of this country have never yet failed to respond to

any appeal based on morality or justic with all our fail-

ings this nation is essentially a moral nation with high ideals of

honor and public duty—often, I regret to say, better exemplified

in the humble service of the juryman than in our legislatures and

municipal office holders.

Now, inasmuch as the chief defects of the jury system are in-

herent in its very nature, it is well to have in mind the purposes

for which it was devised. We should remember that the jury was
instituted and designed to protect the English freeman from tyranny

upon the part of the crown. Judges were, and sometimes still are,

the creatures of a ruler or unduly subject to his influence. And
that ruler neither was nor is always the head of the nation ; but

ju-t as in the days of the Normans, he might have been a powerful

earl whose influence could make or unmake a judge, so to-day he may
be none the less a ruler, if he exists in the person of a political boss

who has created the judge before whom his political enemy is to be

tried. I have seen more than one judge openly striving to influence a

jury to convict or acquit a prisoner at the dictation of such a boss,

who, not content to issue his commands from behind the arras, came

to the court room and ascended the bench to see that they were

obeyed. Usually, the jury indignantly resented such interference and

administered a well-merited rebuke by acting directly contrary to the

clearly indicated wishes of the judge. Wealth and influence are no

less powerful to-day than they were in the days of the barons, and

our liberties no less precious. It is frequently said that there is

no longer any danger that an innocent man will be convicted, but
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that the difficulty now is to prevent the acquittal of the guilty. This

[
Hiking,

tru< which would |>ennit the

conviction of an Innocent man in a 1 OOUPtTJ would be m-
M< Ytt. without a jury Mich might easily be the case in any

ites.

the shock to our sense of justice, if Joseph Pulitzer,

the propi : the NiW York World, could have been extra-

Washington during the last administration and, before a

inal judj nted bj utive, and in the shadow of

the White HOOJC, tried f<>r a lihel OpOO the 1 s brother in

without a jury. It was to protect themselves against such pos-

Uarons forced King John to acknowledge the right

t] and jury trial as set forth in Magna Charta. "Com-
all not follow t! 1 court, but be held in some

ain place

"Th lied Praecipe shall not in future be issued, so as to

cause a freeman to lose his cour:

man shall be taken, imprisoned or disseised or out-

1, or exiled, or anyways destroyed; nor will we go upon him,

-end upon him, unless by the lawful judgment of his

he law of the land."

It ll liich the colonists objected in the Dep-

endence,
—

"for transporting us beyond seas to be

offenses." And this right has finally been

.dlizcd in our Constitution as follows: 'The trial of all crimes

except in cases of impeachment shall be by jury, and such trials

shall be held in the state where the said crimes shall have been

The time has not yet come in the United States when our

liberties would be safe without the jury.

It 1 ble that an institution so interwoven with our

dar government should be displaced. Even if there

tor it some D irate method of administering

the law in criminal cases, it might well be that what we gained in

effica should more than lose in the illustration of the prin-

ciples of republican government.

The Question of Defcets and Proposed Remedies

why there should be so much criticism of the jury I hare

r been al ludaitand Assuming that the system is an
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essential element in our form of government. [9 the jury any less

mccessfnl than any other of its branches? You <l<> not near any

tirades against tin.- defects of presidents, governoi latures or

c captains as a class or as a feature of our government They
are accepted as necessar) evils, There are no societies for the im-

provement of mayors of cities or the training and discipline of

United States senators. We take mem as they arc. simply hecause

we know that they are human, like the resl of us. Is the justice

administered by our juries less admirable than that of chief

ecutives or of local judges or police magistrates? Probably not.

That brings us to the consideration <»f just what kind of j-

is administered by the jury. My opinion, after trying several thou

sand criminal cases before between 8,000 and 10,000 jurymen, is

that the system is in excellent working order. I do not know any-

thing about Philadelphia juries; my experience is limited to New
York County and what I have been told about Massachusetts and

Xew Jersey. I dare say that in the country districts juries are

more complacent than in the big cities. They are apt to he friends

of the man at the bar and more anxious about not hurting his feel-

ings than if he were a stranger. Taken on the average, as all our

institutions should be judged, I believe that, whatever the individual

faults of jurymen may be, once sworn and in the box, they become a

highly conscientious body of men. I do not think that lawlessness

is an attribute of American juries as a class any more than it is

of judges, presidents or district attorneys.

If, four times out of five, a judge rendered decisions that met

with general approval he would probably be accounted a highly sat-

isfactory judge. One cannot be right every time. Now, out of

every 100 indicted prisoners brought to the bar for trial, probably

fifteen ought to be acquitted if prosecuted impartially and in ac-

cordance with the strict rules of evidence. In the year 1908. the

last statistics available, the juries of New York County convicted

in 68 per cent, of the cases before them. If we are to test fairly

the efficiency of the system, we must deduct from the thirty-two

acquittals remaining the fifteen acquittals which were justifiable.

By so doing we shall find that in the year 1908 the New York

County juries did the correct thing in about eighty-three cases out

of every hundred. This is a high percentage of efficiency. I

likely that any judge would have done much better? Is a judge,
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dcv< • time exclusive!) t<> the law, as well qualified to pass

on the probabilities of a situation u t> n of affairs? Or is a

single fudge ICM likely to ]>opular clamur than a jury whose

Kdm t the moment the trial is Off

course, as murder is the most sensational of crimes, it is not

rising that the jury system is usually judged by its effectiveness

bl ti m of cases, and it is true that the percentage

fans is from 15 to 20 per cent, less than in ether

of crime. The reasons for this, however, arc clearly apparent

modi more inherently improbable that a man or a

woman is bad enough to kill another than that he or she will accept

I bribe or get too many timet.

Second, A jury always den of almost mathematically

ng before comritf risoncr of a crime punishahl

i<l practically di lie reasonable doubt proposr

There must be no doubt in a murder case, whereas they will con-

ket almost , ion.

Third, The law of self-defense is exceedingly broad, not to say

ambiguous, and it is the inevitable plea of the murderer.

Fourth, Murder cases attract a far higher degree of abil

their defense
J
and,

Fifth, Hut first in importance, the chief witness is always

ng been conveniently removed by tht rime for

assin is on trial. Thus we should not expect to convict

as often in murder ca

I believe that the ordinary New York County jury finds a cor-

-encral verdict four times out of five. But all juries go wrong

occasionally, just as anybody else does. Wilfully, or by mistake, they

ply shoeking to our sense of ju

Such performances are widely heralded in the pi a senti-

mental acquittal makes Igreal Hut there are many verdicts

llarly rcgardi implea of lawlessness, which, if examined

!ely from the point of view of the evidence, would be

1 to indicate nothing of the kind. but. OH the contrary, to be

the reasonable i\<\ intelligent ju-

One side al licked in every la\wnt. There will

vs be some persons irho think tl defendant should be

1 feel aggrieved if he is turned out by the jury. Vet

they entirely forget in their displeasure at the acquittal of a man
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n they instinctively "knoxv" to be guilty, that the jury probably

had exactly the same JmpTCgrioo, but were obliged, under their

oaths to acquit him because of an insufficiency of evidence.

It may be un fortunate that the cases attracting the most atten-

tion are not alwa l.nt a sound opinion as to whether

the juries in these or any otli< isonably or not would

necessitate a complete knowledge of the i
and of the par

ticular phases of the law applicable to it. About half the public

arc dissatisfied in any event, no matter whether the defendant he

acquitted or convicted. These will always agree that justice has

not been done, although 90 per cent, of the most emphatic have only

a hazy knowledge that somebody has killed somebody else.

Occasionally, to be sure there occurs a fiasco of justice. But

such verdicts are the exception and not the rule, and for every such

lawless jury there are a dozen others who obey their oaths and

do their duty, however unpleasant it may be. As a matter of record,

however, juries usually convict in "star" or celebrated cases. Thus,

in the last ten years in New York County, with but two or three

exceptions, there has been a constant series of convictions in im-

portant trials in which at the time the public was deeply interested.

My own observation leads me to believe that in those parts of

this country where the people want an efficient jury system, they

get it. To demand a human institution that will always work per-

fectly would be tantamount to demanding perfect humanity. You
will have good governors and all-wise presidents just so long as

you want them, and the same is true of the jury. They are all part

of what we regard as successful republican government. There is

no constructive ingenuity capable of devising a form of government

in which only perfect men can be chosen to office. Thus, whatever

defects there are reside in the officeholders and not in the office

itself.

Now, the jury is here to stay, and, it seems to me, works rather

better than could be expected. Of course, it has defects, and some

of them could be easily remedied. Many so-called defects are not

defects at all. For example, you hear a great deal about the difficulty

of compelling intelligent and capable men to serve, and how only

the rabble are left upon our juries. Well, I for one, believe more

in the honesty and ability of the rabble who are willing to do their
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than in that of the so-called gentlemen who successfully

I have no use f rospcrou 1 who is too goo

duty,—too clean and too comfortable to get down into the jury

box with his grocer tad Ml plumber and do some work. I can get

along without In; I K || the same soft chap that i

another him, while he stays at home and
makes money out of a government contract. We do not want as

jtir- 1 who have so little interest in the community

that rather take an immigrant, five

years off Kllis [aland, who has some pride m being an Amer:

and b liberty to him, than to a Fifth Avenue or \\ aluut Street

swell who is borod to death with everything in general, and any-

thing per taming to politics and government in particular. We can

get on without the gentlemen as jurors, if we can get the men.

Some of the worst joron I ever had belonged to my own clubs in

York. The fellows I like to get as jurors arc master car-

penters, masons. OOOtl engineers, who have had experience of

real life, are glad to be alive right here in the United States

and are interested in the place. If we do not get enough of

type of men on our juries it is probably because we have not

gh of them. There are no laws that will put public

spirit into a moral dead 1

Of course, we should encourage every citizen to do his duty.

Service as jurymen should be regarded as an honor and a distinction,

not as a curse. We lb old pay our jurors well for their loss of time.

The two main practical objeti -cut methods of con-

\\\g jury trials seem to me to Ik- the unconscionable delay in-

ed in the selection of talesmen and the fact that unanimit

\v York the prisoner can arbitrarily challenge the

twenty talesmen called against him if he is charged with a

crime punishable by a term of more than ten years. This numl

hirty in murder cases. When the prisoners lawyer dc-

1 individual examination of talesman the selection of the jury

.'!> takes as long or longer than the actual trial. I will guaran-

to delay any criminal trial for two whole days selecting

a jury.- onablc fee. It is all guesswork any-

way. The number of arbitrary challenges should be summarily

reduced to from three to six. With a little more care in the orig-
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inal selection of our panels there would be slight risk involved to

cither side in accepting the first twelve men that tiled into the box.

r\i to the number whicli should be necessary to a verdict, I do

not, personally, see why we should demand an unanimous verdict

We do not require it anywhere else. There is to-day no particular

sanctity in the number "12." whatever may have been the feeling in

indent times. The reason f<»r having twelve jurymen is conclusively

explained in Duncomb's Trials fcr I'ais.

"And first a^ tD their numher twelve: and this numher U no

less esteemed by OUT law than by Holy Writ. If the twelve apostles

on their twelve thrones must try us in our eternal state, good reason

has the law to appoint the number of twelve to try our temporaL

The tribes of Israel were twelve, the patriarchs were twelve and

Solomon's officers were twelve. Therefore not only matters of fact

were tried by twelve, but of ancient times twelve judges were to

try matters in law, in the Exchequer chamber, and there are twelve

counsellors of State for matters of state ; and he that wageth his

law must have eleven others with him who believe he says true.

And the law is so precise in this number of twelve, that if the trial

be by more or less, it is a mis-trial."

Much of the seeming misguidedness of juries in criminal cases

is due. just as it is due in civil cases, to the idiosyncrasy, or the

avowed purpose to be "agin' the government," of a single talesman.

In an ideal community, no matter how many persons constituted the

jury, provided the evidence was clear one way or the other, the jury

would always agree, since they would all be honest and reasonable

men. But just as a certain portion of our population 18 mentally

unbalanced, anarchistic and criminal, so will be a certain portion of

our jurors. In addition to these elements, there will almost invari-

ably be found some men upon every panel who are so obstinate,

conceited and overbearing as to be totally unfit to serve, either from

the point of view of the people or the defense. It is enough for one

of these recalcitrant gentlemen that eleven other human beings de-

sire something else. That settles it. They shall go his way, or not

at all.

Some allowance should, therefore, be made for the single lunatic

or anarchist that gets himself drawn on about every fifth jury, for if

he once be empanelled a disagreement will inevitably follow. This

could be accomplished by reducing the number necessary for a ver-
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1. Hundreds of juries have been "hung" by just one

man. It would be an 'it thing to have an additional, or tlur-

IWOrn to take t tic of the others who
might fall m< during tin trial Such rcfonm as these easily

suggest than

1 believe thtl the way to elevate the jury system

Itc the bench. With itrong and capable men to guide them,

juries would rarely go wrong. The N^taclc to the admin-

of jus! ty is the Interference oi the h-h itional

the sympathy ami stimulates the imagina-

tion of tlu reader, IIOl only by exaggerated and falsely ar<

r filthy and revolting, but tit

naming column after column of matter not drawn from the

ce at all, and calculated t<» inflame the mind of the public and,

through it, the jury. In . thhi <leliberate perversion of truth

Hid morals the euphemistic «>f a hard-put defendant*! COOnad when
lie pictures as scullery maid as an angel, and a coarse bounder as a

innocent indeed. They are, in fact, only rendered

possible by the anteee D of the Sympathy brigade,"

the "special" writers, ami the fctafi of instructed reporters, who, w ith

common purpose and in accordance with the policy of their

•prietor, blacken or canonize the dead and extol or

defame the living.

It is not within the rail of the courtroom, but within the pages

of these sensational journals, that jr. made a farce. The
t of cot ised practically to have any

liate\ er. Tlu front pages teem with caricatures of the

judge upon the bench, of the individual jurors with exaggerated

Is upon impossible bodies, of the la anting and bellowing,

posed with sketches of the defendant pra> le his prison

or firing the fatal shot in obedience to a message borne by

an angel from on high.

Imagine, if you can. a defendant in a murder case reporting hi<

trial for a daily paper, and giving his own impressions and

planations of the evidence, with the jury at liberty, if they see fit.

to read every wordl Small wonder that curious and morbid crowds

struggle for access to such supposed scenes of mingled hilarity and

pathos, or that jurymen are occasionally led to believe that their

verdict should be but the echo of "public opinion" as
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in the columns of tin I low long would the "unwritten law"

play any part in the administration of criminal justice if every paper

in the land united in demanding not only in its editorials, but upon

it- front pages, that private vengeance must cease?

In conclusion, let DM revert to my original proposition. The
defects of the jury system are the defects of human nature.

The stream cannot rise above :ce. The jury system works

the exact justice which puhlic opinion demands,—no more and

no less, Aa ire grow to have a greater respect for human life

and a higher regard for law and honesty, the verdicts of our

jttrOTS will keep pace with puhlic sentiment. The day will come,

in fact it seems to he breaking just ahout this time, when dis-

honesty in business and graft in politics will lead to the cropped

head and the ball and chain as certainly as burglary and rape. As

we grow in age and in grace, juries, like all puhlic officers, will per-

form their duties conscientiously and accurately; they will uphold

the laws, unmoved by prejudice or sympathy, they will be un-

affected by popular sentiment or fear of newspaper disapproval

;

they will be perfect examples of a perfect system of government.

But then there will be no need for juries,—for there will, of course,

be no criminals.



ORM IN CRIMINAL PROCEDURE

'. WllEELEft,

New York C.ty

The fundamental principles of criminal procedure arc

has in the adm n of criminal

to proted Innocent Kndntti izcns from unlawful

mcc or injury thl I by criminals. The thought of

liould not enter into it

r this purpose, experience shows that promptness and

of administration arc far more effective than scv«

To use the language of the old Hebrew prophet, "Because sentence

against an evil work is not executed speedily, therefore the heart of

the sons of men is fully set in them to do evil."

The vices of our American criminal administration spring from

servile adherence to tradition, without regard to existing conditions.

The criminal code of England a century ago was cruel. The hu-

t the judges led them to use every possible technical'.

the severity of the penalties imposed by the statute law.

The nent of humanity ami Christian principle has led to

radical changes in penal legislation. The penalties imposed hy the

penal code cannot be said in any state to be unduly severe. The
English courts have modified their old traditions in criminal ad-

ion to meet the change in penal legislation. In most of the

> of the American Union the courts have not done this, but

have adhered to the technical rules of administration which pro-

mote the release of the guilty and the consequent suffering of the

innocent. The most flagrant nstSU lis is a recent decision in

Missouri. That was an indictment for rape. The proof was clear

and the man was convicted, but I writ of error was sued out and the

feet in the indictment : the constitution of

Missouri requires that the indictment should conclude, "against

race and dignity of the st t in engrossing the indictment

was omitted before the word "state " The Su-

preme Court of Missouri held, in State vs. Campbell (210 Mo..

302), that the omission was fatal, although they said (p. 2-

"The testimony, as disclosed by the record in this case, was amply

0*5)
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sufficient to warrant the court in submitting the question to the

jury." T1k\ I the judgment of conviction. The indictment

being held void, of necessity the guilty man would go free unless a

new indictment should be found and the case tried again.

It is impossible to conceive a greater perversion of justice than

this. The guilty man is set free, emboldened by impunity to com-

mit similar crimes in the future. Or, if the state again indicts him,

his innocent victim is called upon to again go through her pitiful

story in public before another judge and jury.

Perhaps there is no state which has made so much progress

in the reform of criminal procedure as the State of New York.

The penal code of that state provides that the judgment shall be

given without regard to technical errors or defects or exceptions

which do not affect the substantial rights of the parties (Code of

Criminal Procedure, sec. 542). In a recent decision of the New
York Court of Appeal (People vs. Strollo, 191 N. Y., 42), the

court, in dealing with this section, said:

"Under the statute our powers and duties in capital cases are

strictly correlative. While we have power to reverse in the interests

of justice, even where no exceptions are taken, it is also our duty to

disregard errors which, although excepted to, do not affect the sub-

stantial rights of a defendant. Guided by this rule, we feel con-

strained to hold that none of the general criticisms referred to under

this head present sufficient grounds for reversal."

The American Bar Association has for several years been con-

sidering this subject, and at its last meeting adopted with substan-

tial unanimity the report of its committee, which recommended that

an act of Congress should be passed providing as follows

:

"No judgment shall be set aside, or reversed, or new trial

granted, by any court of the United States in any case, civil or

criminal, on the ground of misdirection of the jury or the improper

admission or rejection of evidence, or for error as to any matter of

pleading or procedure, unless, in the opinion of the court to which

application is made, after an examination of the entire cause, it shall

appear that the error complained of has resulted in a miscarriage of

justice."

A bill embodying this recommendation is now pending before

Congress. Hearings have been had upon it both in the Senate and

» Senate bill No. 4568.
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in (he House of Representative*.' It is very much in the public

interest that 1 I be adopted. If Congress should set the seal

of its approval upon this mconwncndation, we not only effect a

much needed reform in Federal administration, but it would serve as

an exam; »se states which are still Mattering from the thral-

dom of technical and obsolete rules on this subject.

Another gross perversion baa, unfortunately, be-

come too common m this country il the abuse of the writ of habeas

corpus. This writ is one of great value. It is, perhaps, the moat

important safeguard of personal liberty. All the more should it be

led from ah
I

the time come when the abuses become

so great that they had to drastic rfghhnifrn restricting the essential

the writ. In effect, the writ of habeas corpus requires

which holds a person in custody in some one of its many
departments 10 a judge the reason for his detention. The
hearing UpOfl this writ should not be subject to technical restrictions.

v opportunity should be afforded to the imprisoned person to

prod DCC In support of the contention that he is entitled to

Ilu- Unit Habeas Corpus Act (U. S. Revised

§§ 7S l '7 }̂S) »s a model in this respect Bafl t fee, in

administering the law on this subject have tailed to follow the prac-

h prevails in most cases, and to hold that when a question

has once been fairly tried, and the opportunity has been given to the

os to present their evidence fully, the decision should be finai

i( has frequently been the case that successive ap-

tions of the writ of habeas corpus to review the reasons for

letention of the same culprit have been made to different judges,

and that these applications have resulted in successive trials of the

same question, without much regard to the decision had upon any

of the pr< irings. The law on this subject should be amended
so as to make the decision of the court ttpon the first hearing final,

to proper review on appeal, and subject to such

application on the ground of newly discovered evidence as the law

allows in all cases.

There is another gross abuse of this writ, and of the right

of appeal connected with it. to which attention should also be called

Cases have frequently arisen during the last twenty years in which.

after a decision of the court of a state adjudging that an

Mt bill No. 14.SS2.
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person is guilty and awarding the penalty for his I writ of

habeas corpus is obtained from a judge of a Federal court. This

is done on the pretext that some Federal question—that is to say,

a question arising under the constitution or the laws of the United

States, is involved in the judgment of the state court. When the

Federal judge decides that no such question is involved, an app<

taken to the Supreme Court of the United States. Under existing

legislation, until very recently, the appeal in such cases was a matter

of right. In 1908 the law on this subject was so amended as to pro-

vide that in the case stated "n<> appeal to the Supreme Court should

be allowed unless the United States court by which the final decision

rendered, or a justice of the Supreme Court, shall be of opinion

that there exists probable cause for an appeal."

This enactment was much needed. But it did not reach another

method of the ingenious men who, to use the languageof Trollope,

are successful "in the manumission of murderers and the protection

of the criminal classes." This is, to apply to the Supreme Court

of the United States for a writ of error to review a decision of the

state court which has convicted a criminal and awarded his punish-

ment. Under the present law this writ is a writ of right. Once
granted, it suspends the execution of the sentence of the court below.

Then hysterical appeals are made for commutation of punishment.

The maxim that society has an interest in the punishment of the

guilty is entirely overlooked. The whole system tends to make the

punishment of crime as uncertain as human laws can make it. The
old maxim is forgotten: "Judex damnatur cum nocens absok'itur."

The same committee of the American Bar Association which

recommended the reform before referred to has in this particular

instance also sought to bring about improvement in judicial procedure

by recommending an enactment that in the cases referred to no writ

of error shall be allowed unless "a justice of the Supreme Court

shall certify that there is probable cause to believe that the defend-

ant was unjustly convicted." This recommendation is embodied in

the bills before mentioned. It gives to the person, if such there be,

who is unjustly convicted a full opportunity to maintain this propo-

sition before the Supreme Court. But it takes away the shield

afforded by the present technical defenses, which appear solely for

the protection of the guilty and the injury of the innocent.

Let me suggest one more inconsistency in the criminal pro-
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re of this country, which would MCBI t" merit the careful con-

nminal codes of probably all

of the Union in substance, as does the penal

code of the S et 20) , "An act done by a person

who is an Idiot, Imbecile, fanatic «»r insane is not crime."

When fasanitj is to be set up as a defense, the judge leaves

the jury t<» say whether the accused was insane when the

.<• was committed Thii opens the «l«N»r to the sham defenses

:iity, of temporal ad the like. Where
the m iltliy lie can pfOtrael the trial and introduce a cloud

of witnesses who really obsc truth. The public vandal is

unspeakable. Why should tliis defense be permitted at all?

It it Ik- mid that a person v- ally insane is not morally

guilty, we reply: The question of moral guilt is irrelevant. The
state has no right to punish moral guilt, fa duty, as before stated,

is to protect the innocent, bidllStrSoill citizen from unlawful inter-

It it he nid thai we person has no control over himself,

we reply that, generally, this i^ not true. Ai a rule, insane persons

are amenable to the discipline o! 1 hments, And in

al cases where they art not so amenable, the need of

protection to the innocent is even more imperat

metimes the proi to a violent blow

is great, ami diminish the guilt of the offender, we reply

that. nee of provocation is now ad:

would continue to be, though the defense of insanity were

abolished.

It it be said that it would shock puhlic sentiment to put an

insane person to death, we reply: What better can you do with a

person who has a homicidal mania? Will you protect and nor

him so as to enable him to slay his keej>ers? That is what the homi-

It seems to me wicked to prolong their

at the expense of the innocent victims <>i such madmen. The inno-

! useful d ire entitled to first consideration,

reovcr, t! of humanity demands that a person who
is hopelessly and violently insane should be painlessly put to death.

Continued existence to him I dncss.

"He hates him

That would upon the rack of this tough world

Stretch him out long*
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\\V IN THE UNITED STATES

Aram w i

Vice-President of the United State*.

I feci as though I should first m v do you all do?" be-

cause you have all been presented to mc, not the ordinary pro-

tally presented to the* audience. I congratulate Dr.

Rowe upon the fact that he does not open this particular meeting

of th. ni with larceny, because the topic for consider-

this evening is "Respect for the Law." It would seem to

be out of place, under the circumstances, to commit either petty

larceny or some crime more serv-

ile has attempn know whether you would call it

a crime or a misd this evening, by intimating to me that he,

4 the Ml of me something in the nature of a

speech. I came here solely with the intention of presiding over this

\ng, and I always find a special pleasure in coming to

metropolis of the Keystone State, because I always expect to find,

and always do find, audiences made up of cultivated and patriotic

people, and I am delighted to find here to-night an exceptionally

attractive audience, because so many of them arc of the gentler sex.

The program which the president of the Academy sent mc
contained a \cry large list of notable speakers, who. it was expected,

would participate in this i program. The list was made up

of statesmen, lawyers, doctors of philosophy, doctors of div.

doctors of letter^, doctors of medicine. of almost everything,

except horse doctors,—there arc none of those. The program was
so expansive that I felt tli as a presiding officer, I would this

nble an Egyptian mummy, in that I would be pressed

it I come here. I find that the Bst has grown beau-

tifully less, and that rather than being pressed for time, I am called

upon more or less time. And I shift from the scene

which I have jnst described t«» another.

They tell of a la ho stood before the court making an

argument, in which he went from his firstly to his thirteenthly until

<«9J)
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the court dozed, and awakened, and dozed again; and finally the

ftken himself to a realizing sense that In-

occupying quite a bit of time, and he said to tin I trust, your

honor, I am not infringing upon the time of the court." "Oh.

said the court, "you h led that long ago. You are now en-

croaching Open etern::

But there is one advantage of the change in program : it gives

me the opportunity to have a little bit of a feast with yon, and I

am going to take advantage of the experience those people had who

were present at the time of the Lisbon earthquake, which took place

at noontime, and those who refused soup never got the roast. Now,

I am not going to refuse the soup ; I am going to take the good thing

that is offered. Perhaps I ought to say that I am no orator. I do

not think I look like one. You know, they once said of old I

Brougham that no man lived who was as wise as he looked. I do

not fill the bill.

Our topic for this evening^ discussion is "Respect for I.aw

in the United States." Respect for law implies compliance with

the law. It implies orderly procedure. It implies virtue, morality,

and isn't it just a trifle strange that they should have chosen the

-President to preside? I do not attempt to live up to that title.

I do not appear as if I did. I have been told that I would appear

to better advantage as an advertising agent for a patent medicine.

I went up, a week or two ago, upon the invitation of some

New York statesmen, and a few citizens, to deliver some observa-

tions at the beautiful little city of Glens Falls, not having been told

in advance what my topic was to be. Being just a little bit hurried,

overworked, at that time— I am not often overworked— I had thought

I would make a few observations on the general subject of the Vice-

Presidency, a subject I knew a little something about, its limitations

of powers and the impossibility of initiating anything. When I got

up to Glens Falls, I found I was down on the program to respond

to the toast, "The United States," not a contracted subject. So, I

find this topic this evening, "Respect for Law in the United States,"

to be a very broad subject indeed. It is a subject that ought to

attract any man, and it is a subject upon which any man, especially

one in public life, ought to be able to deliver himself of a thought

or two.

We do respect the law in the United States, in my judgment.
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Perhaps wc have more wholesome respect for it tlian the citizens

of any other government uiulcr the >un. I believe that we, here in

America, have the belief that <»ur government is best for all, because

nent prevails that all should be for the best. Respect

for law in this country has grown up through over a century of appli-

!» of the law. Our government is a constitutional government,

differing widely from any of the other governments on the face of

the glob there are distinct departments of the national

government, each one dependent upon the others. No one depart-

ment can, as in MOM of the Kuropean countries, proceed with dis-

regai nent ol the government." The legis-

partment sayi what the law -hall be; the court then dc-

whether the legislative l*xly has overstepped its constitu-

1 right, and then eomei in the executive. Now and then we
rumors that one department of the government encroaches in

some degree upon the rights ol another, but these rumors are not

!. and they do not often last long.

As a rule, in this government o! OUT*, each department concedes

1 the others the fullest possible degree of the powers

!i the constitution grants to it—a constitution which, surprising

as the fact may be, framed by wise men for the future guidance of

the government, at the time comprising only three millions of people

and but a limited area, measures up to-day fully to the

requirements ol ninctx millions of people, occupying seven per cent

of the area of the earth. It is a remarkable document; no greater

r written, and the fact that it lives to-day almost

without modification after -till revered by the people, is

the best evidence of the wisdom of the framers of that document.

I>ect for the law in this country is founded upon the fact

that our laws arc based upon t! Charta of the people, drawn

men, whose ken was even greater than they dreamed, whose

ideas of the needs of an increasing people were figured out with

almost superhuman acumen.

It is a splendid picture to look back on the great men of the

:rv and a quarter ago, to think of the lives of those men who
gave republic, who laid the foundation, the charter,

for all our future legislative action; and then to look at those who
interpreted that document. Think of John Jay, the first chief

c of the United States. I am particularly proud of the fact
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that he was a product of the Empire State of New York. Think

of John Jay, who served the country so well, and never better than

he did in showing his absolut for law and order, u h
in 1794, when, by the manipulation of politicians, by political trickery,

he lost the governorship of the Empire Stale. It will surprise many
of you to have the suggestion made that men here, way back in

the latter part of the eighteenth century, were politicians who re-

sorted to tricks. The popular belief 1- that Mich men never lived

until the present day. Hut they deprived John Jay of the eK

norship of the State of New York by throwing out,

upon technicalities, the return of various counties of the state which

would have shown quite a large majority in his favor. Urged to

resort to revolutionary measures to maintain his right, John Jay,

ambitious politically, then wrote to his wife: "In a little time we
will all be returned to the dust from which we came, and then it will

be a matter of much more consequence that I had the ability in a

trying time to govern myself than that I was permitted to govern

the state."

It is that sentiment, predominating through the public men of

greatest ability and finest character in this government, that has

built up in the generations that have succeeded, one after another

in rapid succession, respect for law in this country of ours.

Respect for the law has in large measure built up this country

of ours, and we are a great country; we are proud of our country

—aye, and we are not unconscious of the fact that we have a

right, also, to be proud of the splendid representatives our sis-

ter republics send here to represent them at our court. It is a

great country—ninety millions of people, three million square miles

of area, and 120 thousand million dollars of wealth. And all these

people of ours, in their various capacities, are adding daily to the

riches of the country, adding to them so greatly that to-day, if we

re to compare our government with any other country in the

world, we find that the comparison fails, because we can not make a

comparison that we comprehend by talking of any other one coun-

try. To make a fitting comparison we must make it with a group

of other countries, or else with all the world besides. And while

we occupy but five per cent, of the area of the world, and are hut

seven per cent, of the population, commercially and financially we
about equal one-half of all the rest of mankind. Here in this country
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of ours each individual about balance* in production and in

consumption, three men anywhere else in the world Wc have

reached these proportions, in my judgment, in no small degree be*

cause wc have had a proper respect for government and fur law

m thi* country of ours,

progress here with marvelous rapidity. Only ten years ago,

ars ago, we were second I Britain in the pro-

el, and yet wc progressed with >uch marvelous rapidity

that to-day wc produce more steel than all the rest of mankind put

together. Wc have five times as much life insurance as all the rest

of the world, and three times as much savings bank deposits. The
savings of our people represented by deposits in the various bank-

is of the country,
are more than three times the money

in circulation in thi> country.

it |>ossible for us to do business under these circum-

stances? Because our people have respect for the law, which re-

spect brings confidence in each other, ami Empires the confidence of

the other peoples of the civilized world. This way : I f those who
had their dcjx-its in the banking institutions of the country should

at any one time demand the payment of these deposits, wc could

only pay about 28 per cent., about 28 cents on the dollar. Wc never

have any flurries that amount to any serious matter for any great

length of time. It is because our people have that confidence in

man, which has inspired all the respect for constitu-

te nt. and it obtains sane and safe laws.

I believe I am overstepping even the bounds that Dr. Rowe
led. I am taking a little bit longer than he meant I should.

t to drive the audience out of the room. I recollect

being out in a campaign in a western state some three or four years

ago. A fellow-speaker was a distinguished statesman from Penn-

He happened to be the last upon the program that cve-

and while he was speaking quite a number of the audience left

the room, in order, as he afterwards learned, to catch a late train

to some adjoining city. He did not know it at the time. He said:

"I notice some of you arc leaving. I hope the rest of you won't stay

on my account. It doesn't embarrass me at all: I am quite

1 have audiences leave when I am speaking. In fact,

poke last night there was no one left in the hall when I

icd, except one man, and when I inquired why he stayed he said

he was paid to remain and turn out the lights,"
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I am not going to weary this audience to such an extent to-

night. I hope. As I a ;i-kol to come here -imply to pre

not to speak; hut I m glftd of in opportunity to give exprea

sion to the belief that is within me—that the greatness of this

country is largely dependent Upon the fact that our citizens, as a

whole, born here, or born under other flags and brought here under

the benign influence of those who have lived here for d have

ct for law, for the rulers of the republic, and they have con-

fidence in their fellow -men.

The further elucidation of this ntbject, the "Resped for Law in

the United States.'" will first he- taken up. considered and disc.

by a gentleman with whom I had the honor to serve on a committee

in Congress for more than a dozen years, and whose ability, whose

integrity and whose faithfulness to every duty was an inspiration

to all his fellows in Congress. lie comes from a far off. western,

woolly state, as we are in the habit of calling them down here in

the East. He docs not belong in the effete East, but I am sure that

the effete East will welcome him gladly as one of our own, and we
will be truly sorry when we have ceased to hear the voice of Con-

gressman Frederick C. Stevens, whom I now introduce.
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II ADDRESS BY I Ins. FREDERICK C STEVENS,

Member of the House of Representative* from Minnesota.

At the OQttd I wish to ditdaim dM imputation that is placed

upon g i wild and woolly \\< 1 was bom in

I was reared in New Rngland, ami I go back every year

to put my feet upon the old sod, to swear allegiance to the time-

tenets of the faith of our fathers \\ v all do that from the

:. ami that is why we have grown into one of the most pro-

gressive, as well as one of the most representative, parts of this coun-

Now, I think we all ought to congratulate ourselves that the

did address we have just listened to partakes of a dual nation-

ality, somewhat Irish and somewhat American. We have had our

i tir^t. like the Irishman, and have swelled ourselves into a splcu-

of mind, just as every l<»yal American ought

to do. And we can all agree with the patriotic sentiments of our

idem, and we kn.»w bow truthful .and how necessarily

accurate his statement Yet there is another side which comes

to us in official life, which I wish to present to you for just a few

moments this evening, and I assume such was the intent of the

committee which arranged the program.

r committee planned a broad subject, and a short time to dis-

cuss it at itly desi rc( l qj to present our own joints of view

and our own personal experiences in treating it. That I shall pro-

ceed to do. Now, theoretically, we American and ought to

.
the greatest possible respect for law, because that is the con-

crete expression of the will of the people, through their own duly

organized institutions. We all realize that. And yet. actually, we
that there probahly is not one of the great civilized

ns of the world where there is a greater disregard of public

tailed S ot confined to any one
class Bed to any one sect 1 we have not a

monopoly of it in the wild and woolly \\ :ch a condition is

alent all over our country, and there is a good reason for it

cssion of exactly the same quality which has made our

dog)
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nation so great, so progressive, so prosperous and so powerful ; tnd

that is the aggressive, persistent individualism of every trtM Amer-

ican ; his determination to succeed, his desire, at all hazards, to make

his own will, his own opinions ami his own desires effective. We
see him quite often following the old notion, inherited from tli<

Italian statesmen, that the end justifies the means. I do not mean

to say that such a sentiment i^ universal. We all know it i- not,

for the great host of American citizens all over our country have the

utmost respect for the law. Yet there is a sufficient class, or I

should rather say there are sufficient among our people, who have

not the utmost respect—who have, in fact, a disregard for public

law or authority that makes this quality characteristically American.

It has been the fashion of late years in discussing questions of

this kind, to call the attention of the public to the class desigi

as "malefactors of great wealth." It has been rather a popular

designation, and there is some truth in it—more than there ought

to be. Too many of the managers of large concerns maintain dis-

tinguished and able legal staffs, not so much for the purpose of

advising as to the intent and spirit of the law, as they do to be in-

formed concerning the technical parts of it, how its penalties may
be avoided ; or, worse than that, to weigh the cost of the penalties on

the one hand, and the profits of the violation of law on the other.

The organizations of labor have followed, too often, similar lines.

In too many cases it has been found that personal and legal and con-

tractual relations weigh too lightly upon them.

In public positions we are painfully aware of many instances

where trusted leaders have prostituted their places of honor for their

own advantage and gain, which is justly execrated by every honest

man and woman in the country. And another class is always before

us—the public press. They have taken advantage of their great

power in too many cases. They have hewed too closely to the line.

They have not sought to carry out their great function always in a

fair and just spirit. The desire to sell papers—I will not quote the

rest of the expression—the desire to extend their circulation, has led

them to do many things in their discussions as to men and measures

of public interest, which amount, indeed, to skimming too closely

to the edge of the law, to flagrantly abusing the great privileges con-

ferred upon the press, by misleading or inflaming instead of really

informing, educating or leading the people.
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.1 rather striking illustration of that a year ago in Wash-

ington. A Utter came from a manager of one of the mo*t reputable

monthly magazines in the United Mates, to one of the most dis-

>lc representatives in Congress, stating that in a case

taken by the magazines it was not good

l*>licy for that maga/ nbttsfa the truth about matters

of great public interest as contained in the official records of our

government, and that letter is embalmed in the "Congressional

1 speaks for itself of the shame of such management.

That illustrates what is too often the situation of many of the roost

le newspapers and magazines of our country.

I think we all realize that these classes I have described are

not fa been a o iblc decrease of them,

a great improvement in the conditions in this respect all over our

try in tl ears. There has been a general uplift in

public and j

i

. fc. There has been a great improvement in

methods of men of business, of public work, everywhere, and it

is a great encouragement to every man who believes in and loves his

country t » note the wonderful improvement that has been made
in these particula:

There arc other classes of cases which come to us in public life,

such as you people might not realize do, and where there

has not been an improvement. It very often happens that good men
and good women come to us and urge that public measures be pasted

for the benefit of the people, as they esteem it, and they urge these

ith the broadest and best of arguments for the public welfare. But

when we sh..w to them that the nua-urcs they seek arc not war-

ranted or ant l»y our constitutional powers, or are forbidden

by our constitutional broil em it too often no argu-

ment ich laws should not be enacted. And too many of

them ask us, and even urge us. to violate our solemn oaths of office

h we took to support the Constitution of the United States, and

seek to have us place Mich acts upon the statute books, and to have

the responsibility of finally determining the validity of those laws

passed up to the courts of the I'nit ng upon
the performance of duty by those who have the responsibility for con-

1 at the beginning. I say that ha< happened too often,

and is happening to day not only in Washington, but in every state

legislature in this country ; and the classes of our people who appear
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to ignore our fundamental fa I duties are of the most re

spected in our communit:

There is too littl*
I for <>ur fundamental laws and obliga-

among the good men and women of the land. Too often they

have eome to some of ih, and after ire liave urged such objections

to tlu it n v leem t<» i<>ok upon tu u enemies of our kind.

A spectacle occurred only a few weeks ago in the I louse of

Representatives in Washington, t<> which I desire to rail your at-

tention in this connection. A majority of tlu- House of Represents-

mpoftd of members of both political parties, deliberately

violated and trampled upon the rules of that House, which were made

under the authority of the Constitution of the United St r the

government of the members and the proper and orderly conduct of

the business of that House. They so violated the rules for their gov-

ernment for the purpose of passing an amending rule for the conduct

of business, which may have been salutary and may not, that remain a

to be seen in the future. But the point is, that they did deliberately

trample under foot and violate the rules of the House of Repre-

sentatives, and that action was applauded all over this country.

Nearly every newspaper and magazine and, I imagine, the great

mass of you here, sympathized with that deliberate violation of the

rules of the House.

But let me show you what the effect of that is. If that prece-

dent be followed in the future, one-fifth of the membership of the

House can prevent any public business being done in the House of

Representatives, can completely choke the operations of our govern-

ment ; and in order to carry on its affairs, there must be again a

deliberate violation of the rules of the 1 louse, or a still more flagrant

violation of the Constitution of the United States, which requires

that the yeas and nays be called it one-fifth of the members present

demand it. If that violation be followed in the future, it means that

there must be continued violations in order that the business of this

country shall be properly performed. I submit to you, is it good

public policy that the business of this country be carried on by

violations of their laws by our great legislative bodies?

Friends, just think of it for a moment. Now, I spoke as a

"regular" this time. I have not always been as particular, and that

is why I can testify with the utmost freedom? I have voted on both

sides of the fence. It was not so many years ago that I was one of
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i

ti's j*>$

. violated the rulings made by the bon-

m of tin when he was right and I was wrong,

and confession is good for the soul, ladies and gentlemen. But

aftrt imples and such exhibitions are not the proper way
public business and do not lend to instill the just respect which

rikials ought to have throughout the count

r

inother suggestion which is not official,

thin k Is a growing y among
in the coming . to have a lack of

resp< u\ public authority \\ e see it everywhere, in the

in public conveyances, and even in the

norm re is a lack of wholesome respect for authority, and

lack for pern the rights of property. What
that are to follow, when the responsi-

ble ^hall be upon these young men and women.
rations come that always attend responstbifity? Will

I as our forefathers <li<l.

rttrol led to the foundation of our wonderful institutions

and progress and happiness under them. Too
old maxim which I stated in the beginning.

Now, it for us to criticise the

wealth. It is easy to criticise those who lead

nob, to anathematize thon folate their great trust in ofli-

ind those who violate their duty in the dissemination of

news. It lias not been easy on the other hand to criticise those who
ind that the Constitution ol the UntJ i be violated, or

who that the rules and order of bu- I great legis!..

body should Ik- trampled under foot. There does not seem to me
to be the proper balance in the different kinds of criticism. As a

reason for this difference it is contended, on the one hand, some

classes are h for profit, and violate the laws for such pur-

pose- n the <»tlur hand the other classes are interested for the

public welfare. Do not you realize that the man who urges a viola-

the constitution or the laws for the purpose of something that

n selfish inu ot more culpable

than
i urges a tof the constitution or the rules of

i louse or i >r any other great body ostensibly for the public

ire: and yet it may be for purposes just as mean, just as

base, just as low, just as much for personal advantage as those who
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violate the other classes of lawt? It i* not for us to weigh motives.

It is nut for us to scrutinize purposes. One may be jtttt as mean

ami low ami base as the other ; and if that be true, what right hafl any

of us, who have violated any of the authority or laws of our land to

criticise the . of any other clasi of violators? We in glass

DO light to throw BtOfl

nds. one thing we have no business to do in this country, and

that is to fool ourselves. We have no business as patriotic American!

to act as Pharisees or hypocrites. There is only one thing which

honest men and women can do, and that is to have a sincere, con-

sistent respect and obedience for law and public authority every-

where we find it.

There is another suggestion and it is rather an odd one. One
great manifestation of lack of respect for our law by Americans is

by reason of and shown by the great mass of law which we have to

respect. In our various states, every two years, and in our national

legislature, there probably are turned out or placed upon the statute

books more than ten thousand separate acts, and there are a host

more in the great cities and towns and villages of our country, untold

thousands of them. It is one of the distinctive evils of our legisla-

tive bodies, that too often the public ills are not properly considered

and diagnosed, so that the proper remedies can be applied. Too
often statutes are passed in state legislatures and in the national

legislature without proper consideration, and too often they are

passed through some personal ambition or some promise made in the

exigency of a political campaign, or to gratify some personal friend-

ship or vanity or a personal fad, or grudge, or grouch even. Too
many statutes are passed of that kind, with the result that a great

mass of law is placed upon our statute books, too much to be known
and appreciated by the great mass of our people; and as some of it

is injudicious, so that we do not care much about it. there has grown
up a national and natural disrespect for that sort and all sorts of

legislation. We cannot help it. It exists, and there ought to be

a remedy somewhere.

For two or three centuries, in the early history of this continent,

we did have a class of leaders of responsibility, men who stood for

something, and wrhose position and influence and learning and pa-

triotism were regarded. Perhaps no city in the land has produced

more of that class of leaders than this great and patriotic city of
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phila They were members of the clergy, the bench and the

bar, the medical men, the great scholars and teachers, the great 1

M h. . 1 >: !jc great newspapers. But during

the last 1 has largely diminished, and as it

diminished, unfortunately the oomplexitiei of our public and private

have greatly increased. There has been a tremendous increase

m t! ons of government, state, national and municipal, and

with this th< : inly must come a great increase of duty and

responsibility npOfl the individual citizen, demanding the very highest

qualities of personal honor and judgment and leadership, which seem,

in the last few years, t,. have been unfortunately diminished. The
that in many instances, the great masses of our people arc

•ics and newspapers, put

purpose of selling, through sensations and headlines and

ms. ami not for the purpose of responsibly telling the people the

truth Thai the people do not have accurate information, they do

not have the responsible leadership which has been at once the basis

of our great power and progress and the glory of our institutions.

All this may sound like I wail oi p« -unisin— what does not

come from the prairies of the hopeful and breezy

:. hut 1 want to assure yon, confidentially, that I do not mean all

:i agree, as the Vke-Presidenl stated, that at the basis of

all our wonderful power and progress is the great true heart of the

1 people. We arc all optimists, and we have every reason to

be optimists, and we are going to be optimists. The heart of the

American people is all right. They demand safe and sane and

honest laws, they demand that they shall be enforced fully and

fairly, except always that they shall not be enforced too strenuously

as to tin and their own interests. It is that exception which

we are trying to eliminate, and whenever the attention of the people

has been called to that except there in our land, whether in

ite of New York, under the leadership of that splendid

governor there, or whether in the great nation of ours, under the

leadership of that great President, now perhaps the hero of the wi

or whether in my own state in the West, under the leadership of my
friend and political opponent. Governor Johnson, wherever it may

been, the people have never failed to respond : so that, after all.

ailment of ours is only skin deep, a sort of national eczema, as

h will be eliminated if we have our attention properly
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called to it. It should be the mission of every true American citizen

to see that the right thing is done, to sec that we appreciate our own
personal responsibility in these matters, I personal responsibility

which must Ik- Constantly applied in public and in private life. There

is no mystery about t is IS old as civilization. It is the

foundation o! the glory and greatness of this blessed republic. It

was thundered down to the faithful from Mt. Sinai, and

coming down the ages ever since. "The the Lord are true

and righteous altogether." and it is righteousness that exalteth a

nati
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III Address by Arthur von Brieskn, Esq.,

. Legal Aid Society. New York.

I am handicapped this evening because of the eminence of the

gentlemen who spoke before a of the United

<•>, and one of our most distinguished senators have spoken,

and here comes a poor private citizen to contradict them. Naturally,

:rficult position.

I w.i> speak on the respect which the people of the

ted States have for law. In my connection with the Legal Aid

Society of New \ oi thousands of cases of

*oor and helpless arc brought to my attention, so that I have had

ntl opportunities of judging of the respect for law which the

people around me seem to have shown. Hut, of course, if we talk

about respect for most fig in, What i- the law which

we a hat thing call Justinian had

some 14m years ago upon that subject : He defined justice

.1 impelling wish to render ever)' man his due, and

1 the maxims of law t<> be these: to live honestly. t«> hurt no one

and to give every one his due. If that is the conception of law. it,

principally that institution which makes us respect

the rights of oth

In t already been stated, we are making a

great many so-called laws. The legislatures oi rates and

congress, influenced by it^ verbose member! ami others pass laws

v year which, added to the ordinances enacted in cities and

counties would make in printed form a column longer than the

height of this room. Most of these law t the tail end the main

:is act shall take effect immedi Now, the citizens are

supposed to blow what that law is. still they do not know it. They

have had no opportunity of learning of its existence. Apart from

the fact that there are men a multitude of sometimes perfectly

colons enactments, there i I preparation, the failure

to give the citizen due warnit . shall be a crime and another

thing shall be a misdemeanor from this day on, from this hour on,

(»o7 )
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and so c\ of the year. Every hour of each day nearly, a

law if made which may make us all criminals without our

knowing it. An Drastration of the situation created by this sort of

thing, "an act to take effect immediately," came to my notice, when

in the State of New York an act was finally signed by the governor,

•y good act and i l^ockI governor, prohibiting betting at

race i The act wi 1 by the governor at about two

o'clock one afternoon and within three minutes the district attorney

in Brooklyn received orders to enforce that law immediately and to

arrest mote who broke it. So the poor district attorney who had

• read the law arrested a lot of people who had never read the

law. and brought them before a judge, who at that time had not

the law, and who, when he did read it, held they had not broken

it. Therefore, some remedy should he devised by which citizens

should know in time, as is the case in some places, what the laws are,

so that they should have an opportunity of discussing them as to

their full text, before they go into effect.

Laws should be skillfully framed. They are not always skill-

fully framed. They are sometimes ridiculously framed, and the

judges who have to deal with them are frequently of opposite opin-

ions as to what a law intended. Of course, if that be the fact, and

it is a fact known to me, then the lawmakers are guilty of careless-

ness, to say the least, in framing them.

We had an illustration of that last year. They gave us four

constitutional amendments to vote on in New York last November,

and I managed to get hold of them before the election, and studied

them. Each of these constitutional amendments was about as long

as a column in an ordinary newspaper. I painfully read each, three

or four times, and when I got through I decided that I was utterly

unable to understand the meaning of them. But to my great sur-

prise, a few days before election the leading newspapers of New
York came out with the statement that the second amendment was

the one to vote for. Every one should vote for the second amend

ment they said, because that was calculated to increase the salaries of

the Supreme Court Judges of New York who sat in country districts,

and not to increase those of the justices who sat in the large cities.

I was surprised to read this, because I had not succeeded in spelling

that out of this particular amendment, but that is what the papers

said. After election day it was announced that this particular amend-
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• amongst others ha<l been affirmatively voted upon and was now
a part of the cot < w days later one of

Judges of New the Board of

Estimate and Apportionment, Gentlemen, I am one of the Judges of

the I rk, and this amendment means that only

judges get an increased salary, and the country judges do not g

so please pay me the mcreatc.

Thai kind of >tutf we get from our legislature, and that

kind ol stuff people get from most of their legislatures. Then
look at the many paternal and maternal enactmen > have a

law in < Oklahoma providing that the bed ihedl in boCcb and boarding

houses must be seven feet long. Kvcry one goes to jail who has a

shorter one. Chicago has passed an Of about the size of hat-

Such are the kind of laws passed, which no one esteems and no

n. Therefore, if wc accept the proper definition of the

term -ec to it that proper laws, properly shaped, are brought

and thai undue attempts to stimulate a picayune

interference with our happiness and our individual freedom will

not continue to be placed upon the statute books.

I was in Portland, Maine, three years ago, and found that

the State of Maine was what they called a Prohibition State, that

is, a state which prohibited any one from drinking a glass of

<>r ale, which might be wholesome, hut the law was so arranged

that every one might drink whisky and that of the worst and most

harmful kind. A friend of mine, in the city government of Port-

! me that each and every year during his administration as

mayor oi y, over t ve per cent, of the inhabitants of

land were put in jail for drunkenness. Here was. therefore,

a whole city of law breakers, resulting in the moral destruction

almost, of a large number of men who without such stupid laws

would have been able to exercise their self-control and to conduct

themselves ji without restraint. Though all sorts of

liquid and solid nourishment and of tenv face us, yet wc
know how to resist them. The law should make for decent self-

control in order to produce a good crop of citizens. By the pro-

»ry law wc take the opportunity away from people to exercise

their manly qualities and to improve their moral star

There is another a<j>ect that while the majority says, you shall

not drink, think what would happen if the majority should ever
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change, and should I <>u most drink." Snch things I

tUppCIL

You see ret for law, therefore, in all the cases I have

given you. You see it in these prohibitive m you see it in

lynch law excess* ikers' excesses, in smuggling tendencies, all

evidences of the greed of man to rush to his advantage, law or no

law. court or no court.

All this i> largely due to a lack of healthy public opinion. It

is public opinion that really make- the law, and not so much the

lawmaker. On the statute books of Connecticut are still some of

those "blue laws." which if enforced would have some of us enjoy-

ing the burning of witches and the like. They are not enforced

\\ by should they remain on the statute books ? Would it not be an

honest thing to take them off, and not encumber our lives with

statutes requiring citizens to adapt themselves to luwb that are no

longer enforceable, because public opinion forbi

In this matter of public opinion, I would like to give you a

few illustrations, if my time permits. Whenever in New York a boy

steals an apple from a pushcart man, the crowd laughs at the antics

of the owner in his effort to protect his own and sides invariably with

the little thief. In the dormitories of colleges I frequently see the

rooms of students covered with so-called "trophies," things stolen

from shop-windows, signs taken from the tailor or laundryman,

spoons from hotels and restaurants. All that is looked upon by our

public opinion as only one of those little excesses of youth, at which

one may laugh ; but the youth becomes a man, and how can be be ex-

pected to respect the rights of others as a man if he has not done

so in his youth?

You invite the best friends of the family to weddings, and then

hire detectives for the purpose of seeing that these best friends do

not steal the silver. Do you suspect your best friends? What are

we coming to? Is this a healthy public opinion?

We impoverish the community by allowing this kind of grafting.

I have seen in one little foreign country a large revenue derived

from fruit trees planted on the public highway, each tree being rente. 1

by the year as far as fruit is concerned ; and no one thinks of stealing

that fruit, nor would children steal it. Now, I say that when we
get to the point that we can reduce our taxes, our tariff, our cost

of living, by deriving a substantial revenue from public property
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knitted to public protection, then we may sec the

beginning of trm- raped fa law, with all resulting benefits.

I find the dihV Mth the education of the childre

do not mean school instruction, hut the home education of the

child That in where I look for improvement. That is \\L«

place the res|H)iisil)ihty Ii there is disrcsj>cct for law, if th<

fa the rights of others, if there is a corresponding

impoverishment of the public, it is due to the fact that parents, as

a whole, do not allow their children to be brought up considerate,

respectful and upright in all things. 1 call for that kind of im-

provement. The Church alone cannot do it, else it would have done
who seek to e their own individual and supposed

csts at the expense of their neighbors and who. therefore, arc

j>ect the rights of Others, may be looked

upon as public enemies. Their kind must be eradicated and sup-

plant 1 of high moral principles to the develop-

very child embodies the germs for a noble and

tfcrms for an ignoble development. It is the duty of

parents to foster the one and suppress the other. By neglecting this

the brutal instincts are permitted to overshadow the longing

higher moral attainments as weeds keep down the most precious

I hope that the im|>ortancc of this great truth may sink-

deep into the • among us. so that gradual!] j
r. messes

1 by and through which individual in the

will become a respecter of law. and therefore a respecter

bore. ! f the fact that we arc a

great nation and have accomplished great things, we can still ad-

• greater things: and the great an do is to bring

cry one, with healthy body, can be an Abraham
In in point of morality and desire to be just in his doings to

rs.
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IV. Address by Professor George W. Kirchwey,
Dean of the School of Law, Columbia University, New York.

Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen:

1 I the tongues of men and of angels, I could hardly hope

to rise to the high pinnacle of expectation which the eloquent lan-

guage of the Vice-President in introducing me must have raised

in your minds and hearts. Like most of those who preceded me,

I, too, am a sophisticated rhetorician apt to be intoxicated by the

exuberance of my own verbosity. But not holding any official sta-

tion, I am cabined, cribbed and confined within the limits of time,

and may not encroach upon the purlieus of eternity in speaking

to-night. It is a purely parenthetical observation, but I could not

help wondering, as I sat here, what limits of time would have been

required if the distinguished Vice-President of the United States

had come here to make a speech, instead of coming merely to intro-

duce the speakers. However, as we are in the habit of saying in

that somewhat flippant city from which I have come to these more

serious precincts, the hour of ten-fifteen is only "the shank of the

evening/' and therefore I shall not be discouraged by the apparent

limitation put upon my eloquence by the presence of the Vice-Presi-

dent's watch upon the table. As he has intimated to you, he trusts

the public men who stand upon the platform not to steal his time.

He laid no such restriction upon those who come from private life.

I have found it very easy, indeed, being a person of easy

temper, to agree with everything that has been said here this eve-

ning. I am as patriotic and as optimistic as the Vice-President of

the United States. Perhaps I may be permitted to add that my
optimism was somewhat reinforced by learning that the Constitu-

tion of the United States is held in high regard under the pr<

administration at Washington. I am not only as optimistic as the

Vice-President, I am at the same time as pessimistic as my friend,

Mr. von Rriesen. Nay, I am as optimistic as the distingui

Congressman from Minnesota was in the first half of his speech
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and at pcssii he was in the latter half. I have oscillated

from one cv » the other. My favorite definition of the

the man who has just been talking with a pessin

and so hereafter when 1 itt to past from grave to gay, from
I shall onlj have to engage in conversation with

Wt I
•'•• talk of late about the lack of

rcs|>< I
iw in oilf bleised, steel-producing There

is not so uracil of that to-<lay as there was just prior to the last

\ lu n there w movements abroad to tic the courts

t It I remember rightly, these movements were more
it was known who would l>c the nominee of the

RtpobKcin 1
the IV . than they were at a subse-

<|iient period; but, however that may be, the net re>n!t is tliat there

has been a considerable falling off of late in the popular outcry

t the law and the administrate »n of the law.

arc pointed hack from time to time—by our pessimists—

to a golden age, when all men except those who felt the halter

draw, had good Optn* n of the law. I cannot help wondering

<»t an illusion- whether. ;h a matter of fact, the

free and independent American, with his mtlftence on having his

own uay. his irritation at legal as well as illegal restraint, has not

rv much the same attitude of free and indc-

< in criticism of the law which he exercises at the present

He 1>< the Ian should be rigorous] -. ed

—

t himself. He demands for himself only jus-

tice—the just he think titled to. I doubt very much
if there has been derable change in our attitude in

the hundred years and 1:; hiring which the present frame-

work eminent, as a means of creating respect for law, has

I doubt very much if the law is not quite as much
entitled to respect to-day as it ever was before. Having thu*

mad« of faith I will not follow my distinguished

cessors in lamenting the lack of reference for the law among
our people, nor will I peek to devise methods of education whereby

our children shall have a reverence for the law of the land and

those who administer it. inculcated in their youthful minds and

hearts. Rather would I OCCUPf I few minutes of JfOUff t:mc m
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point how. in my opinion, the law may be made respected

by being made worthy

It mi ins to me that the attitude of our lawyers and judges

i
> something to be desired, when they animadvert upon those

who criticise the law ind its administration. As has been pointed

out by one of the speakers of the evening, the law is the expression

of the i>opular will, and the law courts an- the instruments created

hy the peopU ring effect to the popular will; and. this being

so, will someone, whether it be judge or lawyer, till me why the

people should he precluded from criticising their own otti

appointed by them for the purpose of potting their will into effect

Why should we he estopped from criticising the law which we
have ourselves created? It \va> Baid very wisely hy the distill-

led representative from Minnesota—and I wish to record my
hearty assent t<> the proposition—that respect for law in this country

is due to the fact that the law is the expression of the public will

;

the corollary to that proposition, to my mind, is that lack of respect

for law is due to the fact that the law as actually administered by

the courts fails to be an adequate and accurate expression of the

public will? Now, why does it fail to be an adequate expression

of the public will? Mainly, I believe, hecause of the way in which

our judiciary, which is under our legal system our principal appa-

ratus for producing law. has unnecessarily and unwisely resti

itself in the administration of justice.

We speak of the administration of justice in a vague and

popular way; almost any judge or lawyer will tell you that what

you really mean is the administration of law ; and somehow or

other, in a hazy, confused sort of way, he assumes law and justice

to be identical. Now. afl a lawyer and a teacher of law, it would

not become me to say that there is not. somewhere, a connection

between these two. There is no doubt whatsoever that in the law

yOU will find some more or less rudimentary notions of justice;

n<»r is there any doubt that justice is upon the whole better admin-

istered through law than it could be in any other way, and s ( , it w ill

he. until the perfect judge, for whom the ages have waited, appears

in the seat of justs

I hope it will not surprise you unduly if I tell you that, in

deciding the cases submitted to them, our judges—it is true of
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tome York, and it is certainly true of your

really aim to do justice. ] not

ho appear before them, have

the judi to SUgggcst that that

u of the court—really to administer justice Utween

man the cue pending. The function of the judge is

•11 t.. U-. mtomal larc

1 ask him where he gets

g array • »ns, reaching

back, as he I a matter of fact

n is a much more r«

one t v Msumed I the tfcne

in the iry.

Now, I firmly 1 l« administered only

igh a regular legal and only hy the a;

law; and on the other hand. I believe quite

that the real tin the judge is to administer JU1

tin from the books of the law what tlie

and then technically to applj it. There is an inevitable

due

of the human mind tO play the game
. the I eader." We operate brteJketuaDy, as we

the line We are an

-.. we pi

thcr than to strike out for « The result

• a judi. is ..me rendered in 1 «ase in wl

before that decision is rendered

—

and this is

tically all cases, if I may lent-

ally on that ix-int- the judi becomes

mind, and is copied more or lets autofl

ore or less resembling the one in which the

was rendered And so case after case follows that original

find the rules of l;nv h.i:

ng, until tiny have lost the flexibility absolutely requisite

mentalities of justice, in

riooi methods of obviating that difficulty.

Away back in the dim end distant period of the Norman rule in
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England, a statute <1 directillg the clerks of chancery to

new writs iii CftSei similar to those in which they had pre-

viously beta totting writs, but not identical therewith. From that

Simple tact mere ftprtmg a whole range of new remedies of which

till sec the virtue and the fruit to-day. It was a self-consciou^

effort to relax the inflexibility of our common law system; and you

will n<»te that that tendency dates back to a very early period in our

legal history.

At a later date, when our legal system had again, under the

operation of mil principle of stii ns, as me lawyers call it,

become fixed and inflexible, the system of equity was evolved

in the courts of chancery; and for several centuries the principles

of equity have operated to mitigate the rigors of the common law.

And yet a few years ago, it was possible for the Court of Appeals

of the State of New York in a case of considerable public noto-

riety, to declare that a young woman whose beauty had been made

an article of merchandise, through the stealing and publication

of her portrait for advertising purposes, had no remedy in the

courts of equity in the State of New York, there being no pre

cedent for relief in such a case; and the court held that if there

was to be any change in the law established by the precedents in

equity, it was for the legislature to make that change. Equity also

has lost its flexibility ; the common law has lost its flexibility

;

where shall we turn next? To the legislature, says the New York

Court of Appeals, and so say many of you. We have heard to-

night that something like ten thousand statutes are enacted in this

country every two years. Of this number, eight thousand are per-

haps, from our present point of view, negligible, being special or

local in character. About two thousand are general in character

and have thd force of law. Of these, how large a proportion do

you suppose really affect the law under which we live and by which

we are governed in our private relations? About seven and one-

half per cent., we are told, and about one-third of that number

will either be nullified by the courts or will have to be hammered
into shape by the courts before they can be put to any use in the

community. May we not say. then, that legislation i^ as much a

failure as equity has been, as the statute to which I have referred,

proved to be, as a device for modifying permanently the rigors and

inflexibility of our legal system ?
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What remains? There is no other artificial device that I

of to bring about the condition of affairs that must be effected in

order that our law shall escape the n which we aim to

tl handmaid of society in its onward and

that I can see is for our 1

1 all that the jm,
, greater than the

DOVff law, is the power that is really commit t<

them; that a nfl Kl <»"!> a lignpOft pointing out the direction

huh the fed «'f jttStke must go, not a rule binding upon the

mmd and conscience of the judge; that our courts arc set in their

higk if interprcten of the popular sense of morality and

right and the popular sense of as interpreters of obscure

I down from a remote antiquity. They will receive

and they will deserve respect so long as the law which they lay

down is the ion of the public will and no longer.

The\ in their power to make that law, day by day, week

by week, year by year, a more and more prompt and a more and

more accurate expression of the popular will ; and, in my opinion,

:i proportion as they realize the duty that is laid upon them.

they exercise the power really confided to

them, just in proport succeed in a conscious effort to

administer justice rather than law. will they make the law. what it

will then deserve to be, respected throughout the length and breadth

e land.
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FOURTEENTH ANNUAL MEETING

OF THE

American Academy of Political and Social

Science

Philadelphia, April 8 and 9, 1910.

The essentially national character of the Academy's

been as clearly emphasized as during the

meeting. The Bttbject selected for discussion, "The Administration of Jus

widespread attention, and it it safe

to say that the discussions had a real influence on the public opinion of

the country.

The meeting was considered of sufficient importance to justify the

appointment ot delegates by the governors of nine states, and the

presidents of bar associations. The names of those

delegations arc append - report.

the sessions were largely attended, including the morning

of Saturday, April 9th, which attracted widespread attention.

The thanks of the Academy are due the members of the local Reception

Committee, of which Samuel V. Houston was president, and to the Ladies'

Reception Committee, of which Mrs. Charles Custis Harrison was chairman.

also wish to express our obligation to Otto C Mallery for Us
entertainment of the speakers on Friday evening, April 8th.

ItO under deep obligation to those who so generously

contribute
'

<>ccial annual meeting fund.

Eng the period of the annual meeting the courtesies of the Manu-
factur the Union League, the City Gub, the University Club and

\corn Club were extended to the out-of-town members and guests of

ademy. and for these courtesies we desire to make due

The Academy is under obligations to the City Gub for special privilege*

enjoyed during the sessions, and to the Manufacturers* Gob for the recep

lent of the U »tcs on the evening of

April oth.

In id the formal papers contained in the proceedings, we free

herewith the briefer remarks made by the presiding officers at the various

(a 10)
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SESSION. FRIDAY AFTERNOON, APRIL Km.

Remarks or Hon. John P. Elk in. It stice of the Supreme Court of

MA.

"Felloxc-Stembers and Others: I was informed when 1 the

invitation to preside at session that the presiding officer wa
expected to make any formal tddl

ago, your good Dr. Rowc, to whom this society ov.

much, wrote me that if I would reduce my informal introductory remarks to

writing, he would be much obliged, and so 1 have reduced them." l

SSION, FRIDAY EVENING, APRIL 8th.

Introductory Remarks of the President of the Academy, Dr. L. S. Rowf,
Introducing Hon. James B. Dill as Presiding Officer of the Session.

"It is a notable fact that in the movement for the conservation of

natural resources increasing attention is being paid to the care of children as

the greatest of national resources.

"Much has been done toward the elimination of the preventable diseases;

much has been done toward the reduction of infant mortality, but we are only

beginning to realize how much can be done toward the preservation of

adolescent character.

"In the national awakening that has taken place the judiciary has played

an important part, and in the constructive work which now confronts the

country the importance of the influence of the judiciary will in no way be

diminished. It is, therefore, most fitting that at this session the presiding

officer should have been selected from the highest court of one of our adjacent

states. I have the honor of presenting to you, as presiding officer of the

evening, the Hon. James B. Dill, Justice of the Court of Errors and Appeals

of New Jersey."

Remarks of Hon. James B. Dill, Justice of the Court of Errors and

Appeals of New Jersey.

"I have, ladies and gentlemen, on several occasions had the pleasure of

speaking in this hall, but never with so much pleasure as to-night, for I

have nothing to do, having only to introduce the speakers of the evening.

"The topic under discussion to-night goes with force to every one. Many
years ago one of the great writers said in a metaphorical way that it was
easier to crush the eggs of all the serpents in the sand than to pursue one

with a club when it comes into its full force and energy, so when the

1 The more extended remarks of Justice Rlkin appear in the proceedings.
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American people, through ihc court % of last retort, determine whether this

man U right, Of thJf man should be tent into the next world, we are ironing

bade and forth along a \ makes the itate, yon and me,

my friend. re«poii»iMe Id thr crime that it p and the career of

crime in the individual, so to-day tin* topic becomes of interest to ns

because we are attempt i i set aside and prevent the tribe

and peiul institutions. The career of the

juvenile, to paraphrase my nsjnj expression, is the fault of the community.

une is that of the individual himself.

•leal of pleasure that I introduce to you a gentleman

who has since 1870 been a classmate of mine, I)r Hart, who is experienced

and able to talk to you, because he has not only read and observed, but acted.

•- capacity as director of the department of child helping, of the Russell

Sage Foundation, in R, he is brought in contact with all these tl

and he is able to talk to you about what he knows, not what he

SESSION OF SATURDAY MORNING. APRIL oth.

The introductory remarks of the presiding officer of this session, Hon.

Charles P. Xn 1 States Commissioner of Labor, are printed in the

tflOCMdhsJi

SESSION OF SATURDAY A I I ! RNOON. APRIL oth.

Presiding Offices, Hon. Edwin S. Stuart, Governor or Pennsylvania.

Governor Stuart confined his remarks to introducing the speakers of

the afternoon.

SESSION OF SATURDAY EVENING, APRIL oth.

Hi masks or the Pkesident of the Academy, Dr. L. S. Rowe, in Ix iaoouctHO
s. James S. Sherv -Pkesident or the United

States, as Presiding Offices or the Session.

"I would be guilty of larceny in its highest degree if I were to take

valuable time from I bg in unnecessary words of introduction With
so distinguished a presiding officer as th resident of the United

s, any words of ioArodactkn arc not only superfluous, but distinctly

out of place. I have the honor, therefore, of presenting this audience to the

Hon. James S. Sherman, who has done us
%
the honor to accept the presi-

dency of this session."

The remarks < -hcrman. in introducing Hon. Frederick

C Stevens, are incorporated in the printed proceedings.
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Remarks of the Vice-President op tiu m Introi

Arthur ton Briesen, President or the Legal Aid Society, New \

•'Not being a musical program, I suppose encores cannot 1

Brother Steven*. be called upon to respond to y<mr kind appl.

managers of the meeting have reQOested n
follow, though I do not kn«»w why they should have neglected it until now,

that the speakers limit their remarks to fifteen minuti v Having I full

fidence in the h the public men of the present day, ROOM ol whom are

to be seen on the Stage, 1 am going to put my watch lure QpOfl the table

It may call to the mind t>f the Rpetken a feeling akin to that expressed hy the

eminent Methodist olivine, when he placed his watch OpOfl the pulpit at the

beginning of his discourse, laying that he did so lest In bii contemplation

of eternity he should lose all thought of time.

"Brother Stevens has spoken of the fact that every two years in state

and nation they turn out laws, which brings to my mind a sad recollection

that every two years they sometimes turn out lawmakers. I have a very

distinct recollection of having to respond some years ago to a very earnest

invitation on the part of my constituents to tarry at home with than fur

couple of years. In such cases one is not permitted t<> send regress. It

reminds me of the experience of one of my colleagues, who was prominent

in the South, and who spent his boyhood on a large plantation in the slave

days. His father was a slave owner. All the slaves had a small amount

of work parceled out to them on the Sabbath Day, save one old brother. Mi-

never had to work because he had been called to speak to the flock in the

little church. One Sunday morning my colleague found the old man sitting

upon the woodpile, with downcast face and expression. When the boy

asked why he was not in church he said: 'I never goin' to preach to those

niggers no mo'. 'What is the matter, Uncle Marsh?' asked the boy, but the

nigger would for a long time give no reply. The niggers don't appreciate

good preaching,' he said. 'There is some other reason than that,' said the

lad, 'and I will find it out, so you had better tell me now.' 'Well, master,'

was the reply, 'that there congregation done send me my resignation.'

"I do not quite agree with my good friend Stevens in the intimation that

we are getting gradually worse. Now, I have not lived as long as Methuselah,

and the black hair and cheerful expression of my school companion whom I see

sitting in your midst is proof that I have been here but a short time. Vet

during these decades it seems to me that I can say that the general moral tone

of the world in which I have lived is not retrograding, but is improving. I

suggested a while ago that we must compare ooraehrei with the rest of the

world. If we do not have quite the same respect for the law in all its

little minor details, it possibly is owing to the fact that the lawmakers do

make punishments fit the crime, rather than make it after the perpetuation of

the crime, as they do in some governments under the sun. For instance, we
would not think here that it is the proper thing to sever the thread of a

man's life simply for stealing a spool of thread, as would be done in some

quarters of the world.
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-But I mttit not forget thai I am here to introduce the next speaker of

the evening, and I am not going to introduce him as Mark Twain once

»elf, laying to hi* audience. Mark Twain will address yon

upon suchand »uch a Mil the reaton that he kiv

anything elic, and does not know much atjout anything.' This

whon 1 man who hat shown not simply by hit

that hr ha« u it he has contributed of hat

od of mankind He has occupied positions

l>ositiont in which all .w ledge and all of bis intellect

have been advantage; and I have pleasure m introducing the

gentleman who hat been dent of the Legal Aid Society of

It, Arthur von i

mxs or Hon. Jambs S. Sheev Pbesident or the Unitee

States, in brm His Excellency, tim Ma
A m bassadoe, Senom PkAVCtsco Leon de la Baeea.

a to the fact that my confidence in mankind has not

tested in vain—the watch is still here.

its of a public service of well-nigh a quarter of a

ashington. none was p n intimate association with that very

nary character who for substantially a generation represented a

porti goodly cJty of Philadelphia in the halls of Congress Pig

Kelly—and with that other man. close association with whom inspired

not only admiration, but warm friendship, and friendship intensified by the

fact that he was born a political ally of my father ( I myself not being a

political ally of cither of them) ; I refer to former speaker and great Peon-

sylvanian and statesman. Samuel J. Randall; or that other Pennsylvania and

from this city—unique, kind, cordial—dear little Charlie

1 all the delights of this service, none is greater than that which

has come in later years in close association with the representatives of great

powers of the world, sent here to our court, and I want to testify to the

fact that to-day, w' it may have been in some former generation,

when we were not quite as great as we are now, the diplomatic corps is made
op of men of ability, genius and high -minded character.

une to have a representative of the diplomatic

here to night, and I have much pleasure in presenting the mbaiiador ft

our sister republic. Mexico, Seftor Francisco Leon de la Barra."

Remabks by the Mexican Ameassaeos to the Unite* States. SeAoe

Fbancisco Leon de la Baeea.

"Your country not only commands the admiration of the world by its

magnificent industrial development and commercial and agricultural

but by its prodigious, moral force acquired through conquests in the

of spiritual life.
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"Man cannot longer display his energy as of old in crusades and in

conquering a new world. To-day man gives to the useful his most strenuous

energy; he develops the natural treasures of the earth, transforming them

by industry and diffusing them by commerce. But man's activity maai

itself also in the domain of art and science, and principally in the subject

matter of the dies.

"In my country this aetnity appears in a practical and useful way by the

care with which laws are elaborated without forgetting the teacMngl of mod-
uncc ind the ethnological and -iditions of Mexico, rod also

by the pertinent and vigorous application of legal prccepU. Although it

would be an easy task to prove it. 1 must, through lack of time, content

myself with the bare affirmation that in my country the respect for law

is complete, and that this fact explains the long period of peace which

Mexico has enjoyed.

"I consider it to be a true saying that the people have the government

that they deserve. In my esteem, the mere fact that the Mexican Government

has always complied with the obligations of treaties and international law,

I plainly that in the Mexican people prevails the tendency to respect

the law.

"Here allow me to recall the public and eloquent testimony of Gen.

Powell Clayton, former able American Ambassador to Mexico, expressing

on a solemn occasion his unbounded esteem of the judicial decisions of the

Mexican Supreme Court of Law, which always bears the seal of the most

profound knowledge of the law combined with the most honorable character.

"The spectacle which is presented to-day by this assemblage of men of

science and statesmen bent upon the study of the forms in which respect for

law appears in your country, is soothing to the mind and shows a nmst inter-

esting aspect of American thought, already exposed by your great Franklin

in his famous interrogatory before the House of Commons. This

spectacle is both stimulating and exemplary. Ladies and gentlemen, under the

impression of this sentiment of hope and consolation, I express my most

heartfelt wishes for the extension of the influence of the Academy and

similar institutions in the promotion of science and the prosperity of this

great republic."

Remarks of Hon. James S. Sherman, Vic i t of the United

States, in Introducing Prof. GraGi W. Kirchwey,

of Columbia University, New York.

"We have had the pleasure of listening to one of the great legislators of

the country? then to a lawyer who is proud of the fact that he never held

public office, and now we have fattened with much delight to the representative

of a foreign government. We arc about to listen to one who has not held

public office, but who has performed a public trust, and a great public trust,

because I believe that he or she who molds the thought and character of the

young man and young woman in our schools and in our colleges deserves

at the hands and in the minds of his fellow-men the highest and the richest

possible encomiums.
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M
I have pleasu *lucing, at the next speaker of the evening

feasor Kinlmry. ..i ( lumbia Uni

Qjoai mks or Hon. Jambs S. Shfimax, Vice-President or m
United States.

"Lad> ntUmrm: Tim I the program, which ha« ber-

delightful 1 !•• me—save only the part which I have occupied th-

at any li *»r had intimated, and with nobody

Sufficiently unkind, hud there invoke the rule to dose
me out I want to say ju»t this single word in OOOCMSSSOn; That no com-

munity, as a v > up to the lofty idea* of it* best citizens, nor

does any community rink to the degradation of its lowest scum. Wh.
hroughout this country, or throughout the world

laws are pa»*cd after judicious and careful thought, and interpreted and

si and c«- !» laws arc more readily accepted

and obeyed by the people.

those, as I said before, who are pessimists. I beln

definition of a pessimist, made l<>ng ago, was the correct one—that the pessi-

mist was !
I

his choice between tw ok both. I am an

optimist, and I still believe, after listening to all the speeches of the evening—
and 1 think from those speeches that belief is intensified—that we are nearer

the millenium to-day than we re before in our time. We have never

lynched as good a man as they did tooo years ago, and they will never lynch

as good a man again, and nobody will dispute that proposition, I am sure.

I am also sure that with the spread of education in this country—yon

know we are educating annually 20.000,000 students under twenty years

of age, and spending one-third as much for education as all the rest of the

1—we are spreading education and civilization not only throughout our

people, but throughout the world, and with t: in our midst,

-: as a focus to extend it beyond our own borders, I believe, as time

goes on, all laws will not cease to be judicious, and the people will bow to

them

Closing Remarks or the President or the Academy in Declaring the

Fourteenth Anmm. Meeting Adjourned.

"May I have your attention for OM moment before we adjourn. In

bringing our annual meeting 10 a close, I want to extend the thanks of

my to our \ 1 nt. not only for coming here this evening.

but also for his great kindness in meeting an emergency situation I wrote

tn a number of times that we would W t expect an address, and when

I met him at
•

n this afternoon, I said to him: 'Mr

morning I had expected to have with us both Senators Borah

and Smoot, and at thai afternoon I received word that they

would not con tsons that were good and sufnci< must

call upon you in this emergency to make an address,' and to this call he gener-

ously responded.
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"Ladies and gentlemen, I feci, furthermore, that we owe a special debt

of gratitude to all who have spoken at this animal uniting, but especially to

those who were called upon at the last moment.

"It was at one o'clock this afternoon that 1 called His Excelled

Mexican Ambassador, on long distance, and told him that I raited to have

his consent to call upon him and to this he generously responded.

"It was at five o'clock this afternoon that I finally arranged to ha.

fessor Kirchwcy speak to yon. and ll .'clock Dr. Ttloott Williams.

whom we hive n<>t been ebk t<> beer becenee of the advancing hour, also

generously agreed to make his contribution. Much as we regret tl

of Senators Bomb end Smoot, as large as their contribution would have

been to the di- ning. I think that we will go away f

that we have had the full measure, not only of discussion, but of fruitful

inspiration and instruct

i

The fourteenth annual meeting of the Academy has now come to a

close."

OFFICIAL DELEGATIONS AT THE FOURTEENTH ANNUAL
MEETING

Delegations Appointed by the Governors of the Following States:

i. Colorado.

2. Florida.

3. Kentucky.

4. Minnesota.

5. Missouri.

6. Nebraska.

7. New York.

8. North Carolina.

9. Ohio.

Delegations Appointed by Bar Associations:

1. American Bar Association.

2. Pennsylvania

—

Pennsylvania Bar Association.

Law Association of Philadelphia.

Lawyers' Club of Philadelphia.

Allegheny County Bar Association.

Bradford County Bar Association.

Elk County Bar Association.

Law Association of Indiana County.

Montgomery County Bar Association.

Northampton County Bar Association.
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Union County Bar Association.

Warr *ociation.

Washington County Bar Association.

It-

Association of the Bar of the Borough of the Bronx.

Slate Bar Associa-

J crtey-
Bar Association.

Camden County Bar Association.

5. Connecticut—

Co 1 State Bar Association.

ILirtford County Bar Association.

6. Delaware

—

Bar Association of Kent County.

Patent Law Association of Chicago,

& Indiana-

State Bar Association of Indiana.





BOOK DEPARTMENT

ma
Bailey. L. H. Mammal of Gardening Pp. xvi. 539. Price, |roo. New York

Macmillan Company, 191a

<-*sor Bailey in enarosing >t>lr, here tell* «.f the joy of nuking

grow. The formal garden may suffice for a residence, but not for a

I he 1 ugh its grounds are small, may yet, with proper treatment, be

a real landscaj.< Rare and choice plants, however, are no guarantee of

pleating grounds. The relation of plants and shrubs to each other and to

ngs is of more import than the beauty and perfection of indn

specimens themselves.

The book presents an enormous amount of detailed information regarding

execution of landscape features. This includes elaborate and valuable lists of

plants and shrubs adapted for various ornamental purposes; suggestions for

their placing and instructions on particular sorts. The book is copiously

ind will he especially satisfying to those who love nature

Banfleld, E. J. Confessions of a Beachcomber. Pp. xii, 336. Price, $400
> Appleton & Co., 1900.

Mr BanticM \aries the usual interpretation of the tropics which makes them

undesirable. He assures us that while it "may be perhaps beyond proof, it

might be safely assured that a larger proportion of men of the yeomen

class represented by those who have succeeded in tropical agriculture in

and arc independent to-day than of the men in Victoria and

New South Wales who devoted their energies to sheep farming, wheat

growing and dairying." Mr. Banhcld advances these statements in proof of

the great
;

ty and ease of supporting life in tropic Queensland in the

<lc of Guatemala, where the luscious banana is merely one of the many
good things that man can produce in far greater quantities than be can

consume. Mr. Banhcld has not confronted the difficulty of family life in

the tropics and is not called upon to explain why his garden of Eden, with

all its richness has less than one person per square mile, while the arid and

arts of temperate Australia have become an empire. Never-

theless it is good to read his appreciation and interpretation of the relatively

ropic. Indeed, its unsettled characteristic gives htm splendid opportunity

Mrribe the aboriginal black with whom he established such friendly rela-

tions, and his scientific training and his powers of observation make his

account of savage life, of plants, animals and fishes very interesting.

is good; his appreciation of nature keen and catholic

Bateaon. W. The Methods and Scofe of Genetus PP 40. Price. 50 Ctetg,

New York: G. P Putnam's Sons.

Professor Bateson has presented in a short space a remarkable analysis of

("9)
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the applications which have recently l>een made of the Mcndelian Laws of

Heredity, and of their scientific value t-> tin- discussions of eugenics. I lie

book affords a general insight into the aims and accomplishments of the

scientists who are investigating the laws governing the transmission of

qualities from parent to offspring.

Blakeslee, G. H.
| China and th, 1'p. xxii, 455. 1

$2.00 New York 11 & Co., 1910.

Discussions of the more important phases of the urn Que
hy men who ha\c nude a special study of the held are presented here, The

papers vary greatly in value. Most of them add little not available in the

t volumes on the suhject. Ahout three-fourths of the pagi

•uerican, Japanese and missionary viewpoints. Th-

ru) discussion of China's prohlems as China leei tin in. Japanese-American

relations, Korea and Hawaii arc briefly treated. A pro-Japanese tinge

appears in many of the papers. Two by Japanese authors present views of

Chinese-Japanese relations which are naive to say the least. It is still in

for example, that the result of the Russo-Japanese war was clearly to "save

Manchuria to China." The titles of some of the papers do not indicate their

content. A thirty-page discussion on "The Chinese student in America"

hardly two pages to that subject. The treatment of "The New Learning in

China" is chiefly devoted to missionary schools.

There are several excellent chapters which present material new or not

easily available. This is especially trie of the discussions on the Foreign

Trade of China, Monetary Conditions, America's Trade Relations, The Opium
Problem, Christian Missions and the Japanese in Korea. These topics are

well presented and will make the book valuable both for the general public

and as collateral reading for college classes.

Carson, W. E. Mexico. Pp. xi, 439. Price, $2.75. New York: Macmillan

Company. 1909.

This book is an American journalist's account of his trip through Mexico

from Vera Cruz to the capital, to the Isthmus Tehuantepec and to most of

the cities of the Plateau, thence northward by rail to the United States. The
work has a good, easy style, and the nature of its writing makes it easier for

us to understand the wide range of topics treated, which ranges from ports

to paintings, from the pre-historic to the prospective, and from govern-

ments to courtships. The chapters also, despite definite subjects, often

contain a wide range of subject matter. The book contains a lot of inter-

esting but scrappy information and has a number of pictures, although many
photographs of streets arc without significance.

Casson, H. N. Cyrus Hall .\fcCormick, His Life and Work. Pp. xi, 264.

Price, $1.60. Chicago: A. C. McClurg & Co., 1909.

This wide-spaced, clearly-printed little book is a eulogistic biography of the

indomitable inventor, who is described as a thoroughly typical American of

the best sort, as shown by his work, his piety, his philanthropy and his
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devotion to public ser\i an see in him no fault

The introductory chapter on "the world's need of a reaper/' descriptive of the

national and world poverty which machinery hat abolished for some of us.

is re! inking aj well as thought-provoking manner. The later chap-

R caper and the and the "Reaper and the Wo.ld." are

icing and sugg< > wdl wr

Chance, William. Poor Law Reform. Pp.95. od. London
1910.

This little i% a discu* the administration of the English Poor
Law by one who believes that the recent commission found ceru

must he remedied, hut he by no means accepts the decisions of cither

author has had wide observation of the

1 and his is correspondingly valuable. It should be

that the author is the chairman of a National Committee for Poor Law
Reform appon *j6 by the British Constitutional Association.

Colby, F M
1 || ). The Sexv International Year Book. Pp. 792. New

k : Dodd. Mead & Co.. 191a

This number of the annual volume to go with the useful International

• cms to maintain the excellence of the series and brink-

nn the history of the world down to the end of last year. For
example, the Rallingcr-Pinchot controversy is carried down to the Coo-

:«»nal action of December 28, while Korea, Marquis Ito, Agricultural

. incs, the Los Angeles Aqueduct, the Dover Breakwater,

.'. Navigation and H tlton Centennial and many other topics are

brouv ttc in a very satis t im There are a number of

good illuv l>ook and ten maps, most of them colored,

showing such regions as Alaska, Turkey in Asia, the railways of Mam 1

Altogether it is a very useful book and merits a wide circulation.

Coleman, Nannie McC. The Constitution and Its Framers. Pp. x. 642. P

*|joa Chicago: The Progress Company. 1910.

Readers especially in secondary schools will find the material in this book

readable and characterized by "human interest." It is not a critical work;

the author in fact states that it is "the product of home evenings ." The
principal purpose is to collate in a single volume suitable for ready reference

and frequent study the epoch-making state papers of this country*, their

ry and development and especially the chief events in the careers of the

men who framed them."

As an 1 n to the discussion of the constitutional period a review

of colonial and revolutionary experience is given. One hundred and fifty

pages summarize the lives of the signers of the Declaration of Independence;

two hundred and thirty pages do the same for those who framed the con*

it nut ion. Seventy-five pages give a commentary on the text of the constta*

guage is and there are numerous mistakes in

the material covering the lives of those who made the nation b
nowhere else so easily available.
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Commons, J. R. and Others. DiCMMtntm'y History of American Industrial

Society, Vols. I-IV. Pp. [453 Price, $5.00 each. Cleveland: A. II

Clark Company. 191a

Cory, G. E. The Rise of South Africa. Vol. I. Pp. xxi, 420 Price, $5.00.

New York: Longmans, Green & Co., 1910.

Cromer, Earl Of. Ancient and Modem Imperialism. Pp. 143. Price, 00

cents. New York: Longmans, Green & Co., 1910.

In this essay Lord Cromer, long Viceroy of Egypt, makes a comparison of

;ii imperialism with that of France, Russia and especially England. He
finds that many of the leading characteristics of ancient Imperialism appear

also in modern times. Great corruption, failure to assimilate the subject races,

and until recently at least, the desire to exploit the people directly, are found

in modern as well as in ancient times. On the other hand, modern imperial-

ism is confronted by problems far greater than ever confronted Rome. The

pantheistic religion of the Romans served as a means by which the people

could be bound to the empire. But Christianity is exclusive. The Romans
intermarried freely or at least more freely than occurs in modern times with

the people they conquered. Race prejudice reduces intermarriage in modern

times to a minimum. Rome had an advantage also in that her language

easily displaced the tribal tongues. The modern imperialist finds it most

difficult to displace the native literature and speech. Rome was alone in the

field. Competing powers now make the task of the imperialist difficult All

the conditions of the modern industrial life have become so complex that

the modern imperialist stands at a distinct disadvantage.

Of all modern powers England is in one respect the least fitted for an

imperialistic program. The desire to grant self-government constantly con-

flicts with the struggle for good government. Lord Cromer believes that this

problem is one in which England has made but little progress. It becomes

most acute in India, which is really the center of England's imperialistic

policy, but which, because of divergent races, languages and religions, cannot

be made a unit, and so far at least has not, in the opinion of the author,

developed the ability to govern itself.

Cullen, A. Adventures in Socialism. Pp. xv, 330. Price, $2.00. New York:

Macmillan Company, 19 10.

Apparently authors will never tire of telling the interesting and instructive

story of Robert Owen and New Lanark. The latest addition to the literature

in this field is a volume by Alexander Cullen entitled "Adventures in

Socialism." The first half of the book contains a very complete discussion

of the New Lanark experiment, in concluding which the author states: "To
that experiment we can trace the inception of Modern Socialism. We can

point to New Lanark as the birthplace of co-operation and as the nursery

of the infant school, and to Owen as the pioneer of free education and free

libraries." The latter half of the volume presents the first thorough historv

which we have of the ill fated and unsuccessful co-operative community at

Orbiston, Scotland. The work of the author has been excellently done, and
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were it not for hit tendency to dogmatize whenever the opportun

presented no criticism could be made.

Davenport, E. PrlmHfiki l •/ Breeding. Pp xiii. 717. Price. 1*50. Boston:

& Co.

In presenting this book the author introduces into common usage the term
"

1 hematology," which includes the methods of improving, as well as the

feeding farm animals. 'I his word well expresses the scope of

•lumc. Mr. Davenport's method of treatment is somewhat novel in that

variation, rather than heredity, is made the chief basis of the discinmm
I he various categories of variation, their causes and relative stability, are

comprehciiMxcly discussed, with abundant example, illustration and citation

from original experimental work.

The author purposely opens an "interminable question" when he considers

transmission of acquired characters; but this is needful, for
Mno other ques-

111 all evolution is of such immediate and far-reaching consequence in

latology." His personal statements in this matter are well guarded.

They seem to lean slightly toward the views of Lamark.

Dole. C. F. 1 ,,/ progress. Pp. vii, 398. Price, $1.50. New York:

1 & Co, 1909.

While the work is ethical in its expression, it is fundamentally social in its

l>t. and the able discussions which fill its pages form an excellent basts

for social The keynote of the social doctrine is contained in the

section of the book dealing with good will Happiness is analyzed and the

thought emphasized that the highest form of happiness is derived through

e happiness in life is derived, not from a satisfaction of

seltish. individual wants, but from an attempt to supply social wants. The
author thus presents a splendid ethical creed for those who desire to

in social work.

Draper, A S. Imeriean Education. Pp. viii, 383. Price. $2.00.

Mifflin Company, 1909.

author has attempted in this work the worthy object of analyzing the

present public school situation, both from an historical and a modern stand-

The four sections of the book treat of the organization and adminis-

n of education; of elementary and secondary schools; the college and

and special aspects and problems of education.

The chapter dealing with Illiteracy and Compulsory Attendance is excel-

is is the chapter on The Crucial Test of the Public School. The latter

chapter analyzes the elementary schools and indicates their chief defects.

Judge Draper is unsparing in his criticism of the whole American educa-

tional system, rnfnrtunately. however, while the subject matter of the hook
will not per se appeal to the general public, and will not. therefore, be gen-

erally read, it is at the same time not scientific enough to appeal to the

advanced student of educational problems. The purpose of the hook is a

worthy one, its outline is excellent, but the execution is defective. Had
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been devoted to the preparation of the \alue would have been

ised tenfold.
1

Gray, J. C. The Sature and Sources of the Law. Pp. xii, 332. Price, $1.50.

New York: Columbia Lim mjoo.

Gregory, H. E., Keller, A G., and Bishop, A. L. Physical and Commercial

Geography. Price, $3.00. Bottom: < iinn & Co., 1910.

Grenfell, W. T., and Others. Labrador, the Country and the People. Pp.

vu ice, $1.-25. New York: Macmillan Company, 1909.

Labrador, a region larger than the original thirteen states, lias peculiar com-
binations which have prevented it from advancing easily in the world's civil-

ization, and it has been strangely neglected by the uplift forces of the western

world which have sent so many missionaries to other and more sunny and

attractive lands. It has remained for Dr. Wilfred T. Grenfell to become the

Moses to lead this land and people of winter darkness out into the arena of

world observation where they can receive our attention, interest and. let us

hope, our support. Dr. Grenfell is a real viking, and the book portrays his

love of the north and his delight in following the dog-team, but he is also

evangelist, judge, physician and teacher to his people, and in this book, in

which he attempts to tell the world about them, he also ibOWl himself to be

no mean economist in his keen appreciation of the factors of relationship

between the people, their resources and their environment.

The heart of the book is the part by Dr. Grenfell describing the coast

people, the missions, the dogs, the fisheries and the reindeer, which he looks

forward to as a source of great possible increase to the prosperity of the

country which has thus far depended upon dogs and the cattle of the sea.

The first part of the book consists of chapters upon geography and geology

written by suitable experts. The last part deals similarly with birds and

flora; the insects and the marine animals receiving attention in appendices.

It is altogether an excellent book, telling us what we need to know about

Labrador, a region which, according to the words of Dr. Grenfell, has a

future

:

"To us here, away out of the world's bum and bustle, it seems only a

question of time. Some day a railway will come to export our stores of

mineral wealth, to tap our sources of more than Niagaran power, to bring

visitors to scenery of Norwegian quality, yet made peculiarly attractive by

the entrancing color plays of Arctic auroras over the fantastic architecture of

mountains the like of which can seldom be matched on the earth. Surely it

will come to pass that one day another Atlantic City will rise amidst these

unexplored but invigorating wilds to lure men and women tired of heat and

exhausted by the nerve stress of overcrowded centers."

Hall, G. S. Youth, Its Education, Regimen, and Hygiene. Pp. x, 379. Price,

$1.50. New York : D. Appleton & Co., 1909.

Owing to the great length and prohibitive cost of his "Adolescence," Presi-

HTontrlbuted by 8cott NVsrine.
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Hall hat written in a condensed form t'ic principal ideas presented in

that work. The present volume dealt with the wirioi stages in the develop-

adolescent stage, the variout kinds of applied educa-

t)>c body, the iiuiul. play, tport and garnet, fault* and crimes, the

opment of tocial and intellectual ideas, and nature of moral and religious

tig. The author makes no change in hit attitude toward the problem of

adolescence, but th< c MifTcrt in that it i» too condensed, many
.- interesting illustrations and much of the statittical material which

made -Adolescence" to attractive and valuable having been omitted. While
the \ r nothing to the scientific treatment of adolescence.

and while it it if anything lett valuable to the general ttudent than was
imt size and reasonable cost bring within the reach

of all material of incalculable value.

Hall, WE. A FrwtffM on International Law. Sixth ed. Pp. xxiv, 76BL

let, 21s. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1909.

ntt of international law owe a real obligation to Mr. Atlay for hit

nt determination to keep Hall's "Principles of International La.

with everj important change in international relations. The fifth

: thit work appeared in 1904, and we now have a sixth edition, in

ii due attention is gj c results accomplished at The Hague Coo-

I 1907, and the London Conference on the Laws of Maritime War-
fare, held in 1908.

In tpitc of the many recent English treatiset on international law. Hall's

book ttill remains the most satisfactory. The admirable tyttem which he

pursued in the presentation of the subject, together with his remarkable

power of succinct statcn I to the work an unique position amongst
tnmentario on this subject.

Hayet, C. H. Sources Relating t manic Invasions. Pp 230. I

$1.50 New York: Longm 1 & Co., 1909.

Thit monograph consists of a description and valuation, with copious extracts

•'ic sources relating to the Germanic invasions from the farftaat

the latter half of the eighth century. The general tone of the treat-

ment is iconoclastic. The German invasions and Germanic origins have been

the theme of numberless books. Nevertheless, the author believes that thr

still room for a treatment which will hold faithfully to the sources and thus

s of much fanciful lore and the fetichism which clings to such dates

as 178 and 476. To prepare the way for such a work, this little book

describes the primary sources which are available and to some extent shows

how they should be used.

Hiloard. E. W.. and Otterhout. W. J. V. Agriculture for Schools of the

Pacific Slope. Pp. xix, 42& Price, $!J0. New York. Maemillan Com-
pany. 191a

The number of agricultural texts already offered is large- Most of the

increasing worth Thit book it no exception. It

of all phases of agriculture, each topic amplified by telling but simple experi-
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ments. The book is planned for the Pacific slope and especial emphasis is

therefore laid on fruit culture and control pests, but excepting this

feature, the book is equally applicable to any district where general agricul-

ture is practiced.

The authors deserve particular credit for the chapter on "Ba. •

Their introduction of actual experimental bacteriology into secondary schools

is to be commended.

Holt, Hamilton. Commercialism and Journalism. Pp. 105. Price, $1.00.

Boston: Houghton, Mifflin Company, 1009.

The author discusses frankly "the ultimate power in control of our journals."

He asks, and seeks to answer, whether journalism is a profession or a busi-

ness, whether editors are free, and how far advertisers dictate the policy of

the paper. The conclusion is that "commercialism is at present the greatest

menace to the freedom of the press."

Hopkins, C. G. Soil Fertility and Pcrnuitirtil Agriculture. Pp. xxiii, 653.

Trice, $2.75. Boston: Ginn & Co., 1910.

Howe, F. C. Privilege and Democracy in America. Pp. xii, 315. Price, $1.50.

New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1910.

Like all books prepared by the school of thinkers to which Mr. Howe
belongs, this work is based on the ideas of the monopoly of natural resources.

The author begins with an analysis of the economic foundation of democracy,

then discusses the extent to which the resources of the nation have been

given away, the seriousness of the present "strangle hold of monopoly" and

the probable outcome of the monopolistic control of natural resources in a

new serfdom. The usual chapters appear on tenancy, the development of a

land tenant class, the passing of the unearned increment from the tenants

to the landlord and the depreciation in land fertility due to tenancy. After

presenting several chapters on the cause of civilization and decay, with

particular reference to morals, the author cities the remedy, the single tax, the

application of which will overcome the existing maladjustments. The book

presents a good discussion of the facts regarding the altered status of land

holding in the United States, and a passable analysis of the single tax theory.

Hoyt, C. O. Studies in the History of Modern Education. Pp. 223. Price,

$1.50. New York: Silver, Burdett & Co.

The author has presented an excellent, brief study of the rise of modern
educational doctrine, beginning with Comenius and following with Rousseau,

Pestalozzi. Herbart, Froebel and Horace Mann. Each of these great leaders

in the various fields of educational thought is analyzed and his particular

contribution to education indicated.

There is, of course, nothing new in this order of study. The distinctive

contribution of the author is in the machinery of the book. His methods

of quoting, outlining, question-asking and grouping of material are unique

and should make this book an excellent text for a course in the history of

education.
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Hughe*, E. H. The Teaching . >u*i>. Pp xv. 240. Price, ft 2$,

Boston: W. A. Wilde Company, 1909,

Kauffman, R W. socialism r Pp. J64- Price. $u$. New York:

Moffat. Yard & (

Ths title «>k might well have been "Social

I

tl»e Lay Mind."

It i» the result of a conscious sit- the economi

of socialism. Only occasionally is the author forced to use technical

If. conversational, if not. in places, verbose.

The attitude of the book is one of fairness. While there is little

that Mr Kauffman is a socialist, he attempts to state impartially both

of ea constfeattt one of the most valuable features

l book. For example, in the chapter on "The Point of Departure" the

author shows with clearness how far orthodox political economists and social-

May join hands and just where they must inevitably part company. The
left to decide which way leads to truth.

The book contains the customary chapters on the economic theories

underlying socialism, the Economic Interpretation of History, the Class Strug-

gle. Carl Marx. Socialist Propaganda and the Co-operative Commonwealth
In two appendices are found the Communistic Manifesto and Socialist Plat-

form, Preamble and Declaration of Principles for 190&

Keeling, F. The Labour Exchange in Relation to Boy and Girl Labour, Pp.

'. Price, 6d. London: P. S. King & Son, 1910.

American social workers are under obligations to the writer of this brief

account of the English and German attempts to make children's early working

years worth something to them. In the blind alley character of the work

which most boys and girls now enter as soon as the law allows Mr. Keeling

finds an explanation of the adult "unemployment, underemployment, and in-

capacity for employment." which the Poor Law Commission's Reports reveal

Some steps have been taken in America toward controlling a boy's

ass future's sake—the late Professor Parsons' vocational bureau in

the children's employment agencies recently started by the Cleveland

Philadelphia Consumers' Leagues, and the semi-public movement to a

end now shaping itself in connection with the New York City public

but it will he a surprise to most readers to learn from Mr. Kccling's

and admirably written little book of the large number of such enterprises in

Great Britain and of the success which some of them seem to have attained.

They have recognized, more clearly than we so far. that the problem is three-

fold. First, the private organization or the school board, as the case may
be. "must assist boys and girls to choose 1 Secondly, it must assist

to And u-ork of a suitable kind. Thirdly, it rmtst assist in the super-

vision of the boy or girl, when placed, with a view to his or her further edu-

cation, both technical and humanistic." Private committees have taken the

lead in this work and for the guidance of their salaried workers and others

a series of hand-books has been published on the trades which boys or girls

may enter. The London County Council and the Glasgow School Board.
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co-operating with such organizations, have purchased several thousand of

these books for the use of their head teachers.

King, H. C. The Ethics of Jesus. Pp. xii, 293. Price. $1.00. New York:
Macmillan Company. 191a

King, I. The Development of Religion. Pp. xxiii, 371. Price, $175. New
York: Macmillan Comp.

La Monte, R. R., and Mencken, H. L. Men vs. the Man. Pp. 252. I

$1.35. New York: Henry Holt & Co., 1910.

In this volume we have the publication of an interesting series of letters

which passed between K. K. La Monte, editor of the New York "Daily Call"

(Socialist), and H. L. Mencken, editor of the Baltimore "Sun," dealing with

the general subject of Socialism. Mencken, the individualist and ardent fol-

lower of Nietzsche, most skillfully attacks the arguments of La Monte, the

Socialist, and shows a surprisingly thorough grasp not only of his own, but

also of his opponent's philosophy. Mr. La Monte's portion of the corre-

spondence is marred by too frequent and too lengthy quotations from various

socialist and sociological works. There is nothing new either as regards

fact or theory in the volume, but it is nevertheless an interesting contribu-

tion as it shows how variously the accepted facts and theories appeal to

these two men of radically different philosophies.

Lane, C. B. Business of Dairying. Pp. viii, 234. Price, $1.25. New York:
Doubleday, Page & Co., 191 o.

This volume is a manual of daily practice for the dairyman. Every phase

of the subject, from the treatment of the soil on which the feed is grown,

to the advertisement and sale of the dairy product is treated. Much space

is given to the practice of "soiling" cattle, that is, cutting and hauling green

forage rather than allowing the cattle the free range of a pasture. In accord

with most experiment station men the author uncompromisingly urges the

adoption of this system. This is emphatically a business volume, the finan-

cial estimates of profit and cost are conservative. It is, withal a safe

guide for an adventure in commercial dairying. He points out again the ease

with which germinal variations can be induced and warns breeders against

being lulled into carelessness by the dictum of non-transmissibility of post

embryonic modifications.

Laprade, W. T. England and the French Revolution. Pp. 232. Baltimore:

Johns Hopkins Press, 1909.

Llndtey, Ben B. t and O'Higgins, H. J. The Beast. Pp. xiv, 340. Price,

$1.50. New York: Doubleday, Page & Co., 1910.

Fragmentary news items have suggested to the public the struggle which was

progressing in Colorado between the judge of the juvenile court and the

agents of corporate power. These stray news items are now authenticated

by this publication of the full history of the war between a small group of

men and women, aiming to improve civic affairs, and the financial powers
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which dominate Colorado'! industrial and political machinery. The story is a

stirring and \ital one, but. at the mum turn turkable for its absence

^cntimcntalism 1 here arc nc.thcr high sounding phrases, nor

a rough! passages. Judge Lindsey has told in plain, unvarnished phrases

the truth abOQfl his tight for good government and "a decent city (or decent

Court records occupy a leading place in the story and the statements

igh the book are founded upon the mott unimpeachable evidence.

In magazine articles and speeches, and now in book form. Judge T indmy
has striven to convince the American people that a life and death struggle

<u the Beast" and public welfare is being waged He has stated the

history of the corporation-dominated politics of Colorado and Denver in a

way that deserves the admiration of every American, and he has designated

Methods of attack upon anti-social monoply which may be followed with

infinite advantage by every American state and municipality.

Marriott, C. How Americans Are Governed in Nation, State and City. Pp.

k Harper Bros., 191a

•nment as a live subject is a thing in sharp contrast to government as

an organization of powers. The author leads us far indeed from the "Civil

Government" with which most of us were familiar in our school days. We
are not told only that "the Senate represents the states" and "the President

is chosen by the college of electors." but an attempt is made to show how the

intent of the fathers in these and many other ways has been modified by our

present da The treatment is elementary—as is to be expected

in a book which covers nation, state and city in three hundred

the viewpoint is excellent. The style is suited to secondary

Mill, J 8. PrtUCt>fof of Political Economy Pp. liii, ioij. Price. $1 5a

New York: Longmans. Green & Co, 1909.

This edition makes Mill's Political Economy accessible to every student in a

single volume. The text is that of the seventh edition. In cases where Mill

himself publicly abandoned an important doctrine, an excerpt from his later

in the appendix. ^es Fund and Socialism. We ire

indebted to Professor Ashley for giving references in the appendix to

* who have discussed controversial topics in Mill's treatise since his

ts especially useful because it indicates in the notes all

significant changes or additions made by Mill in the successive editions.

Much light is thus thrown upon the development of Mill's own thought, and

the text in its final form becomes more valuable to those who are seriously

! in understanding the great economist of the classical

Moore. J H. The New Ethics. Pp. 216. Price. $i.oa Chicago: Samuel A.

Bloch. 1909.

The New is a plea for vegetarianism founded on humanitarian and

arguments. If etl < logical, it must include all student

Present ethics is <! to regard feeling animals as

having any place in the ethical realm Millions of animals every year are
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slaughtered and millions more arc l>a<IIy treated by man in his intended

pursuit of happiness and welfare. In reality the author contends m<

not a desirable element m human diet, first, because the human digestive

is intended for vegetables rather than for meat; second, because the

nutritive value of many vegetables is as high or higher than the nutritive

value oi the meat . ami third, became «'f the relative i lieapncss of a vegetarian

diet. Animal wcll-licing can be assured, human happiness can be increased

and health and longevity guaranteed through use of Nature's diet. The.

author's plea is strong, and while a little hysterical at times, is on the whole,

well presented.

O'Shea, M. V. Social Development and Education. Pp. xiv, 561. Trice,

$2.00. Boston: Houghton, Mifflin Company, 1909.

Palmer, F. Central America and Its Problems. Pp. xiv. 347, Price, $2.50.

New York : Moffat, Yard & Co.. 1910.

Phillips, J. B. Freight Rates and Manufactures in Colorado, Pp. 62. Price,

75 cents. Boulder: University of Colorado, 1909.

Post, Louis F. Social Sen ice. Pp. vii, 361. Price, $1.00. New York: A.

els Company, 1909.

A splendid, theoretical basis for social activity is presented in "Social

Service." Mr. Post begins with an analysis of the mechanism of Social

Service, money, exchange, demand and supply, competition, trading, circles

of trade, credits, accounting, and other like elements of social mechanism.

These discussions are followed by an analysis of the derangements of the

mechanism of Social Service due to monopoly in various forms. A faulty

system of taxation is viewed as a big factor in causing this derangement.

The remainder of the book is devoted to an analysis of feudalism, capitalism,

capitalistic production and a contrast between the work of Karl Marx and

Henry (Jcorge. As a remedy for the derangements of the Social Service

mechanism, the author proposes the single tax, differentiating individualized

or artificial capital and socialized or natural capital.

The book is clearly written and the thinking is fundamental ; the

analyses are illuminating and the style interesting and attractive. Few more

successful attempts have been made to express in popular form the doctrines

of single tax, and whatever the views of the partisans of other social theories,

they have seldom been more clearly expressed.

Quick, H. Inland Waterways. Pp. xx, 241. Price, $3.50. New York: G. P.

Putnam's Sons, 1909.

Ritchie, J. W. Primer of Sanitation. Pp. vi, 200. Price, 50 cents. Yonkers,

N. Y. : World Book Company, 1910.

The object of education is complete living, and there is no more vital influ-

ence in complete living than that provided by sanitation. Professor Ritchie

has supplied a long-felt want by writing in simple language the facts discov-

ered and applied by modern sanitarians. The material contained in this book

should find a place in every school curriculum.
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81 ib urn. P. A. The Colomes and Imperial Defence. Pp. vii, j6a Price, 6*
London: Longman*, Green ft Co., 1909.

Sea power is the secret of English greatness. A conscious policy must be

adoptr! !•> uhuli the u*\y shall be kept pre-eminent, and
army strengthened if England is to maintain her prea

world powers. This is Mr Silbttrn's thesis, lie devotes the first portion

of the book to a detail. of the British possessions and the present

means of their defence. 1 he later chapters outline his plan for an imperial

council of defence. I he navy it is asserted should continue under direct

contr (had I he army does not need such centralization. Some
interesting details are given concerning England's food supply in time of war.

yellow peril appears occasionally. To guard against national dangers

a plan of progressive political federation should be adopted. This will give

the colonies the training necessary for harmonious imperial co-operation A
cogent argument in favor of the federation of South Africa—the district

from which the author writes—shows an ambition now realized. Impartiality

can hardly be claimed for the volume. Moreover, many historical and

geographical statements, especially those referring to America, are often

inaccurate. Burgoyne, for example, assembled his forces "on the west tide

of Lake Champlain with the object of marching south by way of the lakes,

thence along the banks of the Hudson River." A detailed description of the

campaign follows, but no mention is made of St. Leger's forces. The leader

<- expedition uhi h was to move up the Hudson is given as Ointon

instead of Howe. Howe is said to have been on the ocean at the time of the

Battle of Germantown.

Spears, J. R. The Story of the American Merchant Marine. Pp. vii. jao.

fee, $1.50. New York: Macmillan Company, 191a

This book had better been called "Stories of the American Merchant Mar

There seems to be some influence in marine information which

ither than t<» develop the systematic ideas

produce orderly chapters and well-arranged books. The performance of

captains and ships, details of engines, and hulls have

re including Mr. Spears. Nevertheless he has read much good material,

and has in his book many interesting and useful facts and possibly some

rial ideas which are of value to those who have occasion to make use

of better knowledge concerning maritime affairs It is. however, not a study

of either transportation or traffic

Sullivan. J. J. American Business Law. Pp. xxi. 433- Price, $1.50. New
1009,

This is a handbook of the business law of the country at large;

yet comprehend laminating, readable and interesting,

and helpful. To one acquainted with Mr Sullivan's "Pennsy lvania

Law" thi* I •• a decided acquisition, covering a

the field of the United States and not a single commonwealth, as does its

predecessor. The volume is divided into several books, the first of which
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deals with contracts in general; the second with agency, partnerships and

corporations; the third with property, both real and personal; the fourth

suretyship, guaranty and insurance; and the fifth with the estates of

decedents.

With increasing force it is borne upon tin layman ot mat he

should be thoroughly informed on the legal principles which underlie ordinary

business transactions and arc involved in the more complex business rela-

tionships of modern life. To such a one "American Business Law" tills a

long-felt want, with its clear, full, comprehensive treatment of those legal

questions, for the answers to which dependence was formerly placed on the

lawyer, whose assistance would not have been required if a more intelligent

knowledge of legal rights and obligations had been current in the business

community.

In addition to a clear elucidation of the legal principles treated, the

author has illustrated the text with numerous legal forms, applicable to the

subject under discussion. The text is further supplemented by lists of ques-

tions which arc appended to each chapter.

Talbert, E. L. The Dualism of Fact and Idea in Its Social Implications.

Pp. 52. Price, 53 cents. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1910.

This monograph endeavors to apply the canons of modern constructive logic

to the consideration of social problems. The point is made that no purely

deductive social theory, nor none based primarily on the contrasts in a single

group, however large, can long be valid without correction by appeal to the

evolving facts. The professional and occupational ideals are compared. The
former, as in Hegel, is taken as embodying an over emphasis on the "Idea,"

the latter, as in Karl Marx, as embodying an over emphasis on the "Facts" in

social evolution. Attempt is made to show the effect of the interaction of

"Fact" and "Idea" on the Marxian Theory by citing the successive positions

taken by leaders in the socialistic propaganda. The Trade Agreement, the

Consumer's Label, and finally the Social Settlement are considered as symp

toms, and the latter also as a vehicle for the interaction of "Fact" and "Idea"

in modern social relations.

Underwood, H. G. The Religions of Eastern Asia. Pp. ix, 267. Price, $1.50.

New York: Macmillan Company, 1910.

Veiller, L. Housing Reform. Pp. xii. 213. Price, $1.25. New York: Chari-

ties Publication Committee, 1910.

The author has outlined a working basis for those seeking to secure housing

legislation. The opening pages set forth the hopelessness of adequate tene-

ment house reform, while the latter part of the book contains a model housing

law. Aside from this fundamental contradiction, the book is essentially

weak because of the absence of a fact basis for its arguments, and because

of the numerous faulty arguments which it contains. Nowhere, except in

the opening chapter, arc facts presented to bear out the statements made, and

some of the arguments are contradictory. For example, on pages eighty-one
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\ after showing that the municipality would be hopelessly

inefficient in the construct i..n »i tenements, the author states that if private

•
. compete with thii inefficient municipality, pr

enterprise would shortly be dl B the field and the municipality would

m bear the entire hurd- rnent building, which proves that

muni< tuents would be undesiraMc. Again, on page twenty, the

at insanitary houses should be destroyed if another mistaken

l>e lief." whereas on page thirty- two he states that the only way that the evils

iigettion can be remedied is by "tearing down large areas and rebuilding,

•he precedents establi*! Underlying the

whole book is a hopeless doctrine of retaliation to present housing condi-

tions. The pleas for the landlord are virile and strong, while his assertions

r rights of tenants and community are hesitating and weak.'

Warren. G F \ ments of Agriculture. Pp. xxii. 434- Price. $l.ia New
. millan Company, 1900,

lhi> book is the forerunner of many others that will be written in the great

•pment of education for farm life which now seems imminent It is

worth buying inertly t<» rttd the preface, and it should be examined by all

persons interested in the teaching of science in secondary schools which

ire the students for life rather than the artificiality of a college exami-

nation.

The purpose of the book is "to make the teaching of agriculture in the

"K high schools comparable in extent and thoroughness with the teaching

of physics, mathematics, history and literature. The primary purpose of

Iturt i^ not to make farmers— it is a human interest subject.

underlying reason why such teaching is desirable is because it brings

the schools in touch with the home life—the daily life of the community. A
large part of our teaching has had no relation whatever to our daily lives.

It is not desirable to make farmers of farmers' sons, or lawyers of

erg
1
sons. . . While it is not desirable to make farmers, it does teem

P unmaking th<

the end of the chapters are many interesting and suggestive exercises

h can be followed with little expense in any community, and the book

probably affords the best available opportunity at present to teach the average

child useful, mentally stimulating, and broadening science

Welsford. J. W. / ; .. strength of England. Pp xviii. tfa. Pr New
HHlwina, (ireen & Co., 1910.

Wicksteed. P. H. The Common Sense of Political Economy. Pp. xi. 702.

. $450- N <omillan Company. 191a

William*. 8. C. The Economics of Railway Transport. Pp. x. jrA Price,

Mai millan Company, 1909.

Willis. J C ulture in the Trof 222. Price. $a.oa New
York: G. P. Putnam's Sons. 1909.

The book to four parts, each of which deals with a definite

^Contributed by Scott Ncortne.
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aspect of agriculture in the tropics. In the first part the conditions of land,

soil, climate. lal*>r, transportation and other so-called preliminaries to agri-

culture are discussed briefly. The more important second part, comprising

about half the volume, considers in order the chief crops of the tr

especially with respect to the factors determining the distribution of the

crops. The third part presents a \cry instructive discussion of agricultural

ns and practices, as village agriculture, plantation systems, the question

of financing crops and like topics. The last part of the book outlines briefly

definite agricultural policies for the promotion of agriculture in the tropics.

The book is not a manual of technical value, but it is a book, pfetenting
in small compass and plain terms, a great fund of valuable information

concerning vital subject. It may be claimed in criticism that the

author, as director of the Royal Botanic Gardens in Ceylon, has been led to

ninencc to the agriculture of Ceylon and of India, representing

but a small part of the tropics. At the same time, however, it is only just

to recognize the fact that the value of the general principles presented is not

lessened thereby. As a readable and suggestive treatise for general use the

book has no equal.

KF.VIKWS.

Boyce, Sir Robert. Mosquito or Man. Pp. xvi, 267. Price, $3.50. New
York: E. P. Dutton & Co., 1909.

This book is a summary of the movement to free the tropical world

from its endemic diseases through the application of sanitary and medical

science. The position of the author as Dean of the Liverpool School of

Tropical Medicine, the leading institution of its kind in the world, is sufficient

guarantee of the thoroughness and reliability of the work.

In the first part of the book the author begins with the origin of the

tropical medicine movement and the stages of progress leading up to the

present attitude in regard to practical sanitation in the tropics. Following

these introductory chapters about one-third of the volume is devoted to the

mosquito problem and its relation to the two scourges of the tropics, malaria

and yellow fever. Both of these subjects are discussed from the pathological

standpoint, with notice of the research by various investigators, and sum-

maries of the methods employed and results obtained in the campaigns

against the diseases in various tropical countries. Thus a good deal of

attention is given the very important advances made by American m
men and sanitary engineers in Cuba and the Canal Zone. A large number
of striking pictures illustrate the conditions which have to be met, and the

way it is done.

The second part of the book is devoted to a briefer survey of various

diseases more or less typical of tropical regions, as sleeping sickness,

anaemia. Malta fever, plague and the like. An appendix includes a mass of

valuable information concerning ordinances, laws, etc., relating to stagnant
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, mosquitoes, fever, rats and other important matters in the

The book it a mott valuable contribution to the literature dealing with

tropical problems, and to simply and clearly presented that even the mott
nical paru tic srfeMfl the comprehension of any average rca<!

rea S. Town.
nsylvania.

Chadwick, F. E. The Relations of the V* t with Spain. Pp. 61a
.. $4.00. New York: Charles Scribncr's Sons, 191a

Admiral < I l>ook brings together in a form attractive to the general

nited States to a country which during the coarse

re lias sunk from the rank of a first to that of a third class

specially in the first part of the book great freedom is used in

mate end are discussed in detail which have only a sec-

bearing on the relations of the United States and Spain. The dis-

cussion of this early period, however, is the most interesting part of the

work. The unfriendly attitude of Spain during tl virion

and the q of the United States, especially during the

of Jefferson and Monroe, arc interestingly and accurately

The relations leading up to the cession of Florida, especially the

• la dispute, are discussed clearly and well.

A brief review of the less important period from 1821 to 1850 is then

\ed by a detailed study of Cuban affairs, which forms the greater part

of the work. The materials used in these chapters are to a greater extent

the sources than in the first part of the book. The discussions are at times

in, but this cm hardly help but be the case when a review of the dreary

length of the Cuban insurrections is attempted. There are numerous long

tions from the official documents. One cannot help feeling that the

work would have been improved if it had not been so largely written with

the shears.

The author finds little
I e in the attitude of the United States

government throughout both the first and second Cuban wars for tndepend-

11 also that the Spanish military operations in

misjudged and that General V pecially was
(s of the insurgents, on the other hand, are held to

been unjustilia' >n the plea of military necessity. The work closes

with a discussion of the circumstances of the declaration of war.

CucsTca Lloyd Joirgt.

.'.v of Pennsylvania.

Curt. n. j.
I

/ ...... • , Southern Siberia. Pp. J 10 Mot, $3.00 Boston:

rown ft Co., 1909.

This posthumous volume, dealing with the customs, religion, folk-lore and

myths of the Burtats, stands as a companion volume to the earlier
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The Mongols: AH: -1 "I lie Mongols in Russia," and is an

important contribution t«» the literature dealing with the Mongol peoples.

The Burials, the nott ImpOfUnl group of Mongols surviving to-day,

inhabit the region sbotll 1-akc Baikal. It was through this region that the

author traveled in the summer of 1900, learning the native language, in

order more easily to understand the people and their life. The first part of

the volume fa to a brief description of the general features of

Siberia, and a more detailed account of the long overland journey in Southern

Siberia. The aspect of the country, the people and their modes of life is set

forth in a most IntoftKing manner. This journey was not without its

difficulties, bar i dangers, bat the results here recorded are worth

the price.

About half the book deals with the customs and life of the Buriats.

particular attention being given to their ceremonials in connection with the

usual four important events, hirth, marriage, sickness and death. The most

striking single item in this discussion of ceremonies is the prominent part

played by the animals of the flocks and herds, from which the people gain

their subsistence; another instance of interesting relationship between en-

vironment and ceremonial customs. The latter part of the hook is devoted

to a collection of the folk-lore of the people, which, like all such collections,

makes intensely interesting reading, especially as it is possible to trace ideas

common to the folk tales of various other primitive peoples.

Numerous illustrations, notes and a map add to the value of a volume

which called for extraordinary ability on the part of the author in the

collection of the necessary material.

Walter S. Tower.

University of Pennsylvania.

Elliott, E. G. The Biographical Story of the Constitution. Pp. xi, 400. New
York: G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1910.

This book undertakes to show the interpretation and development of the

Constitution of the United States through the lives, opinions and actions of a

number of the most conspicuous leaders in American public life. It includes

a general chapter on the "fathers," discussing the work of the Constitutional

< ntion of 1787. and successive chapters on Alexander Hamilton, James

n, Thomas Jefferson, James Madison. John Marshall, Andrew Jackson,

Daniel Webster, John C. Calhoun, Abraham Lincoln, Thaddeus Stevens and

Theodore Roosevelt. An appendix reprints a number of important documents

bearing on constitutional questions.

As indicated in the preface, the work does not attempt a detailed

a of judicial decisions, and the author recognizes the difficulties of his

method, in tending to overemphasize the part of certain men and of slighting

economic and social forces. But, on the whole, the book gives a satisfactory

account of the main features of our constitutional history, from a decidedly

nationalistic point of view, especially in regard to the period of reconstruction

;
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and a special word of commendation \% due for emphasising the influence of

lioo. One imp .e absence of any account of Hem

>

Clay and 1 More UffcwM it the failure to diacuaa the developments

that <>f k-H at to the

influence nth amendment and its jnd ation. the

-f the national government, or the do line of the Spoilt

syste; i«ftociate the»e developments with

parti. lit; hut the moil salient feature* could have been brought
1M with 1 aft Judge Harlan, John Sherman, V.

Allison ai

Johm A Faiklul

C/m.

I
D jmd Industrial Conditions in the S'orth During the

York : Macmillan Company. 191a

It lifted to lie the fashion
|

-

ic Civil War to tlcvote practically

all their space to military events, with occasional references K> |
With

paatsnf j
and more attention is now being given to cccmomir

and social conditions and less to military activity Mr 1 He's book will help

the futur< in making this readjustment, for he has not only shown
that the whole energy of the North was i try affairs, but

a as hardly checked and thar || changes

taldag place wbtch were aim tionary in dfcaractCT. In agncul-

tvements were being made and the pi of the staple crops

was increasing. The Confederacy had counted on itr from England

because of her interest in cotton. Dr 1'ite thinks that Northern wheat

>ted this intCI The railroads enjoyed great profits from an
the and were beginning the system of consolidation

and absorption which plays such an important part in modern life. War
tame manufacturing was enormously active in consequence of the raising

of th duties and the increasing demand occasioned by wasteful war.

The cutting off of Southern trade changed some of the currents of commerce.

but hardly altered their volume. One is surprised to learn that the states

virtually taxing interstate trade by tonnage and transit duties levied

on the railroads When it was proposed for Congress to exercise its power
to regulate interstate commerce in a particular instance New Jersey pro-

Dr. Fite has made a large use of source material and for the most part

appears to have used it well. However, had he investigated a little fur*

using the census of i860, he might not have accepted the popular view that

the South was far behind the North in the matter of all kind* of education.

Senator Blair long ago pointed out that the South in i860 had a greater

proportion of < dents than the North In fortunately, she was not

doing so well for primary education.

David Y. Thomas.
I'nittrsilx of Arkat
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Godoy,.Jo*e F. PoHhic 0/ Mexico. Pp. xii, 253- Price,

$2.00. N< main's Sons, 1910.

At I mm- wlnn so many 111 :e being circulated with rcf<

t-> M< .id a book which is written with a due sense of

prop*-! nc who has had an opportunity tO study eionouu.
: conditions in Mexico lias been impressed with the enormous difhcul-

-nfronting the country owing to the fact that at least ninety per cent

of the population is Indian, and that the present government has fallen heir

Its of the long period of neglect ami opprtnioil which characto

the Spanish colonial system. Anyone who has gi\< - study to the

aihninistration of public affairs in Mexico during the last twenty live years

cannot help lust he impressed not only with the economic advance of the

country, hut with the great effort that has been made with limited resources

to raise the level of the mass of the population. In a country covering so

large an area, sparsely settled, and with a population in which the desire for

education must be inculcated, it is a matter of surprise to everyone how much
has been done.

The value of Mr. Godoy's book is in the dispassionate presentation of

the record of accomplishment. It is a matter of special importance that we
in the United States should realize clearly that the conditions so sensationally

rth in newspapers and magazines are not characteristic of Mexico as

a whole; just as the existence of peonage in the southern states is no true

indication of social conditions in the United States. This work will con-

tribute in no small measure toward overcoming the unfavorable comments
on Mexican conditions which have recently been so numerous and wide-

spread.

L. S. Rowe.

University of Pennsylvania.

Hall, T. C Social Solutions in the Light of Christian Ethics. Pp. 390.

Price, $1.50. New York: Eaton & Mains, 1910.

Without regard to confessional interests no student of society can afford to

be ignorant of the social teachings of Jesus and Paul. It is therefore a

matter of congratulation that Professor Hall voluntarily becomes the teacher

of a wider group than those fortunate enough to sit under his personal in-

struction. As the author points out, "the various chapters divide themselves

readily into three groups: those dealing with a transformation of society

with the emphasis on the individual ; those dealing with an equally radical

transformation of society with the emphasis on the group; then follow chap-

ters upon schemes for social amelioration without radical departure from

the present social order."

In the whole discussion the effort is made accurately to present the

"ethical outlook of Jesus and Paul" and then to interpret in the midst of

twentieth century conditions and problems the logical attitude of "the Chris-
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vx-tally thinking man" The large variety of topics fretted in the thirty-

if a Selected Bibliography of great nine to

the student, reveal* 1 the t»readih o4 lOOpi •-- which the

kit principle*, but a* well the poi»e and balance of a trained and
mind i ankly propagandist in purpoae

fairness 1 liook Mill ghr*. n < HUM
lion to thr student. sanity to the reformer, tad m*piration to the Church.

ristian social litcrat

J P. LicBTUfagaogg,

University of I'ennsyh

Seligman, E. R. A. The Shifting and Incidence of Taxation 1 Pp.

Price, $j.oa Nc rete,

iigman '» \er>- scholarly work on
>n makes , al part of tome writer* omitted

in previous edit ides a fuller discussion of taxes on agricultural land,

alao of urban real estate, brings in new material on mortgage taxation, and

introduce* a discussion of stock and produce exchange taxes.

Its of the New York investigation of 1906 into the reflection of

mortgage taxes in interest rates are clearly and concisely given; also the

results of the effect of local and economic conditions on the

tion of the shit the mortgage tax, as indicated in the

madt tttor T. S. Adams in Wisconsin and neighboring states (pp.

X15-J6). The author shows clearly the tendency of produce and stock ex-

change taxes to reflect themselves in the values of produce and of stocks

(PP JM
It nielli be suggested that practical convenience had something to do

tr companies to pay the one-cent tax on parlor

of shifting it to the passenger, and that the same factor

played some part in inducing the telephone companies in the

face of a one-cent tax to reduce fifteen-cent messages to ten cents (pp. jflb-3l).

•I be made of the clearness with which the author how

I

the place of economic friction in taxation, and also both the value of the

doctn e and its limitation*, as an aid to. but not as a subst itute
for the necessary study of economic justice,

Raymond V. Phu-ax
net tity of Minnesota.

thacMtton. E. H. The Heart of the Antarctic 2 vols. Pp. lxx, 8t; Price,

$1000 Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott Company. 1000,

These volumes are the record of the British expedition in the years 1007 to

toon* daring which the British flag was planted within about one hsaidred

geographical nv South Pole. That the pol< at not reached

was due to the lack of provisions necessary for the further advance, as
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the party turned back it was a question of return or starve to death. In

even as i: us averted only by devouring the flesh of

ponies which had died during the advance and lay along the return

I'nder the ciltlMMl crcfore, there arc goo s for confident

expectations that the work of Shackleton's expedition paved the way for

the attainment of the South Pole.

The first of the two volumes is devoted to the narrative account of the

expedition from the inception of the idea to the return of the party from

the point South." In many respects the incidents recorded are not

unlike those associated with other polar expeditions, with Outfitting, winter

quarters, storms, hardships and narrow etcapet, varied only l>y the personal

items and lesser detail. Yet despite the similarities, the author has written

his narrative with such charm of simplicity and vividness of impression as

to make every sentence interesting. The whole-souled generosity evident

in the unstinted praise of the work of different members of the party shows

that it was truly an exploring expedition, and not a group of assistants

gathered for the single purpose of furthering the glory of the leader. As an

organizer, leader and explorer the author has set a high standard.

The second volume is devoted mainly to the work incidental to the dis-

covery of the south magnetic pole by Professor David and his party, and to

the summaries of the scientific results of the expedition. Different chapters

deal with geological investigations, biology, meteorology and the like, each

section representing the work of one part of the expedition, in which as a

whole the question of reaching the pole seems to have been an entirely sec-

ondary consideration, rather than the sole object sought. As indicative of

the value and interest of the scientific result might be cited the facts that

the lowest temperature was less than 60 degrees below zero, and that the

average annual snowfall does not equal ten inches of rain. These scientific

summaries are necessarily more technical than is the narrative in the first

volume, but as a whole they are simple enough for the lay reader.

The many illustrations, particularly the sketches in color, are superb and

reflect rare credit both on the artist of the expedition and on the publishers

who have reproduced them so excellently,

Walter S. Tower.

University of Pennsylvania.

Smith, 8. G. Religion in the .\faking. Pp. vii, 253. Price, $1.25. New York:

Macmillan Company. 1910.

Foster, George B. The Function of Religion in Man's Struggle for

Existence. Pp. xi, 293. Price, $1.10. Chicago: University of Chicago

Press, 1909.

All wise friends of religion and its institutions know that from time to time

man has been compelled in the interests of new truth, or new realization of

truth as one prefers, to restate his conceptions. It is increasingly evident that

the developments of the last century are making restatements necessary to-

day. It is a strange and strained condition when on all sides one finds
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evidences of the growth of the religious spirit, evidenced by the

of social 4t the Mine time sharp and severe criticism of the

and open 1 creeds.

mutton is recognized by the two authors whose hooks are

otiftidcrcd Both of them admit that something needs to be

agree that all document* and institutions must submit to the

searching criticism, that I .!. that human welfare it the aim.

Intellectually 111 k« ncral accord, in method they < ffer.

Smith has long been pa pie's Ch d and

!<-r in the philanthropies of the state as well as a teacher at thr

Minnesota. There he has conducted a class in "Biblical Sociology"

and from this course comes the material in the book.

• 1 is historical Dr. Smith, using all the result* of modem
endeavors to reconstruct the reJigi ? the Israelites

in order that we may understand our own indebtedness to them. The sub-

utter is grouped under The Development of the Idea of God; Sacred

ns. Places, Services, Objects, Days Only biblical references are given

so the text is unbroken. Then comes a chapter on the "Hebrew Conception

of Si shows the "change from what is essentially a ritual of

inch becomes an experience of righteousness** In the last

chapt< Itant Conclusions." Dr. Smith makes plain his belief that

ea of one God is the most important in history; that his own interest

l>het rather than the priest. Essentially conservative but fair.

I ilumc should be of help in promoting a study of the Bible that is more
than the usual effort to prove established faiths No better book can be

found for a students' Bible class A real service has thus been rendered by the

1 he greatest defect is probably a great lack of sense of proportion
in sttention given the various subjects

The second volume comes from the pen of the professor of philosophy

Kion in the I imcrsity of Chicago. The full title is The Function of

Religion in Man's Struggle for Existence" and the text is an enlargement

of an a«V n in August, 1008. at the I'niversity of California.

This volume is for those who in doubt are hungering and thirsting for

truth. To one whose ideas are fixed it can only be revolutionary, to those

whose doubt has settled in firm scepticism it will be too reactionary. The
conser he book as extremely dangerous and so it

will be to his own peace of mind. To the rexiewer it is one of the

•t year*. At times altogether too excursive as

tion of details, the author ranges over a vast field of humar

discusses this experience in an illuminating way. The casual student will

hardly keep up with the leader I rrent of thought flows steadily:

there are no chapter headings, and no table of contents or index. The vol-

ume is verbose and could be greatly condensed to advantage.

The book begins with a description of the older philosophy with its

conception of substance and manifestation, and religion

natural materialism.** "Humanism prepared the way for .
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The idea of evolution now involves the concept of change and development.

What has been the sphere of religion—is it a revelation of God to man—or
an achievement of man? H< ,ion to be proven? We are coming to

recognize that all knowledge is experimental
—

"a man creates uh.ttrwr con-

cepts and principles he may Med" . . . to the same ends were gods

created." "The traditional foundations are sapped.*' hut man is audi that

religion and God are essential. Hence no need to fear that he will abandon

God
Religion has passed these many stages; has been used to maintain vari-

ous regimes. Doubt has caused trouble but made possible progress. To-day

as well as at any time in the past we must trust the spirit of God to lead us

to all truth. "Authority is made for freedom and not freedom for authority
."

"Religion is the conviction of the achievability of universally valid satisfac-

tion of the human personal it

The church no longer holds its old monopoly. Her weakness to-day

is not the result of hostile attacks. "Her critics are her friends." The
difficulty is that "the spiritual values of the people are conserved and nur-

tured by other agencies than the church." The self-preservation attitude of

the ecclesiastic is fatal. The church must be revitalized not by the so-calK 1

institutional method of practical activity. The church has a natural, specific

activity—the bringing of men into association so that, as Paul puts it, "you

and I may find encouragement in each other's faith." In this field the church

should be in sole possession. This function is hers. Through faith in the

present, through study of the faith of the past we shall learn "the great

eternal book of life for the living."

Those who hesitate for this faith or fear for religion will do well to

avoid this book. Yet it is essentially constructive, not destructive. We need

more such books, for the questions of to-day cannot be answered in the words

of the older philosophy.

Carl Kelsey.

University of Pennsylvania.

Van Dyke, Henry. The Spirit of America. Pp. xv. 276. Price, $1.50. New
York: Macmillan Company, 1910.

The seven lectures contained in this volume were delivered at the University

of Paris, on the Hyde Foundation. The material was prepared with special

reference to a French audience, and the purpose "was to promote an intelligent

sympathy between France and the United States." Its chief interest for

American readers will be found in its clear and interesting presentation of

familiar facts and ideas "that seem vital, significant and creative in the life

and character of the American people."

In the first lecture the author warns his audience against false impres-

sions received from Americans travelling abroad. In the traveller, away

from the environment which has made him what he is, and which he has

helped to mould, one may observe characteristics but not character. Amid
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all the concourse* of world tra\rl wr hjiJi im the national person-

gland or France or America. U exported The soul of

a people Hees at h i Amerka
"as t

I States.**

regards "as the

essen' u which cuter into thr | America—se!t

fair play, will power, the \ital energy of nature which

1 order, and social co-

operate .11"
i 1: ill Dyke shows how the soul of the people hat

and in sot

After aeriea from the

t days, in chapter V the author strikes the significant note of change

1 life—the growing tendency toward co-operation which

modifies but does 11 the old spirit ! lalism and which makes

possil al of opportunity and fair play in the

-•in piex life of to-day.

Robot E. C haddock.

Wines, F. H. Punishment and Reformation. Pp. xv, 587. Price, $175. New
1910.

ient upon the popular appreciation of this volume to state

that t urged Edition (not "Revised" as advertised in a circular

c company) is the ninth edition. Few works of so technical a char-

have been so widely read. The "New" and ••Enlarged** portions

1 preface and an appendix containing two

<»scs. the first, a paper read before the National Conference of Ou-
and ( ne, 1904, on "The Treatment of the

the sec«> say prepared for the International Congress of

Ci and Arts at St. Louis, Mo.. September. 1904, subject, "The

The book treats in a masterly manner the development and history of

modern penal methods. The chamber of horrors presented in the chapter

n and Torture is set in wide contrast with the l.Itmra system

and other methods of n the criminal by wise and humane treatment

Both in the beginning and closing chapters of the book, the author di inuse I

modern criminological science and has done much to popularize the point of

e school of criminologists. Perhaps no higher trib I

the anther's views could be paid than to call attention to the

hut the book has | jh its nine editions without the need of a

thorough In the midst of a rapidly developing science, it still

remains a recognized author

J. P. LicHTtxesacsB.

*y of Pen>
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It ii upon the lalw»« enfl that the I lowers

of hum.. in liavc >et their h« 1 hopes. They r«

i lie trade mi t of America i* the I

which bean the braal and -cars of battle

which makes sac; ighl and just

not wrong against which are fas] t<»
j

not I right to which any of our fellows arc en'

ii it i<> not our duty, mission, and work and itrogglc to it

! remain g Ulrigfatcd OT a

will be ample work for the lalx»r moi

hai always been 1 with brutal tyranny

and cruel injustice had t«» suffer that the people

might inum ol u The times in which we now
ion to thai rule. They who arc true to their fel'

true t«» them* evade the duties and reap)

bilities which in i from their advocacy of the cause of the

ised by no matter whom <>r from what source.

II hazard-. The labor movement which is the

•r. and promoter i>i the rights and in: f the

Ik.* carried forward* its r nt opponents

ntrary notwithstanding. We should not. and I not,

rider the rights which we have achieved for t! •

nit the to l>ccome the I ider

ies of their exploit

higher manhood, womanhood, and childltood, a 1

\ hich we have achieved for the

I human rights and liberties which have been
•

table topics, T! it of

maintain and perpetuate

It i I the Igl »ggk
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of the men of labor to throw off some of the hardens which have

been heaped upon them, to abolish BOOM of the W\ hkfa they

have too long borne and to lectirc MOM of tin rights too long

denied. II men must sun they dare speak for die masses

of our country, it nu-n must suffer bt they have raited their

voices to meet the bitter antagonism of sordid greedL which would

grind the children into the dust to coin dollars, and meeting

with the same bitter antagonism that we do in every effort we make

before the courts, before the legislatures of out or before the

Congress of our country, if men must urge this gradual rational

tlopment then they must hear the consequent

In all the history of the American Federation of Labor no

greater Struggle has taken place than that for the preservation and

the maintenance of the right of free press and i: h. Thi-

arose under the injunction proceedings in the case of the Buck's

Stove and Range Company against the American Federation of

Labor in Decemher. 1907. The technicalities of the ca soon

lost sight of in the battle to preserve the great principles of human
liberty which were involved.

The injunction proceedings of the 1 mck's Stove and Range
Company, of St. Louis, M<>.. of which James \V. Van Cleave was

president, against the American Federation of Labor, resolved

themselves into two separate cases; one, the original injunction

issued by Justice Gould, of the Supreme Court of the District of

Columbia; the other, the proceedings for contempt brought against

Vice-President John Mitchell. Secretary Frank Morrison, and my-

self. An appeal was taken by the American Federation of Labor

on both cases. For convenience and an intelligent understanding, a

brief summary of the case is here j^iven.

Owing to the refusal of the Buck's Stove and Range Company,

of St. Louis, to continue the nine-hour workday to the metal polish-

en in its employ and its discrimination against and discharge of

employees because of their membership in the union, and de

efforts to harmonize and adjust the differences existing, the labor

organizations in interest of St. Louis placed the product of the

Buck's Stove and Range Company upon their "We Don't Patronize"

list. Application was made to the American Federation of Labor

at our Minneapolis convention, 1906, to endorse the action of the

workers particularlv interested and place the name of the company

(256)
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upon the "We Don't Patronize" list of th« in Federation of

Labor.

mattef was referral by tbf tion to the executive

»sc of 1 possible, adjust

executive council em
dent rcction indicated. At

ibeequent meeting of the executive council Vice-President

.1 that he had gone t" the limit of his opportuni-

definhely ascertained that any ctL.rt on his part or on the

part of ai fer with Mr. Van (leave upon the subject

utterly fruitless. an<l though some of the then employees

of the Buck*! Stove and Ran >;mv, who might be affected,

mberi <»f the Iron •Mokkrs' Union of North America, of

h Mr. Valentine lent, be could not conscientiously inter-

pose any n to the attitude of the workers and organizations

aggri the full endorsement of the application of our fel-

to place the Buck*! Stove and Range Company upon

n't I'atmni/e" list of the American Federation of

Labor. Thereupon, the executive council unanimously voted to

approve the application.

On December 1

- Mr. \ ive, j>resident of the

and Kange Company, of St Louis, obtained from

Just. the District of Columbia, an injunction against

:i"ii of Labor, the members of the executive

1 I individually, the oflsccri and members

Cal and international unions atViliate.l t«> the Amcr !era-

agents, friends, tympathiiera, or counsel, forbid-

them in an; iblish, print, write, verbally or orally

the fact that the Buck's Stove ami Range Company
was unfair to <»r had any dispute with 01 r that it

was 1 labor. The injunction prohibited the

publ I the company's name upon the "We iVm't Patroni/c"

list of tb< n of Labor, directly or indirectly, and

all v lare. or say that there existed or had

any kind between the company,

American Federation of Labor or any of its affiliated organiza-

tions in any manner wha*

is had before the temporary injunction was issued

usttce GotiM. He declined later to modify it or SO explain its

(as
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terms. On December iSth the court issued the temporary injunc-

tion, it becoming effective December 23d, when the Buck's

•nd Range Company filed its bond, approved by the court. The
temporary injunction was made permanent March B, by

Justice ( tabattgfa, of the same court. It i

Order GsAirrnvo Urjt m nos P

This cause coming on to 1>c heard upon the petition of the complainant

for an injunction pendente lite as prayed in the hill, and the defendants'

return to the rule to show cause issued Upon the- laid petition, having been

argued by the for the respective parties, and duly considered, it is

thereupon by the court, this 18th day of December, A. I). 1907, ordered that

the defendants, The American FederatJoa of Labor, Samuel Gompers, Prank
Morrison, John B. Lennon, James Duncan, John Mitchell, James O'Counell,

Max Morris. Denis A. Hayes. Daniel J. Keet'e, William 1). Huber. Joseph F.

Valentine, Rodney L. Thixton, Clinton O. Buckingham, Herman C. Poppe,

Arthur J. Williams, Samuel R. Cooper and Edward L Hickman, their and

each of their agents, servants, attorneys, confederates, and any and all per-

sons acting in aid of or in conjunction with them or any of them be, and

they hereby are, restrained and enjoined until the final decree in said cause

from conspiring, agreeing or combining in any manner to restrain, obstruct

or destroy the business of the complainant, or to prevent the complainant

from carrying on the same without interference from them or any of them,

and from interfering in any manner with the sale of the product of the

complainant's factory or business by defendants, or by any other person, firm

or corporation, and from declaring or threatening any boycott against the

complainant, or its business, or the product of its factory, or against any

person, firm or corporation engaged in handling or selling the said product,

and from abetting, aiding or assisting in any such boycott, and from printing,

bfUJOg, publishing, or distributing through the mails, or in any other manner

any copies of the "American Federationist," or any other printed or written

newspaper, magazine, circular, letter or other document or instrument what-

soever, which shall contain or in any manner refer to the name of the com-

plainant, its business or its product in the "We Don't Patronize," or the

"Unfair" list of the defendants, or any of them, their agents, servants,

attorneys, confederates, or other person or persons acting in aid of or in

conjunction with them or which contains any reference to the complainant,

its business or product in connection with the term "Unfair" or with the

'We Don't Patronize" list, or with any other phrase, word or words of

similar import, and from publishing or otherwise circulating, whether in

writing or orally, any statement, or notice, of any kind or character whatso-

ever, calling attention of the complainant's customers, or of dealers or trades-

men, or the public, to any boycott against the complainant, its busin«

its product, or that the same are, or were, or have been declared to be

"Unfair" or that it should not be purchased or dealt in or handled by any

dealer, tradesman, or other person whomsoever, or by the public, or any repre-

(258)
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urination or statement of like effect or import, faff the purpose of. or
•miplainant's business, or with the

free and or of coercing or "HhMftg any
:. person, firm or corpo: the public, not to purchase, ute, buy,

trade poneiiinii ranges, beating apparatus, or

of the complainant, and from threatening or intimidating any
person or pcr> tf from buying, selling, or otherwise dealing in

»rough order », directions or
suggestions to committee^ ttaodltkms, officers, agents or others, for the

rinancc of any such acts or threats as hereinabove specified, and from
\ manner whatsover Impeding, »•' lYrtng with or retrain-

ing t .de or commerce, whether in the State of

Misv i «thcr Hates .mil terrl feed States, or else*

and from soliciting, direct ing, unlink', assisting or abetting

us, compel potitiog to do or cause to be done any
things aforesaid

further ordered by the court that this order shall be in full

I binding u\*m the said defendants, and each of them,

and I agents, servants, attorneys, confederates,

and all jwrsons acting in aid of or conjunction with them, upon the service

of a copy thereof upon them or their solicitors or s« B this

cause he complainant shall first execute and file in this cause,

to be approved by the court or one of thc^ justices

n undertaking to make good to the defendants all damage by them

suffered or sustained by reason «»f wrongfully and inequitably suing out this

injunction, and stipulating that the damages may be ascertained in such man-

11 the ju shall direct, and that, on dissolving the

injunction, he may give judgment thereon against the principal and sureties

for said damages in the decree itself dissolving the injunction.

(Signed >

/tut

Upon the author ention of the Amer-

ican Federation of Labor the injunction was taken

art of Appeals of th< oi Columbia, our main con-

tent! that the terms of the injunction Nscrc in violation of

fundamental COMiitUl ht- and guarantees, and that it was.

fore, invalid and void. While this appeal was pending br

urt Mr. Van Gca

\

>ned the court which issued th?

injur resident John Mitchell. Secret

rison and myself guilty «>f contempt of court md to require us to

show car should HOt he punished there?

The court heard argument of on both sides as to

Cher the defendants. Mitchell. Morrison, and I. were Ruilty of

contempt of court While the appeal on the original injunction was

(25
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pending. Justi Ju. on Decembei 8, adjudged us guilty

of contempt of court and imposed sentence of six months, nine

months, and one mprisomnent respectively upon "Mon
Mitchell, and (iomju;

What are th< . Inch Mitchell, Morrison and I are

•need to long terms of imprisonment, and the ignominy of

being classified as criminals? We have dared to defend OUf

stitutional rights as men and ;b citizens, despite the injunction

court which sought to invade the rights of ech and free

i secured to the Anglo-Saxon people centuries ago by M
Charta and clinched by the adoption of the first amendment to the

Constitution of the United States. What, after all. are the grounds

upon which Justice Wright held the defendants guilty of violation

of the terms of the injunction? When the injunction wa

and went into effect, both temporary and permanent, we proposed to

the principles involved before the established legal tribunals.

By instruction of and with authority from the executive council

the name of the Buck's Stove and Range Company was removed

from the "We Don't Patronize" list in the "American Federationi-t."

Vice-President Mitchell, it was alleged, violated the injunction

by allowing certain acts to be performed by the officers of the

American Federation of Labor, and also, that while presiding at a

convention of the United Mine Workers of America, a resohui n.

regularly introduced by a delegate, calling upon the members of

that organization not to bestow their patronage upon the product

of the Buck's Stove and Range Company was submitted by Mr.

Mitchell to the delegates for a vote. Secretary Morrison was

charged substantially with having violated the terms of the injunc-

tion in so far as that he sent, or caused to be sent out copies of the

printed official proceedings of the previous convention of the Amer-

ican Federation of Labor containing officers' and committee reports

and resolutions of the convention relative to the Buck's Stove and

Range Company's injunction and copies of the "American Federa-

tionist" containing similar references, circulars, appeals for funds,

and editorials written by me on the injunction abuse.

The allegations charging me with violating the terms of the

injunction were that I did, or authorized, or directed to be done,

these things : because, by authority of the convention and of the

executive council I sent to our fellow-workers and friends an

(200)
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appeal for fin might -nition to defend

ours* it case invol

because in lecture! and oa the pabtt rm, during the Press*

I made dditfta to the people giving reasons for

the vote as I citi/cn I was to caM . ttdcntial

I discuss the fundamental

]> in the injtsnctiofi pending; bat the entire

abuse of the injunction writ \y. because I published in the

tiNt" the order o! the t to show cause

why \w should not DC punished. | :ipt ol the injunction was

which
] rVright deemed it

impi hold me guilty.

Immediately after Justice Wright declared us guflty of con-

the injunction and imposed the sentencct, notice of appeal

furnish'

On March II, nx>/ trlv four months after Justice

these sent f the injunc-

of the District of t ohtmbia handed

down its decision upon our appeal in the original injur Hut
court e injunction, holding that no

ould be forhidd< pt in furtherance of a "con-

to boycott. The injunction as modified and affirmed by the

•Hows

:

-idjudged, ordered and decreed that the defendant*. Samuel Compere,

!. John H Lennon, James Duncan, John Mitchell. James O'Cbn-

Max Morris, Denis A H id J Kecfc. William l> Huber. Joseph

P. Valentine, Rodney L. Thixton, Clinton O. Buckingham. Herman C Foppe,

Arthur J • Samuel R. Cooper usj I. Hickman, individually

and as representatives of the American Federation of Labor, their and cadi

ints and i . they hereby are. perpetually

restrained and enjoined from conspiring or combining to boycott the busi-

ness or product of complainant, and from threatening or declaring any boycott

against said business or product, and from abetting, aiding or assisting in

any such boycott, and from dire directly threatening, coercing or

-Mating any person or persons whomsoever from buying, selling or other-

plainant* product, and from the roinplsinam. its

business or it PatfM list of

•mplainant's huSHUSS o

and from referring,
either in pru • omplamant. its bu line si

or producr We IWt Patronixc" or in furtherance

of any such boycott
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The COftl of this appeal arc equal'. ppcllaill ami appellee.

Modified and affirmed

The court which handed down this "modified and affirmed"

three jud h of whom delivered an

• •pinion. One justice who concurred in the conclusion gave dif-

It is difficult to read Justice Van < hrsdeTa con-

curring opinion and reconcile it with his conclusion to affirm the

injunction even in modified form. Chief Justice Shop

erosion of the court.

The Court of Appeals did not take any original testimony in

the case, and I am justified in Baying that the judgi mewhat
in error in their estimate <>f the actual facta in relation to the boy-

of the Buck's Stove and Range Company. This is understand-

able from the fact that the American Federation of Labor at no

time entered a detailed defense to the allegations of the Buck's

1 Range Company, although the charges were untrue In

many important particulars. On account of the fundamental issues

of fr< and free Speech, which were involved in the original

injunction, we preferred to stand upon the unconstitutionality of

the injunction rather than obscure this great issue by going into the

details of the original trouble with the Buck's Stove and Range
Company.

It was generally expected that the Court of Appeals of the

District of Columbia would hand down its decision early in October,

1909. Indeed, it was to meet the issue, whatever it might be, that

I was careful to be within the jurisdiction of the court when the

decision would be handed down. The decision was rendered Tues-

day, November 2d—that is, on Election Day throughout the coun-

try. The court stood two to one in affirming Justice Wright's

decision and sentences of one year, nine months, and six months'

imprisonment for "Gompers. Mitchell, and Morrison, respectively,

on the ground that they had violated the terms of Justice Gould's

injunction. Chief Justice Shepard dissented from the decision and

opinion of the court, and declared that Justice Wright's decision

and sentences should be n on the ground that he issued an

order entirely beyond the power vested in him, and that the order

therefore void.

Concretely stated, the decision of the court declares that no

matter whether the injunction of Justice Gould was right or wi

(262)
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valid re compelled to obey. Against that

at least for nn cli, i enter a most emphatic protest When a judge

so far tran> Is authority, and assume* functions ent

r and jttj !>, when I judge will >ct himself

up as the highest authority in the land, invading constitutionally

guar. a hen a judge will go *o far i

n judges of the Court of Appeals

it-It calfcd Upon C his action "uriwarran:

: is the duty «»! the citizen to

tike whatever consequences may ensue*

It is common knowledge that a judge lias issued an injunction

against municipal ot: ling them from performing their

duties in the enactment of laws. Assume that a judge will so far

c an injunction prohibiting a legislature.

f, from enacting laws. Will it be contended that

obedience must follow? Let a judge issue an injunction en-

ing the President of the United States from performing the

- <»f his office. Docs it follow that the Chic! Kxccutivc of

OUT nation imi>t yield obedience, and perhaps thereby fail to per-

the duties of his threat office, to the injury of the people of

the matter involved merely material, or of

icter that time would not destroy, the situation would

be \ Ferent All realize that for the orderly continuance

and d lent of civilized society, obedience to the orders of the

court is necessary, and to that there would be no dissenting voice.

that the v. pie of our country are

- of the situation. They realize that this

attack upon free press and free speech among the workers is only

of the entire withdrawal of tho>c rights

the whole people whenever it might suit the plans of those

• profit by injustice and tyranny, The response of the

masses of the people to the campaign of the American Federation

-titntional rights shows how
tr labor movement is in harmony with the spirit of

«1 the love of justice ami ri^ht which makes a nation great.

The far from ended Eternal vigilance ever was

ill be the price of the liberties of the people. Let no

doubt my great respect for the judfc our country: I have

contV their i no matter what their decision. Still

are human beings and as such liable to err. I say this with

(*
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ci not only to the three justices of the District Court of

Appeals, tat witi. to the judiciary generally.

I repeat thil fact, that the doctrine that the

n must edience to every order of the court, notwith-

ting that order transcends inherent, natural, human rights

nteed by the constitution of our country, is vicious and repug-

nant to Liberty and human freedom, and that it is the duty, the

imperative duty, to protest The history of the human race has

been full of tryanny and the denial to the people of the right of

expn reely by speech or in the press their opinions. After

OUT people established a government they recalled that they had

omitted to safeguard this vital right in framing our constitution.

Therefore, the first amendment to that instrument was that guaran-

teeing the right of freedom of speech and press. That means

something. We do not need this right t<> please those entrusted

with the authority of government. Free press and free speech were

guaranteed that men might feel h iv things that displeased.

Demand for reform coming from the people is generally distasteful

to those entrenched in power and privile:

We must have the right to freely speak and print for the wrongs

that need resistance and cause that needs assistance. There is no

persecution, no injustice, to a great movement but if met in the

right spirit bears its harvest of good. In this case the tremendous

popular indignation at the attempt to abolish the right of free press

and free speech brings our union members into closer relations

and more in sympathy with each other throughout the country, and,

more than that, it brings to the
1

attention of the people as a whole

the noble aspirations and the splendid achievements of the labor

movement in behalf of right, justice, and humanity. Out of this

attempt to seal the lips of the men of labor I believe will come

good. We have come too far in the march of human progress for

any set of influences to drive us back into slavery.

I see a silver lining to the cl<»ud> and a bright star of hope in

the heavens, and I see ultimately the spirit of humanity, justice,

and the brotherhood of man obtaining in the minds and hearts of

the people of the country. Like Jefferson. I am willing to trust the

people, and I have a certainty of their final triumph.
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!:•, WALTMM I kttDOM Ifl U ;

If called upon to sc! Anglo-Saxon

employci
1 would undoubt fe decision, in

the lUi 1 Rang* isc. now |xmding

and the Loewc ca^, in which judgment was
1 by JUl ooo. The importattO

any one of these cast r, because of

the fact that the I Dtal and nit
i
»ri 1

1

cparatc and independent from the main principles involved

in the other two.

i distinction because it was

held that any lalx>r union. : 1 under the laws of Eng-

COttld l>c sued after the manner of a corporation. As a result

i of thi- principle o( law to the fact> in that case,

ulcted in dai i the amount of £135,000 for

unlawfully interfering with employees.

c and R a*c. which is still in

ting a hearing and final determination from the

ted States Supreme Court some time in the coming fall or winter,

Ives fundamental principles relating to the application of equit-

able remedies to protect an employer . 1 combination of

working people; the question of the illegality of the boycott, and the

a court of cuuir imarily punish a violator of one

without a trial by jury.

difficult to understand how any attorney can confidently

:te the established law npon most of these questions involved

in tli nd Range Gompai t>ccausc of the numer-

ous «! that have been rendered by o-urt^ of high standing

it the count

t

rcstrain-

ami punishing the violator* thereof for contempt

jury. It i- tr thclcss, that the United

•AMortatr ftxin**! of tttt Am. r loin .•orUttoe. «bkh I* as «r-

of cmployrr. that coodurt~l thU c—t.
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States Supreme Court has never before had presented to it a

involving the application of all <»f these principles to

of substantially the same character ttted in this

So, aside from the fact that the decision of the United States

Supreme Court on many of these questions can be predicted with

considerable assurance, ti ehing

importance, a< promising a final determination by the highest court

in this land of these questions of undoubted importance. The most

US contention of the defendants is that an injunction, which

restrain^ such communications, oral or written, as are necessary to

the conduct of a boycott, violates the constitutional privilege of free

press and free Speech. The claim is that you cannot muzzle fr«

by enjoining injurious or libelous statements uttered for the purpose

of destroying property, even though an action for damages will

thereafter lie on their account.

The Loewe case in contrast with the Buck's case was original

in its conception and therefore more of a pioneer Case. The suit

the first of its kind brought under the Federal Anti-Trust Law
which declares every contract or combination in restraint of inter-

state trade t«> lie unlawful and gives the party injured thereby the

remedy of treble damages. The allegations and proof of the case

exposed a combination of two million working men called the

American Federation of Labor, which had affiliated with it over

thirty thousand local unions, over five hundred city trade councils,

representing the different trade unions in particular cities, about

thirty state federations representing all the unions in the particular

states and over ioo national trade unions such as the United Hatters

of North America, representing all of the unions in a particular

trade. This national federation had over 1,000 organizers active

in different parts of the country in pushing the sale of union label

materials and boycotting and preventing the sale of non-union

materials. Among these organizers were listed the traveling agmt>

of the United Hatters of North America who were particularly

engaged in preventing the sale of non-union hats and directing the

attention of the other organizers, trade organizations, city councils

and state federations again-t such non-union hats and those who
dealt in them. Since i8o/>. the United Hatters of North Am
had been an integral part of this machine and had from time to

time sought the aid and co-operation of all these facilities to help

(266)
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it 1: pel all hat manufacturers to

>. The
;

mtt. I Hatttn in dealing

with hat mannta
|

In. (fid not VQfol ruh- wa>
rin ami notorioi 1 historic fights in wl

individual niatiut been beaten after a year

or so of I the plot was the strike. and if

we arc to judge by the Locwc ca- lvcd

were not COOJUhed ii v tliat it concerned inter-

ests broader than ti ictory should be

1 he second Step \\;^ to emplpj Spies t<» watch the manu-

I of Ins CUS-

ss, and then h special ag« ich point in or«l<

intercede with each 1 tttomef wai recalcitrant,

! all the unions hi thai locality to aid him in com-

mer by loss of business and fear then -con-

tinue all relations with the manufacturer.

These actnrit boastfully reported by the officers of both

itiou of I*abor and th- in their

us and local meetings as well ai by monthly official maga-

and print which were placed at the elbow of

at maker to read if he so desired

Under such circumstances and conditions nearly every de-

alt had heen continr. member of the United Hatters of

th America and me American Ft of Lab r since 1896.

and duri: STS which elapsed between the commencement

1 and the actual date of trial. I >amc

peri*- t the defendants had ever made an\ protest against the

nuance of such but had continued to pay dues and

; had suffered or aided the n I of the same

: of the drama when the Loewe trouble

but heforc any steps were taken the national officers of the

died upon Mr. I.« ewe and informed him in no un-

that if he was unwilling to l>c unionized by peaceful

ild employ the usual methods, Following a firm

n Mr. I ir demands, the

1 steps of call ike and suhsc<jucntly pursuing the boycott

c use of t points of ihipmrnl and • I traveling

delegates to intimidate dealers were ultimately taken t'pon the

(36>)
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evidence submitted the pi ttructed the jury that the

plaint re cntiti Hid left it t.» determine me
amount.

The legal questions underlying the suit brought under the

Federal Ami Trust Law upon lUCfa Statement resolved

then. iinarily into two important principles: i. The applica-

of the Shennan Anti-Trust Law to a combination of working

people restraining the interstate trade of an employer. 2. The
liability of a member f«T acts of this character performed by the

I the union.

The Question of the applicability of the Sherman Anti-Trust

Law to mis case was determined by the United States Supreme

Court in 1907. when it unanimously overruled the demurrer tO the

Complaint The court in passing upon this complaint held that a

combination of working people who combined together to restrain

a man's interstate trade through the instrumentality of a strike

which prevented production at home, and the instrumentality of a

boycott which prevented distribution abroad, came under the pro-

hibition of this anti-trust law. In this connection it should he noted

that more than ninety-seven per cent of the plaintiff's sales were

made for and shipped to customers outside of the state where manu-

factured so that for all substantial purposes he was engaged exclu-

sively in interstate commerce, and the combination, in sacking to

break up his business must necessarily have had the intention to

terminate that commerce.

This decision does not mean that every strike is an offense under

the Sherman Anti-Trust Law. because it prevents the employer

filling his interstate contracts, any more than it means that every

boycott is an offense under that law. It simply means that where a

strike and boycott are employed a- means to prevent the transaction

of interstate commerce, they become part of an illegal scheme in

violation of that statute. It has been held that a combination

obtaining control of a company through stock ownership and voting

to prevent that company embarking in business in order that it may

not become a competitor of the people who control the stock, may

constitute a combination in violation of the Sherman Anti-Trust

Law, but it does not follow that the ownership and control of

stock, and the exercise of voting rights thereon necessarily consti-

tutes a violation of the Sherman Anti-Trust Law any more than a

(*68)
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h may in sot nccs be lawful, necessarily

All of these m are based upon
the established theory that an ad lawful ami innocent,

may ill when it is a part of an illegal scheme to

h .m illegal purpose.

nt in ti 1 was SO framed that it appeared

that the strike lad nploycd as a

means to carry out an illegal scheme. It was alleged that the

parties a 1 combination t n the plaintiff's inter-

state ami, in order tO carry out that illegal purpose,

adopt lin cnumcra: UQOOf which were the strike

and boycott. The difficult question arose, however, as to whether

proof could be submitted oh an all

doubt cdly true in entered into without

nation of any intention t«> retrain interstate commerce and

onceived plana to take any further m ijurc the

cnpl an mterstat h cases it would

that tli-

agrc< rt of I pre 1 plan t.» restrain inter

-

unerce. This matter of proof il the difficulty which will

rneys in attempting to base future suits of this kind

ame theory.

The proof of this allegation in the I-oewc case lay in the fact

that . the officers of th<

Han 1 with Mr. Loewc and t«»ld him they had already

made up their minds ttlcN Mr I^oewe

was prepared to come in peacefully. It i> well to read the exact

ti<>n which took place in a little hotel bedroom on this

occasion. Mr. Moffitt, the pn U-ing somewhat

Mr. Loewe's reluctance finally brought the matter t.. a

id

:

"We have talked this matter over. We have endeavored to

show you that it would be to your advantage to unionize your fac-

might i ell be frank with you—we have made

Or minds that tl to Ik- w ami \\c hope 10

accomplish this in a peaceful way. If you don't come in that way.

we shall usual methods to bring it boot11

Mr Loewe replied: "Mr. Moffitt, do you meat that if I

am not willing to unionize the factorv that vou will use for
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And Mr. Moffitt, answei SfC8, Mr. Loewe, to be

frank with yon, we -lull i hen. alter hesitating, added:

"That i-. we shall create such i demand for the union label that

will be ;

Later, in another interview ! Mr. Moffitt reminded Mr. Loewc
that they ha<l spent $23,000 to force their last victim to go union.

and that he mould remember the unioiu had never lost a case N< ne

of th controverted s<> that the undisputed evidence

of th. bowed that when Mr. Moffitt and the other office:

the union gathered together to talk to Mr. Loewe, they had in their

minds at that time an agreement or plan to pursue the same method*

with Mr. Loewe as they had pursued with other manut'actr.

and that these methods were to first cut off all production at home
by a strike, so that no goods could be furnished to fill his or

and then to interfere with the taking of further orders through the

employment of the boycott. It would be unusual more clearly to

prove a case of men conspiring together to interfere with a man >

interstate trade and employing the weapon of a strike and a boycott

to accomplish that end. These statements by Mr. Moffitt in the

presence of his associates and in advance of all steps to the effect

that they had in mind the intention of pursuing these various steps

to accomplish their ruinous end with a man whose business WSJ

ninety-seven per cent interstate show that both of these steps were

part of a general scheme to effect the purpose prohibited by our

Federal Anti-Trust Law. If the proof had shown an ordinary

strike for higher wages, the Situation would have been different,

but this interview with Mr. Moffitt and others showed that this

operation of the union was hut a part of the general scheme of the

American Federation of Labor and United Hatters to unionize all

factories and prevent the transaction of commerce in goods not

made by union factories.

The second fundamental principle involved in this case was the

liability of the individual members of the union for the acts of their

officers and agents. The question of the application of the Sherman

Anti-Tru«t Law \ ndary in importance to this for the repeal

or amendment of that law may at any time undermine the value of

this preccdmt 00 that point, while the question of the liability of a

member of a union for the acts of the organization is one of as

enduring importance as labor organizations themselves. While this

(270)
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case surpasses all other cases 0! its kind in bnportanet because of

ertliclcss, be remembered
that this question depended upon the applica-

ble rule of la >nc questions

the
;

nd desirability oi that pr: Inch says that

a man must !>c liable for what his agents do when acting in his

of a man's activities you

BltlSt innot send a

man rid to ad 1 escape responsibility for

the harm he does when s<> The principle is applied in mani-

otur people, and

then ry, men :i this case, that it works

If I paper nd employ 1 man to report for it, I am
my libel which he publishes even though he may have done

ruing and instructions. It is true that

all the warnings and cautions which an employer may give his

chauffeur against reckless driving will not protect that employer

n f<»r injury to a child caused by his chauffeur's

llso, it I employ a man to buy and sell

merchandise for me and carefully instruct him to the effect that I

wish •

ma only, I am m . > respou-

fraud he may commit whil< in this v

These arc a few illustrations of the just and unquestionable char-

acter of the rule applied in the LOCWC case to the effect that <

man is liable for all acts done by his agents while in pursuit of his

principal's businci

me that in this Loewc case the liability of some of

the defendant • rested solely on this principle. At least some

of the del nothing of the plaintiffs or their business

and had never taken participation in any boycott

•ike against the plaintiff-. They were selected from among
that group of working people who have been thrifty and conscrva-

propcrty. and it i< to the shame of organized

labor that these men seldom, il ike any active or leading part

in the o\ 1. Therefore, for the purpose of dis-

nly those defendants whose con-

nection with ' as the most remote.

ft v 1 the absence of any
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further evidence than the fact that these nun belonged to a labor

union whose oftV doing this work, the question of liability

is clear. Arc not all th> I which we complain of the very

essence of trade unionism and does not the performance of any one

of them, for the benefit of the members, constitute an act within the

scope of the employment ol the union's officers. By its very nature,

the union is a combination in restraint of trade which .seeks to obtain

concessions for its members through the employment of com

action. This concerto! action is ordinarily applied in the two I

that were complained of in this case. It i- either through the con-

1 withdrawal of men from employment, or the concerted with-

drawal of patronage that it seeks to accomplish its ends.

This does not mean that necessarily every union is organized for

unlawful purposes but it does mean that the general nature of their

operations are of such a character that any unlawful strike or boy-

cott carried on by its officers, in behalf of its members, even though

not expressly authorized, is within the scope of the employment

of the officers. If this theory is correct, it is true that any provision

in the constitution of a union forbidding its officers from conducting

any unlawful boycotting, or instituting any unlawful strike will be

no more protection to the members in an action for damages due

to such unlawful strikes or boycotts than would he the instructions

of an owner to his chauffeur not to be reckless. Thus, if we assume,

as has been held in some states, that peaceful picketing is lawful,

the union and its members would nevertheless be liable for any

unlawful act on the part of its pickets while pursuing the business

of picketing, even though that picket had been expressly instructed

to keep within the law

.

There was much additional evidence in the Loewe case growing

out of certain clauses in the union's constitutions on which the lia-

bility of individual members might be based, but it i^ important to

dwell upon this general principle which would become applicable

to all labor unions and all labor union suits rather than upon certain

clauses in the constitution which may be peculiar to this particular

case and which might be altered and corrected as a safeguard

against a rful repetition of a similar suit. If the principle

herein presented is sound, it must necessarily follow that every

member of every labor union nsible for all acts in the nature

of strikes or boycotting law fid or unlawful which are carried on

(272)
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ami agents f..r the benefit of members. A walking

delegate who caIN 1 itrikc on hwikHng m ord 1 the

emp! pay him I bribe, does an act for which the member-
• >t responsible because he is seeking hti own personal ends

and not . fartbei etta of h ;aU. if.

how« docs the Mii r the benefit of his membership.

•11 that they are all rcsponsihi

In the Loewe caae the oonttiluiion ol the United Hatters of

.1 of which every one 0! the d is was a member,

1 all dotsbtl Bl to the liability of members for acts done
ly ailthoriiei the officers to use

all means within their p II hat factories fair. It

would hi rial if that constitution had so read that

<d t<» use only lawful means to turn

the true test 19 not whether th«

authorized to do anything unlawful, hut whether the unlawful acts

done in furtherance of the mirposes which they were em-

ployed to carry out and were j>ossibly adapted to the attainment

o>c purple hen the Constitution authorized t

to use all means within their power to turn a f;i air."

were responsible for both lawful and unlawful means em-

ployed for this purpose ei r of the newspaper was

resp« r the unlawful libel published by this reporter. Under

the constitution of the Tinted Hatter- every one of the 9.000 mem-
bers of that organization was liable for all acts of the officers and

agents done for the purpose of turning hat f.. air.

The constitution of the American I-Yderation of Labor of

defendant, in common with 2.000,000 other employees

in this country, was a member, presented an equally clear case,

according to the statement of Mr. Gompeil in a petition file*!

in this case in the I'nited States Supreme Court, it was admitted

titution of the American I < of Labor made
special provision for the pro of boycotts, and it was fur-

ther stated that the pros >f such a conspiracy as was set

in this rase was necessary in order that the American Fed-

dx*r might attain its purposes. L'nder this constitu-

ent of trade disputes and the

ment commltti ^y one of the 2.000.000

of that organization was retj all acts of boycotting that

(2:
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were carried on by Mr. Gompers ind his associates and for all

unfair lists and boycotting statements published in the "Ame
Fedt If the general principle first raj thai any

:i the nature of boycotting and striking is within tin

any labor m i I applicable, tin- question was clearly

settled in thest two particular unions by the constitutions which

bound each and ne of the members.

Another aspect of the case which still further elinche- the lia-

bility of every member of these unions is the fact that the American

Federation of Labor and the United Hatters of North America

each held periodical conventions to which delegates Were SCOl

a regular election in which each member was permitted to par-

ticipate. The delegates to these conventions had full power and

authority to hind the members as to all matteri connected with

their organization and the laws passed at those conventions were

supreme and of the same force and effect as the constitution them-

selves. At each of these conventions the delegates heard and

approved full reports from their officers concerning the many

boycotts that had been levied throughout the country including

boycotts upon different hat manufacturers, and elected the same

officers. At the conventions of the United Hatters, the strike and

boycotting of the Loewe concern were also considered, and all acts,

stnkes or boycotts were unanimously approved. Inasmuch as

every delegate who attended any one of those conventions was a

proxy of the individual members, any knowledge which he obtained

concerning boycotting was their knowledge, and any act or vote

which he exercised approving or authorizing certain bow
their act.

To fully understand the force of the ruling of Jxu}^- I Matt

when lie instructed the jury that all the defendants were liable, it

should also be remembered that all reasonable efforts were made
by the officers of the United Hatters to fully inform the members

from time to time of the various strikes and boycotts which they

had instituted. Convention reports were printed and a monthly

journal published for this purpose and both were made available.

without charge, for all who cared to read. It was even suggested

by the testimony of some of the defendants that those startling

reports of the officers and agents, rather exaggerated the ruinous

efficiency of their work in order to win approval for re-election

(374)
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nn.l tmcnt. I he essential point, how tlut 110 frau«J

I by the officers behind which the

ii|> might find tiotl for their claimed ignorance.

• <l bill that they were a< ting Jn accord

with il mcml><

! to all of these grounds of rcsponsi

dual am ' ground which in my mind

ral importance than all the other grounds combined !

ntcd

Hatter- and of Labor in the conduct

of t
1 rtcd and all of these

winch i: ! the

that W\ rricd on by their organization*, they did

:n the organization like innocent men who had

mddenly learned that then a was doing wrong, but they

] to pay dues ami re-elect the same officers without a

u«I in tlu^e two ways continued the wrong
of which the plaintiffs complained.

This Minim: s hich connected many de-

with the wrong-doing and only too briefly touches the

essential points of liability applicable to every defendant. Judge
resented was largely one of law and

that under the law the facts conchis tained the liabilit

all. 1 the jury that the plaintiffs were

entitled to recover and left it to determine the amount. The fact

that the jury brought in a verdict for nearly the full amount indi-

<! of their sympathy ami support! the contention that

the i ave been otherwise had all the questions been

fundamental principle reaffirmed in mil the indi-

member of a union f««r all act- done

ts in furtherance of its object and pur-

poses. It sa\ nmoa man "you cannot safely continue a

member of an organization < eform it

'dity upon the conscr roj*-

!iion officials.

hen. directly or indirectly, a union man become* a member of

Bon of Labor with a constitution providing

: and hi<* dues are used to support the machinery of

-5)
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boycotting, he cannot repudiate hi^ liability f<T all damages caused

then

This principle «»f rcsponsibil the employer who is

r otherwise wrongfully injured by the onion that

whin the power and resources Of an army of men arc an

:^t him and cause him damage, commensurate with the strength

of the attack, he is not limited in redress to the inadequate resources

of two or three union official- who have actively conducted the

wrong doing.

Any other rule of liability for union members would be hope-!

inadequate. It would penalize vigilance and reward irre-

sponsibility. If liability for association acts can be confined to

its officers by mere ignorance of their conduct on the part of the

general membership, judgment-proof officers will be elected and

all opportunity for the members to be acquainted with the activities

of the association's officers will be withheld for corrupt and ulterior

motives.

(276)
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Mad

urns has been

a del Judges, mi ind publicists have joined

in i •! i rit i. '.hough some new doctrine had been

• I. But iridic the courts arc undoubtedly safe in the

assumption that they arc following in antique line of decisions,

dissenting opinioni indicate the doubts which arc

ining to afflict the judicial mind respecting the infallibility of

nfl precedents. The further disapproval of the decisions by

men of affairs challenges consideration of the points

Ived in conta and justifies the interest of the public in

taking an inventory of the questions at

>f the decisions have been offered by

i the bench. In the case of Gomfers ri al. v. The Buck's

t aitii Re mfatty, Chief Justice Shepard, of the Court

ds of the District of ( nliunbia, dissented most vigor*

from the majorit] :i of the court which affirmed the jail

1 Gompers, V and Mitchell for the violation

of the injunction issued by )v »uld.* '1 Cptng injunc-

l the defendants "from printing .;. publishing

bributing through the mails, or in any other manner, any copies

or any other printed or

paper, magazine, circular, letter or other document or

hatsoever, which shall contain or in any manner refer

he name of the complainant, its business or its product in the

\\\ Don*l Patronise,' "r the Unfair* Bsl <>f the defcndai I

or which cor,- ce to the complainant, its business or

lud in connection with the term 'Unfair1 or with the We Don't

t. or with any other phrase, word or words of similar

and from publishing or otherwise circulating, whether in

r orally, any statement or notice of any kind or character

i*rrw ri ml. x. Rmck'i M«rv am,I JT«n. SIC
TbU Injunction was iMitrd I Hm mmd

iMriii'UN / xi'MiftoM of L*+*r, 1WH». 3« 1
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whatsoever, calling attention of the complainants customers, or of

dealers or tradesmen, or the public, bo nrj tt against the

plainant. its business <t h s product, or tl or were,

or have been declared to be 'Unfair. . or Inducing any

dealer, person, firm, «»r corporation, or the public, not to purchase,

ids in, deal in, or have in possession stores, ranges,

tratus, or other product of the complainant41

Though recognizing that the defendants had obeyed the order

of the court to the extent of removing the name of the complainant

ir.-m the "Unfair" or "We Don't Patronize" list, the court of appeals

affirmed the decree imposing jail sentence because the labor leaders

had given further publicity to the boycott, hi fact the very an-

nouncement of the decree of the court imposing sentence upon

Gompers, Morrison and Mitchell augmented the boycott. Here

was, indeed, an anomalous situation—the defendants placing them-

selves in further contempt of court because they gave publicity to

the decree of the court against themselves. On this point the

of appeals said, "Gompers and Morrison published and circulated

through the 'American Federationist' articles calling the attention

of the members of the American Federation of Labor and their

friends throughout the country to the injunction issued by the court

below in such a manner as to cause their followers to disregard and

disobey the same, the intended effect of which was to injure and

interfere with complainant's business and the sale of its product,

and to restrain the membership of the American Federation of

Labor and the public generally from patronizing the complainant

and to continue and maintain the boycott agamst the business of

complainant."

With respect to these charges of contempt the defendants

insisted that they were within their constitutional prerogatives ; that

freedom of speech and of the press could not be restrained by any

writ of injunction ; that since the writ restrained them from exercis-

ing their constitutional rights it was wholly erroneous and

and beyond the power of any court to issue; and therefore the com-

plaint against them should be dismissed.

In dissenting from the decision of the court of appeals which

affirmed the jail sentences, Chief Justice Shepard sustained the

material contentions of the defendants in vigorous and somewhat

stinging language. After pointing out that the conviction was

78)
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upon sets ind "languagi •>• tlic respondents b
puhhc meetings long .mal

some occurring io the \iar i l<»u^ before any contro-

ttttke continued, "When we consider

1, I think it impossible to say

that it \\ »n> which long antc-

! the con! with the complainant." In dissenting further

mother an<i

I as the respondents, Gompcrs and Morrison, are

Ived 1; hem relate wholly to

us and puhl. ii violated the preliminary injunc-

!. I have heretofore expressed the that so

much i I the injunction order was null ind void, became opposed

to tli. rational prohibition of any abridgment of the freedom

peech or of the pi \pp. 1>. C, p. i- :bsequent

reflection has confim \ pressed. I concede that

of the subject-matter of th< crsy

and of the p it I cat i decree rendered in

: the power of the court—a power limited by express provi-

sion of the constitution—is merely error I not absolutely

The effect of tli i] criticism can scarcely be other than

; in the controversies still at issue between advocates of the

peaceful boycott and the adherents of the injunction process in the

labor disputes. Chief J epard ^ccms to point

the v a line of - which may in the ftttUl

en lawful acts due to the incentive of Self UH

|
art of organized labor in conducting a peaceful and

any unlawful hich ma :i a malicious or

Unionists insist thai they are merely contcn

linarilv r nun and that their

C and their right to dtS] their patron

arc r which no court can lawfully deprive them. The labor

•l in "Co- that

"It is | part pf every man9
! civil ri^ht^ that he be left at lilxrr

•

MmrH«r» Frdnntun ,f l.mbor t. Bmck'a Ftort mm4 Ram^r €• . 1MB. S3 App

sS7. 123 t\ S. 443 ISO: JTc S«U~,
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us with an\ whether the

refusal rests upon reason, or is the result <>t" wliim. caprice, preju-

dice or malice. With I ni neither the public nor third pel

any legal COQCCn

To those who insi-t thai there can be no such thing as a peace-

ful boyo asions do not give uniforn

There lias been a tremendotU evolution not only in public opinion

but in judicial thought nnce the days when the bo] fined

\ combination of many t a loss to one

person by coercing others against their will to withdraw from him

their beneficial business intercourse through threats that unless

Othen do BO, the many will cause similar loss to them."''' [n

Mill* v. Untied States Printing Company, the Supreme Court of

New York said, "It is not in the breast of the court to stamp as

illegal a combination for the betterment of the interests of the

members thereof, or some of them, and which without incidental

violence or intimidation, severs all business dealings with an outsider

until it may secure it. If this he illegal where can we draw the

line so as t<> countenance association to insure united, and then

effective, action to right what seems wrong or to correct what seems

an abuse, or to mark disapproval of some, policy in the everyday

affairs of our social life? The protest of one under threat of absten-

tion may he unheeded, in view of the slightness of the penalty,

when a like protest of many, with similar threat, is effective and

only because the penalty is too great to pay. Lawful and concerted

protest can regulate many things within the law without invoking

paternal government. ... It may he that the result of the boy-

cott is a loss to him proscribed. Else the combination would fail

of its purpose. But when the result sought by a boycott

protect the members of the combination or to enhance their welfare,

that loss is but the incident of the act—the means whereby the ulti-

mate end is gained. . . . And as such a combination may be

formed and held together by argument, persuasion, entreaty, or by

the 'touch of nature* and may accomplish its purpose without vio-

lence or other unlawful means ( ;. c, simply by abstention) I think

it cannot be said that 'to boycott* is to offend the law."7

Koolcy, TorU, 3d Ed.. 1906. 1 '87.

•Toledo, Ann Arbor d Sorth Mich. Bf. Co. <t ftl v / L89S, M

'Jttlte . United States Printing ( 1 N. Y. Supp. 185.
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statement oi the court fairly m the contention of
the Unionist! that when t nhcr thf r the boycott

seeking their own microti. I hey insist that

modern indu iidition** DOl only authorize them but compel

them t<> invoke associated elt the organized strength of

rom the itaadpoint of the uni >ccms absurd

should be eojoil Dg together in securing desir-

I employment in industries in which t

owners acting through their manager their walking delegate

—

determine conditions which affect thousands of w«>rkingmcn.

However, the unionist <l<»cs DOt complain o( the logic of the

courts, he attacks the premise upon which the argument of the

rally made to rest, namely, that the strikers or boy-

cotters arc m y malicious intent. I rom the psychological

ljK)int it seems strange that the courts have so generally held

that the nun were actuated by malice in seeking to better

their conditions thr. >ciated action in a strike or boycott.

To the average man, familiar with industrial conditions, it might

seem as though the unioni-t were seeking primarily to advance his

interest in attempting to secure shorter hours, higher wages

or better conditions of employment. It i> generally conceded that

the : of an organized industry is seeking to promote the

stockholders or associated owners when he

attempt^ to secure laborers at the lowest possible market price for

the : istomary in the industries which he manages.

The contention of the unionist is that the courts should like

recognize that the laborer ter his own I and
' in associating with

fellow laborers likewise seeking t«» better their Industrial con«i

icans of a strike or a boycott Hi^ quarrel with the coir

that they have so insistently refuted to recognize this motive of

»n the part of labor*

That this content the uni gradually being con-

ceded is more and more evident in recent <1 Whether based

on common or statUtOTJ law the opinions of courts arc beginning

to recognize that "malicious intent" may be entirely wanting in

either strike or a boycott, and that the expectation of improving

their own condition may l>e the dominant motive which actuates

the labot on.

(2*
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In a do ndered by Judge Tul igo, the ri.^lit

to boycott via upheld in the >urt of ( nutty as early

as 1901. A certain inst the men

of the Mosaic \\ aspiring to injure his busiS

The Eacts alleged by the plaint admitted, but the construction

put upon them in the complaint was denied hy the defendants. I hey

admitted and contra*

letting f«>rth that the plaintiff was the only mosaic manufacturer

in Chicago \\h<> had refused to sign the agreement with the union.

and that in C nee no union man would work for him. The
circular further said, "\vc therefore request you not to let any con-

tract to him until he has acceded to our demands. Sympathetic

Strikes will result on any building where he gets a contract."' The

question at issue was,
—"Was there in these statements a wrongful

attempt to injure the non-union contractor?" After summing up

the evidence, Judge Tulcy instructed the jury to bring in a verdict

of not guilty. He declared the law bearing upon the facts to be

as follows:
—"The law holds that any person in competition with

another may state the truth regarding the business of the other

however injurious to the business of the other that truth may be.

That is true of combinations and corporations as well as of indi-

viduals. The motive of making such truthful though injurious

statements may he to take from the other some of his business and

to add to the business of the person making those statements. The

motive is a legal one. The act and the motive in this case are both

legal. In other words competition is industrial welfare and injury

is not the test of wrong. A man has the right to attract all the

patronage he can. not only by praising his own goods, but by telling

unfavorable things, provided they are true, about the goods of his

rivals. He may injure them, but his method is not wrongful The

Mosaic Workers* Union simply told the truth about its relation

to Davis and the jUCnces that would follow the letting

contracts to him. An injury may have resulted, but such an injury

as the union had a legal right to inflict.'* Since this decision was

rendered by Judge Tulcy, an increasing number of decisions has

from time to time upheld the legality of the boycott. In the wdl-

known case of Marx, etc. v. Watson* the court held the boycott

*ltarr d 11a** Jean* ( ' "I (Uatttd Gnrmont Workers

Of America), 1002, 168 Mo

(282)
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legal on the ground of the constitutional right o< free speech. The
lie fact that in 1 ig that freedom they

therein do plaintiff an actionable injury does not go a hair toward

the exercise of which,

1 such injury, t 1 lakes them expressly

respo ility is utterly incompatible with

authority in a court of cqtnt mch rffponsibffity from

the tendency to admit the legality of the boycott in

the t "int. , has bi pronounced in decisions dealing

with though the tram import of

the Hatters' case,10 and the Bud and Range case.* 1 may
I while - thfl final : ' many lines of evidence indi-

that th:v country will not l>e many yean in following the lead

many iu maintaining the legality of peaceable

orgai the part of laborers to better their own condi-

In the case of Cray v. ttuilditigs Trades Council, xs the supreme

Minnesota modified an injunction by striking out the part

which restrained the ghring of "unfair" n In a rce«

case,*1 the supreme court of that state held that a labor union

d not be enjoined from boycotting a firm, sina lals have

the right to withdraw patronage and advise others to do so when
no unlawful mea employed. The Montana court adopted

the langtl the supreme court of New York. 1 * in which that

I : "The verb 'to boycott* does not necessarily signify that

the doer nee. intimidation or other unlawful coer-

cive : bllt it may be correctly used in the sense of the act

combination in refusing to have business dealings with another

until he reniOfCl <>r ameliorates conditions which are deemed
inimical to the welfare of the members of the combination or some
of them, or grants o as which ncd to make for that

purjKisc." In California the 1 t the boycott has been upheld

***** l/r Mmrpkw tfl. 1«M.
Hucha**n T. Bamem. 1894. M Huch**** x. Kerr, 1894.

150 Pi. 8t. 433: U* t *uUy r. Tier*,*. ISJ8, I

"Loetee x. /,«•<

•mperw et al r. Hmck'i Store **d R**ge Co.. \0€*y. 33 Ai IS.

8f v. liw,l>Hma* Trmd. Minn 1T1

'•aw x. Uo*t Fcdcrati,,* of toboe. 10O*

"Hill* x. t\ 8. rri*U*j Co. 11MM. 88 Al «•*»
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in a number of recent In J'i, men's Union, the

supreme court of that land : "This court recognizes no sub-

stantial ditrincriofl between the .so-called primary and secondary boy-

Kach rests Upon the right o! the union to withdraw its patron

age from its employer and to induce by fair means any and all

other persons to do the same, and in exercise of those means, as the

unions would have the unquestioned right t<> withhold their patron

age from a third person who continued to deal with their employer,

SO they have the unquestioned right to notify SUCh third pi

that they will withdraw their patronage if he continues BO to deal"

However much the recent decisions of the suprenn in New
York, Montana and California may be opposed to the weight of

federal authority, they seem to point toward the future.

A comparison of federal decisions seems to indicate that the

old doctrine of conspiracy—once an infallible resource in case

of labor disputes—is gradually giving way to the theory of "inter-

ference with property rights*' or "interference with business." This

theory seems to be flourishing both under common and under statu-

tory law. In the Danbury Hatters' case 10 the complaint alleged that

the United Hatters had effectively o mbined to interfere with the

business of the hat manufacturers and that the interstate trade of

the manufacturers was being destroyed by the boycott carried on

against dealers in their products in other states. The Supreme*

Court of the United States held that a cause of action was stated

tinder the Sherman Anti-Trust act and remanded the case for trial

on the complaint. On February 4, 1910, after a trial lasting more

than seventeen weeks, the federal circuit court rendered a verdict

for $220,000 against 200 members of the United Hatters of North

America, in favor of the Loewe Hat Manufacturers of Danbury.

Connecticut.

The decisions in the Hatters1 case and in the Buck's Stove and

Range cases have stirred labor leaders to renewed protests. They

point to federal court decisions authorizing the use of the blacklist

on the part of employers, while in the same jurisdictions the use

of the boycott is denied to the unions. Commenting on this point

the "American Federationist" 17 recently said: "Mark the inco

"Parkinson v. Huihlina Trade* Coumil r,f Santa Clara, 08 Pac. (Call 1

Pierce v. Stablemen'* I n.>. n . U
w/yOr»/r V. r.mrlar. 1906, ins \\ S M »

""American Federatlonlst." M:ir< 3.

(a84)
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the supreme In the Hatters' case" it declares that

the boycott Died by the 1 is a conspiracy tad punishable by

In the Adair 1 * case, brought utulcr the hrdman

r ill permit enpl hoc the black-

I
the wage-workers will have no

In th< case** t it court for the

I Missow irgcd

employeej t«<r l>« to a !;»!>..r union has the right to keep a

book containing then .mil showing the reason lor theii

.:c and to Invito thereof by other employ*

though the latter, tl hire the discharged em-

ployees. There can be no such thing as an unlawful con-

^|^i^a discharging it- member

rcfu>: In the Goidfield Consolidated ^line^

raJ circuit court for the «li>trici of Nevada

similarly ded Dent between mine operators that they

will not employ any person who bdongl to a certain labor or;.

n or to any organization affiliating therewith docs not conti-

nue an unlawful conspiracy sgainsl inch organization or its mem-

(JnionistS point out that within a period of fit after the

in Quitni v. Leathern. 2 * and in the TafT Yale
:3 the British Parliament acceded to the request of

British trade unions by enacting the Trades Disputes act of 1006.

Tinier Ail law no action can be brought against a union for con-

ducting either a primary or a secondary boycott. Labor leadi-

ng congressional action which will give organized

labor in this country that secured in Great

in. They moreover urge that out iiall take the advanced

n which the German Imperial Court in 1906 recognized

the lega! tt in Germany.* 4 They constantly assert

that they are not actuated by any other motive than that shown by

MM T. Lax

»Adair ^

•Bower et at. r. Wet tern t mion Trlegraph Co .. 1WW. 124 F.m!

-Ocldfifld Consolidated Vine* Co. r. OoHfield VtMfV f nU,m So m ei ml

"Qminn r. leathern. R3 It T. R«pw 2*9 »•«.

•TafT Yale Rp Co. r. Amaloamatrd Foeietp of Kail*ay Brrr+mU. A3 t. T

DMtMMJ J in*.
M R^pti^nhff IS, 1006. <Tran»latto« by Km* ftm*

•• Journal of Political Kconom> *V)
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the Consumers* League and similar organizations which advi

freely that they will bestow their patronage so as "to give moral

and commercial support to merchants and manufacturers who afford

humane conditions of employment

Leading jurists throughout our country have recentl) criti-

cized the conflict!!
'"' relating to labor disputes and have

expressed the opinion that many of our labor de

to be restated in order to bring them into conformity with our

fundamental law.

Since the indignation apparent in the first prow

uh.it tpenl itself and a calmer survey of recent Income

possible, several lines of results arc coming clearly into view. The
immediate effect upon the trade unions appeared in the call to

political action. When, outgeneraled by superior forces in the

forties and later in the sixties and seventies, the labor movement
in America turned toward political activities, certain important

gains were made in legislation. It is hardly probable that the i'

tendency toward political action will be allayed before amendments

•"Charities and Commons," Feb. 1, 1008, ndvertispm<i
"For leading decisions relating to boycotting, s. •- •: stnt- W. QH44emt I

55 Conn. 7C
: 094 li„m. 8. Co. v. SlcKrnmi. 1 tefc v. ffft

1887. rump V. Cmnim.nuinlth. 1888, M Oo. v.

Hruklayerg, 1800. ft \v.-. kly I.. & (Ohfcj 1801, IB

liohn Mfg. Co. v. Hoili*. & N.

780; Barr v. / nmoM,
1894. 53 N. J. F.(|. 1<»1

; Kuchutian v. Unities, 1804. 28 At!, lit.".; r,,t, v. \tu, }
,hu

rt al M); Iturhaiuin v. A'rrr, 1804, 1

- WmommIff i ML 1;
Yegelahn v. <iu» nsh„ star, Qo. f. COOpen Int. f

BfOpWwi rt al. v. iijh

Tmmitm •' PnHcti* UnSm, 1808, US Mi. n. »

; i: (Otoia), 228; BomtwcU rt al. w. If«rr rt «//.. 1800, 12 At

100, 68 N I Bmm> 840 : ii itsA i i of \f. ri>.>

:i I \\ 185; lf«ra << BTctt /mm OTofMi l Fato** el <//
. I

1
: Vail I I 11 N V S

Coun>i 1 Minn. 171 : 1 II I • d

90S U. 8. 274: Unto* v. tfMMMM Mont

S 164, QU.

681] / r^rrmrfl'i ETmIM, U l< I I
' faflfl >'-•• "'"'

v. Am i I p| . 181 i B I

Buck* 8MMM onr/ tton</< 01 , 1000, •"••'• App. I ». C BS; Oompcrn rt „:

and 8
For lending Mack! -talons, so.-

Mich. I
>hmt>nd. 1880. 1 M*tft4a0tON

1892. 157 Mass. 421 Ttt. Hv. App. 10T;

ft o/. V. IVrWrrr fiMMJ V. O. 1 110

N. W. (Minn • li.latrd Mine* Co. v. Qoldflrld Miners' '

No. 00 et al
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t.» the Sherman Anti-Trust law arc enactc«l and a more definite

tfa reaped t<> injunctions tad "conspiracy" is secured. The
a of lab rcdom oi the press

i \mII m (tare legislative comidcra

i hold themselves

within t! « fleet of the decisions

public opinion has been enlightening. The appeal of the

i<»r right labor in Kngland

and ( ier: Og us or compla

which Have been remedied in other cotmtrl rially

• I hy members of the jti calling the pub-

lic mind to the incongruity ol fining «»r imprisoning laK

peacefully combining I their own inti an industrial

society in which incn in has been the mofl dominant

^eerns to indicate that

our recapitu! tdttStrio-legal experience will not

1 Infore the rights guaranteed under the British Trades

Disputes act, shall have been acquired by American workinjjmcn.



PROPER HOUNDS OF Till USE OF THE INJUNCTION
IN LAB >R DISPUTES

Eh J. \\M la< i Bryan, i.l.I'... Ph.D.,

Baltimore, Md.

The jurisdiction of equity t<> interfere by injunction to

extent in labor disputes cannot be seriously questioned at the pr<

day. In issuing its restraining process in proper cases, the court

exerts its authority, which is as old as the chancery itself, to prohibit

those wrongful acts which will work irreparable injury to propcrt)
rights for which the courts administering the common law can afford

no adequate remedy. To the exercise of this power every member
of the community is subject; and there is no reason why persons

engaged in labor disputes should be granted immunity from it. In

so far, therefore, as the courts restrain the performance by employer

and workman alike of those acts only which plainly infringe upon the

property rights of another person, to his immediate and irremediable

damage, their action is clearly beyond the reach of legitimate criti-

cism.

American labor leaders, however, protest with great energy

against the use of the injunction to forbid acts that render the doer

liable to criminal prosecution, upon the ground that since a violation

of the injunction subjects the offender to punishment by fine and

imprisonment for contempt of court, after a summary trial con-

ducted by the equity judge alone, the effect is to deny him his consti-

tutional right to be tried by a jury before he can be made to suffer

criminal penalties.

This argument, in so far as it is grounded upon existing law,

was finally and conclusively refuted by the Supreme Court of the

United States in the celebrated Debs case (158 U. S. 564, 594),

led May 27. [893. h was there pointed out that the pOW<

equity to restrain the commission «>f acts destructive of propery had

never been regarded as in any degree curtailed by the fact that these

same acts might also amount to offenses against the criminal law.

The injuncti* I 1y in aid of the civil liabilty 1 f the* wrongdoer
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in fa ai ». 1 t hi s is nol affected by the

inal liability , wh low* that

the-
1

met ion being thus established,

the
;

urt to punish violations of it in its own
in nature and extent as in the case

of at :ul order . tint), the puuiduncnt

it ion of the criminal law, but for diso-

to a lawful of the court
j

right 1 the offender's right to a jury trial in

labor union! charge that th is purely verbal.

ihcy say, is to subject persons to penalties iden-

\sith tli led by the criminal court it the protcc-

tnd with limited ri^ht of appeal. And
it t!i< i. it ought to he changed, cither by forbidding

of injur t all against criminal acts, or else—what

amount > to the same th a jury trial to persons

accused « Qg tnch an injunction, thus rendering a proceeding

!!y hldistmguishable from an ordinary criminal
•

uning such a statutory change in the established law to

be c may 1"airly impose upon those who advocate

it the burden of pi Expediency. The justice of doing this

becomes all the n. irent when it is borne in mind that, what-

ed against the injunction. r efficiency in

trikc disorders, as compared with the less summary
methods of the criminal courts, has never been denied.

examination of the reasons commonly urged against present

nicular would indicate that they are based largely

upon abstract grounds. The gist of the complaint is that the arbi-

I uncontrolled power of punishment at lodged in the

hands of the equity judge i< <»i>p: 1 tyrannical in tendency.

and consequently un-American in character. But it may be pointed

ice equity practice in contempt cases, although

known t<» the franu-rs of the constitution, was permitted by them

to continue unchanged, and hai been in existence without objec-

.mil the present agitation was begun, it can scarcely be branded

as essentially contrary t" the spirit of our institutions. More-

over men in our Hence during all that period

(2*
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tending to show that this power has been tyrannically t . nor

is there any reason to believe that the courts in tin- future will

1 it in any other than a moderate, conservative manner. Un
therefore, it is made to appear as a fact that the power is so em-

ployed as to cause the punishment of innocent nun, either for

offenses which they have not committed, or else for acts for which

they ought not to Ik* pun'thftd, those who advocate the proposed

change in the law can expect little support from public opinion.

they have produced no convincing proof that proceedings for

contempt thm tend to increase miscarriage of justice. So fa

now appears, these trials have been fairly conducted. The accused

has been given every opportunity to establish his innocence; and

when he has been convicted, there has been little doubt that he bad

done the acts charged. Since, by our very hypothesis, the acts en-

joined were criminal, it cannot be said that the accused ought not

in good conscience to have been punished for them, or that in being

forbidden to perform them he was unduly restrained of his liberty.

It fairly appears, therefore, that up to the present time the labor

leaders have not succeeded in making out their case against the use

of the injunction against acts of this character.

A much more serious problem is presented by the action of

the courts in forbidding, under certain circumstances, the doing of

acts that are not ordinarily regarded as unlawful. Modern authority

in this country does not sanction an injunction against the act of

striking, singly or in combination, for a good or a bad reason. It

is reasonably certain, moreover, that if the strike is begun for the

purpose of directly advancing the substantial economic interests of

the strikers, the courts will permit them to utilize a number of

peaceful measures, in addition to quitting work, to force their em-

ployer to terms. Quiet and reasonable requests, persuasion and

arguments, that do not partake in any degree of intimidation, may
be addressed to workmen hired in the strikers' places to induce them

to join the strike. They may also establish an orderly picket

tern about the employer's premises for the purpose of gathering

information relative to the progress of the strike and of facilitating

efforts to persuade and induce the new men to quit work. In some
jurwlicti« ns, the pickets may even address similar argument and

persuasion to prospective customers of the employer to induce them

to cease dealing with him during the continuance of the strike. And

90)
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may not be I 1 with in the performance of

ike, so long as they confine them-

es to measures not unlawful |m ere is considerable author-

these same acts, if not inspired

justsnabfc to legal responsibility to the part)

Injured tl b( enjoined regardless of their intr

|m.ii the theOT) thai the malkioui intent to liarm another

may ^e innoo

ui the labor law of to-day centers upon the

m the irid the term Om di cussion of

Ik- understood to relate only to the procurement

I not unlawful |>cr se, 1. e., peaceable

>eir relations

the employer, or at most the COtTrpoftioQ rcMilting from a simple

al on the part of union men to work for or deal with Mich cus-

they cease to <l» botineii with the person attacked.

The tendency in the earlier cases was to apply the
"
Justinealtar*

war measures as well as to others not intrinsically

latest judicial utterances upon the subject exhibit a

growing inclination on the part of the courts to prohibit uncondi-

t tempt by the labor unions to exert pressure upon their

through the medium of disinterested third parties. Thi>

iple that "secondary boycotts" are unlawful has been copiously

I in the latest decisions, notably in the now famous case,

inge Co. vs. American Federation of Labor et

through which, by reason of the drastic character of the injunc-

d by the Supreme Court of the District of Columbia and

the prominence of certain labor leaders who are now under a jail

sentence for viola terms, the subject has been forcibly brought

e attention of the public.

In examining the hotly-disputed question whether or not the

•1 courts in holding secondary boycotts illegal and enjoin-

able have stepped beyond the proper limits within which the use

<uld be confined, we find that the arguments upon

btish the illegality of such boycotts are

propositions : ( 1 ) Even* man engaged in busi-

a legal right to a free market in which to purchase

labor II h^ prod
I
the arts of a combination of persons

who, by the method of the boycott, render it difficult
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or impossible for him to buy or sell in these markets violate his

legal rights therein.

It may be conceded thai man has the right to I

access to the markets of purchase and sale, in I that he may

be wrongfully prevented from trafficking with such persons as

are willing to negotiate with him, or from reaping such results as

he may Ik- ahle to gain from th< it ion. But it can hardly

be contended that he has a light that persona with whom he

cs to deal shall l>c wholly shielded from the influence apt to be

ted ni>on their judgments by considerations of their economic

interests. If his legal rights are violated by the action of other

sons in making it appear to prospective is that their economic

interests will be on the whole advanced by their dealing with some

person other than the complainant, the very existence of a competi

tive market is rendered impossible. The right to a free market

manifestly cannot extend as far as this. Something else than the

damage suffered by reason of an inability to secure beneficial trade

must DC present in order that the law may say that the right to a free

market has been infringed. A wrong is not complete unless the

element of injuria is superadded to the damnum.

This element is attempted to be supplied by the second basic

principle above set out. The methods employed in a boycott are

held not only to damage the person attacked, but to infringe upon

his legal rights as well. But the question immediately suggests itself

as to wherein lies the infringement ; and although it has exercised

the courts ever since boycotts began to find their way into litigation,

they have never been able to supply an answer which will stand the

test of established law.

It is manifest, first .of all, that there is nothing in the quality

of the damage inflicted by a boycott to give it the character of a

legal wrong. A stoppage of the labor supply of an establishment

may lead as straight to bankruptcy as does a stoppage of the sale

of finished goods, yet it is perfectly legal to strike and to persuade

other persons to strike. Again, it is generally held that the con-

duct of a competitor in interfering with his rival's market of

by underselling him. or by offering certain trade advantages to such

customers as deal exclusively with himself, gives the rival no right

of action, although it results, and is intended to result, in driving him

out of the market. Neither the quantity nor the quality of the dam-

(292)
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dement of mju was

an Orsdcl, • lumbia Cour

. in lus coneu i

:

lion upholding the injunction bin
the injury of the complainant that

measures the right of the cour ne, for a peaceable, lawful

it injury, but h lawful i I the

ndantj •! lie right! of the complainant." ($7
!> L K<;

profess to find the- Decenary leaven of ille^

in the "coercion" or "intin I iijxm the complainant's

I to "compel" them I Ipt their trade relations with

But a careful analysis of what the n "gaged in a

peaceable boycott really do must reveal that their acts cannot be

Jit within the legal n I he unions simply

impose condr on the continued bestowal of their business

patn : ieh they have an undoul e Off withhold

as they will. They inform the person who has business relations

with themselves and also with the person attacked, that in the future

ay not deal with both parties to the dispute. He is required

1 loose between them. But his choice is untrammelled by any

ition other than that which influences the decision of e\

engaged in competitive bi regard fof eco-

nomic welfare, i the question according to his determina-

ble more valuable t<» him. T\

"coercion" in only a figurative sense of the word. Indeed, the act

e union in placing the alternative before the customer may be

II v well regarded as a pr mis 1 ancc

ms with the enemy by a continuance of their beneficial

intercourse which the unions may give to some one else

if they will. It rticult. t to see wherein

these measures are illegal. How can civil liability spring from the

act 1 in making it known t«» another that he will exer-

cise to do bt: Aith the other unless the

r shall sec fit to exercise his legal right I

some third part) \ The union lirfj entitled to all the

benefits, direct or indirect, derivable by thetn fr«*n a bestowal of

their tge where tluv will to deal with those whom they

consider their friends rather than with those whom they regard

as allied with their enen
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The person 1 - for an injuncti cable

boycott is able to show to the court only that the defendants have

put his customer into a position wherein be n ged to di

whether he preferred their patronage t«» the complainant's, and that

»mer, governed by economic considerations, had decided

to retain the patrooa defendants, to the complainant's

damnum, hot where is the injuria.' The complainant has

no v< ht in the mental State of anotlu :

denounce as "intimidation" the natural regret which Ins customer

may feel at being required to give up one line of patronage in order

that he may keep another that is more valuable to him, and utilize

it as a ground of action against those who made the choice neces-

sary. Coercion by unlawful acts does give htm just cause of com-

plaint, upon the theory that illegal acts productive of damage to

him are none the less wrongful as to him because they operate

through the medium of third persons. But it is difficult to conceive

of any theory upon which acts not unlawful as to the third party

become wrongful as to the complainant merely because their opera-

tion is transmitted to him through the third person rather than

directed immediately against himself.

The force of these considerations has caused the courts in some

jurisdictions to seek further for the necessary taint of illegality in a

boycott. Not infrequently they find it in the fact that the damage

complained of has resulted from the action of a number of persons

acting in concert. As a consequence there is developing a noticeable

tendency upon the part of the American courts to hold that a com-

bination of persons may not perform certain acts which each member
of the combination would have a perfect right to do if acting singly,

by reason of the vastly greater harm which can be inflicted by the

combination.

From our present standpoint, a sufficient answrer to this new

principle is found in the firmly established principle of the common
law. frequently reaffirmed in cases other than those arising out of

labor disputes, that an act lawful in itself is not rendered unlawful

by being done by a combination of persons. In other words, what-

ever a man has a right to do individually, he may legally do in con-

cert with other men who possess similar rights. The contrary view

would render unlawful every hostile act done by a labor union and

productive of damage. Hence, in allowing concerted strikes, picket-
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etc., the courts in a manner estop themselves from attributing

D am legal significance in boycott cases

icy can base a distinction upon the nature of the injury

Inflicted therein; and this, as has already been shown, cannot be

noted also that this founding of liability upon the

number of per

t

oni who join in the act takes no account of the

damage of similar character that a single person, under present

Millions, might Ik in a position to inflict. The refusal

of a single wealthy manufacturer or powerful corporation to deal

with a person as long as he continues to deal with another might

an infinitely more "coercive"
1
effect than would similar action

by a local trade union Yet, according to the principle under dis-

tbc damage caused by the action of the former would be

4mm ;in- injuria, while that caused by the action of the latter

tutc a legal wrong.

A much more logical course is pursued by those judges who

n broadly that no person or combination of persons may
intentionally inflict damage upon another, even by methods not

intrinsically unlawful I for the purpose of securing some

onomic advantage to themselves commensurate with the

injury done to the person attacked. The adoption of this principle

e inter ft th peaceable boycotts inaugurated for

ble cause,'' while leaving in full operation the power to

in unjustifiable boycotts. There is some reason to believe, how-

en the adoption of this test would not legalize "sec-

ondar upon the theory that the benefit expected by those

Efficiently direct or proportionate to the

damage inflicted to constitute "justifiable cause."

u of the would operate to

harmony with the moral sense of the

and it may well l>e that future development will take

this Mill, the new principle is undoiil variance

with the established rule of the common law. often cited and applied

at tli t time in other cases, that an act otherwise legal is not

unlawful by the existence of a bad motive in the I

The endeavor is sometimes ma<l« e this conflict by

the unions have only a qualified right to do the inju-
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rious acts complained of, and liken the case to that of Blinder or

malicious prosecution, wherein the defendants mttSt prove legal

ncation to C ibility. But there is no ret! analogy be-

:i the two case*. The law gi rson who
i> injured by the utterance or i)iil)lication of certain false

ments about him. It affords him no redress if tJ ents are

true. Consequently in cases of slander and libel the Inquiry as to

the truth of the charges is made solely for the purpose of d

mining which of these prineiples is applicable to the situation. If

once it is shown that the statements were true, the defendant

liability although his motive in revealing the truth was in the

highest degree malicious. Consequently, there is no "qualifica-

tion" of rights at all. The defendant, in the absence of statutory

or constitutional limitations, has the absolute right to utter or pub-

lish damaging truths, and no right at all to speak or publish dam-

aging falsehoods.

The case of malicious prosecution is similar. The plea of justi-

fication grounded upon "probable cause'' raises the issue in effect

as to whether the false accusation preferred by the defendant was
fraudulent or innocent. There is really no issue as to the motive

inspiring the charge if the accuser had reasonable grounds for

believing it to be true. The law is settled that a declaration in an

action of malicious prosecution alleging merely that the defendant

"wilfully, maliciously, and with intent to injure, preferred a false

charge against the plaintiff," etc., but omitting an averment of

want of "probable cause," will be held bad on demurrer as stating

no cause of action. On the other hand, the right to bestow one's

business patronage upon whomsoever he will is a right of such an

absolute character that the common law supplies no warrant for

an inquiry by any person into the reasons leading to its exercise.

A brief reference to a few of the difficulties in which the

courts involve themselves in their endeavors to harmonize their

decisions in labor cases with each other and with the establi

principles which they recognize in other fields, and which they insist

are not departed from in labor cases, may be interesting and

instructive.

In Iron Moldrr '
I Union vs. Allis-Chalmers Company, decided

October 9, 1908, by the Federal Circuit Court of Appeals for the

Seventh Circuit (166 Fed. 45). it was held that although a peace-
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able "boycott ion of members of the defendant

unioi in foctndi the plaintiff* in notifying

their rn ild strike if the employers continued

to accept pat' mdry to be made up into

ingl did not anwiunt to a boycott The only distinction sought

to be drawn between this case and those in winch laborers have

been enjoined fr to work with or handle "boycotted''

mate btted u|>on the fact that the present defendants had

made no itten] I id) appellee :igs or relations with

ri and usen but were only endeavoring to

lad the I the labor that is neces-

sary k." This distinction, however, is of

ncc. The result of the defendants' action was to

re upon thir not int n the dispute to

"coerce" then t<» discontinue mutually profitable business relations

with the plaintiff, <o that the purpose intended, the methods

.ml the effect produced l>y the action of the union

subject to every objection usually tan ordinary bo\

A similar instance of attenuated reasoning is presented by

the Supreme Judicial Court in the case of Will-

cutt & Sons 1 1 October 24. 1908, 200 Mass.,

holding an injunction t<» prevent a union from imposing

a fine upon one of its members in accordance with its rules to

induce him to join other members of the union in a lawful strike

against their common employer. The court found the illegality

of the union's action to consist in the 'coercion" produced by the

threat of fine, and in fact the entire oottrSC *>i reasoning is prac-

tically identical with that usually add njunctioi

boycott cases. It distinguished the present case from Mogul Steam-

ship Co. vs. I in which the House of

Lords upheld the action of the defendant a -mpany in charging higher

\\h 1 dealt with competing companies

and theft try injured the f he latter, by saying: "In

that case ther withdrav ntages under

certa all that is done in a peaceable

boyo em that this distil E consistently applied.

the entire case against the boy

The state and federal c M legal with substantial uni-

formity • ious combinations among merchants and
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other employers in imposing fines upon their members, an<l in col-

lective 1\ i] with non-members, for the purpose of main-

taining certain bene! ditlOttS in th< D which they arc

engaged. Many of I oncilable with their deci-

in boyi The nature and incidents of the two ciassej

ol transactie denttcal in principle, and the reasons relied on

iipport the holdings in each of the ft lines of cases

are equally applicable to the other. A typical Montgomery,

Ward ft Sooth Dakota Retail Merchants and Hardware

Dealers' Association, decided by the Federal Circuit Court for the

Disti Sooth Dakota, on February i. 1907 (150 Fed 413).

An injunction had been asked against the action of a combination

of retail merchants in refusing to deal with any jobber or whole-

saler who should sell goods t«» a catalogue or mail-order h
The court, recognizing that "it is impossible to reconcile all the

decisions bearing upon the power and authority of a court of equity

to restrain by injunction combinations of persons having for their

object an interference with the business of another." laid down
generally that before an injunction should issue in such cases, "the

court must find that the acts arc unlawful. For damage ar

from the commission of lawful acts, the law affords no remedy."

And since the acts under review here were not unlawful, though

injurious, the injunction was refil

Finally, we cann t overlook the complaint of the labor unions

that the courts with all their legal ingenuity have never been able

to discover any principle whereby they can effectually protect the

laborer from "blacklisting,'' although he may suffer greater pro-

portionate damage therefrom than is inflicted upon an employer

by even the most widespread boycott. The conclusion seems to

follow, therefore, that the common law furnishes no sufficient

authority to the courts for their action in issuing injunctions against

secondary boycotts.

In its final analysis, however, the common law is what the

courts of last resort declare it to be. It has no foundation other

than that supplied by the doctrine of "stare decisis." Consequently

it cannot be denied that in many states and federal circuits in this

country secondary boycotts and other measures not illegal pet

are at the present time unlawful and enjoinable by virtue of court

decisions therein. But the latter will be adopted and followed clsc-
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where only to the extent that they are regarded as

with the general ipirifl ol the law or as representing wise application!

iose broad principles of expediency that pervade

our entire legal system. And even in the jur ts origin,

a decision must ultin the same standard, else

to be so • bed and limited as to be

not openly equently,

are not precluded by these "ant ascs from discussing

uld Ik.- the attit tl toward boycotts in the

rotor v of the dx>vc expressed that the decisions

ling them illegal and enjoinahle are not sustained by the prc-

In individualistic I industrial warfare seems at the

nt tune to be inevitable, with its accompanying damage to the

COml ience to the public. Nevertheless,

iboold he ticgun only for a just and substantia] casus belli,

and the partial thereto should observe the rightl of the innocent

public and keep within the limits of ordinal*)' humanity in their

tment of adversaries. In this particular the principles undcr-

lawfl o! war between nations may Ik.- profitably regarded.

n amount of public sympathy is apt to be found en-

1 upon the side of the person whose bosun I lreatcncd

with ruin by the inauguration of a boycott against him by a group

of powerful labor unions. Then in the minds of many
people a belief, induced in considerable m< I>cricncc.

that tome o( the men in control < annot always be

trusted bo wield their authority with forbearance and wisdom. But

no other than a use of the vast powers of modem
iudr. ni can I Habitual abuse of such

to the immv r inordinate damage ol the public as

a whole or of individual mem! and will be restrained

by law, without regard to the legality per se of the oppressive meth-

ods empi ting law U Inadequate, new l.. M be

made that will suffice.

In end* I against

injur hatever nature that roj>ortionate SO the needs

Ol the situation, tin principle of public policy.

It i^ the same i • statu* <*sion in

tatotes of 1 8- niposing imprisonment or
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fine on "any two or more persons who shall combine ... for

the purpose of wilfully or maliciously Injuring another in his repu-

tation, bra n. by any means w 1 etc.,

and which has been held constitutional by the Supreme Coust of

the United States in the case of Aikens us, Wisconsin (195 U. S,

—decided N ; )

.

We may concede that some restriction, worked out along the

line suggested by this statute, should be placed upon the aggres-

ol parties to the dispute. But the question as to the limits

Dta a complex problem of economics and

sociology, the solution of which must be gathered from a competent

and exhaustive investigation of the facta of modern industrial life

and organization, and no) from a process of a priori reasoning

professedly based upon common law principles developed under con-

ditions far different from the present An investigation of this

character cannot be made by the courts in passing upon specific

cases. It is a task for legislative commissions of qualified experts

who can proceed unhampered by many of the obstacles that retard

the cours2 of judicial proceedings. The reports of these commis-

sions should serve as the basis of carefully drawn statutes, such as

may be reasonably expected to settle the matter upon some defi-

nite foundation. In the meantime, the judges should content them-

selves with applying the existing law. or at most extending it to

cover only cases about which there can be no reasonable difference

of opinion.

The present attitude of the American courts toward labor dis-

putes tends to breed evils as serious as those which they are endeav-

oring to remedy. They announce that labor cases, like all others,

must be decided according to law, not expediency, and the argument

of counsel is largely confined to tin ion of legal, not economic,

principles. Yet when the decisions are rendered it is too often

apparent that the courts have in reality disregarded established

legal principles in order to register pre-dctennined economic views

based upon only a rudimentary knowledge of the situation. This

fact cannot be disguised by the elaborate but palpably unconvincing

reasoning upon which the decisions are professedly grounded. It

is revealed very clearly by the conflicting decisions and especially

the vigorous dissenting opinions that so abound in the field of labor

law. The result is to engender in the minds of the laboring classes
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a deep sense of injustice; a growing conviction that even the law

eaaaol overcome the bias of the courts in favor

consequ iie work-

's respect f«»r ami confidence in the courts is not to be lightly

regarded It trance of the anti-tnjunc-

i.it all judges shall be chosen by popular

rius; upon the not unreasonable ground

ng the law, the judges are also to make

0! questionable value in its content, the people

shoul exert due influence upon the process.

In the fata the courts will act the wise part if

interfere by injunction in labor disputes to restrain the doing

of acts only that arc plainly wrongful according t<» • law.

Requests for 1 involve unaut xtensions of

their pof prohibit ibould he refused, with the answer that

the law does rant judicial interference with the acts com-

hanges of such radical character must be made
by the legislative branch of the government.

(*>0



COMPULSORY ARBITRATION IX THE UNITED STATES

ORNEUUa J. D01 LB, ESQ.,

nfield, 111.

In this age of organization, with gigantic combinations of

capital on one hand and powerful associations of labor "ii (he other,

the attainment of industrial peace if an ideal deserving and com-

manding the best thought of the time. The study of industrial

problems is being forced more and more on statesmen and educa-

tors, leaders of public thought and molders of public opinion. At

the outset let me say, that in my opinion, there is no royal road to

industrial peace, unless we discover a method to change human
nature. In spite of any laws which we may enact, or any machinery

WC may devise to aid in the settlement of industrial disputes, we
still shall have some strikes. That perhaps is well, for while we
may deplore strikes and bitter conflicts between employer and

employees, the absolute prohibition of such conflicts would, in my
judgment, create a condition of serfdom and oppression more dan-

gerous to society than our present industrial disturbances.

Efforts to deal with these industrial conflicts by legislation

began upwards of a century ago. The original attempts were

primitive in character, suited to conditions existing at the time, but

they embodied some of the ideas in effect to-day and aimed to

protect the worker from economic injustice. As labor organiza-

tions grew in strength and influence, multiplying the number of

strikes and lockouts, so did the machinery for dealing with them

develop, until to-day we have arbitration and conciliation laws in

almost every country and in almost ev in the United States.

These laws differ in scope and vary in degree rtiveness, but

all aim at the same goal, the harmonizing of the interests of em-

ployers and employees, so that the third party, known as the public,

may be injured or inconvenienced as little as possible.

The particular law with which I have chiefly to deal here is the

law of "Compulsory Arbitration." I shall endeavor to point out

some of the advantages and disadvantages of compulsory arbitra-
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so far as I am able, show whether it would t>e cv.

pn. trikes and V in the In

mpolsorj law was

>* mg a disastrous series which paral

ntr\ It ua* enacted on the theory that

where tin public interests arc affected, ndtber an employer nor an
empi ahtoiutd] agem and that ptrrmal Hbertj ceases

when it i: with the general well-being of

In othet the Parliament « t' New Zealand dad
that the ri^ht ^ of the maatCI wore paran 'he rights of any

asset. When the law was passed it was hailed by

ndostrial ooatry with-

l word and the • ther

countries turned toward the antipodes to watch the | f ita

riment in dealing with its industrial problem. Other countries

k up the O »n of the problem and later

ry arbitration laws ; land law

Sooth Wales and in West Au>tralia.

of the experini u-trala>ia with its com-
pulsory arbitration laws is open to conflicting opinions. Advocates

of the law assert that the country has greatly prospered, which

ie. The fact should not be overlooked, howe

that since th< of the laws in the countries affected, there

upward tendency in prices, and a

nounmon on a rising market in any country, for the reason

that employers arc n dy t-> m The real

f arhit ration laws comes on a falling market when the cm-

^•s, and I have rarely known a Case where

workmen will in wagi at a

may be on the statute books.

If v. a compulsory arbitration laws as a means of pre-

venting strikes and lockouts by absolutely declaring them illegal.

admit that t have been fail-

ures. They have not prevents I strikes or lockouts absolu:

I
them in number and extent. Numer-

ous strike i place in those countries since the adoption

of th< of which have been qui? in effect, while

the en! d in the laws has been
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Recent newspaper dispatches from Sydney.
v

that btsstness is bo dean oa of a strike of coal

miners that a hill has been pasted rendering labor leaden or em

prho in-t like or lockout, liable to a y<

imprisonment. Reduced to its final analysis that must he the ulti-

mate end of any compulsory arhit ration law— work 00 the condi-

tions prescribed or go to jail. It is doubtful if even the dr

threat of a jail lentence will compel a workman to continue at work

under conditions which 1 intolerable and it is equally

doubtful it any threatened punishment will compel an employer to

operate his business unli -an see a reasonable profit in so

doing. An award which in the labor cost beyond what

the industry can dly carry is confiscatory and an employer

can not accept it and remain in business. This was shown in Aus-

tralasia in th« the shoe manufacturers, who closed down their

establishments and declared, they would import shoes from Europe

and America, rather than attempt to operate their factories and

pay the v t by the Arbitration Court.

In spites periences, 1 Australasia does not want

to repeal its arbitration laws. The New South Wales law was

passed in 190] for a peri -en years and in 1908 it was re-

enacted at the end of the experimental period. Xew Zealand en-

deavored to strengthen its original law by providing machinery

for the better enforcement of awards, so it would appear that the

idea of compulsory arbitration has met with favor in the eyes of

a majority of the people in the land of its origin.

There is one point in consideration with the Australasian laws

which I regard as rather significant. The last report for Western

Australia for the year ending June 30, 1909, shows that joint trade

agreements are taking the place of awards of arbitration courts.

These contracts are termed "Industrial Agreements" and are en-

forceable by the Court of Arbitration. They are entered into vol-

untarily by employers and employees as are joint trad

ments in this country. Mr. Edgar T. Owen. Registrar of Friendly

Societies, in his report dated August 14. 1909, says: "It will be

observed that the unions which have made industrial agreements

in lieu of awards of the court for settlement of their disputes

contain 7,524 out of a total membership of all unions of 15.5

The point I desire to emphasize is that in West Australia, 81
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shown by the report workingmen and employers are

maki reements instead of having the Arbitration

Court make then ^amc report shows that while there were

the Arbitration Court from 1901 to 1904.

re three disputes ref» t in 1907 and twelve disputes

nly does n<»t seem to argue for the popularity

of the Arbitration Cottft, and taken in conjunction with the increase

in the number of ii agreements, indicates clearly to my
min.' kingnien in West Australia arc turn-

1 tit trade agreement as the better method of adjust-

er

As has been /calami law was enacted at a time

when the pal e\asj>cratcd as the result of a series of pro-

longs - not favored by cither employers or employees.

Sdc took advantage of the law. until a onion

which was w it a strike, decided to register so that it might

have an 1 weapon in the event of an«
•'

pole When
the • did arise, the employers ignored the court and

an award was returned against them. The award was enforced

began to realize that the new law

was not to be trifled with or ignor

fa New Zealand trade unions are made the basis for compul-

sory arbitration. The workmen must belong to a duly registered

n before they can appeal to the court. That presents rather

inomary, mpeUing workmen to organise and then depriving

them of the right I uiction of organization by quitting

if they Med with their conditions. I

with the Australasian laws because a study

ry arbitration laws in operation is of infinitely more

in mere theorizing on how such laws might operate if tried

in some other count 1 cc how such laws would apply in

In the first place, the successful operation of a law depends on

of the people in the country or locality where it

operates. If there is a popular demand for a law it is easily enforce-

able and probably wi" lish the ends aimed at. If there is no

such popular demand, or if popular sentiment is against a law, it i<

very apt to become a dead Utter and its enforcement an impossi-

bilit from t) hcthcr compulsory arbitration
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would not be in violation of the Constitution of the United

n that their enforcement would entail involuntary servitude,

there is
I ndl lawi in <>ur own country. The condi-

in the Unit I ami Australasia arc as difi the

countries are uidch separated. In Australasia the tendency is

toward >tate control in everything. Individual rights an-

as being entirely suhservient to the rights ^i the people as a whole.

In the United States the opposite is true. Here we are extremely

jealous of individual rights and liberties and we resent govern

mental interference with what we regard as our private affairs. It

is not the question whether we are right in the position or not, it is

the fact that we must reckon with.

The experience of Australasia with its compulsory arbitration

laws has tended to strengthen the opposition to such laws, not only

in the United States, but in Great Britain and other countries. In

Great Britain the question of compulsory arbitration is placed on

the agenda of the Trades Union Congress as regularly as the so-

called "Socialist Resolutions" in the convention of our own Amer-

ican Federation of Labor, and the majority by which compulsory

arbitration is voted down each year shows that the idea is losing

rather than gaining gr.ound. In Great Britain it has been advocated

by a radical wing of Socialists, but in the United States even the

Socialists are opposed to it.

To the average American the idea of compulsory arbitration,

which under certain conditions means involuntary servitude, is

decidedly repugnant to his concept of liberty. Our form of govern-

ment, which vests in the separate states the right to legislate in all

matters within their respective borders, would make the working

of compulsory arbitration laws difficult if not impossible. The

federal government might pass a law applying to a few public

utility corporations, such as railroads and telegraph companies,

which are engaged in interstate commerce, but could not legislate

for the great mass of employers and employees. Experience shows

that comparatively few of our strikes are directed against public

utility corporations, therefore such laws, should they be constitu-

tional and enforceable, would not prevent strikes except in a limited

degree.

I have already referred to the importance of having public

sentiment on the side of any law to make it effective, and nowhere
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i tli <>f this more observable tlian iit the arbitration and

n laws on I itc books of a large number of our

:u Illinois a vi-ry k<»*\ law dealing with industrial

•lit! tiu »n board can compel the

attendant messes an- 1 tin- production of books in a strike

which In the public, it is compulsory and probably

goes as far in that <1 able to go at the present
•

While the Illinois law hu been the means of averting many
strike a: Other*, our . under the law have

been limited by reason of the fact thai many times neither party to

pate likes the idea of outside interference. The machinery is

but in a m le will invoke its aid. and

doubtful t<. my mind whether they could be forced to do so.

must be educated and led rimer than driven.

iptilsory feature of the Illinois law is contained in the

Whenever there shall exist a strike «>r !«<kout wherein, in the opinion of a

major id board, the general public >hall appear likely to suffer injury

th respect to food, fuel or light, or the means of com-

unkltion or transportation, or in any other respect, and neither party to

«»r lockout shall consent to submit the matter or matt*

v to the State Board of Arbitration in conformity with this act,

then the said board after having made due effort "to effect a settlement

thereof by conciliatory means and such effort having failed, may proceed of

its own motion to make an investigation of all facts bearing upon such strike

or lockout, and make public its findings, with such recommendations to the

parties involved as in its judgment will contribute to a fair and equitable

settlement of the differences which constitute the cause of the strike or

lockout ; and in the prosecution of such inquiry the U>ard shall have the

subpoenas and compel attendance and testimony of whlWMH
as in other cases.

tion of the law quoted has been in effect since 1901.

not been put to a test. It is based on the theory that public

is the final arbiter in disputes of a public or quasi-public

correct. Fev of a

e the public in the meaning of the

DlTtd in I 11m 01, In I trikc

•c under the

provisions of the law and the members of the board made efforts to
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settle t!u- .strike, but without success, as tlu- compai ed to co-

operate. The board took the question of an in ;i under

au .n. hut as the city council and other agencies were at

to bring about a settlement, which wu the question of

importance, the urted because it might

tended to hinde lenient and certainly could not have-

been completed in time- to he of much lie strike lasted about

week-. In a coal strike in K>on the hoard offered it- JCT

in a mediatory capacity, hut the dispute was of BUCfa a nature I liat no

•y would have been effective, as both Bides simply agreed I i

tight it out and get together when they had enough of it. The-

strike bad been anticipated for months and there was a sufficient

supply of coal on hand to insure against any inconvenience- to tin-

puhlic. In fact, neither the coal operators nor the mir

the dispute a- a strike or a lockout, hut preferred to term it a

on."

While I have said that the Illinois law goes as far in the direc-

tion of compul-ory investigation as may appear advisable. I believe

it could be improved upon in one particular. Instead of providing

for an investigation after a strike or lockout has occurred and after

the public has been injured, the investigation should be after such

strike or lockout has been threatened and there appears no possi-

bility of its being averted without some outside intervention.

The aim of all state boards of conciliation and arbitration is

to prevent rather than to settle strikes, and though I am convinced

that compulsory arbitration i- neither practicable nor advisable in

the United States under existing conditieMis. I believe that compul-

sory investigation would be desirable in all disputes between public

utility corporations and their employees.

It is the hasty, ill-advised -trike that causes most of our trou-

bles and at least half of them could be averted if both sides were

required to submit to an impartial investigation and give full pub-

licity as to the merits of the controversy. After such investiga-

tion, the public which is discriminating in such matters where the

are known would soon end a strike were one to take place.

It is doubtful if any corporation or labor union would have the

hardihood to fly in the face of an educated, enlightened public

opinion and for that reason I believe publicity i- the stroi

weapon that can be used for the maintenance of industrial peace.

<3<&)
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rivet-

7, has been mo Industrial con-

uada do not differ \\ n tho»e in the United

The organize*! WOfttcn in both countries belong to the
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ban law does not n
hnrnj able method for adjusta trial dis-

er has an h ire to settle.

If they have not there is no law, compulsory or otherwise, that

will prevent strife

It has been my experiet . that in a large majority

rt ttrikea, if a middle ground

und and neither one required 10 forego any principle. In
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tion regarded by cither side as a fundamental principle, it

ently i^ possible l»> atelligent discussion and argu

mart to presort fan In 1 nt li^ht from thai in

which it may have t>< i
.1 by one side (»r the other. Foi that

reason t: i.in l.tw of com;

iration of war In industries affecting public utilities, seen

an admirable one which possesses advantages not ed by

the compulsory arbitration laws of Australasia, No edict of a court

will convince cither a workingman or an employer that lie i- wrong

and the court is right. If he is open to reason and conviction an

intelligent argument may convince him that hi untenable

and he will acquiesce cheerfully, where in the other Case lie might

submit rather than go to jail, hut would still he <li

Another point that I have observed in my exeprience is that

arbitration awards seldom are satisfactory to either side in an indus-

trial dispute. If both sides agree to accept such award, they usually

do so, but it leaves a had taste in the mouth of one or the other. On
the other hand, agreements entered into voluntarily by both sides

ly prove satisfactory. Each side has had a hand in making the

contract and accepts it as the hot bargain obtainable under the

circumstance

If it is true that awards of voluntary arbitration boards are not

usually satisfactory, it would be even more so with compulsory

arbitration. If the aim be to establish the greatest amount of

harmony between employer and employee, so that the number of

strikes and lockouts may be reduced to a minimum. I am convinced

that to make compulsory arbitration successful each disputant must

have perfect confidence in the arbitration court and an abiding

faith that the award will he rendered in a spirit of justice and

perfect fairness. That confidence, in my opinion, cannot be inspired

where there is compulsion. As we understand arbitration it is the

antithesis of compulsion.

In conclusion let me say that, though we realize that in many

strikes the innocent third party is made to suffer. I am convinced

from a study of the facts that it is be 'bear the Sis we have

than fly to others we know not of" in the shape of compulsory

arbitration.

(3io)
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want Kkmskopf, DJ)

,

I'liiladcli

must K .lagogucs or to pre-election \»>\w

I on tlic dignity of labor,

ami on the blcssingi 1 \\\xm toci k laboring man.

It would be wasting time to dwell Upon what is one of the best

to! trtftbfl of human k? lore

old Ik- to ibow how capital and labor arc

<> blades of a pah sors, each u :lu»ut the

o well known and so profoundly appreciated by people

at. to speak of them were to insult the reader's

intel!

il waste oi time it would be to enter upon a discussion

<>n t to civilized society, and on the necessity

ion. for every railroad that et our continent,

tp that plows the dee; factory and mill, every forge

and furnace, every university and lihrai school and art

invention that l< ip of labor, and every

that heightens the joy o! life, ipeak of the blessings of

d with m and an eloquence, such as even the most

learned writer on economics or the most eloquent orator cannot

read therefore, with these axiomatic truths of eco-

nomi | i- to he hoj»cd that, if anything be said in the

lis article which may seem harsh t> either capital

to be charged to prejudice or ignorance.

That something is to be said must l>e evident even to the super-

r. There exists a state of war between capital and

labor. Then r conflict in some quarters ; there i< menacing

bosti! then I and emj 1 against

each :th gauntleted hands. Strong leagues are compa
open are formed. Campaigns are being car-

ried on in trade-papers and on p! hitter incriminations and

recriminations are published in lurid t -torial art is resorted

to to inflame the mind. Capital is represented as a Moloch, grow-
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ing fat on the heart's blood of the poor ; and labor is shown as an

anarchist whose sole aim is the crushing of the labor-giver. The

in the economic household arc as closely bound

e husband and wife in domestic life, and who should live p
fully ride by ride, promoting etc good and furthering the

highest ends of socn in a hitter struggle.

The cause of the contention between the tw<> i.s largely Trade-

Unionism that it has right on it- side, and. 1

ing t "f each, the uninformed is to tell why

there should be the s 1 i l:

*

rttentton between the two. Turn

t<> Mr. John Mitchell's lx>ok entitled '< Organized Labor," and you

"Labor unions are f<»r the workman, hnt

They are not hostile to employers, not inimical to the interests of

the great public. . . . There is no necessary hostility bet*

labor and capital. Neither can do without the other. . . . The

interest of the one is the interest of the other, and the prosperity

of the one is the prosperity of the other. . . . Trades-unionism

has justified its existence by good works and high purposes. At

one time viewed with suspicion by workman and employer alike,

it has gained the affections of the one and the enlightened est

of the other. ... It has improved the relations between the

employer and employed. . . . The labor union is a great, benefi-

cent, democratic institution, not all-good, not all-wise, not all-pow-

erful, but with the generous virtues and enthusiastic faults of

youth. . . . The trade agreement makes for peace in the indus-

trial world."

Turn to the book entitled "Some Ethical Phases of the Labor

tion." by Carroll D. Wright, late United States Commissioner

of Labor, and after reading of the miseries and hardships of labor,

prior to the introduction of the modern facto m, made pos-

sible by capital, you hear his verdict: "Better morals, better sanitary

conditions, better health, better wages—these are the practical

results of the factory system as compared with that which preceded

You inquire of the heads of large industrial estahlishments,

and they tell yon of the well-equipped sanitary shops and factories

and mills, of the many provisions that have been made to lessen the

drudgery of toil by means of labor-saving machinery, of the com

that have been introduced, such as lunch-rooms, wash read-

ing-rooms, and the like ; of the improved dwellings that are furnished

(312)
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mployec I the opportunity that is afforded then

moral lad ulture. Von question some recently

1 wages they

wl b 1 food on which they

the long hi shoe that of them,

8 miserable bomei in which the) i the hard labor that

was cxa< thdff children, to enable their

•*t an i-

h lu^lil its of the attitude

oJ the emplqyet and i-ni' tefc other, what could be

•ural than to conclude tl harmonious relation-

But we I d also the other

now that employen deny the prnfrniom of j>caccful-

ness : declare tliat they see

no sign of th< nded by the employers, that they pay

and thrice for whatever little they get. The one side

• radc-unionism has but the enslavement and ruination

of capital for its goal, or, at best, that its object is, as President

. of Harvard I'nivei *tO work a> few hours

as possible, to produce as little as possible during that time, and to

receive as much as possible for the service gh
A Dam. k Iran - tyi the laboi KukDgl -lujicnded

over him on the ilenderest kind of thread, ready to drop upon him

at the mt I or beck of labor-leader*. He can never tell when

adustry may be brought t< till or crippled His laborers'

act with him may be in ruling. ! ient of them

iboff leader command hil men

of sympathy with striker- in SOOM Other establishment

<»r ii Utterly unmindful of the binding

nature of their contract, and of the considerate treatment they have
•

over when another is begun. Mr. Brooks,

author of »cial V: t after the recent strikes

in the hard coal r in employer said to him, "I have been in

than tuent -ccms to me that

I have been in the strike hutnmi rather than in the coal business."

Within the past twenty tr there have been more than three

thous try alone. Mr. Brooks also tells

that after the ma I 1900, some of the
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con\\ -ut their br< I 'pon his

asking \\h\ they did tin that it was a time of peace, one

of them replied, "< n\ we >hall toon enough have another fight,

and \u
; r it To make concessions to a trade-

union mean* i fight at the end.*

This seems to be the opinion <>f employers in general There

is no living in pea an employer, with labor agitators. Then-

is no tyranny like onto theirs. A non-union man, has, in their

DO mere light to life and liberty and Protection than if he

the worst of criminals. It is widely claimed thai these labor

itors look far more to their own Interests than to those of the

laboring man. To hold on to their lucrative positions, they feel, it is

claimed, that they must make a show at doing things, and their

only way of doing things is tO create trouble between employer and

employee. Now the hours are too long, now the wages are too

small. Now the number of men employed is too little, now tin-

machinery in use is too much. Now the efficient non-union man
employed must be dismissed, now the inefficient union man must

be retained. They little care whether or not they kill the goose

that lays the golden egg. They little consider the poor laboring

man upon whom a long-enduring strike bears the hardest. They

little care whether by closing to the laborer the doors of industry,

they open wide to him the doors of want and misery.

It is bad enough, employers say, that labor leaders should know
of no other way for reconciling difficulties between employers and

their men than by a strike. But to call out from Other shops tin-

men who have no grievances, who are under contract, who are sat-

isfied with wages and hours and treatment, to call these out for no

other reason than to use them as a sort of a thumb-screw on the

employer in whose place the strike has occurred, is an outrage

beyond endurance. It places the reins of industrial authority entirely

in the hands of the labor leader. It places the owner of the estab-

lishment in the attitude of a dependent on the good will of a

dictator. Employers ask themselves: what if they were to do as

they are done by. by their empl<< What, if notwithstanding

contracts, they were to shut out their men because of sympathy

with that fellow employer in whose establishment a strike has

occurred? What an outcry the laboring people would raise!

(314)
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i
the* nine which thcv them* itly commit

I. in •»!*- -nl-l Inr disheartei tterly

that they should n i people who
I it t K wonder tliat they should n

to ci whom a contract is of no more

written on. Littk wonder that cmpiqjmi
should I ! t«. tin .cir employees, when for
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le them with lake labor agreeable, and
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reward. Little wonder that in t ich Carnegie

built up. and in which he at one time welcomed the Union as "bene-

ficial l*.th to labor and i boold be a feeling to-day

against the I pronoui cad one of the strongest

the compan) t«. d< ild use every resource
within their reach rather than have a trace of unionism in their shop.

ire the plaints ol the employers those of the cmpl<

Vr still. They admit that their nn\. re frequently

h, but, they claim, there are no others at their command to

enforce theii ts againal strength, pov-

1th, the ends sooghl most be considered, they say,

and n«»t the n It is a fighfl tence and not for

It i> a fight for their wives and child food to still

with which to cover their nakedness, for

theordin. with which t<> make existence t«>lerahic. That

bed, they n h the power
em. They matt me say,

'iy with their only commodity, and capital

: wealth, th

place the ible value upon it. Capital, they claim, is the

enenrj npts the law and nsei it for the oppression

of the pot :»r the laboring man's combination with his fellow

11 be that of the slave or

serf, his wages would still be a mere pittance, his hours of labor

home a hovel, his clothes rags, his degra-

in the days now happi I only by uniting

all the hi the interest of one the interest of
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all, that they hope to Co; lv with the mighty power of

capital, and obtain the rigfati md the reward! thai belong to labor.

Having these noble ends in view, they claim they have a p<

right, in mere ielf-protection, to coerce the non-union man into the

union, and to brand as a "seal)" him who ifl io blind or base as not

ee that his own best good lies in strengthening the hand of nil

fellow sufferers.

Being part creators of wealth, they are tired, they say, of u

all the good things of life going to the rich and all the undesirable

things to them. It i- galling to them to know that one per cent of

the population of the United St weald) than the

remaining ninety-nin< it. ami that the laboring people, who
constitute eighty-eight per cent of the population, own hut thirteen

per cent of its wealth. It is galling for them to read and hear

of the extra\ ttg on in society, and to fed that it is their

labor which is paying for it all. while they themselves are often

lacking the necessities of life.

They admit that their wages are higher than they ever were

before, and their hours shorter and their homes better, but, they

claim, their demands are higher, and that the means of existence

are far more expensive than they were. With all their higher wages,

they ask, what is the lot of most of the laboring men but misery?

The slums and crowded tenement districts are the homes of most

of the laboring people. If wages are fair the number of work-

ing days in the year are short. ( >n an average, about half of

the year, they claim, is spent by the working people in enf«

idleness. Life for most of them is a hand-to-mouth existence. Only

few of them can lay by anything for old age. The casual ities they

meet with are many; the death rate is large; disease is frequent.

If sick for any length of time, the charities must help them out.

If old and feeble they must seek refuge in the almshouse. Money
trusts and operators' combines, tl. Klv for the pur-

pose of crushing every labor union and of stamping out every right

and liberty of the laboring man.

If the latter claim be the aim of employers, they will never

succeed. The pro ohSTJOO i- forward and upward. The

slave rose into the serf, the serf into the free man, and no

trust and no combine, nor all of the tf ibined will ever suc-
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cccd in dcgradu rican laboring man back again into

slavery, or even fata lerfflom. The >•« of his rights hat

<1 without a

There iv m saying that laboring men have a legal

ami moral right to organize unions for sell ti m and self-

imp; ' was a time when master and man worked

at the loom, or hootnakcr's bench, or in the

wag* and when tlic employee had no difficulty t«> reach the

the ri^'l;' the lessening

Buff modern i n of

and prcjcnti new problems.

: in the o»r]- the owner is replaced by

en. bosses, man iircctors.

Capital native < and labor is obliged

the same. It must have its n protect its rights,

e end in view that we organize government. Indi-

ine ami ;i councilman to r< them in

mttni re government, a congrcs-

nal government. Union and representation are Ameri-

fotmdartOB of our liberties, and

by every free.* ng American.

it of i« men are

entitled to an adequat t the pi labor. It is certainly

unji: lould fall t<> capital, while labor, the

uld be obliged t with the

ingi ; that the one, from t of capital, should be enabled

and to revel in extravagance, while the other, from

ild he barely able to keep body and soul

together. \ ght to adequate wages, the laborer has a

rk. It is wrong to place human
;n and machinery. If modern indus-

trial life the laborer the privilege of braking

k whenever he the laborer, in return, must

l>e gl I no Ion 1 than if consistent with the

ihh, with the obi family, with the
•

be protected against being

when i alienable privilege of selling
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his labor to wl>. When
he has the ri^ht not to be dlscriminafc I for being a member

of a trades union. He has tin- right of uniting with hia fellow

laborers in peacefully quitting work, if his demand for higher wi

nesl for righting certain real or imaginary

wrongs be not complied with.

All these rights the laborer has. and all these rights I

loyal American and lover of humanity sacredly honors. But when

the trader-union paSSCS beyond these rights, and invades the terri-

..f the employer, when it arrogates t<» itself the right to run

the employer's business, the right to dictate to the employer, how

much wages he may and may not pay. from whom he may and may
not buy, and to whom he may and may not sell, how many hours

he may and may not work, how many machines he may run. and

at what Speed, how many apprentices he may and may not employ,

when it undertakes to cripple the employer's industry by Calling out

his men, because of sympathy with other strikers, or because of

mploying non-union men, by boycotting his wares, by sending

out its pickets to waylay non-union men, and to force them by

intimidation or violence either to leave work or to join the union,

it is then that the trades-union becomes an organized tyranny, and

the union man a despot. It is then that a state of war exists between

employer and employee, and that, in retaliation, capital resor

drastic measures that are no less reprehensible.

I will grant that it is irritating to see men ready to take the

place vacated because of insufficient pay, or because of too many
hours of work, or because of some other grievance, and I can see

every reason why such people should be peaceably reasoned with,

and. if possible, made to join the union. But to set upon such men.

when argument fails, to assail them, to endanger their live

persecute their families and those that have relations with them,

yea, even to burn or dynamite their homes, or to club or shoot

them to death—and not only them but officer- of the law, delegated

by the city or the state to protect them, in the lawful discharge of

their rights—such procedure is a degree of lawlessness nothing

short of anarchy, and demands the most condign penalty of the law.

It i> lawlessness when a trade-Union regards itself above the

authority of the law of the land, and makes rules and regulations

in contravention thereof. It is lawlc when a trades-union

(3'8)
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y to con-

to join to r.t hi iu

t., then the personal liberties, which arc

1 and the laws of the

It was Abraham Lincoln who man it good enough

•ther man wlUlOUl that other's consent." It is |

icss to bri tTcrin^ uj)on an unoffending com-

tnumt\ I \hich nWMinion men are

but which union men will not permit under the

c.

It i> law U wiess to boycott the produce of a manufacturer, who

has incurred the ill-will of a t «m, and to extend the

amUhcma to < who handles such boycotted goods, even

who purchase them. It is not an inapt comparison

lie boycott to tin > there was no more

cruel weapon during the Dark and Middle Ages than the ban to

bring re( individual* to the feet of the church, so does the

modem bxfa rid. know of no more cruel weapon than the

• used b) the trades-union, to bring under its yoke employers

who the belief that thejf have a right to manage their own

The cry of the people who are not direct participants in the

I of employer ami employee. Though

rible for the hitter feeli; ting between the

lade to suffer a large part of the con-

sequent is If the strike ties up or cripples a public utility, the

peoj>! ul to no end of inconvenience and alarm and loss,

innocents
'roperties are dynaarifced The

peace of the community is demoralized. The usual routine of life

up. The publk places of instruction and amusement are

:\ jxw.r health collapse under the nervous tension

lit.

ht in the contct I employers and em-

the |>eople believe thai of the difficulty ought to

be found, must Ik- found, for the sake of the general peace and

good wil uncut has provided courts for settling other

cjuarreK between man and man. so must it provide cot arbi-

trating diffen g in increasing numbers, and that
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arc bound to arise in larger numbers, Owing to the growing dis-

content among labor and owing to the constant inflow

of immigrants, who, being in nerd of employment, are bound to

compete in the rfcet for the labor to be had. More and

more the people fed that, as they have the right to call in the p

when disturbances of the peace are annoying or endangering the

neighborhood, or when they wish to have a nuisance abated in their

immediate environment, so have they the ri^lit. in self-protection,

and for the sake of the public peace, to demand that special courts

be permanently established f<>r the arbitration oi industrial qua!

In that call for arbitrating cur industrial conditions lies our

hope for the future. It is a new cry and a far different one from

that which follows reports of bullets and explosions of dynamite. It

i- this Ear-Spreading demand for arbitration that gives a silver lining

to the dark cloud that now lowers over us. That cry has already

been answered in Germany, in Canada, in Australia, in New Zealand.

Wherever answered, it has tempered much bitterness. The estab-

lishment of more than four hundred permanent courts of arbitra-

tion for trade disputes in Germany has lessened the number of

strikes in that country to an astounding decree. Seventy per cent

of the disputes in Germany between employer and employees have

been brought before these tribunals, and although there is no obli-

gation to accept the decisions rendered, with scarcely any excep-

tion, they are cheerfully accepted by the contending parties, and

faithfully followed.

May we. too, soon learn this needed lesson. May we, too, soon

learn that there are nobler and surer ways of settling trade dis-

putes than by war- against classes by strikes and lockouts, by bullets

and by bombs, by intimidation of employers and by starvation of

employees. May we. too. soon see established in our midst the arbi-

tration courts which Germany, across the Atlantic, Australia and

New Zealand, in the Pacific, and Canada, our neighbor, have found

a blessing to employer and employee and people. Arbitration courts

are our only hope for industrial peace. Ours is the solemn duty to

turn that hope into reality.
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By ubrt Stewart,
I'nitr.! LakOTi Washington, D. C

The trade agreement seeks to preserve and maintain industrial

It does not settle t frequently embodies the

roper function is to their

occurrence and the bitterness out of which they grow. It provides

the machine: m of gr , real or imaginary, and

or comn either automat-

. as in the sliding scale, or through conferences, instead of con-

flicts. It is the embodiment of the exhoi I omc, and let us

reason together."

iarily, of course, trade-agreements are wage agreements,

and in many of them wages and hours of labor with arbitration

es to cover misunderstandings concerning these specific points

are the only questions considered. The more important agreements,

. cover all contingencies that could ordinarily arise in the

occupation or industry, and provide peaceable means for the ad-

tment of unforeseen difficulties.

1c agreement of which there is record is one

of the \ en the employers and workmen of the

le. This was a simple wage agreement of a very

prin e. The >n of the agreement principle so as

to c« re than i ^es and boon of labor began in the

30's, when an effort was made to control the employment of ap-

Sini ime there has been a steady broadening of the field

>vcred by the trade agreement There has also been

xtension of the geographical territory of the trade agreement.

At t is purely local in its extent, affect ally a single

establishment and at mo Set of small area.

At present trade agreement^ mav be national and even international

in their KOpeT On thU hasis three kinds of agreements may now

•Soo -A Doctimrnury HUtory of tbo Early Organtsattoaa of Prt»trro.~ by

RtbotWrt Stewart. Iiullrtin tf tho Bureou of Labor. No 61 atoo -Tb# Prtatora." if
Dr. Urorgo K. Harnett. pabHabod by American Rcooomlc AooocUtloa.
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be distinguished. These arc (l) the agreements which are purely

local; (2) those which a: re frith the industry! and

those which cover large industrial areas or districts. Into the first

tall the establishmei a tingle

such as the agreements of the carpenters, painters, etc. The

general agreements are made between national organizations on

both sides and are thus either co-extensive with the industry; or

without 1 nsive with the industry nevertheless cover I

districts and embody a number of local As examples of

Uniform Idles co-extensive with the industry may be cited those of

the stove founders, the glass bottle blowers, flint glass workers,

wind 1 Mowers, brotherhood of potters, iron and steel work-

tin plate and sheet steel workers, tin house workers, etc. As
illustrative of the district agreements may be cited those of the

coal miners, and the American Newspaper Publishers' Association.

the longshoremen's agreements, etc.

.in. there lias been a tendency toward the gradual extension

of the life of trade agreements. Originally they were for one

year, now they frequently are for five years. Even in the building

trades the life period of agreements has radically changed. Over

twenty per cent of all the local unions of carpenters, for instance,

have agreements, many of which are for three years even when a

different wage scale is named for each year. The iron molders are

likewise extending the time covered by agreements.

The iron molders union and the stove founders have had agree-

ments since 1890. At present the agreement covers every import-

ant stove manufactory in the United States, and provides for al-

most every conceivable emergency. By virtually guaranteeing piece

rates, it has abolished restricted production. This organization

has a large number of trade agreements with job and machine

foundries, and the tendency is to increase the life of these agree-

ments, so that whereas formerly all were for one year, many are

now for three years. The Foundrymen's Association, which a few

years ago became inoculated with the "no trade-agreement'' craze

which struck the country, has checked somewhat the progress of

agreements in this industry.

The sliding scale has frequently been made the subject of a

trade agreement. In 1848, during the strike of iron puddlers in

the Pittsburgh and Wheeling district. Horace Greeley suggested to
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Ac «!i-i»utai.- togcthci and agree on a fair rate of

wages based on i agreement to be self-

ting ami automat rate going up and down with
tin- MUfa ilh.u-h • gestion was much <lUcussed.

i.r» mm4 Their Remedy—The rarmt strlhee foe wagea la different part* of
the <•

I —JlllUlif tl>.. r.,o puddb burgh. *«gg**t gr*v*
and yet hopeful thought- In reading lb** proceeding* of tb« striker*. ia observer •

« arrested by their emphatic though *mtoaarloaa road, aiaatlosj of
nilro aortal framework M defective and unju*t. 1'robably half of ibooi mea
harbored tbe Idea of a aoclal rccoaatrurtloB—arm erca brard »f IL A*k

fbom one by one If auch an Idea rould bo made to work, and lb*? would ahafca their
bead* and aajr. "It la all well in theory, but It will never do la prank*.** Bat

they come to differ with th. Ir employer*, they at once aaeum* the defeetiTe

noaa of oor proaent aorlal polity, and argue from It aa a point by nobody disputed

:

uffkt to bo paid eo murb ttbus ratal their logic) becauao are oard and they
can afford It." "ONoaf," do you *ay, friends? Una't you realtor that

world around U baaed upon a«l Instead of ought t Which one of you.

earning flftecn dollar* a m paid flee ceata more than tbe market prtco far
a iNiahrl of potatoea. or a basket of egg*, or a quarter of mutton, becaoae tbe aaatral

•mghi to t»e fairly paid for bla labor, and couldn't really mfor4 to aell at tbe market
ratal Nay. which of you well-paid puddlera ever gave a poor widow a dollar

apiece for making your ablrta when you could get them made aa well for half a
dollar, crcn though g| Iff you would be getting three daya' work for owe?
Btep forward from tbe ranka, you gentlemen that hare conducted your 01

and hiring through life on the principle of "oN<//if.'' and let ma make aay

to eacb of you ! I ahall do It right heartily, and with no fear of being

neck-weary by the opera t.

that "ought" la a glorloua word when applied to tbe relatione of

and of labor—we ran- t be forgot t< n There are In It tbe aaeda of a reeo-

I more gigantic and pervaalve than any Vergnlaud or Koasath era? da rind.

IleaTen aperd the day when, not only In Ir.m but In all brancbea of ladaatry. tbe

reward of labor ahall be regal :< nat by "ought

Tbe moat mclanchoh f theae atrlkea la the apparent Indlapoattloa aa

either aide to dlacorer any law whereby theae colllalona may be terminated for the

present an <\ In future. It aeema eo natural for tbe workman to aay.

at you can nay but three-fourth* of our former wage* hereana of

the la* suppose we *• \ you agree that oar

wagea shall advance whenever and eo faat aa the .hall Improver
natural and proper atuwer of the maater*. "If you will agree

that they shall be reduced whenever and eo faat a* Iron shall deellae •till farther.
**

Tale belag rates* tire relation of capital to labor la tbl* particular de-

partment la readjusted on the ha*!a of proportion or common latere**, laataad of

that of arbitrary wage*, evolving contrariety of Interest*. Now tbe padaire get*

eo much, although th* Iron ahould not *ell for enough to pay blm. and care* vary

i* boalneea I* proaparooa or depreaaed. *ave *• Its aaapimlia may

turn blm out of work- Bot with tbe eatabllibment of proportion aa a law of the

rent! would be on the aide of prosperity, aad bis wagea

meek depend on tbe price which Iron ahoald bear at tbe end

from neither party to thl* controversy do I hear one fruit fa! or reran-

filing word. From tbe journey men* • « l M bare all meaner of JacoMatf ctamor

•galnat tbe oppression* of capital, wealth, monopoly, ete.. bat no praftleal «a**j*a>

10 one say*. -Uet u* hire Iron work* faf which tWee are

abundance abut up) aad go to making Iron aa our own master*" Etna hi
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it was not until some sevmt February 13,

1865. that the Sons of Vttlcan ind the ton iron

manufacturers «^f PiUsbuigh ixing

principle tin- gliding scale.
1 This organization m<

with the Amalgamate iati<>n of Imn ami Sled Workers in

1876, the sliding scale beta ed principle in all agreemenH
made hy it from that date to the present

The sliding scale was made the basis of the Agreement of [90a

een the American Flint Glass Workers 1'nion, and Man
turers Association, so far as the items of jelly glasses and common
pressed tumblers were concerned and. ;lt, the restrictions on

production were taken off these, and the piece-rate guaranteed The
principle of the sliding scale was adopted by the Anthracite Coal

Commission in its award and now regulates the wages of coal miners

in the anthracite field. Friends of industrial peace and good wages

ing, where there has been a great meeting of Iron workers to sympathize with and
er.courage the Pittsburgh puddlers, no voice utten-d the creative words. "Stop
depending on masters, and go to making iron for yourselves !" How is it that a

course so obvious, so decisive, and now rescued from the fatal taint of novelty by

a signal success, should remain unadopted rind cv«n uneonsidered?

Since the above was written and published, the organization of the various

branches of iron-making and manufacture on the basis of proportion or WQClltltW
has been earnestly considered by the workers of Pittsburgh, and several attempts

at practical association are now In progress or in < ont.-mplntion by them.- In.

m

••Hints T..\\:ml Ib-fi.rm.'" by BOCMt QfMltJ. Harper I'.r-.s.. Ntl Y-.rk. I860.

•Below will be found in tabular form the nnd the scale

of 1910, side by side. In is«r» bar Iron sold in IMttshur^'h district for $138
ton during practically the whole year. i. < is per pound. In March, l :»!•».

the Pittsburgh prlre of bar iron wns L68 rents per pound. A ftUMS .it the table

will show that puddlers earned $6JK) DSC ton in 1868, :md $6.12% per ton In 1010,

A puddler and helper will puddle one and a quarter tons in a day, of which the

helper gets one-third and the puddler two-thirds.

1865. 1910.

Selling Puddles Selling Puddlers Selling Puddlers Selling

Price Wages w... Price e»

per per Ton of per of
r>
pcr

.
Tl «»f „per

Pound a. a40 Lbs. Room 3.240 Lbs; Pound 2,240 Lbs Pound
- $4.00 $0.0676 MAO 00.0100 1041166

1..-.0 A600 »;:,., .0160
.0800 4.M1 M'Vjr, 01 10 6.00 ,0168
ApS 4)060 7 on 01 1

6

6.00 .01T0
,0860 .0676 MO 0120 6.00 • 'IT.',am 640 t:.o 0180
0400 Bu00 0186

r.r.o

6J0 01 i"

.0800
,0600 .<^:>
jOtSS mm 9.00Mm too

Puddlers*
WjSfM

2,240 Lbs.

$5.87 %
6.00

T.oo
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Trade Agreements 7

1

b for the extension of this principle to the many industries to

which it || applicable.

\\ hilc. of course, wages and hours occupy the principal place

trie agreements, all points of possible controversy can be and

illy are ( in tin team of carefully thought-out agree-

Thus the vexatious
|

scnted by "jurisdictional

re solved bj the lumbers 1^0, by means

of a joint agreement between *

<-s and all unions having mem-
bership in their employ, the agreement stating minutely and in

specific terms the (list rihut ion of the work. Where building trades

int agreements could eliminate all jurisdictional

porating a specific allotment of all classes of work

in the terms of the agreement. In this way local employers could

solve, at least for tin t otherwise hopeless annoyances,

her or not the American Federation of Labor shall finally prove

able to settle its "jurisdictional figl

In iiir ion restrictions on output have been entirely

eliminated in many industries by trade agreements with the unions.

In others, such as the sanitary potteries, some branches of the glass

industry, the gold-beaters, and many others, output restrictions are

made subject to agret ind arc not left to the arbitrary fixing

anion rules. In fact no devices, not even bonus systems and

premium ive done so much to remedy the evils of restriction

on output as has the open discussion of it in conferences called to

effect trade agreements. The practices complained of, such as pace-

ig, speeding up, piece-rate cutting, letting young against old

and then discharging the old, practices which restriction of output

was inaugurated to offset, are subject to review and elimination

by agreement. A reasonable standard of efficiency :p beside

a reasonable day's wage, and both arc defined ; hence the object of

vtion of output is gained without resort to it.

The glass bottle blowers have carried the principle of the

trades agreement to the extent of making apprenticeship regulation

ubject thereto. This union had wage scale agreements

with their amnio] :.ir back as 1846; trade agreements in the

broader sense began in 1870 and still continue. At present the

"scale committees" of both organizations, that is the employers and

the workmen, meet yearly and agree OpOfl an elaborate piece-rate

addition to complicated working rules. Apprenticeship regu*
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lations have been taken out of the constitution of the union entirety

and made subject to the annual trade agreement. Owing to the

encroachment of the blowing machine, the employers agreed to take

on no apprentices daring the present Kile the union agreed

to a twenty pet cent reduction on piece-rates in hand shops on all

bottles which are also made by the machine, and further agreed

to a regulation of hours which permits continuous operation in three

eight-hour shifts, of such plants as must compete with machine-

blown ware. To give up taking on more apprentices is not so much

of a concession on the part of the manufacturers as might a;

The machine had thrown approximately a thousand blowers out of

work, in a total of nine or ten thousand. To gb on turning1 out more

blowers would be to so glut the market with idle skilled blowers,

that others would be tempted to erect factories, and non-onion fac-

tories at that, thus increasing the volume of non-union product

which the association members must buy up as jobbers to prevent

its being retailed at cut rates.

On the other hand, many of the concessions made by both

sides have been genuine. Thus the use of intoxicants, or even the

bringing of such upon the premises of the factory, is prohibited and

made a cause for discharge in the agreements of each of the three

divisions of the glass industry. The longshoremen's agreements

also prohibit the employer's foremen from selling liquor to the

workmen and the men from having liquor on the premises.

Sympathetic strikes are regulated or controlled by the terms

of many of the agreements. One growing objection on the part

of the weaker unions, to the trade agreements of the stronger unions

is that they prevent sympathetic support. There is a danger that

in this, as in the control of union constitutional provisions by trade

agreements, some employers' associations seek to go too far. Sym-
pathy is deeper than collective bargaining or than trade unionism

itself, and cannot be suppressed by parchments. To attempt to go

too far in this direction endangers the parchment rather than the

sympathy.

While the trade agreement is usually entered into between em-

ployers and unionized labor it is not at all incompatible with
"

shop" conditions, except in cases where "open shop" is used as a

subterfuge for non-union shops. Of course, where no organization

is permitted and men are dealt with only as "individuals" there can
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be " nay promulgate wage
scales and working rules, but Ihoc are edicts, not agreements.

IgramentS t» cccssanly involve "recog-
nition . i tiu union" Cor men is ai m this point.

HI to open shop g-tfllfflHl on the part of

trade unionists have t.» do priodpaO) irlth the discipline

the 1111 ally long
tiitl€ The printing pressmen

find that when they make a three- ..r live year agreement

mben in that shop cease to pay
and hou three \< lion member-

ship 1- not m of einp! ind the workmen
attending the onion meetings, until just before

al miners in the

anth' Id when the commission fixed condition! for a period

and it will always he found true in case of long time open

Another ol to the oj>cn shop trade agree-

ment is tli.it the unions cannot guarantee to enforce the terms of

then . ment in shops where the violation may l-

a workman who I metnher of the organization or whose
tm«.t he jeopardized by any attempts the union

may 1 n. Open shop agreements can, therefore,

little more than wages and hour>; can at best only detail

what the cinpl." the way of conditio!

Where the employer is a great corporation engaged in an enter-

whivh the lal>or involved in the agreement is only

indin tributory, trade unions usually <lo ih t insist on closed

machinist union, for instance, which, in case of small

machine shops and with employers who arc simply producers of

lost insistent on card shop agreements, has a

h to deal with railroads, and this branch is entirely

illy with open shops. The railroad company is in the

s and its machine shops are entirely sub-

main purpose. If a railroad company agrees to pay a

certain rate ami work certain now ng to try to use

undermine that rate or those hours. There is not

h in it
' rth while: hence, in such a case, open shop

agreements are safe enough for wage protective purposes.

In the case of a large association of employers, composed of
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members operating union factors p lbop»
M

and in ioom in-

stall. ;nion plants, tin- trade agreement ii made to furnish

court of appeal for members of the union working in any plant

.. whether that plant is union or not. This

furnishes a i ances for straggling members of the

•i working in an "open shop." which non-union employees in the

same shop do not possess. This advantage operates in every in-

stance to bring those employees into the union, thus unionizin.

the open shops in the association. 4

The first agreements in in industry are usually crude, and yet

mis M the critical period of experiment. New unions, and employ-

new to the trade agreement experiment, would benefit by the

advice of experienced advisors. Thus the superintendent of one of

the large Chicago packing houses complained that the "recognition

of the union" with him had meant that he had 217 "shop com-

mittees" in the various departments of the plant, and that all his

time was taken up meeting committees. The trouble here was

that the trade agreement did not provide for the sifting of "griev-

ances" through a central control inside the union. "Shop com-

mittees" should report their fancied grievances to the union as a

whole or to its executive officers, who are usually able to tell real

from imaginary wrongs. The employers should have but one com-

mittee to meet, and its personnel, while it cannot be named, can be

controlled by the terms of the agreement to the extent that unreason-

able hotheads and personally disagreeable persons can be excluded

from it. The union above referred to was "smashed" because it

was new, oblivious of the fact that unions cannot be born old. On
the other hand, a general manager of a tin plate plant said he had

conducted a union plant for eight years and had never been called

upon by a committee. "If they have any troubles they fix them up,"

he said. Employers who profess to be in favor of the older con-

servative unionism, but intolerant of new unions which they proceed

to "smash" are either not entirely ingenuous and frank, or are

rather inconsistent. If half the money, time, and intelligence that

is employed to smash new unions were devoted to sympathetic

direction of their councils and education of their membership, they

could be "aged" much Easter.

Trade agreements have done more to humanize the conditions

•8ee Commons and Frry. Bureau of Labor Bulletin, No. 62.
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of labor and minimi/ than any other single instrumentality.

mto on the part of the employers by the employer

ti case of corporations or associations, by men higher

up m the* control cal interests. It is in the

the terms of trade agreements that these men "higher

up" often get t: t Mode I c working conditions so

fruitful <>f unreal l apart from wages and hours, condi-

tions of labor which irritate or are considered by the workmen as

intolerable are sometimes created by the ovcrzeal or whim of a

speed boss," or a gang boss. The real employer hears

of these fof the Mr t time when lie is called upon to discuss the

terms of a trade agreement. Since, as a general rule, the higher up
iu the cottncill of the employers the more willingness to remove

sources of 1 the trade agreements and the discussions

prcce m have done much to eliminate these.

The trade agreement enables the employer to have a voice in

affairs of the trade union, to control it in fact within the limits

of the terms of the agreement, and, on the other hand, enables the

men to control the acta of the employer and his subordinate

foreman and gang boss, not • to hours and wages, but as to

tment of men, sanitation, and general working conditions, where

rms. It is the mutual working basis, the

magna charta of each.

The extent of control possible to be exercised over strictly

hy employers, through the medium of the trade agree-

ment lenced by the Illinois Coal Operators' Association in

•it; the : 1 of the union's initiation fee from $100 to

that some organi DOtabrj the International

Typographical Tnion, declare that their cor \\ provisions

and established trade regulations are not subject to bargaining,

trade agreements or arbitrate since only the regu-

lations ai roc when a trade agree-

ment is made can t£ lie increase in long-time

Dti has tended to decrease the number of constitutional

amendments and new working r nee these cannot affect a

;e number of c^ I lerable term of

years tc as 1902 th nographical I'nion \*o. 6
agreed with the United TypOthebe to submit to arbitration "such

s as conflict with the present International Typographical laws.**
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The international, however. iion the arbitration.

The attempt to control unions through trade tgrecmcnti had in

asc been carried too far.*

On the whole, I
t much opposition to this

principle of mutual control by the lead, either side The

Building Trade Contractor iatkmfl ol Chicago and elsewhere,

the stove manufactir tions and many other groups of

organized employers found it impossible to control their own mem-
ip in the matter of wages paid and working hours, and

more than willing to have the assistance of the unions in making

conditions uniform, to eliminate this element of uncertainty

from competitive bidding or prices. Uniformity of is as

important to manufacturer-* in competitive industries as fair earning

opportunity is to the workers. Associations of manufacturers have

never been able to maintain a uniform wage scale. This can only

be assured when, as in the case of the Stove Founders' National

Defense Association, a national employers' organization enters into

a trade agreement with a national labor organization like the iron

moulders. By the terms of this agreement, each manufacturer must

keep an agreed-upon printed book of piece rates posted in the shop.

The workmen will see to it that the rates are paid. This associa-

tion made its first agreement with the national union in 1890 and

has had no serious trouble since. The history of these agreements

is eloquent with argument for the abolition of unnecessary strife."

Labor leaders, on the other hand, are frequently glad to get

clauses into trade agreements which will enable them to hold

extremists and discordant elements within the union ranks in check.

It is not uncommon for trade agreements to contain a clause to the

effect that during the life of that agreement its terms are inviolable,

anything in the constitution of the union, or any vote taken by it

to the contrary notwithstanding. That the rank and file of organized

labor are conservative and impelled to radical action only by agitat-

ing leaders has not been the experience of those who have been

brought in contact with them. Trade agreements, therefore, make

•The discussion of the "sarredness of treaty obligations" and the power of

treaties to set aside law* and even MMtftatfcMMl provisions jtrowinj? out of the

California-Japanese Incident reads very much like that bilPMH tin- International

and the Typothetae over trade ajtreen

•8ee "Conciliation In the Stove Industry." by Prof. John B. Commons and

John I*. Frey, Bulletin of U. 8. Bureau of Labor, No. 62.
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for const sad are generally opposed by radical organizations

mkIi as the [ndutlrial Workers •-! the World.

When the American intellect sincerely and squarely expends

as much effort to sol • ms of labor as it has to sell the

products and reduce the wages of labor, those problems will be

American in !ic problems of labor

to labor and interested itself only in preventing labor from solving

he solution of the seniority problems presented by the dual

organization membership contentions I the Brotherhood of

d the firemen's organization on railroads

IgO thil it there are no irreconcilable

conflicts, no unsolvable problems. An unsolvable problem in the

: world can only grow out of a situation which, if it presents

unsolvable probli ridoned.

r liln-ral on tin . will

r quite fill the place of mutual trade agreements. They lack

the machinery for humanizing industry. We have seen lately at

McKecs Rocks, and at Bethlehem, the result of carrying working

conditions to the point where unorganized, non-union men revolt.

The lespread labor revolt that ever occurred in this country.

of 1877, was a revolt of unorganized men and the immediate

ise was not direct! es.

There is ah ngcr of strife where there is no one in

authority whose 1 to see that the discipline so necessary

for the economic conduct of any plant does not become dehuman-

r disciplining discipline when

and becomes a h aerator, ami no check on small men with

large authority, that is, no check upon the use of authority by men

I been given power over <»ther met because of

their technical k- or ability to do th direct others

in the doing <>f things, and to "get out the ^ocmIs," without regard

ability t<- Bg peacefully with men. There are "pro-

duct -peed Iwsscs," superintendents of everything

;t the humanities of stork Bttl there i^ always danger where

there Ki no csca m«>ral es. The "grievance

committees" of trade uni he an intolerable nuisance to some

employers of labor 1 justified thereby mg their

Ac privilege of organizing. It would, however, seem

to be the part of wisdom i mploycrs to fill this place in

01)
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some manner, either by the appointment of some one who, in con-

stant touch with the highest « : Uftd who, with authority direct

from them, shall act as I undent of the humanities of dis-

cipline and of work, minimizing the occasion of "grievances," or

in some other manner prevent the Leyden jar of human hate from

becoming overcharged.
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THE SETTi PUTES AMONG THE Ml
WORKER

President of the United Mine Workers of America. Indianapolis, Ind

The set: »f labor disputes is a question of such great

importance that it should receive the seri. deration of t

r a proper respect for its

instil lual who can devise a method that will

settle labor dispute! 00 a I all concerned, and pr<

industrial -t will perform a great service to his

:ve the gratitude n. It is well known
nploycr and employee lead to

dispute! that cause industrial -trife an<! Such di*;

11 v take place OVCf the proper division of the results of labor

performed. To settle labor disputes intelligently we must under-

stand something of the contributory cause of disagreements bet

the empl pee.

The rapid development and evolution of our industrial system

is the direct result of laws favorable to such development, mil

resources easily accessible, inventive gentttS, and the high stan

of the men employed in our various industries. Our
:einely favorable to the development of industry for

the reason that corporations may be formed with little or no capital.

What is mostly necessary to convince finai that the in«l

to be developed will be able to pay interest on and refund borrowed

il without great risk. If the men who organize a corporation

arc known to have been n 1 as promoters of Industrial enter-

prise, or if they arc recognized as men of sound bn dement.

not difficult for them to secure the necessary capital to develop

an industry.

The mineral resources of this country arc the basis of our indus-

trial great of producing coal and other minerals

has given us the most complete and di ial system of

any country in the world It il a matter of common knowledge

the mineral resources of H ntry. whether owned by indi-

03)
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ils or by the government, have r purchased

entirely too cheap by ti The hii^h standard

of • efficiency of the i- I tliis country is fully

recognized. This high standard of efficiency is due largely CD the

competition 1 the men who labor and the desire of -

individual to excel his fellow man in the amount of labor doffl

well as in the quality of the product produced The incentive that

:i Ofl is the amount of wages they must receive in ord-

provide for those depending upon them.

The inventive genius of man has contributed much to the devel-

opment of our industrial greatness. Invention has brought into

nee the labor-saving machine. The labor-saving machine has

been brought into direct competition with the individual wage earner.

The natural result is that the individual worker is rapidly b
displaced by the labor-saving machine. This competition betv

the machine and the man has created an industrial system in which

the man is made subordinate t<> the machine.

If not restricted or controlled by the government or sorrte other

power, the corporation and the labor-saving machine under its

control are the two elements in our industrial affairs that would

ultimately enslave the wage earners of our country.

The laboring men have long since realized that by individual

effort they can never hope to secure a fair share of the results of

their labor. Necessity compelled the laboring men to associate

with one another in order that they could, by and through the power

of organization, sell their labor to better advantage than they could

hope to do as individuals. In the forming of labor unions, the

laboring men simply followed an example set by the employers when

industrial corporations were formed

Human selfishness is an important element to deal with in the

adjustment of labor disputes. Human selfishness is greatly inten-

sified under the name of a corporation. Men as individuals would

not think or care to do as individuals what they are doing as repre-

sentatives of a corporation. The attempt of a corporation or employer

to increase profits by the purchase of labor at the lowest possible

standard, and the resistance of the wage earner against selling his

labor at such a price as would not provide him with an American

standard of living, has created labor disputes, or the Labor Problem.

The mining industry is the most important factor in connec-

034)
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1

or nulti clopment. The mining

of our country have been the scene of some terrible industrial coo-

Human selfishness has prompted the employer to disregard

ghts Of ire of the mine workt tges wcr<

to such an extent that starv.t the mine workers and bank-

rupt. . it t: rs was the natural result of this deplorable

condition. '1 rder to earn profit on their ii

• imposed conditions . ment that were unbearable. Dis-

re a common occurrence with apparently no

way of preventing them.

It finall 1 upon the more intelligent and conservative

wners, I leaders of the mine workers, that

be some community of intcre n employer and

trap! \cting on thi> theory, a conference of operators and
niim ailed together over twenty years ago.

At that inaugurated What i> now known as

DCC met; negotiating and agreeing upon the

of a wage contract to govern the mining industry h.

movement inaugurated at that time was confined to \\V

Pennsylvania. Ohio, fodi . and met with var

ind failure until it passed out of existence in the year 1895.

The joint movement tfl it affected Western Peunsyhrani

Indiana and Illi: fished in the year 1898, when a

wage contract was secured fur the states named and 14 hour

work bed The joint d of arrang-

wagc agt has grown to include the States of Pen:

Michigan. Iowa. Kansas, Arkansas,

I olorado, Montana, Wyoming. Wash-

ington. West Virginia, Kentucky and Tennessee. In a number of

wage contracts are negotiated and agreed ur>

include every coal mine within the state and every employee working

in and around the mi:

The method adopted by the mine owners and the mine workers

call what fa known as a joint convention of representa:

of operator- and miners within a state or a group of states produc-

ing coal. When the joint convention is held, it is organized usually

by t! in o! an operator a< a presiding officer. A miner and

an operator a: f the convention A creden-

15)
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tial committee of opt and miners is appointed to repoi

those who are entitled to representation in the convention,

After the preliminary work r< included, a I

mittee on rules and order of business is selected, and the rules

adopted by the COUfenUoo are different from the ordinary parliamen-

rules governing deliberate bodies. It requires a unanimous

vote of operators ami miner* to adopt any proposition

the proposed mm. whether it is wages, hours of labor

or condition- of employment, The reason for adopting a rule

requiring a unanimous vote on the questions of wage nt is

to give the employer and the employee equal voting power. By this

arrangement there must be a mutual agreement in order to reach

final conclusions. The presiding officer in our joint conventions has

no authority to cast a deciding vote on any <jiu-tions affecting the

wage contract.

When the joint convention is organized and the rules are

adopted, it is usual for the miners' representatives to present a

proposition which includes their demands affecting wages, hours of

labor and conditions of employment. It is also customary for

operators or mine owners to submit a counter proposition, each side

having prepared its respective propositions in its own meetings

or conventions.

The submitting of the propositions in open convention by the

miners' and the operators' representatives is then followed by B

general public discussion of the merits of the propositions sub-

mitted by the mine owners and the miners. This general discus-

sion takes place in order that both operators and miners who attend

the convention may understand the proposition submitted by either

or both sides and also acquire a knowledge of the merits of the

claims of the operators' and the miners' representatives.

Following the general discussion of the propositions in the

joint convention of operators and miners, it is usual to submit the

questions at issue to a committee of operators and miners. This

committee is known as the joint scale committee and is composed

of an equal number of representatives of operators and miners, to-

gether with the officers of the respective organizations who act in

an advisory capacity.

This joint scale committee, composed of the representatives

of the operators and miners, adopt rules to govern their delibera-
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lions similar to the rules adopted by the joint convention. The
operators and the inn taring equal voting power, and ques-

tions that ar I must have the support and unanimous

vote of the operators a jucstions can be adopted

as a part of any proposed wage contract.

of settling disputes and arranging

wage contracts to govern the mining industry has prevented many
the miru- owners and their employees.

It has dune much feo the mining industry of the

try and t<» Improve me oooditioQi of employment grounding

workers. The joint convention method is erne in wl

the emj ! ec arc brought in contact with each other

the purjH.se of m their r< positions and to

arrive at conclusions that arc equitable to all concerned. This

method of settling disputes, when adopted and practiced, it

broadest applicat: bfishes as its basil the following essential

features:

Both employer ami employee must recognize that there is a

community of interest between them and that each is just as csscn-

as the other in t pment of the industry affected.

(2) This method bill employer and employee into closer

ionshtp and requires each to respect the rights of the other.

mat the mine owner mttst have a knowledge of

the c tiding the mine worker, and it compels the mine

worker to understand the business afT. the men who own and

operate the trv

intelligence ami a general knowledge of the mining

as a basis for an intelligent discussion of the questions at

Issue. It requires the exercise of good judgment and a respect for

the rights of the general public as well tfl the right! of the mine

owner ami n kcr.

The final conclusions of the joint convention method depend

upon the ability of the operators' or miners' representatives to

present their respective clnin h a manner a« will pass the

:nent of the American people. The weakness of the final success

of the j- rmanently settling disputes is due to

the following con

(1) The inability of the operators and miner* to agree

what should be a fair profit on investments in the minim
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and a fair standard of wages for the men who labor in and around

the coal min<

(2) The disposition of the operator to conceal the facts from

the miners in regard to his badneM ind the d< the mine

refuse to acknowledge conditions that they know to e.\

(3) The desire of both and miners to depart from a

discussion of the facts and to appeal to the Bentunenl or prejudice

rather than the intelligence and reason of those who ai enta

tives in joint convention,

(4) The disposition to substitute might for right, when facts

liave failed to convince either party to the conference thai th«

some middle ground upon which a settlement should be reached

(5) The antagonism of the operator! in a number of mining

communities and the declared intention of those operators that they

will not, as long as it lies within their power, permit their emplo

to organize.

(6) The inequalities that exit from a competitive standpoint,

which give the mine owners in the organized mining district- an

opportunity to complain of the competition from the unorgani/rd

sections of the country.

I have endeavored to point out those features in the joint

movement of arranging wage contracts and settling disputes that

should appeal to every intelligent man. In addition to this, I have

endeavored also to explain those features which may be regarded

as an obstacle in the way of the permanent success of the movement.

Industrial disputes should be settled without interfering with the

operation of the mines or any other industry. In order to settle-

disputes and establish industrial peace in this country the employer

and employee must have a greater respect for each others rights.

The right of the wage earner to form labor unions must be recog-

nized and respected. The right of the employer to manage his

business in his own way must also be recognized. When the em-

ployer understands that he is unable to develop any industry without

the assistance of the wage earner, then there is a community of

interest established, and this fact must be recognized by all con-

cerned.

When the community of interest is established, then the em-

ployer and employee should endeavor to agree upon what is a fair

profit on invested capital and a fair wage for the labor done in

(3#)
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»n of coal. The

Og at m. iusions is for the employ

be J* laming to the representatives of his cm-

Ul business, the amount actually invested and

the- iadu huh he has charge.

« s or then representatives should be conversant with

I and be able t • explain the demands of

i why they are entitled to the wages and conditions

st that \ tteinptiji

:nplover and employee for the division and

possession of what a dollar n the basis of ever

don w it li the adjustment of v. ic condi-

iA em] or the boon o! labor. The same principle

applies in the commercial affairs of the country and has caused

to dcclan quander million Ian and sacrifice

hundreds of thousand In our industrial system, a solution

the labor problem will depend entirely upon two things—our

ability to cur!) human selfishness and our power to eliminate fictitious

I as the hall be earned in any indus-

enterprise. Publicity U one of the necessary things in or«!<

arrive at into onclusions and settle disputes in any industry

of the country.
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THE TRADE AGREEMENT IN THE COAL INDUSTRY

By l-V\.\k Julian Waene, i'n.n.. New York,

Author of "The Coal Mine Workers" and "The Slav Invasion.

Much greater progress could be made in the settlement of our

so-called labor problems, and in the better organization of our fa

trial state, if the employers and the public became acquainted with

and would recognize the differences between trade unionism, social-

ism, anarchism, and the efforts of the social worker. I have the

past year more than ever become convinced of the necessity of this

distinction being emphasized as a result of testing audiences before

whom lectures were given on "The Labor Movement: Its Social

Significance." In nearly every instance I found that the public

and the employers, as represented in the audiences, jumbled the

trade unionist, the socialist, the anarchist, and the social worker all

together and either denounced or praised them all in one breath.

There are fundamental differences between all these which

prevent their being included in the same classification. It is true

that the anarchist, the socialist, the trade unionist, and the social

worker are all protesting against and fighting the evils of capitalism.

At the same time not only are the theories of anarchism and social-

ism opposed fundamentally, the former meaning practically no gov-

ernment and the latter all government, but socialism and trade

unionism are also by no means the same thing. The socialist, in

brief, wants the government to own the means or instruments of

the production and distribution of wealth—he would have the

railroads, the coal mines, the steel plants operated by the govern-

ment for the general welfare, and not by private capital for profit.

The trade unionist, on the other hand, will have none of this

—

he accepts the present capitalistic system of production which

allows to capital its interest and dividends and to the management

its salaries, but would change or modify somewhat the system as it

affects wages. In substance, trade unionism declares that the wel-

fare of the wage-earner does not necessarily involve the overthrow

but merely the modification of our present capitalistic system of the

production and distribution of wealth. This he would bring about
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ugh collective bargaining.—by means of joint conferences be-

n rcprcscntat loycrs and emph determining

wages tfl of employment lies* conference*

rsthetra< meot I em is the labor move-

ply to social t

grecmenl i* already an actual fact and is working

ccssfully in many (»f the hlipOftinl indu M

1 on all the engineers,

men, through their r. brother-

hoods, entering irly agr with the transportation

panics. Wc also find it in the hat mdttftiy, bctWCCU the iron

and their employers, among boot and shoe makers,

among metal pol in the building trades, between compost-

and publishers, in some branches of the iron and steel trades,

in the glass industry, between garment manufacturers and their

m the pottei een the bridge and structural

if employers, m the shipping industry on the

the longshoremen and the vessel owners, and

in the coal mining industry.

The fundamental principles underlying the trade agreement are

all these industries, their form of expression differing.

however, in <: An idea of the<e principles can be gained from

»f those formulated hv the Interstate Joint Conference of

»al operators and mine workers of what is known as the central

soft coal territory, which includes western Pennsjrl-

' in liana, and Illinois. These principles are as follows:

it. That this joint movement is founded, and that it is to rest.

t business ideas, competiti\e equality, and upon well -recognised prin-

ciple*

hat, recognizing tl - *ting between esn-

r and cm- d lockouts, disputes and friction.

C general ! by meeting in joint convention and by entering into

trade agreements for specified periods of ti

Third. That we recognize the sacrednets and binding nature of eon-

tracts and agreements thus entered into, and are pledged in honor 10 keep

itc such contracts and agreements, made by and between a

organization, having no standing in court, on the one hand, and a

collective body of I ie*s individually or in

capacity on the other, each of the latter class having visible aw
subject I on.

Fourth. That wc dep: se. and
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whatever from the letter or spirit of such trade agreements or conn

unless such departure be deemed by all parties in iut at of

the coal mining industry and for the public good as well, and that

departure is first definitely, specifically and mutually agreed upon by all

parties in inter

Fifth. Such contracts or agreements having been entered into, we con-

sider ourselves severally and coUecthrelj bound in honor to carry then

in good faith in letter and spirit, and arc so pledged to use our intl

and authority to enforce these contracts and agreements, the more so

they rest in the main upon mutual confidence as their basis.

The machinery for the practical accomplishment of these ofa

is the joint convention. This usually meets once and after

discussions of the points at issue, sometimes extending over several

weeks, a contract as to wages and conditions of employment for the

scale year from April 1st to March 31st, is signed hy representatives

of each side. While this agreement settles a number of very impor-

tant questions, it should not he inferred that both sides are pen

satisfied.
1 This would be expecting the millennium in the industrial

world.

But certain fundamental principles have been established hy

this joint movement. The "right" of the mine workers to organize

for their own protection and for the improvement of their condition

of employment is recognized by the operators; the "right" of the

men to be represented in settling disputes and agreeing upon the

prices for which their labor is to be sold is conceded by the operators

treating directly with the officers of the United Mine Workers of

America. These two principles are now firmly established in the

central competitive coal fields; in the territory comprising Missouri,

Kansas, Arkansas, Indian Territory, and Texas, and also in about

a dozen other coal-producing states. Not only do the operators of

those states who are parties to the agreement depend largely upon

the United Mine Workers to enforce upon non-union empL

as well as upon its own members the agreement entered into, but

they also look to the union rather than to themselves to see that the

operator who might attempt to violate the contract is compelled to

live up to its terms. In many cases the operators 1

far as to recognize all their employees, with but few exceptions,

>Ai to the question* of agreement and disagreement, as well or for a BOM
detailed account of the operation of the Joint c<>: achlParj in V
industry, the reader is referred to the author's "The Coal Mine Workers.** Long-

Green ft Co., New York City.
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as members of tl < .crs. This joint movement in

the btattfl <>al fields has thus established well-defined rights

on both si

competitive soft coal territory! so called because

comprised in it have a common market for their product

at tl also West Virginia. But West

rtj to the joun\cooference scheme, which has

trofl of the competitive conditions affecting the

tnd marketing of coal from the* tates. It was
against just mcfa COM lit ions as arc presents 1 to. lay by the uncon-

Wetl \ thai the movement was inaug-

.: the operators and mine workers m 1885. The first

held at Columbus, Ohio, in February, 1886, West

then being represented by !><>th operators and mine workers.

Those at the head of the movement realized at the beginning

that the problen trol of conij I the

1 common market. Such control, to be effective, meant

the operators and mine workers in one district should have

no unnatural over those in any other district. Failure

to control th« conditions meant that the coal of one field

or state would enter the market bearing a lower price than the

product of the other district, and naturally, the lower priced com-

modity, other things being equal, would undersell that bearing a

higher pi he tendency under such conditions would be that

of coal from all the districts would reach the

resulting in I I business those oper-

ators having 1 higher cost of producing their coal. Thus the inter-

ld recognize no favored district, but all the

innumerable elements which enter fa mining the price of

coal. natural advantages, nearness to market, cost of trans-

portation, the quality of the coal, the price of mine labor, etc., had

to be taken i n and if possssfc so regulated that the

product from all the districts should beat very nearly the same price

n it reached a common mark

The tirst attempt in this direction met with failure and very

largely under circun somewhat similar to those presented

in the present situation Then the operators of one district, very

soon after the movement vimplained that operators

nothcr district possessed advantages which enabled the latter
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to put their coal on the market at a lower price and by thus under-

selling the former bo threaten their bu Attempts

were made then, as D0W, 'by tbotC D4 themselves to be

d vantage to remedy the particular conditions of which

i naturally I and failure dlurc

to keep the basis agreed upon was apparent in the different

So many unfore>< ontinually entered in to disturb tempo-

rary adj that the agreement could not keep the central

competitive districts together, West Virginia, Illinois, and Indiana

ithdraw. Within two years from its in

oration, the movement had practically gone to pieces, with the

ti.-n of state agreements in some of the districts.

In 1898, however, following the strike in the central competitive

territory the preceding year, the Interstate Joint Conference machin-

red to the four districts of western Pennsylvania, < >hio,

Indiana, and Illinois and has been in operation most of the time

since then. West Virginia has not been a party to its deliberations

and agreement-, however, and herein lies the weakness of the entire

movement for the future. As long as the West Virginia operators

and mine workers are outside the conference, the very foundation

of the movement in the central fields is threatened. And until that

state is brought within the jurisdiction of the interstate agreement,

it cannot be said with certainty that the permanency of the joint

conference method of preventing industrial war- between employers

and employees in the coal industry of the country is assun

The trade agreement in the anthracite industry has taken a

somewhat different form, although its fundamental principles are

the same. In the soft coal territory referred to, the joint conference

was the outgrowth of the efforts of operators and miners themselves

to settle their own differences. In the hard coal industry, the trade

agreement principle was forced upon the operators by the interven-

tion of President Roosevelt in bringing to a close the memorable

strike of 1902. The establishment of this principle was among the

demands of the United Mine Workers which brought on that great

struggle. Out of the throes of that five months' strike and through

the decision of the Anthracite Coal Strike Commission has come

one of the most remarkable and, all in all, one of the most success-

ful experiments in industrial conciliation that this country has so

far witnessed.
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The commission, in its awards, established a board of concilia

whose object was to settle the disputes between the contending

parties. The cot board was decreed as follows by

tin- commission's awai

That any difficulty or disagreement anting under this award, either as

' itton or applied n any way growing out of the relation*

it employers and employed, a <>t be settled or adjusted by coo-

sulfation between the superintendent or manager of the mine or rallies, and
the miner or miners directly interested, or is of a scope too large to be so

settled and adjusted, shall be referred to a permanent joint committee, to be

! a board of conciliation, to consist of six persons, appointed as here-

inafter provided That is to say. if there shall be a division of the whole

region into three districts, in each of which there shall exist an organization

representing a majority of the mine workers of N t. one of said board

of cot shall be appointed by each of said organizations, and three

other persons shall be appointed by the operators, the operators in each of

districts appointing one person.

The board of conciliation thus constituted shall take up and

any question referred to it as aforesaid, hearing both parties to the

versy. and such evidence as may be laid before it by either party; and any

award made by a majority of such board of conciliation shall be final and
tig on all parties. If. however, the said board is unable to decide any

question submitted, or point related thereto, that question or point shall

be referred to an umpire, to be appointed, at the request of said board, by

one of the circuit judges of the third judicial circuit of the United States,

whose decision shall be final and binding in the premises.

The membership of said board shall at all times be kept complete, either

aerators' or miners' organizations having the right, at any time when a
-sy is not pending, to change their representation thereon.

At all hearings before said board the parties may be represented by

person or persons as they may respectively se!<

No suspension of work shall take place, by lockout or strike,

the adjudication of any matter so taken up for adjustment.

This board of conciliation has been kept in existence, down to

the present time, by mutual agreement between representatives of

the operators and inn: ^
The board was not designed to pass upon all the questions

growing out of the rclat es and employers in the

anthracite industry. It i> in a sense a final court of appeal, and be-

fore any disputed point can come before it for settlement efforts

must first be made by the interested parties to settle it among them-

selves. To this end the rules of procedure adopted bv the board at

its organization meeting provide that:

(3-
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If any employee or body of employees have nny grievance or complaint

growing out of the interpretation of the awards of the Anthracite Coal

e Commission, or out of the application of Mid awards or in an

growing out of the relations of employees or employer, said employee or

employees directly interested shall pr h grievances to the foreman

directly in charge of the mine. If there shall he a disagreement with the

ian or a failure on the part «>f tl tactorily adjust

grievances, the employee or employees directly interested or a committee of

same shall rc<picst an interview with the superintendent or manager of the

mine or mines for the pu tdjusting said In case of failure

to arrive at a nstment of n ; tfn employees shall pre-

sent in writing such pm the memhers of the l>oard of conciliation

representing the district in which the mine or mines are located, stating fully

the grievance which they desire to have adjusted and offeri actory

proof that efforts have been made to arrive at an adjustment with the super

intendent or manager. In case of a failure on the part of the superintendent

or manager of the mine or mines to grant an interview to the employee or

employees within ten days, the said employees may present in writing to the

members of the conciliation board representing their district proof that they

have made reasonable efforts to secure such interview. In such case the

board of conciliation or the members of the board representing the said

district will endeavor to secure for them an interview with the superintendent

or manager of the mine or mines in question.

Only after the above action has been taken and the grievance

still remains unsettled does the case come formally before the board.

It then notifies the company or operator with whom such difficulty

or disagreement has arisen, and requests from it or him a state-

ment setting forth the reasons for not adjusting the matter. Upon
the receipt of such a statement the board uses its discretion in re-

questing the presence of both parties to the disagreement for a

full and complete hearing of the case. Provision is also made for

the employers to present their complaints to the members of the

board representing the district in which the mine or mines are

located, the board receiving such complaints and calling for a state-

ment from the employees directly concerned relative to the reasons

for such complaint or disagreement, and if the board deems it neces-

sary it will request both parties to the issue to be present before

it for a hearing of the case.

Inasmuch as the award of the strike commission provides that

no suspension of work shall take place pending the adjudication of

any matter brought before the board for settlement, the latter has

ruled, with the view of preventing strikes and lockouts, that it
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will not take up and consider any question referred to it unless

the employees shall remain at work, with the understanding that

if the bi Is the grievance! justifiable, its adjustment shall

be t e.

Thui in Ix.th the soft ami hard coal industries of the United State*

has been established the trade agreement principle of preventing

strikes and locfcottts and industrial disturbances generally. No one

who is familiar with the Condition! in these gR both be-

this principle was estabU r than record

n that it has been of inestimable value to the

peaceable conduct of those industries. Its successful operation

tCC Of a practical met; ing away with indus-

trial wars.

One point in particular needs to be emphasized, as it takes away
much of the strength of the criticism aimed at the trade agreement

method for settling disputes between capital and labor. This point

at under its operation in the soft coal industry there

has been effc well as increase in wages,

and thi> reduction has been brought about peaceably and without

recourse to a strike on the part of the mine workers or a lockout

by the 1 This was in i<jo.j, when the proposal of the

opera reduction of wages was submitted to a vote of

the mine workers of the districts comprised in the central competi-

iiis ballot was taken on Tuesday afternoon, March

15th, between 1 and k, the mines being closed in these

cular coal fields between those hours in order to give every

ker an opportune tie. The balloting was Upon the

The op< ike. The result

of a continuance of work under a reduction in wages

68485* ... The fraction of a vote in the

ained in the fact that DOjf members each have one-

half a vote. In a circular to the mine employees in the districts

out prior to the baOotis al officers of the

United Mine \Y..rki
I

that industrial conditions generally

::ikc at that time, and they recom-

thc acceptance of the operators* proposition. I

fact—this voluntary acceptance of a wage reduction—would

to place the trade agreement machinery on a sound and enduring

I at ion as a part of the coming industrial ri
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While the joint movement was resumed in the central competi-

soft coal territory in 1898, it has not been in continuous opera

ti«'!i. there having be< when the miners and operators were

unal>le to come to any tory understanding. Under men
conditions, it hu nearly always been the case that trade agreements

were entered into between the miners and operators of the separate

rUl ifl the Situation at the present time. It IS important

to note that during the continuance of the agreement of contrad

no strike or lockout of any serious proportions lias occurred in any

of the states subject to its jurisdiction. In the four years preceding

1898, during which the agreement had lapsed for various causes,

strikes and lockouts and general industrial unrest among the mine

workers were the rule rather than the exception. It does not

follow, however, that the joint agreement prevents absolutely all

possibility of industrial disturbances—this power is not claimed

for the movement even by its most ardent advocates. It does tend,

however, to preserve industrial harmony between the two conflict-

ing interests, secure more stable market and labor conditions, and

reduce to a minimum the possibility of strikes and lockouts.
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THE WAGE SCALE AGREEMENTS OF THE
MAKIUMI

\i.iMi Kendall For
i>. Cai

Any int( !i <f the wage scale agreements of the

unions must nCCCMirfly take into 001 <luv-

tn.il coodhions out of which these agreements were evolved. It

will, tlu be ncces^ I of all to familiarize the reader

with the early conditions of the shipping Industry of the Pacific

Coast, as typified u Francisco. Secondly,

nipts of the sailors at concerted a«.

h ultimately resulted in permanent organization among the

seamen and shipowners, and thereby made possible and necessary

the wage scale agreements. Thirdly, to discuss, in relation to the

wage scale agreements, the crimi maritime legislation.

•The data for thl« article vni obtained from the following source*:

The film a«t iMMl'l Journal" In the Inland Stanford Junior

raltjr Llbrai earlier file* af tbt »'oaat Seamen's Journal" In the onln
«.f the •Toaat Seamen's Journal" In Ban Kranclaco. which the writer waa kindly

permit it editor. Macartbur Probably the saost

valuable material waa obtained from the original agreements between the Hallorv
Pacific and the various companlea and shipowners' aasoclatloaje of

the coast, which th«> writer waa permitted to uae through tbr courtesy of the

Pacific. M ~»n An article

• at Seamen's Journal" for July H. ItOt, "First « *•! Seamen's I'alow*.

'

Ira Pros*, of Stanford. Alao a chapter from the manuarrlpt of hU -llhrtory

Ijilmr Movement In California." Other material waa alao placed at my
disposal bjr him. Varloua rep..: Bureau of I.ah»r Statutes for taw Mate

la hare bee*J fr.-«-ly e*aS*M
Besides the above source- -itutlona. bylaws and working rules of the

varloua unlona and employer*' aaaoclatlona were uaed. The la»t three page* of

thla article contain the gUt of Information obtained by the writer from personal

uitt, Mr ll l Stoddard, secretary and treasurer of taw Sntawwas r«*

Association .clflc Ctwat. and with Mr at RHIaoo. secretary pro team, af

Pacific Numerous suggestions and Ideas obtained froaa

the b-ctur. Adams, of the Dale, Wlarnnala. aad It J \i

have been Incorporated TW substance of a very

cooalderable portion of thla dlacuaaloa la contained la a the** preaeated aa partial

requirement f.. r taw mn«t. r • itpaj t.. the Itepartment of »os>oaatr* af

Stanford Junl •'». The writer wishes to

latlon to MUs G the RaglNh Department of the Santa

lllri I many kladaeawea aad helpful aasgeotloaM la t!

aad proofreading of thla paper.
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ami the Shipown Vnd

finally, conclude with a Itsmnu :it situation.

This dm will be confined to the maritime union>

conditions as they exist on the Pacific here that the

highest degree of org! ng craft has

bed Not that there has been nothing accomplished in this

regard in the Atlantic and Golf St on the Great Lakes, but,

rather, that the maritime unions of tin- Pacific coast have been the

leaders in this respect, and may he taken as typical.

San Francisco being the center of the Pacific shipping, having

two-thirds of the import trade and one-half of the export tra<;

tin- Pacific Coast, is also the center of organization among the

various branches of labor employed in connection with that indus-

try. These branches include sailor^, firemen. and

waiters, bay and river men, fishermen, engineers, m . and

pilots. They are organized either on the purely trade union prin-

ciple, as in the case of the sailors, firemen, etc., or in the ostensibly

beneficial and fraternal form, as in the case of the masters, mates,

and pilots. Practically all the organizations representing these

crafts maintain branches in the larger ports of the coast, hut the

headquarters in each case is located in San Francisco. It may,

therefore, be said that treating of the conditions of maritime labor

in San Francisco, emhraces that question as it exists throughout

the entire length of the Pacific Coast.

While these various organizations exist and each has its influ-

ence in its respective craft, the sailor, the man before the mast, IS

the primary or basic element in the shipping industry, from which

it follows, that the conditions of all labor in that industry are deter-

mined very largely by those of the sailor. Since- the Sailors' I'nion

of the Pacific represents this primary or basic element, this study

of the wage scale agreements will center about it a- the lead*

the coast maritime onions in this regard. The transactions between

this union and the shipowners of the coast afford the key t<> tin-

ting conditions.

Prior to the discovery of gold in California, San Fran<

not considered a port of any importance, but immediately after the

discovery of gold, in 1848. her rating as a port quickly chan

Hundreds of ships entered the bay. but all of the crews forthwith

rted and made their wa\ [old fields. Such captains as
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were able tu get th< to sea again found it necessary to

compK with the demand! of the crew for an extortionate wage,

!i, during ihc intense part of the gold rush, reached the hand-

some figures of $joo and $300 per month tor the common sailor.

was abnormal and of brief duration. The
react in during the fim ball oi [85a Ilea who had failed

in the gold fields of the interior were rctiim-

scouraged and without means to pay their passage

The captains were not slow

to take l t oi this opportunity to reduce the sailor's wage
nn 0! twenty five dollars per month. The first

:^ust, 1850, followed, but the larger number of men
eager to return to tluir bomes in the East were anxious to ship

with s and the strike accomplished nothing.

r, conditions continued to fluctuate during the 50'*, owing

opening oi new gold fields in different parts of the state, and

found it Impojeihle to obtain crews for the trip

of San o Bay. Boarding-house keepers and other

midd 1 obtaining crews, and shanghaiing was the

.1 frequently resorted to in order to obtain the full crew.

1866 the leaders among the sailors had conceived the idea

of organization, and in January of that year "The Seamen's Friendly

n and Protective Society
91 was organized. This union had a

small membership from the beginning and soon passed out of exist-

ence. Twelve years later, in February, 1878, "The Seamen's Pro-
" was organized. A resolution was adopted pledging

the D not to ship on any coasting vessel for less than thirty

dollars per month. Originally the organization was composed of

about one hundred charter mcml>ers. hut shortly afterward was

about two hundred. It enjoyed a rapid growth for sev-

eral months, and by April had a membership of 600, Owing to

• ssion ol lack of continued enthusiasm on the part

of its memlx ever, this m mtd in the wake <•

predecessors, and after a few months passed out of existence,

thing further was done in the way of attempting

n*o. In of that year the "Seamr-

Aatociatiou" was organi/ account of the opposition of the

house masters and others, the new organization grew

but in spite ol thi- tact it did a remarkable work, doe
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largely to the efforts of its leader. Roncy, an Irishman of consider-

able enth red 1>> KMDC to have been

one of the ablest nun era connected with the labor movement on

the coast, i . this association, for vario-.. R liich

we will not enter into here, met fur the last time on November 4,

1882.

Wages of the seamen continued to fall, and by 1885 they had

reached the bottom figure of twenty-five dollars for coasting sailors

and twenty dollars for derp-waler men. In May of 1885 agitation

was started by a few leaden among the sailors to go on strike for

better wages. This agitation resulted in a goodly number of men
leaving their vessels and the strike became pretty general; very

general, indeed, for a craft that was unorganized. A meeting

called on March 6 and "The Coast Seamen's Union of the Pacific

Coast" was formed. The organization grew rapidly, and by March

23d it is said to have had 1,000 members. The strike continued for

some time after organization and finally resulted in a number of

the shipowners paying the thirty dollars per month asked by the

sailors. Thus it was, that the first permanent organization was

formed among the sailors of the coast. Among certain classes of

maritime workers, such as firemen and engineers, permanent or-

ganization had been effected before this date, but the formation of

"The Coast Seamen's Union." now "The Sailors' Union of the

Pacific," on March 6, 1885, marks the transition from individual to

collective bargaining and from a personally bartered wage to a

uniform wage scale agreement between the sailors and the ship-

owners of the Pacific Coast. The above date is also significant in

this connection, as marking the beginning of organization among
the shipowners of the coast.

Further than this brief review of the early situation, this dis-

cussion of the wage scale agreements of the seamen's union need

not extend back of the above date, and will, in fact, be most con-

cerned with the period from 1901, at which time the first step

toward formal recognition of the unions took place. In May of

that year the Pacific Coast Steamship Company entered into an

agreement with the Sailors' Union of the Pacific. This was the

first agreement signed between the sailors and the shipowners of the

Pacific Coast.

Of course, it must not be understood that the sailors and other
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maritime worker* of the coast had to say in regard to

wages* hours, and tin* like, until tin

agrcemci Al matter of fact, they had

consider;! In some of these and other respects pertaining

the local press of

probable that they did not have any-

, and working conditions.

itrol as the articles of their own
nal at ti re. These articles, of

course, must !*• taken as partisan.

1 in the economic phase of the sea-

's condition which bore with greatest severity upon the classes

affected and which the chief, or afl the most

es, may be

described in gem features of the crimping system;

say, they included the method of shipment and discharge

ami the distribution of wages actually earned.

Dion of tiie Pacific was organized, as has

lv been nominal rate of coastwise sailors wages

was Qg at t my dollars per month, as compared

with five and fifty dollars. The foregoing

t hold good during the period of the

• which time, as has already been pon common
as $200 and $300 per month. However,

^normal state of affairs does not concern us

in t! 1. To be sure, every possible effort was made to

ase the rate of much as under the crimping

tn then in vogue, the verc absolutely controlled

hi crimps being quite commonly ursed by the

secondary important

Naturally the first efforts of the union were

•ml of the wages actually earned, by

tahlishment of a lystem of <lircct payment to the sailor, regard-

less of all claims, real and alleged, made upon them by the crimper.

1 the abolition of the existing system of shipment.

under which the crimps controlled the avenues of employment to

such an extent that no man eooJd pet work except upon their terms,

the prime conditi hich was that the sailor should put up at

one or the other of certain boar.linpr-houscs. which in turn implied

(38
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the surrender of all earning to the boarding house keeper. Work-
ing conditions, hours, food, living quai n board ship were

bad in all respects, but as t stores were very largely the

corollaries of the system of shipment and discharge, they could not

be impro\ Igh improvement in the latter regl

[aaimuch as the seaman's wages depended upon hi- control of

the shipping, that is, the seamen's opportunities of employment! it

was natural that the sailors' union, in it- efforts to place the control

ages in the seamen's own hand-, should seek this end by n

analogous to those in vogue. According] of the fii

i by the union was tlu- establishment of i shipping office. The

union elected it- own shipping master and offered every facilit

the transaction of business between the seamen and shipowner,

without cost to either party or interference of any kind from any

species of middlemen. After a brief experience the shipping office

was abandoned as a failure. The incidental causes of this result

were numerous, but. irrespective of all minor causes, it may be

attributed to the fact that the shipowner- refused it their support.

In other words, the shipowners continued to employ their ci

through the crimps, being actuated in this course by the dual motive

of hostility to organization among the seamen and a desire to per-

petuate existing conditions as to wages and the like. Thus, in the

struggle for the control of the engagement of seamen the crimps

were favored.

Meanwhile the sailor-' union had engaged in several strike-.

the outcome of which afforded no material or permanent change in

the prevailing conditions. However, except in a few instances of

extreme depression, the unions continued to retain control of the

men engaged in the respective crafts, although they were usually

in these exceptional circumstances forced to give way in the demand
for the maintenance of the Stipulated rate of wages. When con-

fronted with necessity of waiving recognition of the wage schedule,

the unions endeavored to restrain their members from seeking

employment indiscriminately—that is. from bidding against each

other. The effect of this course was to prevent wages from falling

as low as they inevitably must have gone in the absence of

checks. On the whole, it may be said that at no time since 1885

have seamen's wages fallen to the industrial depression rates prior

to that date.
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(lie lean tfain control over

nt ami the -mall MM crtam measure of

ncd during the df was due principally

ti. tin- >t.iu ..i l.t which the Mama! Used The features of

hctvOy i I the seamen's liberty

may be Wiwncd Up under tl>< log heads: (a) imprisonment

;• Mrtion ; (6) allotment to original cr- r) attachment of

nport an of the statutes concerning these

iy be stated briefly as follows: The law of imprisonment

1 that a seaman, who having signed articles

ted, the vessel before the

ntract >h« 'ul<l l>e subject t<» irreft and imprison-

three months. In the case of a seaman engaging for a

tides was mandatory; in the

coast is optional with the seamen to sign articles.

The re of the law enabled the coastwise

man the right the right to

leave nil h i»ort.

.'ly. however. thi> right WSJ denied the seamen by the

simple t. cement among the ddpownefl to request that all

ThtU the seaman was confronted with

the alternative of surrendering his rig!

hii ship at any time during the voyage, or remaining idle.

iman'i ced him to accept the former

ition-. Having thus subjected himself to the penalty

<nt t'<»r desertion, the teaman was forced to submit to

what night !>e impotfd npoa him. The ordinary

c of the land worker when conditions became unbearable,

nam- trike, meant aiTCSt and imprisonment either during the

Red by law or until the vessel was ready for sea, in

h latter case, tl tcr wai placed on board by the port

authorities and forced to return to work. This part of the law

was in«i de

>r was designed as a convenience

he seaman, enabling him. if he so to allot a certain part

»f the wagr irned during a voyage to an original creditor

in payment of any ju^t or clothing. In

where recog-

nized as the chief Mippofl of the imping system. In every day
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operations of the allotment system tl: com-

monly the crimp, while the "just debt'* lor hoard, lod 1 the

unlv i lew upon the seamen in payment of ship]

ami other illegal charges. Attaching the seaman's clothing was the

final imps. If. as sometimes ha] im;m

htpment, a! 1

' itmcnt, etc, I

ing was attached.

The organize nixed their helplessness under tl

conditions and determined npoa an effort to change the maritime

particularly in the n noted. In i^-' the Sailors'

ii of the Pacific elected a legislative committee which, with the

aid of necessary legal counsel, drafted a hill for the repeal of the

obnoxious features of the then existing law. This hill, which

introduced into Congress by Representative Magurie, of the Fourth

Congressional District of California, became a law in 1895. The

measure abolished imprisonment fur desert* D in the coastwise trade

and in the trade between ports of the United States and Canada,

Mexico. Newfoundland, Bahamas. Bermudas and West Indie-. It

also prohibited allotment to original creditor by seamen in the

coastwise trade and made illegal the attachment of seamen's clothing.

The enactment of this measure effected a revolution in the

legal status of the seamen, while its effect upon the economic con-

ditions of the latter was hardly less remarkable, if not in actual, at

least in potential results. The practical results of the law were

immediately apparent in the greater independence of the seamen

and a proportionate decrease in the power of the crimps. In the

Magurie act the abolition of imprisonment for desertion applied

only to seamen a in the coastwise voyages. This defect in

the MagUlie act was afterward remedied by tin in 1898

of the White act.

Any discussion of the wage seal men's

unions that did not take into consideration the shipowners' side

of the question, would obviously be partisan and incomplete. It

will not be possible or profitable, however, in this discussion to

attempt I me history of the various shipowners' associations

that have existed, but rather to confine our observations to the one

which has particularly to do with the subject in hand, namely, the

Shipowner-' Association of the Pacific (oast. It has been bet

this association and the maritime unions of the coast that most of
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the wage »calc agr» \itii wi.. are concerned have

I hit associa' d may be taken as typical

of all the others. The organ! hdkatee, i> com-

posed of riiipowners, ahont I in nomher, actually holding

nnw [v, outside the

orgat rulings made and ai;

upon n the association ami t lite association

has its headquarter! bi ti I'ost Office Building in San Fran-

cisco, with branch ageni .m iv«ir... Eureka, and

\n> tiuu. corporation, or individual owning or

acting as ma r or agent of a

vessel in. it* a member of this association b) l*ing elected

i> by a majorit] I the board of directors, and
r their name hereto and ig to comply with all

I of tbi

-

member ••! this luociatiOB shall be rem:

upon joining • ith the other membcri in all matters

be adopted by the nn r <lirectors of said association.

an«l there shall then be issued a membership certificate signed by

it and under the seal of the association."

As a matter of fact the itaociation lias had considerable trouble

as ar
I all membei together in the case

of a fight or strike with the maritime union v The reasons for

ours when conditions in the

industry are prosperous. Thai is. the sailors always ask

for an i: in the shipping ministry

will justify their receiving the in< ked for. Such being the

case, it is always a temptation to mcml» he association to

m the other members and grant the increase in

wag» or other maritime workers.

r that they may avail themselves of the high rates they are

able I tuch times. In the present association, accord-

\\ ith all of its men en rates are

lors or other maritii \alk out an!

rls. it is aim., t impoarihle to hold the members of

the aaaot her and put up a strong an<! continuous fight

of at

It should b< v-onnection. however, that

the attitude of tl Atiers' association has been and I
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lions for defense bat not a cent for tribute." Thai is, the associa-

tion, as such, has as a rul< :ht the uni. • pend

thousands of dollars, if need be, rather tl-. nl to an incr<

in the wage schedule, Thii Is tl of their

repre U and is not the union's suit of the

spent about $30,000 in tl of 1906, rather than increase the

wages of the sailors and other maritime v. which they could

done on half or third the amount spent fighting. I h<

fund of tlie i d 1- raised, for the most part, by tl

nient ^( its member* at the time money u needed Of co

in a wealthy organization of this kind plenty of money can be

d on short notice by assessment without there being any pat

ticular provision tor it in their by-laws.

The provision for a grievance committee should be noted in

concluding this brief discussion of the association. The following

is quoted from the association's by-laws: "Grievance Committee: [t

shall be the duty of the Grievance Committee to settle all matters

of dispute as to agreements and customs with the union- and

organizations with which the association has dealings. This com-

mittee shall be composed of members who arc interested in both

sail and steam vessels."

As has already been pointed out, the first formal recognition

of the seamen's union by the shipowners was in 1901, when an

agreement was entered into between the Sailors' Union of the Pacific

and the Pacific Coast Marine Firemen's Union, on the one hand,

and the Pacific Coast Steamship Company, the principal line in the

coastwise passenger service. This agreement provided for the full

recognition of the unions—that is, it provided f<>r the employment of

members of the union exclusively, so far as the latter were able to

supply the labor needed on the company's vessels. In all other

respects the agreement was satisfactory to the parties concerned

However, within a short time after the conclusion of these term- a

great strike occurred, involving all the maritime organization- in

San Francisco. Under the guidance of the City Front Federation,

a body of delegates representing all organizations, both maritime

and longshore, connected directly with the shipping industry

the port, the sailors, firemen, cooks and stewards went on a strike

in August, 1 901, in support of the local branch of the Brotherhood

of Teamsters.
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Although the teamsters alone were direct]) affected at ih^

c% led the «»fk'-* :

iiaicl with I ick upon

then bOMld tl" • "»t against t

ml out, m common with the

ited in I
m, quit work

on all vessels. The l declared this

sent between it end

in. 1 lu >mke was ( Ik- end tli*

authorisation

of ti .. don and Ibc Emp
pin) tlurc.i | t«> recognize

in an) mi) binding tijH.ii it < >n the contrary, tin-

>mt against the unions of sailors and firemen for

damages in the nan of $20,000 in ess claiming damages to

that amount as I retail <»t' the "tie up" «•! its vessels during the

-trik. tight to trial, hut tlxlrawn

Umption of mutually sat ns.

In entered into between the Sailor**

tic and the Shipowners' Association of the Pacific

Coav on at that time ifpre eg IIIfag the owners of

nt has been renewed periodically since

and ia virtually -till m f«>rce. In

en the Sailors' l inion «•;

«»ast Marine Rrcmcn's Union and the Marine

sociation of the ne hand

an«i • Managers1

^rrwifitfrn. iqwm iling all tin

and freight vessels. Th »ent has also
9

In i«xm en agreement was entered into between the Sailors*

ast Marnu - Union ami

rds' Association .«f the Pacific, «»n the

amthip * \ anpan) .

1

m naf of pa isenger
mail line In- oisco an«l \ »n ports. It

has also been ret

These agreement em the I
al recognition of the

unions by the shipowners oi ific CYw nhe-

less. they do not represent the first recognition of

the unions by the shipowners In an informal manner, as is
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by m.m\ (anna icqtsie* I >n numerous i

the date of the firs! ut the representatives of the

unions had i by the shipowners In int

the demands of the former quently granted. There have

r been any regular conferences between the maritime ui

and the ihtpowners, but matters requiring the attention of the n

lives of both sides have usually 1

iis at men times as they have come Up for settlement, which

been rather frequent
While the unions and owners have n<> provisions for re

joint coni thev meet together and thrash out their difficulties

in an informal, efl and so far. satisfactory way.

In the earliest agreements between the seamen and the ship-

owners no provisions are made for settling grievances or rent

agreements. In the agreement between the Sailors
1

Union of the

Pacific and the Shipowners' Association of the Pacific I

April 3, ECJ08, we find the first provision for a grievance committee.

The section is as follows: A standing committee of three I

each association to be appointed to adjust grievances that may arise

from time to tin

In an agreement with the Oceanic Steamship Company, on

August f>, 1903. we find the following: "It is understood that when

any unusual work arises in isolated cases, not covered by this agree-

ment, the men. when called Upon, shall perform such lahor. and the

compensation therefor shall be determined and adjusted between

the officers of the union and the company, and in the event of any

disagreement, shall be arbitrated as hereinafter provided for the

arbitration of differences, controversies, and grievam

"All items not mentioned in this agreement or the schedule

herein, shall be performed and the payment shall he made for work

done under this agreement in accordance with the usual custom

heretofore prevailing.

"In the event of any controversy arising between the unions

and the company, or in the event of any of the unions having any

ranees, the men shall continue to work, and all such grievances

and controversies -hall he settled, if possible, by representatives
of the company and representative- of the union. If such griev-

ances and controversies cannot be settled, then thev shall be arbi-

trated by choosing a third disinterested man, upon whom a
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re of the BnJoni tod in ihc company

shall agree, and the decision of any two shall be final. If the

us tad the repretcol the company

cannot agree upon a third man, then mil choose a

ii -hall constitute a hoard of arbi-

>n, and a i the laid three rial In.- final.

an«l all |>artics shall ibid Uanl iiuim ;thm

In Ifl agreement bCtWCm the and the Steam Schooner*

Managers' Association of April .7. 1903, the following provision is

made for a permanent Handing gi committee: A standing

all be appointed, one from the Sailors'

icific Coast Marine Firemen's

the Mar: \ssociation of the

6c and tl -oners Managers' Association,

vessc' up pead a of cot This

case i> the earliest instance of 1 provision providing for a per-

manent standi In most instances the gricv-

h case.

The following - taken from agreements are typical.

!e of th« hip Company agreement.

>f the
1

an Fran-

cisco, nine 1 \ork, the time to be

averaged at the n to the week. Any work over that

to be con nr* will be allowed on San-

Am more work to lx red as overtime.
"

An agreement With the I I <«al and MOO Company
. in pari | Francisco.

r passing the outer buoy going into Goo'l Hay and while in

institute work, the time to be averaged.

Jit boot 1) only. Any work
> overtime. Two botnV WOfk to be

allowed on Sundays and any more * be considered

as o\ Work done al I
mp or returning.

shall U- - **on*idcred in the

hours of labor." In the tir-t agreement it will l»c noted that nine

he considered a the time to be ave raged

at the red that to be considered

as o\ In the second agreement, "nine hours to constitute a

(3<
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•ik. the time i«- be I /'»</ \or the first forty*

hours (I. *ty. Any \\(»rk over that t» he

time, The advantage of the revised wording to the seamen u

In this connection it would be well to look over an

emenJ noticing m particular the beduk. The follow-

feen in'in an agreement with the Shipowners5

itton,

April 3, (902:

trading to outside ports, per month, s.

time 50 cents per hour. Sailing vessels trading t«> inside porta and

bar harl>ors. in the State- of California, ( Hregon and Washington,

British Columbia and Alaska: wages per month, .

v

cents per hour. Sailing vessels trading direct to Marshall, I

line. Ladrone, Gilbert, and Philippine Islands. Siberia, and Central

America, per month. $30. Sailing vesselfl trading direct to South

America. China. Japan, Australia, Africa. New Zealand, and New
Caledonian Islands, $25, \ essela chartered in one port of the- United

s to load in another port of the Pacific Coast of the United

States and I »riti>li Columbia for offshore points, wages to be the

same as on the coast until the vessel is loaded and cleared, viz..

$40 per month."

From the above it will he noticed that the wages vary from

$25 to $40 per month, depending on the length of the voyage, loca-

tion Of terminals, and the like. The detailed and minute provisions

for territorial variation should also be noticed. In the same ai

ment (April, 1902). we find this article: "No demand to be made

for a tump sum rate of wages for any single voyage, and crews to

be employed in loading and discharging coasting vessels either

by themselves, or along with stevedore's gang or longshoremen.

If, however, vessel is to be detained OVCT BeV€fl da\ > waiting

for a berth, owner to have the right of paying oft the crew." The

ninth article of this agreement read- as follows: 'In all casts where

a vessel is bound for Puget Sound <»r British Columbia, to Aus-

tralia. Africa, or West Coast, and proceeds from there dim*
lOtne other loading port to the Hawaiian Islands for discfa

the wages of the crew shall remain the same as stipulated in the

articles until the vessel's arrival hack to Pugd Sound If. however,

the vessel discharges in the Hawaiian Islands and load- cargo for

San Francisco, the crew shall then receive the rate of wages ruling
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between the I lav. lands and San Francisco." This last it a

good examp!

trip*, or, ui otik »rial variation. The
that pari of the agreement p—lffMfo^g t.. wages, which

was with the Shipowners1 Association, Ocsoba -1,

lOjOt:

not furnished within forty-eight hours after

written notice has I* n to the union agent by the master,

r agent, tl may get crew

rhcrc. 1 Ik- pan I md wages to begin when

board*
11 •Nine bow a work in all

•arhors and inside jx.rts of tlu the north of San
I all port! south incisco and the Hawaiian

Mauds. IV thai in the Hawaiian Mauds tad the South

[•lands, laying In open jwirts. the working hours may l** varied

SO a- n not earlier than six a. in., and not later th

p. in., but that in no case, tmksf Overtime 1- paid.* shall working

hour ! nine bottri per day. CotfeC time to lie limit-

mini;: demand to be made fof a lump Mini of wages for a

single voyage, and en for the round trip, to be employed

in t! barging coasting resell either by them-

ng with stevedore's gangs or longshoremen. \Vhen-

ned from a coast pot m Francisco and

return, and resseJ's destination is changed <»r vessel is ukl up 1

I !>erth. the master may pay the at any time, but

shall pay in addition to wagei then earned, the fare hack to port

npinent in money, unless erew shall agree to sign over for a

age." It should Ik- noted in the last ai: t quoted

i- in pr. that the fare

dull be paid » port of shipment in money unless crew shall

agree to 1 for a new voyage." This b a distinct advantage

the seaman over a similar agreement signed in April.

quoted al*

This dJacuislon would l>c incomplete. possibly misleadii

I final word relating t«> the present. The relations

eefl the employers ami the employees in the shipping

are just now in I transitory stage. There is a tender*

present on t! rs, withotit any serious objec-

tions from the in abandon the signed agreement which has
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ailed hitherto, and substitute for it what tin v ttyle I "Tacit

Agreement,* which i> about tin same as the igree-

BMBfl without tl - nre of the >hij ami the lini

At the present time the ihtj igned

agreement with only one of the maritime union* of the coast, viz.,

the marine engineers. All the Otho ants with the other

organizations have either I
ami have not hcen renewed, or

been abrogated by the association. The essential uasons for

iation'i action in the matter. ted by their represent

<. may be rammed up as follows: First, a signed agreement

with a union means nothing becattSC tin- union i^ not incorporated

ami hence not responsible a<lly. the signed agreement )

be renewed periodically and the date of renewal 19 always preceded

by numerous demands from the unions which if not granted, lead

to a fight and "tie up." The shipowners contend that the signed

agreement with the unions is of no value unless hacked up by good

faith, and that the good faith can he had just as well without the

(1 agreement and thus eliminate the objectionable features that

go with it.

The unions have no serious objections to doing away with the

•d agreement, because, in the first place, they have a practical

monopoly of the supply of labor of the shipping industry and are

so well organized as to control completely the men in the various

branches of the industry. It is to be noted that most of the men
who go to sea are foreigners coming for the most part from the

northern countries of Europe direct to Xew York, the number

reaching San Francisco by way of the Horn being comparatively

small. The majority of those on the coast come across the conti-

nent, with the result that there is no surplus from which the ship-

owners can recruit their forces in the a strike, and a virtual

monopoly of the supply of labor is enjoyed by the maritime unions

of the Pacific Coast. The same fact that makes this possible, how-

ever, on the Pacific Coast prevents it on the Atlantic. The large

number of immigrants constantly landing in Xew York and other

ports of the Atlantic Coast makes it practically impossible for the

unions to get control of the available lal>or force that can be cm-

ployed on ships. The large number of immigrants constantly arriv-

ing from Northern Europe enable shipowners to obtain crews with

ease at all times.

(3-4)
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1

On the coast the only man who comet in contact with the

seamen is th. rq>rcM nion.

int.) the ihtpownej i • •!!> man
. nuinUr is han<lc<l to tlw delegate ami lu-

lu this way the delegate is the only man with

n the HU naturally look upon Urn,

a repres. >i the unions, as the chief factor in their employ-

f affairs. \\ •. makes the

seamen bold the nd the snip-

ers second. For tin they would hk< ' :»se with

»een unable to do so.

eliminate the
| complete change of the

•ystei - as it t the present time, and.

des. the unions would H04 content t" it.

ler the ecment has been

of the unions and the representatives

e shipowners meet together and talk the situation over and

Ic on such terms uitnallv The shipowners

e terms in the form <»f I tacit agreement and issue

them as tlteir ruk rung nun in their employ. The unions do
except that they issue them as their working rules govern-

the empt f the unions. This is a peculiar

icouraging. inasn

ing.



THE ANTHRACITE HOARD OF CONCILIATION

By 1 1<-\. I I >. Nicholls,

Mrml lvania.

The Board of Conciliation for the adjustment of difficult

rising between the employers and employees in the

anthracite industrj was established by the award of the Anthracite

Coal Strike Commission appointed by President Roosevelt to decide

the questions in controversy between the operators and mine work-

ers in the strike of IOjOO. This award was based Upon the demand
of the miners for "satisfactory methods for the adjustment of g\

ances which may arise from time to time, to the end that strikes and

lockouts may be unnecessary. " The authority of this board is con-

fined strictly to the settlement of questions "arising under this

award." The commission doubtless found justification for an arbi-

tration board in other trade agreements,

For many years prior to the award of the Anthracite Coal

Strike Commission, no definite agreement covering >rices

and other conditions of employment existed between the miners and

operators. All employment was upon an individual basis. With

rare exceptions, no definite wage schedule was maintained at the

collieries, to which miners or operators could refer for a settlement

of disputes as to what wages should be paid in certain cases. The

workmen complained that the absence of a written or printed

schedule of wages, prices and standards enabled the employers to

reduce wages and increase the size of the car or ton.

The employers also claimed the right to pay various wages to

those employed to do the same kind of work; sometimes employing

new men for less than was paid those whose places they filled.

This method would finally result in a general reduction of wages,

and caused the demand for a minimum wage for each occupation;

the employer to be allowed to pay as much more as he pleased

in such individual c: he deemed worthy. Many disag

ments and strikes resulted because of the lack of a definite v

agreement between employers and employed. Security of standard
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wag* 1 appreciated by noftoacu generally, but lia-

Ihc cause of suspicion an. I irritation.

rod discontent by

ial case* mentioned, <!cfinitc wage and

ednlcs m • rncut and pi r general

ami operators. Very little has occurred

in t! or ami employees over the questions defi-

I by nl general demands

didoni hare been made, as in the strike of 1900
and of l<jQ2.

In a<l«ht: es for piece work.

which from time to time caused fri« |

tern, under which an employee <»f the company

U- dumped.
ami price to be paid the miner, such portion

Of the wl a penalty for light loading or for

impr mtial source of irritation. There

irgea that it was need nore or less uniform method

and that <l<»cking-bosscs were employed for

pUTpoee. Tl 1 was undoubtedly abused in many placet*

ami in thoee nl of causing m lie more careful

Iged them ami canned them to allow

UlliXoiUI pnniihment I was informed |>erson-

ally hv a fellow miner, that having been treasonably for

e becan ate and or<l laborer to load

which he had thrown aside, until the car was
nearly full and cover it over with good coal. He expected to be

Charged with the matter and haled before the manager, but no

ken «>f the car hv the docking-boss, the d«>cking being

proving that no real attention was paid to the condition

•>f tl

.

<1 that the Mocking was uniform. The manager conv

hii wort e later on and asking where the refuse

in the case. Instead of

the miner, he caused the docking-boss to be discharged

1 carload of refuse to pas* unnoticed.

Trouble occurred at times over the question of whether or not

a regular time fur the nOOl J should lie allowed the day wage
men and boys employed in n ars throughout the
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the officials claiming that work should not erase while there were

cars on hand to ate, tnd the employees dawning that the chain

eat dinner was too uncertain and irregular. In the absence of a

detailed agreement many other matters were the .source of un

and db >n.

A question that has caused considerable agitation for many

years is the demand of the miners that wherever practicable coal

should be weighed in the mine car and the miner paid by weight

This demand iterated in njoo and again in 1902. In 1875

the state legislature passed a law providing that coal should be

bed and the miner paid by the pound, provided that n«> other

method was mutually agreed Upon by the miners and operators.

This law has never had any effect, being entirely Ignored and lost

sight of. until its existence was discovered and brought to the

attention of the Coal Strike Commission. The operators claiming

that the proviso exempted them From paying by weight, inasmuch

as miners continued to accept employment and payment by the

for coal mined. The argument made by the miners for the abolition

of th< fcem was that they were expected to so load the car at

the working place in the mine that it would have a minimum of six

inches of coal built up above the top of the car by the time it

reached the breaker, in some cases miles away from the working

place. They claimed that with the jolting and settling of coal during

its passage over the mine roads it was impossible to guarantee any

particular condition when the car reached its destination. They

also argued that in the endeavor to make sure that the car would

have the required height of "topping" when it reached the breaker,

they would very often heap on more than a sufficiency, but received

no extra payment for the surplus. Then again, under the system of

dockage for light loading, they were docked generally a minimum
of a quarter of a car. although the topping may have been only one

or two inches less than the reqm inches. The demand for

payment by weight was based upon the proposition that each miner

would receive payment for the exact weight of coal in the car, and

that this would do away with the unreasonable requirements

topping, together with the dockage for light loading. Under the

car system, miners working a short distance from the surface could

load their cars very little over the height of topping required, and

the car would reach the breaker in good condition. Those who

(66)
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worked far away from the surface would liave to load their can
with oofl re coal on the tup, Kg , allow for settle-

ron the working place to the breaker.

trly shown, in that one miner would ha

load more coal for tin pi car than another, and yet be

to dockage for light loading.

I was also the subject of a long-continued

agit.. pound keg of

black pot 11 three dollars. In the • iuics a reduction

was alio ring the price at two

dollars and scvcnty-ti The miners claimed that this powder

;ht in the open market for a little over one dollar per

plained that Ompctlcd to purchase it from

75.

a Dumb the miners h >sed a desire that

their wages b monthly instead of once a month, as was
;i. with some exceptions in later years. The

red to brinK' this eJbottt by legislation,

but until 1901 the monthly pay continued to be the rule.

Organization

Realizing tluir utter helplessness in fixing wages for themselves

dividual the anthracite miners have from time to time

organized unions and united in making dcmandN for certain wages

and prices, and for the
|

ng representatives of the

negotiate with the employers as to the conditions of

empl These demands for collective agreements were gen-

erally opposed by the emplo; I the disagreements often re-

sulted in strikes. These i nti did not always cover the whole

anthracite region and while the miners of one section would strike

ight remain in ojk These sectional

in most and the necessity for a more

general org;r including as members, the miner* of the

whole region, be parent

In 1900 the United Mine \\ nade its first

attempt to inaugurate a general demand for a wage agreement

the miners and op t the whole region. V
min« iient because of related fail-

r anions, claiming that sectional struggles would again
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brin.L :. Finding that they were un til in bringing the

miners of the whole region into the union without a definite pi

the members in convention I i make general and specific

;ih1> ujmjii the o; improved conditions. After tins

action, when it teemed that the demands would be insisted upon, a

greater interest en in the new union, and many joined its

ranks, thousands of them immediately preceding the day the strike

inaugurated There were, however, only about eight thousand

who had been members long enough to be reported to the national

office. This strike lasted ks and was settled by the accept-

ance of notices posted by the operators of a ten per cent advance

in the day wages and a reduction in the price of powder from $2.75

per keg to $1.50 per keg, considered seven and one-half per cent,

accompanied by an advance of two and one-half per cent in the

mining price.

The strike of 1900 settled the powder question, and in 1901 the

semi-monthly pay day was instituted. The other matters were,

however, left as they were, save for the general advance in wages.

The operators had refused to recognize the miners' organization,

and no agreement or wage scale was negotiated. In 1902, after a

failure to agree upon a wage scale another strike ensued, lasting

over five months and involving the whole region. The demands

were similar to those of 1900 in that a definite and detailed wage
agreement was requested. As before, the operators refused to

recognize the miners' union and make an agreement with its repre-

sentatives. This strike was finally ended by the appointment of the

Anthracite Coal Strike Commission, with authority to settle the

questions at issue.

Difficulties of the Board

The Board of Conciliation was instituted as a court for the

interpretation of the award of the Anthracite Coal Strike Commis-

sion, or, in other words, to interpret an agreement between the

miners and operators, for both agreed to abide by its terms. By
the very limitations of the case, I judge, the commission was

unable to see its way clear to go into the details of the matter and

establish minimum wage rates for each occupation and fixed prices

for piece work. Therefore, the award was only general as it

covered these matters. It simply provides for those employed for

(370)
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- wages, "1i1.1t from tad ind during the

D the ha tiic-hour day,

r the urn wages as were paid m April, 1702,

lay.

St of ten
; nd above the

pawl 111 the month Ol April, I9Q8, be pawl to all contract

tlicr work for w

r allowar thai tune, from and after

.•. and daring th< this award."

hile the autl tlie Imard is limited t«, the inter-

ttinu ol the ;il awards as they cover

wages and price-, the cases which come before it concern actual

wages an<! prices. The question 1-: what were the wages

and prices paid in April. 1002? The fact that there was no agree-

chednk of wages and prices in existence in 190a

uld be : has beta the souro

many COI and has made the work of the hoard very diffi-

cult. Proof might Ik* presented showing that a certain price was

but the left uncertain ; the pay state-

not ihowii of the car. Again, in a dis-

of new cars in ibc at a certain mine,

he found any document recognized by employer

and empl M authority npon the standard size of the car

In one case where a new and larger car was introduced.

1 of as to the price to be paid was brought before the

board for adjustment. ild be ascertained from

the e is there were tw< . use previous to

on of the new car. These cars were both being loaded

amc price. The case was disposed of by averaging the

on the basil of their proportionate numbers.

forming a >t the consideration of the relative

1st and
j

the new car.

nent as to the wages being brought before the

board, the operator might show that he had been paying various

of war amc work in April. 1902, and therefore

the right to pay either rate t-» the complainant, whether

as t«» prices paid | ig rock.

brought fort proof as to the price paid in 1902, but

kness of the rock and consequent amount of labor
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i. i m.ittu of uncertainty, The testimony of mil

.itors wa in Bat confc . and a> oral testimony

was \ ilv kind

most difficult These difficulties were, how.

inherent in the matter heeanse all proofs hark back to April, i

and not even then to a defin ting instrument

The board has had some serious disagreements, but ba

both sides felt me responsibility of carrying out the main agreement,

e difficult A number

disagreed upon by an evenly divided hoard and referred 1

ment to an umpire, as provided for in the award of the commission.

In my opinion, a general wage scale prescribing uniform mini-

mum ft equal occupations, hours of labor, and general meth-

ods in all matters of a general character, and providing that these

general provisions should be incorporated in each local schedule,

her with local mining prices and necessary regulations, would

reduce to a minimum the number of cases referred to the Board of

Conciliation. I base this opinion on similar conditions coming under

my personal observation.

Notwithstanding the many difficulties which hamper the work

of the Board of Conciliation, I believe it has justified the purpo

its existence. I do not contend that it has given complete satisfac-

tion, for I have pointed out the inherent uncertainties as to facts in

numerous kinds of cases brought before it for adjudication which

would render perfection impossible. The board was established for

the purpose of adjusting difficulties without recourse to strikes and

lockouts. With few exceptions this has been the result. It has

given stability to the agreement between miners and operators and

continuous employment during its terms. The personal COntai

the representatives of the operators and miners as members of the

board has been beneficial to both interests and the public: for rough

edges are smoothed, and unreasonable prejudice is dissipated by

personal contact.
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.

James \V \ \s Cleave,

Chairman IMcru*. and Former Preti-

Uional Ataoctation of Manufactt:

When the Board of Editors of '1 the American

Aca«I' and So \nte a paper

than 00 * 'Tin- \\<-rk foyers' Associations in the Scttle-

Labot Ditpttti I I liave heen familiar with

Their contributors arc men
who speak with authority on Ihc subject) which they touch. Every-

tudicd all over the

and thinkers in the broad field which it

in employer for many >« t of the National

Association of Mann; three terms, and a* chairman of

rial Council tor Industrial I >. rmation

i sting of 228 national, state and local organizations of

all the members of which are employers.

I naturally have had a good deal of interest in the question which

I have been asked Al all of us see, from the great number

oil and another in l< question
b becoming more and more at »al concern.

sin^ the question which i> the subject of tlm paper it

will I amine it <w all tides, and particularly to avoid

making the mistake of supposing that all the blame for labor dis-

belong- Let me quote liere a few expressions

Iress which 1 delivered at the annual convention of the

Industrial Association of America, held in Chicago, in

taS:

an advocate of fair play for everybody I will say a few

words to-day to my ? plovers on our duty to give a square

deal to our employees. We see socialists, anarchists and extremists

Tab artkU «•• written by Mr V.o Oav* fmf •*<*» Mi
It rrprrwttt* hi. l««t *ort la blm ta» ArmAamj laat a tajral

tWMl t cotitmmtor to Its pabllratloa*—<B»rr>
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of all sorts springing up in large numbers all around us. Let us

question ourselves and learn whether or not we have had any part in

generating ti t ruction 1

we all know, there arc autocratic and oppressive employers.

Judging by many of their acts they seem to believe that the

tions between capital and labor arc like those between belligei

war. . . . With them every sort of aggression which they can

perpetuate without coming into collision with the statute

These employers seem to think that they arc justified in taking

. advantage which offers itself over their employees, and also

over the public.

"Of course this class of employers is far in minority. It if

numerous enough, however. t<< reflect discredit and to inflict injury

on the entire guild of employers. It is the one oppressive employer

out of the one hundred who generates the wrath of the demagogues

and their dupes. . . . This one sinner, therefore, becomes more

of an enemy to the rest of the members of his order than he does

to the element which he arouses into irruption.

"In several ways the labor unions have done good service to

the workers. They have promoted a fraternal feeling and cultivated

a spirit of mutual helpfulness between men in many sorts of occupa-

tions. They have aided in advancing the wages of workers, and

thus have obtained for labor a large share of the profits which the

cooperation of labor and capital have brought. As fair-minded

men we must concede all this. I, for one, have no desire to take

away any of the credit belonging to the labor unions for any of the

good which any of them have done."

Holding these views, and believing that workers have as good a

right as employers to organize, I welcomed combination among
workers because of the opportunity for collective bargaining which

it would offer. Manifestly it is easier for an employer to make a

contract with a thousand workers in a body than it would be to do

this with each of them separately. I think a large majority of em-

ployers bold this view.

But here a drawback enters: We must devise a way by which

the unions shall be compelled to respect their contracts. They should

be legally responsible so that the law can reach them when they

break faith with their employers, just as the employers are punish-

able by law when they violate their agreements.
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mih nn aml irresponsibility in labor

something of which 1 have had an embarrassing personal

loo of contract by a portion of the employees of the Buck's

8 and Range Company, of Saint 1 a Inch I am president,

boycott which the American Federation of Labor

declared against us. Our company is an open shop. It employs

men regardless of their membership or non-membership in labor

A small number of our employees who belonged to a union

wanted to work fewer hours than
I I betfl working up to that

and fewer than the «»ur employees were working. If

their request a corresponding reduction would have

been 1 necessary in the hours of the remainder of our forces,

who outnumbered the malcontents many times over. As this would

have I
a curtailment of production which would have placed

: vantage as compared with our competitors in Saint

il ami all over the country, we refused their request. The matter

was 'I to arbitration, but a general strike was declared by

local union lieforc a final decision was made, thus violating a

cont* ki set up against our products, and the

Ami: of Labor declared war upon us.

In defense of the principle that an agreement is binding for

the term which it covers, unless it is changed by the free and

amicable consent of all parties to it. we were compelled to strike

back. We <li<l this in a legal way. From the Supreme Court of the

-the headquarters of the American Federation

abor being in Washington—we obtained a temporary injunction,

h was afterward made permanent, restraining the Federation

from placing the name of our company on the "Unfair that

organization's publications. A sentence to various terms in prison

was inflicted on certain r disobeying
the court's orders. On appeal the case of these offenders is now
before the Unitc<! Supreme Cor

Thus my c\ he arbitrariness of some of the labor

ir autocratic and anti-American leaders, and their

disregard of pledges, give me an especial reason for urging the

adoj me mea I, as unions, may be made
responsible for their orience of most of the other

employers of labor on a large scale is like mine on this point For
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their own and ihc workers
1

n should

pitch mutability upon labor an thai the

dutii

be reciprocal and eqttaL When this elemental demand of y
and fair play is met, employers will DC able to exerl much more

influence in the adjustment of labor disputes than they have

fore. As a class, employers arc always glad to meet workers half

way in scttli; reements regarding wages, hours of work

Other condition^ when the workers present tluir side in an amicable

spirit, and when they give any assurance that their pl< ill be

kept in good faith. Industrial peace is to the inter- -t of employer

and employee alike.

In support of my assertion that, a> a class, we desire- to

disputes with employees in a peaceable way, I will cite one <»f the

planks of the "Declaration of Labor Principles," adopted by the

National Association of Manufacturers in 1903.

"The National Association of Manufacturers disapproves abso-

lutely of strikes and lockouts, and favors an equitable adjustment of

all differences between employers and employees by any amicable

method that will preserve the rights of both parties."

This is the creed of an organization of employers who repi

more workers and more wealth than any other combination of men
on the globe. Let the reader of these lines observe that the National

Association of Manufacturers opposes lockouts by employers just

as strongly as it does strikes by employees. To it the lockout

objectionable as the strike. With this principle I have always been

in hearty accord. I have been against strikes, lockouts and black-

lists from the beginning of my days as an employer.

Manifestly the influence of the National Association of Manu-

facturers in the equitable adjustment of labor controversies has been

far reaching. It has extended to thousands of employers outside of

our organization. The same attitude is taken by most of the em-

ployers represented in the 228 organizations affiliated with us in the

National Council for Industrial Defense. We have exerted our in-

fluence in a decidedly practical way. When the officers of the

American Federation of Labor have, on several occasions, attempted

to coax or coerce Congress into the enactment of laws which, in

industrial disputes, would virtually have abolished the injunction

and have legalized the boycott, representatives of our organizations
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oared before Congressional ' ea and in ««»nference

igresstonal leader*, and n practical voice to the

".<m of any sort. Thus the

speci. ilnr tiiuoo magnates asked from Congress

^Matures all ore tin- otmtry we have

done e waf exerted in the same way in

fcatcd a

plot by which the nm pted to commit that party and

be (tolicy of licensing a favored order

• hreakcrs in the COramUB
Thus we h.t

I in improving the relations between em-

ployer* and worl g the non-union

>cr as well as the employer in die enjoyment of his rights, and,

xamplc, have furnished to the intelligent and public-spirited

Vrs of the labor societies an incentive to curb the arrogance

<>f their leaders.

At • his article I quoted some expressions from

an address which I made in Chicago in favor of peace between

employer! and workers. This necessity is greater in iqio than it

was in 1906. ificd and expanded now than

it was then. Our manufacturers, to a steadily increasing degTee.

outrun home consumption. Coincidental!)' with the growing need

inning new foreign markets for our surplus products there comes

HI and the great industrial countries of

thcr reasons the establishment of industrial

peace becomes more and more imperative every year. At the same

thing lik I e difficult to win and

nding the hard Mows which have been dealt

to them by the courts in recc: M of the labor leaders are

> be more arrogant and aggn an ever.

Philadelphia had an illustration of this truth recently in the

kc and in the svmpathv strafe which followed it

I latter raft \ys and everywhere sympathy strike*

mpathy strike s .ire the qn I most effective means of

alienating sympathy from the str IcJi the mind of man has

vet devised. In Philadelphia, too. at a meeting of the American

lemy of Political md Social Science after the strike.

the head of the American Federation of T Jibor renewed bis

f the judges and the courts because the boycott has

177)
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outlawed, because injunction 1 f<»r the purpo

possible, of a\ e injury, and because the a in t -
i

.

to dt distinction between law breakers among
ploycr> and . labor unionists and capitalists.

These otttbn lemagogy place ol in our way In our

avor to dimmish the number and the destructivenesi of labor

disturbances. They tend to make labor union workers disconfc

ad inefficient and, in some degree at least, they increase the cost

of living. Moreover, they give aid and comfort to the socialistic

enemies of the existing order.

In the election of April, 1910, the Socialists obtained control

Of Milwaukee, which is the largest American city to come under

their sway. At its annual conventions the American Federation of

Labor has repeatedly voted against socialist propositions! but by

many of its teachings and practices that organization has worked

into the hands of the Socialist party throughout the country. In a

large degree the words and deeds of the leaders of the Federation

contributed to the election of Seidel. Milwaukee's Socialist mayor,

and of its board of aldermen of the same cl

The maintenance of our whole industrial structure depends upon

the efficiency and the reliability of labor, and the promotion of peace-

able relations between employers and employed. As shown by a

bulletin recently issued by the United States Labor Bureau at Wash-
ington, within the past two years thirty-two states have enacted

fifty-four laws, or amendments to laws, in this broad field. This

shows the importance of the subject. Some of these statutes, how-

ever, are calculated to harm instead of help our industrial inte;

and thus ultimately to injure the element which they were designed to

aid. This is particularly true of employers' liability laws, a few

of which were enacted, and other measures in the same line which,

though defeated or averted, in the sessions of some of the legislatures

in 1910, are certain to be brought forward in the next sessions.

Some of these statutes make employers' risks so great that they

may be compelled either to reduce r to close their mills,

A labor measure was l>efore the Massachusetts Legislature at

its recent session, however, which had real merit. Tt provided that

no strike or lockout in any activity in which twenty-five or more

persons were employed could take place until the controversy was

submitted to a competent tribunal and a finding had been made.
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Thir u to be given by rs or workers of coo-

1 in wages or boors, the cum-, m the interval, to be

appealed to a regular tuted tribunal, if rcqucM ther

[n a general waj thi • nrc was based an a statute win. h

three years, except that the

hail lav. mines ami pobll -. A power-

ful element of the DCOpIc ol the Domini lallv the la!x#r organ-

ns, like the law so well { it has resulted in the peaceable at

mart of mm the lah tliat an

will U ma : ttutc so as to cover all

(adnata

•lie other band, the Manachuactll Ial>or leaders, supported

the principal officers of the American I n of Labor,

Opposed the lma mi re u I is before the Legislature of that

did this on the ground that the privilege of striking

! without or puhlic. is a powerful

1 tlu hands of the unions, and ihoold not be

one of the many poittta 00 which the demands
of the lalx>r uni«»n chiefs conflict with the convenience and the rights

of the community.

in appeals of labor controversies to regularly or specially

titnted tribunals the public ihoold insist that these bodies be

well as intelligent. Tlu-v most he free from prejudice

of an must refuse t<» bt I
hy the clamor of the dema-

gogue or pr nd must render their judgments

with lute fairness to all interests which are involved.

In these tlays of mobs and hired cliques this requirement of fear-

lessness and < led justice on the pari of boards to which labor

are submitted is impcm':

ral puhh- houkl un-

derstand that no general Of lasting industrial peace b |>o*sible except

the establishment and maintenance of the open shop. The
recognition and the appli I the basis of the

eaa which has been iron I lint Louis branch of the I

Industrial tsaoi t. one of the uB organisations
making up the Nation r Industrial Defense I can Speak

upon this jK>int with ant I I was one of the founders of the

Ass* and was the head ..f the Saint Louis branch from its

organization in 1903 t.. tie pit

-1)
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The Association was founded to aiti. by all lawful means, the

regularly constituted official* ami machin be city, the

and the nation in in in our community iblisfa

employen ami employees, and to worl

the U-ttcrnient of the city\ materia] and social conditions. Prima-

rily our program ua- educational, ami only secondarily was it cor-

rective and punitive.

At me outset the punitive part of our program was rendered

imperative, and we aided in placing many law breakers, chicily labor

Unionists and their aOOOmplicCS, in jail or penitentiary, and sent

many others into permanent exile. At the same time, through lec-

hy men of national repute on the various phases of the general

subject of industry, economics and good citizenship, supplemented

by leaflets distributed by the hundred thousand, or supplied at nomi-

nal figures, we carry on an educational propaganda which has

brought a sweeping transformation in the entire industrial situation

in the city and its vicinity.

As compared with other centers of its class throughout the

country, the relations between employers and workers are more

amicable; the open shop—open to union and to non-union men on

equal terms—is more widely diffused ; the number of strikes and

other labor disturbances are fewer in Saint Louis than elsewhere.

This is one of the results of the work of 8,000 of the leading citizens

of Saint Louis, representing all parties, all religions, and all callings.

What the Citizens' Industrial Association of Saint Louis has done

in the past few years in establishing industrial peace in that city can

be accomplished by the citizens of any other trade center by the

display of the requisite intelligence, persistence, courage and tact.

(380)



WORK AS A WAY TO PR! LABOR
DISPUTES

Former Industrial S »ial Committee. Y. If. G A*
tun, Va.

Welfare work is not a new movement . !mt has existed in

be first employer was willing to do a little

more for his employees than lie- lad t<. under wage and other con-

stipulations. 1 he name has been applied only since Mich

sell-planned and sii|>ervi%ed work.

n principle bceau

mostly m gh immediate need, regardless of whether that

li-fortune or shiftlessness. The present form

;ng to employees the Opportunity to help

themselves to better porition and fuller h:

While welfare WOrfc I much, and I believe,

y still greater part, in preventing lalx»r ditpntea, the man that

BCh work with this for his purpose is foredoom*

disappointment. Welfare work belongs, not to the realm of expedi-

'in- man may do very little, but in the spirit

:.mistakahle sympathy and intelligent interest he will establish

an ii od will and confidence that makes labor mis-

understandings and conflict well-nigh inmommle; another nay have

the most claborat hools, kindergarten*, and general

uplift work ami in the hour of extreme need find that all his efforts

by his employeej as a subtle means to keep

them fr« in demanding their rights. Sometime, the employ*

right. Men are not wholly lacking in the industrial world who are

willing to mend | few hundreds in a generous-appearing way to

that would cost them a ten per cent in-

•i wages; and again, the man adjudged by hts

ithv with them i

than his own uh men are a* great enemies

industrial peace and harmony as the harsh and
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The first w. ,rk with which I came in touch was of

a crude and unnamed type. The Wiuifr- mpany v

Phfladdphu with mines employing nearly a thousand men
at Winifrede, West Virginia. The houses, while better than at

<.f the miiit- than good busun vould dic-

building, the prices in the commissary department were no I

than the and throughout, the enterprise was organized on a

Bound business basis that defended its policy <»f betterment against

the charge of being Quixotic, as many mine operators at the time

inclined to regard it. In the center of the village, if a mining

! tnad for three miles up and down a narrow valley can

be said to have a center, was a little English-appearing church.

ered with ivy and Bet in the midst of a will kept plot of grass. It

just a little hit of refinement that the roughest miner uncon-

sciously reverenced whether he ever attended the services or not.

Besides building it, the company added five dollars a Sunday to

the scant support of the preachers of the three denominations who
the church. At a battered old building near by was a library

where you could get very clean volumes of Ruskin and Carlyle, or

very much bethumbed volumes of more doubtful literary merit,

especially if they afforded colored pictures. A one-legged em-

ployee would stump solemnly down to the library three evenings

per week and Sunday afternoons, and as solemnly stump about the

room in what usually proved a futile search for the volume called

for. Later the company built a good town hall and sent in troupes

of Japanese acrobats and jugglers, readers. a n<l better grade en-

tertainers. It paid the cost of these beyond what crowded houses

of employees and their families at small admittance yielded. But,

like the library, the church and the five dollar spot of green in the

preacher's financial desert, it was a token of the company's interest

in them and it stood the company in good stead on more than one

occasion during my connection with it as cashier.

In [893, I believe it was, market conditions forced operators

to reduce the price of mining from fifty-six and a quarter to fifty

cents per ton. Practically all the miners in the Kanawha Valley

went on a strike, though the labor in few was organized. Wini-

frede miners continued to work because they bettered the com-

pany's statement that it could not pay more than fifty cents a ton

for mining. Those of the other mines ordered them to join in the



up

Ml going

1 hen i i, 500 strong,

hed agai »mpcl their doting down.

the company ha-!

.hi. I at roployeei ha«l rohmti

were sworn in as special con-

<1 prCTCOtod any violence

hut I shall n< be thrill that went through me as I looked

indott that night I seven men stationed at

oonligbt glancing from their rifle bar

!tir.»ti> youngster I was Spoiling for a li^ht and the

thought Miii. whether th« right or not. being willing

panv in whi )>clicvcd, made it

The Win light

the town

hall ind tin entertainment course inaugurated. It

was sim; ig an interest in the

rthing more than he had to. and w

what t! iny told them of market con-:

mine that ran steadily through the strike was

reek Coal Company, which was organized on a

The 1 took the fi^t pr e extent

•italization and the re^t was divided

1 Ihristmai in propocl he total wage
this they allowed the men to buy their homes on

When this strik. 1 the superintendent

' the met nd said to them: "We made money dur-

nionths. hut the market hat gradually dropped

during the la^t two months till we are toeing n We have

tn's ten per cent and $3»8oo e among you

u would

r dig coal at ft I buahd and let u* clear about an

11 we make anyhow, because

t made alfta will you run on at two

and a qi u lose your $3,800 already earned?

>ur ten per cent we will *but down or

The !i<cimion. to ac-

cent*, as all the oold come bach to iiH-m anv

If I remember aright thev had a about $7,000 to
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divide amonp them the following Christmas, and this was the

happy em what proved a disastrous year to l*>th opera!

and most of the mines and all because the company

had tlu* forbe* onsider ten per cent itimate share

of the
i

The causes of labor disputes arc as often imaginary as real

Without doubt there are numberle- of unfair division of

ts, wages on one hand and dividends, on the other, being out

. I proportion to the condition and surround-

tnga of the workers may he needlessly had. But often wo;

waste their wages in dissipation and are rendered surly and dis-

contented by the thought that years of lahor have left them nothing

the gainer in anything. The welfare work done by tlu- Young
Men's and Young Women's Christian Associations in industrial

fields very wisel) lets alone the quest! n of wages and dividends and

Confines their work to the betterment of environments and morals.

While I was employed looking after some cotton mill work in the

South, there came to me confidential reports of a marvelous work
being done in some construction camps along the line of the Chi-

cago. Milwaukee and St. Paul Railroad's extension to Seattle.

Soon one will travel smoothly along this route to the Pacific, with

all the comfort of modern travel. Great bridges will attract hut

passing attention, tall trestles and long tunnels will cause

wonder than annoyance at their frequency ; hut here for many months

\\v usands of men heside the great rivers and among the mountains

huilded and hurrowed and dug and died at the battle front of indus-

trial progress. 1 hardship and monotony made the life of all a desert;

saloons, gambling places and fallen women made it a hell. Sunday

was not observed because it would have been a day of dissipation

likely to prove hut the beginning of a pro] ree to many.

The first point at which work was taken up was Ponds, South

Dakota, where some 500 men were building a $2,000,000 bridge

over the Missouri River. Every hunk house was full to overflowing

and many sleeping in DOS cars hut the company agreed to

up an old passenger coach to hi- used for Y. M. (\ A. purposes.

But the bigp <>f the work was tin- secretary, Mr. M rrison,

whose rigorous and novel methods of work made equipment a sec-

ondary consideration. Allow me to quote from International Sec-

retary Day's report:

(384)
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bund there was no one in charge of the mail for the camp.

and as a con WU brought bom the httle post office at

ay, at irregular and dumped on to

old toba th tlte result

netl >t was a summon occurrence to

have Utters lost or tl |>es woni out before they reached the

r. Then. t«*>. it was JmfffttfHfl i'«>r any one to regist

secure a draft from the hank at Mobridge. which was the

them t<» lend money home, without losing a half day's

1 to Mr. M that he immediately take

ge of the mail in the camp, bnHd pigeon Ihles for the 1-

and provide n papers, etc.. and also offer to register letters

iie men and provide them with postage and other conveniences.

also got out bun a large quantity of letter heads and

lp with jkiis, ink, etc.. and provided e\er\ hunk house with

and urged the men to write letters home,

offering to mail them t\ The effect of this was that

era who could not understand our language could

ntftnd our kindness, and they felt kindly toward Mr. Morrison.

ilt of this work was that the number of letters written

home increased three-fold immediately.

" Tlu s set on a piece of track at a convenient location

in the camp and fitted ttp with electric Hghtt, supplied by the local

plant. The company also kindly built a -t »rm shed, on one end

of the car. putti lall tables f.»r reading and writing, pco-

1 hard coal for the ft in the coach, and extended every

I in making the work a success. A good
list of maga d ptpen was provided; also checkers and

"From the day the coach was opened it has been used to its

full capacity. It is open constantly, and men are always found

there. Sometimes a is tim at a time, reading, playing

. chess, etc. Gospel meetings are held in the car on Sunday
nights, ami although it scats hut fifty, a- main as too men would

r for t!i ices. After a short time the Sun-

nstYrnd to the camp dining r«*«m. where they

pttcon and talking machine were

pro e in constant nae, some social affair bein

I visited t! iboofl the middle of December
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gave tlu- men 1 1 talk. Over two hundred and fifty

crowded into tlu* dining room, filling every bench, some fitting on

tables and all as orderly a congregation a- one would find in a

modern church. At tin- dote of my talk I thought it would be well

v to get the men t-. lose t" tin- evening's ser-

. the only pong I had with me. "Yield Not to Temptation/ and

when Mr. Morrison threw it on tlu- icreen inch ringing I have

Seldom heard. They fairly made the windows rattle. 1 closed the

meeting, or thought I had, but the men did not move, and some

one called out: *Let as sing more.' From tlu- only song hook in

the camp, an old 'Gospel Hymns' Wt Sang there an hour, the nun

calling f< r hymns such as 'Rock of Ages,' 'Nearer My God to 'line'

and 'WD iv Wandering Boy To-night
1 When I saw how

late it vras getting I announced that we would sing one more hymn
and then close to let the cooks have the room to arrange for their

early hreakfast. One of the men. an employee of the 'hull gang/

leaned forward and in a half whisper said, 'Don't close, partner,

until you pray for us.' and I did pray as earnestly as I knew how
for those hundreds of hungry-hearted men into whose face- I was

looking. As we went out into the moonlight one of the men asked

me to go to his bunk house and talk with his partner who had gotten

to gambling. I rather protested that it was a delicate matter to

go into a hunk house occupied by so many men to talk upon that

matter, but he insisted that I should go with him and I did so. As
we approached the bunk house he explained that we would find

them all gambling, hut he -aid. Don't you be afraid to talk to them,

for it will do them all good.' To his surprise, we found upon our

arrival that there was no gambling going on in the bunk house,

and he exclaimed, 'Well, I'll be partner, your meeting knocked

out the gambling to-night.'

"His partner proved to be a strapping big fellow of about

twenty-five, and he yelled to him, 'Come here, Bill, I brought this

fellow over to talk to you about your gambling.' It is needless to

say that I was somewhat embarrassed, as six or eight other men
sat about the table smoking. However. I began to get acquainted

with T.ill.' in the meantime edging toward the door, and soon

got both men outside where we had a real heart-to-heart talk over

the whole matter, with the result that when I left they had cove-

nanted together to both 'cut it out.'

(3»
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t ImjoIcs have been *cnt from
vari* its on the rm by the company for

use 1 in this t tUi n carried out along the

line i«>r 150 miles li\ the Monetary and distributed in small camps
in which 1,000 men in addition to those at the

is is grcath tppn the men frequently write

in, urging that n ng matter be >»ent them.

"Although the attraction <>f the car kept a good many men
Ige on the next pay day, which occurred December

.*4th, a large number of them went up there, and with money in

and the Christmas spirit in the air, it is not altogether

thai a good many g< ag drunk.' Morrison did not

lose his bead, but afobridge, an<I when men would get

drunk he would get them itn nd haul them Mown to Pontis

and put them to bed in their bunks, Among others whom he took

•1 this way was a little Irishman who had started in to lick

a fellow about twice his size, and was making splendid progress

topped htm, loaded him into a wagon, packed him

• camp and put him to bed B g him. Morrison

secured a promise that be would come around the next day and

0. True to his word, he showed up about

at the hunk house where Morrison was then sleeping.

the door, he told Morrison he had come to tak<

r he had ting whether

it h him or not, as it was a little embarrassing because of

ht other men, most of whom
While he was waiting undecided what to do,

another kn«>ck on the door, and a big engineer who runs

time which is used fa d beams, walked

in and told tl that he t.«» had come to take the temper-

1 he. Tin aide «»f the life I have been h\

After signing the pledge he reached hi> bsg hand across t«

son and said. 'Mr. Morrison, I mean busjl I want to go all

the way with this thing and l want yon t<> pre) i-»r me right hi

knelt beside OHC of the bunks ami both «»f them prayed most

LVmg this man to the uttermost

they arose from their knees, the little Irishman who had

rison. ain't yer gotn' to bless

me off to. ry 1 will.' said aforrieon, and tin y got on their
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tide the bunk and prayed that Mike might be thoroughly

saved and kept from his old life. As ihcy arose the six sur\<

the room, and taking both converts by the hand

sured them of their sympathy and help in their new life—tin

converts of the 1 'out is Railway Construction Camp.

"One of the woi campfl ii the cashing of pay

checks iii the saloons. Thil convenience to the men.

use they cannot >wn and get their clucks cashed at a

hank without losing I half a day's work. The result is, that they

after work and the salomis always make

it a business to have money on hand for cashing these checks; they

invariably get a Considerable part of it hack in the drinks, gambling

and other evils which are found at such places. I was able to in-

duce the hanker to send the money to the V. M. C. A. car on the

condition that the Y. M. C. A. secretary guard the money, for it

i^ a risky thing to carry money three miles in a buggy in that coun-

try where every man is a law unto himself. At the appointed hour

Morrison appeared at the hank mounted on a 'calico' bronco with a

hooter in his belt, escorted the money to the camp, where he

guarded it while it was being paid out; at the same time he Ul

each man as he received his money to deposit a part of it with the

banker, and as a result over $2,000 was put back into the banker's

hands to the credit of those hard-working men—making over

$8,000 which these men have been induced to save or send home in

three months that Morrison had been there, four times as much
as they would have saved before. It had been customary there for

several months to have at least fifty drunken men in the camp, im-

mediately following pay day, and it was an established rule that the

cooks would get drunk. The first time the checks were cashed by

the Y. M. C. A. there were hut two drunken men in the camp and

none of the cooks were drunk, much to the surprise of the mar

ment, and I imagine to the disapi>jintment of the saloons at Mo
bridge.

"Upon my recent visit to Pontis. I asked Morrison about his

list of 'D. TV men (delirium tremens) and found that he had hut

two on the li-t. one of whom was Dan. the holler of the camp, a

genial, hig-souled fellow who always boozed after pay day, and

never had been able to keep sober for a month at a time. As usual,

•Mrs. Morrison was fixing up poached eggs, toast and other deli-

(388)
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till-* jMN.r icli. .w, whii h Morrison took to him in his bunk,

towing him other Idndnesi in the way ->f attention, and as toon

e was al»' again the) invited bin heir one-

sat about the tabic the sight of

the two 1 1 1 1 !• ami the borne touch

I unman can give, greatly impressed I Jan with his

living i better life. Afti er the coi

piritual condhiofi with tl be wcnl liome he

kiu-lt with the i.itjii! a personal Sav-

I m« nit!

f tlu modern mil Ueh has tna<Ic a deep impression upon

ii that camp.

;il;<» Mr. and M n invited Dan and a

his, nan :ppcr with them. When they

NU d I not be -ig, but hung his

I ).m asked hhn it" he end he rcpit.

but I cant cat anything for I am so ashamed.' Mr. Morrison

! him to bat he only replied, I am too ashamed

ol m Morrison that n the time to pre-

Idettt that thil wai hi need, and he

I him then and : : and keeper.

and when the question was put straight to him as to whether he

would do so, he repli to be like Dan.' The supper

ti, his wife and the two little hoy*, ami

ill went on their knees in prayer, and when they

had won tlu- greatest victory ol his life. Dan i

id the table and putting his an i neck, said,

n, we are tw<> of a kind.' and supper was resumed and

finished Mr>. Mori mpathy for

sin-tempted men had much to do with winning them for

Ovist When I • that I thought she was
a her nakc the which she i* doing t«» live in such an

isolat hat. the replied, Heroine nothing. If these other

worn* here

no sacrif here

a higher mot

pat r. .mi of the saloons at Mobridge

and an Adding a *.\l**\ within fnre

miles of a construct p rid tl of the rest of

Cat
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When the bii finished, tin car was Kill np and down the

road i numb inti in die lame way. Camps at tun-

nels that I long
i

I work wcri- provided with tem-

porary buDdingi lor social educational and religious work,

taught English ; Ameii

dung from English literature down to the rudiment-. College men,

one an I.I .I>. o! Ann Arbor, wen- really plentiful, cast up bj

don's tide and they celebrated a new life by teaching night

es, leading «

:

nd aiding in social work, and thus among

the greater number in the camps the dead monotony of the lift

broken by clean recreation and mental improvement i;

abandon, and the cause of industrial peace an-! good will

enrolled the men <>f real leadership along a great railroad system.

But why give more instance-? As .,nr old chemistry prof

said to a student who accused him of not having read all his

rejected thesis: "Mr. Gaines, one doesn't have to eat a whole ox

to know whether the beef 19 urood or not." So from the great mass

of pood that i- being done among employees I have given hut one

instance of modern welfare work that analyzes high in helpfulness

and hopefulness. It seems that men are beginning to apply the

Master's teachings to the industrial problem. He once said that we
should treat our fellow men as we would have them treat us. Men
recognized the wisdom and goodness of this and called it the Golden

Rule, hut unfortunately they put it by in a s«, rl ,,f ^l;,^ case f

impractical veneration, to he seen and admired, hut not t«» he

It is to await the arrival of the golden age it is believed : while, in

reality, the golden age awaits a sensihle use of the Golden Rule.

We have been using the Iron Rule, a standard very like a carpen-

square, with one long and one short end. and la1w>r disputes

have too often been the result of each side trying t<» hand the short

end of it to the other. Welfare work simply says there is a better

rule and has shown that it is practical.

(39o)
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ulK4iiuic.l Anvki. Street

I jnploycc *

The ftvmpatl kc jndlf I
- d »s a |>otcnt weapon for

good. Arhitranlv need it I 1 would result in a

n i> the first law of nature. In order

that the ^malli^t amount of bjuttj It we have a govern-

ment which is ftUpOO equal rights to all and special

Ucges to none, and e\ the ri^ht to life.

d the j»nrsnit of happiness. The centralizati ealth

in the haadl Of ttntcrupv irbo have studionsi

trenched themselves, has changed thciC conditions to the extent

that the inter* dividual* arc entire!) id of

vernment of the people. 1>\ the people and for the people we
ver. in some instances at least, that we have incompetent

municipal officials wl the hands of those who mold

trol them for the benefit of private interests.

Ifl illustration of I condition that warrants | general strike,

the i nke of Philadelphia i m example. The

political and transit interests in tl re so interwoven that each

the other's inter rdless of the rights of the

lr. A \ ;r nun of this city established a

union for their elevation and self-preservation. The |>olitical inter-

im. »1 tl f these men and use

them as an their potttkal intrenchment. Paid spies and

were worked into the union, but notwithstanding all the

the carmen were not to Ik- controlled BCCM
immediate plans were begun to exterminate the union and its leaders

who were unwilling to vurrender their political freedom and become
its purj>ose the |*crjK'tuatton

political power ami domination

mm Up the situation brfc an best be described by a

nent that I am creditably infonned was made by a represcnta-

e iM»liti> ie strike. "The car-

191)
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men'- union terminated. We have l><

in electing a dNtru t IttOrtM y and the 1 W disposal. The

idarimsl ith the company and the cat

be nm even if n nan mem with ti n and police-

men. Tlu- •, tabular} enmand and the news-

papers 1 bought up. Through the company's pn

we have discredited the carmen's union with the people and they

will not have public sympathy. V oing to I rce the strike at

I time Of the year when the weather i^ most inclement and that will

further incen>c the people against the carmen and they will

practically l>c compelled t«> ride in the cars."

The enmpan t detect . augmented by the

detective force attempted bribery, intimidation and coercion. Kid-

napping and spiriting to Moyamensing Prison in order to di»

and besmirch the character of the carmen's representatr

resorted to. Tin- was the elaborate programme mapped out and

worked out for weeks before the strike took place. Trickery and

treachery were resorted t«> in attempting to negotiate a settlement

that would of itself destroy the union without a strike. Finally,

wholesale discharges of the oldest ^nd best employees of the com-

pany "for the good of the service'' forced a lockout. Imp

armed thugs by the trainload were (lumped into the city to incite

riot and to shoot to kill. It is currently reported that practically the

entire Pinkerton detective force was also turned loose, the state con-

stabulary were brought in, "Brownie" policemen were recruited

from Bowery and Tenderloin districts, and well-known thugs and

criminals were uniformed and given guns and cluhs.

The manufacturers and merchants and business men's associa-

tions all over the country poured in telegrams endorsing the gigantic

conspiracy of the political-transit combination, pledging moral and

financial support and commending the company in their refusal to

arbitrate. Polished perjury by men of high rank was indulged in

an effort to misrepresent the strikers and place them in a I

position before the public. This was a part of the gigantic "sympa-

thetic" combine of capitalists, employers and professional politicians

who were determined to destroy every f the carmen's nni

It was an unequal conte-t for one organization of labor to meet

single-handed, deprived of ever) weapon of defense, and practically

pinioned as a target for a hired hand of -trikebreakers who were put
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mfaihiHi gin

i the can, and the dtjr*i Mac coated pi rongly called

JOttl of tl i the right* of the

people by the city officials, who ignored and violated their oath of

office thttandfflg the fad thai tlie city has a contract with tlie

i an interested
;

to a com After a week of

most cruel an* I m was an open revolt on the

« tragi I and unorganized alike.

Why ihoold not the I industry be stopped in the face of

such i conspiracy as thii
' Shook! arorfcing men and women continue

at the irhed and torn out profil for their en to be handed
to the | the

i
»t

t their fellow-

workers and simply await their turn to be selected for the sacrifice

later on?

It is dakned in their la
I that the Unfed States

rporatioa realized I of $600 as an average off of each

of their empl t a large A their employees receive

than $500 for their entire \ ear's labor. How can a wagc-camer
supjx.rt a family decently 00 that amount ': Surely he cannot afford

ive from that small pittance to assist a fellowman on strike.

The employer takes all of the profits and. therefore, so long as his

t interfered with lie can contribute that profit to another

employer who has a strike on his hands. When the wheels of indus-

try are at the profits to the employers cease, they then have

financial losses of their own to meet and cannot give money to

another employer to assist in destroying a labor union and forcing

down wages.

The general strike in Philadelphia was a <lo Med success. With-

out it the carmen would have failed. Publ :ncnt would have

died out, for the people would never have understood the true facts

II there was not a newspaper in this city that e*«f puhlishcd them.

•nal movement that enlightened the people to an

extent that could not otherwise have been done. They witnessed the

ind strijK-s by tl They saw

<l anil railroaded through the Drivers

tv passengers in their vehicles. Meeting

raided ami wholesale a: re made without right Of

reason. They saw city of ny the people their constitutional

ide all law. and prostitute their oath of office.

(3<
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The genera] strike p rid of

the justice of the carmen . and th< do other way by

which t! lished The truth of the actual condi

ncratty known and understood It was a test an I

an t of the
'

of people t<> the

prim our republican forn eminent, and pro

that tl< be depended upon to defend ju

right and the pr< n of our COTIStitUtiooa] lihertv against anv

foe.

( )ur forefathers acted in sympathy when they threw off the

(»f tyranny . In for the establishment <>i a government

of the people, by the people and f<>r the people, < Hu own fathers,

many of them, from 'm t<» '65 did not stop to ask if they had con-

tracts with their employers when they went to the front to fight

rvation of the union and eventually the freeing of the

chattel slave. \or did they stop to question whether such an action

w<»uld injure a friendly employer. There was a paramount i

involved which surmounted all other questions that were insignifi

in comparison. So it was in this strike. The combined employing

interests, controlled by a corrupt political ring which deals out

special privileges to one class and attempts to terrorize the other.

demanded the complete surrender < f the rights of the working

class. In this they failed, and their failure was due to the sympa-

thetic or general strike, the fruits of which are yet to be more fully

realized.

It is true that the innocent often times suffer with the guilty.

hut the object is to obtain the greatest '^«»\ f«»r the greatest number.

The chattel slave owners were made to suffer and were financially

ruined. The wag lay arc often more- brutal

and intolerant than were the chattel slave owners. The system may

operate differently, paid spies, the blacklist and the prison are used,

while the professional strikebreaker acts as the modern slave driver

armed with blackjack and gun instead of the rawhide and the

whipping-post of former d

A strike can best be settled before it actually occurs. If the

employers and the efflfloyees arc not sufficiently broad-minded to

meet in conference and work out a [justment of

differences, then voluntary arbitration should be entered into.

Especially is this true where a quasi -public corporation is involved

4)
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which affects t!i- < immunity. If let alone the Phil

Rapid l would never have permitted thi> strike to

:t under tin polil h they were compiled to say

"then of public safety is a

: in this company Why should he not u*<

public office to protect I ts. politically at well as

finant concerned in the financial

inter, he Phil.

i

iny. The official

Of the city was qui not Mir. rhitration. cither

in t: men! of Industrial ditj U-tween

that they must be fought out K so xists

tphia Rapid Transit Company ami the

which permit! the city to have three director! upon the company's

board <>f dit rle. Jr.. was
another and William II. Carpenter a third men

ted <>r urged arbitration.

tits, thirty innocent 1 bed out under the wheels

of cars that were operated by incompetent and unskilled men. No
one I many hundreds of accidents occurred that will

cripple <>r maim people for lit* i how many were shot

and killed during the itnfi responsible for that sense-

id the wanton sacrifice of life. Nothing was gained

by the company or the political inti Indeed, both arc in worse

repute and l>oth on t! nancial bank-

ruptcy. Tin union u back to work for the company with-

out barn Seed it^ political ic awak-

ening caused by I ral strife account

The benefits that will result therefrom will be immeasurable. Organ-

ized labor in thi> city has been DM I 20.000 members

and the work i^ still continuing with rapid progress. Wages

throughout the entire community have been advanced, and other

employers have modified and improved working l
» an

it tmequ iny previous time. Unionism was placed on

trial. All over the country unionism

made upon the traction company by the carmen, no question

of new condhkms wai im me breaking of a contract

the company made and entered into by the two coot

>t June. It was a prearrange the union. Sen-

ator kfcNichol and the Mayor had pledged that if the June coo-
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• would Ik- accepted 1»> the carmen at that time that they would

guarantee its fulfillment l»\ the company. What ij>«.ii

their guarantee I What doable

A thorough OTganiiatiop o! labor directed l>y wise an

vati\
i

m that can be establi

for the prest <»f our republican form of government, [til

the strongest guarantee that <>ur constitutional liberties will be pro

tected and perpetuated Without men an effective bala ower
a ill Income a judicial monarchy controlled by selfish mon

interests that will lead the nation back to the 0] and tyranny

that our forefathers fought against and from which they success-

fully escaped.
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»k DE VLING WITH LABOR
DISPI W Y( d<k«

! r\i»Ki«.

I Mediation I ration, Allan)

It li t> be assumed that < eking a
nit would Ik- Utter) of the

i employer! and emj

is well t w to

the obsl tcred and with the hope, ami in

the expectation, that at
I tlal remedies may be

- 'I.

erumental. provincial ami state lawi are I construed

and executed— I aim irit of confusion— to say the

without tive consultation or co-operation between the

sepat eminent igencic . we find twenrj

having lome form dealing with tin

and ution <>r enforcement to certain state off

the provision! <<i no IWO statutes being alike. Titles of ufti

her with their metfaodl of procedure, compensation, niunl>er of

r proportion that

they might well DC unfamiliar with our general BTStfl

imnent to winder whether the -everal states OCCttpied har-

nn.n .
i rntnental relations with each other.

The blame or responsibility f<»r this condition rests on no one and

m.where in particular because <>f the fact tliat until within the

a there appeared V > he easions w

emed either wise or n< that the government should

with industrial relations between employer and

einpl-

With the l growth of industrial effort through the

lidanoo and amalgamatioo of productifc agencies repress

nployces* unions

associati face with t' industry has

'Korart from an addrraa ijrllrrr^l at ihr International Ooawnrttaa of Arfcl

t ration ( omataato—m in Washington. January. !'•:
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eliminate*! state tines in I

mint rod direction! I think I could ncerned,

subject «>nly for that poi

plant or capital within certain itate lim--. The worlringman's

tMinlunat tiofl has Ion

more intrastate or local, in character than n

Offing to the generally known fact tli illy in matters which

mi^ht retail in an interruption of industry in the form of a strike.

;. that i-. the local ..i n directly concerned,

must t \ riginal jurisdiction or decision and its coure

•i he sustained by the national or international body; wh<

in the case of an employing corporation which i- apparently a

corporation having plant- or facilities in otfa the control-

ling corporate authority can at its pleasure cause the CCS

industry in any of the states when- it operates.

Then comes the third estate, the general public, which 14

made up very largely of employers and employees. This ini

is supposed to be the special charge of governmental ;

and its welfare and protection their first duty. What the public

as a whole seems to want at this time is publicity. That i-.

understand it. positive, accurate, public official information. Believ-

ing that when this is promptly had public sentiment will compel a

reasonable solution, my judgment conforms to this idea, at least to

the extent that if the expected relief d<>es not ensue, government

will have at hand the necessary information to create and apply

such legislative and executive remedies as conditions warrant. No
one will fail t«- grasp the necessity for co-operation and uniformity

in both manner and method of carrying out this principle. I

;
<>r

instance, in the case of a corporation engaged in telegraph,

phone or express business "i- the manufacture of steel, iron, paper

and many other commodities, the corporation may l»c a state

;i with its executive offices in one state and its productive

departments and energies in -everal other states. It is possible

that a large part of the industry may he interrupted on account

of a strike or lockout, and that there may he no interruption in the

state where executive authority exists. Under such circut

at the present time there is no possible legal method of securing

accurate information. I doubt whether or not one can 1

lished except through federal authority, although it might he

(39»)
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possible if all state I iiad the authority to investigate

d in tome oi the itata to conduct a co-opera', ligation,

li.it portion of the industry involved

h was actually within lion Here w til be

rm authority and especially uniform

<*ls, together with o-opcration with the other state

govern 11 ent as well. We should also

thing in oar i>ower to encourage and secure the assistance

co-operation of any and all civic bodies which are not engaged

n the principle of industrial collective bargaining

as well.

In the first place, there should be written into the public

»f our national industrial life definite information, corn-

showing the loss of industrial energy

trikis and lockout*, together with causes, methods of

termination, etc It may l»c< 1 that this is done at present

My ansv :n formation i I collected and computed

without any reference to uniformit tcm or method as between

tet or subdivisions of government. It is true the fed-

eral government undertakes to collect and compile this information

. but it is nearly always confronted with the

situation that the dispute and very often the direct participants,

ially th of the employees, have passed into

rk 11 undertaken. I strongly urge the impor-

i value of uniform m 1 both collection and compila-

b'cal information on this subject and recommend that

a committee be appointed to consider the systems now in vogue

with the object of recommending to this conference, or later to

the participant ^ therein, methodl which will have a uniform bask

principle and as nearly as possible similarity of detail.

The logi this recommendation is also an argu-

ment for. in fact demonstrates the necessity for. co-operation be-

nd federal departments in the collec-

tion of information with reference to to in charac-

ter, as, for instance, the national strike of telegraph operators three

International Paper Company strike of last year

and the bata rike of the year just closed. I venture the

Opinion that I department has or ever will have reason-

ably cm 1 data on those or similar disputes, mainly
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due to two causes— lack of uniform mu e of co-

operation, as well as dearth - I trust this

fcrencc will, so far as possible, encourage and promote the principle

and practice of co-operation ind with

the federal govcrnm*

Practically will HOW assum .-. <• discovered

the existence of lockout We have provided and arc

potting in practice a comprehensive system or method o! lecuring

and compiling tl tical information. Othei In which

a portion of the industry may be located arc co-. • with us

in this direction. But what about maldn I to terminate

or adjust the dispute? Every man who has had practical expe-

rience will join in the contention that there is no hard and East rule

to go by, and in the light of experience I cannot refrain from

gesting a comparison which occurs to me, inspired by the remark

of an old consulting physician in a case of serious illness. He
looked the patient over carefully, asked numerous questions and

later said: "Well, the patient is going to recover, but," he said,

"do you know' 1 would give up the business of a consulting pi

cian if I could afford it, because I am scarcely ever called in until

there is no help for the patient and when death ensues, I head the

list of physicians in attendance." So with the public official ; he

is not wanted, often not tolerated until one of the parties to a dis-

pute is at the end of his other resources, then said party dem
that the public agency interfere, but the other party says the dis-

pute is dead. That is human nature, I might say human selfish-

ness—possibly human suspicion—and after all, we might pr«

the same attitude in the other fellow's place.

Consequently the public official who seeks to intervene in labor

disputes with the limited authority at present vested in such officials

must conduct a continuous campaign of demonstration to his con-

stituency, embodying the positive propositions of ability, courage

and integrity ; ability standing for actual and practical knowledge

on the general subject of industrial disputes and courage to demon-

strate that fact, prepared after reasonable inquiry to make some

positive recommendation or »n to meet or overcome the

questions in dispute and, if necessary, to take the responsibility

for criticising the position, attitude or contentions of either or all

parties to the controversy. It goes without saying that no one

po)
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who has the appearance of prejudice or bias, or whose personal

or official int. n doubtful, can engage successfully in work
up, there b no place in an industrial

dispi 1 lias assumed the form of a strike or lockout for a

public official who htl neriber thr ami < commend some

reasonable u. the problem presented nor the courage
•

brings us to the stage when ffWHthrtfan and eondnatioB

and what then' It seems to me that dqiends on the

the industry, If it be of a public or

. necessary to the welfare, comfort or

the general public, there should be forthwith a

thorough public inv< 1 conducted by the state or go\

mental body having jurisd a the premises. And. by the way,

tl statutes should be created or strengthened so

that either \\ tc government should have jurisdiction

in ever) mcl n. I am firm in the belief that if it were a

I full and thorough official investiga-

tnt strike and lockout would l>c promptly made
and an<l public official recommendation ensue, a

net ion in the volume of such disputes would be

ted,

I'.ut. my friends, here is the rub. It takes time and money to

Ht investigations. As a matter of fact, it takes time and

ey and tact and tentimes -el t -restraint to do

ahn« [ the things indicated in the mystic \\..r«K "concilia-

ti and arbitral 1. or can we say, that.

D so many more dolla: ill return it manifold to the state

Igfa minimizing interrupt il energy? Whether

or not such 1 is another matter. In

any event, it Rttiofl that a percentage of our

people would immediately raise the question of governmental

interference with individual or property right 1 could wdl

ke the retort that labor disputes are about, if not quite, the

phase of human ce or endeavor in which government

does not now interfere and. I might add, while I am at this time

opposed ' .rhitration, industrial disputes are about

nly form of human contention in which government does not

arbitrarily compel adjustment

(401)
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Then wc always have With tis the individual who insists on

preserving the autonomy and auti I would have

no objection t-» his contention if the factors composing our industrial

life were o nhned t<» state limits Of jurisdiction. We all r«

this to be not only an impossible proposition, hut an nadetirablc

one as well. We -»re in an age of combination, the doing of t".

colli-. applied t«. industry, and it stands to r<

if there is to he supervision or regulation it mu
collective or at

I Operative in character. As a D

fact, in nearly all large avenues of employment, especially those

that are public or scini-puhlic service in character, the individual

employer has given way t<> the corporation, which is a creature of

government. I can see no good reason why, when through the

medium of a labor dispute an industry controlled by a corporation

is suspended or seriously impaired in operation, the stockho]

to say nothing of the public, are not entitled to know the cause

thereof. It would also seem that this knowledge would be of
|

importance to the legislative branches cf government in order that

if legislation were advisable or necessary it might be base 1

reliable information.

Turning to the federal department of labor and federal legis-

lation on this general subject, I believe no one at all familiar with

the recent industrial history, especially the two critical situations

on the railroads, first the so-called Western Association dispute

three years ago and a year later the dispute on the railroads in the

South, will other than thank Providence and the United States

Congress that we had such a statute as the Erdman Concili

Act, and it might well be said, such capable men as Commissi

of Labor Xeill and Chairman of the Interstate Commerce Com-

mission Knapp, to administer it. Inasmuch as this is practically

all of the executive authority the federal government has thus far

enacted into law on this subject, it would perhaps be well to

sider whether or not it i> adequate to meet conditions which may
at any time arise. Personally, I am of the opinion that it is not.

As a matter of fact, a situation familiar to several cf those pn

appears to have existed on the Great Lakes during the entire season

of navigation for 1909 which was investigated so far as possible

by the combined boards of arbitration of several of the great states

of the Union, which according to a statement signed by them con-

(402)
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taincd many grave contentions, and apparently involved nearly

8,00 li well un a loss to industry which cannot be

mcav computed No tingle tatc had cither sufficient
j

jinpinent to make proper nujuirv. Although I am
that all the rif rill lltHJTM in the

joint llkxi board WOW Ol the opinion that a full inquiry

should I dcral law should be so amended

as to include all intei il «li-i>iitcs within the

n and ii ion.

Another jH'tnt I akc, in justice t<>. ratlier than in

of, the present t xecution.

it Uith the federal eomfl *>( labor and the

i of the Interstate Commerce Commission arc so thor-

pletely engrossed with other important and often

imperative admit that they, not the present indi-

il> but the on* 1 to, should be relieved of the

adin; *i of tin Lttd other agencies provided. I also

ie principle of permissive or positive right of official inves-

ild \k incorporated into the law and that the present

•e for appeal hy either party should be retained as well. This

would eliminate the possible contention as to the right or jurisdic-

of government to intervene, without taking away any relief

1 to the contest. '. which is perhaps of more

importance, permit the governmental agency to determine when

ention or inve was advisable or necessary without

:ig for request from either party.

ther. and, in so far as it can have practical application.

• important phase of the whole subject, is preven-

nd lockouts. At tune- this looks to be an impos-

proposition. but when we stop to think of the many ramifica-

of human existence which in the past were admittedly or at

npossible of correction which time and education

are encouraged to renewed effort, firm in the

belief that human character is being continually elevated and puri-

fied and that i^tantlv enlarging and improving educational

d will aid materially in the substitution of right

li^ht. reason for force and conciliation coupled with arbitra-

tion for and lockouts. Summed up in that potent phrase,

(403)
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"Let us reason together." \\ c mid in mj! <»ur 1901 report

to t! York State Legislate

A somewhat new development is being manifested in our industrial life

by the creation and org.v tions of cmpl" If the

dual organization s (»f BUplOjUri and employees realize and recognize their

interest in and dependence on each other and ca» h witlim its proper sphere

gives consideration to the claims and contentions of the other, good 1.

than evil must result. ... It goes without saying that prac 1

employers in a given locality engaged in the same general avenue of fad

are natural competitors and in a position to grant practically the same terms

and conditions of employment, which must have the effect of eliminating

the labor cost as a factor in competition. Therefore agencies through which

uniform terms and conditions of employment can be established in con

tive industry are more just and feasible than the enactment of bar-

gains by separate employers and individual employees or separate groups of

employees. We know of no vehicle through which this can be accomplished

except that of the trade agreement.

I can see no reason to vary one iota from the text as then

written on the subject of providing the most reasonable expedient

now at hand for a clear and comprehensive understanding betv

the organized forces of capital and labor. It is nevertheless a

that many strikes have occurred as a result of the single contention

"whether or not an existing trade agreement should be renewed."

We have met this situation by urging parties to such agreements

to inaugurate a specific provision in all new agreements and old

ones renewed providing that 'This agreement shall be in full force

and effect from (date) to (date)

and thereafter until either of the parties shall have given the other

(number) days' notice in writing of their intention to

terminate the same, and that nothing contained herein shall be con-

strued to prevent either party from proposing any amendment to

take effect at any time after the original period designated/
1 The

effect is to provide a continuous agreement which can easily be ter-

minated and at the same time give ample opportunity for discussion

and amendment. Our experience justifies the contention that this

provision is assisting materially in preventing strikes and should be

generally recommended.

The policy of the New York State Bureau of Arbitration In

dealing with this subject is so clear that he who runs may read.

We enter into no defense of our position or policy, neither do we
(404)



apologize fur anything connect- 1 with our c this sub-

ttf own 'lit establishment

of the present bureau in 1901, ill ol \h energy ami effort at our

command have b vc honorable

industrial peace cwpioyci and

during that period have wc been abk t«> Mi h »uld 1* gen-

erall t through the medium o! mutual under -

:t the employer! and employed. The only sane

method ol which wc arc >
dually termed mutual

bargaining or trade egret coupled with provisions for local

li which e mutually decided or

that arise out uch igr \\e have proceeded on the

at as a general
;

»n the most lasting and satisfac-

tory industrial peace can be secured through agreements made by

the
1

od ready to furnish such

data, or information as we were possessed of to cither or

both
1

1 Mi the Other hand, where there has been a continued

: uption of in nly loss and inconvenience to

the |>art!< :!> involved hut to the general public as well, wc
1 to place the responsibility where it appeared to

rightly lie and in the case of serious interruption of public

utilities or practical public service corporations to go so far as to

suggest the possible necessity of compulsory est Public

or others engaged in an bones! effort to promote indus-

the foregoing tines need not expect cither cou-

rt or sympathy from those who believe in the

lit.

We see nun who appear to DC fair-minded and intelligent on

isttng 00 the right of their interests to consolidate

and olutelv denying such right to the other

men deci ternaUsm and contending for the absolute

ri^ht to dictate the conditions under which other men shall earn

their li\: ter to look at the whok subject «»f our indns-

life from the viewpoint that its development has been so

wonderfully vast and rapid that many of its important ramifica-

irtiallv i i the bad effects of *

are becoming m h remedies must and will

be n -e. both ol capital and labor, and

arc, no doubt. rganiration,
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corporate and otherwise, capital and labor, that arc harmful

even wrong. Let u> cure the evil instead of und

11 the princt;

It seems a pretty good proposition to mbtcribc t<» that

eminent r than any of its creations whether they 1

or corpo tad, it might as well be ind more

important than any of its sub-divisions ; and I believe that govern-

ment will eventually find way to dispose of thi

a manner as to operate for the general good, even if it is nece

nterferc with some of the io-called existta Individual

corporations, organizations or even sub-divisions of gov-

ernment.
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Till V ON INDUSTRIAL DISPUTES
VCHUSETTS

By Robert Luce, Esq.,

Bostm Ifeti

out most of the world laws for the control

raplishifl ly small results. For

n 1904 to 1908, inclusive.

: 3.196 establishing- Iving

94,923 strike: out of v. 535 other employees, thus

log loss of wages all told to 140,458 workers, who lost approxi-

'y 5.353.839 working days, which at the average wage-rate

meant a loss to the employees of about $8,500,000, with a loss to the

employers of corresponding profits, t«« say nothing of waste through

idle plants, inter* le capital, loss of customers, and damage
to allied indl About twenty-four per cent of the strikes

. thirteen per cent succeeded in part ; five per cent

ortcd as "indefinite or unsettled," and fifty-eight per cent

. rwo-fiftl or in part; three-fifths failed.

In Austria in KfoCt there were 1,083 strikes, affecting 6/349

establishments In Belgium in the five years covered by the report

*>7 there were 474 strike-, affecting 1,281 establishments. In

e in i«)o6 there were 1,309 strikes affecting 19.637 establish-

ment I icrmany in the same year there were 3.328 strikes,

affecting bushments; in Greet Britain, 486 strikes and

lockouts. Ro I 1.765 strikes in ten years. Arbitration as a

remedy has not met cxpe Of the 547 strikes in

ehusctts in the three years ending with 1908, only twenty-three

y\ by arbitration, four per cent, one in twenty-five. Of very

close to 14,000 strikes in the United States in five years, less than

ent were mi settled. Vet long after the agitation for arbi-

n began in the middle of the last century, enthusiastic re-

form igbt it the panacea for labor troubles. When in Eng»

land they began working for it. they seem to have thought it the

idea embodied in the Consetls de Prud Tiommes. the industrial tri-

bunals created by Napoleon when at the height of his power. These

(407)
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have indeed for a hut mirabry, but I

success has l>een due to the reason that they concern tli

only wiiii shop disputes where the n be known. It

posed their pcinciple was put into Lor. I St I

and the Arbitration Ad i Under these ti

not a era le, and in 1896 tfai I
plan

was substituted, being a mild measure for voluntary concih.

and arbitration. This brought about in the the

settlement by arhitration of an average of twenty-two cases a \

about three per cent of all the strikes and locko

In this country New Jersey and Pennsylvania led the

being followed by Massachusetts in 1886 with the creation of its

present Board of Conciliation and Arbitration, largely due to the

interest of Senator \V. L. Douglass, afterward Governor. <

hopes were entertained of it. Yet it has not ended striken has not

even COnspicnotl&ly lessened industrial warfare.

The reason is not far to seek. There arc two classes of disputes

in industry, one relating to things that have happened, one relating

to things that are to come. By far the greater number of strikes

concern things that are to come, such as wages and hours. Arbi-

tration is all right when the past is concerned, almost always sure

to fail when the future is concerned. Arhitration means reference

to an umpire with an obligation to be bound by th< vol-

untary obligation here, a compulsory obligation in N laud.

A decision on the basis of known facts will be accepted as it is in

the case of lawsuits. There one party is right and the other wrong.

But when the future is in i-sue, both parties may be right. The

employer, for instance, may be within his rights when he says he

cannot afford to pay more than two dollars a day ; the employee may

he equally justified in saying he cannot afford to take less than two

dollars and fifty cents. The solution must be a bargain, not a

decision, for a decision implies a basis of known facts. Men will

not consent that third parties shall make bargains for them. Fur-

thermore, in the case of a sympathetic strike there is literally "noth-

ing to arbitrate." Voluntary arbitration, then, should be retained

for cases such as the interpretation of a contract, where the facts

can be ascertained. Many shop agreements now provide for arbi-

tration of this sort. But for disputes relating to the future the

remedy is to be sought elsewhere.

(408)
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Compulsory arbitration, as attempted in Australasia, will in all

probability not be tried I tr tune, for two reasons: first, it

is c< an conceptions 1 lual liberty; and sec-

ond! !>ascd on an economic fallacy—the notion that wages
van he fixed by law, for that b what it ai to, That was at-

tempt \ hundred years ago, by the Statutes of Lab
after the Black Death cai half the population of England.

it been elsewhere tried lined always with failure and disaster

la t ti re is competent to prescribe

what an employer shall pay a workman. No employer will consent

gel that IpeO ruin; no workman will accept wages less than

an earn elsewhere Compulsory arbitration, therefore, is not

the thing here to be tr;

Study of the problem in the tight of experience brings into

relief two of its phases: i 1 -comes clear that remedies so

re been in hu spoiled by the fact that they

were applied after the disputants had become embroiled, after war
l»cen declared, after the battle was mi, when passion had em-

red the when pride had made conference u-eless and

concession impossible. These remedies mean the pound of cure

in-tcad of the ounce of
;

n.

Secondly, it becomes clear that there are three parties to every

industrial dispute, the public being a third party. When Charles

Fran ns began n or eight years ago, he was
even by men of intelligence with the argument that only env

e concerned, and that it was the business

of nobody else. For the state to interfere in a private quarrel, was
thought pre; men are coming to sec that every

quarrel affecting commerce or industry, involves the prospers

the community, and that neither tin arncr nor the wage-
• has a right to injure his fellows in order to better his own

condition unfairly. It is now seen that every strike Injures the

public; MUM >tancc, a despat

the I nary 7th. laid that the expense of the

Ludlow strike to the little town amounted to $8,500, and taxes would

be raised. "The merchants have felt it scvcrclv and it will take

many of them some time to get on their feet again
"

The Lynn 1 trike of October. 1008, starting because

en assemblers were replaced by twelve girls, threw out of
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work 12,761 men and w nploved in blish-

ments, and 1« im the miking of u %V».344 1

'

]l • tM:i1

would have had a selling value oi It at any rate has-

tened the departure of two factor of which went out of the

state, and it has been announced that the factory in which the trou-

tarted will tlii - rammer be rcmo\

Late in 1906 these * W I Mackenzie King

a thinking. He was a youm t, vigorous, thoughtful Cana-

dian, in the service of the government, sent in the course of duty

to the province of Alberta to see if he coal a big coal strike.

He found employer and employee equally obdurate. Meanwhile the

people froze. He came hack convinced of the two things I have

emphasized—that the public as a third party has the right to com-

pel measures likely to secure industrial peace, and that they should

be resorted to before rather than after the outbreak of hostilities.

So there came about the passage of the Canadian law for the in-

D of industrial disputes—to-day the most promising rem-

edy for the evils of industrial warfare.

The Canadian Act requires that in the event of a dispute arising

in any industry known as a public utility, it shall be illegal to resort

to a strike or lockout until the matters in dispute have been laid

before a board of investigation. Such a board is appointed by the

Minister of Labour on the application of either party. One of fa

members is named by the employer ; one is named by the employees

;

these two choose a third, or on their failure to agree, he is named

by the minister. The proceedings and final report are at once pub-

lished extensively, for their influence on public opinion. After the

report, and not until then, the employer may lock out or the em-

ployees may strike, if either declines to accept the advice of the

board.

Harris Weinstock in January of this year made to the Governor

of California his report of fifteen months of investigation of labor

laws and conditions in Europe and Australasia, as a special labor

commissioner. He found that voluntary arbitration was largely

a failure the world over, and concluded that compulsory arbitra-

tion would not fit the conditio alifornia. Before learnihj

the Canadian law he had reached the opinion that "an important

stride would be made in the direction of industrial peace, if legisla-

tion was created calling for a public inquiry in labor disputes before

(410)
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d the m m or lockout" Thut
Qttta :i<irtxlv he hit upon th< Ic already applied in

He has advised the passage of a law along precisely the

sani< l t<> public utilities.

\ ietM S ( lark has 1 1 the tinted Sutcs Bureau of

l.abor two thorough tad COB »rts on the Canadian law,

ng in the Iiullcti! ,&, and the other in that

try, 191a In the coacJti the later rejiort he says:

h it was devised, the Canadian

pite of some setback- i, and it promises

more for the future than m« ires—perhaps more than any
otlu : re—for promoting industrial i>eacc by government hi-

ll results of the principle as applied

nada have sought 'ication elsewhere. It has been copied

in tl; vaal In tlu
| States attention was called to it

by articles of strong : \V Eliot. Cam-
introduction are under way in several American states,

in the fight feel confident of ultimate victor)'; for,

thank they have at command the arguments of expe-

The proof of the pudding is in the 1

In the first three years of the operation of the Canadian law

• Mai vo applications were received

1nt of boards of conciliation and investigation, as

ur board- In sixty-

nty-foui investigation, the

in<juj -cement between the parties,

Ii an iin: ns as led to the settlement of

In two of tin CC under the act was
uinating a cessation of work,

the men finally returned 00 the t unmcndcd by the board.

In the t pri r t<> t! ent of the Canadian law

trtkes in public utilities—an average of ten a year.

In the three enactment the average fell to two a

here the question was one of wages,

PS, or condition, of < tion prevented strike

.ether nearly on.000 employees were dire

ccrncd in the disputes settled Had trikes not been thut

thnated they would have l-><t $3,500,000 in wages.
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Compulsory in\< cures Mich remarkable results be-

cause it is ba common :id human nature. Notice of

grievance acquaints the other si,], hancc of concession

before the partus get embroiled Calm inquiry ith some

accuracy the points iii dispute, Ignorance <»r misunderstanding of

which has led to man trj strike. It nips trouble in the bud.

As things go now, once hostilities hai

either party to retreat. Then original can n in the

neu giicfancei that friction dei The new plan preventi

for inflamed passions to cool, for

angrj irords to be forgotten, nfost important «>f all. it him. the

disputants face to face, lets them talk it out, gives them a chance

to be heard. Kxpcrience in Canada .shows that with the dispuf

on opposite sides ol the same table, with no lawyers present, with

the reporters excluded, and with dispassionate investigators direct-

ing the conference, an atmosphere of good will is soon created,

suspicions are allayed, concessions are encouraged. After the in-

vestigators have given their advice, if it is accepted, there is no

more resentment, malice, Spite, no consciousness of humiliating

defeat by overpowering strength, no desire for vengeance.

The great value of the law lies in its providing a negotiating

rather than a deciding body, thus preventing strikes by bringing

the parties to a voluntary settlement. Its real worth does not lie

in holding over them any sort of a club in the nature of a penalty,

whether moral or otherwise. In practice the penalties have been

found unimportant. Most workmen and most employers want to

be law-abiding citizens. If the state says they must not strike or

lock out until after investigation, most of them will comply regard-

less of penalty. The others, few in number, would probably evade

any law that could be written. Employers can evade this law by

shutting down on some pretext. Employees can evade by the run-

away strike, vanishing one at a time. The answer is that in Canada

as a matter of fact they do not.

In this respect as in other particulars public opinion largely

controls the situation. Fear of it incites both sides to comply with

the spirit of the law. Fear of it keeps either side from asking in-

vestigation of an unjust position. Fear of it impels each party to

make reasonable concessions. Publicity compels fair play.

The Dominion Trades and Labor Congress, the most influential

>2)
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labor body in Quads, b prol I labor senti-

•iit the Dominion, and carries most weight with po-

I'arlianunt The fol-

ve officers was made to the congress

at the \\ mm;

ir executive,

careful COfl the prin-

strilcc or en-

indi it the oomidcratioa oi them can be attained with-

lias beti t resort.

Hid a- the hill continued our right to strike, hut assured a fair 'lear-

ing of the demand! 0! the t is nothing to do but

organized labor him. I to the fact

great bdnstl the public have a large inter-

II in the in the mean 1 to reach that result.

The least the pal to b a knowledge of the merits of

This ki will l>c given to them under the pro-

re outlined in the hill. \ccutivc believes it will be a

, day when fw>r dispute can !>c settled by the parties

her in the presence 0! an impartial tribunal to discuss

tluir different real difficulty in the past has been that we

hate in which twenty of the delegates, including cxecu-

toolc part, the following resolution was adopted by a

vote of eighty-one to nineteen:

W Marcas. Organized labor has from time to time expressed its disapproval

of strikes except as a last report in industrial disputes; and. whereas, particu-

larly in disputes in connection with public utilities the public have right* that

pected and considered; and. whereas, the Lcmicux Bill is

to BVOi incction with industrial disputes, in

public utilities, until such time as the merits of the di publicly

gate- creas, organized labor always courts investigation of its griev-

> claims and its desire to be fair:

Resolved. That this Trades and Labor Congress of Canada hereby

express Un approval of the principles of the l.emtcux Bill a* being in conso-

nancc with th« , >scd attitude of organized labor in favor of investi-

gation and concilia*

A proposal t-> have the act amended so as to exempt the em-

ployees of U ys was voted down. The
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big organizations of railroad men in Cam sceptical

about the law or openly hostile. Now ti 1 nun arc prac-

tically a unit in its support, «l«»r. nough to

take into account. Indeed the only serious opposition to the law

that remains UnOQg those with practical c\j und on

the
i

>me of the naming unions so dominated by social

beliefs as t»» l>e hostile to any remedies u on the •

of socialism

thcr labor organization, tin- National Trades and Labor

Gon£- .rtl this from its Executive Committer after

the law had been in force almost a year and a half:

legislative enactment since confederation has had so im-

mediate and far-reaching an influence upon organized labor in Can-

ada as the Industrial Disputes Investigation Act of 1907, known

as the Lemieux law. From the official reports of investigations of

disputes under the act, from its enactment March 22, 1907, to the

present time, the majority of the unions involved have expr<

satisfaction with the award, and as a result, the principle of com-

promise, so powerful a factor in society as it is constituted to-day,

has been recognized, the duration of strikes has been reduced. I

strike funds have become less important as a fighting weapon, and

outside interference has not only become unnecessary, but even a

cause of loss of public sympathy."

The Secretaire General of the Parti Ouvrier du Canada writes

:

"The law is certainly a good one and has proved so in many

cases, because it gives the workingman the opportunity of bringing

his complaints and his real situation before th tl public.

Furthermore, the law has recognized the official existence of labor

organizations, and has prevented many strikes and lockouts. I am
one of those who really believe that this law ought to be made com-

pulsory to all employments. If it is a good law for some industries,

it ought to be good also for all."

The Grand President of the Canadian Brotherhood of Railroad

Fmployees writes:

"The law as it stands is in my opinion a good one. The only

change I could suggest, which would be of advantage, would be

to widen its scope to take in all classes of employment."

The Grand Secretary of the Provincial Workmen's Association

writes:

(414)
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"I think e legislation. I have had some little experi-

ence with it all over this province, and the more I see of it, the

in Imprtiacd with H >s to both parties of the

ink it would hurt the pan >putc to

pabl nto the cause « i the dbpol
the C anadiau Mi labour and a ma

of the 11 m correspondence «

. instead

of a it to public- utilities ai in Canada After test of it

there for some months the 1

1

i
Trades and Labor Congress,

IDOIt infi • body in ( "anada. VOted by fifty-nine to

k that it 1 to cover all in.! The
•.ion o! Labor It its convention last fall passed a

Similar vote, and in accordance therewith a delegation headed by

lent of the 1 n. laid the request before the Mii

tbour, v I his sympathy with the idea, rib own
Doing in the way of extension might be made

the huildin. within the operation of the act.

II he believed, to a large degree within the

meaning of the term "public utilities." It was his purpose to cx-

into other occupations as fast as feasible.

It has been 1 that in some of our states it might not

be constitutional to have the law apply to all i: . though

undoubtedly valid for public utilities. The best authority sees no

difficulty on this score. The bill does not propose to make it unlaw-

ful for an en to discharge a man or for an employee to quit

work. What lo is to declare the purpose of lockout or strike

unlawful, prior to inv< Kir courts have held that an inno-

act may be made unlawful because of its purpose. A striV

ion with I purpose, and concerted action Tr.av make an

inrnv unlawful. There is no reasonable doubt that under

the police power we may prohibit concerted action, if its remit

1 be to disturb the public peace or injure the public welfare.

'libit individual action if it threatened such

nit

It v lie purpose of the bill drawn for Ma<sachuset

abolish the St ird of Conciliation and Arbitration. It was

meant simply to add the fas mpolsOfy "investigation.'*

Another bill, introdr the petition of President Eliot and
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George B. Hugo would in have resulted in the speedy

abolition of the Board ol n and Arbitration, and such

was understood to l>c the object oi its hackers. This did not seem

to some of u.s prud able. Arbitration i nallv

available and ought to U- retained Furthennon shops in

Massach under its to refer

putes to the state board for arbitration and it would be a pit

interfere with this practice. So our bill would keep the ItatC b

at the command of those who are willing to arbttri

The Canadian law creates a special investigating board for each

dispute, partly because Canada is so large that a central body could

not handle everything from Halifax to Vancouver. A permanent

board would be more economical, its members would have the ad-

vantage of experience, and in more or less cases it would he ac-

ceptable. To combine the merits of each method, we provided that

the disputants might have a special board or use the state board,

as they should elect.

Organized labor in Canada was apprehensive that under their

law as written, employers could evade the spirit of it by ma
strike breakers in anticipation of an unfavorable opinion from the

gating board. So the Dominion Trades and Labor Cony

asked certain changes in phraseology to meet this, and they were

incorporated in the Massachusetts bill. Otherwise our bill foil

the Canadian law as it stood, with some changes to conform to

Massachusetts practice. It was passed on by the Canadian Minister

of Labour, and only change! meeting his approval were made.

Our experience in the first attempt to enact the principle of

the Canadian law in Massachusetts, may be instructive. At one

time it looked as if the measure would pass without serious oppo-

sition. Then both employers and employees began to magnify dan-

gers to selfish interests. The leaders of the unions woke up to the

fact that the bill meant to them the loss of tlfe power given by the

sudden blow. They swiftly spread throughout the ranks the belie!

that strikes were to be made crimes. Impassioned orators crowded

the committee room with denunciations of this treacherous plot to

throttle organized lal>or. Most careful explanations of the lav.

on deaf ears. It was in vain that the hearty words of approval

written by Canadian labor leaders were read again and again. It

was of no use that proof was brought of the desire of organized

(4»
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labor in ( tnada thai the law shall I* cover all indus-

iic workers became lonvmtnl that their cause was attacked.

and they refused to believe that men not of their numbers could

really have their interest* at I:

:id, certain employers at the head of Urge non-

union shops, content with their own success in warding off what

deem the aggressions of labor, discovered a chance that the

law would interfere with their discipline and might compel them

to negotiate with th< nfamiliar with the mcrr

bargaining, exaggerating its defects, accustomed to excr-

the authority of dictators, they resented the suggestion of any

measure of control in the public interest. One of them saw in a bill

meant to protect and relieve and help the employer just as much

as the employee, one more handicap on Massachusetts industries in

tion with those of other states. Another saw in it the

opportunity for one manufacturer to pry into the books and learn

the trade secrets of his competitor. Still another was apprehe:

might foment labor troubles and incite his employees

demands, on the ground that they had nothing to lose

and a chance to pain Still others argued that as they were them-

selves getting along all right with their men, it would be better

to let well enough alone.

The proofs from Canada that their apprehensions were bug-

aboos, that the law had not in fact stirred up strife, that trade

seer* »t been disclosed, that all parties had distinctly gained.

that peace had been encouraged and strife lessened—all fell on ears

-htly closed to the lessons of experience as those of the

union leaders. So it became clear that no speedy acceptance of the

truth was possible, but that one more long, hard and costly cam-

paign of education must be carried through before common sense

can prevail.

Proud as one may be of the governmental processes of the

. such an episode can hardly fail to make one unccr-

U to whether they arc after all distinctly superior to the system

of ministerial responsibility to which England and her colonies are

accustomed In Canada a small group of men—the ministry—be-

came convinced that Mr. King was right and that .his solution of

the strike problem was sane and practicable. They took the respon-

:tv for putting it into law and the issue justified them. Once

(4I7>
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well tested, employers and employees alike approved and accepted

it. Here, on the other Kmu must convince employers and

ployccs and public—thousands on thousands of persons—before a

oan be made. We must conquer myriad of I :ilarm6,

a multitude of misconceptions. While other countries act, we talk.

Doctor Clark is of the opinion that the adoption of a st

similar to the Canadian law in any state or by the United Si

Government, whether >le or not. is likely to be opposed by

organized labor, and probably could DC secured only after some

industrial crisis profoundly affecting public opinion had centered

popular attention upon the question of strike prevention. This may
be true, and yet it is of importance that those who already ftp

ciate the need of action shall without waiting for emergency take

every opportunity to encourage accurate and rational discussion of

the problem. It may take time, but in the end the justice and the

expediency of industrial peace will alike appeal to those who create

the opinion on which law is based. Peace is to the interest of all

parties, peace with honor, and that h what compulsory investiga-

tion gives. It promises wrage-earners a chance for fair play. It

promises the employer security. It means for industry what the

tribunal at the Hague means for the nations.

r 4 i«)



THE CANADIAN INDUSTRIAL DISPUTES
IN

T.v I\ A. Acla
Deputy Mi : Labour for Canada, Ottawa.

In laying tlatcinenl ting the origin and operation of the

Iiulu.stn.il 1 -ation Act 1907 before the readers

• >f tfail publication. \n1k>. it may be presumed, arc very generally

l be out of place to dwell for

a moment on the essential differences, from the legislative point of

u the United States ami it> northern neighbor; the

read* be thereby enabled the better to appreciate the |»olitical

atmosphere of environment of the Canadian law and to estimate

how far this may affect the question of the applicability of the

measure to other politic is.

The government of ( like that of the United Suu
federal in character and based on a written constitution. Under the

letter of its o :i. the Dominion possesses relatively less power
than the Ann nstituti- : rnment of the United

in practice, owing to the greater elasticity of its political

system, which is modeled closely on that of Great Britain, the federal

power in Canada is considerably stronger than that of the United

States, excluding, of course, all relation to such functions as are.

in the case of Canada, exercised by the British guvernment. The
chief difference in the i*>iitic. 1 of the two countrk

the acceptance in Canada, as in England, of the doctrine of mi

ponsibtHtY. This theory requires the heads of the various

departments of the Canadian government—who are also the nob

—to occupy seat- in Parliament, compels them to keep

in the cl :ch with the parliamentary representative* of the

party in power, and afford- them i: itlv longer period

of political life and influence and a proporl cope for

the play of personality, than i- poaaihle in the case of the member* of

Cabinet, who arc without seats in either branch of

the legislature, and whose political lives seldom extend beyond the
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term ol the President whom they serve as administrative assistan

harics. It is not material to the purpose of the present paper

to determine which of the two IJ :iay ultimately ami in the

largest sense prove the better; it is intended only to indicate the

Influence which tends to ghre the federal power in Canada a

strength and elasticity with which the United ystem cannot

be invested. Whether or not make for the ultimate

good of the community to be governed, irate proposition;

but there can be no doubt that when the question at one

which touches that borderland, «>r, a> it has been called, "twilsj

that lies between <>r jointly a!tcct> federal and local jurisdiction, the

Canadian system gives the advantage to the federal po*

So it is that in the case of legislation relating to industrial dis-

putes, although there is theoretically little difference in the powers

in this direction of the two governments under comparison, it has

een possible to enact in Canada a federal measure which may
not be regarded as falling within the sphere of federal jurisdiction

in the United States.

With this brief and inadequate comment on the difference be-

tween the political systems of the two countries concerned, we may
proceed with a more direct discussion of the subject of the paper.

The first Dominion statute dealing directly with the question of

the settlement of industrial disputes was that of 1900, known as the

Conciliation and Labour Act. This act, by virtue of which also the

Department of Labour of Canada was itself established, was mod-

eled closely on the Conciliation Act of Great Britain. Under its

terms the department was enabled, with the consent of the parties

concerned, to intervene with advantage in numerous industrial dis-

putes. The intervention was effected, however, by the Deputy Min-

ister of the Department in person, and not by means of conciliation

boards after the method for the most part followed under the Eng-

lish Act and, it may he remarked, contemplated under the Canadian

Act ; sentiment has not, in the United States or Canada, favored the

growth of voluntary conciliation hoards as in the industrial districts

of Great Britain.

While many disputes were, and might have continued to be,

amicably arranged under the terms of the act in this way. it was

obvious that many occasions might arise where the services of

departmental officials would be unavailable or inadequate for the

(420)
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I industrial and. apart from other

tome further develop. the law ol 1900 mold have been desir-

able and natural in the ordinary course of events. In 1903, the

Railwaj Labour Di patei Art was enacted, which permitted the

establohnunt o! a board of conciliation in the case of a railway dis-

wheu one of the to such I :he same;
was, of course, a step further than the ( • mediation and labour

trike or lockout, instead of resorting to the

method of adjustment provided by .statute, was not affected. A
further advance was do doubt 1 by means of a serious object

less* winter of 1906-07. ThroUgDOOt nine months of the

year 1906 a strike had pn
1 coal mines located at Lethbridge,

: ich supplied fuel to a large district of the western

ie country ; the strike continuing until the approach of winter,

bensson came to be felt as to the supply of fuel Event-

in mid- November, the Prime Minister of the Province of

the intervention of the Department of

ur. The Conciliation Act, it should be said, permitted the inter-

f the department only by consent of both parties, and in

v ase of this coal mining dispute the department had been in-

formed by the employers that they were averse to intervention. The
nd for intervention being now made in the public interest and

of a provincial government, it w dcrcd proper

ic department to take action. Mr. \Y. L Mackenzie King, the

:ty Minister at that time, immediately proceeded to Lethbridge,

and after considerable nc led in securing an agree-

ment between the coal company and it- employees, the alarming

In reference to the fuel baring an appreciable in-

fluence in bringing about a more conciliatory attitude in the case

of both parties. It wai U the outcome of this dispute, and because

poommend the Deputy Minister of I-abour in

his report of the enquiry into the dispute that the Industrial Disputes

li enacted somewhat later in the same winter

of 1006-07.

Hitherto, the only alternative to conciliation as a method

of adjusting industrial dispttl been compulsory arbitration*

vogue in the Australasian states. As
an experiment in social legislation, compulsory arbitration in these

has been a matter of surpassing interest to students of

pi)
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economic problems, but it is not yet clear that this legislation is

l lie- period during which compulsory

arbitration has ruled in these i lia^ been on the whole one of

rising prices and wages, and the into

disputes has usually been the increase of \ nployees.

In Spite of this, there have been BUmeroUl and tlie enforce-

ment of the penally in each case has been found a matter oi extreme

difficulty, if not of admitted impossibility. The experiment in com-

pulsory arbitration is, f too limited a character. l>oth as

to time and territory, and the industrial conditions of the territory

covered have been of too exceptional a character, to allow of the

test so far made to be regard i ally at this distance from the

scene of action, as decisive, whether for or against the principle. It

is impossible to say with any preciseness what may have been the

t of the cotnpti] ELture oi the law as a preventive

industrial strife. It is well also to bear in mind, in considering the

cases of Australia and New Zealand with regard to legislation of

this nature, that these countries are in a position of peculiar inde-

pendence and even isolation in industrial matters, differing widely

in this respect from the industrial countries of Europe and North

America, which are all keen competitors one with another. The
view gradually formulated in the Department of Labour of Canada.

and apparently endorsed by the Canadian public, was that industrial

disputes should be separated into two classes, those in which the

average citizen is directly affected or liable to be affected in his

own person, so that the grievance may relate to an entire community ;

and those in which the average citizen is only remotely or indirectly

concerned. A strike of coal miners, railway men or telegraph

operators, of gas or electric light fitters or of street railway em-

ployees may be, for instance, the means of bringing confusion and

disaster on an entire community ; a strike in a cotton mill or a shoe

factory, on the other hand, affects the printer, plumber or profes-

sional man, the general public in fact, only SO far as it may serve

to depress commercial conditions in a particular district. On this

point, the Deputy Minister of Labour in his report on the Lethbri

mines difficulty, remarked as follows

:

When it is remembered that organized society alone makes possible the

operation of mines to the mutual benefit of those engaged in the work of

production, a recognition of the obligations due society by the parties is

(422)
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tomrthuitf win mpclling if the part** themselves

to concede it .munit) : »i» should

cease 'inc public wfOOgJ .Ahum in the right*

being brought

tli a rod raid winter conditions, to long a* tin

coal in tl :
it.»l at head 10 ukm r the

the tli lit rente* whith they arc unable

ueably settle to t Mich authority as the state may
I % w ho arc prepared to do to.

| I know lead* tne to believe

that the labour trouble* in the mine*, winch this t>*untr> has been

will not I* without repetition, at »ome

future turn-, unless, ami this. 1 tear. is improbable, the attitude of the p

tlicr becomes vastly din*- what it has lieen in the past,

I b) the !icr the federal or pro\

will U- faf to an imp

ing an amicable adjustment, arc hk

to a lock

It i! the precise recommendation of

Mr. Macketu the qnestioa o!
'

nee the same

iiuntlv enacted Mr. K:

with the following Kntetu

The purpose of Parliament in enacting both the Conciliation and the

Railu Vet might, ibly furthered were

and lockouts in coal mines, similar in some
i*much as coal

which not only a great

part of tin taring and transportation industries, but also, as the recent

has shown, much of the happiness and life itself depends, it would

appear that if IfcgJsfe irithout encroaching upon the

recognized fights of em; will at the *amc time protect

would be
j

measure which will make

lockout in a coal nnnr a thing of the past Such an end. it

would appear, might U 1. at least in part, were provision

the case of the K all

.-.lit be referred to a board empowered to conduct an it

il feature, perhaps, that such reference

id pending the investigation an

! has issued its finding the parties \*c restrained, on pain of penalty.

laring a locko kc

>crience and the present situation. 1 would, therefore.

end that the attention of Parliament he at as early a

as possible, invited to ation of some audi or Other measure
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with a \icw If mr a possible recurrence of an cxpcnein-

tins asisUj has been forced t<» witam during the past month, and of

promoting in the interests of the whole people the cause of industrial peace.

With regard to the n numerically of M

in the domain of public utilities and in other classes of labor

respectively, the experience of Canada had shown that the public

unlit : the total number.

log the t to the period when the new legislation

mmended, it was found that the total number of work people

aflfeei in Canada ;-."-7. of which one-

third represented disputes in mining, transportati

telephony, and telegraph. The Deputy Minister's recommendation

subsequently elaborated into a hill which was

rarliament by the then Minister of Labour, the Honorable

Rodolphe Lcmieux. daring the session of 1906-07, and having

ed through both Houses became law on March 22, 1907. The
fact that the bill was piloted through Parliament by the Honorable

Mr. Leniieux as Minister of Labour has led to the measure 1

widely known as the "Lcmieux Act.* As will have been gathered

from the foregoing quotations from the Deputy Minister's re

the principal feature of the measure was the provision that a lockout

rike might not legally take place in connection with any mining

or public utility industry until after an investigation had been made

into the subject of dispute and every reasonable effort had

made to bring the parties concerned to an agreement.

It is not perhaps necessary to make more than a brief reference

to the machinery of the act. The board before which the compul-

sory enquiry takes place is composed of three persons, one recom-

mended by each of the disputing parties and appointed by the

Minister, the third recommended jointly by the two members first

appointed, or if a joint recommendation from them is impossible

then the third member \-
1 and appointed by the Minister.

If either party fails to nominate a person to the board within the

period of five days after being requested by the Minister to do so,

or within such extension of that period as the Minister may, for

reasons stated, allow, the Minister is then required to make the

necessary appointment without a recommendation, though it is obvi-

ous that in such a case one of the leading factors in conciliation is

lacking. The act further prescribed that thirty days' notice should

(4«4)
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be given iti the case of ciiln employees before any

BgC affecting wages c>: duiuiis of work could go

effect. It Aoold 1 thai during the recent session of Parlia-

ment this last p: so as to provide

h changCi may in .t take plftCC "unttl the dispute has been

final! with by a board." 1 forms are supplied

m department MMfy that apph

ni should !>< rms, but the application OHM
accompanied l>y a statement : »rth 1 i) the

parties to the dispute; 1 2 » the nature and cause of the dispute, in-

: 1 » S-T
all claims and demands made by either party on the other

Inch exception is tal an approximate estimate of the

number of persons aft • lie efforts made by the parties

selves to adjust the dispute The law requires further that the

application should be accompanied by "a statutory declaration setting

that failing an adjustment of the dispute or a reference thereof

c Minister to a Board of Conciliation and In n under

the act, to the best of the knowledge and belief of the declarant a

lockout or strike, as the case may be, will be declared, and that the

necessary authority I re such lockout or strike has been

obtained." 1 n lias been quoted somewhat fully be-

cause the act has been in this respect also the subject of a slight

modification during the recent session of Parliament. Reprcsenta-

had been made repeatedly by railway men to the effect that

in obtaining the authority to declare a -trikc or lockout over a line

.ilway several thousand miles in length, much expenditure of

money and time was necessitated, and that the act in this respect

on the lalxmr indicated The act was there-

fore amended in >o as to provide that where a dispute

concerned employees in more than one province there should be an

alternative procedure free from these objections. So that both

parties to tin may he made acquainted with the proceedings

taken under the act at the earliest moment possible and all unneces-

sary delay prevented, the applicant for the establishment of a board

juired to send to the other party to the dispute a copy of the

application at the same time the latter ferred to the depart-

ment, and tl I
partv to the .Impute is similarly required to

ire without •' men! in reply and forward the same to

the department and to the other party to the dispute. The act is
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shall l>c regarded a>

the various parties making application for the establishment

board>. I'jxm the establishment of a board, the depart

required to forward to the chairman a copy of the appli<

nd of the statement received in reply. In the course of the

that follows the board may make all 5U

all Mich things as it deems right and proper for inducing the part

• to a fair and amicable settlement of the dispute, and it' a <

ment of the dispUt bed by the parties durin-.

ic board. a memorandum of the settlement i rawn

up by the board and signed by the parties and may be made bindil

the parties agree as provided by a subsequent section of th<

and a copy of the memorandum, with a report on the

is to be forwarded to the Minister. If a settlement of the dispute

is not arrived at during the course of its reference to the h
the board is required to make a full report th< the Mir.

and make such recommendation as it sees fit for the setttlement of

the dispute; and when it is deemed expedient to do so, js al

state the period during which the proposed settlement shall continue

in force and the date from which it shall commence. This report

is to be sent to the registrar, and similarly, a minority report may
be made by a dissenting member of the board. The board is in\

with all necessary powers for summoning and enforcing the att

ance of witnesses, the administering of oaths and otherwise, so far

as may be necessary to a full investigation of the matters brought

before it. The board has further the right to investigate and to

allow those whom it may indicate to investigate all books, d

ments, etc.. brought before the board, but the information contained

therefrom shall not. except in 50 far as the board deems expedient.

be made public. The act makes all necessary provision for the

payment <»f witnesses, and for imposing penalties where the sumni"ii-

or order of the court has been disobeyed or where any person may
be guilty of contempt to the board. The board is further inv

with power to enter or to authorize others to enter any premises

associated with the dispute which has been referred to it. and may

there pursue it-* i rioa

Any party to a • represented before the board

by three, or less than three p nated for the purpose, or

by counsel or solicitor where allowed, and such counsel or solicitor

( p6)
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. !*• entitled to appear or be heard before the board only with the

consent of the pa: c, and, notwithstanding such coo*

. the board may decline to allow such appearance.

nberi of the board must b* . though not

ssarily r* 1 ( anada. The sittings of the board are fixed

at to time and place by the chairman, and the proceeding! conducted

in public, unless the boat own motion or by request of any

I that they l>e held in private. The board

at any turn distlttSI any matter referred to it which it deems

it may, with the consent of tb« Mm
r, cmpl- mine

IkjoIcs or her party and to advise upon any

I or other matter material to the it

I for the adeqi. ient of the members

board during tl they arc employed on the ta>k in hand.

also for their necessary traveling expenses, and further expressly

hits the acci by any meml>cr of the board of any per-

ite or pratu it) his remuneration by the government

night before the board and makes the

acceptance of such perquisite <»r gratuity an offence punishable by

a fin thousand dollars. The compensation for

members of t lly placed at twenty dollars a day

bairman and fifteen dollars a day each for other members.

During the recent session of Parliament, however, the act was

amende! by increasing the fee in the ca-e of each member of the

.ilv.

The penalties prescribed by the act are as follows: Any em-

r causing a lockout contrary to the provisio:

1 fine of not less than one hundred dollars.

DC thousand doll;.. -lay or part of a

while an\ ee who goes out on strike

of the act becomes liable to a fine of not

than ten dollars nor more than fifty dollars, for each day or part

ch empl trike. person who
incit. li in any manner any employer to declare

or contii any employee to po or continue on strike

ie provi !! be guilty of an offence

and liable to a fine of not less than fifty dollars and not more than

one thousand dollars. It may be added that the act does not con-
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template that the Deportment ©ui ihotsld institute proo

ings when the act ii believed t-« he r Individual

lay tOC i!

The text of the .. I of the hoai

published in the "labour :ticial monthly public

of the Department of I-abour. and tlie hn<l ; during

a given official rem are published col. in the annual report

of the department

It has been found in the experience of the department that the

act is much more effectively worked when free, so far as POiStble,

the formal procedure suggestive of the ordinary judicial court.

The taking of sworn evidence, with stenographers' reports, has been

particularly discouraged as having pn from conducive to an

amicable adjustment of differences, apart from the inevitable delay

associated with such procedure and leaving out of account also the

very considerable expense involved in it.

The most obvious virtue of the act lies, it will be seen, in

bringing the parties together before three fellow citizens of standing

and repute, one at least of whom i> a wholly disinterested arbiter,

where a free and frank discussion <»f the differences may take place

and the dispute may be thrashed out in such a manner as is fre-

quently quite impossible as between the disputants directly. Grant

that such discussion and investigation take place before a strike or

lockout has been declared and that the board acts with ordinary

discretion and tact, the chances are largely in favor of an amicable

adjustment of the differences at issue. Much, of course, dej

upon the chairman, and it is a sine qua non that he shall be a gentle-

man whose reputation both as a practical man and as a man of

judicial bearing shall command respect on the part of the disputants

and of the public generally, The experience of the Canadian act

has shown that in somewhat less than half of the cases referred

under the act, the parties themselves will agree on a chairman ; in

the remainder the appointment has been made by the Minister of

Labour.

Apart from the advantage of thus bringing the parties together

before a board, the act invokes the factor of publicity, and this has

proved a weighty instrument in averting extreme methods on the

part of employer or employees. There is. first, the publicity involved

in the investigation itself: as a rule a disputant does not desire to

(42X)
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>ul>! .1 case which • unfair, and the

the abandonment of

:>v There is, sccondl>, the pub-

I in the publication of tin report and frequently

ports of proceedings, though the latter may be

ted by tl the ln.ar.1 The publication of the official

ngs of a paints the public with the

cs the pi ctcrminc

ness or unreasonableness

the defeat of action taken by

the- in >< lings or rccomn. > of the

boar< Iieen the p: invariable ex|>erience of the

oper. act in Canada, and after three years' active opera-

e general feeling with regard thereto is that it

has e e and that the principles on which it i-

bast' •ntinually a wider recognition both in Canada
and elsewhere. It will he of interest to state briefly the nature of

during t! The total number of applica-

under the s< uictment, March 22, 1907,

t«» ti ar March 31. 1910, a period of three

which thirty-five were received during the

during the second, and twenty-seven during the

third. The number of cmpl : -.mated SO have Ixren affected

two dis] s 5.500. Of the total number of appli-

1 to coal mini to metalliferous min-

ht to trai munici-

ublic utility, and tl industries other than mines and

public utilities. The special trades or callings involved included

coal mint i, copper miners, conductors, loco-

tion agents, railway telegraphers, brakemen,

firemen, baggagemen, freight clerks, machinists, mechanics (includ-

amfitters ai . round-

maintenance of way employees, carmen, freight

hand] en, lake irsmm. street railway employees,

lean nnidpa] employ. mil operatives, and boot

In a very large majority of cases the mat* >uc related to

hour of the cases

mch wages or hour*; were directly concerned have proceedings

\2Q)
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under the a^ t the threatened strike. It was not

found neecssa | hoard in the case of

received, the compulsory feature of the act occasional]

effect an adjustment without the application of the full machine

during the th: dispute ttled Efl this man:

been in all during the thra

in which strik< e of

disputes under the terms of the act. One of these

cerned the railway industry; the other the related to the mining

industry, and in four id to do in whole or in lai with

the question of alleged discrimination against nition of

labour unions. The m cases in question I um-

berland Railway and Coal Company, of Springhill, X. S

employees; (2) Canadian Pacific Railway Company and its me-

chanical employees; (31 Nicola Valley Coal and Coke Company, of

Middlesboro, B. C, and its employees; (4) British Columbia I

per Company, of Greenwood, B. C, and its employees; (5) Domin-

ion Coal Company, of Glace Kay. X. S., and its employees; and

(6) Cumberland Railway and Coal Company, of Springhill, X. S.,

and its employees. In Xo. 1, the strike lasted from August 1. 1007,

to August 31, 1907, when the employees returned to work on the

conditions recommended in the report of the board. In No. 2, the

strike lasted from August 5, 1908, to October 5. 1008, when the

employees returned to work on the conditions recommended in the

report of the board. In Xo. 3, the employees went on strike on

April 28, during the process of establishing a board, and retut

to work early in June on lines recommended by the board. In

No. 4. the strike lasted from June 28 to July 24; in this case three

reports were put in by the members of the board, and the s<

ment was on the lines substantially of the chairman's recommenda-

tions. In No. 5. the strike lasted from July 5. 1909, to April 28,

1910. when the employees returned to work on lines recommended

in the report of the board, with such modifications as had been

made in the same by an agreement subsequently effected with

the men who had refused to participate in the strike. In Xo. 6,

the strike was declared on August O, 1000. and was continuin

the date of writing; it should be noted that the parties concerned in

Nos. I and 6 are identical. During the three there

have been several instances in which strikes in industries affected

(430)
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t been declared without reference to the law. although

in most cases a board has been tub iblisbed;

here a board has been established under

secure an adjust)

arTci u.illy those of coal miners or longshorcm

Mi: uis been taken in the act in l- reign OOOBt

m the United States 1 he question of the degree

t resulting from the ojieration of the mada and of

itcs in the I h

t% has been for several years a tc in

high schools and colleges throughout the United tad innu-

have been receive. I in the department for informa-

scs from those who have

been concerned in the administration of the act have also been

tor Adam Shortt, formerly of

Queen's I'ni I vice commissioner at

and who was chairman of numerous boards established

dttrii ntlis of the life of the act, has fre-

quently I itherings in Canada and in the

I'nr as to the principles and operation of the act. It may
be worth qu this point some sentences from an ad

i by Professor Shortt l>efore the American Association for Labor

lation at Atlantic City in December, 1908, Professor

addi in the nature of an analysis of the act. but con-

and deductions derived from his large

rience of the practical administr The
v the character of the

act and the 1 v which it is induced to work most effectively :

Considering how very seldom in their discussion of the merits of

•heir own position and the strength

cir opponents ire frankly admitted. 1 have been agreeably sur-

lily in the end. e\en in the discussion before the

board, hut more particularly in the separate discusstoi

! be brought to concede the validity of their

raging feature, considering

are at sta- ness and good feeling which prevail in the

sions before the boards. Occasionally the temperature may exhibit

a sudden 1 some tender spot 1* nibbed, but such occurrences art

rare. Much the Ii «- we experienced, in the way of an

of picturesque compliment*, was one in which two very

it)
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tional unions were seeking to establish themselves on the same base and

on the same side of it with reference to a railway company.

There arc many reflections suggested by the experience of the concrete

cases which have been brought under the operation of the Canadian act, but

only a few samples could be presented in this paper. The policy and method

of the Canadian act by no means afford a certain remedy for inda

disputes. No practical man dreams that Industrial tfispntct can be prevented

from occurring, because there will always be cases where -lably

pertains to both sides. There arc. however, many disputes which ire chiefly

due to historic prejudice, mutual ignorance and misunderstanding, and it

ought to be possible to dispose of most of these and to effect a working |

ment in the case of many of tl All thai MM may claim for the -

tial features of the Canadian act is that, if tactfully handled, they provide a

reasonable method of securing the maximum of concession with the minimum

of compulsion.

With regard to the question of the applicability of the a

the United States, reference should be made to the special inquiry

conducted on this subject by Dr. Victor S. Clark, the noted socio-

logical writer of Washington, D. C, who visited Canada in the

spring of 1908 at the special request of Mr. Roosevelt, the then

President of the United States, for the purpose of making an inves-

tigation into the working of the act. Dr. Clark's report was pub-

lished in the May issue of the Bi-Monthlv Bulletin of the United

States Bureau of Labor, where it occupied eighty pages. The

report was an extremely valuable analysis of the act. Generally

speaking, the findings were favorable io the measure, which had.

however, it must be remembered, been in operation at the time of

Dr. Clark's inquiry only one year. "So far," said Dr. Clark, "as

can be judged from the experience of a single year, the Industrial

Disputes Act has accomplished the main purpose for which it

enacted, the prevention of strikes and lockouts in public service

Industrie-:" and at another point the writer observes:

Apparently, it has not affected adversely the conditions of workingmrn

or of industries where it has been applied. It i^ much more applicable to

American conditions than compulsory arbitration laws, like those of New
Zealand and Australia, because its settlements arc based on the agreement

of the parties and do not prescribe an artificial wage, often illy adjusted to

economic conditions. Employers and the general public in Canada, with a

very few exceptions, favor the law. The working people are divided. Pos-

sibly workers do sacrifice something of influence in giving up sudden strikes,

but they gain in other ways, especially in having a better alternative to a

(43*)
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strike than before And as part of the general public they profit by the

laving of waste through strike*.

r mkIi a law it once on the statute books, however, it nasally

rw Zealand. Australia and Canada it has created a new
public attitude toward fa This attitude it the result of the

Idea- readily grasped and generally accepted when once clearly presented—

that t have an interest m many industrial conflicts quite as imme~
I in its way at that of the conflicting parties. If the

American people have this truth vividly brought t.» their attention by a great

xtnkr. the hopeful « t the Canadian act seems likely, so far as present

rtence showt. to prove a guiding star in their difficulties.

Some fifteen months later, during the summer, namely, of 1909,

Dr, la, and made a supplementary

of the operations of the act. Mis report is again

. in Bulletin N<>. 86, of the Department of Commerce and
Labor, and. the view of an unprejudiced and careful

observer, it is of special inured to note his conclusions after this

secoi hese conclusions are summed up in the

•ltcnces:

The act seems to be gaining support with longer experience, and has
tew opponents Or ranks. The act hat afforded machinery

for settling most of the disputes that have occurred in the industries to

it applies, hut in tome caset it hat postponed rather than

ea, and in cs strikers have defied the law with impu:

of the amendments proposed look toward perfecting details rather than

towar 1 the structure of the law. There it no likelihood that the

act will be repealed, or that it will he extended to other industries or toward
compulsory arbitration. The most faces it the non-enforce-

ment of the strike and lockout penalties in cases where the law it violated.

r the condition! for which it wat devised, the Canadian taw. in

spite of some setbacks, is useful legislation, and it promitet nor* for the

future than most measure*—perhaps more than any other

promoting industrial peace by government inter

It may be added that during the recent session of the Ma
lattire an act embodying the principle! of the Canadian

measure and modeled dotely <>n it- Baa was bef r consid*

n and an acth *>k place in the

American prc^s ; the inc. tually deferred until the

final actuui. nd it^ promoters are hopeful that

it will then become law

In the ia ibo the principle of the
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act has been endorsed in an elaborate report presented to the gov-

ernor of that state by Mr. Harris Weinstock. a special labor com-

iooer, who was commissioned be the labor laws and

labor conditions of foreign counti ally in relation t<> strikes

ami lockouts. Mr. Wcinstock's report, which is an able document

of over one hundred and fifty printed pages, letting forth com

the laws on this subject in all civilized commtmitie com-

aion on the lines followed by Canada, and contains the

draft of a measure closely approximating the Canadian act. It is

a curious fact that Mr. Wetnstock had been, by independent ol

vation and inquiry, led. as his report to the conclusion that

the principles forming the basis of die Canadian act. of which lie

had at the time never heard, offered the most hopeful and practicable

method for dealing with industrial disputes. The closing sentences

of Mr. Weinstock's report, as bearing on this point, are specially

worthy of note:

It is generally conceded that public opinion is a most important fa

in the settlement of labor disputes, more especially when they are of a I

Cter likely to affect public convenience or comfort or profit. It is rarely it

ever that a strike or lockout can succeed that lias public sentiment

The problem, however, has ever been bow properly to enlighten public

opinion and how to place before it the actual facts involved in a laboi

pute as found by a disinterested inquirer in whom the public would have

confidence.

With these thoughts in mind it seemed to me that an important

would be made in the direction of industrial peace, if legislation was created

calling for a public inquiry in labor disputes before they had reached the

serious stage of strike or lockout.

I realized, however, that any legislation along such lines, in a country

such as ours, must at best be experimental. While in that stage I feel that

the proposed legislation should be confined to disputes likely to arise in the

conduct of public utilities, since it is strikes and lockouts in these act:

that, as a rule, more seriously affect the public welfare. Should the proposed

legislation after a fair trial prove a success it would then be in the interest

of all concerned to broaden it so that all industries might be brought under

its influence.

This conclusion having finally been reached on my part. I forwarded

it on paper while in Brussels, Belgium, in the nature of a rough draft of a

proposed law.

On arriving in Paris a few days later I found awaiting me their a

packet of printed matter sent me by the Canadian Labour Department thi

the courtesy of Mr. Dougherty, of the Canadian Department of Agriculture,

whom some months before I had met while in Rome.

(434)
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Looking • utter I »n «irj>ritrd to find that my idea

had Im : Canada. Madtenise

! and had succeeded in getting the Canadian
pass a pi; My satisfaction can be understood

rots m hit collection the first annual report

itned bj I ttpartawal .* the act

which >l" ptf cent of the lalor dispntes submitted to

• P"! •!. and that in only three per cent

of cast d into had there heen strike* after an award was made
Here we have a most striking illustration of the difference in effective-

ness between voltn on and ptihlic in- ider voluntary

all the machinery and influence of the state.

are strikes and la IDOUt ninety-seven per cent of cases, and
peaceful settle: of work in about three per cent of

cases. Ui" rial in Canada.
when at best the gj • hive been per net y seven per

»f peaceful settlements without cessation of work and but three per

cent Whatever doubts or > I may have had at to the

desirability or I Bty of the proposed public inquiry law were
removed hy the sho ida as the result of an actual appltca-

•f the principle Snrel in, through the medium
of public inquiry, :•' cfully m i per cent of labor disputes.

we shall have COM portant work and shall have come as

near ng industrial peace as under <>
i of government is

possible.

ng from t was my good fortune to mr
King, tin- framet ibttc iaoji • whom I

am indebted for valuable hints and suggestions embodied in the ffnlhlwlBg

-Herniations, which I have the honor to submit herewith to Your

It is u | th.it the California measure was he

tbfl alleged utKonstitutJonality

nf ccrtait This point has, however, been tnhtc

quently waived and tlu measure will now shortly be dealt with in

the legislature.

act similar in character has been introduced into the Wis-

ttire. again after oOOSttltatioa with the Department of

Labc <l ni this case also has been Mel pending the

of the quest* n of conatitutiouaBty. The decision in

ill no doubt affect the situation repa .e act in

in I the i f Massachusetts will

due effect in both cases. The State of Ohio
has been in active communication with the department, various
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and public men having indicated a desire to see whether
similar legislation might not be made effective in that state.

In the case of Illinois it i^ n<>t understood that any definite

action has been taken in the direction <>f legislating along the pr-

of the Industrial Di igation Act, but at a conven-

tion of officers of conciliation boards and boards of arbitration in

Mrjgton in January last, the special repn of the Gov-

r of Illinois, in the course of a paper on Compulsory Arbitra-

tion contributed by him to the proceedings of the conference, spoke

in the n; Ml terms of the principle on which the Canadian
;s based and strongly commended its general featun

Turning to the other side of the world, South Africa, ft{

WC find the influence of the Industrial Disputes Investigation Act

in a marked degree. The legislative authorities of the Transvaal

had been in dose touch with the Department of Labour Cor 8

or tv rding labour legislation generally, and in September

last the Minister of Labour received the following letter from the

Honorable Jacob de Yilliers, Minister of Mines of the Transvaal,

saying that a measure had been enacted in that country modeled

closely on the lines of the Canadian act

:

I have to thank you for your letter of the 24th July last, and also Im
the very interesting documents which have been forwarded by Mr. Acland.

the Deputy Minister of Labour.

I enclose a copy of the Industrial Disputes Act. as passed in the Trans-

vaal Parliament at its last session. I regret that I am unable to forward

you the official reports of the debate, as they are not at present available,

but will do so later.

The bill, as you will see, is modeled on practically identical lines with

the Canadian act, changes being made merely to suit differences in local

conditions. The bill received the support of all sections of Parliament, the

principle of conciliation and investigation being accepted in preference to

that of compulsory arbitration.

In preparing and introducing the bill I was much assisted by the valuable

reports published by your department.

I wish to tender you the thanks of my government for your kind offer

of co-operation and assistance, which I greatly value and reciprocate.

It has already been indicated that in a few cases, six out of

eighty-two, where, after disputes had been referred under the act

the threatened lockout or strike has not been averted, the disputes

in question related to union recognition. There is probably no
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B id which the pti .ctl arc m> little susceptible

to tl; can hope to

1> 10 In; ttlil nature- A complete sur-

r the other of ideas whoO) divergent would

appear to be the only means ol Mttl id the main achieve

nces is likely as a rule to

•lie pul);: ii and impartial statement

e case, with finding! accordingly. In the event then of lockout

the pnl'': determine as to the degree of

tlitv attaching to either party. Experience of the working*

of the ad i so far that the >n of the public

ndingl of a board, and that a lockout or strike declared

fails <>f
;

:pport and is foredoomed

as a rule e as a consequence. It is possible that continued

I the pr will demonstrate to the parties to a

itc the futility ol the carefully considered judgment

of a board of conciliation and ii ion. In each case where,

since the inception o! the ICt, a strike has been declared in face of

the finding! of a board the strike has ended disastrously and the

employ et in the end adopted substantially the recommenda-

l made at the outset by the board which conducted the inquiry.

A word may be said, in COncJuiion, as to the question of penal-

As above indicate!, no anion has been taken by the Depart-

ment . other department of the Dominion Gov-
ern in the case of any alleged infringement of the act. either

against employers or employees. There have been several convic-

tions under the td where information has been laid by one party

or other ite, but it will, however, be obvious

from a stud] ict as outlined in the preceding pages, that its

success must ultimately depend less upon the question of the enforce-

ment of penal cl n the acceptance of the principle

that the concent r. > an industrial disput

means of an official inquiry is calculated to prevent either party

iiile on the other

i oral good of a community, elide from the particular

welfare of those a dispute, is a matter of such para-

mount it rikes or lockouts

until the dispute to which the- has been made the subject of
•



SETT I ! AND l'KI A I ATION OF INDUSTRIAL
DISPUTES IN \l.\\ ZEALAND

Bi Paui
»rlc

a Zealand came upon the scene when railways wire soon to

to be a i . when home industi displaced by

factories and when labor legislation in England was all iving

expression to the new theory of 1 1 .

«

right and dut)
'

the workers against the ^: industrial barbarity. The
stubborn fighting of the native Maoris helped to knit r all

the more strongly the isolated church colonists of 1840 and their

early followers, and the government then established and secured,

rich in land but with a treasury depleted by the wars, freely sc4<

its many acres to its people eager to secure homes upon the land

and the best of grazing pastures for their sheep.

As the colonists grew in number, later comers discovering that

the richest and most accessible lands had been taken ii]) by those

first in the field, turned to the state for help, and land reform came

to be a burning issue between those already on the land and those

who demanded advances to settlers, low rentals, freeholds upon easy

terms and the "bursting up" of large estates.

When private capital was lacking for the building of railways

it needed no campaign of education, no butting against into

already vested, to induce the new settlers again to turn to their state

for the opening up of lands required for settlement and for the

further development of existing holdings. When shops and fac-

tories began to assume some importance in the new country and

strikes came to be matters of not unusual occurrence and gross

sweating in certain trades was disclosed, once again state aid was

called for and this time with insistence by an urban working class

steadily gaining in numbers upon the older middle class of pastor-

alists and employers. By 1890 the Progressive Party was brought

into power for the first time through the votes of a united working

class indignant over their complete defeat in the Maritime Strike,

and by those who demanded land settlement laws much more liberal
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of the matters in dispute. The council lias the usual powers to sum-

mon witnesses, to administer oaths, to examine books and papery

and has a wide latitude in the matter of procedure and the character

of the evidence it will admit. The hearings, narked by informality

and freedom from legal technicalities, become, in fact, amicable

conferences of men mutually desirous of settling their differences

upon the best terms possible. The council members being nun

trained in the trade under review, handle with a dispatch IttTpfil

ing to the layman the intricate and lengthy trade I them

and adjust to I penny, indeed to a half pinny, da\ \\<>rk and
]

work rates. Whether it be wages, hours, the open or closed shop,

or any other of the causes of friction between employer and

ployed, if an agreement is reached by this council of representati

an award is drawn up and filed with the registrar appointed to admin-

ister the act and the parties are forthwith bound for any period

agreed upon of not more than three years.

In case no settlement of the dispute is possible, the council is

authorized to "make such recommendation for the settlement of the

dispute according to the merits and substantial justice of the

as the council thinks fit and may state in the recommendation

whether, in the opinion of the council, the failure of the parties to

arrive at a settlement was due to unreasonableness or unfairness of

any of the parties to the dispute." This provision, taken from the

Canadian Industrial Disputes Act, is an attempt to put the respon-

sibility for failure to agree where it belongs and to inform the public

of the true nature of the dispute. It is, however, a counsel of per-

fection not likely to have much bearing on actual disputes as the

assessors, representatives of opposing sides, must be unanimously

agreed before the recommendation may be made.

But whether such opinion is delivered or not, all cases before

councils in which settlements are not "sooner arrived at by the

parties and embodied in an industrial agreement duly executed"

must be referred to the Court of Arbitration not earlier than one

month or later than two months after the date fixed by statute for

the original hearing of the dispute before a council. The court of

arbitration thus becomes a court of appeals, divested now of all its

former original jurisdiction, and so, as an important consequence,

no longer weighted down with a calendar of cases so long that its

decisions cannot be rendered without a delay causing loud complaint
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from pari rig some immediate tad definite ba*is (or their

daily relations.

Again the litigants appear before referees of their own selection,

lisposed, it may be assumed, one part to on and the other

ppoaing .

;
udgc of supreme

lent from the

gove: | fncoiberi"i appointed for three years

upon racoon . of employers and workers, may
not seem as unprejudiced ami la tribunal as might be

desirable ictical-mindcd New Zeal-

ander would admit the comprotniac and point out that the complex-

had driven htm t<> it. As a matter of fact.

the t emberi urt would fill no very a

HOd willing to retain hi* office

for more than I few jretn hut the position i> an arduous one,

open to al nd often bitter criticism, and the presiding

long been upon thil novel bench, is to

the more peaceful channels of law gliding along through

well-marked precedent- And so the court representatives of cm-

\m\ employed, though they may usually be depended upon

ke oppt ri on general principles, render a distinct scr-

to bear upon technical trade questions a more exact

than would usually be possessed by the usual judge

learned only in ti

- before the court, though somewhat more
formal in character than those before the t have little

and circumlocutions and technicalities of the common

D end in numerous \\a\> sought to be obtained by the

rte makers, and by none with more general approval than by the

bition of the representation of part lawyers. In

addition to the more speedy trials thus assured and the relief to the

court from the burden of n formerly held b

ent of
judgments and the collection of fines and penal-

\s a result the

court may now attend to the brought before it with the

despatch which the peculiar and pressing nature of that business
manifestly rcmiir

In its judgments the court mav impose preference in employ-

to unionists, if competent r from
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upon small stated initiat md dues to all of sufficient trade

skill who apply; it n minimum wage, making lower allow-

ances for "under-rate," in < nt labor; it may determine hourt

:it and tin- am- •unt of compensation for overtime w

it may bring in employers and unions of workers not parties to the

and it may make its decisions a common rule

for one or more industrial district

By so providing for the immediate calling together of ri

sentative expert conciliators and by setting up a permanent n

appeal court with peculiar kn of industrial matters, coupled

with large powers in their regulation, a most effective meth

to ha D adopted for the prevention of strikes and 1 >ckoutx

Express penalties, such as the suspension of union registration and

fines ranging from $50 to $2,500, may he imposed in c trikes

or lockouts by parties hound by an award, or who are before council

or court for a determination of their claims, and no part of th<

came in for more heated discussion at the time of the latest amend-

ments than these strike-prevention clauses. Employers, smarting

under the well-founded conviction that the old act held them willy-

nilly, while the workers were free to obey or to disregard judgments

rendered against them, went so far as to demand imprisonment as

a penalty for striking. The minister for labor actually brought

in a bill so to promote conciliation and industrial peace. But it is

not through the fear of fine, and certainly not through the martyr-

dom of imprisonment, that men and women are to be lead to a

with their masters. The new act will continue to succeed as a pre-

ventive of strikes in spite of its strike-prevention clauses, rather

than because of them.

But whatever may he the measure of success of this new arbi-

tration and conciliation act. and how ever much the old act may have

helped to prevent strikes in New Zealand, before it i- concluded that

industrial legislation of this character would he practicable in larger

and more complex industrial communities, it is necessary to con-

sider certain conditions unique to New Zealand which have had a

far-reaching effect upon the operation of all her lal>or legislation.

Consideration must be given to the manner in which the country

came to adopt the principle of state intervention in labor disi

along with other measures of a state socialistic character. Even

when compulsory arbitration was in its first early experimental days
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I had become accustomed to a wide appfi-

the prin •». These set

in t): . homogeneous peopl* i born or

land

home by a common Impulse to make i belter and an easier 1

was pos vded, slow-chane,

full of hope, with a large measure I ruination to build

: than their fathers, and possessed of their father*! reaped

law as la be natural V
can n that h\> un rable

"Why, an illustration of an

attitude of mind that in itself has made compulsory

arbitration hi 4c. Coupled with this is a respect

and a respectable judiciary not yet attainable in a

land is common report that more than one judge has been

placed upon the bench by this <>r that corporate interest, while others

have paid to their political masters from ten thousand dollars to one

hundred thousand doU nominations, With an inevitable class

in presiding judges of the Wu Zi aland Arbitral

LOOT takes for granted and even objects, and at ti:

that it e a judge uninfluenced I

in prejudice, nnconscious but none the ad, in favor

of the employing class in which the judges have been l*»rn and

I. where their friends and former client their

Of deliberate unfair

ruption in securit I a suggestion is <

made and DO lUSpiCft

As compared with countries where a constant and large fringe

^employed are ever driven by depress the wages of the

employed. \< ind lal>or is peculiarly fortunate and intends

immigration lav •
» continue so to

w Zealand, espe-

v of skilled factory labor, that of Itself maintains wages and

increase or for the It »f hours dif-

trpled with this has taken place a large

ase in the ipending i
i community of lc$s than a million

whose have it from $41,000,000 to nearly

$100,000,000 in the fit* ice the arbitration act has been in

force, and whose £• >t has borrowed abroad* and spent
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largely at home. mon« $332,000,000 as against $200.-

000,000 of national debts in 1895. It has been ea h to pay

the piper while the da OH and all had money in their DOi

But when retrenchment in borrow log shall become necessary and

when it t>ecomcs manifest at last to the most unblushing of pi

tionists that ; annot be raised any higher al>out the fields

and flocks of New Zealand, it will be no longer the facile and

acceptable device it is now to shift on to the consumer the cost of

court-increased wages. Even the steady, compromising English

descended New Zealand workman, with all his inherited respect for

law in general, with his acquired dependence upon the arbitration

in particular has manifested upon several occasions a surpi

inclination toward forcible objections when demanded improve-

ment in wages and hours have been withheld. It is by no means

certain that when the arbitration court refuses to place further

burdens upon industry face to face with a falling market, that then

Xew* Zealand will be free of strikes. Hut it will be freer than if

without its conciliation and arbitration act, and until then, and in

part because of the act. New Zealand, no doubt will continue to enjoy

the blessings of industrial peace.

That the compulsory and court features of the New Zealand

act could not be applied in America or in any other large country of

great and varied industrial interests seems almost as patent as that

conciliation upon the New Zealand model would be not only desir-

able but altogether possible of accomplishment. The mere machinery

in readiness to move disputing parties to a reasonable and quiet

consideration of each other's side would prevent not a few open

ruptures, while hearings held and CLses discussed could hardly fail

often to end in satisfactory settlements.

But the experience of New Zealand points to the conclusion

that in proceedings of this nature the state and its tribunals must

deal with the union of the workers; cannot, indeed, but refu

grant to the ununionized, irresponsible individual workers his day in

this particular sort of a court. So long as American employers con-

tinue to fight unionism as unionism, to insist upon the shop closed

to unionists, to blacklist strikers, and to refuse to recognize that

steam and electricity have altered the status of the industrial worker

even as they have revolutionized industry, an American act for the

conciliation of labor disputes, would be but one more added to our

long list of moral aspirations enshrined in statutes.
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ring the rammer of 1906 ! mu making investigations in

rman labor laws and labor oonditii n> a> Special Labor

In tin o( an interview with

: of Comnier

afbhration. His reply was to the

t that the German government dots not favor compulsory arbi-

ht find n -elf unable to enforce the

its industrial courts and that a failure to do so w

itlOII int. t.

exceedingly slow about exert

pulsion in the settlement of lalx.r disputes. The rclat

een organized labor and the German federal administration at

ned and mor unfriendly. This is largely due

« fact that the trade unions ami the social democratic par:

ly of the same membership.

By the government and the social democratic party have

a rule, are found in the attitude of bitter

polit: The frequent it of political warfare

I have led t< md to each regarding

ihcr with suspicion and with more or less hostility. Organized

labor in I v embraces a IHfinfrfTffWp «>f about two mil-

iily growing. In ujoj the Social Democrats cast

I i use 43 out of 397 members,

tt executive of administrative officials in

:id pubU 1 periodicals.

Hi- :h has won for the German wage earner.

union ami hi d party, the wholesome respect, if not

the fear, of t er. The German government, therefore.

th to attempt to pa alone the lines of com-

pulM.r\ settlement of lal which in all ltk<
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be regarded as a governmental effort t<> curb the liberties and the

freedom of action of the worker. The government, however, has

taken progreaam me long the lines of encouraging concilia

tion and voluntary arbitration. The first attempts in this direction

made in i8<)o when legislation was passed regulating the

industrial COUTtS. There had existed in various DJ

EOT nearly si-vent various courts dealing with arbitration or

concilation for collective disputes. This, however, resulted in

divet form and procedure in the courts, causing considerable

DSfacttOn, and finally led to the adoption of the law of 1890

which provided for a uniform regulation.

The tribunals as since constituted arc c mposed of an equal

number of workers and empl The local authorities appoint

in addition a president and a deputy. The chief function of these

tribunals is. upon complaint of either party, to adjust individual

disputes. Their jurisdiction extends only to those employed in

factories A further provision of the law of [890 Specifies that'

Courts may act as conciliation bureaus in case of disputes concerning the

terms of continuation <>r renewal of the labor contracts (Art. 6l), hut only

on condition that both parties request such action and. wli num-

ber more than three, and appoint delegates to the hearing. Such dcl«

must be twenty-five years of age and in the enjoyment of full legal rights.

The Conciliation Bureau Consist! of the president of the court and at

four members, two employers and two workingnun. hut there may be added,

and must be when the delegates of the two parties so request, representa-

tives in equal numl>crs named by the employers and employees. Both these

representatives and the meml>ers of the bureau must not be concerned in the

dispute in question.

The first step in the procedure is a determination of the fa ring

the delegates from each side and the examination of wit the bureau

having power to summon and examine witnesses, though no penalty is pro-

Tided to compel their presence. Following this each side must formulate

in conference its opinion upon the allegations made by the other party and

the witnesses, and then an effort at conciliation is to be made. If this suc-

ceeds, the agreement signed by the bureau and the delegates is to be pub-

lished. If not. the court is to render a decision by a majority vote, though

in the case of a tie the president may decline to vote and declare that no

00 could be rendered. When a decision has been given, the delegates

must declare within a specified time either acceptance or rejection thereof;

^'Rpport of French Bureau of Labor." Illation et ft* lArMtrntfp dnns

leu Confllrt 1 I lKtr.i

p. 476. See Bulletin No. 60. 8<»pt n.nt of Cow—ret and Labor,

Wattblngton. D. C.
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m the printing,
l**»k binding
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and in a most dei
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ill he found where large employers will

recognize onions composed, h -y ol their own work-

men, rs & Co., of Elberfeld. manu-

n Staffs, have a council composed of

nim are nominated by the employers and

are elected by the workmen, with a member of the firm as

lent, wl Ml differences a:

of labor, or wl referred to this council.

who er been accepted by both partie

plan >eenis to have worked to the ion of all concerned.

The state has thus far refrained from even attempting to I

ts in labor disputes. It is a

in the cxer iiatory BUtaW
With tliis end in view a law was ena tting what has I

known as the arbitral utes. There

are I
hundred and four hundred and

my. The court in Berth < »ght depart-
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ments, with a judge for each department These courts have three

separate ami distinct function

decide dispul ecu individual workmen and their

employe:

(b) To conciliate in disputes between bodies of workers and

their employers.

(c) To give expert information and opinions in reference to

trade questions to legislators and to Btate executives.

Under the law the court awaits the registering of a complaint

itfaer party. It also has the power, however, to take the initiative

and to summon both parties to a hearing, subject to a fine of twenty-

five dollars for failui* pond to such summons. There is no

penalty for either side refusing to answer questions put by the

court or for refusing to enter into negotiations with the other party,

even at the instance of the court.

The theory of the German law is that one-half the battle in

a labor dispute IS won in the direction of peace if both parties can

be brought together by a third party, who in this instance is the

court, which is disinterested and in whom both sides can place

confidence. I was informed by Herr Gustav Mclisch, Chief Secre-

tary of the Industrial Court of Berlin, that seventy per cent of the

disputes are submitted to this court, and that as a rule the decisions

rendered are accepted, although under the law there is no obligation

to do so; most cases are settled by compromises effected between the

parties in dispute* while the case is in course of investigation and

prior to the court decision.

It is well to bear in mind, however, that, as a rule, the cases

dealt with by the industrial courts are confined to those arising

between the smaller employers and their workers. As previously

explained, the large employers will in no wise recognize unionized

labor, or the industrial courts, except to respond to the legal sum-

mons and then to decline answering questions which under the law

they may legally do, and the power of the court is at an end. An
exceptional case occurred in the summer of 1008. A national strike

in the building trades was threatened throughout the Empire.

Through the efforts of the industrial court a hearing was held at

which representative building contractors and wage earners from

various parts of Germany were present. The conference continued

for many days, and finally, through the good offices of the court,
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strike than through conciliation.

The industrial court serves \ ful purposes where both

es to a labor dispute are ripe rence, but hesitate to

the initiative for tV.ir of its being mistaken b> the other side as

The intervention of the court releases both

of this responsibility, and paves the way without prejudice

for a "get together" conference. Vet another helpful featut

the German indtl irt system is the practice often followed

during the course of public negotiations, by the assistant judge

its at issue scpar. i privately with the parties

to the dispute, frequently bringing about in this manner

igrecmcrt
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In the matter of dealing With labor disputes I icrmany seems to

he to-daj ui
I
uih leversJ dn o, The attitude

I labor on the pai jlish emp ss a rule

i- m marked contrast t • thai of the German em] I lie English

employer has long since d red the wisdom and expediency of

recognizing and dealing with organised labor, and his policy has

made for a much higher of indu>tria!

emphasized by comparing England's record of strikes in re

with that iA Germany. Owing to the difference in method

followed by these two countries in keeping their strike record

t comparison is not possible, but the following are

sufficient to indicate that the policy pursued by English employers

is making for industrial peace, whilst that followed by German
employers in refusing to recognize or to deal with organized labor

is making for increasing industrial war.

The following figures are taken from the English government

report of 1907 on strikes and lockout-:

Year.

1897

I907

No. of Work people Duration of

disputes. involved. working days lost

864 230,267 o.523

601 147.498 2,162,151

It will be noted that during the intervening ten years for which

the figures are given, the number of disputes has diminished by

34.40 per cent, the number of workmen involved has been decreased

by 36.03 per cent, and the number of working days l«»st, which after

all is the correct unit to be considered, has been reduced by 70.10

per cent. To the best of my knowledge this is the most remarkable

showing of any industrial country in Europe.

Compare the foregoing record of England with the following

figures taken from Bulletin 86. page 243. January, 1910, issued by

the Department of Commerce and Labor at Washington, D. C, and

it will be seen that German employers have paid a heavy cost for

their unwillingness to recognize or to deal with organized labor:

Strikes in Germany

Year.

1899

1907

Establishments

Strikes. affected. Strikers.

1,288 7,121 99.338

2,266 1.3.092 192430
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In the nine miparative figure* arc here \i

Dmnbar in Germany has increased over 75 |»cr

Bomber <»f establishment! affected has increased over 83 |>er

I the muni* cd over 93 |>er

—%, sad commentary upon the policy pursued by 0m Cental cm
1 night the attitude of I

«Tinany has gone forward in

t yean with rapid destined to a continued

th The pet \m\ steady refusal on the pa: man
s to deal with labor unions inevitably must still further

n the gap and increase the >s between wage
payers and . ith heavily added cost, if not with

ultin to both.

It n m the foregoing statement that I was

either 1 trade tin hat I held a brief for organized labor It

neither is me case. I am and have been for over thirty

large em] I labor. I am not writing mis, however.

. er. n..r from the employer's stand|>oint. I am writing

purely as an in\< I chronicler of authenticated I

As one who has had the rare opportunity of officially investi-

gating the labor laws and labor OOndtfJOOl not only of Germany but

also ( ,f the leading industrial countries of the world. I would be

blind indeed or stupidly prej- ain-t trade- unions did I not

see with perfect clearness that organised labor has come to stay,

and that so long as the a tan prevails unionism is destined

to be a permanent and growing institution 01 modern industrialism.

•r-minded it has noted the work
achieved by trade unionism in the in! the wage earner and

u help hut feel that for trade tin* nUm to fail, is

to ni- the worker l backward Step that in the end would I

•urn to the wretched COOdltiOC ol Ml forbears.

The only pr the worker can hope f r in these tla\

tic industrial 01 fl Kl that which comes to him from

lining. That industrial nation then.

all other things being equal, is lik< 'sfjrc* of

indu re and to make the greatest industrial progress, whose
emp] and small, in common with the employers of

land, are wise enough to take conditions, not as they would like
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to have them, but a- they arc ind deal with these conditions

according

The employers oi in) can no more hope to destroy trade

unionism by refusing to recognize it, than can the ostrich get rid of

his partner by hiding his head in the sand. Sooner or later ( icrman

employer!, b common with employers in most other growing indus-

trial countries, will sec the wisdom of recognizing organized labor.

They will see the wisdom of inviting the State to Intervene in dii

pates dial cannot in any other way be settled. They will see tin

•in of having the State assume the part of public inquirer, fa

tigator and conciliator, not, as now in Germany, with little or no

power at its command, hut with the fullest right to summon wit-

lace them under oath, examine books and documents, and

do all other things that may enable it to reach the facts involved in

the industrial controversy, so that through published Statements

d as the result of such public inquiry, public opinion may be

enlisted to cast its weight and its influence against the side in an

industrial dispute which may assume an unfair or an unreasonable

attitude.
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Adams, E. D. British Interest* and Activities in Ttxas, l*jt 1S46. Pp

j6; $1.50. Baltiasore: J«.hn* HopkiM jio.

. <V »tud. ncan Diplomacy under Tyler and Polk it

now followed by a Union Diplomacy In the unic field covered by

rl I he uutc: wn almost exclusively from the Public

r«l Office m London. Many
|

lights are thrown on contro\

ft, It is shown that England at first was indifferent to Texas. Only
toward the close of his ministry did Palmcrston realize how important to

England ai a check upon the I'nited States an independent Texas might

become When Aberdeen succeeded to the ministry, the friendship of the

I uited States was desired by England. Aberdeen was disposed to disregard

Texas and go '

r of friendship to Mexico. Under
the influence of the abolitionists, however, he was led to favor abolition ta

I and to counsel Mexico to ask it as one of the conditions of peace.

This it was which enabled Calhoun to charge him with attacking an Ameri-

can domestic institution Humanitarian interest was interpreted as political

intrigue. Thus the man who wished to conserve American friendship was

put in the position of one making a covert attack.

American Sociohgt "ubliiatioru of the. Volume IV. Pp. 217.

Trice, $1.60. Chicago t Chicago Press, 1910

Batten, 8. 2. The Christian State. Pp. xv, 45a Price, $1.50. Philadel-

rVith & Rowland Press, 1909.

The author attempts in this volume to interpret the state, to show the rela-

tion of d< to human progress, and to indicate the real relation of

t ate t<» the kingdom of God. as well as "the line* of effort for the

divine potencies of the gospel" The Baton functions and forms of

the state are d rt of the work: the beginnings, adran-

perils and tasks of democracy compri*e the second ; and the relation

ristianity to these institutions, with a final chapter on The Realization

of the Christian State, comprise the third and final part This work aims to

arouse Christian men to make the coming age Christian m spirit and method
The trend of the present is in this direction, as the nature of these

The auth«>r is t.» lie commended for the scientific

which he has combined the conclusions of political science with the ideals of

Beard. C. A. l„ vemment and Polities V, -7a. Price,

• w York: Ma«inillan (.mpam. toto

••c^e^tinf:
,

f usable sire The
proportions are good. Of the 750 pages, one-fifth treats of the historical
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basis of the government and tru the lxx>k is ll

between the federal and the state and IOCS < nces,

which arc given at the foot of the pages, arc to authorities usually available,

even in the libraries of the average college. Good use is made also of the

collections of "Reading' y published by A ;m<l tin-

author. Rather more attention than in other texts is given to tl.

ingly important administrative services of the government. Mun:

eminent—the branch which affects the individual irly—is emphasized.

The discussion of p illy in the local in »<vi.illy to

be commended. Specific legislative problems n control,

railway taxation, child labor and the like are givtn l brief It dear review.

The author is much to be complimented on nil hal attempt t<> make
government appear as the "going thing" which r

Bruce, H. Addington. Dankl Boone and the Wilderness Road. Pp. xiii,

349. Price, $1.50. New York: Macmillan Company. 1910.

Those who have read Mr. Bruce's Romance of American ! 1 will

expect here as they found there a vivid account of developments not quite

ranking as a history but as much more than a story. Mr. Bruce writes well.

The book, though it at times wanders far from Boone and the Wilderness

Road, has unity. It is a picture of the pioneer's drang nach westcn. B

Sevier, Robertson, the Girtys, Braddock, Clark and lesser heroes and ruffians

of the border all play their parts. The trails of the pioneer, the buffalo hunt,

the salt making, fur trade, Indian raids, early constitutions, the Revolution in

the West and the host of other elements that made Western life unique are

brought within close range. Not the least interesting chapters—in fact the

chapters which make the book valuable are those which treat of Boone's

later life, when he moved on to Missouri and took Spanish citizenship, only

to find himself once more an American, thanks to the whim of Napoleon.

A good picture, too, is given of the old man pressed by civilization, and even

in his last years' longing for the yet farther West where he might again shoot

the buffalo from his doorstep.

Carre, H. Histoire de France. Vol. VIII. Le Regne de Louis XV. (1715-

1774)- Pp. 428. Paris: Hachette & Co., 1909.

This last contribution to the great work on French history begun by M.
Lavisse is in every way worthy of its predecessors. M. Carre is Professor

of History at the University of Poitiers and a specialist in French history of

the eighteenth century. The first five chapters arc devoted to the Regency

of the Duke of Orleans, whose versatility, training, etc., arc placed in strong

contrast to his utter indifference, incapacity and debauchery; the second book

deals with the years of Fleury's ascendency and the wars following the

sion of Maria Theresa in Austria; the third with that of Madame Pompa-

dour and Choiseul, and the fourth with the last years of the reign. There

are interspersed several exceptionally good chapters on the civilization of

the period, as for exami >ur, les mocurs, I'arl ct la mode pendant la

Regenee" (Bk. I, Ch. IV); "La Vie intellectuelle, depuis la Rtgence jusqu'

au millieu du Steele" (Bk. II, Ch. IV) j "La propagande philosophique" (Bk.
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III. * fi III). I'mufti,' fi It* t*a**e. <-'• ' <Bk 111.

At the beginning <»f rach of the broad divisions of the subject it found
I and well aaal in this work

Draper, A. 8. the Neuu.- of Cuba. Pp jjs ,n ' *»<» New York:
irdett & Co, 191a

nanish-Amcrican V. this book

was « l mark* of the chauvinism that char.. iWic

ion at the tunc I here is little that can be said in favor of the Spanish

uiardi except when the Am- tories arr

! Ihcn the enemy are valorous foes vanquished by the "indomitable

V of tli IM With the exception of this prejudice and high

• hero worship the book is good. Misstatements of fact are

few and the style of the narrative is such that many a schoolboy will be

a clear idea of the course oi the war which but for such glowing

M would for him remain locked in formal MHOffi

Eattman, C. Wort rfffiaWf and the Law. Pp. xvi, 345 Price. $1 50.

; k : Charities Publication Committee, 191a

Farrington, F. E. French Secondary Schools. Pp. ix, 450. Price. $250
Nf Longmans, Green & Co., 1910.

The author begins with the revival of learning, deals at some length with the

(Stance period and devotes the major portion of the book to the orgam
ration of the program of the modern secondary school. Many of the chapters

are extremely detailed, dealing with "modern languages," "history," "geog-

raphy.'' "mathematics" and other specific subjects in the curriculum

I he organization of the French secondary school reflects strongly the

A form of ad: n provided by Napoleon. The schools are di-

umlcr the minister of public instruction and fine arts and are subject

to the decisions of certain academic councils through administrative boards.

French secondary school is peculiar in that it is not in reality a sec-

ondary school, but a complete school in itself, designed for the socially elite.

While it is anti-democratic in the extreme, it is maintained through the

influence of the professional and administrative classes.

The work is aptly done, the analyses arc complete, but the material pre-

vented is so detailed as to be of little interest except to the student of tech-

nal problems.

Fuller, Thomas E. The Right Honorable Cecil John Rhodes. Pp. xii. 1^.

. $1.60. N ngmans. Green ft Co. 1910,

men are as was Rhodes, both prophets and empire builders. How great

a man in both ways was the "Kmpcror of South - the theme of

Mr. Fuller's appreciation of one of the moat spectacular of the figure

the later nineteenth ceir

Only the portion of life during which Mr Rhodes made the history of

ca his own life hi • described. Broad humai

st in men of sound character, hatred of pettiness and a
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abilit. laoCS with whom he came in contact arc portrayed

at hit dominant personal charact< \s a statesman his life work was

of course the expansion of English control northward to meet the sphere

of inrlucnce extending south from Egypt, hut this did not blind bin to other

issues. The confederation of South Africa, the obliteration of racial preju-

emcient rule of Cape Colony, a scheme of higher education for South

African youth and a multitude more claimed his attention.

Mr Poller i> not unaware of his friends faults, Rhodes

delicate as to means, and he I rgSVC the nun irho writhed t<. keep him

under a cloud after the Jameson raid, but he never lost his love of the empire

and the colony he had made his home. His life was a constant labor for

high ideals. At death he longed to be again in harness because there was

"so little done; so much to do."

Godfrey, H. The Health of the City. Pp. xvi, 372. Price, $1.25. Boston:

Houghton, Mifflin Company, 1910.

While not at all scientific, the present volume is one of the most acceptable

of the numerous recent books upon the subject of health in cities. Air, milk

supply, food, water, ice, sanitation, noise and housing, comprise the topics

considered in the book. The style is interesting, but is lacking in statistical

material.

Gompers, S. Labor in Europe and America. Pp. xi, 287. Price, $2.50.

New York: Harper & Brothers, 1910.

Haney, Lewis H. A Congressional History of Railways in the United

States. Vol. II. Pp. 335. Madison: Democrat Printing Company. 1910.

Hicks, R. D. Stoic and Epicurean. Pp. xix, 412. Price, $1.50. New York:

Charles Scribncr's Sons, 1910.

Holdrich, T. The Gates of India. Pp. xv. 525. Price, $3.25. New York:

Macmillan Company, 1910.

Jameson, J. F. (Ed.). Johnson's Wonder-Working Providence, 1628-1651.

Pp. viii. 284, Price, $3.00. New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1910.

This, the latest addition to the admirable scries of "Original Narratives of

Early American History," is a new edition of what the editor terms "the first

published history of Massachusetts." In 1653 there was puhlish<<l in London

a small octavo entitled "A History of New England, from the English Plant-

ing in the Yecre 1628 until the Ycere 1652." The name of the author did not

appear, but the running caption of the volume was "The Wonder-working

Providence of Sion's Saviour in New England," by which unique title the

work ever since has been known. As the sale of the work was disappointing,

the publisher five years later unscrupulously utilized the unsold sheets as

Part III of Georges' "America Painted to the Life" This led to a public

protest and repudiation by the younger Georges. It v < d to the

later New England historian. Thomas Prince, to disclose the true authorship

of the book, attributing it to Captain Edward Johnson of Woburn. The

present scholarly edition is provided with an introduction and with copious

(4#)
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and helpful notet by I , a descendant of Captain Johnson. The
Me is especially \aluable at "the honest attempt of a Puritan man of

affairs to set forth to hi* fellow-Englishmen the first twenty-three years'

:> <<i thr great

Kautsky, Karl. /, Struggle. P» -»7 Chicago: Charles II

ft Co.. 1910.

Karl Kautsky is acknowledged to be one of the leading socialists of the

nineteenth century He COOHMatfl BpOfl f! the prole-

the capitalist dllttl M struggle which bat tffitM out of this develop*

ment, and the commonwealth of the future which must arise when the pro-

it comes into it% "wu

Kelly, E. Twentieth (entu> . rsa. Pp. xix, 446. Price. $l 75. New
York : Longn.

Laland. A. Playground Technique and Playcraft. Pp. jfti Price, %2 50

Bfffeld, Ma>s 1 A. Bassette Company, 1900.

Leupp. F. E. The Indian and His Problem IV rfr, #*> Price. $ioa
New York: Charles Scrihner's Sons. 1910.

Lock, R. H. Recent Progress in the Study of Variation. Heredity and

M. Pp. xiv, 334. Price, $1.50. New York i P Ihitton k Co..

1910.

In Thk J9. there appeared a review of the

first edition of this work. It is a pleasure to note that it has been so favor-

ably received that a second is act With the exception of Chapter X
(Eugenics), which is practically new. there are few changes. This chapter

on Eugenics is a synopsis of the work of Galton, Karl Pearson and the other

Englishmen who have made the matter prominent in recent years. This

\olitmc is one of the best for any student who wishes to know the present

views of scient

Marx, Karl. 77i,- Poverty of Philosophy. Pp. 227. Chicago: Charles H
Kerr & Co.. 1910.

Mathews. 8. The Social Gospel. Pp xx. 16R Philadelphia: The Griffith

& Rowland Press, 191a

the purpose of this volume "to set forth the social teachings of Jesus,

and his apostles, as well as the social implications of the spiritual life;** not

to give technical in questions, but to define and stimulate

the Christian attitude toward such questions. For this reason the Spiritual.

rather than the economic, significance of Christianity is emphasised The
gospel is represented as an inspiring hope and promise for the fut

iles of which must be incorporated

our social life or become inopcrat

The chapters have DM planned f.«r class work in introdv

v of social problen M concluded with a

"Qui*" and "Questions for ! The work is divided in five

parts under the heads. General Principles. The Family. The St
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ind Social Regeneration It is a valuable contribution to this phase

of social scien

Mundy. F. W. (compiled l<> » I Wiitroads, 1910. Pp.

461. Price. $joo rk : J, H Oliphant & Co., 1910.

Myers. G. Histor, .'. American Fortunes, Vol. II. Pp. 368. 1

$1.50 Chicago: Chas. H. Kerr & Co., 1910.

The first third of the book contains a somewhat general and sketchy discus-

1 of the more important phases of the development of our

industrial society, such as the seizure and spoliation <«f tin- public domain,

t niggle of the workers for better conditions, and the passing of the

middle class.

The remainder of the volume is devoted to the presentation of

much of which has hitherto been unpublished, concerning the origin and

glOVtfc of the Gould and Vanderbilt fortunes. The author's style is vip

sarcastic, pessimistic, and radical.

O'Donnell, F. H. A History of the Irish Parliamentary Party. Two Vols.

Pp. xxi, 1002. Price, $5.00. New York: Longmans. Green & Co., 1910.

O'Shea, M. V. Social Development and Education. Pp. xiv, 561. Price,

$2.00. Boston: Houghton, Mifflin Company, 1909.

Individual education constitutes the central thought of the first part of the

book while Part II is devoted to social education proper. In Part I, the

author has attempted to show the development of social attitudes and view-

points from birth to adolescence. He lays particular emphasis on the anti-

social nature which the natural man possesses and upon the necessity of an

emphatic social education if a social viewpoint is to be secured. Even with

the best of training, up to the age of twelve or thereabouts, children are

extremely anti-social. Their problems are primarily personal, and their

sympathies center in these personal problems rather than in the problems of

a more social nature.

The discussions in Part II deal with the creation of an environment

which will involve real social education. The chapters on education from a

national standpoint, co-operation in group education, suggestion and imita-

tion are particularly valuable in their bearing on the problem of social

education.

Overlook, M. G. The Working People. Pp. 293. Price, $2.00. Worcester,

Mass.: Blanchard Press. 1910.

The work centers about tuberculosis, its cause, character and remedy, al-

though chapters are devoted to the more ordinary diseases, to sanitation,

hygiene, over-exertion, industrial hygiene, city life, and other problems of

wealth. The book is written from the outside with little realization of the

actual economic questions which confront the man earning ten dollars a week.

The book will, therefore, fail to appeal to this class of the community. It

will, at the same time, fail of acceptance among scholars because of the

failure to present facts or to state author

I 4&)
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Palmer, Frederick | and itt I'robUmt Pp kiv. J47.

-. $asa New »ff»t. Yard & Co . iqio

to be in exhaustive study rtiher of Central

I contain* the note* of an able newspaper

man, who has kept 1 and who baa teen many things which

escape tin i more I tigators.

know so little of the Central American situation that we most be

grateful for any light that is thrown on it Mr. Palmer's book offers a moat
the subject, and will stimulate many rcad<

further it: a group of problems of vital interest to the t'nited State*

to tie rifl that to competent an observer did not go
lie subject. He is more interested in personal relations

in the analysis of underlying forces. It may be that in planning this

he felt that it was necessary first to attract the attention of the American

through a work replete with personal touches. If this be the case

it is to be hoped that we may have from his pen a second volume dealing

fully with racial relations within the inerican states and with

crnational relations in this section of the continent

Philipp, E. L. Political Reform in Wisconsin. Pp. 25 50 cents.

Milwaukee: E. L. Philipp

'This is a history—not an apology or a defense." the author would have us

believe, hut the reader need not go fu ver that it n BOM ol these.

Primary elections, taxation reform and railway rate regulation are dis-

cussed. In ca< •! limed that the "reformers" began no new work,

perverted a steady development begun long before. The results of

been negligible. At this point the argument breaks down,

especially in the portion treating n. Though much interesting ma-

terial is printed, especially touching the early granger legislation, the discus-

too biased to be accepted as "history" in any sense.

Plunkett. H. Rural Life Problem in Ameriea. Pp xi. 174 Price. $1^5.

>rk: Macmillan Company, iqio.

Reld. David C. Effective Industrial Reform. Pp 2R7 Stockbridge,

the author, 191a

The author maintains that our present centralized control of great

uul to result in despotism, extravagance and luxury and

these in turn in degeneracy. The remedy which the author sets forth in

detail odal our through a form of partial indi-

vidual subscrii
•

he stock of the various The scheme is ia

reality a modified form of Christian Socialism, based

The author does not show- how the average man would be nsunciolly enabled

to subscrii' schemes. The means which the author

maintaining 001 also seem inade*;

book, facts are poorly stated, and few authorit ed.

Richardson, Bertha J. The Woman Who Spends Pp. 161. fYiee. $t 00

Boston: Whitcomb & Barrows. 1910
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Women in the past were the producers of all economic goods; the women of

the present have ceased to produce economic goods and have Income largely

the consumers and spenders. This change in woman'l inhere from pro-

duction to consumption forms the central theme around which the author

builds the structure of her suggestive book. Women mitt be taught careful

and judicious purchasing. The final chapter of the book dials with the

author's panacea—accounts.

Roe, A. 3. China As I Saw It. V\y vii, 331. Price, $3.00. New York:

Macmillan Company, 1910.

Like most travel books, this one is valuable because it gives the clear cut

rupression—something which always pales on closer acquaintance. 1 he

vividness of the pictures is heightened by the fact that the author has a

tn'l quickness of perception m seizing striking situations and coin-

The letters—for such the work really is—have no plan or plot. They follow

whither the journey leads.

Too often works of this sort touch only the coast towns, as the European
r to the United States often gets no farther inland than Philadelphia

or Baltimore, but this is not a fault of this work. Besides the regular

points of call accessible by rail and steamer, side trips are taken from Chefoo

and up the Yang-tze, and later an excursion into the interior of Shan-si.

These give good pictures of the contrasts between the interior and the coast.

On the whole, barring an occasional paragraph which seems to view the

"celestial" as a barbarian, the book gives an excellent glimpse of Chinese

life. Superstitions, funeral customs, temples, marriages, mule-litters, pidgin

English and a host of similar subjects are described in word pictures of

unusual vividness. The illustrations from photographs are exceptionally

good.

Scholefield, Guy H. New Zealand in Evolution. Pp. xxii, 363. Price, $3.00.

New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1909.

New Zealand, and some of the states of Australia, stand out pre-eminently

as pioneers in the development of social legislation and the improvement of

living conditions. The economic factors lying back of these improvements

constitute an interesting story which the author has presented in a most

acceptable manner. The book is far less partisan than the average work
dealing with the same problem. The author begins with the history of the

economic development of the island, treating of the fight for British sover-

eignty, of the development of gold and coal mining, the waste of the for-

nd the growth of the wool and various other important New Zealand

industries. The agricultural problems are next analyzed, the land policy

receiving particular attention. The Single Tax Theory has been put into

operation in New Zealand, and while it has not been carried to its logical

conclusion, the spirit which dominates it has directed the land policy In

dealing with the industrial problems, the author lays particular env

upon the dissatisfaction which has arisen with compulsory arbitration because

of the subserviency of the courts to the financial interests. The book is well

written, and is a welcome addition to the story of New Zealand.
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Schroeder, T. (compile Anthology Pp. riii. jrjfj !'

$joo. New \ ekcr Publishing Company, 1909.

Stclilc. Charles, The Church and Labor. Pp. 95 Price, 50 cent*. Boston:

ighton, Miftliu Company, 1010.

HM is published in the "Modern Religious Problems'* scriss.

and it intended as a handbook for ministers and social workers. The church

will hardly relish tome of the criticisms made about it* attitude towards

labor, but the author tpeakt with a knowledge of the facts and i* able to

:
ret them in a prophetic spirit. The book || written largely from the

*>r and will, if gUci the f!-

»mall service in bringing about more cordial relations between organised

labor and the chm

Stopet, Marie C. | [ >urnal from Japan I'p xiv. .So Price. 7/6. Glas-

gow: Blackie & Si 1910.

Trenholme, N. M. j„ Outline of English History I'p x.i. 122. Price.

50 cents. Bo B & Co.. 1910.

b a helpful to; by the Professor of the Teaching
of History <.f the 1 ri Its aim is to provide a companion

and guide for students using Professor Cheyney's excellent text-book of

Pnglish HittOf) ''» social and economic aspects are all treated

White, B. The Book of Daniel Drew. Pp. x. j . $1 5a New
k : Doubleday. Page & Co., 1910.

The diary of Daniel Drew was dug up from the rubbish in an old attic and
finished form. It tells the life his most unique and mt

ing Wall Street speculator. It abounds in apothegms and epigrams, is collo-

in style and dramatic in its recitals.

White. William A. The Old Order Changeth. Pp. 266. Price, fUfr New
Macmillan Company, 1910.

The author has outlined in a rem iy the forces which are at present

down the political and industrial traditions which have so seriously

hindered social progress. The book begins with the portrayal of the original

democracy in America, shows its modification due to the assumption of

political power by indi. indicates the progress

cities have recently made in democracy and points to the

mainspring of democracy The liook is written by a man who has

intimate contact with political ami in! rces, and

the attitude of a practical mind dealing with tl niestious It might

well be characterized as nc< msly optimistic, for the

impression derived from the reading of certain chapters is that if me will but

let things work tat out. adjustment will be automatically secured

On the whole, however, the simulating because it is based upon a

deep insight into the modern, industrial and political world, and an abiding

faith in the fundamental ability and intelligence of the American |HUpSf.

(V
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I Who in America. Vol. VI, 1910-191 1. Pp.2468. Price, $5.00. Chicago:

A. N. Marquis & Co., 1910

1 his \ohuuc. edited by Albert N. Maiquis. gives I '

sketch of <\ery thrfttg man and woman in the United States whose
;

achievements make his or her personality of general interest, giving for those

who are most conspicuous in ilk of life, the parentage, the date and

place of hirth. education, degrees, marriage, positions and acli

lecnpttion,

The appended addresses also constitute I valuable feature. No other

publication has ever attempted the difficult task of finding and furnishing the

addresses of prominent American! in all parts of the world "Who's Who
in America" not only tells who the leading people arc and what they have

done, but also tells where they are at the present time and what th<

now doing.

The completeness and reliability of the volume make the book indis-

pensable to every one who aims to keep abreast of the times. It atu

instantly, thousands of questions of every-day import—questions for which

answers can nowhere else be found.

The book has l>een thoroughly revised and brought down to date The
present volume contains 17,546 sketches. 2,831 of which have not appeared

in any previous edition. It is compact in treatment, handy in arrangement,

convenient in size.

Wilcox, D. F. Municipal Franchises. Pp. xix, 710. Price, $5.00. Roches-

ter: (iervaise Press. 1910.

Wilder, Elizabeth, and Taylor, Edith M. Self Help and Self Care. Pp

134. Price, 75 cents. Boston: Small, Maynard & Co., 1910.

Wilkinson, M. The Latest Phase of the League in Provence, 1388-1398. Pp.

vi. 84. Price, $1.50. New York: Longmans, Green & Co.. 1909.

This little volume needs a secondary or explanatory title, for the reader

soon finds that it is made up of extracts from documents drawn mostly from

the archives of Marseilles, Aix and Carpentras, loosely strung together by

editorial comment so as to suggest a fairly connected account of the Bill

More can scarcely be said of the author's work. The book is not a In

of the "Last Phase of the League," though to the initiated it affords excellent

material for such a history. The absence of the usual table of contents.

chapter headings and index are further evidence thai Mr. Wilkinson felt that,

having gone to the trouble of getting the documents, making his selections,

and seeing them through the press, he had fulfilled every obligation. This is

the more unfortunate because we need a history of this phase of the religious

wars in France, and Mr. Wilkinson's intimate knowledge of the sources

should have given us the work.
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AtpUton's Sew Practical Cyclopedia. A New Work of Reference Bated
and Systematically Arranged for I

by Marcus Benjamin, PhD. ScD. I

Ml Muteum, Washington, D. C.
rthur E Bostwick. Ph.D.. Librarian of the St. Louis Public

Hi Castecl. Chief of I Staff, and George J.

Hagar. Expert Compiler and Statistician, with an Introduction by Elmer

Brown. Phi), I.I.I), Timed States Commissioner of Educa

\ volumes. Pp. 304a Price, buckram. $18.00; half morocco,

$24-00 h : D. Appleton & Co., 191a

vperience in creating six cyclopedias varying in subject and

scope, Appleton s have brought out a reference work for use in the home and

school. It is properly designated "practical" instead of popular; for, while

there are but six volumes, every effort has been made to create a comprehen-
<• work instead of a superficial one. The articles arc written

I language that may be understood by school children and by

IS of average education It is not a cyclopedia for the specialist, but

c general student and general reader. The low price of the six vol-

umes will permit the work to be secured by all schools and prosperous homes

will greatly increase its !ue.

The character and the educational purpose of this "practical" cyclopedia.

as contrasted with the many-volumed expensive works that seek to include

an entire reference library in a single set of books, are well stated by Use

r in the following quotation from the preface:

"The following of the conventional idea of what a cyclopedia should be,

rather than a cons: of the actual use to which the work is to be

put. has too often resulted in a collection of learned treatises, useful to

specialists, but of little service to most of those who refer to their pages for

information. The cost of such works is to many prohibitive; the immense

amount of detail which they contain is wearisome, and too often obscures

the inforni.it i«>n which is sought Except in public libraries they are apt In

be carefully guarded in the l>ookcasc instead of being used currently by the

owner and his family, and they give little aid in the habit of acquiring

knowledge upon current topics, which, if consistently followed, is a

liberal and practical form of education. At the other extreme, are the

briefer 'popular' cyclopedias, hurriedly compiled from whatever sources are

available, with scanty, and inappropriate illustrations, and with a few showy

'selling p with no attempt at serious preparation The publishers

\pp!cton's il Cyclopedia' feel that there is a place foe a

brief, sen orfc of reference which combines moderate sire and low

nprehensiveness, accuracy, and a

In addr e eharact< conciseness,

low price, the "practical" value of the work is increased by two

-the illustrations and the - The editor claims, with

accuracy, that "the present work b unrivaled in the

<4<
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pirill—MM of its illuttl a 1,500 textual illustra-

tions, 24 full-page n fall p«gc colored pi lack and white

plates 1 of group rod graphic ilhiatrationa. I lu- picture! trc namer
ous. but trc 11 *ii pan of tin- volume; tin tin- moat

part, rcpnxluct: rawing* 1l1.1t ill ipplemenl the text. The
half-tones ami colored ] UBerOOl 1 as to

make then "selling potata." The mape an- doubtleea as goo id be

mclnded 1: <nt work; but they

B a small scale and the data UpOll then Bjed in tin- manner
that has 1 liled among American map-makers. Possibly iti future

rk, the juiblishers may feel financially justified in substi-

tuting a higher grade of maps.

The two indexes add much to the usefulness of the cyclopedia. In an

analytical index :tcd, "in proper alphal>ctical order, subjects which are

not assigned individual articles in the body 06 the work, but which are

treated as parts of articles found under some other key word." Thus if a

subject is not found upon consulting the body of the work, it may be located

by referring to the analytical index. In the synthetical index an- grouped,

under appropriate headings, all the articles bearing upon each important

topic. Thus, from the index, the student may readily find all the informa-

tion upon each subject discussed in the cyclopedia

In a word, the work is a practical cyclopedia of moderate scope; and it

seems probable that the publishers will realize their "hope that the work
will be found especially helpful to the student, and to the busy man wishing

to obtain quickly the essential facts upon the subject in which he is inter-

ested."

Emory R. Johnson.
University of Pennsylvania.

Cory, G. E. The Rise of South Africa. Vol I. Pp. xxi, 420. Price, $5.00.

New York : Longmans, Green & Co., 19 10.

Mr. Cory's book is excellent. It represents the beginning of a work which

is to reach four volumes. Seventeen years have been spent in the work,

which, though undertaken as a recreation, shows the marks of thoroughness.

The s'yle is Bowing, citations accurate and the point of view judicial. The
discussions in the latter part of the book naturally include race conflicts in

which especially at this distance of time the truth is hard to ascertain since

all accounts are partisan. Mr. Cory has shown himself in these chapters

(especially the one treating the affair of Slagter's Nek) to be both fair and

sympathetic.

The history of South Africa logins in the Age of Discovery. The Cape

was first an obstacle to be rounded, later a victualling sta'ion. then an out-

post, with the native problems that confronted the conquerors in all parts

of the globe. The early struggles, up to the French Revolution, occupy only

the first two chapters. The rest of the volume covers the period up to 1820

—

a period complicated by internal diet native wars and successive

(4*4)
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Mgt of sovereign i y hot* it and England. The Utter

perk>.! ridittont tn Louisiana, Texa*

and ( hitler* from the Untied States

Ilir t niggles again*! the new forces mhich

arc to clear the way for the hustling, progrcs nation which

mm). Mr Cory has t only on
documentary evidence, hut upon the testimony of old settler* He
also an excellent - photographs showing the chief places to

\h«. is interred life can fail to be

plea* »g tiarrat

CiiasTca Lloyo Jokes.

tn.

i-umentary History of American Industrial Society. Edited by John R
Common*. L'lrich B Phillips. l-.ugcnc A. Gilmore. Helen L. Sumner, and

Andrew* 1 nder the auspices of the American

iu of Industrial Research, with the co-opcrat .<• Carnegie

l of Washington. With Preface by Richard I 1 :> and Intro-

letc m t« with supplement to

c, $50.00, Cleveland. Ohio: The Arthur H. Clark Com-
pany. 191a

This "Documentary History"—of winch the first six volumes have now
appeared—outranks all other publications Upon American labor, both because

of the \ahic of the documents t«» Student! of md because of the

illuminating economic analyses by which the volumes as a whole and the

ral subdivisions arc introdu lessor Commons and his

atcs h.i of the history and economics of labor

4 obligation; the material contained in these ten volumes fa

rescued from early I in large share brooghfl t rth from places

so obscure or so 11 as to 1 nation out of the

the serio a permanent addition to the

nent of American scholars.

The creation of such a set of books as these would have overtaxed the

s of the individual investigator. The financial support of

an organization, the co-operation of collaborators and the aid of a corns of

assist the An Industrial Re-

ind oeganiied bj ProftniOf k-hard T. Ely. that made
possible the work of Professor Commons and those who aided him; indeed.

\j»la:ns in the preface t-. the TDQCMMataf] Ht*t- '

\s the ourgTowth of his book on "The Lal»or Movement in America" and of

» secure the H Mcccssary for the preparation

of a comprchensixt Labor Movement'* published in

1886 was considered by its . as a sketch which will. I trust,

tame hook worthy the title 'History of Labor in the
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After Professor Ely had made a large collection of books, pamphlets

and newspapers, he "decided finally that a work of the scope I had pti

was beyond the power of one man to accomplish, and I set myself, therefore,

to secure by the co-operation of many what could not he accomplished 1>>

Having re© i Mr Y. Ererit M;u>, Mr.

Robert Fulton Cutting, Mr. Justice Henry Dragi

rmick. of Chicago; Captain I llison Smyt . < enville. N. C, and

others, the American Bureau of Industrial Research was organised in March.

1904, and Professor John R. Commons was secured to direct tin work of

the bureau. After the work of the bureau 11 under way it re©

a small appropriation from the Department of Economic* and Sociology of

the Carnegie Institution, and Professor Commons, in 1009, became one of the

board of twelve men that have for some > 1 collaborating with that

department of the Carnegie Institution in the preparation of an economic

history of the United States. Thus the "Documentary History." as stated on

the title page, has been "prepared under the auspices of the American Bureau

of Industrial Research, with the co-operation of the Carnegie Institution of

Washington."' The Bureau and the publishers have thus far spent about $75.-

000. The Bureau has secured the data from which Professors Commons and

Fly are to write and interpret the history ol labor, Of ol industn

in America. The ten volumes of •'Documentary History. "' now appearing,

arc a by-product of the industry whose finished work will be the systematic

ami interpretative history of American labor.

The first task undertaken by the Bureau of Industrial Research was to

locate materials, and a thorough search was made through libraries and

private collections in different parts of the country. An extensive corre-

spondence was carried on with libraries to ascertain the titles and where-

abouts of publications. Next, as much as possible of the discovered material

was collected in Madison, Wisconsin, the headquarters of the Bureau. In

case a printed copy of rare and important documents or articles could not be

secured, transcripts were made. "Along with the collecting was carried on

the equally arduous and important work of classifying and cataloguing.

For this, a large staff of stenographers, clerks and copyists was necessary.

A card catalogue has been made of all books, manuscripts and pamphlets

dealing w ith labor conditions and labor movements from 1815 to 1875 ; and

a second card catalogue for those from 1S75 to the present. Another card

catalogue has been made of all labor papers and papers sympathetic or

actively hostile to labor in the country so far as known. This information

has been classified in two ways, first under the name of the paper and

second under the name of the library where the paper is to be found.

Another card catalogue lists all the material to be found in Madison, and

finally a card catalogue has been made of all articles transcribed from docu-

ments or newspapers in other libraries with a notation where they are to be

found."

The wide scope and great value of the materials thus collected and

catalogued led Professor Commons to suggest "that the most important

documents be printed for the benefit of scholars to whom the collection itself

(466)
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was not attcttlblc
w The suggestion was adopted by the director* of the

he IkKtimcnury lh»tor> WU the result The scope and
main us of the material contained in the ten volumes (eleven count-

he »iipplcment to Volume IV) and the unties of those who have edited

and interpreted the document* contained in the several volumes are shown
tic* and authors:

Vols. HI Phillips. Ph-D..

>ry and Political Science, Tulanr

III -IV. "Labor Conspiracy Cases. 1806-1 John R.

. Profess- . crsity «.f Wisconsin, a

. Profess- I W 1 scon

•it. 1&10-1&40;" by John R Commons and Helen

VII VIII 1,i- R. Commons.
Movement. 1860-1880;" by John R. Commons and John

I American Association for Labor

no includes the "Kxhaustivc Analytical Index."

Volume I opens with a general preface, fourteen pages in length, by

Then follows a general iutiodmition, thirty-one pages long,

by Professor John B. Clark, of Columbia I
. who successfully

sketches in broad outline the main phases of the industrial evolution of the

d States. Professor Clark's essay emphasizes the truth that "a key to

the understanding of American history and of all history is furnished by a

knowledge of economic even* t is his opinion that the "work under-

taken by Professors Ely and Commons and their associates enters what is

possibly the richest of all comparatively unworked fields of history and

promises to yield especially large results in economics."

Professor Gark's general introduction to the set of volumes as a whole

is followed by Professor t'Irich H Phillips' introduction to Volumes I and II.

h contain classified documents concerning "Plantation and Frontier.

1640-186.1" Professor Phillips has an enviable reputation as a student of the

econ ry and life of the South; and h vc-page

gives an adnur.v he plantation in American

trial «

"Th< *. "was e\ol\ed to

the specific need of meeting the -tnand for certain staple crops in

the absence of a supply of fr< I hat system, providing effic ient control

and direct m bondage, met the obvious needs of the

alone the industrial regime to fit its

I and commercial system and the poHticsl

policy of 1 trained a savage race to a certain

s* for life m the Anglo Saxon community Through the Chril

and political reconstruction of the South, accompanied by social up-

heaval, the plantation system was cut short in the mid irrrr It

survives in a few fragments and in forms greatly rhinged from the
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characteristic type Both the frontier and the plantation \vstcnis can now be

Studied in the mam only in doCOmci I

The character >>\ tl BOtl which OOCUpy HKMl <>f Volume I and all

. 'lntne II. .in- indicated bj the titles under which they are grouped—

plantation management, plantation routine, types of plantations, staples,

>upplies and I plantation vicissitudes, :.il»or.

slave labor, slave trade, fugitive and fttofc u-piracies and

crimes, negro qualities, free 1-t,
|

r whites, the immigrant,

migration, frontier settlement, frontier industry, frontier society, ma:

turing, public regulation of industry. artisans and town labor.

Volumes III and IV contain tl of the court proceedings in

•i the eighteen lalwir conspiracy casts in the Unite-!

with the Philadelphia (ordwaincrs' case in 1806 and ending with the

ion of Justice Shaw, of Massachusetts, in Commonwealth V. Hunt, 1842.

The four cases not reprinted arc those of which reports may he found in the

larger public libraries—the Master Ladies' Shoemakers. iSji
;
New York

A43; Geneva Shoemakers, 1835; and Commonwealth p. Hunt. iSjo

and 1842.

The Philadelphia Cordwaincrs' case, 1806, and several others arc pre-

sented by reprinting, without abbreviation, the stenographic report of the

>ny, argument, and charge to the jury. The report of the Philadelphia

Cordl asc occupies 190 pages, and the remainder of Volume III is

taken up with the report of the trial of the Baltimore Cordwaincrs. 1809. and

of the New York Cordwainers, 1810. These reports are rich mines of infor-

mation regarding the conditions of labor and industry at the opening of the

last century. The cases reported in Volume IV arc tin Pittsburgh Cordwain-

crs, 1815; Buffalo Tailors, 1824; Twenty-four Journeymen Tailors. 1827; Phil-

adelphia Spinners. 1829; Chambersburg Shoemakers, 1829; Baltimore Weav-
ers, 1829; Hudson Shoemakers. 1836; Thompson Carpet Weavers, 1834-

1836; Taylor v. Thompsonville, 1836; Twenty-one Journeymen Tailors, 1836;

and Philadelphia Plasterers, 1836. The editor states that "All of these docu-

ments are rare, many of them excessively so. In several cases, but one copy

ha^ been found after years of thorough and extensive search in all the

libraries and private collections of the country and through correspondence.

. . . In a few cases reliance has been necessarily placed upon current

newspaper reports."

Professor Commons introduces Volumes III and IV by an exceptionally

interesting analysis of the several steps in the evolution of industry rod of

the status of labor in the manufacture of boots and shoes from "the stage

of the itinerant shoemaker working up the raw material belonging to his

customer in the home of the latter, to the stage of the settled shoemaker

working up his own material in his own shop;" and on through the various

stages by which the present system of factory manufacture and wholesnl-

retail trade has been reached. The analyst with the generalization

"Thus have American shoemakers epitomized American industrial history

Common to all industries is the historical expansion of markets. Variation

U68)
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The ahoemakc?

"llltct;

menta contained in Volume* V tad ' M the progress
of the labor movement from iHji> to 184a The general changes in the

econ. during are explained in an in-

trodc itmona and Mi»* Helen L
Sunn I by a chart shming the

movr in iH.-o t.. irt>K, ODtM «!th the statement

meal in price* K'^» •» due to the labor movement of the

time

turn of the « say the authors, "points *o

a per \ prosper it a commercial emit, and

Industrial depression. During a time

. the level reri are generally making profits,

are multiplying sale*., are enlarging III .1. are running full time and
ire calling for BOft d are at) higher wages. On

her hand, the cost of living am! the labor are increased and

work; idtialt, then it .ire impelled to demand
both I iget and reduced hour*. Consequently, after prices are well

on tht the lalH.r movement emerge! m the form of unions and
strikes, and these are at first successful Then the employers begin their

t appealed to. The unions are

sooin <kI of depression ensues, with its

widespread unemployment, the laboff movement either subsides or changes its

• operation or

munism, or to other panaceas. 'I has been so

although with d details, that it has compelled

in the selection and editing uments of this ser

The reasons why the edttoi t period of the history of the

labor movement with iHjo and divide the

tr periods, and group the documents accc

best be stated mainly in their own concise language:

1 "i he colonial period, in it-* econ vtends to

decade of the twenties in the ninet. the

slight awakening appears at a

result of the - and unification ««f the markets." In this period is

begun the effort to enforce the j- -ed shop and to control

ight on the conspiracy cases in the courts, at

lines III and IV
\< named the

I of the I the

mi-manufacturer with *i of waterway*, high-

ways and hanking facilities. ng of labor as a conteiout move-

oQapee in

- period b
' vo decades, l&ao to tfton VII and VII

1
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fcally the characteristics of the merchant -capitalist period, but they are clearly

marked off by the new phenomenon of phil humanitarian and
|

cal protest. This protest, diverted into the a: contest after 1852,

gave way to a 'pure and simple' trade union movement in iS

j It was in "the two decades, i860 to 1880, Volumes IX and X. with the

market nationalized by the railway and p

tion in the technical processes of imlustr rofotmd effects.

This was a truly revolutionary period in which the merchant

tern was giving away to the factory system."

The current events in the history of labor—those that ha.

since the full establishment of the factory system about 1880—are

cred by the documentary history which ends with 1880.

Volumes I to VI and the supplement to Volume IV have appeared at the

time of the writing of this review; Volumes VII to X arc being printed and
will shortly be issued. The documents have been ably edited and are being

published in attractive and enduring form. Type, paper and k arc

excellent. The Bureau of American Industrial Research is. indeed, to be

commended for giving historians and economists the assistance which they

will derive from this most helpful Documentary History.

Emory R. Johnson.
University of Pennsylvania.

Dyer, Henry. Japan in World Politics. Pp. xiii. 425. Price, 12/6. Glas-

gow : Blackie & Son, 1009.

Like his previous work. "Dai Nippon," this study by Professor Dyer gi

mass of information not easily available to any but those who have spent

many years in the far east. The historical part is chiefly a summary of

material included in the previous work. So long as the discussion rests on
affairs in Japan, the author's familiarity with his subject prevents slips.

When a wider field is entered mistakes become frequent. The Spaniards,

for example, are said to have sent eight ships yearly between the Philip-

pines and Mexico (p. 16) ; they sent but two. They are charged with mas-

sacring all Chinese in the islands on two different occasions (p. 33). His

tory records no such event. On page 265 we learn that the "Monroe Doc-

trine" "forbade any European or Asiatic Power effecting a lodgmei

South American soil." Examples could be multiplied. There are also

numerous digressions which, in spite of the breadth of the title of the book

are hard to justify.

Japan's mission is important. In the author's opinion it will prove the

universality of civilization, harmonize eastern and western thought, regene-

rate China and Korea and promote the peace and commerce of the East It

is needless to say that the author is frankly pro-Japanese. He sees no faults

to mention except a degree of personal untrustworthiness, though this can-

not be charged against the government. The nation is peace-loving, and no

fear need be held that it will provoke war with any of its neighbors. The

treaties entered into since the Russo-Japanese War represent not paper

(470)
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agreement t but nation*! policy If a war with the United States should

break out, howcm thr Philippines would »< an easy prey to Japan. A
w of Japanese foreign relation* in detail and a discussion of the asstnul-

ability of the Japanese conclude the book.

Cmcarta Lloyd Jo*ts

University of Wi

Gray. J. C. The ft j of the Law. Pp xii. 331. Price,

$1.50 New York: Colum >», 1909.

Professor Gray classifies himself with those "who arc considering not what

fancies may be dreamed in order to tabulate the facts in accordance with

some
,

-.ystcin," but who seek to discover "what the facts really

and are." And here his professed task is to call attention "to the

analysis and relations of some fundamental legal ideas rather than to tell

history or prophesy their future devclopm*

The Awtriiriaa theory of law as the command of a sovereign is rejected.

The author knows no sovereign. The state is a useful personified abstrac-

tion invented to give title to the acts of the ruling persons who are the

actual sources of authority. It is, however, needless to invent another

abstraction to which to attribute a fictitious command Law first arises when
the judicial authority of a political community lays down a rule in deciding

On any given point there is no law until the court declares it

Custom is l>ecause custom is practice, and law is opinion Statutes

arc not law, f«»r they arc not self-interpreting. "Their meaning is declared

by the courts, and it is with that meaning as declared by the courts and with

no other meaning that they arc imposed upon the community as law." A
ial decision is at the same time a law and an important though not eoo-

ig source of other laws. Though in fact a court is free to make a

law for each particular case as it sees fit custom, legislation, precedent and

legal recognition by the courts as sourCO
of future decw h rule declared by the court is a law. The law it

the Imdy of rules so declared. Vet how this congeries of particulars become

fused into a conceptional unity is not made manifest.

cssor Gray has no relish for fictions or abstractions. He seems

B into much of his discussion reluctantly, impelled solely by a desire to

clear away the dust raised by his predecessors. And the merits of his work

at a contribut c philosophy of law will be found mainly m hit

n of the speculations of others. His own ennssms* is

sugge I specially valuable is the negative side of analytical study.

On the constructive side it may be unfruitful, but there is no bette

e puncture of wind-lugs" Such a puncturing he gives OS in

always refreshing and with a logic that never trips.

Tmom as Run Powsxu
University of Illinois.

(A-
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Hughes, Charles Evans. ( auditions of ProgftSt in Pen:

Pp. 1. ll.ueu: Yale In: 1910.

The lesson that progress in political affairs is not 1 matter of th

machinery is a lint

that democratic institutions, if t!u> are t<. succeed. QUI irt of the

life of the individual. The itatC cannot live without individual interest.

An increase in material prosperity which induces distt tin- livic

duties breeds moral qnttwdttTTt The peril of mil nation i> not in any

W'r, the people, are its pOW< . and its hop*

will will never do the work of will. Fear t'««r business interests, friend

party loyalty, none of these most DC allowed to blunt tin- eiti/i * Un-

common good.

In the face of increasing governmental functions we must h.

increase in the efficiency of our governmental machinery. Inefficient lej

•mist be eliminated and, perhaps. most important, the administrate

the law by the executive must l>c improved. The dignity and ibitity

of public office must In* increased. The party system too has i's advai

and its perversions. Mr. Hughes emphasizes the importance

BL He believes it is firmly established in this country. It brings the

advantage of focussing public opinion with the danger of creating a party

There follows an excellent discussion of the indepen ;

which should be preserved even within party lines. The ditCttlSJOn of the

difference l>et\vccn faction and party recalls the writings of Burke. The
closing pages point out the importance of differentiating local and national

issues, the advantages to be reaped through civil service reform, corrupt

practices ac f s and general education which latter after all is the first Condi-

tion of a real republican government.

These were lectures to college men, but they are lectures for every

citizen. There are few of us who, after reading them, will not doubt whether

even we arc doing all we should for the common \

Chester Lloyd Jones.

University of Wisconsin.

Hughes, Edwin H. The Teaching of Citizenship. Pp. xv. 240. Price. $1.25.

Boston: W. A. Wilde Company. 1909,

This is a book of suggestions to teachers for increasing our national spirit

and imparting warm-blooded patriotism to the citizens of the next g(

tion. The purpose of the book as stated by the author, is "to suggest a
natural and human starting points for the teaching of patriotism and citizen-

ship" whereby teachers may "prepare their charges by certain mental, as

well as by emotional exercises, to catch the thrill, to appreciate the privilege,

and to take up the duty of good citizenship." The book first shows the need

of such teaching by every teacher—no matter what his department—in this

age of alleged declining patriotism and commercialism. The difficult reform
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icing more »tre»s on types of peaceful public uscfulnes* a* »<ih>titiites

he appeal formerly mad' f war, nntit be imimnlishul
Suggestions oi v ample* to aid the

rt Mien breadth.—which b not

mCOUlpalihlc with i>4tnoii»m. but ^growth of true pat:

« rafter at

r the last «l on ihr

—csp« in ihr jury %cr\ice, caucus and

big an honest admmiftt-

public fund*. The book it a much-needed help in pointing out our dot

arousing within children at? will demand and secure

efBcient government, and Mr Hughes has rincm teachers many new ideas

for the practi ng of citizenship in the scho*

jA.Hxrnr Stdm.

KlnQ, Irving. The Development of RiHgiou P« xxiii. 37; $175.

:nillan Company, iqio.

Once in a while in every field a volume appears which really breaks new
ground and furthers the lent of human thought. Such is the book

now under review ProicMOt Kiiir seek as it were, the natural

history of religion. His volume, as his sub-title indicates, is a study in

anthropology and social psychology. Man I icreased his

capacity, but has been building up a complex of psychical concepts 1

ties from generation to generation. He has sought to put a value

the various phases of human < This valuating attitude

element of all religions. R< a social development, growing out of

association in the group. It has not merely molded the previous social insti-

tutions, hut "is rather an organic part of the general social meilieu."

From this beginning, the development of various religious concepts b
traced from the belief in a r r manitou. with an excellent

chapter dealing with the relation of magic and religion, the origin of the

belief in divine beings and its development, the problem of monotheism and

the theory of the supernatural

In barest form this i> the outthM •' the grand Professor King seeks to

ie is n.»t attempting t<» l>oKter Bfi any theological

rather to trace actual development The statement that the social act

religious may disturb many COttSen pie, also the states*

at any stage of culture rclat -pes of action are likely to occur,

and hence programs which bear the nanir >n always need careful

inquiry. Religion, in otl- rding to Professor as normal

and natural a part of man's social development as is the «tatc, family, or the

school. It is a growth from within them, not something injected from with-

Religion i* essentially a t'ai'h * "that m which we hare

being, contains the elements that .an «at»fy in some way our

(4:
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aspirations.*' The author is a little hazy about the starting point of religion

in man. but his account of its development is one of the best the rev.

has ever seen.

Carl Kf.i

University of Pennsylvania.

Laprade. W. T. Emghni ond the French Revolution, 1789-1797. Pp. 23-\

Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Press, 1909.

Despite its broad title, this study is in the main confined to two questions,

both of which are intimately connected with the French Revolution. The
> the breaking up of the solidarity of the Whig opj- he second,

the foreign policy of Pitt with respect to France.

The breach in the ranks of Fox's supporters appears first in the dci

of Burke. The gifted orator's disappointment and irritation at the indifferent)

critical, reception of his Reflections, etc., 1>y his own party, together with

maliciously exaggerated reports of secret agitations in England, served as

the lever which Pitt so adroitly used to disrupt the opposition. Casual

remark^ 1 re insinuatingly misconstrued as implying secret support

of English agitations for reform, or worse, and in this way the Whig leader

was discredited while the aristocratic element of his party was made to feel

that their material and class interests would be best served by Pitt. Thi>

was the more eft ause with it there came alluring offers of

office from the astute prime minister to the more influential among them.

Loughborough, Windham and Portland were all tempted. By winning

this clement of the Whigs, Pitt was able to rid himself of that clement in

his own party represented by Thurlow, which stood in the way of his com-

plete personal control of the administration. The story of how these things

were done and the manner in which the consequent alignment of parties

worked out is very well told. Incidentally, Dr. Laprade points out (pp. 62-

66) the difference between the real plan for the realignment and one of

doubtful authority long accepted by historians.

The second part of the work does not show the same mastery of the

material. The presentation is too distinctively from the standpoint of English

parliamentary conditions. Even the diplomatic sources do not appear as

fully as one might wish, and there seems to be an inadequate appreciation of

Grenville's part in the foreign policy of the period. (Cf. p. 30, et passim.

and contrast Dr. Adams' The Influence of (ircnville on Pitt's Foreign Policy.)

The conclusion that Pitt forced the war on France to keep in office, and

because he saw an opportunity to reduce the power of France and aggran-

dize England is too sweeping, and hull to note the deeper and more com-

plex motives. Causes much deeper than the personal motives of the prime

minister were at work. The opening of the Scheldt was more than a

shuttlecock for the play of ministers. Treaty rights were involved, says Dr.

Laprade. but why not draw attention also to the fact that in this matter the

all-powerful British commercial interests were deeply concerned. The great

contest which marks the final struggle for colonial and commercial supremacy

74)
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r*nct and England ha* deep-seated causes which the author

loo much lomatic game.

rr, at a time when ih m Of the social and
in iraiur m the universal toj ission, one might reasonably

expect some reflection of economic conditions in England in a study «:th

I'.ut apart from two pages < the financial crisis resulting

from and one page (too) on the effect of the war on food pi

iglish Malory iu relation rench

The statement » Preface, et passim i that the English loriatfag

and organisation! .ndition* in England itself

Ittd OpOfl the research the author

has plainly given to th< • contribution, but it is far from
sufficient in a work purporting to be so broad in its scope. Indeed, in the

•-. a study so exclusively rclat t'i policy ought well

be more narrowly <!< he title.

University of Pennsylvania.

McConnell, Ray M. The Duty of Altruism. Pp. 255. Price, $1.50 New
York: Mactnillan Company,

In the first or critical
1

book, "The i \ltruism." Mr. Mc-
Connell undertakes an investigation to ascertain whether there has yet been

discovered any satisfactory rational ground for the duty of altruism, the

obligation to M I others rather than one's self. Taking up
in turn the various grounds for obligation offered by theology, metaphysics,

law, logic. «y, physiology and evolution, he rejects all in turn; the

us am! are transcendental rather than

empir c ; the legal, because they are based on external restraint;

the logical because they depend on premises seemingly gratuitous; and the

scientific, because they are shown to be explanations of, rather than a

for, mora!

The constructive part of the book shows that egoism and altruism do
rest on rational grounds, are not matters of reason, but are rather

of the will which is shown to be the fundamental thing in every individual

with the intelligence or reason secondary and subservient to it Altruism it

lie result of any process of reasoning, but is an achievement of the

h is purely a product of nature. In the normal man. this will expresses

itself in a will to live the largest life with full acl 'he senses, the

Ksthetical, intellectual and social nature of man. The busts of altruism then

rests on the fundamental tendency of man towards an enlargement of self.

m11 to live within and through others The book is clear, systematic and

•icing, and reaches conclusions which lead to individual freedom and
tolerance.

Amet B Eato*.

R, /.
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McLaughlin. James. V •/„• Indian P| Price, $2.50. Bos-

ton: Houghton, Mifflin Company, iota

AH who arc interested in that race of nun which has been displaced by white

men "in carrying out the immutable law of the survival of th in the

development ol American rfi will welcome this l>ook from the pen

of James McLaughlin, who lor thirty cii: bai lived among the red

men of the Northwest) ai Indian agent at the Devil*! Lain

Standing Rock <ns from 1S71 to 1895 and as United States Indian

from 1895 to the present Pernio! 110 other man has been instru-

mental in carrying through so many and "agreements" with the

Indians. To him also the government is indebted for much of the improve-

ment in the conduct of Indian affairs.

The book is written chiefly in autobiographical style, which gives a

vividness to his narrative which far surpasses that of the mere descriptive

historian. The story is told largely from the Indian's point of view, especially

such events as the annihilation of Cu I the battle of the Little

Big Horn, which he declares to have bet D "Not 1 massacre, but a battle."

The scant appreciation which the author lias for the work of ethnologists

who have studied tribal life among the Indians should not detract from the

value of the ethnological and sociological material which he furnishes. His

work abound! in interesting description! of Indian village life, social and

religious customs, dances, family organization, etc. His frank criticism of

the government in its treaty-breaking policy and its paternalism, and his plea

for "giving the Red man his portion," will DC read with great interest by all

who seek the Indian's good. Perhaps the title, "My Friend the Sioux." would

have been a little more appropriate for a volume dealing almost wholly with

the Indians of the Dakotas.

J. P, Lkbtcnbu
University of Pennsylvania.

Odum, H. W. Social and Mental Traits of the Segro. Pp. 302. New York:

Longmans, Green & Co., 1910.

Purporting to be based upon a special inquiry, this study is distinctly dis-

appointing. In style it is rambling and verbose, with constant repetition. In

few places is concrete evidence given, while chapter after chapter is couched

in the general terms so characteristic of most discussions of the Negro. The

author is capable of better work. Hailing from Mississippi, he is evidently

very familiar with many phases of Negro life, is friendly in his attitude, and

gives reason to hope that future studies will avoid the generalities so con-

spicuous in this study.

The schools, the church, fraternal orders, home life, crime, social status,

relation of emotions to conduct make up the bulk of the volume, to which

is added "An Estimate of the Negro" which is really a discussion of the

economic situation.

Dr. Odum Ulieves that the first thing is to understand the Negro, Hi
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recognizes the responsibility of the white > l| c nh tlut the schools have
.
tlut the win*. khoutd take more fa the

elopment of lodge* k interfering with

httfdi In the low standards of huttie life and personal comluei he teds
constant d nnal progress In the music «.f the Negro he

not whether the Negro it so handicapped by
he can M* k of the white It is rather to help bring about

the Negro may realign himself—the future

ictrrinine the ismc The a | praise for his avoidance of

m and his recognition that North and South must unite in construe-

rograms

Caul Kelscy.

v of Pennsylx..

Wtlaford, J. W. The Strength of England. P jfa. Pr

New York : Longmans, Green & Co.. 1910.

This is a sketch of the history of England, or so much of that history as the

author lived to complete, written with the idea of bringing out some of the

economic features of the story, and especially to prove the d< of a

) to home industry and trade. Of this kind of writing

it is a favorable example. It is the result of much reading, thought, and care

in statement It includes many suggestive explanations and comments. But

there is a fundamental difficulty with this whole form of treatment of history.

As far as it is work in history it is one-sided, arbitrary and inadequate

Historical consequences have flowed from the whole body of historical con-

ditions not from one particular group of them. So Mr. VYclsford has not

only left out whole fields of historical occurrences, but has been le<J

making many entirely improbable and certainly quite unsupported historical

assertions, besides a rather large t>ody of minor misstatements

As far as such a work is an argument for protection as a practical

present-day pel nmher ami variety of occurrences in the 1

a nat ia embarrassing abund-

ance of material. By a selection of events and a i statements and

explanations quite as justifiable ami sound as those of the author of this

book, a free-trader could make I BSSC history of England that

would interpret it in exactly the opposite way and teach free-trade instead

of protect he much thorough, accurate and

than such a sketchy outline of a large subject as this before it can

have any very serious value.

Eowxan P Chevviv

University of Pennsylvania.
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s'OBABLE A. I'imi Am.ki

Assists 1 rca»ury and Spccul AfctisUut of the

National Mo • •mmi»»ioii. WaUiingtoa, 1»

About three years ago most of us found ourselves in a country

where business was eondl hods. It was a large

.imi protpcroui irhote people had long prided them
upon then aehkfcmeats in business and u|x>n the nperiority of

their commei al equipment, yet. singularly enough,

1 of the leading cities of the count ntd legally authorized

dated at | premium, while the usual means of payment

were inc ned without any sanction of law In

banks, railroads, mining a 'tnpanies and other firms. At the time

rhkfa 1 write, OOndttioni 1 led mch a state of demoraliza-

tion that any one who had a payment to nuke and felt so inclined.

instead ol paying cash. These notes in a majority of

cases offered no pro: immediate redemption; in the case of

some issues they frankly itated that the) would nofj be repaid when
the issuers deemed it advisable; in other cases they stated that due

notice of redemption would be given in the daily papers; occa-

sionally they purported to be payable to Richard Roe or John Smith,

or some othc: KS character; but ordinarily th launched

with the simple statement that they would be received by their

issuers and certain other affiliated firms. I made a collection at

that tune of nearly two hundred different varieties of this peculiar

com as the reritfrii will prohahrj igain occur when

a collection of private, illegal, irredeemable paper money can

v highly developed country. I anticipate that my collec-

tion will not improbably become in the future an object of curiosity

and I have several times had occasion to show samples of

uropean ham I have found that they excited

much cu: r nothing like them has been seen elsewhere than

in this country for the greater part of a century.

There were no less than twrutv-fivc thousand tanks in the
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country under ooQiklermtkm, but the majority o! them had suddenly

curtailed the facilities which they usually extended to the public

It was in the autumn month* just as bountiful CTODS, vastlj

in amount thoae of any other country In the world, w<

brought to market. DUl on account of the peculiarities of the banking

m these Ottld only he marketed with the
| diffi

culty and at a heavy loss. The 25,000 hanks were so singularly

unrelated and independent of eacfa other that the majority of them

had simultaneously engaged in a life and death contest with each

other, forgetting for the time being the solidarity of their mutual

interests and their common responsibility to the community at large.

Two-thirds of the banks of the country had entered upon an inter-

necine struggle to obtain cash, had ceased to extend credit to their

customers, had suspended cash payments and were boarding such

money as they had. What was the result? During a season when

nature was offering plentiful harvests, farmers and dealer! in

produce were refuted credit to handle their crops at the very

moment when credit was indispensable, and when they had every

reason to expect that it would be granted. The owners of factories

which had hitherto been working overtime were now for a similar

reason obliged to close them down. Railroads which had been

running to their utmost capacity suddenly found themselves bur-

dened with idle cars. Thousands of men were thrown out of work,

thousands of firms went into bankruptcy, and the trade of the

country came to a standstill, because the credit system of the country

had ceased to operate.

Such singularly crude forms of inconvertible paper money and

such general disorganization in the banking arrangements an unin-

formed foreigner would doubtless assume must have been the result

of a disastrous war. He would imagine that such a situation could

only have arisen as news of defeat after defeat had terrified men

out of their reason and made them despair of the survival of law

and government, but this was not the case. There was no disastrous

war, nor had there been any threat of war. There was not the

remotest hint of political revolution, nor were there disruptive labor

troubles. There had been no conflagrations or national catastrophes.

There was no explanation of the condition of the country's business

in the political, industrial and physical events of the time.

Unfortunately it is not necessary to mention the name of the
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litablc wdkJUBi 1 liave been describing

prop' in America would mistake the description for a

t condition! in l ihc Philippines, how*
^lad he might be to be . Jo so. We do not regard the

as >till undeveloped in motl reepecta, or as poorly

equipped with the institutions and arrant- and

yet the collapse of <»ur currency ami banking arrangements which

I ha I was not a unique experience in this coin

have occurred here before not infre-

quently and they have similarly been without any visible cause. In

1893, and twenty years before that, in 1X73, and intermittently

during the earlier phases of the count! ry, as well as in 1907.

a mi t the banks have impended paymentf, inconvertible

Mega] paper money lias taken the place of coin and legal tender

and the bntitietl of the country has been brought to an abrupt and

.ilt.

in none of the leading countries of Kurope during the

past hundred years, except in periods of war and revolution, has

there been any inch general coHapte of credit and general suspen-

0! the banks as that which I have been describing;. In Kngland

to go back to the period of the Napota - to find

a premium on money ! in this country in November

and December of 1907. In Germany no such Httpenaion of pay-

ments and premium upon money has occurred *incc the German

Empire was founded, nor, so far a> I know, among the German
- for a long time before. In France, even during the troubled

m 1870 to 1873. when the country was overwhelmed with

atastr..] another, including the war with Prussia and

omnnnne and the payment <>f the < ireal Indemnity, the premium

>in was one oca high as was the premium on

money in New York for several months in the quiet autumn of

1907.

I do not mean to imply that there has not been in these countries

an unceasing alternation of trade I ttd trade relaxation.

There have been fat years and lean 1 every country ever

red and Eve span. Nor do I mean to imply that

there have not been great failures of banks and business firms of

all - » occur until human honor and

human judgment and knowledge have bounds. In Great
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Britain powerful banks ha like the linn «»f Ovcrend Gu
in 1S66, the Rank of Glasgow in 1S7S. or the Baring Brothers in

1890. In France great hanking firms have gone t«'> the wall, like

the Union Generate in issj, and the Gompcoir d"Escompte in 1899.

In Germany there have ]>een great financial bankruptcies like that

of the Leipzigcr Hank in IOjOI. The essential and hn; fact,

howe this, thai upon all of these occasion^ there has been

leadership and the -ituatinn has been kept firmly in hand; there

has been no infectious panic and no general rout in which inn

and guilty alike were crushed to earth; the failures in each 0! 1

cases have been confined for the most part to the persons and firms

who had been responsible for previous excesses.

It was on account of this striking contrast between experiences

here in America and conditions abroad that the National Mot*

Commission, in undertaking its investigation of possible means for

improving the credit arrangements of this country, began by

examining the banking institutions, customs, and regulations of the

leading countries of Europe. If among other people in most respects

not unlike ourselves, financial panics do not occur and the credit

systems maintain themselves intact in the face of -tie-- and strain.

then the reasons for that difference require examination. In the

summer of 1908, shortly after the appointment of the commi

several of its representatives visited England, France and Germany,

the three countries of Europe in which conditions most closely

resemble our own, examining their banking systems by personal

interviews with the directors and managers of the leading banks

and arranging for the preparation of papers and monographs by the

leading authorities of those countries. Since then representative-

of the commission have also been deputed to investigate the banking

systems of most of the other leading countries, including Canada.

Scotland, Belgium, Sweden, Switzerland, Italy, Russia, Mexico, and

Japan.

In all of these countries the liveliest interest in the work of the

commission was manifested. It was borne in upon us time and

again that our problem was a world problem, and that Europe and

the rest of the world had suffered from the consequences of the

American panic of 1907 only slightly less than America herself. I

remember an interview in London during the summer of 1909 with

a representative of the Bank of Sweden, who told us how even in
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which seems to be f d from our own,

MSI had ur: | and h« Cfl the American panic of

1907, and 1 recall also in this connection a dispute h from Signore

Mine M : Italy. whom wc had invited to

are a pa|>er Upon banking conditions in Italy, and who cabled

back that be would be rtrj I tribute to the work of the

American Monetary Commission, BpOfl uliuh. as he believed, the

monetary peace of the cut led.

For two years the commission has bc< ting material con-

ing the hanking ijriteny of the more important countries. The
; >rs, bankers, government officials and un

l»rofessors in Europe end America, and even in the Orient, have

lhnted t<- the conn; j)iihlications, which constitute a

an forty volumes. The publications of the National

Monetary Commission thus furnish an unparalleled opportunity for

who are interested in American financial problems to make a

conditions and experiences here and abroad.

public and Congress are equipped to-day as they have never

been before in the case of any other great problem, with the most

ledge which the whole world has to offer.

No one can foresee what the commission may eventually agree

to propose, but without in the remotest manner pretending t«» indi-

whal the) are likely to recommend, it may not be inappropriate

n to some of the respects m which the hanking

arrangements of European countries differ from our own.

becai one believes that we ought to adopt, or that we could

adopt in this country, the Ipedfic arrangements of any other country.

hut became the experiences of the older world may possibly yield

some general tions which can be modified and adapted to our

own peculiar as. Him easily done, and in the remaining

pages I lhafl attention to certain broad and

in which the hanking practices and regulations of

all European OOUntrk and in regard to which banking

:n America, are peculiar.

I all. the American obscrv be impressed by

the fact that the haul :H parts of a CO-

< t less degree to common leader-

ship. N tttt what country JpOU have in mind, whether a
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monarchy or a republic, you will invariably find sonic sort ol

institution which, on account of its preponderant capital, its peculiar

prhrilegca, its relations to tb rnment, or on account <-f the

recognized dttintrrfttfdntiM of its policy, ia able to exert a con-

trolling influence over the other banking institutions. Its oft 1

are recognized guardians of the country's credit They turvej

conditions with an eye cast beyond the immediate future, and with

a regard directed not merely to the prosperity of one section, but

to the growth and development <>f all lections of the country. If

credit seems to be expanding feverishly at certain times or in certain

lines, their influence is directed to impede excessive advance It

a safely managed and solvent bank finds itself in temporary diffi-

culties owing to conditions which it COUld not have foreseen 0T

guarded against they will render assistance until the -train is

relaxed, and if, because of an unexpected catastrophe the confidence

of the community tends to he unsettled, they are able to prevent

the disorder from spreading. Such leading and influential institu-

tions, organized not with the primary object of obtaining dividends

for their stockholders, but organized and managed to support the

public credit and the common interests of the country, play a pre-

dominant role in the banking organization of every European nation.

Their functions and the details of their organization differ from

one country to another, but they coincide in the facilities which they

extend to other banks and the preponderant influence which they

exert over them, and in the fact that their officers and directors

recognize an unusual measure of public responsibility.

No phase of recent American banking is more striking than the

groping of our 25,000 independent hanks toward some coherent

organization and leadership. This fa shown not merely in the con-

solidation of great city hanks and the affiliation of banks and trust

companies, but in the development of association and joint control

through the clearing houses, and the absorption 00 the part of these

institutions of new and far-reaching function-. The adoption of

methods of mutual supervision through clearing house bank exami-

nations which has been so much in evidence in western and middle

western cities during recent y< ne step in this direction. The

more careful regulations governing the conduct of firms which are

admitted to membership in the clearing house, and with regard to

the non-member institutions which clear through members, about
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winch so nodi controversy has centered during recent years in

rk, is an«»thcr in Si the same tendency. Above all, the

retort to clearing house loan certificates in times of un settlement

h became so surprisingly general throughout the count I

1907 is the best illuM! in which our banks arc forced

under common leadership. It shows, too,

bow an ingenious people can improvise a needed institution if it

does not aire.. I Ik- operations; of the clearing house asso-

001 during the panic of 1007 were essentially akin to the

wiry functions of the Hank of England, the keichsbank, and the

Hank of France. With the hanks as customers, these clearing home
associations made loans on collateral, ^discounted notes, and made

the reserves of all of the hanks available for each other in prac-

tically the same way as do the itional banks of Europe. The
operations were of an identical nature, but there were two essential

differences in form and in measure of effectiveness First, the

arrai had to be devised in the stress of an emergency, ami

only began to opcrai the panic had become acute, and it

was no longer possible to forestall the general collapse. Second.

there was no general clearing house association for the country a*

a whole, ami even though the hanks of each locality were able by a

Delated expedient to pool their reserves and transform their com-

into available. Squid netti, there was no arrangement

nilar settlement of accounts as between different cities.

ed of each locality endeavor-

at the expense of every other locality—

a

spectacle which OOttld not have <*curred in any European country

and which we ought to make imj>ossiblc of recurrence here.

;>ect in which the banking arrangements of other

countries <litTer from those of our own Ha in the greater mobility

« ir reserve-. This i- partly <lnc to the absence of any remiire-

nunt that a nate minimum of actual cash be mainta

late against all deposits.—a requirement wh: * in our

national bank and has been copied to some extent in the

banking taws of most of the states, but which has no counterpart,

so far as I am aware, in the legislation of any other country in the

world. With us it fixes an uncompromising 1: e expansion

ms a.id discounts and prevents the reserves of our banks from
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really serving as re tn the instant thai the required

been touched, no matter boa I the need, if the

i.iw is stmtu enforced, no farther accommodation can be granted.

There arc no such rCJlrkUoni in other important countries where

most of the n arc pooled in the central institution and where

the usual practice m periods of nnsettlenient is to lend and discount

freely to all who have legitimate requirements. Thus panics STf

suppressed elsewhere as gypsy moths or other pests are suppressed,

while they are still in embryo. The requirement of an unusable

reserve again-t deposits is peculiar to our System alone. ( )ne

of the German bankers whom we interviewed last year, described

the American reserve system very aptly by comparing it to the

regulations with regard to cab-stands in the city of Berlin, where

the law demands that there shall always be at least one vehicle at

each of the appointed stands. Under this law, a man returning

home in the course of a wet and windy night and finding a cab on

the street corner may be unable to employ the cab because the law

provides that there must always he a reserve of one cab at each <d

the appointed stands. So, no matter what the exigency, no matter

how insistently a precarious situation in the financial world demands

a liberal extension of accommodation on the part of the banks, our

institutions, unlike those of any other banking system in the world,

are prevented from responding to these demands by this uncom-

promising restriction of deposits to an untrespassable maximum
proportioned to the cash reserves.

The reserves of the banks in European countries are more

mobile than our own for another and more important reason. In

England, or France, or Germany, or in any of the other important

countries, the banks are accustomed to consider as equivalent to

cash actually held in their own vaults, the balances held for them by

their great central institutions. If because of the seasonal recur-

rence of increasing credit demands, or on account of temporary

unsettlement of confidence, the reserves of the banks need to be

strengthened, such increases can always be effected by the indi-

vidual banks by transferring to the central institution some of their

bills-receivable, or commercial paper, and receiving in exchange

through the direct or indirect process of rediscount, an increased

balance upon the books of the central institution. As these balances

are regarded and treated as identical in everv way with cash, the

(486)
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•can bankfl aic wi.loly flexible, and the tanks arc

able at any r .ne within reasonable limits, to transform tlieir solvent

assets into available reter*i funds. At the same tune the pooling

of a large part ol the u-m 1 tanks in the central

it |*>sm! pplv without di>turhancc unusual

demands for in any particular part of the country as

well as at particular seasons of the year. The lack of any

Me and email) mobilized reserve power in Afl

. t the most conspicuous contrasts between American and Kuropean

banking arrangements.

iiird respect in which the drift of the world's tanking

a different direction from that of this country concerns the matter

of note issue. The tendency of n< ns in every other

try is manit< i concentration in its control. When
the great act of Sir Robert Peel in tablished the

n tlie basil <>n which it Standi t<. »lay there

were 279 tanks in England i-um. The act provided for the

gradual absorption of all of these is-m-N by the Hank of England,

and at t! t time there remain lr^s than thirty note issuing

banks outside of the Hank of England, with a total issue amounting

to le £500.000. of .nlv one per cent of the total issue. In

when the bank act of 1875 was adopted thirty two other

banks throughout the empire were bsniag notes to the extent of

135,000.000 marks, but that act. like the English act of 1&44. pro-

vided that as these banks forfeited their rights t<> circulation the

hsbank should be allowed to absorb their note issuing privileges.

To-day there remain in Germany only four note issuing banks aside

from the Reicbstank with a total note issue averaging less than

\c per cent of the whole. In Prance the Kink of France has

been the sole source of circulation for more than sixty years, or

•n in 1848.

nt yean a number of other lave brought

their tank note issue system into line with those just mentioned.

In Italy, beginning in matt entered upon a course

of legislation ten ard the concent i*Mic in the

Bank of Italy, and air which at th.it time were
ng notes, only three remain— the Hank of Naples and the flank

with minor privileges, and the Bank of Italv. fpomor for
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three-quarters of the total circulation of the country. When Japan.

emerging from feudalism, reorganized her banking system earl) in

the seventies ^hc adopted the American system of decentralized

issue, but after an experience of only a few years she turned t<>

pe for her models and adopted a system of centralized issue

patterned after that of the Bank of Belgium. In Sweden, one of

the last countries to change, down t<> [900 th« than

twenty-seven separate en>kil<lal>anks endowed with the privil

of issuing notes, but by legislation of that year, a centralization of

issue was arranged for, and since January 1, 1904, the Bank of

Sweden alone has had the privilege. Most recently of all in Switz-

erland, where for generations notes have been issued by a system

of cantonal banks, the Swiss National Bank, organised by the act

of 1905, has taken over the authorized circulation of the eleven

other institutions which up to that time had enjoyed the privilege

of note issue. The fundamental reason for the drift of the world

toward centralization in the control of note issue is not altogether

clear, but the main advantage probably lies in the possibility of

concentrating its control under a single body of men who are con-

scious of public ends and the opportunity which ensues for better

adaptation of currency supply to currency demand, for stronger

control over credit expansion and for wiser and more immediate

relief in times of emergency and incipient distrust

The importance of the question of note issue arrangements has

been very much exaggerated by writers upon currency reform in

this country. In the course of the last half century it has become

the custom of banks throughout the world, and more particularly

of banks in the Anglo-Saxon countries, to lend their credit in the

form of deposit accounts rather than in the form of notes; on this

account the matter of the issue privileges, which was formerly the

principal feature in banking legislation and the main subject of

discussion in banking literature, is ceasing to have the importance

which it used to command. The thought of the world moves
slowly, and it only recognizes essential changes in conditions reluc-

tantly and long after they have occurred. The banking problem as

it still presents itself to many financial writers is limited to the

search for improvements in the regulation of note issues, but in

reality this question has for decades only concerned a minor phase

of credit organization.

(488)
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the petition to present the details of the banking

-ins of Other countries. I have only intended here 10 *ket

broa lines some of the features that are common to the bank-

\ all of the other coontriei of the world

—

which Wf ni A i. k. and which perhaps may have

enabled other count

t

1 1 the rluctua' iei of business

than we have been able to do. I have not sketched

Of any single COttntrj ; I have in< >ered

her wli them all. I have no idea and no member
of tlu- i ion hftf Bed arrangements

and regulation! governing hanking in any otlur country are

applicable to the United States. I do believe, however, that some of

thr^ features which arc common to all other bank; ins should

be carefully examined before we make any attempt at do?:

reform, and, as I have endeavored to explain, the most distinctive

characteristics of Kuroj>ean hanking, in my opinion, are the greater

unity and coherence of their :i. the greater mobi!

1 the greater concentration of control in their note

ion.

The history of currency n in the l/nitcd States during

the last fort which any well-

irmed and intelligent American can point with pride At the end

the Civil War we found oUTSClvCI encuinl>crcd with an incon-

vertible paper currcn 'liat great

and fol -hereafter this currency circulated at a

•unt wl tures proposed varying plans for

its retirement and for the resumption of sj H Bents, only to

modify and rej>cal them. It in fact until 1871), or nearly a

• ration after the issue *^i the greenbacks, that the government

fulti 1 and undertook their redemption. From that

date for another generation mo Congresses dealt with the

problem of nhrei itll equally inaj»t vacillation, and it was

not until the year lOOO that the world was finally assured that this

coin Id continue to use as its monetary standard the metal

which had l>ccn the undisputed standard of all the other leading

nati 1 quarter of a century. V >n fronted to-da%

the third great currency problem <>f the last fifty years. We are

looking for the means of im; ur hanking system so that we
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may avoid for the future the wi<l< ;li which

American hosmess l perkKficaS) distressed, and through

which the rcs|x*ct for thi> country ahroad has been impaired. 1 lav-

ished our standard of value on the world- basis, w i

now toying to devise a banking system more worthy <»t" our p..siti<>n

in the world and better adapted to further the uninterrupted d<

opment of our great resources.

Fortunately in this greml task we air presented with a hum

resolving the complexities of the problem inch as lias n-
•

with regard to any Other problem in our history. We have a com-

mission of distinguished membership which is devoting it -elf with

deliberation to a scientific study of banking difficulties at home and

banking experience in the rest of the world. The commission in-

cludes representatives of all sections of the country, from states as

widely separated as Maine, Louisiana, Texas. Pennsylvania, Virginia,

Colorado, and California. At its head is a masterful leader, clear

thinking, unvisionarv and thorough, whose one ambition is to crown

a long career with a great constructive law. The outcome I am
confident will show that the members of this commission, whether

Republicans or Democrats, realize that the questions before them

are vital to the development of the common country, and that the

issues are of far too wide a scope to be treated from the viewpoint

of sectional interests or partisan politics.

The problem before the National Monetary Commission is

well suggested by its analogy with the problem of providing

protection against certain kinds of physical catastrophes, such

as fire. There are at least three ways to protect one's self and

belongings against loss by fire. One may equip a house with fire-

escapes and in case of a blaze make one's way out as best one can,

saving one's self but leaving home and possessions to destruction.

A better method is to equip one's house with fire extinguishers,

so that if an incipient blaze occurs one has the means to combat the

flames and to prevent the complete destruction of one's property.

The best method, however, of protecting self and home is by fire-

proofing the entire structure ; then there remains no real need for

anxiety, for only under conditions of extreme carelessness can any

considerable damage be accomplished by fire.

In the financial structure of this country we have seldom pro-

C 49o)
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vidcd any method of protection against possible disaster beyond the

means of escape, and even tbCM nw have generally left 10 be

impi |.ht- wa> under way. Under the to-called

land id ol llaj .v 1708. provision was made for

equipping our financial edifice with something akin to extinguisher*

in the shape ency associations and emergency currency to

ii the baakl OOUld rn lief in case of impending destruc-

tion. I'.ut tbetC l hers are limited usefulness. They

can only be employed after en let arc under way, and the law

only gave them a period of d ess of six years. The act of

1908 provided, however, that during these six years experts should

be engage.! t» examine int.. the methods of panic-proofing employed

in other I order tllti my Ik- deviled by which

00f <>un financial system may he x>fcd and panic risks lor

the future eliminated. I In- t the problem before the National

netary Commission.



FINANCING OUR FOREIGN TRADE

oucs I. Kent,
Vice-President, Bankers Trust Company, New York.

The foreign trade of the United States has increased during

the last l .rs about 370 per cent. The combined exporti and

imports in 1870 were exceeded by the exports alone in 1880, and in

1909 the total foreign trade was almost double that of 1880 and

amounted last year to $3,203,000,000. This increase in our foreign

trade reflected not alone our own marvelous development, but as

well the wonderful growth of trade throughout the world. The

United States stands third among the countries of the world, its

foreign trade being exceeded only by that of the United Kingdom

of Great Britain, whose total in 1909 reached $4,881,000,000, and

Germany with a total of $3,544,000,000; France was fourth with

$1,995,000,000.

Before considering the methods under which our trade \$

financed, it would be well to have in mind the nature of our for

trade, including in a general way the commodities imported and

exported and the points from which they emanate and to which

they go.

Imports each exceeding $100,000,000 in value:

Beverages, including coffee, tea and cocoa.

Silk and manufactures.

Hides, skins and leather.

Metals—copper, iron, tin and lead.

Under $100,000,000 and exceeding $75,000,000:

Sugar.

Various chemicals.

India rubber.

Wool and manufactures.

Under $75,000,000 and exceeding $50,000,000:

Manufactures of cloth and laces.

Fruits and nut*.

Wood and manufactures.

(49
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ler $5o,ooo,ocx> and exceeding $20,000,000:

Winei and spin

Diamonds ami predoai 1IOOM1

Tobacco.

commodr about seventy-seven per

of our imports in the \car 1909. Of the total imports $;

000,000 1 1 I nropc, $277,000,000 from North America. $

000,000 from South America, $190,000,000 from Asia, $32,000,000

va, $17,000,000 from Africa. Aside from the imports

1 tli An rally all of these commodities were

thn «gh l-.urope and a large proportion of this total through

km. The detail Ol tin- financing was largely carried on under

the instrument known as the commercial letter of credit. An
f the operation of the commercial Utter of credit will,

dote the methods and conditions under which our

rts arc financed.

commercial letter of credit is an authorization, say of an

Ami: nk to its London correspondent, to boaot draft

account drawn at various tenors by foreign shippers or others against

shipments of merchandise to this country. These credits arc o:

kinds, documentary and clean. Under the documentary credit the

London hank is authorized to accept draf ie account of the

American bank only when the bill of exchange is accompanied by

certain document bed in the letter of credit. These docu-

ay be the bills of lading for the goods, consular invoices,

insurance certificates and possibly other papers. Probably a large

requires that drafts be drawn at sixty or

nine: t. So many elements of danger are involve

financing commodities under commercial letter! of credit, even where

the control of the goods is given to the bank issuing the crc<l

igantt, that the financial standing of thOfC H I credit!

must Ik- the first consideration in their •nesty on the

of the shipper, resulting in a drawing under the credit against

ed documents or against shipments <»f inferior mcrehandi

always possible, and the financial responsibility of the buyer of the

all that stands between the banker issuing the credit and a

»ses.

In order to obtain a clear understanding of the working of a
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commercial letter of credit. \\c will take a concrete example and

follow its every transaction. An importer of coffee ( A | in New

Yotk purchases I certain number of bags of cotTcc from an exporter

i B) in r.razil. A agrees to rurnisfa B with a commercial letts

Credit B b not in POtStioO, We will lay, to await fche arrival of the

coffee in New York and the return of a remittance before receiving

his pay. A on the other hand is unable to remit B for the coffee

before its receipt and sale to his customer*, A goes to his banker

in New Yotk and requests him to authorize B to draw upon the

Xew York banker's London correspondent at ninety days' light with

bills of lading for coffee to the amount of the purchase attached to the

draft, consular invoice and insurance certificate. If B is to furnish

the insurance. If A's banker is Wilting to extend the credit he writes

I letter (or uses a printed form), requesting his London banker to

accept B's drafts uj>on presentation under the conditions already

mentioned and others of minor importance. This letter is issued in

duplicate, one copy going to the London banker, the other being

delivered to A. A then mails the copy received by him to P>. B

thereupon arranges to ship the coffee, obtains the bill of lading;

invoice, etc., and takes them with the copy of the credit to his

banker in Brazil. A draft is then drawn on the London bank under

the terms of the credit at ninety days' sight and is discounted by the

Brazilian banker, the proceeds being placed to the credit of B's

account or given to him in the form of a check or cash. The Brazil-

ian banker then forwards the draft and documents, except such

documents as the instructions may require to be forwarded direct

t» Xew York, to his London banker. He may secure discount of

the bill at once by cable or await its arrival in London before doing

so, or he may request his London banker to have the bill accepted

and hold it for maturity. If the bill is discounted the Brazilian

banker may draw against it immediately and thus put himself in

funds to purchase other coffee bills. Upon receipt of the bill by the

London correspondent it is presented to the London banker on whom
it i- drawn for acceptance. The acceptor bank examines the docu-

ments and if they are drawn according to the terms of the credit

accepts the draft and returns it to the correspondent of the Brazilian

bank, retaining the documents, which it then forwards to the New
York bank which opened the credit. In accepting the draft the

London bank has in effect agreed to pay it at the end of ninety days,

(4<H I
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made and the an gad to the account of the issuing New
lc bank. Upon i< the New Y.-ik bank

them t" :ner tsodcf a iru>t receipt or agamat col-

li, and the latter i>N then in position to obtain the goods. Ten
the hill of excha . u- m London t! \ ork

bank the amount from A. together with ttie commission

agreed Upon when the Credit was Opened, and remits the amount

idon banker to Died the d '» all such transactions the

:.»n banker, while HOI hun-clr ng any mone\. is extend

ing I srgei the New York bank a. comniis-

The result is that we arc paying tribute to European ban

amounting to an immense sum annually for the purpose of Jinan

our imports.

The t London exchange is more marketable generally

throughout the world than \ li exchange is one of the prin-

! reasons why it is necessary for us to I ijh.u I .oikloo

ad of upon itic Another reason lies in the doubtful

authority of American banki to accept time drafts upon thewad
ur foreign trade should become extended enough to make

Ken Y.ik exchange thoroughly marketable in all parts of the world.

hank u in this country would have to be changed somc-
• before we could am the coat <»f the commi r accept -

DOW pay to for< ken. We must expect.

fore, to continue tO pay Europe commissions for a«

well hi and insurance in Carrying on our foreign trade until

our laws arc changed 1 beae three items undoubtedly go a long

toward offsetting our favorable trade balance in merchandise.

Our imports arc distributed generally throughout the Tinted

s. The importers, however, arc mostly situated at the ports

of entry. A very large proportion of them obtain their credits

through New York bstitul JthOQgh some of them deal direct

with bankers. Imports may be stored in bonded wait

H without the payment of duty until audi time as the importer

es to obtain the goods for deliver t.» his customers, provided

are not left I I three years. The interest saved on the

tit n( duty payment! thus tfclayrrl i- quite an item and enable*

our importeri t«» ihip to this country many classes of goods at the

low rates that order* in bulk make possible, which thev could only
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otherwise import in small quantities and at high prices. While

practically all classes of our imports ire distributed generally to oof

people, yet our exports arc largely Hie center o! our

manufacturing industries Kiel DOl lar from the center of the State

of Ohio. The a 'ton area is in Mississippi, o! our

corn area in the western central part ol Illinois, of our wheal in

Iowa and of our total farms in central Missouri. Our export

made up of products from these various areas, the centers of which

have been continually moving westward and will probably continue

to do so for some years yet ( >ur principal export is cotton, which

in recent years has averaged about $650,000,000 annually. Other

exports are copper, iron and steel, $250,000,000; meats and dairy

products, $150,000,000 (a sum which has been decreasing annually

for several years) ; corn, wheat and flour, $125,000,000; oil, $103/

000,000, and other commodities totaling under $100,000,000 but

exceeding $25,000,000 in about the following order: Lumber,

leather (manufactured and unmanufactured), tobacco, coal and 1

cotton manufactures and agricultural implements) all together

amounting to seventy-seven per cent of our total exports.

Probably a smaller proportion of our exports is financed by

means of commercial letters of credit than of our imports. Different

commodities are handled in accordance with special customs which

have grown up around them, due partly to trade conditions and

partly to the nature of the products. Sellers of grain usually draw

at sixty days' sight upon the foreign buyer instead of under a bank

credit. These bills, under the customs prevailing in most foreign

countries, may be rebated by the foreign buyer whenever he dc

to obtain the goods at the "bank rate" or one per cent under the

bank rate, or such other rate as custom in the country on which the

drafts are drawn requires. Such drafts, with bills of lading and

such other documents as are necessary, are purchased by American

banks and are forwarded by them to their Iuiropean correspondents.

The American banker is obliged to advance the money on such

paper, unless he draws his own time bills against them, until such

time as they are rebated. In the case of grain bills the average time

rebated is probably around fifty-six days, which places the American

bank in possession of demand foreign exchange, against which it

can draw in order to reimburse itself with the loss of a very few

days' interest.

f4*
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Flour hills, which arc financed in the same manner as grain

ill) run nearly to maturity before they are rebated, although

the OOOd unt market sometimes influences the pur-

chaser, and causes him to take the bills up more promptly. Many
jgn shipments are made under three day sight bills, which uses

the :; ! >.mks making the advance from four

to seven days or more, depending BpOB whether the laws of the

huh the hills are drawn aOofi grace or not and whether

the hilU are purchased with intervening days before the sailing of

( >thcr classes of bills are drawn at sight. This includes

a portion of our lumber shipments and miscellaneous articles. Where
shipments arc made on sailing vessels are frequently drawn

months1

right, and many other transactions go through

against cable paymei

As nearly forty per cent of our exports consist of cotton, the

Od under which it i- financed is worthy of special consider.!

re ordinarily of two kinds: documentary' payment bills

and bills drawn upon hankers. Documentary payment hills, which

arc drawn ujR>n cotton merchants or spinners at sixty or ninety days

or other tenors, arc handled in the same manner as flour bills.

The OOtton merchant accepts the draft upon presentation and rebates

it when tin goods arrive, or when he desires to obtain the cotton.

iall percentage of OOtton is handled in this way. Most of the

d by means of credits opened by the foreign

r through his hanker. Various abuses have developed under

ni. w hich have caused losses running into millions of dollars

us partis d in carrying the transactions to

their do se losses have only been possible because of the

turning over of c the foreign buyers to irresponsible con-

in America in their endcavnr t«» obtain cotton at lower prices

than their compel makes arrangements with

is to cahle him offers of cotton. The
\ hose offers are accepted receive cablegrams from

the h
. them of the acceptance of their offers and giving

them the names of the foreign bankers on whom the drafts in pay-

ment of the cotton are to be drawn. The American sellers there-

ship the OOttOfl tQ the buyer under hilts of lading drawn to the

shipper's order and endoraod in blank. The bills of lading are then

rafts drawn upon the bankers designated by the buyer
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at the given tenor, which is usually sixty or ninety days. This

exchange is then sold in the market to the highest bidder or it Kl

forwarded to Men York to be sold in the same manner upon an

The Ann have no moans whatever of <i<

nating whose bills shall be upon the market, as the sellers are all

agents of the European buyers. The American exchange houses

in their need for exchange to meet the demands of their imp.

have accepted the bills offered in the market, each exchange man

endeavoring to keep nil "water line" on weak names as low as pos-

sible. If the European buyers only dealt with first-cjass houses only

first-class bills would be offered, but when they deal with second- or

third-rate bouses, or houses with no standing whatever, such hills

drawn upon prime European banks come upon the market.

The American exchange buyers having the cotton as collateral

while the drafts are on the water, and then having the acceptance of

a prime European bank for the sixty or ninety days following before

maturity of the draft, have accepted these risks, although unwil-

lingly, for want of better bills. They endeavor to protect them-

selves as far as possible by trying to buy bills only of those in whose

honesty they have reason to believe, whether they have any capital

back of them or not. If the cotton were actually shipped under a

bona fide order, any fluctuation in the value of the cotton which

they accepted as collateral, although taken entirely without margin,

would probably cause them neither loss nor friction. They have run

the risk, however, of having forged documents forced upon them

which did not represent goods, or exchange that was drawn without

authority. Lines which exchange buyers are willing to take from

each cotton shipper before acceptance, and the name of a prime

European banker is added to the paper, have to be base<l upon this

consideration.

In the spring of 1910, forged and fraudulent bills of lading for

cotton were attached to drafts that were sold in the foreign exchange

market, which resulted in serious losses to both foreign and domestic

buyers and bankers. The foreign bankers thereupon appointed a

committee to investigate the matter and to recommend some means

under which bankers accepting drafts for cotton could be protected
This committee instead of coming to America met in England,

which being so far from the seat of the trouble made it impossible

for it to get at all of the facts. The committee arrived at a decision

U98)
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not at all in accordant with the requipments nor the possibilities

ic case. A resolution was then passed demanding that Ameri-

can exchange buyeri guarantee the genuineness of the signature on
all bills of lading and the further fact that the goods had actually

been delivered t«» the railroads In the meantime American bankers

and railroad men « tings for the purpose of changing

Methods under which hills of lading were issued in such manner

as to make fraud mot It and the risk undertaken by foreign

bankers in accepting drafts with cotton bills of lading attached a

more reasonable one. A system <>f validation was agreed upon

r which
^
through order notify

91
bills of lading are to have

!. which proclaim the authority and
guarantee the genuineness of the signature of the railroad agent.

I he c to be charged to the agents and
audited in the same manner as is done with passenger tickets. They
arc to be numbered and printed upon a specially protected water-

mark pa] arc to be at ills of lading in such

mam >il>lc to remove them without

ertificatcs will serve a number of pur-

poses and among others will make it possible for those who wish

to advance money upon bills of lading to determine with some cer-

tainty whether the bills are genuine.

The old form of the cotton bill of lading which has been signed

I agents <>r their f)fff*ffa*rti or others has been an instru-

ment not possible to authenticate. This was particularly dangerous,

due to the manner in which bills of lading were issued. They were

erlv given out to the shippers, who filled them in and returned

them to" the railroad agent, who in turn often signed them without

having any la ge as to whether the goods called for by the

e in his possession or not. Under the new system,

didated bills of lading are to be given up until the goods are

actually in possession of the railroads. This system went into effect

I'm),' and it !cntl\ hoped that it will give suf-

ided safety to the bills of lading of American railroads to

:n bank

i

The very act of guaranteeing such bills is recognixed by foreign

hankers as being wrong in pfi ind while they are requesting
that American exchange buyers guarantee bills of lading for exports

yet on the other hand thev particularly call attention to the fact that

ISO)
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no bills of lading which pass through their bauds for in the

Tinted States arc teed by them in in) way. shape or manner.

This glaring inconsistency and abrogation of a principle even while

it is l>eing stated. . be attributed to a lack of proper coi

n of the sol no doubt, however, but that the

tc matter will he adjusted in a manner which will be fair to all

concerned. It was quite natural that the tremendous losses incurred

through the recent frauds should have at fust caused extreme action

to have been taken, hut it is confidently hoped that our exports of

cotton will be handled this coming season without friction or delay.

This being the ease-, the time hills upon foreign hankers will he dis-

counted abroad and the proceeds used to pay for our import

usual.

The money to finance both our imports and exports is lai

furnished by foreign hankers or discount companies. This is of

great value to the old countries where capital has accumulated thai

would otherwise lie idle, and it is of great value to the United

States as it enables us to use our own rapidly multiplying capital to

develop our country and onr industries. In the case of both imports

and exports, while the actual capital is largely furnished abroad, our

own hanking institutions are primarily extending the credits, either

through an authorization to fore.gn hankers to charge drafts drawn

under commercial letters of credit to their accounts at maturity in

the case of imports, or through the endorsement of hills for exports.

Our bankers consequently first feel the necessity for gold shipments,

as their inability to meet their obligations with exchange on the one

hand or to find a market for their exchange on the other calls for

the exportation or importation of gold.

Our imports average about the same amount monthly through-

out the year, except during the time of a financial crisis or a change

in the tariff. We have then had sudden fluctuations in the imports,

which have been very marked. For instance, in 1907 our imports

fell off after November from $110,000,000 a month to $92,000,000

in December and $84,000,000 in January and February of 1908. and

again in the year 1909 great quantities of merchandise were brought

in anticipating expected changes in the tariff, which were being con-

sidered that year.

The exports, on the other hand, do not go out regularly, but

are much larger in the fall and winter months than during the sum-

00)
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mer month v I he reason i«>r tin Ik- fact that a large pro-

portion of ou tt is made u; ious crops which ripen in

the summer and mature in the fall. A larger amount of exchange,

then : -m our merchandise ex|>orts after tlie summer

to pay f«»r our imports. Dm
changing their character

nd ni.u. up a lar. entage of the

Ii it were not tremendous exporti of cotton, m

will Ittdoubfc the time being in Spate <•! tlie more

or less spasmodic attemj is foreign countries to grow

Dial bod ;
• rts would soon become

as regular as our import as the increase in proportion of

manufactured products, which can be produced and dipped equally

asons of the year, has a tendency to equalize monthly

shipi: • will ha\ ujx.n foreign exchange rates

and cause them t-» rule more uniformly throughout the year, except

at such times as they may be influenced through extraordinary

occurrcn- treme baying or selling of stocks by for-

eigners, panics, unusual differences in the value of money in the

different countries, etc.

In summary, it may be said that our foreign trad* is actually

financed Ion and partly in Paris. Berlin and other

pean tinanci. at at the ri-k and upon the crctl:

•iking institutions. We pay Europe interest and com-

an«l. while we have been content

lo so in tl the future will find a shifting Ol the load on

nr own shoulders to a consklerable extent TW a ill come about

more and more as our Boating capital find »r use in

id in th< potent <»f <»ur resources. Such a

uion will, of course, be greatly retarded by our banking laws,

but when the necessity becomes sufficiently great they will be

changed Then the laws of supply and

demand will be allowed free action ami will he unhampered by

I and um ions In the meantime, while our

influence will be great, our actual international, financial force will

continue to be comparatively small: but the day will surely come

wher among the nations of the earth as a

real commercial power.
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THE EXTENSION OF AMERICAN BANKING l\

iREIGN O tUNTRIES

r.v S ami el Mi Roberts,

PJN •-uli-nt. I he National City Hank of Now York

Until recent tunes foreign affairs have commanded compara-

tively little public interest in the United States, hut with the broadef

|K)litical position of the nation resulting from the Spanish war and

the establishment of a more definite and continuous foreign policy,

the interest in our international relations has become much into

fied. Along with this quickened interest has come a more general

>tudy of our commerce abroad. This study is partially inspired by

the general interest in our foreign political relations, but more

potently stimulated by the realization that we are reaching the point

where, as a nation, we have need at home for those materials and

food products which have in the past constituted the bulk of our

export trade. Although we have had an increased production during

the last three years, our export of unmanufactured food product- hai

declined forty-two per cent, and the export of food products partially

manufactured has diminished twenty-two per cent. This decrease

has been so marked as to strengthen the conviction that the contri-

bution of foodstuffs that the United States is able to make to the

outside world is steadily diminishing, both in actual value and in the

percentage of our exports which this class of goods represents.

Practically all our public lands have passed into private and pro-

ductive ownership, and the growing need for our agricultural

products, at home, has been such that the competition in domestic

markets has raised the price until the exporter is unable to meet the

competition of foreign producers. Wheat has, for a large part of

the time during the last two years, been steadily above parity for the

Liverpool maoket. American beef, at current prices, can compete in

London with the products of Australia and Argentina only in a

limited section of the trade. Not having tillable public lands in

reserve, we can increase our production only by more intensive

processes and on a higher basis of cost. As a consequence, we are
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necessarily turning to manufactured products to maintain our bal-

ance of trade uiih other nations.

In the past the |nroplc of the United States have concentrated

jM.n don blcms ; enormous resources had to be

loped and a
i nation established. By logical sequence it

American is not a cosmopolitan ; that he is indiffcr-

1 to approach business problems with a clear under-

ling of the world's needs. The growing necessity for a trade

abroad in manufactured articles is forcing the American into a com-

parer h he is admirably equipped in all save

experience and the in is constituting the machinery of such

n *1 products—necessities abroad—
have easily been mar, juiring no such equipment or skill as

the merchandising of manufactured goods when in competition with

nun who long have occupied the field. American

hailtl and, to some extent, the American public, arc beginning

to recognize thi^ situation. I mm an attitude of complaisant supcri-

they are becoming aroused to an intelligent examination of for-

: kcts, and to a cornprehensii u of the conditions that must be

nd the equipment necessary to successful operation.

Is for this foreign merchandising, obtainable through

idnal application, can be readily acquired; the particular cus-

oi a market, the characteristics of the people, and the class and

quality of the goods desired. But that part of the equipment for

foreign commerce, which provides transportation and financial

not to be procured by individual efforts. It can be

obtained only through the organization of certain specific forces

h as units of capital, highly specialized knowledge

and the authority and co-operation of governments. It is the acquir-

f this part of the equipment for foreign commerce that presents

the more serious problem.

It has long been a subject for comment that Americans are

usly content to do their international business through the

banks of their foreign competitors. That they have done so at any

time, contentedly or not, is inconsistent with American character-

. That they continue to do so, after having imanfri an

mous banking capital and a foreign trade of mon
000,000, calls for some explanation. Whatever the past causes for

such inaction mav have been, it is no longer to be

(J
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the ground of indifference. The necessity for the establishing of

American banks abroad, in the aid of commerce, has been repeatedly

and persistently pointed out by American travelers, the consular

fee, the State Department of our Government and the public

press; and of late it has been so insisted upon as to augur an oblique

criticism of the initiative and intelligence of American haul,

American banks in foreign markets would be powerful aids

to the upbuilding of our commerce ; manifestly and for the subjoined

reasons are they indispensable

:

First. They would furnish a direct financial exchan

Second. They would provide a safe and efficient means of

obtaining credit-information, independent as to foreign merchant]

and impartial as to American exporters.

Third. They would correctly present to foreign customers the

standing of our own export houses.

Fourth. They would furnish capital or credit at the foreign

market.

Fifth. They would bring American financial interests in touch

with foreign enterprises, which, if exploited, would create business

for the American exporter.

A direct financial exchange is important because it puts the

least burden on the business and is most readily understood and

relied upon by the merchant. The difficulty in obtaining a direct

exchange with another country comes not only from the dearth of

American banks abroad, but from the legal restrictions that obtain

as to domestic banks. One of the fundamental principles of Euro-

pean banking practices is that a bank is permitted to sell its good

name in lieu of money advanced or a credit placed at the disposal

of a borrower. An English manufacturer purchasing materials

abroad does so through personal representatives or local firms

appointed as agents. When a purchase is made, knowing that the

goods must be paid for before shipment, he receives from his banker,

commensurate with his financial standing, a credit, to the effect

that the bank will accept (guarantee payment) sixty- or ninety-day

drafts drawn by the foreign agent with shipping documents attached.

These shipping documents are so made as to give the holder of the

full sets of bills of lading an absolute control of the goods until they

reach their destination. The agent, armed with this draft and the

shipping documents, is enabled immediately to place himself in funds

(5°4>
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ition of thif instrument ; tad the purchaser of the di

is absolu bected until i he hill of exchange is accepted by the

lish hanl whom, in con is acceptance, the

Hnenfl im: enables the European
(i countries at a minimum

cost; and it has cootribttto

simple ami fnexpemifi means of bridging the seas

could be secured to the Ann: chant in cither of two ways;

Hairing lea with branches abroa*

through the domestic banker's acceptance of the merchants* drafts.

It hut American banks had branches abroad, the merchant's deposit

in the parent hank Cptlld readily Ik* ma' blc at any Oi

; or if an Ami nk, well known abroad,

lit to that o! the merchant's b] ;marantccing his

lance with established business mage, he conld

deal (fired with all tl- rid.

the American banks have no branches ahroad, and they are,

more <1 by law from making time acceptances or other-

wise < r ; and in consequence the Amcri-

I to employ the serticci oi Kuropcan hanks to

finance 1 na. This facility, of course, must needs be

: name of the European banker is not sold

cheaply. As a result, the American im|>ortcr must establish his

cred: »r suffer the incunvenienci . delay ami cxpenae

of an in.! bange. A lik ge confronts the exporter,

:e identical Conditions thl I payment in BlirOpfM drafts

made those same European drafts the moat avaflahk exchange for

the purpose of collection. ThttS the European hanker takes toll of

our commerce, be it export or import. In addition t<» the immediate

handicap, resulting from indirect exchange, the American suffers

the qnotationi of the markets

of th arc expressed in the nomenclature of Kurope—marks.

• pounds itcrling ackjom i( n American del

in, in naming his price. imavoidahlv direct* the

mini! the European competitor, rurtlicrmore,

American prestige suffers seriously from thc<e indirect financial

tran- lcrica conducting her foreign trade through the

hanks of her neighbors is in about as commanding a position as is a
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i in a large iit\ tii.it i- n<>t member <'t the Clearing House

Association.

Apart from the question of i . the American merchant

in extending hi> trade, suffers from the lack of intimate contact

and confidential relations with the husiness life of other count

which can best be supplied 1>\ resident American bankers. Under

the present state of affairs, if he would inform himself as to par-

ticular trade conditions, as to the standing of a customer or make

any of the confidential inquiries that are incident to business, he must

seek some other firm that ifl engaged in the same territory in which

be b operating, or a hanker having much closer affiliations with his

competitors in Europe. There has been an effort made to supply

thi> deficiency through the mercantile agencies, but the people of

South America and the ( )rient do not take kindly to the interroga-

tion of such agents ; and the information, which otherwise would

be readily obtainable by a hanking institution, is often withheld and

the inquiry resented. American banks abroad would be dependent

iieir prosperity very largely upon the extent of American com-

merce in their territory, and, by reason of self-interest, would be

the most potent promoters of American enterprise, just as experi-

ence has proven the European international bank to be a vitalizing

element in the all-nations trade of Europe. Excepting the United

States, every important country that is engaged in the exporting

of manufactured products, has furnished the facilities under notice

for trade through the extension of its banking system to foreign

territory. The customs of banking and the laws of the various

European commonwealths are not unfavorable to the upbuilding of

international banks, consequently the European banking house may
set up its branches to the ends of the earth. English hanks are as

universal as commerce, while those of Germany, France and Italy

are co-extensive with German, French and Italian trade. For illus-

tration, take a certain English international bank as being typical

under the British system. This is a bank incident to the English

interests in South America. Its home office is in London and, as

an institution, it is a citizen of England and under the protection

of that government's foreign policy. It has branches in Valparaiso,

Santiago, Iquique, Antofogasta, Copiapo, Coquimbo, La Serena,

Chilian, Concepcion, Punta Arenas and Ovalle. Chili; Buenos Aires,

Mendoza, Bahia Blanca and Rio Gallegas in the Argentine Republic

;
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Montevideo, Uruguay and Oruro, liolivia, ami additionally tome

forty-five a^r ;>arts of South America. The ease,

afety for financial transactions, afforded to the Eng-

Btfl and I»i> interest*. »n that part of the world covered by this

hi Ik- appreciated at a glance. The banking systems

i which tlu-M- btakl are operated make it possibh | t<>

e the en ! funds of tb station where and as

led. an. I, by means of the power of acceptances, to furnish the

most stable and least cxp< ijf for the transference of cr«

Unt ly, no such freedom has been granted the banking

nerica. The United States has only one international

bank, operating chicily in the Far Bajt This unique position of a

nation attempting to build a foreign commerce without the equip-

I of foreign banks is due to the restrictions of the American

banking laws,—restrictions that in effect prohibit the letting up of

inch institutions. The National Hank Ait u^ gnactfd at a time

, little thought was
g e. It was drawn

th an eye on the internal m I I study of it> text leads

one to the coi that its author not only failed to nuke any pro-

rcign banki: UUwitUugljr, prohibited it by the

m of the act.

Under C conditions it Ki {>ossiblc to establish a bank in

the United States in one <>f three ways: under the National Hank

\*t. a> i national bank ; under -tatc law as a state bank. <»r by means
of a co-partnership as a private bank.

Section 5190 of the Unit* Revised StltUttl pari «>f the

nal Banl forth the foil fid

:

The usual business of each national banking association shall be

acted at the office or banking house located in the place specified >

organization certificate.

been interpreted by every Comptroller of the

Cur: prohibiting a national bank from establishing branches.

The «m to this prohibition has come by the conversion

ate banks into national institutions under the authority of

which dedan

It shall be lawful for any bank or banking organization

State laws and having branches the capital being joint and
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used by the mother bank and branches in definite proportion, to become a

national banking association in conformity with rwisfhn laws, and to maintain

in operation its branch* h i>nc or more of them as it may d
i. the amount of the circulation redeemable at the mother bank

branch to be regulated by the amount of capital assigned to and used by each.

Under this section, only, the following named banks have been

retted from state into national hanks, retaining their branches

under the provision of this section:

FifBt National Bank, Milton, Ore. ; branch located at Freewater,

( >re. ; converted July 23. u;o8.— Bank of California ( National Asso-

ciation), San Francisco, CaL ; branches at Virginia City, Nev., Port-

land. Seattle and Tacoma, Wash. ; converted February 5,

1910.— PascagOOla National Bank, Mosfl Point, Miss.; branch at

Scranton, Miss.; converted March 14, 1907.—First National Bank.

Pontotoc, Miss.; a branch at Ecru in same state; converted Feb-

ruary 21, 1908.

State banks, under the laws of but few states, are allowed to

have branches outside of their immediate states and possibly abroad
;

but, if it were permissible to convert them into national banks, their

branches would have to be designated before such conversion could

be effected, thus making the organization inflexible as to its subse-

quent growth, either as to the number of branches or the amount of

capital available for their separate use. It is true of the greater

majority of the states that a bank, organized under state law, is

restricted to one place of business, or, at least, to branches in the

city specified by its charter as the place where its business is to DC

conducted. Mostly all of the states prohibit any foreign corpora-

tion, other than a national bank, from receiving deposits, discounting

notes, or carrying on the usual transactions of banking within the

borders of the state. The International Banking Corporation, char-

tered under a special act of the legislature of the State of Connec-

ticut, has an organization with branches in England, China, the

Philippine Islands and Panama, with its principal executive office

in New York. But, withal, it can do no banking business in New
York, and, perforce, is obliged to carry on its transactions in thif

country through an agency, on exactly the same basis as banks of

foreign countries, a hindrance technically valid under the law, but,

in equity, a poor recognition of the patriotic spirit and intelligent

enterprise that prompted the founding of that institution.
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ate or co-partnership banks are necessarily too restricted

as to capital and resources and too unstable in ionization to

command the credit and prestige necessary to foreign operation.

Foreign corporations are exel n the banking field here and
in many of the foreign countries as well.

From the foregoing it is plainly evident that, under the pro-

of the law, it in imjM.sviMe to establish a bank with

aafaip that could conduct a banking business

at any important point in the United States and, cotemporancousjy,

do a primary business abroad.

It there I to be a normal growth in the foreign commerce of

the United States there must be an extension of our banking system,

adequate to lie con<! inposed upon the American

merchant in his 1 >n with the rest of the world. Obviously

] an extension would be to expand

cope of our banking laws, so as to give some legal basis for the

international THl might be accomplished by permitting

the establishment of a new class of banks,—these banks to be under

of the Federal Government to the

same extent as are now the national banks.—giving them all the

powers vested in national banks, with the added privilege of cstab-

Bshing branches abroad, together with the liberty of making time

acceptances of foreign drafts or other forms of commercial exchange

mating abroad. Due caution could be observed by putting a
ttion upon the power of such banks to lend their cr.

rictmg the amount of outstanding guarantees to a

roportion of their resources,—just as custom and the set-

as to sound banking now limit such operations on the

of European banks. The same result could well be achieved by

ding these privileges—subject to regulation—to all national

banks of upon the approval of the Secretary of the

Treasury and the Comptroller oi the (urn | her course would

open the way for the international bank, with its headquarters at

one of the centers of trade in this country and its branches covering
finite field of commerce abroad and with strength of capital

that would give prestige and stab hi most inferior

or, to the same end. national bank with the power to

where the needs of its patrons would make
profitable tensions. Thus situated, such banks would be cnti
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tied t*» the full protection "i the Federal Government in the proper

exercise of their functions abroad; but, if subject to tlu supervision

and regulati era, they would be powerless to

embarass our government in its foreign relations. And no good

reason presents itself why Mich banks could not be given efficient

•l. Examination! of foreign branches, co-ordinately

with the parent bank, could be made by consuls or other resident

government I appointed as deputy examiners for such a pur-

pose. The four national banks, previously mentioned, have been

regularly examined since their conversion from state banks, and,

too, without administrative difficulties. Substantial precedents have

already been created for the federal supervision of banks in a non-

contiguous territory. There are four national banks in Hawaii, one

in PortO Rico and two in Alaska. These banks are regularly exam-

ined and reported upon by deputy examiners resident at the several

localities mentioned.

In brief, this extension could be brought about by amendments

in the National Hank Act that would affect neither the present status

of our domestic banks, nor would it incur the dangers and disad-

vantages that have been so unremittingly urged by the opponents of

a revised banking system. Such a modification of our banking laws

would disturb no vested interests and would confer no special privi-

lege. Instead, it would open the foreign field equally to all sections

of the country and secure to our foreign trade a normal develop-

ment along the lines of the least resistance. This country, to-day.

is employing a hanking capital of $3,700,000,000, represented by the

capital and surplus of its banking institutions ; and w hen we com-

pare this with the £84.000,000 of English banking capital, it can

hardly be questioned that we arc fortified abundantly to finance our

own foreign commerce, and that the opportunity for so doing would

straightway be turned to profitable account. Such a move would he

timely from the standpoint of our present necessities, and would be

a most important and logical step toward enabling the United States

eventually to become a creditor nation.
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ISII METHODS OF LENDING AS CONTRA.^
WITH AMl.kh AN

Laurencr Mrrti.n J ungg,

Of the N

Dis- ics bctwci-ii English and American method* of lend-

ing are extraordinary in sign >au in muuUr. The

points of contrasts ma> be allribuled m tin- Int instance

in geographical or physical The restricted

area of England has made it peculiarly dependent upon other

count raw materials and f«»r markets f«>r its tnanufact

It ha ;hm<l tlu concentration of a large part < :

energies on the development of it n trade The vast extent

oi the tinted States, on the other hand, has placed ns under no

similar | as to markets and materials. Great natural

resources have enabled us to work with a wide margin of profit.

England in its foreign trade has been compelled to work with a

much narrower margin. < es in margin* ol profit new
ferences in necessity as to metsora of economy, and herein we find

the true basis of the more important element I of variance as respects

English and American hanking practice.

The effect of m< on the profit! arising from the devel-

opment of natural resources, in mining, in the raising of grain and

cotton is rcla nail. On the contrary it i* an item of prime

importance in manufacturing iiKJItttlki, particularly in a country

situated as i- >ur ship|>er receives payment raw

cotton through the sale of time hills of exchange drawn on London

'.verpool as the case may be. The amount of dollars which he

will receive for a given amount of sixty days' sight sterling bilk

depends directly on the rate at which these bills can be discounted

in the London market, a high rate acting as a deduction from the

price at which the sale and purchase of the cotton were arranged and

a low rate having the opposite effect. The shipper, in other words,

wants to be able ! -ut his hills at a low rate. I f he can do this

it means, other things being equal, a slightly higher price for his

cotton. Conversclv. it means that he can afford to take a slightly
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lower price to the ultimate Advantage of the English manufacturer

of cotton goods. Whether, therefore, the discount rate is three per

cent or five per cent ia of material consequen ich manufac-

turer, adding to or lessening His cost of production and goinj

id determining his ability to compete in foreign mark

Likewise the probability of DO extraordinary fluctuations in

discount rates is of value in that it makes possible forward contracts

for purchases of materials upon a favorable basis. A seller who

can be reasonably sure that he will be able to discount his bills

three or four months later at three per cent Of four per cent or

per cent will naturally be willing to take a less price for his

goods than if there was a possibility of much higher rates prevailing

at the time of the fulfilment of the contract.

The enormous responsibility which falls upon the English bank-

ing system to keep down money rates and to prevent wide fluctua-

tions finds no counterpart in the United States. It is perhaps due

to the fact that in England the function of the banks in lessening

the cost of materials entering into manufactures and of imported

food supplies is a matter of more or less general recognition, and

banks are left comparatively free of legal restrictions which might

tend to lessen their ability to meet the exigencies of the situation;

whereas our comparative self-sufficiency in the matter of food sup-

plies and raw materials has had the effect of minimizing popular

interest in the workings of our banking laws and making difficult

reforms which would inure to the public good. It is, at any rate,

this difference in responsibility which accounts in a considerable

degree to differences in methods of lending.

The most striking peculiarity of English banking practice, when

brought into contrast with our own, is the use in the London money
market of time bills of exchange as a basis for short loans, for a

day or for a week. An explanation may be found in the fact that

the extension of British foreign trade has carried with it the crea-

tion of a great amount of time bills of exchange, whereas the devel-

opment of a new country of large area, such as the United St

occasioned the issue of a large amount of stocks and bonds of rail-

roads and other industries, so that the loans of our American banks

and English banks are naturally based upon quite different classes of

securities. This explanation, however, is not sufficient. It does not

take account of the fact that, as a basis for loans, according to Eng-
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>angc ar« to rank side by side with

tifth consols and other government guaranteed securities. It

affords no reason why hills of exchange are made in the estiim

h banker to rank above, so far as their utility as a basis

short loans is concerned, Knglish railroad, industrial and
municipal bonds and stocks which are not only sound in thcmselve*

a hose total is amply sufficient. The real explanation goes back

(Terence in necessity of maintaining low and stable money
rates. In fan a further, though closely n!

! America^ hanking objective*,

:» is that England's prestige in the t Id h
bound up in the preservation of London's position as the interna-

.! banking center, while in a country as large as th<

inking capital is necessarily spread over a wide area, a

nulitates ag.i ccntration in New York

and relieves us of any immediate ambitions vst London's

As differentiated from stocks ami bonds, bills of exchange pos-

ular qualities with reference t<> their desirability as col-

li to loa LSttft actual goods in

They are evidences of specific trade transactions. Within

it period they "will turn themselves into money." They there-

fore contain within t! cutial elements of security. Fur-

ore, the purpose which under ordinary ctrcOfl

t loan on bills of exchange is one of high economic intt

In the London money market bills are dealt in by brokers who make
their profits by financing their purchase* by means of a loan and

later selling the bills on I t ba^is lower than that on which

they were bought 1m consequence, the lowering of the rate f«»r

t loans directly Influences the market dJSCOOlU rate, and to that

•

importing n from abroad,

thereby a^ i trade and industry.

Apart from these con na, there is a scarcely less

important reason for the position occupied by bills «>f exchange in

relation to short loans under the Fnglish banking system It i»

that loans bas< them can, to a far greater extent than advances

red by stocks and bonds, be called with a minimum of market

rbance. Hills of exchange in the very nature of things are not

1 to general investment purposes. They are not a form of

PS)
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security winch can be readily handled l>y private investors. Their

early maturity and low \icld make than undesirable. The margin

of proht in baying them is also too small to warrant speculation in

tfaon in the ordinary sense of tin- word.

The absence of public interest and speculative positions in the

securities, bills of exchange, upon which a part of his loans are bfl

reneves the English hanker to thu extent ol the anxiety attached

to lending upon stocks and bonds, He is left with a comparatively

free hand. Almost his sole consideration needs be his own position,

His sense of security is twofold. In the first place any considerable

calling of day-to-day loans is fraught with materially less risk

to the general situation than if they were secured by stocks and

bonds. Such a process does not involve the possibility of provoking

realising sales of securities by speculators who may either be

frightened at the withdrawal of accommodations or who see in it an

opportunity to make a profit on the ihort side of the market. It

does not involve the public at large and lessens the danger of a

rapid spread of alarm and the precipitation of a panic

Another element of safety to English hanks in the practice

of lending upon bills of exchange is that the calling of such loam

does not absolutely necessitate the borrower securing fresh money

in London. When a joint-stock bank requires a hill broker to reduce

his loans the latter first turns to some other joint-stock hank, or if

he cannot make suitable arrangements there he can always fall back

upon the discount facilities of the Bank of England. Even this

resort, however, is not final in anything like an emergency, and for

the following reason : Sterling bills of exchange are a favorite form

of investment among continental banks and their transference from

the loan departments ol London hanks to the discount portfolios of,

for example. Paris hanks, is neither unusual nor difficult. Almost

immediately there is such a contraction in London money market

supplies as to raise discount rates above the levels prevailing in

European centers, and funds begin to move to London from these

centers for investment in bills. Many of the great contin

banks have London agencies, so that the process of shifting loans

on bills is rendered doubly simple.

Loans upon bills of exchange are, in a word, loans which are

essentially secure in themselves; they are of direct benefit to trade

and industry even to the extent of operating to lower the cost of
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the workingman's food supplies ; they may be called without fear of

reaction upon the Under, inasmuch as widely held investment *c

drt not involved; and they may be readily shifted to foreign

bank) tut ions. The safety therefore with which banks lend

<>f exchange contributes to the effectiveness of

the English banking ijrstem in meeting the primary requirements of

low money rates and the maintenance of London's position as the

finat bet of the \vorl<l. In the first place the assurance that

its loans, or a considerable part of them, arc liquid to an extraor-

dinary degree enables a bank not only to lend at a low rate but

lessens the necessity of maintaining a large cash reserve, which in

turn means an addition to the supply of loanable capital with a

tendency further to depress rates. In the second place it minimizes

Ianger of a collapse of the credit fabric such as we experienced

ni 11x37. London's methods of lending arc calculated to avert a

similar ai England is concerned, a situation in a

material degree made possible by our practice of placing our almost

sole upon stock-exchange securities as collateral for day-

to-day a<l Doubt as to the strength of certain banks led to

with of deposits. Withdrawals of deposits made necessary

aliment of reserves by the calling of loans. The calling

of loans resulted in liquidation on the stock exchange. Falling prices

of securities tended to spread alarm among investors generally, carry-

vith it further withdrawals of deposits, necessitating in turn

the calling of other loans, until we reached the point when for prac-

purposes demand loans were little more callable than time

loans. Unlike London we could not shift a part of our loans to

Paris. The French banks saw a difference between bills of exchange
with hut a few weeks to run, and stocks and bonds the market value

Men might be considerably less than the amount loaned within

an equal f time.

London's prestige rests as much upon its ability to withstand

financial shocks, to ward off panics, to continue payments in gold

at any and all times, as it does upon its great resources. In fact

an important part of the resources which enable it to maintain low

<y rates and to handle great international loan operations is due

he position which it has so long occupied. Its bank deposits

are not pun They are made up in part of foreign

accounts, representing remittances from all quarters of the globe.

IS)
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London cannot afford that these foreign deposits should h.

dized. Their protection the English banking system has as oik of

its main objectives, and the m ith which it has been accom-

plished rests in large measure on that practice of lending which

has no place in our banking methods.

It is important to understand, however, that while English

bankers 1 two classes of securities of different character, stocks

and bonds and bills of exchange, on which to base their call loans,

our bankers are of necessity confined to but one. The explanation

lies in a further fundamental difference in the practice of lending.

Briefly, it is that English banks lend their credit while our banks,

national banks in particular, are prohibited by law from similar

procedure. The practice also has its origin in that working prin-

ciple of the English banking System, I. t. the safer bank loans and

discounts can be made the lower can be the money rates afforded,

and the cheaper England can buy and sell in foreign markets. The

process is simple. When an English importer is about to buy

materials in a foreign country he secures permission from bis

banker to have the bills of exchange drawn on him, the banker. In

other words, for a small commission, the banker takes the place

of the importer as the drawee and becomes, as the acceptor of the

bills, responsible so far as any other banker is concerned, for their

payment at maturity. These are the bills, bankers' bills as they are

called, which are chiefly employed as a basis for short loans. These

are the bills to which the Bank of England rate applies and which

command the finest market discount rates, rates, in fact, usually

lower than that of the Bank of England. Obviously the guaranty

of a banker of high standing adds an important element of security

to bills of exchange as a basis for the lending or investment of bank

funds. It is an additional assurance to the foreign exporter that he

can discount his bills at a low rate so that he can afford to make a

favorable price to the English buyer. It makes them all the more

satisfactory investments for foreign banking institutions.

The practice of lending by means of acceptances, so large a

factor in the development of England's foreign trade and a sub-

stantial protection to the London money market, giving extraordi-

nary security to loans and rendering more easy their partial shifting

to continental institutions in times of stress, differs in no essential

particular from the use to which credit is put in ordinary commercial
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transactions. Apart from his financial resources the principal asset

of a business man is .ipun the excellence of Mi
judgment, Ma honesty, the carefulness of his methods and his past

successes. It is a legitimate asset, one of which he is entitK

make BM Kfl securing accommodation from his banker. Under the

BQgUsfa hanking |) stem, bankers arc regarded as possessors of

d arc permitted t<> make use of it, to lend it. Under our

a the credit <»! 00f hanks is forbidden similar employment

er our laws it is effectually locked up. There is something

paradoxical about our prohibition of a practice of lending so

imp* and so common with continental banks. When
a bank loans its deposits it is loaning something which does not

belong to it, something which it may be called upon to return any

day. On the other hand, when it loans its credit, its good name,

OHM•tiling peculiarly it- own, something indeed which

in course of time may be lost but while possessed is not subject to

withdrawal from day to day.

The cxtraor. of bankers' credit in this country as

compared with the effectiveness of its use under the English bank-

ing - difficult to justify. The most plausible argument is

the use of such credit may very readily lead to its abuse.

< from the fact that a similar argument applies to almost any

device of marked utility, it must be admitted that continued prohi-

bition of the practice of lending by means of bankers' acceptances,

safeguarded as it may be by providing that such acceptances shall

be given only in connection with mercantile transactions and that

every bank-accepted hill of exchange shall bear on its face a clear

ation of the nature of the security upon which it is based, is an

ensure of protection against possibly only occasional

ices of bad banking.

The capital and surplus of our banks now amount to some-

thing like four thousand millions of dollars. The resources of our

nal hanks alone amount to ten thousand millions of dollars.

The possession of such vast sums in part their own, in part entrusted

to them, is an indication of the honesty of management, sonndneia

of judgment as to risks, and past tuccetafs of our banking institu-

tions. It is an indica he extent of their credit, credit which

according to English banking practice would, in part at least, be pot
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to work, but which with us takes no part in advancing the great

economic processes of production and distribut

In England the leading ol credit h\ measi of RccepUn

practiced both by the joint-stock bank> and merchant bankers, but

in what proportion cannot be stated definitely as the latter publish

no reports. There is, however, a considerable difference is bo the

ratio between capital and acceptances as regards the two cL

of bankers. It is regarded as safe for merchant bankers to a

bills to an amount Several times their capital. The acceptaiu <

the joint-stock banks, on the other hand, average only about seventy

percent oi their paid-in capita] and .surplus. Taking into account the

small cash reserves of the joint-stock banks, the limitation of

acceptances by our banks to their capital and surplus would

to err only on the side of conservatism. On this basis the total

waste of banking power under our present methods of lending would

appear to be roundly $4,000,000,000. If we reduce this amount by

one-quarter in order to leave out of account small institutions and

those not actively engaged in commercial business, are -till have a

remainder of $3,000,000,000, or a volume of credit sufficient to

provide a banker's acceptance for bills of exchange to cover our

total annual imports of merchandise and still leave an unused bal-

ance of an equal amount, $1,500,000,000. In short, the unused credit

of our largest and most powerful banks alone would be sufficient to

guarantee all foreign drawn bills, giving them a value and standing

not possessed by drafts on individual importers.

In discounts, as well as short loans, there is a sharp contrast

between English and American methods. English discounts fall

into two classes, bank bills and trade bills, the difference depending

on whether or not the acceptors are bankers. The former are prin-

cipally taken into account in the general discount market. The

latter, under ordinary circumstances, are bills discounted direct by

customers of banks with the banks where their accounts are kept

As they are not equally liquid assets they do not command as favor-

able rates as bankers' bills. A large proportion of the discounts of

our banks, on the other hand, are made up of promissory notes, a

class of paper occupying a much smaller place in English banking

practice.

The distinction between promissory notes and bills of exchange,

bankers' bills in particular, underlies much that is dissimilar in our

(Si
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banking titration at compare I with
I England. Hills of

exchange, as has already been m«l alar com-

mercial transactions. They arc etidsnpBI of defWti purchases and

sales of commodities. They refer to and generally carry with them

liipinentl of goods. Their ditflOtHtt by a bank

it essentially that ol providing funds to carry through a single busi-

ness operation, tin MtisftCtOry conclusion of which is within the

scope of a banker's judgment. Such UH ampU-, represent

no much : so inuch wlu.it, :m«l the hanker can detcrinin

elf with reasonable the pjohobBry of the success of

the i It is not so with our commercial paper. The promis-

sory notes which form the hulk of «»ur hank discounts do not so far

as the banker is eon is. They do

note leBCetht 'the particular i»i K-rations

uiuch have rendered necessary accommodation from a banker.

\\ ithout mcfa evidence there ^ elwayt the pceemithy that instead

Of the <li>o>unt of the paprr partaking of the nature of a temporary

measure to relieve a ten it in reality becomes a loan

1 for general employment in the blltineat, capital which 111

nergency might not be able to l>e withdrawn without disastrous

consequences. When a Kill
1 qge fa drawn at nhn I

I agimtt a shipment of merchandise tlu : ry assurance

to the banker who discounts it that he is not contributing to a pos-

sible lock-up of capital. On the other hand, the discount of a

promissory note does not carry with it any guarantee that a renewal

will not be asked for or arranged elsewhere. Furthermore, our

practice of discounting promise >ry notes, as contrasted with the

ish practice of confin >unts in large mcasu \ of

inge, in and of itself places no check on the volume of notes

or paper which may be distributed among a number of banks by a

le concern.

Unquestionably the barrier which our laws have raised against

the practice of bank acceptances has had a great deal to do with

g discounts to commercial paper. Moreover, there is reason

to believe that the removal of present restrictions would give a

decidedly different character to our discounts—that bank-accepted

hills of exchange would to a large extent be substituted for prom-

issory notes, earning with them it they would the additional

security of a bank guaranty and evidence of the temporary nature
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of the transaction. Doubtless much of our commercial pap

based upon mercantile transactions which could as well be expi I

in time bills of exchange, inland as well as foreign. While English

joint-stock banks confine their acceptances to foreign drawn bills,

their reason for discriminating against inland hills is not that the

business is unsound. By accepting inland hills they believe it might

be made to appear that they were short of cash else they would have

made their customer a straight loan. Obviously such a considcra

tion is not applicable to conditions in this country where hanking

capital is divided into much smaller units.

The substitution of bills of exchange for promissory notes would

not involve any complicated change in our business practice. Instead

of a New York importer buying goods in England, borrowing from

his bank in order to provide funds to remit in payment, he would

arrange With his hank to accept on his behalf time bills drawn on it

by the English shipper, the documents to accompany the bills and

to be delivered by the bank to the importer under a trust receipt or

the goods warehoused by the bank and kept under its control until

the importer had had time to dispose of them, within, of course, the

period covered by the currency of the bills. Similarly, a St. Louis

dry-goods merchant would arrange for his bank to accept bills of

exchange drawn on it by a New York wholesale house which had

sold certain goods to him. The New York bank, upon presentation

to it of a formal letter of credit issued by the St. Louis bank to

its customer in favor of the New York wholesale house, would imme-

diately discount the bills. Furthermore, the issuance of a letter of

credit would be in many cases unnecessary, owing to the facility

with which the New York bank could secure telegraphic confirma-

tion from the St. Louis bank that it would accept certain hills

accompanied by certain shipping documents. In short, there is no

apparent reason why the principles which govern foreign trade

operations should not apply equally well to domestic, particularly

in a country of the dimensions of the United States.

One of the most far-reaching effects of our practice of confining

discounts to promissory notes is that such discounts become to a

large extent fixed investments, fixed in the sense that they may not

be readily transferred from one bank to another, from a country

bank to its reserve agent, without adding to the liabilities of the

former. This is primarily due to the fact that the security for the

(5»)
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ultimate payment of the paper is dependent upon the

,-th of the maker and that the paper carries on its (ace no

1 that the original discount or subsequent rediscount do

not constitute at it hiscounts of bank-

accepted hill angc arc of quite another character. Not only

do sue) 1 bills, with shipping d ' attached, indicate the nature

:, hut. what is more important, their

lit adds nothing to their security. When a powerful

London banking boost has on behalf of one of its clients accepted

certain biOi of c\ ed by means of its signa-

that the endorsement of

men bull by a small country bank Cot purposes of rediscount would

add notfa and, adding nothing to their security,

DO! for all 1 purposes involve any liability upon the

»f men hank. Similarly if a great New York bank had accepted

f exchange drawn on it, and a country bank had pur-

1 broker as a ihoft-thne investment, and,

. finding it^ needs for cash incr« lecided to rediscount

mid do so without adding to its liabilities, except in the

e that if the New York bank failed to meet its obliga-

. the payment of these particular bills, the country bank,

having endorsed them, would have to take them up.

As far as a few of our largest banks are concerned, whether

they did or did not rediscount would not alter the application of the

principle involved to our bankim >n. As a n fact

London clearing banks do not rediscount bills with the Hank of

land, although there is nothing to prevent their doing so except

in. They accompli e have seen, somewhat the same
hy lending on hills to bill-brokers who do rediseounting. The

smaller clearing banks regard the custom as an unnecessary hard-

The large rating in resources the Hank of England

itself, and possessing hundreds of branches which are in reality so

many country hanks, are not to be compared in the nutter of redis-

til the thousands of small hanks in the United States.

In the !. id that, notwithstanding different

geographical or physical conditions as between England and

America, Engfiall methods of lending, though widely different from

our own in certain fundamental particular*, are not such as would

not bear adoption in this country. They appear rather to be

It)
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methods most likely to make bank discounts more liquid assets,

most likely to increase the public confidence, both at botDC

abroad, in the soundness of our banking institutions by effectually

mg our short loans from operations in speculative sccuri-

mocfl likely to give full play to our hanking power, as expn

not only in tangible resources but in credit as well, most likely to

stimulate trade and industry hut making possible lower and less

fluctuating interest rates, most likely to increase OUT ability to com-

pete in the markets of the world, and most likely to inject into OUT

banking tysteno many of those elements of stability for which the

English banking system is so renowned.

fsaa)



UTILIZATION OF BANK RESERVES IN THE UNITED
ATES AND FOREIGN COL VI R1J

• .nones E. RouftTs,

toff of the United Stale* Mint. Uathingtoo.

The cash reserve feature of the banking systems of the I

States, state as well as national, is peculiar to tlu> country.

where else it • fixed reserve required against deposit *. The central

bank: rope arc commonly required to keep a cor-

minimnm metallic reserve against their note issues, although

tlurc table exception even t«» this in the case of the Hank of

l
;rancc, but in all foreign countries tin-

q j>cr cash

it of the banker.

The pra itions of foreign banking systems are

all characterized by tin indifference to deposits and
emphasis OpOO t: e of the 'n the conti-

-.luted for in part by the fact that

v such degree a> it

England or the United Si 1 the private cheque has not yet

i the place of circulating notes, 11 it has done to a great

tent in these tWO countries. The common medium of paymem
and France is the bank note, while in Kn gland and the

United States it is the private cheque. The custom of keeping a
bank account is much more common in these two countries than any-

where else in the world, and this of course accounts in part for our

being more interested in the security f«»r depotitl while elsewhere

the intcw for tlu- circulating notes.

I'm England, although like ourselves in the use of the bank

account and cheque, is like the continental countries in its indif-

i cash reten There, too, all emphasis is

upon the convertibility of the bank note. So far i* this true

that when the constitution of the Bank of England was reformed in

1844 and provision was made that its issues above a certain amount
must l)e fully covered by gold. th< | of the act seem to have

Jit the hank absolutely fortified against attack.

-ion had been made to meet a run hv
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ness developed within three years, in the panic of 18.47. when the

rtfmandf on the banking department were SO heavy that it^

would have been exhausted had not the government authoril

the responsibility of advising the bank management t<> disrt

the restrictions of the act and issue notes to meet the emergency.

Twice since then, the last time in i8<V>, the same policy has bei

n

resorted to, with the result that although the law ha

changed, public opinion has settled down to the conclusion that the

restrictions upon note issues will always be ignored when ca

actually needed. To this day, however, no legal reserve against

deposits is required of either the Bank of England or the joint-

stock banks of that country, and neither in Kngland nor any con-

tinental country do any of the hanks except the Central Bank show

in their published statements the amount of their cash holdings. In

all of these countries the banks report their credits at the Central

Bank as cash, and commonly they report cash, credit at the Central

Bank, and money at call or short notice in one item. Their reliance

is not upon cash reserves, nor even upon balances at the Central

Bank, but chiefly upon their holdings of commercial paper of a class

which the Central Bank will always take off their hands.

The national banking system of the United States originally

required a fixed cash reserve against both deposits and outstanding

notes, but in 1874 the note reserve in the individual banks was dis-

pensed with,—and the five per cent redemption fund for notes was

established in the treasury at Washington. This fund, however,

although set apart for the current redemption of notes, is still in-

cluded and counted in the required reserve for deposits.

No change has been made in the reserve requirements for

deposits since the establishment of the system. Banks in what are

known as the central reserve cities, of which there are now three.

New York, Chicago and St. Louis, must keep cash reserves in their

own offices equal to twenty-five per cent of their deposits. Banks in

what are denominated the reserve cities, of which there are now
forty-six. must keep reserves of twenty-five per cent, but one-half

may consist of balances in the national banks of the central reserve

cities. The other banks of the system must keep reserves of fifteen

per cent, but three-fifths of these may be kept with the national banks

of the reserve and central reserve cities. There is no penalty for the

violation of these provisions, but the law forbids the making of loans

(SH)
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while a bank is below the requirement and authorizes the Comp-
troller of tlu ii to have a receiver appotnic<l

law as to reserves is not, of course, enforced with the same
uncompromising rigor as those provisions which relate to the funda-

mental
] of bankm, comptroller, while acknowl-

edging it to be his duty to see that the reserve requirements are

respected and ordinarily observed, has recognized that their literal

enforcement at all times is utterly impracticable. No bank can

control the amount of its cash holdings, for it must pay cash on
md and can only rep! reserves by reducing its loans, and

concl ay be such that to stop making loans and attempt to

force collections will n<»t only make collections impossible but create

a state of panic that will greatly stimulate cash withdrawals. It h
now a recognized principle of banking all over the world that in a

the banks should lend freely to all responsible borrowers, and
no comptroller of the currency has ever insisted that a national

bank should refuse to make any loans while its legal reserves were

impaired. They have contented themselves with exerting pressure

for the restoration of the reserves as soon as reasonably possible.

Id the law has been construed as a grant of authority to the

comptroller enabling him to supervise the reserves and keep them as

nearly as practicable at the prescribed proportions.

The provision of the statute which allows the banks in the

smaller towns and cities to keep a portion of their reserves in the

reserve cities, and the reserve city banks to keep a portion of their

reserves in the central reserve cities, has been often criticised, and
several secretaries of the treasury have recommended its repeal, but

it simply recognizes the fact that banks are obliged to keep im-

portant cash balances in the central cities and that they pay off their

depositors by means of these balances as well as over their own
counters. The country banks would have to maintain balance

these cities whether the law allowed them to count in the reserves

or not, in order to furnish exchange to their customers. And while

balances are sometimes larger than would be required by the

needs of their exchange business, the surplus represents money
not needed at home, and there is as good an argument in favor of

gathering the idle capital of various localities into a centra] pool,

where it will be available for other sections of the country which

may have a seasonal use for it. as there i< for gathering the idle

-5)
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hoards of indifiduali urn. banks. Thii feature of our Ian

approximation to the banking practic ther countries, tod of

-e accomplishes important mo<lification of the reserve

requirements.

It is safe to say as a rule that the country banks and bank

the rescr\ carry more cash in vault than the law require

would carry no less it there was no legal requirement, l
;

considerably greater cash reserves than similarly situated hanks in

other countries, and fed < »bli.ur c<l to because they d<> n<»t have the

same certainty of help from outside in an emergency. « hi the Othei

hand, the hanks of our central reserve cities, which must furnish

the final support for the whole system in an emergency, run with

much smaller reserves than the central banking institutions of

Europe are accustomed to carry, and it is in this scattering of

reserves as compared with their concentration in foreign »)

that the weakness of our system appears.

The law contemplates that the banks of the central re

cities shall hold the final reserves of the national banking system

and in this respect have a relationship to the other banks similar to

that of the central hanks of Europe to the other hanks there. I'm

with us there is no such concentration of responsibility or special

equipment for supporting the situation as there is over there. The

national banks of our central reserve cities have no privileges or

advantages or special powers. The number is in no way limited ;

there are many of them, and they are under the stress of sharp

competition not only with each other, but with the state banks and

trust companies in their own cities and with the banks of rival

cities. It has been demonstrated that no agreement to cease paying

interest can be maintained under the pressure of these conditions,

and this fact alone puts them in a radically different position from

the state banks of Europe. None of the latter pays interest and all

agree that the practice is inconsistent with the conservative policy

which should be followed by a bank holding the final reserves for a

country. It is impossible to pay interest on deposits and keep the

proportionate reserves that a bank carrying this responsibility should

keep.

The Bank of France, at the date of its latest statement, 1 held in

cash $860,492,329 against a total of all liabilities, including notes

»Jun« 23. 1910.
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an.l public an. I j.nv.itr dtpoaft . ol >' i"».,y**M5i. or a reserve of

seventy cik f>t per cent hi «l< lil*ratc and cooaislent
. , ;m«l makes plain why the other banks of France may im

'v rely upon it for assistance and need carry only small supplies

of cash themselves.

\Vh« National Monetary Commission was in Europe in

1909, seeking information tr<»m the leading financial tothorities

about the banking systems and pi | hffcrcnt count

with M I '.illam. Governor of the Bank of France,

and with the heads of the principal
|

1 tanking companies

grig, in whuh the relations of the Bank of < these other

ns were clearly ed The following is an ex*

from the interview with M. I'allain

Q. The published balance sheets of the banks do not state separately the

amount in the Bank of France and the amount in their own vault*.

A. In the credit establishments whid will ristl you will be able to

establish the fact that the liquid cash is, in comparison with their

relatively very small. In France we consider that the strength of a

consists more in the composition of its portfo! in the value of its

commercial bills, rather than in the importance of its cash reserve.

Q. In America the question of the proper relation between cash in hand
and liabilities is considered very important

I appears to us that for French private banks the proportion < 4

biHriei is less significant on account of the facilities offered by the

organization of the Bank of France for the rapid conversion—in a crisis—of

a good portfolio into ready money.

Q We are trying to inform ourselves as to the usages and customs of

gfl banks. It is for this reason that we seek to ascertain the

of cash which the banks hold to their deposit liabilities.

A. I think I have already replied on this point The part which the

s toward the private establishments permits the latter, as has

many a time been proved, to reduce to a minimum their cash reserves, and to

devote, without exceptional risk, a larger part perhaps than elsewhere to

productive commercial operat

In an i- iron Rrincard. <»f the Credit Lyonnaiv

an ir with approximately $300,000,000 of deposits, th.

lag questions and answers ocenrr.

Q Is it customary for you to carry quite a large amount of cash m
your vault I

day the amount of cash which ll to be kept here in owe

-7>
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vaults is fixed according to the p.v > be made during the day. Some-

times our holdings arc greatly in excess of our forecast for disbursements.

This happens when we <1<> llOt find ready use for anv> table.

Q. You would not carry a larger amount of cash in vault than rcqu

by your daily needs in order that it mag reserve?

A- There is no legal requirement for reserve in cash; the hank is

quite free to keep the amount of cash that it judgl >ry. It is the

practical business experience of many years which indicates how much
is needed for the <!.

Q. So the cash in hand is merely carried for the necessities of business?

A. Yes: this is the point Ofl which the French Situation is quite different

from the American, because in France hankers ar have in thrir

vaults any amount of cash they like. In France we have the Hank

which regulates the currency o! the whole country, and any hank, if r

need for additional cash, may present f<>r rediscount at the Bank of Ft

the bills and other commercial paper which it has in its vaults. The amount

we carry in the Bank of France may vary greatly according to circumstances.

It is not to our advantage to have too large a sum at the hank, because the

Bank of France does not allow any interest.

Q. What per cent of your deposits do you intend to carry in cash either

in your own vaults or in other hanks?

A. Eight to ten per cent on the average. The excess of deposit

invested almost entirely in commercial paper available for discount with the

Bank of France at any moment and in "reports" (loans or securities from

one stock exchange settlement to another).

Q. You have nearly ten per cent in this statement?

A. That is perhaps more than we need. It is a matter of practical

experience. There is no legal proportion.

It will be seen that the percentage of cash kept in the bank's

own vaults is not given, but its cash and cash balance at the Bank

of France were together eight or ten per cent of its deposits. The

commission went further into the availability of the short time com-

mercial paper as a banking reserve, as follows

:

Q. If the Credit Lyonnais were to take hills to the Bank of France

rediscount, would the Bank of France scrutinize those bills beyond the num-

ber of signatures and the time they have to run?

A. It would scrutinize the number of signatures and the time. In every

branch of the Bank of France there is a committee called the discount com-

mittee, which is charged to make inquiries as to the quality of the industrial

and business men of the region, and on their advice those persons are or are

not admitted to discount. When once a person is admitted to discount the

question of his credit is not raised every time that he presents a bill for

discount; but if he should offer too many bills the bank would doubtless call

(528)
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hit attention t«» the fact In practKc no one has ertf

Bank of Fran 'tint a normal bill ptmnUd by a proper

person.

0- As a matter of fact, bills offered by tl Lyocmais would not

!* Investigated rerj careful:

A. K

i <hi regard that item of bills discounted as your practical reserve

because of your ability to rrdi«count the bills at the Bank of France?

A \ discounted and cash are, for an establishment audi as

lie moat essential Dart of our liouid asaeta.

In the interview with M. I'llman, I>ir< the Comptoir

mother great French institution, the following colloquy

occurret 1

:

Q. Is the Bank of France your principal reliance in case you

money? Do you think it necessary to carry any additional reser.

i we consider the commercial paper we keep

in the portfolio a cash reserve, as wc can rediscount it at the Bank of France

We know the Bank of France will discount these bills and thus enable us to

convert the bills instantly into cash; this is the basis of the French banking

systi

:

The Imperial Bank of Germany, or Rcichsbank, performs prac-

tically the same functions in < W rnianv that the Baal of France does

in Prance It does not run ordinarily with il strong a < rvc,

>n of the Bank of France is unique anil due in part to

the peculiar position of France as a creditor nation with a constant

influx of gold. But at the date of the latest statement available at

:\k held cash reserves equal to seventy-five

per cent of its outstanding notes, and above fifty per cent of all

liabOi tatting the government deposits. In an b with

Commission last year, the \ dent of the bank

d that the lowest point ever touched by its reserve was 40.3 per

cent, at the close of 1905.

There are no restrictions upon the power of this institution to

notes except the requirement that a reserve of thirty -three

•nc-third per cent of cash shall be held against them and the

of a five per cent tax upon the excess above a certain amount.

D this reserve requirement, like that of the Bank of England

and that of the national banks of the t" not to be

taken too literally, for when the Monetary Commission asked Herr
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1 >r. von Glascnapp. \ dent, what the bank would do if the

reserve fell to thirty-two per cent, he repli

hould have to go on discounting bills. We should simply have to

do it. We could not stop it If we did it would bring on the greatest panic

that we ever experu:

In other words, tlu- Knob-bank recognizes its responsibility Ifl

the keeper of the final hanking reserve-, and will n. in a CTUHI

to supply credit and currency to meet the needs of the other banks

of the country. This attitude gives absolute confidence to the

public.

In the interview held by the Monetary Commission with Herr

Paul Mankiewitz, director of the Deutsche Bank, he said

:

The great strength of our financial system in Germany is the Reichsbank.

Under that system the question of our own cash reserve is of secondary

importance, as we can at all times convert our holdings of commercial paper

into cash at the Reichsbank. I may mention that of the prime commercial

bills we are carrying from $1,500,000 to $2,000,000 fall due each day; for

these we get cash or credit at the Reichsbank at maturity. It is our usual

practice to keep in vaults and banks a considerable amount of cash, often

more than ten per cent and sometimes less, perhaps eight per cent.

This reserve of eight or ten per cent, including cash in hank

and credit at the central bank, corresponds to similar figures in

France.

In England the practice of counting balances with the central

bank as a part of the cash resources prevails as on the Continent,

and the other institutions as a rule carry only so much cash in their

own offices as they estimate will be needed to meet current demands.

Of late, however, a considerable body of opinion has developed to

the effect that the burden of providing the gold reserve for the

London market is too great to be thrown upon the Bank of England

alone. London is the chief international clearing center and the

transactions in gold there are very much more important than in

any other market of the world. A financial disturbance in any

country causes a demand upon London for gold, and it sometimes

comes with alarming insistence, as in the case of the American

demand of 1907. Although there is no complaint that the Bank

of England has not ably and effectively performed the functions
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which belong 10 central banking institution, the importance of

London II tin banking and charing metropolis of the world, has

. that the bank has become a rclat

smaller institution than t having been passed in volume of

neat and assets by several of tl stock ba; nder

it lias been urged that the other banks should bear

some part of the burden Dflg the London market from the

unusual vhfcha by reason of its international relations.

! some Hepi to this end have been taken. The

avert vc ol the banking institutions which center in London,

ISA and balances at the ltank of England, have been estimated

per cent As the Hank of England's raeTYt

»m forty to : t, the average of cash in bank to the

total of individual deposr rat Britain is probably eight or

In the I nl> individual dcpositl in order t.»

avoid duplication, the total for all hanks i> reported by the Comp-
troller of the Currency on April 28, 1909, in round numbers as

folio V

>nal banks . $4jBj6,!O0g00O

State banks . a^ftjpoouooo

Savings banks . 3jt.Moa.0oo

tanks .

.

lQ5joojoao

Loan and trust companx I JJBjsJBootOOO

Total $U-OJ5^a>^w>

The cash holdings were as follows:

National banks . SoJfijBnonoo

Stale banks aj7*oojOOO

Savings banks .

.

jjjoojood

Private tanks .. n.i

Loan and trust companies

Total %%AS2J0BOfioo

or about ten per cent. The actual percentage of cash to liabilities

does not appear to be very different from what it h in the three

ed above, but there is no denying that a more

effective utilization is obtained in M of the three than in the
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We have more money in the Individual banks, but

no final bank tffickm strength to inspire confid

The ability ol the final supporting power, be it a single bank or a

group of banks.
| n<l to the other banks of the system in a

. lies of cour.se in the resource* kepi ordinarily in re

The central i I
«>ur national system arc required to

rve of twenty-fire per cent and forbidden to make any

loans when they are below this figure. Granting that this inhibition

is not strictly enforced, it remain- true that they are under pre

t«> maintain their reserves at this point. How much surplus reserve

do they usually have above it? The following are the percentages

of each city at the date oi every official statement from August 22,

1907, which was the last Statement preceding the panic:

New Chicago. St. Louis.

AugUSt 22, 1907 26.8l 25.34 23.59

Decc-mln r 3. 1907 21.89 -4 -» 20-38

February 14. 1908 29.00 -.714 28.98

May 14 1908 30.52 28.86

July 15, 1008 28.37 26-59 25.52

September 23, 1908 2865 25.41

November 27, 1908 26.02 25.94 2571

February 5, 1909 25.58 25.99

April 28, 1909 25.68 26.16 25.44

June 23, 1909 27.27 25.73 25.21

September 1, 1909 25.83 24.30

November 15, 1909 25.52 24.29 24.80

January 31, 1910 26.64 -4 12 24.05

March 29, 1910 25.76 23.35

These figures show practically no surplus reserves. It is true

that all of these banks have a considerable proportion of their loans

at call or upon short maturities and any one of them would be able

to liquidate rapidly under normal conditions, when it was the only

one under pressure. I Jut when a general situation develops and there

is a common movement to liquidate, there arc no other resourc

this country to draw upon and nothing to be done but to sell securi-

ties or products or negotiate loans abroad, any of which is a slow

and costly process of getting relief in a crisis.

The scattered reserves in local banks are of no avail in a panic.

Whether they average five per cent or twenty per cent makes little

difference, for the banks that are strong feel none too strong and
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will hCMH dollar, fund they would
aggregate a sum great enough 1 confidence and could be

I ar at the i*.mt ol <!aii^ y situation.

The most serious retail oi thb fundamental weakness at the

a huh pervades the whole system

Is of individual ban;

take alarm and do, for the purpose of sclf-pr«»trcti..n. t 'lung

I crisis. The gcoeril suspension of cash payn

in 1007 was unnecessary < w York 1 ity dqx>

were not alarmed but taken com pi < urprise by the emergency

measures adopted. The natural impulse of the St tanks to

strengthen th a suspension of payments in th

sen- llv broke down the system.

essential thing r allay panics is knowl-

edge that there is a central reserve of cre« ig enough to pro-

•lvcnt bank and bnsJnetl botttc with ample support.

Periods of industrial and of speculative collapse arc bound

to come occasionally in every country. Private strained

h a time, solvency is put to the test, and the unsound cone-

arc weeded out. It is of supreme importance at such a time that

banks and business houses which are really solvent shall not be

d through inability to obtain the ordinary

Inch their assets entitle them. There is literally

100 may go unless there is some power

strong enough t.. stay the
\ ink by interposing its undoubted credit

to protect the firms and t that it finds to be worth

fund of credit the great central limitation! of Kurope afford, but

the machinery of our national banking system does not supply.

The Bank of France and the Reichsbank have the power of

actually increasing the supply of money in the country. The Bank

ngland does not have this jx.wer by statute, but as we have

seen has three time- exerci e«l it. and these instances have satisfied

the public that it will be exercised whenever it i* necessary The

ability to draw checks on the central institution is all that the banks

of any country in Kurope ordinarily require to meet the demands
upon them.

have already in the t'nited States a gold reserve great

enough to be made the 1 in institution more powerful than

astiry held in the
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division of redemption on the ist day of July. i<n<>. I reserve of

$862,936,869 in gold coin against outstanding demand oerttfi

cactrj the same mount The volume of these certificate

always complctel • ]. and as a government issue properrj

it. boweter, an institution designed to rapport the credit system oi

tin- country was created, and it- UOtei Wfttt made available for the

same purposes for which gold certificates are used, they might DC

substituted for the latter in circulation. In doing BO, the treasury

certificatei would pass into the hands oi this new organization and

be presented at the treasury for redemption, Thus the reserve

would be transferred to the new institution and, starting with a

reserve of one hundred per cent, it could take a place in and behind

the banking system ,,f this country similar to that held by the great

central institutions of Europe in their systems.

The only problem about it is to provide an organization that will

be acceptable to the country as giving assurance that the institution

will be kept out of politics and not fall under the control of private

or special interests. It is generally recognized that the best way to

accomplish this is by keeping the management in the hands of the

bankers of the country. The capital of the bank, say $100,000,000.

might be raised by selling the stock under a guaranty by the govern-

ment of a low rate dividend, say four per cent. But, if the stock is

sold broadcast the control should he taken away from it, and might

be vested in a board of directors elected by the leading clearing

houses of the country. Suppose the first twenty-five or thirty clear-

ing houses leading in clearings for the preceding year were incor

porated and each allowed to elect one member of a board: Based

on the clearings of the first six months of 1910 the membership

would then be distributed over the country as follows: Boston,

New
/Yo/k, Baltimore, Richmond, Buffalo, Cleveland, Chicago,

Milwaukee, St. Paul. Kansas City, Louisville, New Orleans, Denver,

Los Angeles. Portland, Providence, Philadelphia, Washington.

Pittsburg, Detroit, Cincinnati, Indianapolis, Minneapolis, Omaha
St. Louis. Atlanta, Houston. Salt Lake, San Francisco, Seattle.

Another plan suggested is to distribute the stock with the local

hanks of the country on the basis of their capital. The national

banks could be either required to subscribe or offered inducements

to do so, and if they paid in ten per cent of their capital that would

provide about $100,000,000. The directors should be elected by dis-

(534)
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. so that every u ntry would be represented on
the board by a mcml < n choosing. Under cititer of these

plans the board of dfoectors would have, through the personal

sledge of its mcmt>ers, all of whom would be bankers of high

standing, tlu borough acquaintance with business conditions

old possibly be obtained. Kach member
would be there as the representative of the bankers of his local it

>

and the bankers of every locality are so closely identified with all its

that tlu latter would be safe in their hands.

The members of the board would naturally be divided in their

ical affiliations and there ll BO more reason to believe that

political considerations would influence their action than there

expect the clearing houses to suddenly become political agencies.

The active and responsible officers of the bank should be chosen

his board, but to satisfy public < pinion and because of the

intimate relations which this institution would bear to the treasury,

there may well be another board, sujjcrvisory in its functions, repre-

nj: the government. It might consist of three important

officials of the Treasury Department and perhaps two outside mem-
bers of banking experience, appointed by the President. It would
doubtless be advisable to divide the profits between shareholders and

the treasury on some such plan as exists in Germany, Austria

Hungary and elsewhere.

It would not be necessary or desirable to have this central

institution do a general banking business with the public. «

hold the reserves of the local banks. It should be established

the slightest possible disturbance of existing banking condi-

tions. !*or it to undertake to hold the reserves of country banks

1 involve an enormous shifting of funds from present channels,

and. more serious, cause a concentration of loanable fund*

h is distinct]) undesirable. The resources of the proposed

:al Bank are to be kept largely in reserve. If the present

ves of country hanks are taken from the city reserve agents*

who now em and loan them, and transferred to a central

instit ich will keep them mainly in reserve, there will be a

very heavy and unnecessary loss of working capital to the cotr

The relations of the country banks to their present reserve cor-

respondents should not he disturbed, but back of the

ntral reserve cities there should be the new central
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holding the concentrated gold the basis for i great fund

of credit which may be drawn up<>n ai needed.

The country banks should not only Ik- encouraged to keep their

nuts with their city correspondents a

fore, hut should be encouraged t<> gel their accommodations tin

well. There are fori in! many other imp.

town- where the banks actually can} | for smaller banks in

nearby towns and make loans to them. These relationships haw
developed naturally, are based Upon intimate acquaintance, and

ihould not be disturbed. Let them all he part of a system at the

head of which shall be the Central Bank of Issue. By the use of all

these agencies the distribution of credit can he more effectually

secured than by attempting to have all of the small banks of this

great country do business directly with the Central Bank.

Nor is it necessary or desirable to retire the bond-secured

currency, at least at the present time. It is a practically fixed amount

and serves the purpose of a circulating medium. To retire it would

involve refunding the outstanding two per cents and, what is more

serious, it would involve providing $700,000,000 of currency to fill

the void in our currency stock. Future issues of government bonds

should be on an investment basis, but the outstanding national bank

issues may well be left undisturbed until the bonds upon which they

are based are retired.

One of the most important services which a Central Bank could

render would be that of handling the treasury funds. The present

practice of distributing them, arbitrarily, among the national banks

is a continual vexation to the Secretary of the Treasury, subjecting

him to constant importunity and criticism. And there is no w.i

relieving him except by creating a strong responsible agency which

shall have such relations to the banking and commercial community

that it can handle the large and rapidly growing receipts and

bursements without disturbance.

The common objection to a Central Bank of Issue, 1. ... that it

would be related to Wall Street and become involved in speculative

transactions, is made without knowledge of the functions and
|

tices of such institutions elsewhere. Nowhere arc stocks or bonds

permitted to be used as the basis of nntr issues. Everywhere short

time commercial paper, representing actual commodities moving to

market or in process of production, is required. Wall Street hfl

536)
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A mm t> «lay bill of exchange, drawn

by a Mn milling company and at rner-

t, based on a cat BT, cannot be duplicated in

ffld methods when we profetft

om mal*ilit\ .initiate I
tc banking and stock

or «>ur inability to lifeguard the former from

the*
'

tad it ll not loo much to say that such a Mat

: in the United States in 1907

n the intelligence of the Amerit an |>eople and of their

> do business by the most advanced methods.



UtADIAN BANKING SYSTEM \M) ITS

OPERATION UNDER STR]

l'.v JOSBFB I'ki.m H JOHN80W,

Dean of New York School of Commerce, Accounts ami Finance.

A. Introduction

Financially Canada is part of the United State-. Fully half the

gold reserve upon which its credit system is based is lodged in the

vaults of the New York Clearing House. In any emergency requir-

ing additional capital Montreal, Toronto, and Winnipeg call on New

York for funds just as do St. Paul. Kansas City, and New ( >i 1
<

New Y<«rk exchange is a current and universal medium in Canada

and is in constant demand among the banks. A Canadian wishing

to invest in securities that may be quickly marketed commonly turn-

to the New York market for stocks and bonds. Yet the American

banker visiting in Canada, if he is unacquainted with the history of

banking in his own country, finds himself in a land of financial

novelties, for Canada has a banking system unlike any in operation

in the United States at the present time. Twenty-nine bank-,

known as the "chartered banks." transact all the banking business of

the Dominion. They have 2,200 branches, and each may estab-

lish new branches without increase of its capital stock. They issue

notes without depositing security with the government and in such

abundance that no other form of currency in denominations of $5

and above is in circulation. Notwithstanding the fact that the notes

are "unsecured," their "goodness" is unquestioned among the Cana-

dian people.

But to the student of the history of banking in the United States

there is little that is radically new in the Canadian system. He

finds in it many of the practices and expedients that were found

excellent in the United States in the first half of the nineteenth

century, and is almost persuaded that but for the Civil War what is

'This paper Is taken, with the consent of the author, from n roront r>

The Canadian Banking System." prepared hy Professor Johnson for thr

"National Monetary Commission. " The report hn* Just boon published by Hm
commission.
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now known as the Canadian hanking system would everywhere be

called the A: ystcm.

fiscal exigencies of war, which have caused changes in the

banking systems m most countries, have had no influence upon the

bpHMOfl of banking m Canada. During the 1 1
r

>

t half of the

nineteenth century the commercial and financial interests of Canada

and the I lofted State mparatively intimate and the fina:

institutions of both »pcd on similar lines. The

tyftmd system, first mtr ii the State of New York in

1829. found favor also in Canada and is still an integral part of the

Canadian banking system. I'.ranch banking, which was most

lly illustrate.! in this country by the I'ank oi Indiana, and

h now « some form or other in almost all coin

l prevailed in Canada. The

importance of a prompt redemption of bank notes as exemplified in

lk bank ten in N land before the war.

liked m Canada and is probably better illustrated in the

torn than in any other country There bank

! hank checks are tr< in nature, both being

cleared \uth the same regularity and promptness. The so-called

king system, which was fir-t adopted fal the State of New
I and thereafter adopt ^htccn other states of the

u. was tried in Canada in the fifties, hut not on a large scale.

This system, requiring that issues of hank notes should be secured

I segregated deposit of certain classes of stocks and bonds, has

-proval among the leading hankers of Canada.

The Canadian Eystea is a product of evolution. It has taken

nn because of the commercial and financial need

the Canadian people. It was not created by lawyers or statesmen

a! need of the government, but has grown up gradually

under th- ig care of experienced bankers, no changes having

tmti] experience proved them necessary or advisable.

business interests of the Dominion, through their representa-

in the provincial legislatures and in the Dominion Parlia-

ment uch to do with its development in a natural effort

• »tect the rights of the borrower, the depositor, and the note

The banks do not possess all the privileges many of the

bankers would like to have, nor do the business men of Canada

1 necessitv for all the protection given to the hanks
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V law. yet in the main the system Sfl lory botli to

bankers and Id their customers.

The chartered hanks transact the business which in the United

national hanks, trust companies, pri

banks, and savings banks. They buy and sell commercial ]>;

unt the notes of their customers, lend iimncx On storks and

bonds, n to farmers, and sometimes aid in the final!

of railroads and industrial enter] io a Canadian the

"bank" means one of the twenty-nine "chartered hanks." for the

law prohibits the use of the word "bank" by any other institution.

Monetary System

Canada's monetary system is substantially the same as that of

the United States. The unit IS the dollar of 23.22 grains of pure

gold. The gold coins of the United States arc legal tender in

Canada. So is the British sovereign, which is rated at $4.S<

Until recently all Canadian coins were minted in either England or

the United States, hut in 1908 a branch of the British mint

established in ( )ttawa.

The paper currency of Canada consists of Dominion note

bank notes. The former arc issued by the government under

authority of the "Dominion notes act." which permits an unlimited

issue, requiring security as follows: That for $30,000,000 of the

notes outstanding the minister of finance shall hold in gold

government securities a reserve equal to twenty-five per cent of the

issue, the amount held in gold to he not less than fifteen per

of the amount of notes outstanding; and that against all not

in excess of $30,000,000 the minister shall hold an equal amount of

gold. The framers of the act evidently had in mind the limitation

placed upon the Hank of England t notes by the Peel act of

1844. The Dominion notes, accordingly, are gold certificates rather

than credit notes. The minister of finance is required to redeem

the notes in gold at branches of his department in several cliff*

If need be, the minister may sell bonds to obtain gold for

use in the redemption of the n

Dominion notes are legal tender and may be issued in any

denominations, but experience has proved that they arc most ne

in bills of large denominations for use in banking reserves and in

the form of $1 and $2 bills, the banks not being permitted to i

\o)



The average circulation of Dominion notes in 1908
t $52,882,708 was in $500,

$1,000 and $5,000 bills, and $ 1 $1 am!

has been a pretty constant im reasc in the amount of Dominion

note* In mkw the total was only $26.550465. The
-ally all carried by the banks

in their men
u banks arc not permitted to issue notes of a denomina-

less than $5. ( H fives and multiples thereof they may issue

an at ual to their paJd-Up capital without deposit of security

without payment of tax. tilt the currency in the hands

Of the po teg. The
: mcrea I $50,000,000 in 1 ,00 to $81

*DO.

: tnKTiAU 1 Canadian Banking Swim
ik in Canada is a bank of branches, not a bank

witl rent bank, technically known as the

office." neith. nor leodl m«»ney. All the

one by the branches, each enjoying considerable 11

. but all subject t«> the tttpenriston and control of the bend

places no restrictions upon the number or location

inks, therefore, have branches in foreign

ritries as mada.

The general hank act, under the terms of which every bank

its charter. i> mbj< sion every ten year*.

In its present form it is substantially ai puted in 189a

Process of Incorporation

m of the bank act with resect to the organization

re intended to guard aga; entry of unfit or

1 person the banking business. The minimum
requ. tal of a bank is $500,000. of which all must be sub-

scribed a half paid in before a new bank can open. At least

and go anding must agree to act

as
1 and NCtttf a favorable report on their

try committee on banking and conv

Thcsc n I agree to subscribe f large blocks

tock. otherwise the committee will be inclined to reject their

(540
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application. Thej must cocfincc the committrr that their project

is a wcll-considcred one. that there is need for the new hank, that

i bona fide enterprise, that they have in mind a competent man

for general manager, that they really intend and expect to do a

•.mate banking business. If tluv Mttisfy the parliamentary com-

mittee it will be granted The l>ank, howrver. can not yet 1

busings. Provisional directors now have merely the right to

advertise and cause stock books to be opened. If inside of one

capital stock to the amount of $500,000 has been subscribed and

.(xxi thereof paid in. the provisional directors may call a meeting

of the shareholders, at which a board of regular directors shall he

chosen. Before this meeting is held at least $250,000 in cash must

be paid over to the minister of finance. The regular directors must

then apply to a body known as the treasury board a for a certificate

permitting the bank to issue notes^ and begin business and the

Wry board may refuse this certificate unless it is entirely

tied that all the requirements of the law have been nut.

Having obtained its charter, a new bank must open its head

office in the place designated, and may then proceed to establish

branches or agencies, upon the number and location of which the

law places no restriction. Under its charter it has authority t<> do

a general banking business ; it may discount commercial paper, lend

money on collateral security, accept deposits payable on demand or

after notice, and issue circulating notes up to the amount of its

unimpaired paid-up capital in denominations of $5 and multiple!

thereof. An amendment of the bank act passed July 20, 1908,

gives the bank the right to issue what may be called an emergency

circulation during the crop-moving season (October 1 to January

31). During this period the legal maximum of the circulation of a

bank is its paid-up capital plus fifteen per cent of its combined

paid-up capital and surplus or rest fund. The emergency circula-

The treasury board consist* of the minister of finance and five mini

nominated from time to time by the governor in council. The minister of Bl

in chairman of the board and the deputy minister of finance ex officio the secretary*

•The designing and engraving of the not*"* is 1. ft with ths book itself, v

of the banks bare had their notes made in the I bat n bank-note

company has been established In Canada and In getting a larp. r proportion of this

business every year. The notes must bear the signatures of two officers of tin'

hank. The authority to sign, however, mny be delegated to sul>ordlnat< s. Winn
notes are shipped by the head office to n 1.ranch they nre usually sent with only

one signature, the other being supplied hy one of the hranch offices. If the not. «

be lo«t or stolen en route they are worthless.
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\shich consist* of note^ in lorm and in other re»pecn exactl)

•hr regular issues. i> mjI.jcv i to a tax at a rate not t !i\c

per cent |»cr annum, the rate being fixed by the governor in council.

If a bank's circulation does not exceed its (aid-up capital, it part no

Security and Rtdemfti >

The law is Mlent on several - great import-

ance to most bankers in tl

anks shall deposit with a government om*

way set aside any kind the j.n.t
| the

note holder. It does not even rtqttirc that the hanks -hall ^urry a

cash reserve again st i tes or deposits, nor does the law make
the notes a legal tender for any payment. A bank need not accept

the notes of other bank>. The government does not guarantee the

redemption of the notes. Neither does it bind them

nit of dues t

rrtheless the notes of the Canadian banks are everywhere

acceptable at par, the people apparently not being at all concerned

about their "goodness." And their confidence in the note has been

I, for not- c 1890 has lost a dollar through the

failure of a bank to redeem its notes. Following are the legal

requirements, which for twenty years have proved adequate protec-

tion for the note holder

:

1. Every bank moat redeem it- notes at it* head office and in

commercial centers as are designated by the treasury board.

The redemption cities arc the same for all the banks. They are

Toronto, Montreal. Halifax. \Vinnii>cg. Victoria, St John, and
1 I..-! - > . ....

.' ::

2. Each bank must keep on deposit with the minister of finance

a mm of lawful money (gold or Dominion notes) equal to fire |*er

:u average circulation: the total so deposited is called the

ulation redemption fund "
It is a guaranty or insurance fund

the redemption of the notes of failed banks.

} Hank notes possess first lien upon the assets of a bank.

4. Bank stockholders are liable to an anciimcnt equal to the

par value of their stock.

5. A bank must make to the minister of finance on o€ before the

fifteenth of each month a detailed statement of its assets and Ha'

n the last ontfaseet dav of the preceding month This monthly
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return, the form for which is set forth in the act. mtssl be signed bj

three general officers.

6. The Canadian Bankers' Association, an incorpora

of which each bank is a member, is K
r
i v < vision by the bank

of the issue and cancellation of notes and of the affairs of a failed

bank.

7. The notes of a failed l>ank draw interest at five per cent

the date fixed for their redemption by the minister of finance, who
may redeem them out of the assets of the bank or out of the

"circulation redemption fund.'*

Importance of Redemption

Each of these provisions of the law has its value and signifi-

cance, but only the first is absolutely essential to the successful

operation of the system. All the other provisions might be cha:

or abolished without impairment of the efficiency of the banking

in. But the abolishment of this redemption system would at

once give Canada a new banking system. The bank note is almost

the sole circulating medium in Canada, and the people li.v

dence in it because it is tested every day at the clearing houses

proves itself as good as gold. This daily test would probably not

take place with the same regularity as now if the banks did

have branches or if they were obliged to deposit security against

their issues. Canadian banks are national, not local institutions

but a few of them have branches in every part of the Dominion.

and these branches, as fast as they receive the notes of other hanks.

either send them in to the nearest redemption center or convert them

into lawful money—or its equivalent, a bill of exchange—thr

branches of the issuing banks located in the same towns. The

twenty-nine chartered banks have 2,200 branches and each hank is

seeking, through its branches, to satisfy all the legitimate needs of

the people for a circulating medium. When the note of a bank is

in circulation it is earning money for the bank, but when it 19 in

the vault or on the counter of the bank it is an idle and r.

piece of paper. Hence every bank always pays out its own notes

through its branches and sends the notes of other banks fa

redemption, thus increasing its own circulation and strength'

its own reserve.

Furthermore, if the banks were not allowed complete fre<

(544^
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of issue within the prcseri!>ed limit, hut were required to deposit

some form of security, as is required of the national banks in the

. an investment or speculative risk would arise that

would inrvitahly cause If bonds were designated as

security, bankers m\y • nij.ted by high prices to sell their

bonds and forego the profit on circul r the sake of making

a larger profit by the sale of the s< Thus the volume of hank

ract even at a time when the people needed more

currency . In mdl case, of course, Canada would be obliged to

import gold in order to fill the gap in the circulating medium.

The Circulation Redemption Pmd
The five per cent insurance fund for the redemption of the

notes of failed bank- b theoretically an important and prominent

part of the system, vet practically it would seem to be of little

consequence. OUCC IJOCC 1800 has it been necessary to use a

t lie fund Hanks have failed, to be sure, but the notes of

these hank- have always been redeemed either out of the assets or

to the double liability iiarcholders. It is a mU-
to Wppoae that the people of I have confidence in bank

e of the existence Of this redemption fund The

\gt business man knows nothing about the fund and if Ml
attention wt re called to it as being a souro rity far the lank

My think a five |>er cent reserve altogether too

small. The real reason why the people have faith in bank notes is

because the notes are always honored by the banks and never fail

t of the clearing house. In other words, they

belie hank notes arc good for about the same reason that

believe the Rin will rise in the east every twenty-four hoars

and do not bother th ibool reasons.

Option fund does contribute to the

the !>ank n It makes each bank to a certain

Bt liable for the mistakes of other btflfcft, and as a result gives

rit of mutual watchfulness and helpfulness. Other

features of the system contribute to the same result, especially the

fact that a Canadian Kink accepts from a depositor without indorse*

ment the notes of other banks. Since the banks have branche

agricultural and mining communities, often distant from the railroad

by several days* journcv. and these branches are accepting the notes

(545)
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of other bank credit Ifor them as if they were gold itself,

it i- evidently Important that each banker should have all possible-

information with to the status and bu his con

tors. As a result OOC findi among tin* hankers of Canada a sur-

prisingly intimate knowledge of each other's affairs.

'utilities

The two negative qualities of the Canadian bank note—its lack

of a legal-tender quality and of a government guaranty—at

sight may scan 60 reader- in the United States a source of v,

\ i\ ( anadian bankers would doubtless all agree that nothing

would he gained by making hank notes legal tender for any kind

of payment or by making the government in any measure liable for

their ultimate redemption. Such measures would probably be

rejected as likely to prove harmful. It would he like hamper,

flying machine with unnecessary bars of steel. Bank notes, like

bank checks, are mere promises to pay money and are more

venient than money because they can he created as need t

medium of exchange arises. When either has done the work that

called it into existence, it should disappear from circulation and he

redeemed. If it is made a legal tender like money itself, or if it-

redemption is guaranteed by a strong government, there is al

the danger that ignorant classes of people will regard it as money

II and withdraw it from circulation.

The Canadian government has nothing to do with the daily

redemption of bank notes and does not guarantee that they shall he

redeemed. It is custodian of the five per cent redemption fund and

is under obligation to redeem the notes of failed banks out of this

fund, but if a series of bank failures should exhaust it the note

holder has no guaranty that government funds will be used for his

relief.
4

The possession by the note holder of a first lien upon the a

of a bank, including the funds that may be collected from share

holders on account of their double liability, gives rise to such get

confidence in the ultimate convertibility of a bank note that the notes

of a failed bank, on account of the interest they bear, some!

command a premium. As a rule, the notes of such a bank are col-

Bank act, section 65: (6) Nothing herein contained shall he construed to

Impose anj liability upon the government of Canada, or upon the minister, beyond
the amount available from time to time out of the circulation fund.

/>)
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other hanks ami held until the da- lemption

named bj th< finance.

.\fana K Hanks

If a Canadian bank

n^ht of Independent management

and i^ taken charge of by a "curator ud bj |

Itankers' Associat

If tl thin ninety dajl i- able I the SOhfl

e bank so thai it i^ sbk OM payr. mix

he hank max DC "wound up" an arter

Daring the first three month* of a bank'* suspension the

bare a chant ffldl and restore the bar

!uy It they fail, the curator t' m place to an official

called a liquidator, who is app -t^ Under a an
the -till have hope ami opportunity : under the li

r the creditors of the bank are in the saddle.

• f all attend t«> the W
lien upon th< being i»rior to all Others, Inasmuch as the

hear interest at tiv< | from the date . ision, the

Other hanks are perfectly willing to hold them in their vaults until

such lor their final redemption, all

in that the DOtes will sooner or later he pa if the

assets of the failed bank should prove inadequate, the mutual guar-

fund in the
|

-n of the government will be drawn upon.

• the notes the deposits of the Dominion government

have lien, and then the dq I provincial goftranu

If th of the bank are not sufficient to iims.

the ire liable to an assessment cq,ual in amount to the

ipttaJ stock to which they mbserihed plus any portion

thereof which has noj been paid up. Thus if a stockholder has

subscribed for fifty share slue $100. and has paid in

only $2,500. he is liable to an aSSCSSTft -\SOO

i> on account of the unpaid subscription and $5,000 is on accout

the double li

Monthly Returns to the Government

The law provides for no publicity with regard to bank affairs

beyond the retail ie minister of finance. The nn
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finance may call for supplementary information OT special returns

from any bank whenever in his judgment they are DCC

afford a full and complete knowledge of its condition." The law.

however, gives him no right of examination, and the government

maintains no inspecting force.

Canadian Bankers' Association

The Canadian Bank) lociatiou u an incorporated body

with powers and duties prescribed in an amendment to the hank act

ed in 1900. Each chartered bank is represented in the mem-
bership and has one vote. The association is required by law t<»

supervise the issue of bank notes and to report to the government

all overissues, to look after the destruction of worn and mutilated

notes, and to take charge of suspended banks. Its headqual

are in Montreal in the Bank of Montreal building, and its active

executive officer is the secretary-treasurer. The expenses of the

association are apportioned among the banks and do not apparently

constitute a very heavy burden, for the secretary has an exceedingly

small staff. All expenses incurred by the association on account <i

a suspended bank are, of course, a charge against the assets of the

hank.

When the notes of a bank are so worn or mutilated that it srishef

to replace them with new notes, notice is sent to the secretary of

the association, a date is fixed, and in the presence of the

the old notes are duly counted and taken to a furnace, where they

are consumed in the presence of the secretary and other witn

After this solemn operation has been performed and the signatures

of all parties observing it have been duly attested, new note*

issued by the association to replace those that have been dc

The clearing houses in the Dominion arc subject to regulation by

the association.

C. The System in Time of Stress

Since the present system of banking was perfected in 1890,

Canada has had no banking panic. She has suffered from peri

of depression and hard times, caused either by short crops 01

the failure of outside markets to absorb her produce at sat

prices, but never from scarcity of currency, from runs upon banks,

from business failures, or from the inability of hank- to meet their

(548)
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obligations. It is imjx>ssible to escape the conclusion that the a
Canada's immunity from panic and financial distress i* mainly

due to the character of her banking system.

No | from periods of dullness, no
matter how pert ng system. International relations in

1 finance are so close that all count ter from the

takes made by any one. Canada has depended very much upon

tal. She is relatively a large consumer of the products

ol the United States and has many an enterprise which owi

;>tion to American initiative. Hard times in England or in the

Tinted Statc> mu t inevitably affect Canadian business. She is

borrowing from England as this country did a century ago. Her
rc-tN upon the gold reserves of London and New

Under these clrcunisUnces, when one recalls how the credit

and financial system of England and the United ave been

shaken during the last twenty years, it is remarkable that Canada

has escaped serious damage.

>ng Because Elastic

Canada's banking system contains two features that give it

great strength under the threat of panic or crises. One is the clasti-

<>f the note circulation, the other the solidarity or unity of the

m. The reason why Canada has never suffered from a cur-

rency pai on the surface. The banks always have cash

enough to meet the demands of their depositors. Instead of being

in the position of their brethren I < border, that is, anxious

to conserve their cash, they welcome any legitimate opportunity for

the increase of their circulation. for a few weeks during

the panic period of 1907. when practically all the banks of the

United States had suspended cash payments, the Canadian banks

have always had currency on hand in excess of their customers'

needs. This current their own notes. To their

men the bank notes are perfectly good money. Even though

people g< of the solvency of a Canadian bank, its notes

would not be in disfavor.

Furthermore, when Canadian banks satisfy their customers'

demands for cash, their resources are unimpaired. They arc not

ed, as arc the banks of the Unite*
! to call loans in order

ake good their cash reserve. With the public their notes

(49)
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all the efficiency of gold itself, and the fact that they are paid

dlinvjly by the bankers, the supply as a rule teeming incx-

tiblc, prevents anything like a panic starting among the people.

The elasticity ol the note issue, however ll not the most im-

portant factor contributing to the peace and security of the Canadian

financial system. It must be regarded, indeed, as an essential factor,

without it the banks would he unable to maintain equilibrium

without resorting to methods that at times would be perilous, It

in any emergency they were obliged to raise their rates of int

and to seek to increase their resources by the reduction of 1<

it is doubtful if Canada, despite the strength of its banking system

in other respects, could escape from the losses caused by panic.

Solidarity or Unity of the System

The other feature making for financial ease in Canada, namely,

the solidarity or unity of the banking system, is not easy to describe.

It u | growth, a situation, rather than a creation of the law. When
OOC has in view the protection of Canada's business and financial

welfare; it is impossible not to regard the twenty-nine chartered

banks, with their 2,200 branches, as a single institution. As tender!

of money they are independent units. For that matter, the branch of

each bank has a great deal of independence. All are independently

seeking for deposits. Each branch is seeking to make the lar

nbk profit, and its manager is encouraging to the utmost the enter-

prise! in his locality, for on the growth of the business he does

depends his favor at headquarters. Nevertheless, from a national

point of view, despite the competition among the hanks and then-

branches, there is considerable reason for regarding the twenty-nine

chartered banks of Canada as one institution.

Consider, for instance the following facts

:

1. Over fifty per cent of the banking business in Canada is

done by six banks. One of these, the Bank of Montreal, has 1

exceeding twenty per cent of the total. Another, the Bank of Com-
merce, with head office at Toronto, has resources equal to thirteen

l>er cent of the total.

2. The Bank of Montreal is the depositary of most of the

government funds and among the people is commonly spoken of as

the government bank.

3. The P»amVrs' A n, an organization created by law.
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is a medium through which the best banking opinion finds authorita-

ression. Through this association the banks keep advised

of all Binding hgialltJQg m any way affecting banking interests,

4. Bank managers are I each one has the

expert's regard for a man who has had a wider experience or a

lining than himself. As a result, no manager will venture

far upon a poHcj « Inch i> regarded by his competitors as dangerous

5. All the hanks arc equally interested in the unbroken proa-

v of tlu '1 lie managers of the six largest banks, each

e of over a hundred branches arc particularly watchful

They realize that speculative excesses in any part of the country

Dg loss to them and must he discouraged.

6. On account of this mutual interdependence of the banks, no
bank in Canada can hope to achieve success by striking out upon
an absolutely independent policy, \i Mich conduct is 1 meet
with the disapproval of the banking fraternity. The business public.

winch a new bank must get its snpport, lias confidence in the

management and judgment of the established institutions

depositor may feel that he ought to get more than three per cent

interest on his balance. He may complain that his bank does not

give him credit enough, or thai it is not liberal enough in its collec-

theless he would be reluctant to give his account

! ut i<>n or to any institution, whether old or new, if it were
managed by nun not in good standing with the leading bankers.

7. In their insistence on the rule that a man shall borrow from
only one bank the banks have done more than appears on the sur-

face to make tin 1 a unit. If a merchant is refused credit

t bank, he finds it practically impossible to get help from any

other. This rule certainly makes the twenty-nine banks of the

Dominion, from the borrower's point of view, a single institution.

8 There is practical unanimity of opinion among bankers

with regard to br. and the outlook. The managers
of Cat banks get their information with regard to the couir

from the managers of branc' .ill know what is

in every part of the country, it is not remarkable that all

re very much in agreement for the sources of information

of all are practically the same.* As a result. Canada has a "banker's

•Purine tha writer'! tfj to Canada, la April. ISO*. I

Montreal. Ottawa. Toronto, and Winnipeg. It«;tWt» I

mm topic* of convcraatloa. and rrtrywtwrr got practically the
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opinion" with regard to the business situation, as distinguished

the "opinions of bankers" in the United States. In the latter

country the bankers in the West are often in disagreement with the

bankers in the East, and the eastern bankers are frequently in con-

siderable ignorance of the conditions and events which are sha

the opinions of their western brethren. In Canada, with reference

to questions of fact or actual conditions, one finds very seldom any

difference of opinion among Canadian bankers. If there is excessive

ulation in any part of the country, if a certain industry is

suffering because of tariff changes in Europe, or because of a scarcity

of raw materials, or if capital is being employed in an industry in

amounts not warranted by the demand, or if there is the prospc

a light yield of any agricultural product, the bankers are among the

first to get the information, and all of them have it.

Importance of the Banker

This unanimity among the bankers with regard to business con-

ditions makes the individual banker a much more important person

in Canada than he is in the United States. Business men there

do not speak of him as a mere money lender. They look upon him

as a man who has especial facilities for getting information about

business and financial questions and whose opinion, therefor*

entitled to great respect. This is true not only of the general

managers, who as a rule live in the -large cities and are men

middle life, but is true as well of the managers even of the small

branches. In every community the manager of a branch bank.

especially if it is a branch of one of the half dozen largest institu-

tions, occupies a prominent position and exerts a powerful influence

in the shaping of business opinion. Not only does he send reports

daily or weekly with respect to events of importance within his field,

but he himself is constantly getting letters of advice from the

office. He is the one man in the community who is in touch with

the business conditions of the Dominion or, for that matter, of the

world. He may be a young man, but he has had a training in the

methods of Canadian banking, and it is known that he would not

The managers nt the head offices get dally reports and letters from tbttc I

managers, and the bead offices in their turn send out Information to the branches.

A* a result the men in the banking business In Canada know more about the whole

country than any other set of men. The flies of one of the larger banks probably

contain more valuable and more accurate Information about the current events In

Canada than can be found In the flies of any newspaper.
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'i'ii it his superiors did not have confidence in Ml
judgment

As a re- ill these conditions working together, it may
fairly be said that Canada possesses many of the advantages of a

central bank. The employees of each bank, from general manager

down to the onV the m»HoH branch, are busily occt:

hare t«»uar«l increasing the ban ic*s and

Bach i> keenly «>n the lookout f<-r an opportunity to estab-

.1 new branch in 1
; g young community, and ca<

and to gain new ones. Bttl

if a cloud ap|>ears on the hori/<>n. if lad news comes from England

with regard t<> Canadian investments, or if thei Id speculation

bl Wall street, the leading bankers get together, not formally, but

informally, and as a result the Canadian banks become practically

.1 unit in their attitude toward the common peril.

The Panic of 1907

The policy adopted by the ( anadian banks at the end of 1906,

and followed throughout the rtrenuoui year of 1907. illustrates

'lv the solidarity of the hanking system All hntintft men
niber the !: activity of 19c idy advance in prices

of goods, tin le demand for money, and the Ittgfa rates of

interest everywhere prevailing at the end of the year. To the avcr-

emed a period of boundlos and unending prospt

ra enough to haul the freight offered them and

them huilt fast enough. Manufacturers in the t'nited

nd in Canada had withdrawn their traveling salesmen

becai r a year ahead.

In the United St lew of the leaders in industry and

led a note of warning, hut most men were too busy

to hear it and in. id of the 10.000 banket -ed to believe it

jttttii the decline in the market prices of securities began
in January, a few bankers in New ty—those in closest touch

with the financial needs of corporations and with the temper of

^
rn money markets—became convinced th. ies were

ahead. Most of those men, knowing that a public expression of

their apprehei >uld do little good ami might do harm, silently

about the bu-iness of strengthening their resources. Mean-
00 or more Rankers thr the country, wondering

(5S
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whv the stock market should be weak when the country was so

prosperous, continued to make advances at bigfa rates of in:

to expanding enterprises. As a result, when the crash can

OctoN-r. it is doubtful if more than ten per cent of the bankers in

the United St re prepared for it, and f< | 1 weeks there

was an almost universal suspension o! specie payments rod with-

drawal of banking support from deserving borrow* •

Canadian Banks Were Prepared

In Canada there was no panic. For a year the leading Canadian

bankers had been urging upon their customers the necessity for

caution, and in their annual reports to the shareholders early in

1907 bank presidents and general managers had given notice that

the phenomenal profits and business of the preceding few \

could not be expected to continue much longer. Financial journals

and editorial writers for the daily press, taking their cue from the

bankers, had for months called attention to the strain upon the

world's money markets and pointed out the necessity for conserva-

tism, not only among the banks but among the promoters of new-

enterprises.

In January, 1907, there was only one opinion among bankers

as to the financial situation. For several years the country's trade

had been expanding by leaps and bounds. Immigrants had poured

into the country from Europe and from the United States. New
capital had come from England and the United States at the rale

of $200,000,000 a year. The profits of industrial and commercial

products had been large. In ten years bank loans and deposits had

doubled. In short. Canada's prosperity had been even greater than

that of the United States. The demand for capital had outrun the

supply, and the strain upon the banking resources every bank

manager knew had reached the danger point. Every one of them

said this to their shareholders; the newspapers published their

remarks, and business men throughout the Dominion knew not

only that they ought to retrench, but that they must. They knew that

they could get no help from the banks if they sought to enlarge

their operations.

Gradual Contraction of Loans

It was impossible, of course, for the banks to call an immediate

halt in the expansion of enterprise or in the use of their credit
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[ng 1906 the current loans in Canada had risen from $430,000,000

to $550,000,000, an increase of nearly twenty-five per cent. Any
attempt on the part of the banks to bring this upward movement to a

n wouM have mined many a solvent concern,

five months, or until the end of May. the banks suffered inue.

their loans (faring that period rising from $550,000,000 t

000.000. Then began a gradual contraction an«l 1 teady uu.

in the cash reset veen June 1 and September 1 the total of

their current loans in Canada declined $10,000,000. At the same

thened their reserves by accumulating cash in their

OWH vault- tod b - amount <-f their funds on call in

York City. Canadian borrowers were treated with more
consideration than those in foreign countries, as is shown by the

reduction in current loans elsewhere from $36,000,000 to $23,000,-

000 between February 1 and Jul be l>anks appear to !iavc

endeavored to convert their time loans Otttridl ada into call

loans, having in view an increase in the amount of funds available

•immediate use.

Between January 1 and September 1 there was a decline in the

demand der> 1 $192,000,000 to $160,000,000 and an increase

in time deposits from $400,000,000 to $425,000,000, so that the total

of deposits iunTetcd very little diminution. After the fir

nl»er. however, deposits steadily declined until the end of the

time deposits from $425,000,000 September 1 to $400,000,000

December 31. Demand deposits remained practically unchanged

during this period.

By the first of September Canadian bank manage
ntly quite alive to the nece- after all

the changes in tl meotl indicated a con heir part

that the situation \\a- precarious and that the banker's first duty

is to preserve the solvency of his bank and take care of its regular

s. They knew that large sums would be demanded of

them for the movement of the crops and were diipOJed then

to take every precaution against weakness. Hie season was late

and it was known therefore that there would be difficulty get

the crops to market, for the Canadian railroads, like those in the

United S: re embarrassed by lack of equipment
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Call I. luced m

When the crash came in New York and the Knickerbocker

Trust C "ompany suspended on the 22d of October. ( 'anadian hanks

immediately adopted measures of idf-protection. During the

monthi the total of their call bam outside of Canada declined

from $62,000,000 to $40,000,000. There wa> also a -mall reduction

of their call loans in Canada. Their cash reserve was incn

by $5,000,000. Their current loaiM in Canada, however, were $10,-

000,000 less November 30 than on October I, and in I December they

fell off $15,000,000 more. These two months, November and Dc

cember, were strenuous months in Canada as they were everywhere

in the world. The western wheat crop was late and as a result

there was a great clamor for funds for their movement. Currency

carce in the United States that Canadian hank notes dis-

appeared over the border and performed their function as a medium

of exchange in towns and country districts in the United St

many miles distant from the Canadian line. Most of the banks

found that their circulation was dangerously near the maximum and

feared that they might be called upon to pay out legal tender. There

not the slightest suspicion of banks in Canada and no talk-

whatever of a run upon any hank. People did complain, however

that the banks were not doing their duty by the western farmer

-

Why should the hanks be lending money on call in Wall Itl

when the farmers of Manitoba were unable to market their CI

because buyers could not get funds from the banks?

Circulation Too Xcar The Limit

The banks, their deposits declining, their circulation near the

maximum, the railroads unable to haul the crops prompt!

market, dared not tie up funds in agricultural products which might

later be called for by the commercial and industrial in; i the

Dominion. If their capital had been larger so that they might

have expanded their note circulation with impunity, the situation

would have been less difficult. Yet something more than n

was wanted. For the first time in many years Canada felt the

pinch of that want which is annually felt in the Unite

namely, a sudden and great increase in the demand for both capital

and currency. And for the first time they faced the risk of being
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compelled to pay out legal tender monej II they satisfied the demands

of grain buyers, In other words, the Canadian banks and the agri-

cultural interests of Canada during the last three months of 1907

had a taste of what the banks and farmers of the United States

experience every year, The banks dared not make large advances

s of grain lest the depletion of their reserves or an

excessive issue of BOtei should result. The total circulation

climbed up to $89,000,000, which was only about $6,000,000 under

the maximum, and no bank felt that it could authorize its branches

1crease the issue of notes; the risk of being called up-

pay the penalty for e issue was too great

To the Canadian banker and to his customer the situation was

before during this generation had the banks

been obli t their loans merely because they feared that

an ea < of DOtei might result. Serious and new as the

and though it gave rise to many complaints in busi-

ness circles, nevertheless there were no important business failures

in Canada, and hankers in general felt confident that they would be

able to bring the country safely through the crisis. In the last two

months of the year the deposits declined $30,000,000 and the current

loans in Canada $25,000,000. This shrinkage was inevitable. Many
depositors having investments in the United States were obliged to

protect them by* the withdrawal of funds from Canada. The
banks, on their side, were obliged to withdraw their assistance

from such cost as needed it least. It is the boast of the

bank rtr, and is now generally admitted, that during these

two months no man who actually deserved and needed a loan was
ed it, and few borrowers were obliged to pay an unusual rate

of interest

The Government Tries to Help

Canadians are readers of the newspapers of the United Stales,

and they know something about our habit of calling upon the

government for aid whenever money is "tight" So the question

asked. Why should not the Dominion treasury come to our

relief? The banks, it should be noted, did not ask this question.

! not believe that government aid was necessary. Nor was
lent how government aid could be afforded, for the Dominion

iry. unlike that of the United States, keeps all of its cash at

(SS
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all times in the bank-, and M has no reserve fond on hand on which

to draw for the purpose of casing the money market The goi

ment, huui \ ed by the popular demand and i

ard with an offer of relief which involved a suspension of tin-

Dominion legal tender act. similar tO the lOSpeSlskni of the

l>ank act whereby the Bank of England b permitted to

IlOtCS Unsecured by com.

The KtMM was made upon the authority of the or in

council dated November u. 1907, on I memorandum fn.m tin-

minister of finance, in which he descrihed the effect of the world

wide monetary stringency upon Canada and declared that ther-

much anxiety in the West among farmer-, traders, and hankers

over "the prospect of insufficient financial accommodation to move
the crop." He recommended that the minister he authorized to

new Dominion notes and deposit them with the hank- moti

largely interested in the grain BftSmCM, and to accept from the hank-

high-class securities. In the second memorandum, dated November

26, be recommended that the advances be made through the Bank
of Montreal, at such rates of interest, not lesfl than four per cent per

annum, as the Bank of Montreal might deem fair and reason

The advances were not to exceed $10,000,000 and were to he

tected by the deposit of securities satisfactory to the Bank of Mon-

treal. These issues of Dominion notes were approved by a<

Parliament July 20, 1908. Events proved that the bankers were

right in their claim that they were fully able to take care of the

western situation, for there was a call for only $5,115,000 of mil

emergency issue of Dominion notes. The bankers understood the

situation better than did the minister of finance.

The character of the year n>o8 is shown by the bank returns

Current loans declined steadily from November I, 1907, until

March 1, 1909. Deposits, however, began to increase early in 1908,

time deposits rising from $395,000,000. March 1, to $430,000,000.

December 31. In the same period demand deposits increased from

$140,000,000 to $210,000,000, while the cash reserve moved up from

$75,000,000 to $100,000,000. The hanks being unable to en

their idle funds in Canada during this year, put them out on call

in the New York market. The item "call loans elsewhere" rose h

$41,000,000, December 1, 1907, to $106,000,000, December 31, 1

and by the end of May, 1909, had climbed to $125,000,000. TWl
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much larger sum oi ttOQf) than the ( aiiadian banks cat

Joy b the call loan mark.

During 1907 the tanks gradually reduced the amount of call

loans in Canada by about $1 1.000,000. The funds thus released were

loaned to m< manufacturers, and the buyers of grain. In

1908 thi^ item bcgM t.» i! lie tanks having mo* than

was needed by business interests. They adopted the same policy

with current loans ot | Canada, reducing these during
I

1 $36,000,000 to $23,000,000 In 1908 this item begat

Early in the year. 1907, in anticipation of a strain, the chartered

hanks began to increase the cash reserve, at the same time calling

rk and reducing foreign balances. I letween May
and October ied rather freely in the New York call-money

market, but during October and N«»\ ember they reduced their out-

call loans by $20,000,000. Their credit balances and call loans

de of Canada both increased greatly in the first seven months

OB, when tlu demand for money was small in Canada. In the

last quarter of 1908 the dec! a credit balances explains

the rapid increase in ill loans. Throughout 1909 the banks

resources beyond the needs of Canada, and the outside call

loans rose to $138,000,000, an increase of nearly $100,000,000 in

In tlu- tame t\\.» petti the cash reserve rose from

$80,000,000 to $105,000,000. and the amount of securities held from

$71,000,000 to $86,000,000. It is interesting to note that the amount

enritief varied but little during 1907. It was not a good year

for bonds.

Umg Bank Failures

The story of banking is not without its dramatic incidet

any country. Canada has probably had fewer such incidents in the

n than most countries, yet there was a bank failure

906 winch furnished unique detaiU. < >n the evening of October

i-\ the bankers of Toronto and Montreal heard with that

the Bank of Ontario had gone beyond its depth and would not open

its doors the next morning. Its capital was $1,500,000 an

d

deposits $12,000,000. The leading bankers in the Dominion dreaded

the effect which the failure of such a bank might have. The

k of Montreal agreed to take over the assets and pay all the
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liabilities provided a innubcr of other banks would agree to I

with it any losses. Its offer was accepted and a representative of

the Bank of Montreal took the night train for Toronto

breakfastless to the office of the Bank of Ontario he found the

directors at the end of an all-night session and laid before them

resolutions officially transferring the basil 1 accounts of the

bank to the Bank of Montreal. They adopted the resolution before

nine a. in. and the bank opened business for the day with the follow-

ing notice over its door: "This is the Bank of Montreal."

Before one o'clock the same notice, painted on a board or pen-

ciled on brown wrapping paper, was over the door of the thirty-one

branches in different parts of the Dominion. Its customers were

astonished that day when they went to the hank, hut none of them

took alarm and many of them were well pleased with the change.

The note holders and depositors were paid in full, and it u generally

understood that the venture was a profitable one for the Bank of

Montreal, although litigation is still pending over the double liability

of the stockholders. The general manager of the Bank of Ontario,

who had sunk its capital in Wall street, received a five years' sen-

tence for making false statements with regard to the bank's affairs.

First Outbreak of High Fintm

Only one other large bank has been in trouble since 1890. It

was the Sovereign Bank, an institution having over eighty bran

and $16,000,000 in deposits. It was established in 1903 and

managed by an artist in "high financed the only one of that class,

it is claimed, who ever controlled a big Canadian bank. It is claimed

that he was backed by large financial houses in New York and in

Germany. He was reckless both in spending and in lending money,

and early in 1907, when the assets amounted to over $25,000,000,

it became known that much of its paper was valueless. The ca

stock was reduced and a new management was placed in charge,

but in January, 1908, the bankers of Toronto and Montreal

informed that the Sovereign would be obliged to suspend unless it

received assistance. On the 18th of January its business was t

over by twelve banks which guaranteed the creditors against loss.

The branches of the bank were divided among these twelve it

tutions, and report has it that some of the general manap

for a time unable to find all the branches that had been allott<

6b)
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them. The manager of t Pdgn, Kfl his >carch for communi-

mk>, had gone ahead of both map makers tad

pott office department assets of the bank are not proving

equal to the liabilities, but the guaranteeing banks are prot<

m loss by the double liability of the stockholders.

The circumstances attending the liquidation of these two large

trfnglhcil the view I I in this chapter with

rd to the soli f the Canadian system. Bankers

still shake their heads ruefully over the havoc wrought by the

Sovereign and over the changes it made in hanking practices, where-

by various minor profit annihilated, and declare that if

another specialist in "high finance" appears among them they

let him and his friends take their medicine. "The banks can not

go on forever," they ruling between the people and a rotten

bank." Like the directors of the Bank of England, the presidents

and managers of the big banks in Canada deny that any rcsponsi-

rt-ts upon them for the protect ie country's financial

security, yet when the next pinch comes the situation itself will

;>el them in self-defense to act together both quickly and

effectively .

ee 1889 six small banks have failed, but note holders have

ng and depositors very little. They were local institutions

with few branches and their failures possess little significance in a

y of the banking system as a whole.

Conclusion

The Canadian banking system possesses features of extraor-

dinary merit, adapting it admirably to the needs of the country

which it serves. It performs meet efficiently the service for which

banks are created, gathering up the country's idle capital and plac-

et in channels of nseftd employment. The assets of the banks

are of high quality because of protection afforded by the law ami

because borrowers are prevented by custom from hawking their

paper through 1> The law leaves the banks such freedom

in the use of their credit that business is never brought to a halt

uments of exchange : whether the need be for

checks and drafts or for bank not always adequate

The redempt n insures perfect elasticity for both the note

and deposit currencv. The n eems to be abundant for the

01)
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protection of the liabilities and to be composed of elements

v liquid and available. Finally, <>n account of the extent t«»

which the larpcr bank^ art- Interested in me trade and industrii

all parts of the Dominion e of the investments made thrt

their branches, the ITStem possesses a solidarity that makes possible

united action in the face of a common peril.

(562)



THE STOCK lANliE AND illl V MAI

II«»ka(K White,
Chairman New York Committee on Speculation in Securities ami

Comm <liti. >. 1909.

The relations of the stock exchange and the money mark

Other arc primarily those Of the promoter and the investor, and

secondarily those of the U»rr« 1 the lead

(taction 1 -li« >u Id first he noted.

11 the goods in the world that are subjc

sale ami transfer. Money is an instrument of exchange, the posses-

of which gives the owna nd of capital at the
i

•:

ren time. Tnesupprj nature of

things, limited. Both the* production and the consumption of ca

go on at all times. The of production over consumption

tpital available tor the cm »al means of

•n, from which income may be derived. The owners of

•ply it to this purpose, or transfer it

to others. Ordinarily an easy money market means that the demand
for c. xcess of the supply. ht money
market means that the demand h aken the supply and that

men are bidding against each other for the possession of it; the

ctition of bidders causes general prices and the rate of interest

to rise.

The function of the stock exchange as a promoter of new en-

terprises consists of its great clientage of 1 f its facilities for

advertising securities, and of its reputation for carefulness in scru-

ippUcations f«»r rfminrfrn t«» its h>t. its buyers are pr

rabk in both hemispheres. Its quotations arc published

free of cost in nearly all daily newspaj* enterprise i-* admitted

idmg li-t without previous examination by a committee of

expert v While the exchange does not guarantee the goodness of

any security, or even the truthfulness of the statements filed by its

igers, it requires the filing of men statements prior to ad-

and at stated intervals thereafter, and it inflicts summary pun-

ishment for anv breach of good faith therein. Thus, the fact of
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admission to the list becomes prima facie, although not conclusive,

evidence of the character of the investment.

The money market consists of all the loanable funds in the

country. The money which people arc using in their daily business,

which passes from hand to hand in retail trade. is n<> part of the

money market. Such money is not marketable because it cannot be

recalled from the immediate service which it is rendering to tOCietY.

The bulk of loanable funds of the country consists of bank ci

which are bottomed on gold; and the magnitude of such credits is

limited by the amount of "lawful money" held by the hanks as

reserves. Bank notes are not available as reserves of national banks,

although they are such for state banks and trust companies. This

is a slovenly and dangerous practice which ought to be corrected by

the clearing houses of the country, if the state laws allow it to

continue. Any attempt, however, to enlarge the loanable funds of

the banks by "taking out" hank notes not needed for hand to hand
circulation, would be defeated by their prompt return for redemp-

tion in lawful money.

A certain amount of loanable funds is always held by private

persons, but since they usually keep their money deposited in banks

the portion which they draw out lessens the amount which the hanks

can use in the loan market. The lending power of these institutions

in the aggregate may be many times greater than the amount of the

lawful money in their vaults, since ninety per cent or more of the

trading which takes place in our large cities is done by means of

bank credit and clearing house transactions.

The most common function of banks is the discount of com-
mercial paper running for short periods of time and representing

actual transfers of property in the business world. In this way the

bank exchanges its well known credit for the less known credit of

merchants and manufacturers. An ideal condition for a bank is

one wherein the supply of good bills is sufficient to absorb all of its

loanable credit and where the inflow of cash from maturing on-

equal to the outgo of new ones. There is always some difference,

however, in the character and quality of bills offered for discount.

and when the amount of acceptable paper is less than the amount

of the bank's loanable funds, advances may be made on goods or

securities that are readily salable in the market. In this way
interest is earned on monev that would otherwise remain idle. In
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the event that securities of this character are not available at home
the banker may pla. :uuds as deposits payable on

demand in some other place where such securities are bought and

sold. Usually a low rate of it ay two per cent, is allowed on

The piling up of these deposits in the banks of New York

rate ..i mtiM t <»n call money and incites specula

!i I nion Pacific, for example, pays dividends of ten per cent and i>

ig at 170 or undt ds 5.6 per cent on the purchase price.

It the purchaser can borrow money on call at one and one-half per

c case now, he Rams a profit of three and onc-h.

it as long as such conditions continue. Speculation

started may run a rable time and draw in a large

number of parti md extend sympathetically to the whole

Speculators may bid up the price of stocks, and the rate of

Interest at the same time, until a climax is reached. Then a reaction

will come, stocks will fall, n ill be exhausted, speculators

will lie sold out, t>anks may fail, liquidation will pur cxorable

course, and a tabula rasa will be made, upon which a new cycle of

Inflation and collapse may take its start

The essential difference between the two methods of employ-

resources is that discounted bills are always bringing
in the means of payment of the banker's liabilities, while loans on

teral, whether payable on call or at a fixed time, depend on the

sale of the securities, the selling of which may be restricted, or pre-

vented altogether, by the lack of buyers in the market. This is an

important difference. In Germany the Reichsbank is not allowed

tsue circulating notes against collaterals, not even govt

bonds, while it may issue them to any extent against one-third

and two-thirds bills discounted having not more than three months

n. Moreovr: icr rate of interest is charged on collateral

than on bills. The aggregate amount of loans on collateral

shank does not usually exceed fifteen per cent of the

whole. An explanation of this practice is given bv Pr Koch, former

president of the Reichsbank. in a paper reprinted among the docu-

ments of our National Monetary Commission, as follow

For a bank of issue, the aggregate of whose investments must always be

on a level with that of its obligations, it is not merely a question of safety.

but fundamentally of the liquidity of the investments No person who has any
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acquaintance with such matters will believe that loans on securities can be

compared with discounts, represented by bills carefully chosen according to

sound principles of banking, with respect to the possibility of quick realization.

Loans on securities are always lacking in the quality of transparency, it being

often not easy to sec what is behind than. They do n<>t rest m all cases on a

basis of substantial business dealings like commercial bills, and in pan

bills drawn against the delivery of merchandise, which always presupposes the

existence of the equivalent in commodities, or as the ad pTOCCedl of a sale.

In general there are no indications as to how the credit sought is going to be

used, while the probability of punctual payment depends upon just this factor.

It is thus possible that the bank may be compelled in time of crisis, when its

own customers are falling into arrears, to proceed to realize on securities in

great quantities in order to protect its 2,000,000,000 marks, or more, of demand
liabilities. There are times when it is impossible to realize .^n.f^cm, or at

least not practicible without great losses.

The Reichsbank, although owned by private persons, is admin-

istered by the state. The profits of the shareholders are not the

first consideration of the management. The public advantage takes

precedence, and thi> is found to be best served by limiting advances

on collaterals as aforesaid.

The stock exchange is a meeting place of the buyers and sellers

of invested capital ; that is, of incomes present or prospective. This

comparatively modern institution because invested capital trans-

ferable by negotiable instruments is of modern origin. There were

exchanges in the ancient world where traders met to deal in various

kinds of movable goods. The Agora of Greece, and the Forum of

Rome, and the Fairs of the Middle Ages were such exchanges, but

negotiable incomes (stocks and bonds) did not then exist. At the

present time no person of intelligence keeps surplus money un-

invested. He buys some interest-bearing security, or puts it in a

savings bank, in which case the savings bank buys an interest-

bearing security, or employs it in such manner as to yield an income.

Capital is the result of saving. If not the parent of civiliza-

tion, it is the indispensable promoter and handmaid of it, since

capital gives mankind the leisure and the means to take new
forward in solving the problems of human existence. It is desirable

that there should be facilities for investing the savings of the people

without serious delay. Such facilities promote saving. It is desir-

able also that investments should be reconvertible into cash without

delay. The raison d'etre of a stock exchange is to supply a place

where money can be invested quicklv. and recovered quickly, or
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tor can borrow money immediate!, if lie to

It is an incidental advantage that the stock exchange

ins all i and intending investors, daily and without

cost t ; tin prka at which they can buy or sell the

angc. These prices are made
i it i<>n of buyers and sellers in the market, who are

the spur of M If interest. There is no other way in

I f the quotations so made are not

dy the truth in every case, they arc the nearest approach to

it that mankind

The gross an bit securities admitted to the New
k Stock I e if upwards of twenty-five billions of dollars,

as shown in the following table as of the date of June 6, 1910:

Railroad bonds .

.

$7,181,040,250

road stocks .

.

7-»5.7<A!*5

Industrial bonds . 632.446350

Industrial stocks . J.OUJK&J0O
Street railway bonds 6jj.206.000

Street railway m«h k 475/>59*QOO

Telegraph and telephone bonds.

.

245*400.200

Telegraph and telephone stocks. 5jo.90-i.700

Gas and electric light boadl 201.5j7.000

Gas and electric light stoeks 267*566000

Coal and iron bond 84.810,500

Coal and iron stocks.

.

140.781.800

tig stocks J47.o$^ooo

Miscellaneous stocks .

.

I ;j.5W°o
Miscellaneous bonds .

.

240*257,000

Banks an<l trail companies 1 14.502J800

Express companies 68^067»joo

U. S. Government bonds 847.891 -*.*>

Foreign government bonds.

.

a^ojj859*joo

State government bonds 85^oj.04j

York City bonds 422.614.600

Other city bonds. 10^55*00

llS^LMJAOSB

The sales of securities on the exchange during the calendar

1909 were upwards 0/ twenty billions of dollars cash value

arcs are like the distances of the fixed stars: the human

mind prasp them. 1 not. however tell the whole
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story, for there are two other exchanges in New York which deal

in negotiable securities and there are stock exchanges in Boston,

Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Chicago, San Francisco, Montreal and

several other cities, which are accessible to investors and speculators

on this continent.

Under the rules of the New York Stock Exchange every trade

made on the floor must be settled and completed within twenty-four

hours, unless otherwise specified ; i. c, the seller must deliver the

thing sold, and the buyers must pay for it in full, at or before 2.15

p. m. of the day following the transaction. All hut an insignificant

part of the trading on the exchange is of this kind. If all the pur-

chasers should pay in full with their own money there would be no

resort to loanable funds. But probably nine-tenths of the trans-

actions are speculative. In such cases a portion of the money, say

ten or twenty per cent, is supplied by the buyer, and an equal sum

by the broker who makes the purchase, and the latter borrows the

remainder from a bank, giving the stock or bonds so bought a^

security for the loan. The amount advanced by the purchaser

is called the margin, and there is always an agreement, express

or implied, that the margin shall be kept good in case the market

price of the securities declines. If the purchaser fails to re-

spond when called upon for more margin, the broker may sell

him out. The bank exercises the same privilege as against the

broker. The bank may call upon the broker at any time and

without assigning any reason. The percentage of the margin that

may be required is a matter of bargain between the parties. If a

stock is very active, 1. e., if there is always a large number of people

trading in it, the variations, although frequent, are likely to be small,

hence a small margin will suffice. If, however, the security is seldom

bought or sold, a large margin is required, because a quantity may
be offered suddenly to be sold for what it will bring, and there may
be no bid for it at or near its customary quotation.

The making of bank loans to stock brokers is bottomed pri-

marily on the confidence which the banker has in the broker as a

person, and secondarily on the goodness of the securities offered.

The modus operandi is substantially this: The broker, knowing

from his clearing sheet of yesterday what payments he has to meet

to-day, obtains from his bank in the morning authority to draw

for this aggregate amount at an agreed rate of interest. As his

(S«)
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id during the day the bank certifies them and the

er sends to the bank securities whose market value is greater

by a certain margin than the amount borrowed.

These loans are usually payable on call. As national banks

arc forbidden by lav. iy checks for a sum greater than the

ser of the checks has cm dej>osit
t the practice in such cases is

the broker to execute a promissory note, which note the banker

disc* tting the proceeds to the credit of the broker, and

attaching Ibc lecUfit] tf it comes in (hiring the day. While

tins method C he banker to some danger of loss in the interval

eeo the certification of checks and the receipt of the secur

such losses seldom occur. There is an unwritten rule of the stock

exchange that the bank must be protected at all hazards, both as a

matter of personal honor and because the stock brokerage business

cannot be carried on otherwise.

But it happens sometimes that the broker himself is suddenly

disabled. Such a case ha; n the Columbus and Hocking Coal

and lr n
;

t culation a few months ago. Here the broker was con-

fronted with tatc fall of fifty or sixty joints in a Mock that

he and others were "manipulating." or at all events supporting, by

purchases on the exchange. Three banks that had loaned their

credit to him in the customary way sent hastily to the broker's

office to demand security. The one whose messenger arrived first

took all that the debtor could lay his hands on. hut the amount was
not sufficient. The others got nothing. The brokerage firm went into

the hands of a receiver in bankruptcy, and the receiver made a

demand upon the bank which had been so alert in collecting its claim,

to surrender, as assets of the bankrupt estate, the securities to

obtained. The national law forbids the giving of a preference to

any creditor in case of impending failure: and thereby hangs a

lit which is still pending, and which may lead to radical cha

in the business methods of the stock exchange and the money
market. Doubtless the case will be carried to the highest court

.since it involves the question whether stock exchange securities pass

by delivery in cases where bankruptcy is apprehended, and also what

facts justify the presumption of approaching bankruptcy.

However these questions may be decided, the Columbus and

Hock nplc shows that it is not safe for bankers to rely upon

the quotations of the ticker alone to assure them of the
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*k exchange securities. If these can drop suddenly titty points,

no lenders on coil I bey must have better know
of the charad ritj they accept tlian the figured which

the borrower! themsclrca may cause by bidding up juices. The
r is not an infallihlc guide, nor is it the only guide which the

stock exchange supplies. It requires all companies admitted to the

stock list to file reports of their financial condition from tii.

time. If lenders do not avail themselves <.i" this information. •

they misinterpret it. they have only themselves to hlame.

The relations of the -stock exchange and the money market .ire

those of borrower and lender, hut they are hy no means as simple

as they seem. The twain are gigantic bodies which act and

upon each other like planets revolving around a common 08

It is a problem of great complexity to find the causes of the condi-

tions prevailing at any time. Still more difficult is it to predict what
conditions may prevail six months hence.

The state of the money market at the present time (An
1910) aptly illustrates the complexity of the problem. The rate of

interest for call money on stock collaterals is between one and two
per cent—a very low rate. On short-term notes of good cor]

tions.however.it is from five to six per cent, while first-class dividend

paying stocks can be bought at prices which yield the investor

to seven per cent. Money is flowing to New York from the

interior, and the city banks are paying two per cent interest

country bank deposits. The surplus reserve of the city bank- ifl

upwards of fifty million dollars, the ratio of reserve to dep

being much above the legal requirement. Under such conditio

visitor from Mars would infer that money was very easy, hut it i-

not so. The fact that it is otherwise is proved by the recent

importation of gold from Europe, and also by the sudden move-

ment of bankers to prepare for using the note-issuing privil

of the Aldrich-Yreeland act, which they have neglected during tin

past two years. In fact, money is tight for everybody except stock

speculator >. The explanation of the phenomenon is that the pn
is a period of distrust. The men who control the loanable funds

of this country and of Europe as well, are not willing to let it go

out of their hands except for short periods. Money is loaned at

very low rates on call because it can be recovered quickly.

But how. it mav be asked, can our city hanks pav two per
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deposits and lend the same money at one and one-half

per cent ? The answer is that it is sometime- i lose half of

n to lose a customer. Moreover, the city bank

does ke all of its stock exchange loans at call. It makes

some for fixed periods at rates varying from three per cent up-

wards, according to the time they run and the character of the

borrower and his securities.

iods of confidence and periods of depression come and go

in undulations. The be '. \\> ups and downs.

xai tlv with regularity hut with something approaching it.

daring the past three centuries. Ti r sad prime

e of a commercial crisis is speculation leading to inflated j

•

and the piling up of based upon b the

debtors cannot pay. We had such —one of the first magni-

tude—in 1907. 1 that the 1 any

tal mann »ck speculation. Doubtteai Stock trading ran

pari passu with other trading— it generally does. The inflation

which prevailed generally did not

• e, but thai institution was n wcr above other

bringing down punishment It was the 1 Ferer,

ever. More columns in the newspapers a n to it. more
were turned upon it. than ui>on any other. So when the rate

teres! in F weal up momentarily to 125, there

.1 shock in the financial world. But the plight of the man who

125 per cent over night or for a few . avoid a

greater loss, was not so bad as that of the merchant or manufac-

turer, who could not get Ml paper discounted at all. The benevo-

lent usury law prevented him from paving more than six per cent

and then money to be had at that rate on a commercial

basis—none except as a matter of favor.

Banks find it for their inu: ike care of their regular

mers in times of panic, but they have the right to discriminate.

and they exercise it. The temptation of 13$, Of even twenty-five.

per cent is not easily resisted. Here the stock exchange exerv

an influence on the money market. It can draw money from the

la that ought to be at the service of productive industry

banks which have no stock brokerage business of their own. some-

turn money into the vaults of trust companies in ord<

reap the profit of high rates on the exchange. But this signifies
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merely that water will seek its level, and that money tends to go to

places where the bights! reward is offered for it. Thil 1 the reason

why city banks allow interest at two per cent on the balances of

try banks subject to check. There is a borrower at hand who

can usually pay more than two per cent for call money. The

country banks must keep some balance in the city banks for the

convenience of their customers. They are allowed to b
tilths of their legal reserve in a city bank. The law lends its influ-

ence to this extent to the piling up of money for the use of stock

speculators. This system is sometimes fraught with danger, and

the question has been under debate for half a century whether the

payment of interest on deposits ought to be allowed at all.

How to prevent it is a question perhaps even more difficult

of solution. If national banks were forbidden to pay interest on

deposits, the prohibition would not extend to the state banks, trust

companies and private bankers. These would pay interest for the

surplus funds of the country banks; and the national banks would

thus be at a disadvantage. If the country banks in the national

system were not allowed to keep three-fifths of their reserves in the

city banks, they would compete at a disadvantage with the state

banks in their own localities. Thus the advocates of prohibition of

interest on deposits always come to an impasse, and the old system

continues. It continues because "there is money in it." It has an

economic basis. I see no reason why the country banker should

not make the most profitable use of the surplus funds in his charge.

Self-interest prompts him to take care of his own customers first

If he does not do so, they will soon leave him. After he has done

that he may properly place his surplus in a city bank of good

repute and receive interest for the same. The fact that there may
be a general crisis, say once in every ten years, and a spasmodic

grab for bank deposits, is a problem by itself, which may be open

to more than one solution. Any arrangement which should quiet

the fears that lead to the grabbing of deposits would effect a cure

of this disorder. This end is secured in most European cotffitriei

by means of a central bank of issue.

In conclusion it may be said that the relations of the stock

exchange to the money market as a borrower are of the same nature

as those of the produce exchange and of the cotton exchange. The
onlv difference is in the magnitude of the transactions. The
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ingc is so I.i 1 sorrowings at timet to colossal, that

affect the me: Ay of the world and are capable of absorbing

last dollar that can be tempted from the vaults of banks or the

: i viduals in t>»tli
I res. This absorption may take

the rise ties traded in, or by the quan-

tised, or both. Usually the demand for money is most impera-

m the prices are highest and the quantities greatest. The
question whether this condition is an evil, is in effect the same as

Dg whether tpe an evil. Upon this point Gov*

n securities and commc*!

last year, rea hat to some persons it is an evil,

and to (i I that there is no way to prevent it. without

potting an end to trading altogether. In that view the writer con-

It should he added that speculation has a steadying effect on

the market prices of both securities and commodities. To ban:

Id be to banish nine-tenths of the frllffntlf. fa which event the

fluctuations in prices would be much greater, and the work of the

manipulator more facile and dangerous, than now.
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THE INDEPENDENT TREASURY AND THE

By Murray Shipley Wildman,
Professor of Economics and Commerce, Northwestern Univc

;>ton, 111.

The relations which exist between our federal treasury and our

hanking system are in several respects unique. Our practice hai

been determined by political rather than commercial and tinaiui.il

encies, and in response to popular opinion molded by a vague

dread of a money power. Strange to say, tlii> public sentiment

jealous of the safety and purity of the federal treasury administra-

tion, has not developed a consistently similar organization for any of

our states or municipalities, nor can one find a precedent anywhere

in modern Europe.

The normal relation between a public treasury and a bank or

group of banks is exactly like the relation between any private firm

or corporation and its banker. Such relation may be regarded

normal since it persists throughout the United States with respect to

the public funds of states and local organizations and throughout

Europe with respect to national as well as local funds. Normally

the bank is regarded as a place for deposit of revenue, and from it

disbursements are made by check or draft. The deposited funds

pass to the legal ownership of the bank and are used in any manner

consistent with the prevailing rules and customs of banking, and

the public usually holds in return the rights of a depositor and no

more. With respect to the lending function of a bank the same

analogy holds true. The properly authorized officials of the treasury

may borrow in anticipation of revenue and pay interest proportioned

to the nature of the loan, the character of the security and the state

of the money market. The proceeds of the loan appear as a d<

subject to check and there is essentially no other effect upon the

banker's assets, liabilities, reserves or lending power than would be

felt in the event of similar transactions with a private corporation of

equal magnitude.

For nearlv three-quarters of a century the attitude of our gov-
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ird tin- banks has been one «>: t, and in the later

list rust has been as*, ith a peculiar paternalism.

banks regarded as incompetent to take care of the

govcrnn icss, but in a large sense they arc regarded as unfit

to attend to their own business, and they have been subjected

system of regulation, both state tad Mrtfftfiaf. winch grows more and

minute ll the years pass. With this great mass of rcgu!

rned except win Ives the specific rcla-

i the banks. The significance

1 paternal attitude of the national government

ion of the I propositions: 1

the position of the treasury as contcm B law and tradition is

!cte isolation. Second, the ri^i«lit> of i

a measure relaxed by the practice of lending treasury funds to cer-

l>anks on collateral security. Third, the treasury undertakes to

I to a limited extent the current liabilities of national banks

which 01 D and are willing to hypothecate a special class of assets.

I. Thk [lOLATIOM Of Tk»:\m H IVxDS

It would be superfluous to review the history of the independent

treasury further than to remind the reader that it i- an inheritance

Jacksonian era in American politics. It does not bear the

hall mark of any eminent financier. It was forced upon the country

e only consistent alternative of the victorious part)' in the unfor-

tunate contest which humbled the Second Bank of the United States

nd made it a scapegoat. For almost twenty years the ideal of inde-

pendence was adhered to. When in 1861 Congress permitted

the deposit in hanks of the proceeds of certain government loans, the

seen lie treasury regarding the permission as an emergency

measure did not see fit to use it. announced his adherence to the

of the independent I and so established it all the

more firmly. When in i8rVj the founding of a system of banks under

feder rol made the original arguments for maintaining an

independent treasury no longer valid, popular prejudice was too

ng to permit the national banking system to come into the full

which reason and considerations of economy would accor

bg the half century that has supervened Congress has enlarged

the use of the banks i of public money, but in no case

is use been made mandatory. The discretion has rested with

'5)
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the administration surrounded with abundant and, in cases, humiliat-

ing sad:

Besides the I
at Washington there arc nine sub-r

uries in as many of the larger cities and fourteen mints and assay

offices. It is the theory of our tystem that all funds of the govern-

ment, on hand at any time, shall be actually stored in the vaults of

these twenty four institutions in the form of "money/1

that is to say,

in coin, bullion, notes and certificates, as in the treasure chest of some

mediaeval war lord.

Since our federal revenue is so largely derived from indited

taxation the streams rise and fall with the course of certain lines of

trade and rarely coincide with disbursements over any considerable

period. Owing to this uncertainty in the rate of income, there is

nearly always a surplus and, normally, the excess of income over

outgo determines the magnitude of the treasury hoard and the

amount of the circulating medium of the country condemned to idle-

ness. In the year 1899 receipts from all sources exceeded disburse-

ments by $100,791,521, while in 1909 disbursements exceeded

receipts by $ii8,795,9I9. 1 This indicates a range between the

greatest surplus and the greatest deficit in a single decade of more

than $219,000,000, and even in the year of greatest deficit then

at the close, exclusive of trust funds and the gold reserve, a balance

of over $65,000,000 in the treasury offices. The largest cash balance

actually held in the offices of the treasury at the end of any fiscal

in the last decade was $255,257,493 on June 30, 1907, and the

smallest was $214,206,233 on June 30, 1900. These sums include

the gold reserve and in both instances represent approximately ten

per cent of the entire money circulation in the country. 2

These sums are significant from the point of view of their abso-

lute magnitude and also from that of their variability. In all cases

they consist of money capable of use as bank reserves. It is true

that national banks may not count banknotes as part of their

reserves, but since such notes are used as reserve by state and private

banks, the distinction may be ignored. It may be said also that

the cash reserve of banks is made up of the surplus circulation of the

country. So long as there is a deficiency of money for the needs of

trade it will not be deposited, or if deposited will not remain in the

Report, 1009, p. 117

Report. 1909. p. 233.
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s of the bank. It follows that this entire sum of over

$200,000,000, if not held by the treasury, w..uld be added to the

bank reserves, eliminating exports of gold, and would increase the

cash holdings of all fa na doing a banking business by about

seventeen per cent on the average. The effect of such an increase

ash reserves would depend on various < in uinstances. In the

case of some banks it would further establish the convertihilr

uant! lia! affecting the magnitude of these

In the case of others, by increasing the lending pou

would tend to decrease the rate of discount and so the cost of con-

encral. This diminution in the costs of com-

ess, other factors remaining constant, would tend to

lower prices of consumers' goods.

The first and most obvious objection to our practice is found in

the social loss involved in the idleness of pecuniary capital. At a

a tlie country is agitated over rising prices and waste of

resot may be worth while to consider this item of extrava-

gance in our fiscal system.

Position of Bank Reserves in the Credit System

The significance of the segregation of treasury funds lies in the

relation of money to bank credits and the analogous relation of these

bank credits to the extent of industrial and commercial operations.

i Ik country lias been compared to an inverted

n a relatively small volume of money and subject

action and expansion with every variation in the

:ne of the money support. In so far as credit applies to the

demand liabilities of the banks the illustrat nigh, but as

applied to credit as a whole it is not quite adequate. The deposit

lialulit:e> of the central reserve city banks approximate four times

their stock of lawful money under ordinary commercial conditions.

But these deposits in turn may represent half the reserves of reserve

auks where lawful money may legally and practically support

a volume of deposit credit eight times its magnitude. But the

deposits in reserve center* may constitute reserves for a much

larger number of country banks and trust companies, in which a

imc of actual money may support liabilities varying from

ten to twenty times its magnitude. When we include in our concept

of a credit system the obligations of business men and firms whose

T7>
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"cash" reserves consist entirely of depot!tl subject to cluck it will be

apparent that the llfUCUUt of such a system is ratlicr like an in\

bell with widely flaring rim.

The banking business socially viewed is not an end in it dt
It is e^enti.illv | device for liquidating private credit. The most

important function of a bank is to exchange its own credit capable

of ready circulation for private credit which lacks that quality.

Indeed, if the notes and acceptances of individuals anil firms could

have the general acceptability of bank obligations no use would
remain for the common commercial bank. Practically all the

assets of a bank under the head of loans and discounts consist of

these sound but relatively sluggish forms of credit and over against

these stand its own deposit liabilities. Since many private credit

transactions never get into bank, it follows that the total volume of

o.mmcrcial credits is greater by far than tin ate loatU and

discounts or resulting deposits of the banks.

D though many credit transactions may be settled without

resort to cash funds, the fact remains that the safety of the debtor is

measured by the certainty of his ability to convert his own goods or

credit into bank credit at or before the maturity of his obligation.

It follows that the great body of bank patrons are as vitally inter-

ested as the banker himself in any influence which affects the ability

of the banker to perform his function. On the assumption that

private obligations offered for discount are fully secured with n

to their ultimate discharge, the ability of the banker to serve his

customer is only limited by the relation of his money supply to the

volume of his own liabilities and the rate at which he may be called

upon to discharge them. It appears, therefore, that the public is

vitally concerned with all factors which bear upon the magnitude

and stability of bank reserves, since every man's solvency depend*

on his ability to meet with reasonable promptness his maturing obli-

gations. The safety of the merchant may be in jeopardy not only

when the banker fails to pay his check, but just as truly when he i

unable to discount his secured paper.

The waste involved in the idleness of public funds is less ol

tionable than the successive expansion and contraction of

which result from the receipt and disbursement of revenue. One
phase of this movement may be illustrated by the simple case of a

pension disbursement. On August 4th the treasury drew pension

78)
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kl amounting to $14,970,000. and distrihutcd them throughout

About half of this Mini was drawn Bpon the assistant

irer at
v

:k. Coming into the hand* of country banks,

cashed Of e checks arc mailed to New York cor-

respondent bank^ lit In .1 tew dajl this ma*

prcse asiiry through the clearing house

ami an I -jim .i!« nt |fl .••.::
| |

r. :erred from the sub-

he banks whose combined reserves, in the absent

eased $7,000,000. Without any alt

in the aggregate wealth of the count) t New York
the lending power of New York banks is raised about

00,000. In order that mil new KWffCC of profit may be util

nothing in the ntuation operates inn stimulate

demand bum commercial sources, the compet n an

place their fundi lowCTI the call loan rate Tins reduces

tocks and stimulates speculation for the ri

rac the illustration let us suppose that the collection of

duties at the port of New Yocfc ifl .1 given week reaches the not

mmon ram of $10,000,000. b drawn

local banki and trust companies and locked up in the sub-

be effect on reserves and lending pOWi

erned, it might quite as well have been rank In New York

bor. Ih« r call loans rises, stocks fall or commercial

paper whid) otherwise would have found a ready market remains

Id and the producti >n and exchange of goods may be curtailed.

able to foresee these fluct in reserves and the conse-

quent flu m the lending power of his banker, the merchant

is constrained to carry 1 much larger cash reserve ( hank deposit)

Id be carried otherwise, and the interest Ofl tin- is the price

in of insurance, a charge that is ulti-

1 to the consumer- of the goods he offers for sale or to

the producer from whom he 1 . the m . each banker

m which presupposes independence and the absence of any

es a large fund of capital devoted to no

more productive purpose than as an insurance fund. This fund of

read Is to be largest in times of stress when the needs of

c arc ^ the abnormally large reserves

untrv banks on the occasion of the report to the Como-

ro)
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irollcr on December 3, 1907. This added cost t<> the banker's busi-

is paid in higher and tends to shift to the
|

of commodities.

Disadvantages Culminate in New York

These movements of money from a state of vitality to one of

inactivity take place in every locality provided with a sub-treasury,

hut they are most significant in Ntw York. In the clearing h<

there the daily balances are settled in United States notes or

certificates. The net result of these clearing operations in the month

ovember, 1907, was a loss for the hanks of $12,000,000, and in

December it was $4,000,000 more. That this movement of money

tended to increase rather than allay the prevailing anxiety no on.

doubt. During 1908, when business was depressed and loanable

funds abundant, the net result of clearings was a gain to the banks

in every month. The largest gain was in April, when $40,000,000

added to New York bank reserves, and the smallest wa> in Sep-

tember, when over $16,000,000 was transferred from the treasury to

the banks. The total gain of the New York hanks from the treasury

in this year of low revende and large disbursement was over

$384,000,000. While the banks were gaining in New York they

wrre often losing to the treasury at other points, but the net gain

of banks in general was great and the effect in New York wa

in the remarkable bull movement in stocks which began in the spring

and culminated just before the death of Harriman, in August, 1909.

The largest source of revenue is in the import duties, amounting

in the fiscal year just closed to $333,683,445.03. About two-thirds

of these duties are paid into the sub-treasury at New York mainly

from the banks of that city, and a correspondingly large part of the

disbursements are made from that sub-treasury and pass to the local

bank reserves. It happens that gold drawn for export is taken as a

rule from the same group of banks. New York bank reserves stand

in a peculiar relation therefore to our foreign trade. When imports

of commodities are heavy, as they have been during the past fiscal

year, the payment of duties tends to coincide with a rise in for

exchange and threatened or actual gold exports causing a double

drain of bank reserves. In this situation, it would be suicidal for

Xew York bankers to purchase time paper with the same liberality

as can be practiced by the bankers of Chicago or St. Louis. In
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r to protect themselves against this doaM f funds they

* lend a large port adopt the alterna-

excessive reserves. That is to say, the ordinary stock

exchange loan ii utilized as an auxiliary reserve in New York much
as the in iange cur an auxiliary

reserve for the country bank. Whatever may be thought of the

expediency or m the stock exchange loans which represent

more than a third of the credit assets k banks, the rela-

tion of or. case is obvious.

The argument! which led to the segregation of public funds

befoi hrfl War have no force to-day. The most important

Dg the independent treasury was to secure the

safety of fun b, 00 the- expiration of the charter of the Bank
were deposited m state banks. Over these insti-

01 the government ha 1 the states exer-

cised but little or none. Whether the state banks <»f that day were

nfidencc need not be debated now. The situation was
1 by the establishment of national banks, and has

iallv improved as the banking business has been more fully

»d and as comptroDera of the currency have developed an

ngly efTcctive body of administrative regulations. During

the last forty years the average loss to dqwsitors in national banks

has been but .0807 of one per cent a year. Had all government

rands been included among these deposits with no more protection

than was accorded general a the loss during the year of

leposhi would have been about $205,000. While this is not

a mm to be thr< m a a less than half the annual salary budget

of the treasi: I
when the government has intrusted

funds to the care of the banks it has issumed the rile of a pre-

reditor. Had the national banking system been treated

the OOl with the government protected by

a prior lien, losses from bank failures would have been negligible.

The practice of the government, therfore. cannot commend it-elf

to-day on the ground of cithei r economy.

Another reason for the of public funds was the pos-

I corruption that might arise from an alliance between

ate corporations of great power and the fiscal establishment.

Whatever ground there may be for such a fear must be in the

memory of the political machinations of the Bank in Jackson's first
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term, when the officers of that mstittstioti, pot npon the defensive,

unwisely accepted the challenge of the President Then tiling

in the history of the first bank to warrant such n tilling in the

tir>t the second one. Even itatC and municipality

in the count

r

h its fundi in banks and the aggregate of these

public funds is great. The writer has never beard a charge of

political corruption beyond such as grew out of the rivalry between

insikiiliom competing for the custody of funds. This situation

would not arise where a bank or group of banks had been establi

with specially defined fiscal functions as is the case in Europe l;

all). A method may long survive its usefulness without objection if

indeed it be harmless. From this point of view the independent

treasury is open to attack. It is not harmless nor merely wasteful.

It establishes an irreconcilable antagonism between the comnn

interest and the fiscal interest in the circulating medium. We have

been extremely zealous that Caesar may get Caesar's and forget that

the money of the country has another and generally more important

function than to serve as the material embodiment of the asset

one of our public treasuries.

II. The Lending of Public Funds to Banks

The funds of the federal treasury arise from every nook and

corner of the country, as one must realize by a thought of the

ramifications of the postoffice alone. Notwithstanding the number

of sub-treasuries, mints and assay offices, the convenient conduct of

government business has necessitated other places of deposit and

disbursement, and 418 national banks are now designated as regular

public depositories. The Secretary of the Treasury selects these

banks and indicates the sum which each may hold as determined by

the fiscal operations on hand or contemplated in that locality. These

banks, unless special arrangements are made, must transfer to the

treasury all public money received by them in excess of the limit

fixed by the secretary, and these transfers, together with any others

made in the course of public business, rfiust be made at the expense

of the banks involved. While the banks must give acceptable

security for the deposits so held, they do not pay interest upon them

nor treat them in any other way as different from private deposits

subject to check. At the end of the fiscal year just closed deposits of

this character amounted to $51,536,236.30, held to the credit of the

#2)
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r of the United States and to that of the various disbursing:

ept pO!>tui wbkh arc under coir 'he Post-

al 1'ntil 1900 the security held b> the government

was in the lorn m boodt, but ibcs tltat date other bonds,

as arc legal nt i r Hlhlfll banks in New York, New
! imchu Connecticut, arc accepted as secur

ti the treasury ami the depository bank*

be regarded as normal and may need no comment. In so far a-

public funds arc so h- ury policy is free from the I

that have been set forth al>

In to these regular depositories, 963 national banks are

bold what arc called "special dcj> public funds,

and it b these fundi which arc properly regarded as loans.* They

arc solicited by the banks; they bear interest at the rate of one

per annum, tincc J uih ^o, 1908; they arc secured by colli'

and they arc made payable at a specified time, or on reasonable

e loans differ from true deposits in that they are

the legal reserve requirements. These funds arc equiv-

alent to a temporary ii a hanking capital and sen

augment reserves instead luting a burden upon reserves as

is the case with deposits in the true sense.

The sums so held by banks are >ubject to wider variation than

those held In the treasot] irgcst sum loaned in this

manner during the last decade was $256,920, 155, in December, 1907,

C the smallest was in the year jttSt closed, the amount of so-

called special deposits on June 30, 19 10, being but $4,144,000,

The method employed in these operations may best appear from

ords of the Treasurer in nil report for 1909:"

The balance in banks to the credit of the genera! fund 00 October ji.

1906, was $IJ(U79. 145.98. Owing to the large disbursements made from the

Of equaled by income, the Secretary of the Treasury on November

18th issued a call to 839 special depository banks throughout the country for

the return to the t > each on or before November joth. of $54100

of the public moneys deposited therein The balance in banks to the

credit of the general fund was reduced to $113.57^1064 by December jd and

deereased slowly thereafter until the close of December, when it became

$110.148.00730. Early in January (1000) it became apparent from the Urge

disbursements being made that it would be necessary to recall to the treasury

additional deposits from banks, and accordingly the Secretary on January nth

•Flnanr* Report. 1909. i> 144
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issued a call to the depository banks throughout the country for a return to

the treasury of a part of the public moneys deposited with them payable as

follows: On or before January 23d, $17,717,700; on or before February 10th,

The transfer of funds to and from the banks is made in lump

sums roughly corresponding to the relation of income to disburse-

ment, but at any particular moment at the arbitrary discertion of the

ctary. Since an ample working balance is kept in treasury

offices, the public generally is unable to tell when these pseudo-

deposits will be called or when they will he increased. The result is

a speculative uncertainty which neutralizes in a great measure the

benefit sought to be given by the distribution of otherwise

sequestered funds. The scheme is not automatic in its operation

and does not respond immediately either to fiscal or to commercial

conditions. A characteristic sentence from the money market

column during last winter ran as follows: "Stocks opened strong

at fractional advances over last evening's close, but a persistent

rumor that the treasury was about to make a call on the hanks

induced selling and the close was weak with losses of a point or

more all over the board."

During the somewhat drastic liquidation running through the

year 1907, repeated appeals were made to the treasury for funds,

and these were interspersed with protests against withdrawals. The

secretary seems to have accepted this new responsibility as a

monitor of the money market, and responded to all such calls as

the surplus revenue made possible. When the pressure on the banks

reached the panic stage in November, the limit of public aid had been

reached. Then followed that most remarkable proposition to sell

$100,000,000 in three per cent treasury notes for the express pur-

pose of relieving the straitened situation into which the dealer- in

private credit had allowed themselves to drift.

Prior to the administration of Secretary Shaw the placii

special deposits had taken place with reference to the needs of the

treasury, at least such was the common impression. Tint in

the Secretary in his annual report announced the doctrine that his

office should frankly accept the duty of regulating the money market

by judicious distribution or withdrawal of public funds. He says:
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If the Secretary of the TfW M $100/100,000 to be

with banks or withdrawn at be might deem expedient. an«i

l.e were cloth' lie retervr* of the several

power to contract the national bank circulation at pleature. in my
no panic, aa distinguished from industrial stagnation, could threaten either

1 State* or Europe that he could not avert. No central or govern*

ment bank in the world can so readily influence financial conditions through-

he world at can the Secretary of the Treasury under the authority with

tic is now clothed.'

and ambitious program did not attract very

n at the tunc it was announced, but the events m

immediat I it a place of historical nnjH.rtancc along

with >ns of Secretaries Routwcll and Richardson, and the

itmcemcnts of Spaulding and Hutlcr in the old greenback days.

The report had hardly conic from the bindery before one of those

ric periods of h 11 had begun. "The authority with

h the Secretary is now clothed" was appealed to with the

result that public deposits were expanded to the extent of over

$200,000,000 to be followed by a "panic in dUtinction from indus-

trial stagnation" of the most typical sort.

It is impossible to believe that any si>ccial pov filiation

or any special fundi in the hands of the Secretary for that purpose

could have affected the situation substantially. The policy of Scc-

v Cortclyou was in full accord with that of his predecessor.

Public funcl^ unusually abundant and these were nearly

listed by efforts at relief in the preliminary stages of liquidation,

it when the crash did COfDC in October, little was left but a

:ii instrument which fortunately has ceased to be invoked since

the resuin]»ti..n of specie payments.

So long as wc must adhere to the principle of the independent

irv and a policy of surplus financiering, it is doubtless s<

permit the deposit of special public foods. The arbitrary doling of

these funds to banks which bear no direct relation to the communi-

frocn which the food bsI be regarded as a lame expedi-

ent Moreover, it must be dangerous to business interests to place

• •n the shoulders of a Secretary a responsibility for whic:

trail experience may have given but indifferent equipment

and to accord him the power to stifle or stimulate the growth of

•Plnaacf Report. 1S0S. r
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itc credit with which his official position has n«> direct connec-

tion. In the long list of able men who have held that responsible

position, there are not many to whom the business interest! would

readily accord such power.

There is no more reason why the members of the banking pro-

>n should stand before the public treasury hat in hand than that

any other group of business men should do so. It is only a few

ago that a considerable political party was demanding that the

government lend capital to the farmers on mortgage. Would it be

any mure preposterous for the Secretary to have a special fund from

which he would anticipate the foreclosures which follow a season of

poor crops than that he have such a fund with which to soften the

fall of a structure of bank credits which is toppling under its own

freight? At any rate, it may be said in favor of the farmers' con-

tention that they were willing to pay two per cent for the accommo-

dation.

Of course farm credits are not like bank credits, and the pro-

vision of a special fund has not been made in either case. More
it may be said that the evils involved in treasury loans are less than

the evil> in the alternative of segregated public funds. Our experi-

ence here simply emphasizes the vices of the original system and

enforces the principle that credit expansion cannot be controlled

except from within the credit system and should not be subject to

unnecessary disturbance from without. Credit rises out of condi-

tions in the market for commodities, and it is in that same market

that mistakes in credit must be righted. Men who misjudge the

market and so borrow or lend too much must suffer the process of

correction as truly as must the farmer who realizes that he should

have planted corn where he sowed his oats. The money market

which is devised to perfect the operations of the commodity market

is an extremely complicated and delicate machine and operates

automatically. Those who buy and sell there and assume the respon-

sibilities attending their own activity, in the absence of monop*
'

fraud have a right to freedom from paternal manipulation, however

well intended.

III. The Federal Guaranty of Bank Notes

The third peculiar feature in the relation of the treasury to

banks is found in the virtual guarantv of the banknote liahilitv.

06)
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ii guaranty is not expressed in terms by the law, but is

pushed bo !f>* effects being m i he law places a pro-

hihitiM tax u|x>n all notes of banks except such notes of national

banks as arc furnished m blank by the Comptroller

uch notes arc furnished except upon application of a bank

depositing with the i States or other acceptable

bonds or depositing other securities with a national currency assocsa-

undcr conditions laid down in the act of June 30, 1908. Am
icsc notes when properly signed and issued by the bank arc

acceptable for all payments to the United States, and through such

acceptance the government guaranty is affected.

The volume of notes outstanding on June 30, 1910, was

$7 , 343°733» a, l o( these arc secured by the deposit oi I'nited

States bonds, since no banks have as yet availed thcmselv*

privileges of farther issue provided by the law of 1908.

The history of our national bank currency is too well known to

be recounted here further than to say that like the independent

treasury itself it grew out of conditions that are wholly passed away.

These conditions were first unrelated and poorly regulated

banks on the one hand and the nco r an extensive market for

! War bonds on the other. In the absence of either of these

conditions it ii not likely that Mich a bank-note system as we have

to-da have been in^tit -ice established the \s •

oi inertia has been against 1 radical change M the good

um -aafet) and anifofmny hi the currency—were

so obvious and the e\ obscure that the public generally

ha- shown hut little response t., the j

•

:n.

In a broad and gencr he objections to our system of note

issue are I up in the term * and this inelast

resul* the mca iich the government adopts to protect

itself and justify its guaranty. Not only is it true that the vohn.

notes in the aggregate does not rise and fall with the varying need

for a circulating medium in the country at large, but more important

still the issues of a particular bank cannot be adapted to the needs of

its particular patronage. Associated with this failure to respond to

the needs of trade is another quality open to condemnation : ti-

the quality of expansion and contraction in response to the state of

the bond market as distinct from that of the commercial credit

market.
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With respect to the note issues as a whole, it will he recalled that

every national bank must own and deposit with the government

a minimum portion of il il in government bonds. Banka

which have no r< for DOttS Seldom fail to utilize this I

pulsor>' bond deposit for an issue of notes. For all purposes sa\

a reserve against deposits this minimum note issue is in ett<

OCSneot of banking capital forced by the banking law to take

the form of a relatively unprofitable investment.

Assuming that a bank is founded for the purpose of earning

profits in the banking business and that the capital originally con-

tributed corresponds to the banking needs of the particular patron-

age to be served, the effect of the law is to force an unnecessarily

large capitalization. And this is coincident with an inflation of the

circulating medium, to the extent that notes are issued against the

enforced deposit.

Coordinate with this force which makes for inflation is the

absence of any effective and automatic machinery for contraction.

There is but one redemption agency and that is at Washington, well

removed from the ordinary channels of trade. The great volume

of circulation never reaches Washington save as it is withdrawn

from the course of trade and expressed at considerable expense.

Xo distant bank has any adequate motive for incurring that exp

except when notes are worn and mutilated. The result is that this

circulation has largely lost its character as a demand liability of the

banks and amounts to a virtual exchange of government notes for

government bonds. If the government should issue $700,000,000 of

legal tenders, put them out in the redemption of its own bonds, the

situation with regard to the circulation of the country would be but

slightly different from what we have. Such is the aspect which

the note issues take when viewed as a whole.

With respect to particular banks and particular communities, the

objections to our practice are even greater. It has been shown that

the object of a bank is the purchase of private credit in forms

unadapted to general circulation by giving in exchange its own credit

in forms that are adapted to general circulation. These forms are

the note and the checking account. If the bank is left to its choice

it will use either the note or the deposit or both, as its customers

demand. Since the aggregate of its liabilities is practically limited

to the aggregate of private paper offered for discount, any limita-

(588)
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<in its power to contract obligations operates as a limit «

power to discount or afford accommodation.

is in this no legal limit to the deposit-

liabilities, save in the reserve requirement, those communities \s

habitually use checks and lave no use for notes find their banking

nics also unlimited except as by reserves. On the other hand,

those communities accustomed to money payments find their banks

shackle* 1 maximum limit to the note liability on the one

hand and burdened by an unprofitable bond investment on the other.

The significance of tin- may be clear by the experience of a country

bank in the West with $100,000 cash capital. If the community

uses checks instead of money, this $100,000 will support loans and

consequent deposits of at least $400,000. If, however, it is a

money-using community, the bank nu money in bonds

extend its liabilities in the form of notes to a maximum of

$100,000. That is. m so far as the bank's patronage insists on using

money rather than checks, to just that extent the bank's lending

power is diminished l>y three-fourths. Putting the matter in another

. under our system of note issues, in so far as notes are actually

mded by the patrons of banks, we must devote four times the

capital to the banking business that would otherwise be required.

It is needless to comment on this waste of banking capital an

social significance. Fortunately the use of checks is gradually

extending and the burden forced upon us by an unscientific system

is growing less under normal business conditions. However, the

inconvenience of tight money seasons and the high rates exacted of

borrowers at such times are the price we pay for this survival of an

ancient regime.

Reports of the comptroller frequent :ie "profit on

circulation" coming always to the conclusion that any such profit

nail but real. Such a conclusion would seem to answer the

arguments of those who object to th 1 on the ground that

banks earn excessive profit on their notes, as well as of those who
object because there is no profit in the notes. The merit of all such

nation turns on the meaning of profit. As against capital lying

of course there is a profit in using it as the basis of a national

bank note issue. As against the same amount of capital used as a

reserve against deposits there is a very real loss on all the capital

used as the basis of a national bank-not

(5«9)
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tal engaged in the separate departments of any bin

enterprise seldom earn- the same returns, but 18 dittriblltcd to the

departments in such manner as is supposed to yield the most on the

whole, just so our national banks, except for the legal requirement

of a minimum bond deposit, U little in the note issuing Func-

tion as is consi>tent with the danaildl <•!' patronage and a- much in

the e a of deposits as the same- conditions justify. While in

Europe to-day. as in America before the war, it is quite possible t<>

conduct a safe and profitable banking business in which all liabilities

take the form of notes; Web an institution COUld not survive in thifl

country at all under our national banking law.

That the note issue is generally on the margin of profital>l<

is evidenced by these facts. Many issues are at or near the mini-

mum bond deposit. A few banks maintain their bond <1<

;

and do not issue any notes at all. State hanks without the

rigid <>t' issue compete successfully with national banks in the same

communities and substantially the same class of business. As a

result of the essential unprofitableness of note issues the total volume

of notes rises with any fall in the market price of government

bonds and falls with a rise in price of these securities. In the latter

case banks retire circulation, retrieve the bonds and sell them for

the premium.

One of the worst features of our present system is the fact that

it beclouds public understanding of the banking business, especi-

ally of the note-issuing function. After forty years of this sort of

paternalism it is not strange that a considerable body of persons

take the next plausible step and demand that the government guar-

antee the convertibility of the deposit liability as well.

More recently, as so-called deposits of government funds have

constituted a significant temporary addition to the banking capital,

there has been a tendency for the note circulation to rise as the

deposits decline. The bonds, having been held for securit

special deposits, are often left in Washington as a security for new-

notes. In so far as the new notes are used as reserves by state

banks, this change in the national bank liability from the form of

public deposits to that of notes may serve to prevent the contraction

of credit which would have resulted from the withdrawal of deposits

alone.

The foregoing objections to the bonds as the basis of bank
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issues ire not n reeland Act of 1906.

While the new law admits of n based on commercial paper,

sue is hedged about by such safeguards as would make it

.ihlc only :n the mod acute « m< In the tir>t place,

no bank can issue notes on tin mtstanding circu

n based on bondi t<» the extent »»f f«»rt> per •

The amount it may then issue ;. a! paper

mu t end thirty per cent of its capital ami surplus. The rate

of taxation on men notes is so high as I poerfhifHj of

profit on the nd an issue under such circumstances w

be an acknowlcdjj ultics which no particular bank would

willingly make. Finally, any bank choosing to avail f tlie

ot only convince the currency a-

ation to which it belongs of the necessity of such action, but mu»t

convince the Secretary of the Treasury as well, for with him lies the

final discretion as to the expediency of the proposed increa-

lation. tly, the machinery provided is too cumbrous

for use in a real emergency if the law is to be obeyed in its letter

and spirit

The general subject of currency reform is not within the scope

of this paper, hut it may be said that no solution of that problem

will be adequate which ignores the relation of the treasury to the

banks. Whether the outcome be a central bank modeled on any

of the plans proposed or simply a modification of the constitution

ad relation of existing independent banks, the treasury hoard must

be abolished, the fiscal operation^ must centc to disturb commercial

operations, and the Secretary of the Treasury mu>t lie relieved of

responsibility for the money market.

(son



NATIONAL BANKING SYSTEM AND FEDERAL
BOND ISSUES

By Milton E. Ailes,

Vice-President Riggs National Bank, Washington, D. C. Formerly Assistant

Secretary of the Treasury.

Years count in a country so new as the United States, and the

national banking system may be regarded as one of our time-hon

institutions. For nearly half a century, the national banks have

been dominant among the banks of the United States, which as a

whole measure more than one-third of the banking power of the

world. Our present national banks, the result of the latest attempt

to establish banking by direct authority of the federal government,

have long survived the period allotted their predecessors, the Firit

and Second Banks of the United States; and the existing fee

m of banks bids fair, if its great prestige at this time and past

record are indications, to continue indefinitely as the most important

of the several groups or classes of banks operating in the field of

credit and exchange.

From the earliest days of banking there has been close intimacy

between that function and the needs of government; in fact, banks

grew out of such necessities. The Bank of Venice, supposed to

have been formed in 1 171, was organized for the purpose of funding

the public debt. The Bank of Genoa, 1407, had a similar origin ;

while the Bank of Amsterdam, 1609, was organized to handle more

effectively the accumulations of light-weight coins brought into

Holland through its great foreign trade of that time. A loan to

the government of £1,200,000, its entire capital, was the beginning

of the Bank of England, in 1694. The present Bank of France,

which has served the people of that country so well since 1800, was

founded by Napoleon to act both as a fiscal agent and an aid to

commerce. In our own country, the Bank of Pennsylvania, 1780,

was organized by patriotic citizens almost solely with a view to

financing the war then in progress. The First and Second Banks

of the United States were most intimately related to the fiscal

requirements of the federal government; and, of all examples

($02)
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Is, none can match the tremendous necessities that led

ne passage of the national currency act of February 25. 1863,

n which dates the beginning of our national banking system.

A civil war, the costliest and most prodigious ever known, was

then in progress. The 1 of the United States as a nation

was at stake. Wars mean expenditure. They are fought by the

. the n Without the Utter, the army
itil and maintained and the navy would be

ess. Some of the greater e Chrfl War were fought

in the United States Treasury; and Hugh McCulloch. who as the

Her of the Currency, organized the national banking

system, and later twice held the treasury p< el

"Men and Measures of Half a Century," that, next t» Lincoln

< If. the man most entitled to the credit of saving the nation

was Salmon P. Chase, Secretary of the Treasury. Without any

mcial experience, he was called upon to provide ways

and means of financing the war, and the huge sums raised by the

xpedients which he employed are appalling in their magni-

tude even in this day of gigantic figures. The public credit was at

a very low state immediately preceding the outbreak of the war.

At the close of the year i860 the national debt was only $65,000,000.

With bull maturing January 1. i8ni, requiring payment, the then

Secretary of the Treasury offered $5,000,000 of treasury notes for

sale, able to dispose of them only after considerable effort

at twelve per cent per annum. At the close of the war in 1865 the

ned indebtedness of the United States was $2,807,-

95 1.000.

The federal charter of the Second Bank of the United States

red in 1836, and from that year until 1863 the field for the

circulation of bank notes was occupied by the issues of state banks.

These at the outbreak of the 1 'nil War amounted to about $J02,-

000,000, and compared with specie were to a large extent at a

discount of from one to five percentum. Lack of uniformity in the

paper currency, long recognized as one of the evils growing out of

state bank became more troublesome as the war progressed;

ne of the two principal reasons advanced in behalf of a national

circulation was the desirability of securing a uniform bank currency.

The other—and perhaps the determining one—was the necessity of

1 broader market for government bonds.

m)
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As early as Decani. 1 .ill the hanks in

the United Stal upended .specie payments, ciold was at a

mium and the government was obliged to resort to an issue of

$50,000,000 in demand notes. The first legal tender act, passed

nary 25, 1802. permitted the issue of $150,000,000 so-called

"greenbacks." Congress on July 11. 1862, authorized an additional

$150,000,000 in legal tenders. By the early autumn ni that year

the demand notes depreciated below specie by as much ts eleven

per cent. In the midst of these issues of legal tender J, and with

the financial problems of the war becoming more and more difficult,

the plan of a national banking system was taking shape. Tin

official suggestion relating to it is found in the annual report of

Secretary Chase to Congress in December, 1861, at which time,

however, he seems not to have favored the organization of new

banks so much as the issuance of national notes to existing institu-

tions, to be secured by the pledge of United States bonds. The

alienee of any suggestion in his report favoring the establishment

of a banking system indicates clearly that the government was

seeking, above everything else, a market for its bonds. Soon after

the report was submitted to Congress, Hon. E. G. Spaulding, a mem
ber of a sub-committee of the committee on ways and means, entered

into correspondence with the Secretary of the Treasury with a view-

to carrying out the suggestion contained in his report. Mr. Spauld

ing enlarged upon the idea by drafting a bill based in great part

upon the free banking laws of several of the states. The bill wai

not presented until July, 1862, when it was referred to the com-

mittee on ways and means. In the meantime, the treasury was

financed through issues of legal tender notes which were immediately

available. Another cause of delay was the strong opposition of the

state banks to the new measure. At the beginning of 1863, there

were 1,466 banks in the United States, with an aggregate capital

of $405,000,000, and their circulation at that time had reached

$238,677,000. The time had arrived, however, when consideration

of the national currency act could no longer be postponed. It was

introduced in the house January 7, 1863, and referred to the com

mittee on ways and means, by which, largely owing to the opposition

of state banks, it was reported adversely. On January 26 it was

introduced in the senate by Senator Sherman. It passed the senate

February 12, 1863, the house agreed to it without amendment,

<\S94)
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. ju, and u became a fen Fcbna i»> ii*c

turc of President Lincoln.

btaki operating immediate!} under tlic supervision

uk ut \u-u- permitted to be established, and they were

given : dilating notes secured by the pledge of

mis and guaraii' the government. Hugh
tsOoch, who had long presided oftf the Mate Bank of Indiana,

was appointed Comj t the ( urrency. No fitter selection

1 have been made. His long and successful experience as a

banker and his familial ity with the subject, both in theory and prac-

.idmirii.lv equipped bin for the re>j* (organizing

the in w ti in In actual operation, the act of February 25. 1863.

soon vi- in several important particulars, I

of which was its t.uliirc t<» provide for the redemption of bank notes

except at the .anks, for which purpose they

D a reserve oi t\\ent\ five per cent. One
if the act was v> i N'c the conversion of

nal institutions, It irai bond to be ineffective

in this direction
'

the state ban! reluctant to abandon

their old names in exchange for numerical titles, such as

"Second," "Third." etc. These objection! and others of a minor

ictcr resulted in the repeal of the act of February 25, 1863.

DC hv the eel Oi JmM ;. which was substantially

re-enactment of the previous law with such corrections as the

experience of a few mont! tual operation demonstrated to be

necessary.

ttive changes affecting national banks have been

made since the organic acts were passed. Among the earlier, was
the act of March 3, 18^*5. imposing a prohibitive tax of ten per cent

on the circulating notes of state banks. This resulted in giving the

national banks exclusive circulation privileges, which they enjoy to

The tendency of later laws has been to liberalize the

H a~ it has developed strength. In 1874. the system was so

far regarded as a fixture that Congress, in passing some amendatory

lation, saw fit to declare "that the act entitled 'An act to pro-

vide a national curren ed by a pledge of I'nited States bonds,

and to provide for the circulation and redemption thereof, approved

June 3, 1864/ was hereafter to be known as The National Bank
tional hank redemption agency was authorized by the
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act of June 20, 1874, and tfaii resulted in ti ishment of a

redemption bureau in the Treasury Department at Washington, the

expense ol winch K| borne by the banks according to the amount-

of circulating notes redeemed for each during tl By the

same act, the requirement that reserves be maintained against circu-

lation was repealed.

All national banks are chartered for a period of twenty

Congress passed an act, July 12, 1882, to enable national banking

associations to exteiul their corporate existence for a further
1

it twenty \ ears and, in 1902, a similar act was passed. The SCtl

of 1863 and 1864 limited the aggregate amount of circulating 1

which might be issued to $300,000,000. This limit was subsequently

raised to $354,000,000 by the act of July 12, 1870, and was entirely

removed by what is known as the "Resumption Art' of January 14.

1875.

It is hardly necessary to review step by step the legislation

by which the national banking laws have been brought to their pres-

ent satisfactory state. The Act of March 14, 1900, which gave finish

to, and rounded out, the system, has had a greater influence upon

national banking than all the legislation preceding it. Under mil

act the minimum capital was fixed at $25,000 in any place the popu-

lation of which does not exceed 3,000 inhabitants. The former

minimum was $50,000, and the object of the amendment was to

encourage the organization of small banks in communities which

were denied banking privileges because of inability to qualify with

the larger capitalization. The provision was also intended as an

inducement to the conversion into national institutions of state banks

having a capitalization of less than $50,000. The act repealed the

former law which authorized banks to take out circulation only to

the extent of ninety per cent of the market value and not exceeding

the par value of the bonds deposited as security therefor, and pro-

vided that notes equal in amount to the par value of bonds depi

could afterwards be taken out. Banks were also permitted to take

out circulation up to the full amount of their capital, whereas until

the date of this act a bank could take out circulation only to the

extent of ninety per cent of its capital. The tax upon circulation

was reduced from the former rate of one per cent per annum to

one-half of one per cent per annum when secured by two per cent
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bonds which the act authorized to be exchanged for old issue*

tng higher rates.

As 1 the passage of the Act of March 14, 1900, a

remarkable development lias taken place during the last ten years.

In h t to Congres- far, 1909b the Comptroller of the

March 14, njoo, the date of the act author-

the organization of bank* with a capital of $25,000, cha

been granted to 4,308 assoc 1 ith an aggregate capital

of $261,083,300, a number greater by 691 than the number of banks

hoc on the date of the passage of the act in qocttioa.* How
great an effect the net bai had upon circulation accounts is

n l»v the statement that on the day it became a law there was

tng $216,374,795 of notes secured by bonds, while on June

30, 1910, the aggregate was $665,517,013. TWl increase of $469.-

000,000 in circulating notes during the last ten years has no doubt

a marked effect upon prices in the l/nited State*. At times

there has been evidence of redundancy. This i< particularly notice-

ahle in the redemptions of circulating notes, which, during the year

the enormous total of $489,923468.

The number of national banks in operation June 30. 1910, was

7.145. Their combined capital was $ nrplus $644,857.-

undivided profits $21 25 and their circulation $675/

565. Their individual deposits aggregated $5.287..- and their

combined resources were $9,896,624,696. The following table from

nptroller of the Currency shows for 1009 the

banking power of the United States ai indicated by the volume of

rplus, deposits and circulation:

Number. Capital. Sarplw. ate.

nal bank- . 6\8oj $9&W7W>J $J9Sfi77*i*7

Sutc, etc. banks 15.508 866.056^65 1.039.54ft 3*"

reporting banks' .. . . 3.0*1 55.95l.ooo .7 ..,75 j:
•>

>ia $1 ^55.987j68 $iAi6^oo/ws

Depoalta. -ulation Tw»i

National banks '$1896*162^03 $636367.526 $7,261,886730

State, etc., banks. o^OQrfDajflb 11.115.067.5*6

Non-reporting banks 380*700,000 tfajMtfOQ

$14^95*24,083 $6j6j673a6 $i8350^8oA>5

'Number of banks and amounts estimated

'Include* goTSmment depoalla.

>7)
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It will be observed from the foregoing that in n

banks, trust companies, etc, combined, exceed the national banks,

The tendency in thifl direction during late years has ted t<» tome

agitation in favor of further liberalizing national hank laws M , as to

permit national banks to make h an
i
n real estate and to ao

other classes of business which DOW tall naturally to trust COtnpa

There have also been suggestion* relating to a change in tin

as to the reserves of national hanks, in order to enable them t<>

pete with trust companies in this respect. None of these sugge-

has taken form as yet, but some of the large national banks of the

country have affiliated themselves with trust companies in such

manner as to accomplish rather effectively any object that might be

attained by permission to engage in business which is now forbidden

to national banks.

Although there were in operation, June 30, 1910, 7,145 national

banks, 9,803 hav; been organized since the beginning of the sy

Complete figures are not available for 1910, but on ( tcfober 31, 1909,

there had been 9,572 national banks organized, of which 484 were

eliminated as the result of insolvency, and 2,063 placed in voluntary

liquidation. At that time the affairs of 416 insolvent hanks had

been liquidated, creditors having received on the aver. ) per

cent of their claims. At the date of failure, circulating notes of

these banks aggregated $21,228,613, secured by bonds of the

value of $23,917,150, from which was realized $24,811,757, or $3.-

583,144 in excess of the circulation for which the bonds were

pledged.

From the beginning of the national system to June 30, 1909.

taxes paid on circulation, capital and deposits have ag

$183,662,698.98. In the annual report of the Comptroller of the

Currency for 1909, it was shown that the expenses of the currency

bureau from 1863 to that date were approximately $25,000,000.

Thus the banks have paid to the government over and above the

cost of operation of the currency bureau, more than $158,000,000.

The tax paid on circulation alone has averaged annually about four

times the average annual expense incident to the operation of the

currency bureau. This fact has led to the suggestion that the cir-

culation taxes should be further reduced. Even under the liberal

provisions of the Act of March 14. 1900, allowing circulation U

the par of the bonds pledged as security, there is still only a H

f«o8)
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•Hint: -:i | >t roller shows that, with the market

105J, the
1

rial bulk
only 1 o. n circulation set

anama bonds with a market value of 100.595 wa* on,v l -3&4

1 secured by 4a of 1925 with a

117 320 was 1.211 per cent.

A ft rcucy Act of June 3, 1864, authorized the

use of national banks as depositaries of public funds. This has been

c At present any national bank may be

putted by the Secretary of the Treasury as such depositary.

hoscn are required to secure public deposits by the

gC of United ll and oth- :a«>c in italics

was construed by Secretary of the Treasury Shaw to include

municipal and railroad bonds. His construction was apparently

limn t of March 4, 1*707, requiring the sec-

Jk public a statement before the first of January of

r of the securities required during that year for such de-

posits. The present of the Treasury announced last De-

cember ti ie year 1910 he would accept United States, Philip-

. Porto Rican and District of Columbia bonds at par, bonds of

Hawaiian Territory at ninety per cent of par, and bonds of the

Philippine Railway Company at ninety per cent of their market

value, hut n« 4 exi v per cent of par. June 30, 1910, there

were 1,378 depositary banks, of which 414 held regular accounts.

These latter arc utilized mainly in the collection of the revenues and

in making disbursenu 964 temporary or special de-

posit th no other function than to hold the funds lodged

them. On all special and additional deposits, that is such as

are not required by the treasury to be maintained for its own con-

venience, hanks j est at the rate of not less than one per cent

per annum on the average monthly balances. June 30. 1910, the

depositary banks held to the credit of the treasurer and disbursing
officers a total of $52,209,585.

With respect to the withdrawal of national bank circulation.

the Act of May 30, 1909, provides that not more than $0,000,000

il money shall be deposited in any one month for that purpose.

The limit was formerly $3,000,000. This restriction does not apply

m)
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to the additional circulation authorized by the Emergency Cun
Law.

So far as reserve requirement! are concerned, there arc

classes of national banks. Those in the central reserve c,itu

New Yoffc, Chicago and St. Louis most maintain in their own vaults

against deposits, exclusive of government funds, a reserve of tw

five per cent in lawful money. Those in forty-six rescn must

also keep twenty-five per cent against such deposits, but one half of

this may be kept with banks duly qualified as reserve agents in the

central reserve cities. All other banks are required to have

of fifteen per cent, of which three-fifths may be kept with

banks in either reserve or central reserve cities.

The interest bearing debt of the United States on Augu
1910, aggregated $gi 3.3 16,590, as follows: four per cent loan of

1925, $118,489,000; three per cent bonds of 1908-18, $63,945460;

per cent consols of 1930, $646,250,150; two per cent Panama

bonds of 1936 and 1938, $84,631,980. Roundly, eighty per cent of

this entire debt is held by the national banks. They have dept

witli the Treasurer of the United States $689,123,510 to secure cir-

culation and $38,314,200 to secure deposits of public moneys. The

Comptroller of the Currency estimated in his report for 1909 that on

September 1st of that year, according to reports of conditio!

national banks, there was evidenced the ownership by the banks of

other United States bonds to the additional amount of $23,145

If the unpledged holdings of banks have not been decreased

then their present ownership, including bonds deposited as security

for circulation and public moneys, would aggregate $750,583

leaving only $162,733,240 held otherwise than by the banks. It i-

probable, however, that some of the unpledged bonds then rep

have found their way to circulation accounts during the year. TWl
enormous holding of government bonds is largely the result

lation contained in the Act of March 14, 1900. Among other thi

that act provided for refunding the national debt, except that por-

tion of it represented by the 4s of 1925, of which there are now out-

standing $118,489,000. There were refunded: 3s of 1908-18 to the

amount of $132449,900, 4s of 1907 to the amount of $441,728,950

and 5s of 1904 to the amount of $72,071,300, making 1

$646,250,150 bonds bearing three per cent, four per cent and rnre

per cent interest, refunded into consols of 1930 bearing
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: i^c wa^ effected at a net profit to the gov-

> * ^.551.037.54. Af the new consols were favored in

mta bjf a the tax on circulation to one-

hali minim, as against the old rate of one per

Uy toun itli the banks. Out of a

U 50 consols, they have Mgcd at the treasury

r as securit or puMic de|*»sit>, $603,916,700.

have the same circulation privilege,

aggregate $84,631,980, and these were sold at a pr<

btnkl have on deposit at tl .1.020 of

e bonds either as se< r circulation ,,r deposits. These

figures ihow that the market fof OOf km mterr-t hearing bonds has

been ilnn^t exclusively with the banks. It was always an

1 inducements. and was almost

wholly in to an investment basis, The as of 1 >\o
t during the

period of surplus revet n 1903-1906, sold as high as no in the

market, at which time British oousols bearing two and three-quarter

per 1 re selling hekm <jo. Many hanks purchased bon<

Mgh premium- in order to qoalify as depositaries of public mot

and it lias been e that on the whole the avcra^ -the

banks «»f their enormous Imld lie consols is in the neighbor-

hood of 105. The deficient revenues in recent years have resulted

in great wit I public n <»m the banks. From as

high as $240 * 7, deposits fell to $33.-

[910, relea- ig other securities many
mill* t bonds. With an important avenue for their

use t !1 to points danp par. As
a result of this dcclii been estimated that banks have

1 a depr< 1 premiume on government bonds anywhere

$25,000,000 to $30,000,000.

h was tl tTairs when the Tariff Act of August

5. \***>. was passed, winch contained i> isingan .-»

tional issue of $j OO bonds to complete the construction of

the Panama Canal. These bonds are to bear interest at a rate not

eding three per cent. Tlu Act of June 28, 1902. authorized

000.000 Panama bonds to bear interest at the rate of two per

cent per annum, and of these $> > have been issued. As
shown above, with the excep* I little over $2,000,000, they

arc all owned by national hank* and were sold bv the government
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at prices ringing from i to 104.03'-. Even before the

sage of ti i'mi, it had become apparent thai the

government could no longer market i bond bearing b rate ^ Ion

as two per cent. The artificial market mu exhausted; and, owing

to the redundancy following the currency panic of 1907, the national

banks were 1 difficulty in keeping their note* in circula-

tion. There had been a great increase in circulation during

immediately following the panic. I October I, 1907, the outstanding

bond secured circulation waa $5 56,10 1.330. In three montlis it rose

to $643459,898; and. notwithstanding the general decline in I

ness which wu the aftermath of the great disturbance in 1907, it

r sought retirement. Thus with circulation accounts full

overflowing, the bank market for low interest bearing bonds
|

tically disappeared. When, therefore, the tariff bill was introduced

in the senate the chairman of the committee on finance of that

body announced that legislation would be required in the pending

bill to change the character of the bonds which may be issued. He

admitted that the twos could only be purchased by or for the national

banks, and that it would not be possible to sell to individual inves-

tors a considerable amount of bonds of this character at par.

The bond legislation contained in the Tariff Act of August 5.

1909, fixing three per cent as the maximum rate of interest which

the bonds may bear, seems utterly to have disregarded the equities

involved in the enormous bank holdings of the two per cent issues.

Leaving the tax on circulation to be secured by the new bonds at

one per cent, it discriminated against the 2s. The reduction in the

circulation tax by the Act of March 14, 1900, was to make refund

ing attractive and to induce the banks to part with their holdings

of three per cent, four per cent and five per cent bonds in exch

for the two per cents. An increase of one per cent in the in;

rate would have required, in order to establish a parity between the

new bonds and the 2s, that there be also an increase of one per cent

in the tax on circulation secured by the 3s. In other word

place the proposed new 3s on the same footing with the old 2s. the

tax on circulation secured by the former must necessarily be one

and one-half per cent, the tax on the latter being one-half of one

per cent. An effort to introduce some such provision into the law

failed, with the result that notwithstanding the treasury was in need

of funds to meet canal expenditures, it has never been able to avail

(602)
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t of the bond a< fa the tariff let The Secr<

the Treasury was coni|>clUd to announce that the Treasury

parti: bU not laatM an) of the ama bonds before the

i had bad the opportunity to change the circulation

tax, * li.»t he ii It it a duty of the government to see

that the two per cent bond* have the protection of a parity. In the

mtunc it treasury oonditsons demanded it he proposed to sell

three per cent certificates of indebtedness with a term limited

ar Mum mally authorized by the War
Kcv« : of 1898, an<l tins authority was confirmed and enlarged

by the 1 t of Auk ,>*>. No occasion has since a:

for a resort to temporary certificates, hut the general fund of the

treasury, out <>f which Panama expenditures have been met. was

to rehnbti August 15, 1910, fa the *umof$i.M.

228,305.66. Congress bs |
seen fit to take any steps to re-

tbe sit oud authority of the recent tariff act

;ll regarded as unavailable. The dtsuKunati nake the

necessary adjustment of the drcnlttion taxes is understood to be

due to the desire not to introduce any financial legislation into a

situation which the National Monetary <

'mnuiission. authorized by

the! cy Currency i<>o8, and now engaged in

I study of the currein \ . •

Foil the currency panic of t<x>7« Kr*a * pressure was
brought to bear upon amend the banking and currency

laws ill Mich manner a^ to pTCTent a recurrence of similar trouble.

This the passage of "An act to amend the national bank-

i<)o8,
M

popularly known as "The
Emir It is to expire by limitation on June

30, 1914. M should there be an emergency which in the

opinion of the Secretary of the Treasury would justify additional

bank circulation, it may be taken out in cither of two methods pre-

scribed by the act as foil*

i National hanks occupying contiguous territory rosy organ ire a -ttfrT*mt

ttion. There must be at least ten national banks in each national cur-

rency association, and the aggregate capital and >urplu« of such national banks

must be at least $5,000,000. No national bank may join a national currency

association unless it has an unimpaired capital, and surplus of not less than

twenty per cent After the formation of an association any nation;

belonging thereto, whose outstanding circulating notes actually issued

m)
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United States bonds amount to not less than forty per cent of may

obtain additional circulating notes by depositing with the association in

for the United States any securities, including commercial pa] addi-

tional notes will only be issued upon the recommendation of the Comptroller

of the Currency and the approval of the Secretary of the I i < 1 then

not exceeding ft e per cent of the cash value of the securities or com-

mercial paper so deposited. There is a proviso also that no national hank

association shall be authorized in any event to issue circulating notes based

upon commercial paper in excess of thirty per cent of its unimpaired c

and surplus.

2. National banks possessing the same qualifications as to unimpaired

capital and surplus required of hanks joining a national currency associ

and whose circulating notes outstanding and actually issued against United

States bonds are equal to forty per cent <-f rtS capital stock, may obtain addi-

tional circulating notes not exceeding ninety per cent «>f the market vain

not in excess of the par value of bonds or other interest bearing obligations

of any state of the United States, <>r any legally authorized bonds issued by

any city, town, county, or other legally constituted municipality or dish

the United States which has been in existence for ten years and which for a

period of ten years previous to such deposit has not defaulted in the payment

of any part of either principal or interest of any funded debt authorized to be

contracted by it, and whose net funded indebtedness does not exceed ten per

cent of the valuation of its taxable property.

State, city, town, county and other municipal bonds of the

character described above are also acceptable as security f<»r addi-

tional circulation taken out through the medium of a national cur-

rency association, and will be received by the treasury at ninety

per cent of the market value, but not exceeding par. The limit <>f

such additional circulation is placed by the law at $500,000,000.

Additional circulation is subject to a tax of five per cent per annum

for the first month, which is increased one per cent per annum
month thereafter until it reaches ten per cent. No occasion has

yet arisen for the use of any of this circulation, but the treasury

has made complete preparation for it by having $500,000,000 printed

which is held in stock ready for issuance in case conditions should

require it.

The national banks of the District of Columbia were the first

to organize a currency association. They formed one June 18, 1908,

largely at the instance of the then Secretary of the Treasury, who

desired that the capital should set an example for the rest of the

country. No other associations were organized until the summer
of 1910, when Secretary MacVeagh made an effort to induce other

f6o4 )
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N country to j.r..\»«lc ami have ready a workable cquip-

ihcre might not lie any delay in the event of a necessity

issuing additional As the : this effort there

have been 1 currency association Iknton, New
ins, Philadelphia and Atlanta, (ia. As this is being written

many other sections have under consideration the formation of asso-

The latest legislation having a bearing upon either national

banks or government bonds is to be found in the Act of June 25.

1910, to establish postal saving banks. This law authorizes an issue

vo and one-half per cent bonds, but they arc not available as

seen: :ial hank v in ulation. In case postal deposits should

h any considerable figure some portion of them might bt

veste thus placing the treasury in funds and avoid-

ing, for a time at least, any financing on account of the Panama
al.

also a possibility that the proceeds of the two and one-

it bonds authorized by the postal savings bank law

might be utilized in refunding the $63,945460 United *s of

1908-18 which arc payable at the pleasure of the government at any

before August 1. n;i8. If a central bank of issue shall ever

be established, supplanting the national banks in their note issuing

turn
I it problem must be solved as to the dispo-

of the present enorn ik holdings of government bonds. It

is thought hy some that the postal savings bank law may afford

I in this but, in order to do this, the growth in postal

savings dep« old have to exceed anything that the most

ardent advocates of that scheme have ever claimed for it. Postal

inks have been in existence in England since 1861. In

1908, their deposits were in the neighborhood of $782,000,000 It

may not take so long in the United States to develop a postal sav-

with that amount ot 4 it will probably

be many years before this figure is reached. Nothing less than such

suffice to relieve the bank* of their holdings of govern-

ment bonds should the circulation privilege be transferred to a cen-

tral institution.

It will he observed that the hi national banking is closely

interwoven with that of government bonds. Forty-seven years ago

the system was established to help make a market for them. The

C60J
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banks rendered Dotcworthj service in refunding th« . sues

during the pen.',! from 1870 to 1879, and finally under the stimulus

of the K Act of March 14. kjoo, they were induced to be-

e the holders of Ml Of the national <1

ownership now repretenting four-fifths of the whole.

In the main the national tySteSU has worked well. It tttl Btt-

.jtH-tionahiv furnished 1 perfectly I end 1 uniform hank note

circulation, but it has felled in one important respect. Circnl.

bai never been responsive to the business requirements of the coun-

try. It has almost invariably expanded when it should have dimin-

ished, and contracted when it should have expanded. Iv<

note issues are to government bonds, circulation has followed the

price of these securities in the market and not the volume of busi-

ness. Lack of elasticity is the vital defect of our bank cum
Chambers of commerce, bankers' associations, congressional com-

mittees, comptrollers of the currency and secretaries of the t

ury have for years sought the solution of this problem. The remedy

is yet to be found. Perhaps the Monetary Commission will find it.

(606)



ARGEMENT OF CLEARING HOUSE FUNCTIONS

By Stanley Young, CPj\^
iliur Young & Co.. and Clearing II

Kansas City. Ma

Though clearing houses have long cx» ted, the tact that these

associations were established for one special purpose appears to have

led the further fact that their C an organiza-

wtccptibk ol uses other than those at first contemplated . Of
late years, development has occurred in channels of much import-

ance and it ii int to note these as indications of posaibi

of the future.

To Boston belongs the credit of the first step in enlarging the

functions of a clearing house association through the installation of

-tern for the collection of country items. The example set by

too has been followed by other clearing houses with results both

factory and economical. Under such a system of what may be

mntry clearing house the work of the tr ;*rt-

imut of each bank is materially reduced. Various rules have been

ay be adopted by the individual dealing botfte, but the main

principle is in all cases the same, viz., to effect collection through

with the consequent advantages Kg in rate of

inge, in postage, and in labor ; besides control is kept of the dis-

turbing factor of exchange cha mall items upon which a mini-

mum collection charge would be made are thus collected as a part

total letter a e saving through pro rating the exchange

charge, as well as through saving in office costs. It need not be

pointed out that the power exercised by such an organization, and the

pressure that may be brought to bear in lessening charges are great.

•nsequence strides have been made in the matter of economy in

the collection department which would have been impossible for indi-

ii banks. In Boston costs have now been brought to a nominal

od in other centers a large reduction has been mad<

the cost is now less than half that ruling at inception

(6o7>
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of the system in 1905, and a further reduction is being constantly

made. Costs are pro rated to each hank, so that each

charged in proportion to the amount of its items. The |ystem has

worked admirably and its advantages are obvious, not only in the

saving effected but in the control which can be 1
I over all

exchange questions through the organization now at the dispON

clearing house committee. There are few qui trouble-

tome than that of exchange and no apology is required for a system

and organization which tends to lessen its difficulties.

A movement of greater consequence has been started through

the installation of the office of clearing house examiner in 1

centers, and the credit for this movement belongs to Chicago. Much
has been written with regard to the general work of clearing house

examinations, but little has yet been said as to the possibility of

further development through such an office, more especially with

regard to the question of credit information. The original objects

sought in the installation of the office were to detect instances of

unsound banking in any direction, to note duplications of bor:

ings by the same client at different banks, and to enable the clearing

house to take preventive rather than remedial measures by applying

an earlier remedy than is possible for national or state officials, and

by such early action to remove unwholesome conditions from any

bank in the association. It has long been recognized that no bank

can be in unsound condition without hurt to the whole local banking

community; the supervision of the clearing house is therefore justi-

fiable and if such supervision be sufficiently close and all irregulari-

ties be promptly checked, it becomes possible for the confidence of

the public to be restored during any unwarranted run on an indi-

vidual bank by the announcement of clearing house support; panic

may be thus averted, and with the examiner's organization now
existing it is practicable for the clearing house as a body to exe;

such supervision of any weak bank as to amount to a virtual taking

over of its management till it is again in sound condition.

Further possible developments are now becoming apparent.

We are but at the beginning of the era of usefulness of such depart-

ments, and careful analysis tempts the belief that in the extension

thereof may lie a partial solution of many grave difficulties that

beset our banking system.

Consider the question of commercial credits. Were our system

(608)
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*

i is obtai mtrics where commercial paper takes the form

I strong bank, and where an ultimate market

fur the discounting oi Md m a central bank, the position

would U- different, hut we bin t» -leal with conditions as they

I the e\ f the scope of cleanup house department*

may develop a national system for disseminata t information

y and superior to any afforded by mercantile agencies,

or a bank's own research.

It lias unfortunately been the case that banks have extended

commercial credits largely u|>on the strength of the borrowers' own
pported Statement led with a o eneral knowledge

on the part of the bank. The fear of losing what has been profitable

prevent the banker from insisting upon evidence which

un prudence suggests ought to be given. Every banker has

extended credit beyond v. wn judgment would war-

rant, fearing that his refusal might result in the loss of a valuable

account. He a certain ri>k in order to retain what

has been profitable business.

It. 1 the demand for information be made through an

examiner, that is. by the ck as a body and not by an

ink, borrowers cannot refuse Time BOH
e before the commercial community recognize- and grows se-

ined to such requirements, but in the meantime Itcpt can be

D to improve conditions. Copies of all borrowers' statements

and other credit information can be xamincr and

all new lines of credit opened can be reported to him; comparison

with other- Hated in hi- files may lead to suspicion of

mi-n . and there may he in his possession information

ing that the borrower contemplated inadvisable loans. In such

the examiner may. with the sanction of his committee, in-

struct the lx •: > reduce his operations. By thus eliminating

unwholesome bidding for business by the extension of unwarranted

credits, much can be done to improve the banking situation.

The experience of Kansas City shows that it is feasih

gather valuable credit data: all large borrowers are indexed and

observed, and facts as to their total local obligations are qu

able upon nequc-t for any Interested member of the association.

This, however, b in-umcicnt ; the en rtn t of the floating

of paper through brokers render- the obligations too widespread for

(6o<>)
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control by any one association. Wc must look to further mcthodt,

to more stringent demands through the examiner and to co-opera-

tion among clearing house associations.

There seems no reason why a clearing house official should not

t upon the evidence of a certificate of certified public account

ants; unfortunately, the principle is not yet firmly established of

requiring all borrowers to furni>h Mich certificates though the cU

hility of this is becoming increasingly appreciated. It does not

too much to hope that in future borrowers shall be required to file

with the clearing house examiner such certified statements together

with all further evidence of their responsibility, the whole informa-

tion being confidential with the examiner, but to be imparted by him

to any bank interested in the borrower; the examiner being careful

to determine the rights of the bank seeking information before thi>

is afforded. The chief point to observe is that insistence upon such

evidence of merit in the extension of credit can be effected through

a clearing house official with better grace and with more certain

results than through an individual bank.

We must look also to co-operation among clearing house asso-

ciations. Where independent audit has been made and a report

is on file with one association, an interchange of courtesies would

render this available for all financial centers. The advantages of

clearing house examinations and credit bureaus are now so well

realized that it seems not unlikely they may shortly be almost uni

versal and the interchange of information with other associations

should prove an important feature of the work.

Further, the suggestion has frequently been made that com-

mercial paper be registered. Should this become the general prac-

tice, and be made a necessary step in floating paper, it would seem

wise that the registrar should be the clearing house of the center in

which the head office of the concern is located ; and that confidential

information be thence afforded to other clearing houses. It u
obvious that the organization afforded by clearing house offices of

this nature could enormously improve the knowledge of any bor-

rower's standing; the gathering in one credit office of all local in-

formation, of all facts learned by other clearing house officers, of

records as to registered paper outstanding, and of accountant-'

reports—these together would afford banks data beyond anything

yet acquired through mercantile agencies or through individual

(610)
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research In this, exists the germ uf a national credit bureau oi

Mgtl effi

W hat is true of commercial papc lot true of individual

Ittl and ry-bank or rcdiscountcd paper. < >vcr- trading

by a firm or a bank has long been regarded at a menace ; the abort

experience i : u by clearing houses has ahead

vealcd methods of control

No remarks upon extension of clearing house functions would
be c« without reference to currency associations. Much ha*

on the matter and it would be out of place to enter

upon full discussion of so large a subject. One serious objec-

m if the fact that our commercial

pape ,111.1 asset; and whilst this fact remains, constant

will arise wherein the clearing house must take action.

It need only be asserted that it b the duty of our clearing

to see ( i ) that steps are taken to insure that arrangements

operative during and r an emergency
; (2) that methods are

adopted looking to what may be regarded as a general clearing

e for the country as a whole. The pooling of reserves and
per into liquid assets arc insufficient remedies un-

less made more than local ; otherwise we merely have a selfish

effort on the part of each center to fortify itself at the expense of

r localities.

It would seem possible, by co-operation of clearing houses and
government, to solve this problem of converting commercial

paper into liquid assets. The present bond-secured individual na-

il hank currency might be replaced by a uniform currency, and
this currency used under proper 1 Dl in emergencies under

control of the government and dotting house association. By
tins means not only would there be a large saving to the government

nd the hank- in the present COStTJ process of the printing and re-

demption of individual bank currency ; but the issuance of a familiar

in place of an cmcr: f special design in times

to preserve confidence. The control of such

com method of issue when effected through clearing

houses would call for careful attention ; but the principal fact to be

ted upon is that it is the duty of our clearing houses to see that

so long as our present situation as regards assets and currency

remains such 1 operate effectively in time I I we shall
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at least have ready an emergency remedy. This is a function our

clearing houses cannot afford to overlook.

The principle lying at the root of all future clearing house de-

velopment is that of the unity of interest of all banks. So long as

each bank regards all others only as competitors, and makes its own
advancement and prosperity the one object to be attained, hanking

will not reach its highest development and efficiency. Bankii

not and ought not to be an occupation merely for its profits It

should be placed on the >ame 1>a-iv ;h other professions ; the hi]

development in medicine or law i> attained only when the competi-

tive and money making features are to a certain extent eliminated,

and when mutual confidence i between the members <»f the

profession. The banking community is an organic whole, no mem-
ber of which can suffer without detriment to the body. Our pro-

gress depends upon a realization of this truth.

(612)



GROWTH OF STATE BANKS AND TRUST
COMPAN!

By George E. Barnett, Ph.D.,

Associate Professor of Political Economy in Johns Hopkins University.

One of the most remarkable features of the development of

American banking during the past thirty years has been the rapid

growth of state banks and trust companies. On May 31, 1882,

the last date prior to April 28, 1909/ for which complete statistics

te hanking n > of the tinted States were collected, the

number of state banks and trust companies together was less than

one-half of the number of national banks, while on April 28, 1909,

the number of state banks and trust companies was nearly double

the number of national banks. The resources of the two classes of

ms have undergone a similar but less marked change

in relative amount. On May 31, 1882, the capital of the state hanks

and trust companies was $1 16,790,000, and their deposits, in round

numbers, $450,000,000, approximately one-fourth of the capital

Usd two-fifths of the deposits of the national banks at the same date,

while on April 28, 1909, the capital of the state banks and trust

companies was nearly seven-eighths of that of the national banks,

and their deposits were somewhat greater.

Even if wc separate the state banks and the trust companies,

it appears that each class has had a remarkable growth as compared

with that of the national banks. State banks and trust companies

are not separated in the statistics compiled by the Comptroller of

the Currency from the returns made in 1882 by banking institutions

to the Commissioner of Internal Revenue. In the same year, how-

. the Comptroller of the Currency received reports of thirty-

•Thla paper to based on materia! collected by the writer for tlw National

Monetary Commission, and which will bo published more la 6vt.il to

ttona of tbs Commtoalon.
•The statistics concerning state banks, treat

May SI. 1HV.\ were collected under an act of

capital and deposits of banks. This law wa«
st at I. tics for April '.•*. 1MIQ were fathered for the National

by the Comptroller of the Currency and the state bank

(6,
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four trust companies with a capital lyOOO and deposits of

$165400,000.

State Banks and Tiust Companies

Number.

May 31, 1882, State banks and

trust companies 1.012

April 28. 1909, State banks ... 11,319

April 28, 1909, Trust companies 1,079

National Banks

Number.

July I, 1882 2,239

April 28, 1909 6,893

Capital

iions).

II679

416.06

362.76

Capital

(in Millions).

4772

9339

Deposits

(in Million.).

452

2,392

2,8l2

Deposits

(in Millions).

U3I.7

4.6364/

There is reason to believe that these reports covered practically

all the trust companies then engaged in business. The number of

state banks in operation in 1882 may therefore be put at 978 with

a capital of $94,000,000 and deposits of $286,000,000. ( >n April

28, 1909, there reported to the National Monetary Commission

11,319 state banks with a capital of $416,000,000 and deposits of

$2,400.000,000—an increase since 1882 in number of some 10,400

banks, in capital of $320,000,000, and in deposits of $2,100,000,000.

During the same period the increase of national banks in number
was 4,654, in capital. $460,000,000, and in deposits, $3,500,000,000.

It will be noted that the increase of the state banks in number was
more than double that of the national banks, but the increase in

capital and in deposits was only about two-thirds of that of the

national banks. In all three respects, however, the percentage of

increase was much greater for the state banks.

Increase from 1882 to 1909

State Trust National

Banks. Companies. Banks.

Number 10,341 1,045 4.654

Capital $322,000,000 $340,000,000 $456,000,000

Deposits 2,1 14,000,000 2,647,000,000 3.505,000,000

The increase of the trust companies from 1882 to 1909 in

number was 1,045, m capital. $340,000,000. and in deposits, $2,647,-

000,000. The increase of the tru^t companies in all three resj

was less than that of the national banks, but in capital and dep

it was approximately three-fourth^ of that of the national banks.

(614)
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percentage i use wu enormoutly greater in all item
than that of the national banks.

Both for the state banks and the trust companies, thi»

increase has been by no means equally distributed over the whole

1 882. The number of state banks showed little increase

until i8W>. ! p in 1.J07 in that year, it rose until in 1893 it amounted

700. Prom iS-u until 1896; the incmii ua> very small, the

number standing at 4,062 in 1898. The peri«nl from 189H

was marked by a PfOlHgiOM increase in the number of state hank*

timber rose b mat
of over 7,000 banks and of 179 per cent. The capital of the

3.965 state banks

—

ninety-eight pet cent of the total numtx
1

operation—whose reports were compiled by the Comptroller

rrency in tS<>8 was $233,600,000, and their deposits were

$900,000,000; while in 1909 the capital of the II^IO, state banks.

e reports were compiled by the National Monetary Commit*
as has been noted al U $416,000,000, and their deposits

$2,392,000,000—an increase fa tal of seventy-eight per cent,

and in deposits of 166 per cent

Increase from 1898 to 1900.

Statb Basks.

I1S9.400.000
-00,000

7»

Tboot Com ram ib«.

ASvIutc

$
1

^o *.»>

H

The 1898 to \'Kn) was also, without question, the

period ol b the number and resources of tho

compel rati sties of the trust companies cannot.

however, be exactly ascertained for 1808. In that year, according
c report of the Comptroller of the ( there were 246

I companies, with a capital of Sioi.000,000 and with deposits

of bankers' deposit «. of $**».?.000.000. The reports of

companies in the Comptroller's report for 1898 were, how-

mplete. and it may be estimated from the unofficial reports

in the bankers' directories that the number of trust companies was
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about 400, and that their capital was $160,000,000, and their dc

posits $1,100,000,000. According to the reports made to the

National Monetary Commission, on April 28, 1909, nearly 1,100

trust companies were actively engaged in business and, as has been

noted above, these trust companies had a capital of $362,000,000,

and deposits of $2,800,000,000, an increase of 170 per cent in number,

126 per cent in capital, and 155 per cent in deposits.

The national banks experienced also a rapid increase botli in

number and in resources during the same period. On February 18,

1898, the number of national banks was 3,594, with capital of

$629,000,000, and deposits, exclusive of bankers' deposits, of $2,-

000,000,000. On April 28, 1909, the number of national banks was

6,893, with capital of $933,000,000, and deposits, exclusive of

bankers' deposits, of $4,636,000,000, an increase in number of

ninety-two per cent, in capital of forty-eight per cent, and in

deposits of 132 per cent. It will be noted that in none of these

respects was the rate of increase as great as in that for the state

banks or the trust companies.

In considering the causes of the remarkable growth of state

banks and trust companies outlined above, it will be desirable to

consider separately the two classes of banking institutions, although,

M will be pointed out in detail later, the state banks and trail

companies are in certain important respects practically a single

class.

State Banks.—Since private and national banks as well as state

banks are banks of discount and deposit, the disproportionate

increase of state banks noted above must be explained by their

superior advantages over one or both of the classes competing

with them. It must be noted, however, that the national and private

banks have almost exclusive fields of operation, for very few

private banks have a capital sufficiently largq to enable them to

organize under the national bank act.
8 The state bank, on the con-

trary, is a rival of both the private and the national bank.

the amount of capital required in most of the states to incorporate

•The 1.497 private banks which ropnrtod to the National Monetary Commission
on April 28, 1009, had a capital of $27,000,000, or an average capital of $18
Of the 385 private banks, whose capital for the year 1909 is reported in t In-

state reports. 232 had a capital of less than 115.000 and only 72 hnd n capital of

as much as $25,000. Until the passage of the :i< t of M.inti 14. 1900 the smallest

permissible capital for a national bank was $50,000, and since then it has been

$25,000.

(6l6)
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a bank under the state banking laws U small enough to make it

possible fur private banks to become incorporated if they desire

* so. The causes which have led to the increase of state banks

may. therefore, be dhrid categories according as they

have been influn ng the state bank an advantage over

the private or over the national bank.

ate banks fulfil in tin American banking system two dis-

is,—first, as an adjunct of the brokerage business la

the large cities, and second, as a means of fun mal
Communities chiefly in agricultural sections. It is in the !

• ii.it the small state banks compete with the

I ate banks.

The number of private banks increased very rapidly from 1877,

the earliest date for which complete data are accessible, to 1888.

b 1K77 there were 2432 private banks in the United States and

by 1888 the number had increased to 4,064. Since 1888 the increase

in the number of private banks has been very small. In 19x39 only

4407 Mkh btnkl were reported by the bankers' directories. This

check to the increase in the number of pri\ ks has come
about despite the I increase in the number of brokers' banks.

e number of private banks in the states of New York, MsSSI

ehosetts, Pennsylvania and Illinois, in which the great mass of

te bank rokcrs* banks, arc deducted from the total

number of private banks the remaining Dumber is less in 1909 than

IS in 1888. It appears probable that the number of private

banks in the United States apart from the brokers' banks is not

at the present time more than one-half of the number in 1888.

During the same period, the number of small state tanks has

ised with great rapidity. In 1888 the number of state banks

with less than $50,000 capital wa hile in 1909 the number

of state banks with a capital of less than $50,000 was 8,980, and

the number of state btnkl with a capital of less than $25,000 was

5,878. Approximately one-half of the state banks in operation in

1909
'

1 than that required for the organization

of a bank under the national bank act.

This rapid increase in the number of .mail state banks is to

be explained partly by the fact that depositors prefer to deal with

incorporated banks. The development of the state banking laws

since 1888 has given the state hank in most of the states superior

(6V
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credit to that possessed by the private banks. In i u w itates, the

lowering of Uie amount of capita) required for the incorporation

of state banks has been responsible for the greater relative growth

of small state banks.

Another factor of importance in the displacement of the private

bank by the small state bank has been the increasing Dumb
regulating in one way or another the conduct of business by

private banks. These provisions vary widely in the different states.

In some private banks are forbidden to use a corporate name. In

• •tilers they are required to use on their signs and advertising

matter the words "private" or "unincorporated." In a third group

of states, private banks may not use the word "bank" on their

signs or advertisements. In a fourth group, an attempt has been

made to subject the private bank to the same supervision and regu-

lation as the state bank. This attempt has not on the whole met

with great success. The essential feature in the regulation of

banks, both under the national bank act and under the state bank-

ing laws, is the requirement that banks shall have a specified mini-

mum capital. This capital is regarded as a buffer between the

losses which the bank may suffer and the deposits of the bank. In

a number of states private banks are required at present to have

a capital stock, but this provision does not yield satisfactory results.

ince the banker may engage in other enterprises, and may thus

incur an indebtedness which may fall upon the assets of the bank.

In a few states an attempt has been made to meet this difficulty by

providing that the depositors of the bank shall have a first lit n

on the assets in case of the insolvency of the owner. A half dozen

states have gone even further and have prohibited individuals from

carrying on the business of banking. The result of these provi-

sions, taken as a whole, has been to induce or compel many per

about to engage in the business of banking to incorporate undei

the state banking laws rather than to engage in the business as an

individual or as a firm.

Apparently the development of state banking regulation has

given a great stimulus to the growth of small banks. The period

from 1899 to 1909 was marked by a greater increase in the number

of banks than any other period of similar length in the history of

the United States. The number of national and state banks in-

creased from 7,763 in iRqq to 18.212 in 1909. A very large part

f6?81
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increase, both of national and state banks, was of bank*

with less than $50,000 capital. From 1899 to 1909. the number
of state banks with a capital of less than $50,000 increased from

8,980. I tit .1 1900 national banks were not incorporated

with a smaller capital than $50,000. On September 1, ioxxj, there

in Operation -,\>>7 national banks with a smaller capital than

$50,000. rcase of 10449 in the number of

and state banks from 1899 to 1909, 8,548 were banks of 1

$50,000. The period from 1899 to 1909 was marked, therefore, m
the banking history of the I'nited States pre-eminently by the

IM in tiu* number of small banks. In th><> development the

nal banking system has shared to some extent through the

amendments made to the national bank act by the act of March 14,

1900, but a very large part of the increase in the number of anal
banks was of hanks of less than $25,000 capital.

The following table shows the number, in 1909, of state

of less than $25,000 capital classified according to capital:

Capital

$S,ooo or less 414

Over $5,000. less than $10,000 .

.

240

$10,000, less than $15.000 1.099

$15,000, less than $20,000 . 1.420

$20,000. less than $25,000 775

M banks arc by no means evenly distributed among the

The following table shows the number of banks of

less than $25,000 capital by groups of states:

New England o
Eastern States . .

.

j6

Southern States . i 7&>

lie Western 1.506

Western States **$$

Pacific StafttJ 305

It will be noted that such banks are numerous in the Southern.

:n. Western, and Pacific states. The entire absence

of such banks in the New England states and the small number

of them in the Eastern Mates is partly to be accounted for by the

fact that, in some of these states, state banks are not chartered and

in others the amount of capital required is large, but the chief

19)
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reason is that the economic conditions in these sections do not

make such banks profitable. The greatest development of such

banks is found in the more sparsely settled agricultural disti

The growth of large state banks (i. c. banks with a capital

sufficiently large to enable them to incorporate under the national

bank bile by no means so striking as that of the small state

bank ntS, when compared with the growth of the national

banks, significant and noteworthy features. In 1877 the number

of state banks with a capital of $50,000 and over was ^34, and the

number of national banks was 2,o8o. 4 In 1909 there were in operation

2,610 state banks with a capital of $50,000 and over and 4,773

national banks with the same amount of capital. The absolute in-

crease in the number of the state banks of this class has been some-

what less than the increase in the number of national banks, but the

percentage of increase has been very much greater ; moreover, since

1888 the absolute increase in number of the state banks of this

class has been practically the same as that of the national banks.

The more rapid growth of the state banks of this class than

of the national banks appears to be due chiefly to two advantages:

In the first place, the state banks in practically all of the

states have the power to loan on real estate, and, as is well known.

the national banks do not possess this power. All banks, how

are not equally desirous of having power to loan on real estate.

The banks in the larger cities and towns do not ordinarily care to

loan largely, if at all, on real estate, since they can occupy their

funds fully in local commercial loans. Also the banks in the more

newly settled parts of the country ordinarily prefer not to loan on

real estate since the value of land in such sections is not stable. The

desire to loan on real estate is greatest, therefore, anions the banks

located in the smaller places in those sections where the value of

agricultural land is most stable.

Secondly, the reserve requirements in the state banking laws

in one way or another are far more liberal than the requirements

under the national bank act. In a large number of the states, banks

either are not required to hold a reserve against savings and time

deposits, or the reserve which must be held against such deposits is

ince the passage of the art of March 14, 1900, national banks may be Incor-

porated with a capital of f'Jft.nno. For the relative Importance of state and
national banks with a capital of «'J5 000 and less than $50,000, *<•• p ill

(620)
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very small. Also in those states which require the same reserve

against all deposit ilu reserve is usually lower than that rcqt

by the national bank act Such provisions are particularly advan-

tageous to those banks which have a considerable amount of tune

and savings deposits, since the national banks are : to carry

the same reserve against demand, time and savings deposits

On the other hand, there are certain advantages in incorpora-

ml bank act. The chief of these arc the supe-

rior I the national bank and the profit to be made on note

issue. For many y< . r the Civil War, the national banks

were practically the only incorporated banks of discount and deposit

any of the states. It was well known that these banks were

supe: d regulated. State banks, on the contrary, until quite

recently in most of the states were under no supervision and were

: poratcd on practically the same terms as manufacturing, mining

and other ordinary corporations. The national banks came, t'

fore, to have a much higher standing with depositors than the state

banks. In recent years, with the development of the state bank-

ing systems, the state banks, in many of the states, have come to

have almost, if not quite, as high a standing as the national banks.

1 far, however, as the business of a bank is with persons or

banks in other states, the national bank has an advantage over

the state bank, since the residents of one state are ordinarily not

acquainted with the provisions of the banking laws of another

state, while they know the general character of the provisions of

national bank act.

age is greater for the larger banks than for the

small ones, since the smaller banks have relatively less business

with persons or banks in other states. The wider credit of the

:ial hank is a particularly important consideration to the pro-

moters of banks in the newly settled states who wish to sell stock

to residents of other states, since it is much easier to secure the

investment by non-residents in the stock of a national bank than

in the stock of a state bank.

The second chief advantage in incorporation under the

nal bank act is that a certain amount of profit may be obtained

from note issue. It was the large profit to be obtained from the

issue of notes which in 1865 and the years immediately succeeding

iced the great mass of state banks to incorporate under the

(621)
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national bank act. The increasing price of United Stat

led, however, by 1880 to a great redaction in the profit on bank

note circulation and, as a consequence, from 1882 to 1891 the

culation fell off rapidly. A decline in the price of bonds caused a

slow increase from 1891 to 1899. Since the passage of the act of

March 14, 1900, the profit on note itftie has been larger and a

great increase in the circulation has resulted. The profit at

however, is by no means equal to the great profits which

the conversion of the state into national hanks in the period I

1865 to 1870. As estimated by the Comptroller of the Cun

the profit on note issues in October, 1909, wai [,334 per cent in

cess ol VOL per cent on the investment. A bank with a capital of

$100,000 may secure a maximum profit of $1,334 from a note issue.

Some of the factors noted above vary in strength according

to the size of the place in which the bank is located, according to

the economic development of the section of the country, or, finally.

according to the class of business which any particular bank wishei

to do. But certain general conclusions as to their net result may

be drawn.

In the first place, the net advantages of incorporation under

the state banking laws are relatively greater for banks of small

capital than for those of large capital. The following table si

the number of state and national banks in operation in 1909 with

a capital of $25,000 and over, classified according to capital

:

Number of Numlier of
Capitalisation. National Banks. State Bank*.

$25,000, less than $50,000 2,197 3,102

$50,000, less than $100,000 2,214 1,549

$100,000 and over 2.559 1,061

It will be noted that the number of state banks with a capital

of $25,000, and less than $50,000, is much larger than the number

of national banks with the same capital ; but that in the class of

banks with a capital of $50,000, and less than $100,000, the national

banks are the more numerous. The number of national banks with

a capital of $100,000 and over is two and a half times the number

of state banks of the same capital. Only 203 of the state banks in

operation in 1909 had a capital as large as $200,000, while

of the national banks had a capital of $250,000 and over.
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In the MOOod place, as is shown in the following table, the

luiiuUr .f large state banks, i. e., state banks with a capital of

$25,000 and over, in operation in 1909, is much greater relatively

e number of national banks in some sections of the country

than in others:

Number of NaUooal Nvbtf of fsatt
Baaka witha

Capital of I j j.000 Capital of Ih>m
•ad ov«r. aad o*w.

England Statet 4k
Eastern States .. 1,567 410

Southern States . U406 ijfcsj

rn States I.907 2.154

States .

.

616

Ific State* 395 6Bl

It will be noted that the number of state banks of this class

-cr than the number of national banks in the Southern, Middle

Acs, and that the number of state banks

small in the New England states and much
less than the number of national banks in the Eastern and Western

tea.

Trust Comfatties.— In any consideration of the causes respon-

for the great growth of trust companies in recent years, it

be borne in mind that I very large number of the so-called

companies either entirely lack the power to engage in a trust

iess or have not cared to use this power. In Massachusetts.

pie, a state in which a notable development of trust

ies has occurred within the past > state

been incorporated for many years, and a very large number

of t! ompanics do only a banking business. In fact, a trust

MaBsathusetU, before it may act as a trustee, must be

authorized by certain state officials. Of the forty-eight

• companies in bu IfaafjchlllCftl on November
• lepartmi nilarly in Maine and Ver-

inlqj have been incorporated in recent years and

of the so-called trust companies are state banks in all except

name.

n in several of those states where both state banks and trust

re incorporated the preference for organization under

the trust compai not due chiefly or largely to the desire

-\0
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to carry on a banking and trust business in combination, but bo

the greater liberality of the trust company law in its regul..

of the banking business. Despite the fact that there has been for

some years a gradual assimilation of the regulations relating to

the two classes of institutions, in many of the states the regula-

tions relating to the banking business of the trust companies arc

restrictive than those relating to the state banks. In Mew York,

for example, where the increase of trust companies in number

resources in the past ten years has been much larger than tli

either the national or state banks, there is no doubt that the inure

liberal reserve requirement for the trust companies has bci

factor of considerable importance in their growth. It is note-

worthy that the great increase in the number of trust companies

has occurred in comparatively few states, notably in the New Eng-

land states, New York, Pennsylvania and Indiana. In some of

these states, state banks, as has been noted, are not incorporated,

and in others there are significant differences in the regulations to

which state banks and trust companies are subjected.

It cannot be doubted, however, that there is for many banking

institutions a distinct advantage in combining the trust and the

banking business and that this has been a factor of great import-

ance in the growth of trust companies. The growth of the various

forms of trust business will be the chief factor in the future increase

of these companies since, as has been noted above, in practically

all the states there is a growing disposition to assimilate the regu-

lations of the banking business whether carried on by a trust com-

pany or a bank.

Since many so-called trust companies are state banks except

in name, and since in many of the states the trust companies are

to all intents and purposes not a distinctive class of banking insti-

tution but merely state banks which may engage also in a trust

business, in order to measure fully the growth of state banking, it

may be worth while to combine the numbers of the two classes

of institutions. Since, however, the trust companies are usually

of large capital, it will be sufficient to consider the result obtained

by combining the number of state banks and trust companies with

a capital of $100,000 and over.

There were in the United States in 1909, 1,781 state banks and

trust companies with a capital of $100,000 and over, and 2,559
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national banks of the same capital. The trust companies and the

state banks of this class are more numerous than the national banks

only m the Pftcttk Group. In the Eastern states, however, the

disparity m nonbtJl iv not gmt The smallest number of state

banks and trust companies compared with the national banks in

class is famd In the Htm Ragkod and Western states. In neither

of these groups is the number of state banks and trust companies

with a capital of $100,000, and over more than one-third of the

number of national banks of the same class.
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BRANCH BANKING AMONG THE STATE BANKS

Bf H. M. P. ECKARDT,
Saranac Lake, N. Y.

At the 1910 convention of the Alabama Bankers' Association,

held in Birmingham in May, one of the speakers, whose topic was

"State Banks and Their Branches," closed a condemnatory address

with the words: "We believe the days of the branch bank are

numbered." Two months later, at Cooperstown, Hon. E. B.

land told the bankers of New York State, at their convention:

"Xo one will ever live to see the day when the branch banking

13 stem which prevails in Canada and in Germany and in England

and in France will be tolerated by the people of the United Sta

I am sure that there are a considerable number of people in

the various states whose opinions differ from those of the authorities

I have quoted. Those who have closely followed the course of

banking affairs must have noticed that the branch bank idea has

made respectable progress. As is always the case when a reform

struggles with hostile laws and against the opposition of established

interests, it finds expression in a variety of ways. Thus, some

bankers who desired to bring a number of banking institutions into

cohesion have sought to attain their ends through purchasing the

stock of other banks and controlling them through stock ownership.

There are some cases wherein a practical banker has had himself

elected or appointed to the presidency or management of a group of

banks in a certain state or territory without his owning a majority

of the shares of the several units. Then, the holding company

method has been employed in some instances; and in a number of

states small branch banks are operated under a sort of grudging

toleration from the legislatures. It can be said that nowhere in the

country are the branch institutions suffered to develop all the func-

tions which they should exercise in order to attain their hi/

usefulness: nowhere is a branch bank allowed to develop to the

dimensions that would fit it for taking care of a large part of the

commerce and industry of a state or geographical division.

In his address to the New York State bankers, from which I
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have ali lOttd, Hon. Mr. Wetland said fa The
economics of the 1.ranch banking system are usch that no other

t>cside it. It is just as Mire as the tun will rise

at the branch banking system, if taken up in the

I'm: in the end dl nee all the banks
ii in fa cooatf) ootsidf of the great financial

rienoc <»f the world."

It this Mltcnwol means anything it is a confession that the

system of local single-office banks is wasteful in operation, and it

that it sets forth OM reason why branch banks are

table. When a banking lyflteu is wasteful it is the stockbold-

l*>rrowcrs and depositors who suffer from the circumstance,

and as soon as they realize the fact its doom is sealed.

It should be said here that it is not their economical operation

alone that ha 1 the branch banks to displace the small local

banks in England* I The branch incautious

arc cleaner, more efficient, and they provide better opportunities

the clerks and officei a better and more complete

ice to the localities in which they work To illustrate this latter

ghre the following comparison: In the United States

at the present time it is not difficult to find cases like the follow

11 be a town of say 2,500 or 3,000 people which has a little

ial hank or perhaps two of them. Surrounding tMl town at

!
from three miles arc seven or eight

small villages, the largest of which may have 1,000 or 1,200 popula-

>t one of these small places has a bank. The banks in the

larger place at the center draw deposits from them all and perhaps

do some discounting for a few of the principal business men in the

ing villages. Also, in the large town are a few manufacturing

concern^ which cannot get all the accommodation they need from

the two local banks because the banks are too small. Consequent

are forced to borrow in New York or Boston.

If that locality were served by branch banks of the Canadian

pattern there would be in the central town branches of perhaps
three large institutions ; and five or six of the outlying villages would

be provided with branches or sub-branches. The manufacturers

would borrow at home ; they would not be compelled to go to New
York or Boston. Everybody in any of these places, and the pros-

perous farmer* in the tributary district* who possessed good
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actcr and a respectable standing, could borrow for legitimate needs.

The country people would have excellent facilities for depositing in

banks that had their confidence.

So it is because of the combination of economical operation

and the provision of superior facilities, that the branch hanks have

crowded out the local banks in other countries. Another reason is

found in their .stability during crises. The stage coach hai

superseded by the steam railway in America; and it is quite likely

that for the very same reasons the local banks will in the course of

time be obliged to give place to branch institution^. When the

bankers get a clearer idea of the advantages that will accrue to them

through the conversion of their single-office banks into branches.

and when the people get a better conception of what properly con-

stituted branch banks would do for them it is to be expected that

progress in that direction will be accelerated.

In the meantime it is worth while to take note of the pro

that has been made. Now it should be observed that mere size

counts for much in the operation of branch banks. Large figures

give prestige, and a widely spread system of branches makes for

stability when the central administration is good. The different

industries which the banks finance are not confined within the

borders of particular states ; and branch banking will never give the

best account of itself while the operations of each bank are circum-

scribed by the boundaries of a particular state, no matter how large

and populous the state may be.

However, wc find that the federal laws are almost prohibitive.

A newly organized national bank may not establish branches. In

his article which appeared in the "Financier'' of May 28th, 1910, Mr.

W. J. Fowder, Deputy Comptroller of the Currency, says . "The

operation of a branch by a national bank of primary organization,

while not prohibited in expressed terms, is prohibited by implication,

and the courts have held that what is implied is as effective as that

which is expressed.'' When a state bank which operates branches i-

converted into a national bank it may continue to operat<

branches under the national system, but presumably it may not open

new branches or extend itself further in that manner. Mr. Fowler

states that up to and including July 23d, 1908, there were but four

instances of state banks with branches converting themselves into

national bank* and continuing to operate the branches

2g)
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The ion was on March 14th, 1907. It wis that of

a bank fa rippi with $75,000 capital and one branch. The
second state bank to convert also belonged to Mississippi. It had

$50,000 capital and one branch. Conversion took place on May
the branch was discontinued on February 6th, 1909, and

the oooccni was placed in ry liquidation on April 1st, 191a

A tin nl Mi* tutc hank with $50,000 capital and one branch

was converted on February 21st, 1908. The fourth conversion was
of an Oregon Institution with capital of $50,000 and one branch.

It occurred <«n July 23d, 1908.

On February 5th, 1910, the Bank of California, with capital

of $4,000,000 and four branches, was converted into a national bank.

This is the first instance of a branch bank of real importance operat-

ing under the national laws; and its course will be watched

great interest. Its capital and resources are large enough to give

it prestige throughout the whole Pacific coast. If it and other

banks were but permitted to open branches where they pleased and

were suffered to operate them without being subjected to harassing

taxes, prohibitions and restrictions, it is practically certain that they

would rapidly enlarge their capitals and extend into hundreds of

1 places. The business men and small borrowers in those

places might then expect to get accommodation at rates perhaps

•hirds as high as they at pres< > private banks and other

small local institutions.

Among the state banks operating branches the Corn Exchange

York occupies a prominent place. The New York State

are not favorable to branch banking. Taxation is high and the

stipulation that $ioo.ooo capital shall be allotted to each branch is

me. In other countries where the branch system is authorized

and supported by the I Xh not attempted to regulate the capital-

ization of the branches It would be impossible to do to. The
balance due by the branch to the parent bank, or that due by the

parent bank to the branch, fluctuates constantly in response to thr

is of the bank's customers. Thus an important borrower

at the branch may discount $300,000 worth of paper, and upon

completing the advance the branch will owe head-office on bal-

ance $250,000. Then in due course the loan is paid off and some

special nYpr.sitv are received, with the result of throwing the balance

on the other side—head-office mav owe the branch $200000. There
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arc many quiet localities where there is practically no demand
loans on discounts and where deposits constitute almost the whole

business of the bank. For example, in a rich Eastern agnculf

district a branch might have $600,000 or more deposits, and it mav

not be able to lend more than $50,000, no matter how earnestly the

manager seeks for good bori To force the parent hank t«.

provide $100,000 capital for a branch of this type is an econ

blunder. The branch already has over half a million of capital

which it cannot use at home. When legislators pass laws of this

kind they have in their minds the idea that the branch hank

merely contrivances for drawing the resources of the interior locali-

ties to the financial centers. So they create a set of condil

under which it is next to impossible for the banks to give good

facilities to small places. It would be a wiser policy to encoi.

the establishment of sound banks in very small places and to super

vise their head-offices so as to ensure that they provide properly and

satisfactorily for the financial needs of the localitu 1 by then-

branches. There are no means, other than through branch hank-.

of providing satisfactory facilities for small places. Doul

because of the uncongeniality of the laws the Corn Exchange Bank

has not spread its branches into the country districts. Its score of

offices are found in the various districts of New York city.

Considerable interest attaches to the chain of one hundred or

more state banks in Georgia which are combined under the one

presidency. Apparently these institutions are held together merely

by the fact that they have a common president. They represent

what might be styled a banking federation. Each unit preserves its

separate identity ; and if the president were to resign or die presum-

ably the federation might break up. There is in this arrangement

a certain degree of cohesion between the parts, and it should be

possible to transpose or transfer surplus funds from one part of the

system to another when the occasion for doing so arose, just as the

funds of a branch bank are thrown from one end of the system to

the other in response to the demands of the industries and trades

financed by the bank. But the tie in the Georgia case is personal.

It is an instance of the one-man-power which is far too common in

United States banking. In Canada it is the bank, and not the local

manager, the general manager, or the president, that commands the

fealty of the men. The bank has its history and traditions extending
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bick Ighty ycari. The manager*

hilc the bank grows and develop*,

finally into all t ices and abroad into foreign

l>crsotiaJ thing—the bank—is what the

serve. 1 watch its progress from month to month

and glory in its greatness.

So the Georgia aggregation can hardly be regarded as a branch

bank. It is interesting, however, as an illustration of one method
branch bank idea is finding expression under discour-

n his annual report the Wisconsin Bank

Igajast the operations

of a holding in Minneapolis which had, he said, acquired

trol of more than forty banks in Wisconsin, Minnesota, and the

Dakota s. One ground of objection was that these controlled banks

proceeded to lend their funds to parties outside the state in which

re located. Of course there are serious objections to this

method of doing business. But it is merely another illustration of

how an irresistible force will break through or circumvent hostile

In the railroad and industrial worlds, capital has been allowed

to concentrate itself and then, by means of agencies and branches,

to diffuse its operations over huge territories. In time banking

I be suffered to take the same course if the customers of the

banks in the United States arc to have the same advantages that

bank customers in other countries enjoy.

Ugh it is objectionable in some respects, the Minneapolis

holding com] in is preferable to that wherein one individual

proceeds to acquire control over a number of banking institutions

through purchasing a majority of the stock. There arc two sets or

cliques of great financiers in New York City credited with

»1 of chains of important banks in their own city and

When practised by financiers of a different grade, this method of

ittng banking capital may do considerable damage. Thus

the 1 of the Heinze-Morse group of financiers in acquiring

control of other banks had something to do in precipitating the 1907

panic. Chains of banks formed after this fashion have no resem-

blance to properly constituted branch banks. Sometimes the finan-

ciers who form them do so with the object of enlarging the scope of

their own borrowings. While the separate entity of each institu-

tion is preserved, there i« no economy of administration and

'63n
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operation such as is secured under the branch system. It merely

means the extension of the domination of an individual or a set of

individuals over a number of institutions, and the influeno

question may often enough be of an undesirable or evil chai

In Studying the banking development of the Western

one meets several phases of this process of individuals acquiring

chains of banks. But in the West they call them strings rati hi

than chains. Thus a news item may state that so and so of Blank-

ville has bought a string of banks in the northern part of I

This gives the idea that the transaction was somewhat similar to

one involving the purchase of a drove of cattle or a number of

barns and stables. Needless to say, such an aggregation of banks

would not bear the slightest resemblance to the great branch banks

of Canada, England, France, or Germany; and their operations

cannot properly be regarded as branch banking among the state

banks.

We now come to the consideration of the small branch institu-

tions operating in a number of the states, which have very moderate

capitals and only a few branches. In many cases these should be

designated as local banks rather than branch banks; but, speaking

technically, if a little concern of this description operates but one

branch, it becomes a branch bank. Some of them appear to have

been weak, struggling affairs which established one or two branches

in near-by towns in the hope that the branches might be able to

supply the parent bank with enough new deposit money to permit it

to meet its obligations. Sometimes these so-called branch banks

fail, and ruin and disaster come upon the hapless creditors who

trusted them. These accidents also serve to bring branch banking

into disrepute. The State of Alabama recently had some unpleasant

experiences which led the president of the Bankers' Association

to say

:

It is with regret that I report that, growing out of the failure to carry

out and enact into law the resolutions passed at Mobile, we have had a chain

of bank failures in Alabama. Several Alabama communities have lost the

savings of a lifetime . . . and all the banks have come more or less

under suspicion. Your able ex-president. W. P. G. Harding, in his annual

address at Mobile, said in substance: "While we have in this state some

notable examples of the successful operation of branch banks, it appears

that their success has been due entirely to the excellent character of the
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and it teems imperative that we should have a Uw in Alabama
regulating the c»'abh*hment of branch banks in the future."

For all those who arc ir.t \ this subject of branch bank-

ing among tl - >rt of proceedings of the Alabama
bank. fc as given in the con-

lablc data. I have not seen the question so exhaustively dis-

cussed in any other I n report. Although the Birmingham

•n recorded it-clt in a condemnatory manner towards

bran. ug—probably for the reason that many of the examples

of branch operation coming trader the immediate observation of

the members had not been calculated to win their admiration or

respect—: nti wire not all tttrned Ka the one direction.

Mr. S. S. Broadttt, 1 I of the Tennessee Valley Bank, gave

a comprehensive and m •

description of the evolution of a

lc-omcc bank into a branch concern operating twelve offices.

1 bow be spent the year 1891 in the office of the Louisville

how a great city bank is manar
Graduating from thil Kbool, he opened, in iBgst, in Florence under

the name of the Merchants I lank, and conducted the institution as a

c-officc bank for five years. In 1897 a branch was established

at Tuscumbia, a county tea! ; then at Scottsboro, another county

and at intervals of a little over a year successive new branches

were added to the system until in iqio there were twelve branches

besides the head or parent office. In 1908, the name of the bank

was changed to Tennessee Valley Bank. The head office had

been transferred from Florence to Decatur in 1904. The capital is

$200,000. The following is said to have been the policy adopted in

Og branches:

In locating our branch points I have never gone to places already having

sufficient banking facilities, but generally to smaller points entirely lacking

As a matter of fact, of our thirteen points not half of then could

permanently sustain a small independent hank, while a branch of our targe

strong bank can take excellent care of the banking needs of a small com-

munity, which at the same time is a desirable part of the busine ss as a

Mr. Rroadus' characterization of his $200,000 institution as "a

large, strong bank" will perhaps bring a smile to the faces of bankers

and others accustomed to the Canadian branch banks with capitals

ranging from $2,000,000 to $14,000,000 and branch systems conv
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prising from fifty to two bttndrcd offices. But he means d<

less that hi* bank h large m comparison with the local bststtn

which it meeti competitively in the small places of the Tenm
Yal'u

In regard to stockholding, the management has aimed at having

desirable business men at each branch point purchase a small into

in the institution ; but a large holding by any one interest is not

encouraged. To quote the president : "There is but the one cor-

poration with stock in it owned by selected persons at our va:

points, some owning only one or two shares and seldom any more

than ten. Then, at each point it is endeavored to have, from

among the local shareholders, not less than one director." This

latter policy would not be practicable in the case of a bank witli

numerous branches. For either the directors would be so merely in

name, or the benefits attendant upon concentration of management

would be largely lost.

One of the differences between branch banking and local

banking is seen at once when the question of an office building o

up. Mr. Broadus says: "In opening a small branch bank I have

always borne in mind that the influence of the local shareholders

will naturally tend towards an expensive building 'to help the town.'

For instance, they always urge a two-story building at least." U
the bank is to be a commercial success its managers must fight

against extravagance and waste just as the managers of other com-

mercial ventures are obliged to do. The commercial and industrial

development of a small locality is not usually permanently promoted

by the erection there of a bank building more expensive than the

bank can afford.

The staff is selected from country villages and no young men

are employed who ever worked in a bank, because of the president's

wish that they shall get their methods and inspiration from him. It

is worth while noting here that the large Canadian branch banks

draw their recruits to a large extent from country villages. They

enter the bank at the age of seventeen or thereabouts and are trained

in the bank's system and methods. The Canadian banks also import

many youths from Scotland and England, because they cannot get

enough juniors in Canada. They bring over juniors who are started

at say $250 per year, and ledger men and clerks, not over twenty-

three or twenty-four, with experience in bank work, and give them
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$600 or $700. Both classes get regular increase of salary c

year.

In 1 In case of a small branch of a state bank it appears

that the office will probably be started with but one man, and be

perhaps taking charge fresh from his duties as clerk in a country

store. In Canada no branches are started with less than two men,

as the banks consider it absolutely necessary to have present in the

office an employee other than the manager to serve as a check

him.

The following account tells something of the method of

ing to head office used by the branches of the Tennessee Valley

Bank, and it can perhaps be taken as applying to other well-con-

ductcd branch banks operating in country under state

rol:

With the exception of a journal at each point, our books of

ire put up in impression copy pads or in penwnter form. For mstj

after the daily check and deposit record has been written up in full, the

• Iu.tl entries posted to the individual ledger, and the totals t)

general ledger, the original sheets are carefully copied into an impression

book, and then mailed to me at Decatur, reaching my desk next morning.

Similarly as to a discount sheet at each branch point, this sheet showing any

loans made during the day. A penwriter sheet sent daily to Decatur
|

the items of all exchange drawn and all remittances made, and a daily

balance with the br..

experienced banker will read between the lines here that

these branches do not enjoy an extensive scope or freedom of action.

The <mld be in a better way of becoming popular through-

out the country If the branch managers were trained men and pos-

sessed a larger degree of independence It is one of the peculiari-

f Kinking in the Ut that a large numbr of bankers

believe that a store clerk may be just as efficient as a branch man-

ager as a trained professional would be and that a successful

storekeeper, merchant, or manufacturer can undertake the a

management of a bank as well as any other. Those ideas do not

in the Dominion. There, banki: atcd as a profession,

and everybody who practises must pass through the various stages

of a thorough education.

ier the Canadian system the branch managers are all trained

men; also the local manner htl a more dignified statu* in regard

(*35>
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to the matter of lending the bank's money. This i> one of tin-

interesting parts of the whole subject. It is commonly urged by the

opponents of branch banking that it is obnoxious to the business

men of any locality to have their applications for loans passed

upon by a far-away authority; and that the brand) hanks take the

deposit money of the locality and send it away for use at other

points, refusing to lend freely to local borrowers. In view of this

argument it is interesting to observe what Mr. Broadu about

the practice of his bank. Under the heading "Making Loans," he

remarks: "At first there is not much lending at our branch pi

and at first it is all passed on by me. Later on small loans for less

than $100 are made at our branch points without consulting

such of course generally having more than one good signature or

endorsement. In addition to small loans our branches make some-

what larger loans, but only along lines and to persons carefully

considered and understood between our Decatur office and the

branches. All of the more important lending is passed upon by me
beforehand, the notes being run through at Decatur, even if it be

but for $10 and only until pay day. . . . Our re-discounting

during the summer time is altogether handled by our Decatur office,

and is of course facilitated by our having the more important notes

run through at Decatur as stated."

There is a wide difference between the operations of a branch

of this kind and those of a newly opened office of a large Canadian

bank. The Canadian manager starts to lend and discount at 1

In fact that is the main part of his business except in the little t

and villages in quiet agricultural districts in Eastern Canada. The

matter of the bank's having funds to lend for the regular bu>;

of local borrowers does not trouble him at all, scarcely even during

periods of stringency. The only things he concerns himself

about are the solvency and reliability of the borrower and the

legitimacy of the transaction in which the bank's money is to be

embarked. Provided the term of the loan is short, the manager of a

good bank in a small place acts on his own responsibility in lending

up to say $1,000. At a larger branch he would lend up to a higher

figure. A credit of $1,000 covers fairly well all the requiremeiv

the less important traders at a country village. For am*

exceeding that sum credits are applied for; and if the applicant is in

a satisfactory position head-office will authorize the local manager

J6)
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to take his paj< t up to an agreed-upon maximum, subject to certain

rules 1 the discounted paper is invariably

held by the branch itsclft—if it is payable locally, and the ^"ffiift
banks do not rediscount. So if a borrower in a Canadian village

goes to his bank with $500 to pay off his note a month ahead d

manager can always produce the note on the initant

hill cue He d<*s 1 to ask the man to wait till he

can get it back from head-office.

Deposits are a secondary consideration. Of course all branches

strive to build up their deposit balances, as the deposits constitute

the main source whence the funds for lending arc derived. But the

energies of the branch manager are mainly directed towards the

acquisition of blc discount accounts; and the bulk of the cor-

respondencc with head-office pertains to that department of the

«-ss. It is found also that a policy of this kind results

incidentally b the quickest development and growth of

brand) that provides fully for the borrowing

be community in which it is located, at moderate rates, will

My he much more successful in building up its deposits than it

Id Ik- if it starved the local borrowers and tried to develop the

deposit department only.

In times of great stringency the regular customers of the branch

get their from head-office very much as usual, but they are

required to keep their borrowings within as small a compass as

possible, and are dis* ! from embarking in new ventures or

itating borrowed money. Also the branch man-

ager is asked to refrain from canvassing or campaigning for im-

portant new discount accounts until the money situation relaxes.

arks, it can be seen that branch banking as

I among the state banks is on a different basis from that

the Dominion. Except for one or two isolated

it might almost be said that in the United States branch

banking understood in other countries is as yet scarcely

nt I'ndcr more favorable laws it would develop with sur-

passing rapidity ; and it is quite probable that under the existing

laws those branch banks which are now carefully and wisely derelop-

s will evolve into institutions that will compare satis-

factorily, in point of efficiency and usefulness, with the best branch

hanks of other count

r
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There is DO doubt that the small branch institutions in Alabama,

(ieorgia, Ten Florida, in the West and in the Eastern states,

are providing valuable facilities. There is positively no method,

other than branch banking, of giving the people who live in Mnall

villages and in remote country districts the banking faciliti«

which they are entitled and which they possess in other countries.

The postal banks cannot provide them, since they are merely to

accept limited balances on deposit and they are not to discount or

lend. Where there is a private bank or small local bank in a little

place of the kind to which I have referred it too often charges high

rates of interest, especially in the West, and it may act the part of a

money-lending shark.

Honorable Mr. Murray, the present Comptroller of the Cur-

rency, has done much during his tenure of office to improve the

position of the national banks. He has stiffened up the hank

examiners and caused the bank directors to take a closer interest in

the affairs of their respective institutions. According to newspapei

dispatches he is said to be engaged now in an effort to eliminate

weak banks from the national system. His plans are thus outlined

by the Washington correspondent of the Boston "Transcript:" "A
bank," says the comptroller, "should go into voluntary liquidation

as soon as it is demonstrated to a reasonable certainty that it cannot

be continued successfully, or as soon as the examiner ascertains that

the officers and directors cannot or will not manage its affairs in

accordance with safe banking practice."

So, when a bank is found to be in this position, the bank comp-

troller directs that it be immediately placed in a satisfactory condi-

tion by the officers and directors then in charge; or that, if these

officers and directors are unable to do so, a new element of strength

must be brought into the bank, or, in other words, it must be

placed under new management. Failing either of these develop-

ments, the officers and directors are urged to liquidate.

Few will dispute that for the comptroller to aim at the elimi-

nation of weak and unsafe banks is eminently laudable and pi

These banks are a menace to the whole country, and every year

they inflict loss upon the people. But it is to be remembered that

in many small places these weak banks constitute all that the com-

munity has in the way of banking facilities. If they are wiped out

there will be nothing—at least nothing respectable—in the banking
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to take their places. Also it should Ik- clear Out under the

present system there must always be hundreds and perhaps thou-

sands of banks opcr. th bqtpcrl management. An tnststo-

m a smai: tally command the services of

naftr, and the director! in most cases know nothing of

hanking. I'ndcr a good lyttcn in wliich branch banking was really

uraged excel lities would be provided for thousands of

D places uhuh D0« Have none whatever and at the same time

the management and direction at these small places would be of a

WA character.
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THE OPERATION OF THE MUTUAL SAVINGS BANK
SYSTEM IN THE UNITED STATES, AND Til

TREATMENT OF SAVINGS DEPOSITS

By Frederic C. Nichols,
Treasurer of the Fitchburg Savings Bank, Fitchburg, Mass.

Probably comparatively few of the readers of this paper realize

the immense amount of money deposited in the savings banks of the

United States. In addition to the institutions which are I

savings banks, a vast amount is undoubtedly held by national and

state banks in states where mutual savings banks are unknown.

The popular impression is that in 1810, or exactly one hundred

years ago, the first savings bank was started in Ruthwell, Scotland.

by Rev. Henry Duncan. There is considerable doubt about the date-

that savings banks were actually started. The writer believes that

the statement made elsewhere in this paper that they were first

founded in Hamburg, Germany, in 1765, is correct. The "Encyclo-

pedia Brittanica" states that savings banks were one of the "many

excellent projects of Daniel Defoe in 1697 ;" but there seems to be

no special authority for this statement.

From the best information available, it appears there are but

thirteen states whichauthorize non-stock savings banks with restricted

investments, as follows: Connecticut, Indiana, Maine, Massachu-

setts, Minnesota, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, Penn-

sylvania, Rhode Island, Vermont, West Virginia, and Wisconsin.

With the exceptions of Indiana, Minnesota, and Wisconsin, these

banks are all on the North Atlantic seaboard. Other states authorize

stock banks for savings only with restricted investments, and t

are California, Colorado, Florida, Idaho, Iowa, Michigan, Missouri,

Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, Ohio, Texas, and Wyoming.

This paper, however, is to deal rather with the banks generally

known as savings banks, and will have to do with the purely mutual

savings banks, the first of which was founded in Germany, in 1765.

From this small beginning, grew the great system which has done

so much to help the small depositor and investor of the United

States.
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In the State of Massachusetts alone, October 30, 1909, there

was on deposit in the mutual savings banks, of which there are one

hundred and eighty-nine, the immense sum of $743,101,48!. These

rcpn --,040,894 depositors with an average account of $564.

The total cost of the management which had to do with the handling

of this vast sum of money was $1,929,012, or about twenty-six one

hundredths of one per cent. In the national banks and trust com-

as on the same date, there was undoubtedly

a tremendous sum of money which was made up of savings deposits,

but which could not be so classified, as they were subject to check.

Using, then, the thrifty old Bay State as an example, it is the

purpose of this paper, instead of giving a mass of statistics and

figures, to give t\ he scope of the work done by the

purely mutual savings banks. These, as many do not understand,

arc agencies authorized and sanctioned by the state to collect and

recei Dgs deposits, which must be invested or loaned as the

> prescribe, and the profits of which must be returned to

the depositors in dividends.

Trustee savings banks were started originally by a philan-

thropist; and they must, of ntfamt to be started, if started

they are, and managed by philanthropists in the future. Still using

our ideal Massachusetts savings banks as an illustration, say titty

men arc the corporators of a bank. Of these, not more than thrcc-

fifthl may be trustees, and the trustee* most elect a number.

e, who shall be the board of investment, who excr

the same functions as the directors of a national bank should 1

• cement. Then there is a president, treasurer, and a vice or

treasurer. Ordinarily but two of these officials are paid

iries; and the use of the word "large" here is qualified, as

the salaries paid in savings banks as a rule are much less than those

in national hanks or tru-t companies of the same size. The trustees

meet quarterly, and sometimes oftener, and serve absol

ut compensation. The board of investment ordinarily receive

for each time they attend meetings; and the members of the

board who actual! rk in the inspection of loans, or otherwise,

aid a small fee for each service rendered.

Now, the money making spirit of the age causes the average

hanker to deplore the fact that all the profits accumulated must be

returned to the depositors in dividends. He feels, while he does
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not admit it, that if it were not for the savings bank, his national

bank, trust company, or state bank, could get the deposits, pay a

r interest rate to the depositor than the savings banks paj

pile up a handsome dividend for the stockholders. For tin

other reasons, the writer of this paper doubts whether many
i

purely mutual savings banks are started or can be success full v

operated in states that are not entirely familiar with their spiv

usefulness.

The function and efficiency of Massachusetts savings bank*

cannot be misunderstood or questioned ; whether or not the policy of

the banks is sufficiently aggressive is seriously doubted. An
bank officials in the smaller communities, there has been a feelin

reluctance to advertise, and in the large cities, the banks, many of

them, do not seem to care to grow. Many of the big banks, air

somewhat overawing to the average depositor, and it takes too 1< og
t<> make a deposit or withdrawal. On the loaning and investment

end of the business, it is, of course, easier in a very large bank to

buy bonds which are perfectly safe but which pay a very low rat

interest and to make immense loans on city property, also at a very

low rate of interest, than it is to loan to the small borm
rnquestionably—this is not intended as a criticism of any in par-

ticular—the attitude of the large city banks has had a tendency to

make the savings banks unpopular.

The limiting of the amounts received from each depositor by

the mutual savings bank is a very potent factor in the strength «.f

these truly remarkable institutions. In New York the limit is three

thousand dollars from any one depositor; but it is believed that the

Massachusetts law, which restricts the amount received to one thou-

sand dollars and allows the money to remain in the bank until it

doubles, is safer.

In the Massachusetts savings banks, the average amount to

each depositor's credit in 1909, as previously stated, was three hun-

dred and sixty-four dollars. Among the best conducted banks tin-

constant aim of the officials is to reduce the average of dep

that is, to increase the number of depositors without increasing the

deposits proportionally. While this makes a great deal more work-

in a clerical way for the bank, it is, as is obvious, of great advan-

tage to the bank should there be a run or at a time when the with-

drawals exceed the deposits.
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While the function of the savings banks, when properly

bed, k really educational rather than economic, one phase of

affairs is worth speaking of. Here in Massachusetts, the depositor

has no tax to pay on his money in the savings bank, but the banks

themselves must pay a tax of one-half of one per cent on their

its. In Massachusetts in 1908 the running expenses of the

state were over twelve million dollars, and of this, the savings banks

paid in taxes one million nine hundred thousand dollars, or practi-

cn and one-half per cent of the t-»tal expenses. Tew people

r that savings banks must pay the tax on their deposits, and the

reader must realize what a tremendous help financially it is to the

good old Bay State that it has so many savings banks in it.

The savings banks should furnish a safe place for the deposit

igcs and small earnings, paying a fair interest to its depositors

;

hut its chief object should be to teach the art of saving. In that

sense it is educational, as stated in a previous paragraph, and there

can be nothing compulsory in it- methods as there is in co-operative

banks. It must in every way make an effort to have its banking

rooms, its clerical force, and its business, conducted with as little

red tape, and made as attractive, as possible.

There is a great deal of popular misapprehension about

unclaimed accounts, and many people think these unclaimed deposits

arc absorbed by the bank with an actual loss to the heirs or to those

who v made the deposits. Tl for in moat

, as in Massachusetts, every fifth year a return of these accounts

must be made to the bank commissioner. In 1907 there were 1.921

accounts in the 189 Massachusetts savings banks, aggregating

$567,932.85 on which no deposit or withdrawal had been made for

twenty years, and these were duly advertised as required by law and

the money will ultimately go to t! who will return it to the

rightful owners, should they appear.

It may be well to quote the Massachusetts statute covering this

point, as there is so much misunderstanding about it. The law

quoted is absolutely fair, and one which any state may well follow:

The probate court shall, upon the application of the

after public notice, order and decree that all amounts of

hereafter deposited with any savings bank or trust rnwpiny to the credit of

depositors who have not made a deposit on said account or withdrawn any

part thereof or the interest, or on whose pass books the interest has not
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added, which shall have remained unclaimed for more than thirty years after

the date of such last deposit, withdrawal of any part of principal or interest,

or adding of interest on the pass book, and for which no claimant is known
or the depositor of it cannot be found, shall, with the increase and proceeds

thereof, be paid to the treasurer and receiver general, to be held and used by

him according to law, subject to be repaid to the person having and c

a lawful right thereto, with interest at the rate of three per cent per annum
from the time when it was so paid to said treasurer to the time when

paid over by him to such persons.

Much of the legislation aimed at savings banks, particularly fa

achusetts, is most unwise and represents some n

enthusiast or some one who has a personal miff against some bank

or some bank officer. However, there is occasionally a bill

sented which has desirable features; but it seems almost as if the old

conservative banker wanted to do things just as he has always done

them. Hence, at a hearing before a legislative committee, a sa\

bank official frequently appears, sometimes properly authorized by

an association or bank, but ordinarily entirely on his own responsi-

bility, opposing blindly something which may have many desirable

features.

The writer firmly believes that there are several innovations

that savings banks could adopt which would not only tend to

popularize them, but actually to make them more useful in their

various communities. Every savings bank should be open at least

one evening a week for the benefit of the very people it is trying to

help, the working classes who cannot go to the bank during the

usual hours without losing time. Many do this, but the majority

do not.

The active officers and clerical force of a saving bank should

be selected with great care, much more so than the same people

holding positions in a commercial bank ; this for the reason that the

average savings bank depositor does not understand, at first, just

what he is expected to do, and oftentimes in honesty does many
provoking and annoying things. Tact and patience are requir<

explain the various steps ; and these, I regret to say, are not always

in evidence in the savings banks.

Right along this line, there is another and a very practical way
savings bank officials could greatly increase the scope of the work
their banks now do, and this is particularly true of manufacturing

14)
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. The officials should at any time, wh< 1. be free to

talk before schools, woman's clubs, labor unions, young people's

or cither organizations, not to advertise the particular bank
with which they arc connected, but t<» explain in a large sense the

work, usefulness, and earning power of the savings bank accounts.

there are always some who can be enlightened,

and there is practically no limit to the opportunities in this direction.

Savings banks should advertise, I firmly believe, and may
receive as direct benefits in increased deposits as would a sto:

advertising a bargain sale.

ther feature which would probably vastly help the smaller

a lure there arc no banks of any kind, would be branch

savings banks. While the postal savings banks will undoubtedly

care of a great deal of this business, yet, on account of the

r rate of interest they will pay, these branches should be suc-

cessful. The Massa* law says that a bank may, with the

written permission and under regulations approved by the bank

commissioner, maintain and establish one or more branch offices.

>t of deposits only, in the city or town in which its bank

is located, or in towns not more than fifteen miles distant therefrom.

in which there is no savings bank at the time when such permission

is given. While but one bank. I believe, has taken advantage of

there is undoubtedly a great need for these branches, and the

trustees of savings banks should consider them serious

Another way in which the mutual savings bank may be of

imable benefit to the working man. is in the savings bank life

insurance plan. In Massachusetts, savings banks have been per-

mitted to enter into it for th- m years and two banks have

tried the experiment. There is an entirely natural reluctance among
the trustees of the ordinary savings bank to go into anything so

radical as the savings bank insurance, w hich, as may not be generally

known, is practically industrial insurance at cost. Should this be

taken up by the banks of Massachusetts generally, and receive any

support from the working classes, it would undoubtedly operate as

I substitute for the old-age pensions of Germany and England and

be much more desirable. Some of the most level-headed

men of in favor of all savings

opening an insurance department, but as vet it is an experiment

and cannot be said positively from experience to be of benefit to
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the banks or to their depositors. The real question to d

granting that involuntary insurance is ba<l in principle, can volun-

tary insurance ever be popular enough to be successful?

Another way in whieh the savings bank could be much more use-

ful is to work more in co-operation with the advocates «! the school

stamp savings. There are many of these in several of the Ea

states which do good work and are of unquestioned benefit to the

children in teaching them to be thrifty, even if the money is not

deposited in a bank. It would be better, however, if the stamp-

which the children buy were redeemable only at a bank rather than

at the office of the associated charities, or some similar organi/a

tion, as is ordinarily the case. There should be no opportunit

the child's confusing in his mind the saving of his pennies with am
charitable or even religious organization. While these small

accounts cause more or less bother to the teller at a bank, this should

be more than offset by the ideas of thrift that would be ineuleat

the mind of the child.

The school savings were first adopted in 1834 in a school in

Le Mans, France. In 1846, the system was adopted in W'urtemhurL;.

and in Budapest, in 1866. The same year, in Belgium, one of the

professors of the University of Ghent traveled about the kingdom

explaining the advantages of the school system ; and, by 1891, nearly

$800,000 had been saved in the banks by the children of that country

alone. France now leads the world in this educational and thrifty

work, and the system has been introduced in most of the countries of

Europe. The writer believes that this work should be talked by

-avings bank officials with the idea that the banks cheerfully do the

clerical work, if the teachers, who ordinarily collect the m
would make special efforts to see that the child be directed to put

in the bank at least part of his money.

The vital question is, do these savings banks invest

deposits safely? There can be no question about it whatever. The

mutual savings banks of New York and the New England s1

for instance, have as small proportion of losses as any bonking

institutions in the world. As previously stated in this paper, the

managing board of trustees is a body of men who have no other

motive in giving their services than their devotion to the cause, and

they receive no pecuniary reward. This greatly reduces the chances

of dishonesty or of a betrayal of the trust : and while there are. and
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probably always will be, instances of dishonesty in savings

the record is wonderful c« g the volume of business

Tlu tm i m the assets of a savings bank t

loan. This is ord the largest item as well as the

important ; for in itfl poHcj and care-taking of its loans on real

the real success of the bank. While it is easier to make the

large loans on tl< h bear a low rate of interest.

that the bank which confines its energies to this line alone

perform its real work in the community. A mutual savings

should always be glad to loan on real estate to the small borrower
and to the man who is 1 I city to grow by building

for its mill employees. Such loans as these are really more

KO the bank, as ti la larger interest return ; but they

do, of course, make a great deal of work for the bank's force.

Among the best conducted banks of the writer's personal

acquaintance, it is now the custom to vote loans with the under-

ling that the principal will be reduced not less than so much
each year, fixing the amount by the opinion of the bank's inspectors

as to what the property would depreciate in value each year. As a

matter of fact, a ion of all mortgage loans is now required

1>\ the Massachusetts law, which demands that after a loan has been

held by a bank for five years, not less than two members of the

board of investment shall certify in writing according to their best

merit the value of the premises mortgaged, and the premises

shall be revalued in the same manner every five years as long as they

arc mortgaged to the bank. Unfortunately, it has been the custom

of some banks to make excessive loans, and of other banks to make
a loan and never look at it again until their attention was called to h

I default in inter hen they find a run-

•\ piece of property on their hand*. Thus, as I have said, the

real estate loans are really the most important feature in a bank's

statement.

Then the bonds ; and here, of course, we have assets that should

be absolutely gilt-edged, as the ordinary savings bank buys only

railroad or municipal bonds of whose validity and security there

can be no question. As has been hinted in this paper, however, a

hank may very easily have too many bonds which pay a small

interest return but which are easier for its officers to handle: and.

therefore, while \ ng financially, sueh banks are reallv
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ing less than they should and therefore are not fair to the depositors.

In the panic of 1907, some of the savings banks found out thai

bonds were not so fluid an asset a> they had thought.

There is a great difference in the amount of personal loans

held by savings banks; and there should be, as there is a great

difference in the capacity of different boards of investment to pass

on a personal loan. The writer is using the term "personal loan"

in the sense of any loan that is made on names alone or on colla

security. Many banks have boards on which are national bank

directors or officers who are entirely competent to pass on paper.

( )ther banks, generally in the smaller communities, know nothing

about such things at all, and should confine their energies t<> other

lines. As a matter of fact, very few losses have ever been made by

Massachusetts savings banks on strictly personal loans, that is, loans

without collateral. These are ordinarily looked over with
(

care, while a collateral loan may be given less attention. These

personal loans yield a higher rate of interest, generally, than

mortgage loans, are much more fluid ; and, properly made, a certain

amount of them are very desirable in a bank's assets. In Massa-

chusetts a bank may lend not exceeding one-third of its assets in

such securities.

October 24, 1907, Mr. Charles A. Conant published, in the New
York "Evening Post," an article which has a direct bearing on the

matter we are now discussing; and while it was written as an

abstract proposition, certain phases of it seem to apply to the desir-

ability of savings banks carrying some personal loans, otherwise

and commonly known as commercial paper. He stated that

The piling up of loans upon pyramids of inflated stocks and bonds is due

in a large degree to the great development of industrial securities in recent

years. Such securities do not represent circulating capital but fixed capital.

They are simply obligations or shares in mill, railway, or mine, which repre-

sent a permanent investment . . . Securities circulate, but the property they

represent is fixed. They are not, therefore, in any proper economic sense

circulating capital and are not the best basis for the investment of deposits

payable on demand. Commercial paper represents circulating capital. In other

words, it is the product of purchases on raw material which are converted in a

short time into finished products whose sale for consumption affords the means

to pay off the paper and thereby closes the transaction. When money is

borrowed on securities, no transaction of this character takes place and there

is no natural and normal date for closing the transaction. Managers of banks

seek to give the character of circulating capital to securities by advancing
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money on them subject to repayment at call. This system works adasirahly in

periods of prosperity, but it causes convulsion in times of adversity. The
r of 1 part of a mill, railroad, or mine cannot convert the property into

.ting capital. In his efforts to get rid of his share of it. when be

anks arc curtailing their loans, he is compelled to make
fog or shoulder the loss upon the banks by failing to make good hit

margi Nothing of this kind 04 -
jluig with commercial paper

and the losses thereon are calculable and, as a matter of fact, are a fraction

less than one per cent per annum.

I believe this to be sound reasoning and, from experien

.. 0! which 1 have personal knowledge, which has been in soc-

ial open absolutely bears out the

1 of Mr. Gonant.

cut made early in this discussion, the

writ* of reasons, doubts whether many more purely

unit igg banks will be started, but this does not imply that

the people will be any less saving. It would be ridiculous for a

bank man in New York, for instance, to go to Illinois and tr

ere to pa similar to that of New }

or any of the in regard to savings banks; this

for the reason that the present Dtinoil law seems to work abso-

lute! lv and with cut r where

the 1 e allowed to do practically all kinds of business. It

t the depositor^ in n »f course, that

rccci ftt interest return than they would in a bank in one of

urn Atlantic seaboard states. But that is not so essential,

so long II their deposits are safe.

Michigan I
1 ie. in a large degree, as the

writer 1>< to the efforts and activities of Mr. J. H. Johnson.

e renin vings Bank of Detroit, Michigan.

tuning for the sake of argument that the states that do not

e a mutual t>ank law will not pass one, would it

better if the institutions which do receive savings bank

deposits were compelled to segregate them and invest their sa\

Og the lines that the mutual savings lanks ire now
died to, or as a probate judge in the \ tates would allow

} The writer hi nbject much
inly convinced that, ultimately, all savings deposits

I be segregat.

In V s. a few i«^o. a bank was looted by an
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official who juggled the securities of a national bank and

bank with which he was connected in such a way as to deceive tin

liners. United States Senator W. Murray Crane, one of the

shrewdest, most far-sighted and kindliest of men, then go\

the state, put a law through the legislature absolute 1

national and savings banks and not allowing i ne man to set

officer of both kinds of banks. In spite of the active opposition of

the banks, this law was passed practically unanimously, and it hat

proven to be most wise legislaion. However, trust cotnpaniei

sprang up everywhere and these began to do exactly what nai

banks and savings banks were not allowed to do, that is, all kinds

of business under one roof. So, very recently, the Massachtl

legislature passed a law compelling trust companies to -

their savings deposits. The writer trusts their officials are bavin

difficulty in defining what of their deposits are actually savii

Suppose there should be in the city of Chicago, for instan

failure of one of the big national banks or trust companies and it

should develop that a vast number of poor people who had entn

their savings to the savings department had been hit, the legislature

would pass a bill compelling segregation and division of the banks

just as quickly as they did in Massachusetts, whose legislatu

proverbially conservative and careful.

Segregation is, and probably will be for a long time, unpopular

with the trust company or national bank man, the great majorit

them looking upon it with distrust. I feel, however, had they vw

it rightly five years ago, that they would not have had the postal

savings bank forced upon them. I firmly believe, as was expressed

in a recommendation of the law committee of the savings hank

section of the American Bankers' Association, of which the writer

is a member, "Savings deposits in all banking institutions should be

segregated from commercial and other deposits and invested in sucfa

classes of loans and securities as experience has shown to he amply

safe, and that such investments should be held for the special be

of the savings depositors."

In the states, then, which have no mutual savings bank law, I

look forward to seeing tremendous savings deposits in the nat

banks, trust companies, and state banks. The mutual saving bank

deposits will grow proportionately, as they always have, while in

the West and South, with their magnificent futures, these

(6SO)
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banks should get the deposit v I firmly believe that the postal

savings banks will get the bulk of their dtpotJti in the West and
South because there are no mutual savings banks and because the

depositor realizes that his money is placed in a bank operated for

private profit, where, if disaster comes, he must lose as would the

ordinary commercial depositor.

While it will be slow fa o .ruing. I hope to see savings deposits*

wherever held, segregated. Kven if my work were not in a con-

servative New England savings bank, I would as strongly advocate

as I do now the segregation of deposits. I can conceive of no better

advertisement for a trust company, being operated, for instance, in

a large city in New Jersey, than to advertise for savings deposits

and to say that there such deposits are segregated and that the poor

people's money is safe anyway regardless of what might happen

to the bank.

As the postal savings banks will be in operation next year, a

word or two of t: be of interest here. There is no question

but that savings banks first came under legislative control in Great

111. and peculiarly enough, it was also there that the postal

livings bank was first started.

While this paper is supposed to deal with savings banks

so many of the officials of not only savings banks, but trust

I and national hanks as well, opposed the passing of the postal

savings bank bill that it is fair for the writer to state here that since

he has made a study of the question and visited the West and South,

he has become a staunch advocate of the postal savings bank. I

believe that they will be a good thing for the government of the

•ed States and a splendid thing lor the people, especially the

newcomer, who has more confidence in the government than in the

banks. I believe that in any locality, even in the New England

. there is a certain class of people who will deposit money
ealcd in old teapots and other equally desirable places,

h has never, and would never, get into any existing Vanlrfflg

n. I believe it is the function of a bank official, and espe-

cially of a savings bank official, to aid in every way he can the wage
earner, and especially the very poor, to be thrifty. Whether or not

happen to deposit in the bank or class of banks that he repre-

should not be considered ; but the banker should look at it, as

congress evidently did. in the largest sense. This matter, more-

(65
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over, is one in which politics should not be permitted to enter one

particle.

The English postal savings bank went into operation fir

1861, in England alone; but in 1862 it was extended to Scotland

and Ireland. The following classification of patrons taken from a

it annual report is interesting and shows that the banks are

doing good work

:

Professional 1.55

Official 2.81

Educational 1.01

Commercial 3.88

Agricultural and fishing 1.33

Industrial 18.43

Railway, etc 2.96

Tradesmen and other assistants 8.14

Domestics 8.61

Miscellaneous 0.37

Married women, widows and children 50.41

Postal savings banks have spread rapidly, particularly among
progressive countries. Canada adopted them in 1868, Belgium in

1870, Italy in 1876, The Netherlands in 1881, France and Sweden in

1882, Austria in 1883, Hungary in 1886, and still later they were

adopted by Finland, Russia and a number of the British colonies in

Australia and Africa, and finally by Japan. In all these countries,

the postal savings bank has proved of inestimable value to the gov-

ernment and the people. If in the United States, politics can be kept

out of the management of the banks, there is no question whatever

in the writer's mind that they will be, inside of ten years, a wonder-

ful factor in the welfare of the United States. The trustee or

mutual savings bank cannot be relied upon to reach into the small

communities nor to cover a wide territory. As earlier hinted in

this article, it is best adapted to that community where the inhabi-

tants are naturally conservative and philanthropic. Hence the

remarkable success of these institutions in the New England States.

The postal savings bank affords a depository in every hamlet

large enough to have a postoffice. If when the places are large

enough for national banks or trust companies, the officials find tli.it

the true savings deposits are all going to the postal savings banks,
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they should increase their interest rates and segregate their deposits

and advertise the fact.

Savings deposits will continue to abound and grow, and the

public, and the bank directors, n t that the savings of the

poor, of the man, woman and child who work to earn what they

deposit in the bank, be kept safely. If it (l too much to ask for

mutual savings banks, then let us, in an educational and not pug-

nacious rk for the segregation principle.

To summarize: It is obvious that the people of the United

s arc naturally the thriftiest in the world. The children of the

immigrant who comes here unable to read or write, get at least a

common school education and go to work. They earn money and

save it ; and they become, as a whole, as the history of every

1 manufacturing city proves, better citizens than their

fathers. Such is the civilizing influence of America.
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THE USE OF CREDIT CURRENCY BY COUNTRY BANKS

By J. T. Huston.
Cashier. Wood and Huston Bank, Marshall, Mo.

The country merchant was, in primitive days, the leading finan

cial agent in his little community. He was the legitimate precursor

of the country hanker of to-<lay. His shop or "store" was the

clearing house of the community for surplus farm products. He

naturally hecame at times the custodian of a portion at least of the

surplus means of the community. He opened book credits, which

usually redeemable in trade; that is to say in goods from his

shelves. He sometimes issued in exchange for produce so-called

"scrip" which was legitimate asset currency, issued for value, and

redeemable—in goods of course—on demand. This scrip had the

advantage over a book credit of negotiability in petty transactions

between neighbors, and served as primitive currency.

The country bank came next, authorized by state law to i

bank notes against its own credit to a limited amount, and with the

legitimate requirement that a specie reserve be kept on hand for the

redemption of the notes issued. The bank note issues of those early

days were very loosely supervised by the various states, and we have

heard much of the abuses which occurred under a system of practi-

cally free note issue by the banks. We have heard too little, how-

ever, of the remarkable assistance rendered by these pioneer banks

in the development of the country. Deposit banking as known by

us was but in its infancy, and the bank note was the instrument

which enabled the banker of the period to extend necessary credit to

the merchant and planter, so that commerce might thrive and i

culture prosper. Of metal money there was no sufficient hoard, and

but for the advent of the bank note, the rapid development of the

middle West would have been impossible.

The scrip issued by the country merchant served its put

only in an isolated community, having but little connection with the

outside world. The state bank note issue had a wider circulation,

but its field of usefulness was still local and provincial, as the notes

were usually subject to an exasperating discount when presented at
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an) from the poesfl oi iwu*. The note* istucd under the

nolle Bank" system * lccmablc at par*in Boston.

i tlic national kink note iftftic ma\ yet be found in the

Suffolk Hank system. It was a vast improvement over the

ex pi r banks of issue. It was b
ami proven by tfa t of ex; and but for the complete

n wrought in out rniaiu tal system by the exigencies of

the l :. the perfect bank note might have been

IvtkM cs of redemption at

together with the maintenance of adequate specie reserves,

might have been developed by the banks, while public sentiment

might have beta educated into a proper understanding of the cur-

i. tad correct systems of state or goveri

and regulation gradually established. Distracting

cnts, producing ^ fusion of thought concerning currency

matt. re introduced by the government issues of fiat money,

and the suppression of the state bank note issues, which was a war

measure enacted to ma for the national bank note secured by

government bonds.

It is idle to dream of building again upon a foundation that has

been destroyed. If we have lost sight of the true function of the

note since we have adopted fiat money and the bond secured

bank note, we have also developed to a higher degree of efficiency

than any other race or people the use of deposit banking, and of the

bank check. We liave also become accustomed to the use of paper

money of urn
I of uniform value, acceptable alike in

tfgtal m ters and in tin* moat remote hamlets. We have

ally become accustomed to a system of governmental regula-

tion and supervision of our currency which in the mind of the average

equivalent to government guarantee. No sane mind will

seriously propose at this late day the issue of any currency not

ly uniform
I n and of equally universal acccptal

Our paper currency henceforth matt be maintained at par at all

hazards. It matt never again be circulated at a discount as in 1867,

Id it ever again be quoted at a premium as in 1907.

The not- was the most profitable featur

banking in the period preceding the civil war. With the develop-

tir present extended system of deposit banking, our banking

have become expanded almost to the limit of safety, when
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we consider the deposit liabilities in proportion to the total volume of

actual money of redemption. Indeed, it is probable that tl.

sion of bank credits through deposit liabilities, stimulated as it is by

active competition among the banks, and fostered by the optimistic

feeling so common to the American public, has already increased

bank liabilities to such an extent as will render it unwise ever again

to permit the banks to enter upon an era of general bank note issues

as a source of profit. We are now working under a practically

rigid system of paper money issues, with the profits of note issue a

negligible quantity. To permit further bank note issues in ordinary

times would only incite unwise inflation of our currency and undue

expansion of bank liabilities as related to coin reserves. In point

of fact, our issues of paper money are already redundant. We have

some $356,000,000 of greenbacks encysted in our circulation. We
prefer to permit it to remain rather than submit to the severe surgical

operation necessary to its removal.

Our issue of bank notes seems to be limited only by the volume

of United States bonds available for deposit to secure circulation.

Any further issues of bond-secured bank notes would only induce

unwise inflation. We have already in circulation as much bank note

currency as the country can assimilate in normal times, and any

increase in its volume would only serve to displace an equal volume

of gold coin. This is a situation to be avoided, not invited. It

should be our policy to strengthen our gold reserves, not to we
them. To invite further exports of gold would only tend to further

dilute a currency system which already rests upon a coin re

sufficiently slender. It should be our policy, as it is the policy of

European countries, to protect our gold reserves rather than to

make the United States an open market for gold, from which all

countries may draw freely at will. Our entire credit system rests

upon a coin reserve sufficiently small and it is the part of prudence to

strengthen our gold holdings rather than weaken them.

While we have a sufficient volume of currency to meet our

requirements in normal times, unusual demands for currency,

whether caused by abnormal business demands or by private

hoarding proceeding from a feeling of distrust, result in condition!

under which our currency supplies prove deficient. Perhaps this

period of acute demand for currency has been preceded by a period

of inactive demand, which resulted in the accumulation in money
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centers of a plethora of currency. So much the worse for u>

this period of plenty has probably caused a loss of gold by export,

for as we have no automatic way of retiring superfluous bank notes

or greenbacks, we have usually contrived to ship gold as a super-

M commodity. Then when an abnormal demand for currency

sets in, and \vc desire to recover some of the gold which has been

expo nes find foreign supplies of gold more closely

loi than our own, so that we cannot bring the tide of importa-

• >f gold in our direction without making costly concessions which

result in lower prices of commodities and securities, and a disturbed

condition of business.

not a larger volume of currency which we need, but rather

do we need a system which admits of some expansion and contrac-

r than is offered by the crude method of actual export and

import of gold. The constant shifting of large sums of gold from

one side of the Atlantic to the other is not only expensive, I

disturbing to the business of Europe as well as to the business of the

United States. If our currency system had any measure of elast:

PC would provide for the minor changes in the demand of currency

without having recourse to actual ^old exports or imports. When
of currency accumulates in the rcscr a portion of

our bank notes should be retired. When a demand for more notes

to satisfy the demands of the crop-moving period appeared, we
should be able to issue bank notes for temporary use. Thus, auto-

matically, our hold on our stock of gold would be strengthened, and

vould maintain our own reserves within control, and less often

call upon the foreign money markets for aid in financing our own
business requirements. Foreign money centers have complained that

>o readily apply to their markets for financial assistance, and in-

tbal we should arrange In settle our financial difficulties at home.

There is nothing automatic in the workings of our present cur-

There must be something automatic in their operation

n we wi h to avoid a repetition of the currency famine of 1907.

e authority must be lodged somewhere for the issuance of an

additional volume of currency when the demand for currency

becomes so acute as to threaten the suspension of cash payments.

This addition to the volume of money should be based upon liquid

commercial assets, and should have an adequate coin reserve behind

it. The banks of the countrv are the custodians of the best of all
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liquid assets, as their credits are based upon advances cov«

transactions which are certain of liquidation within short peri

The sales of grain, meat- ions, and manufactured articles in

daily use liquidate credits rapidly, it time is only given for distribu-

tion from the producer to the consumer.

The banks also can acquire the coin necessary to maintain

reserves against note issues, if the burden of maintaining coin

reserves against bank note issues is placed upon the banks, and

actual redemption of bank notes is provided for, instead of the

present lystem of forced circulation of notes. We may not find a

way at once for the retirement of the present volume <>f lx>nd-

secured bank notes, and they may remain with us indefinitely, al

hampering our control of our own gold supplies, and rendering it

all the more necessary that our reserves of gold be fully maintained.

We can at least put a stop to further mischief of the same character,

voiding the issue of any additional bonds bearing circulation

privileges. Any further issues of government bonds should DC

1 with a view to finding a market with private investors among

the people. They should not be issued with the avowed purpose of

serving as a medium for the further permanent inflation of our

currency, by placing them with the national banks as a basis for the

permanent issue of an equal volume of practically unredeemable

paper money.

The banks have both the credit and the resources necessary to

provide all the currency needed for protection against such an

emergency as the panic of 1907, or a much greater crisis even, if the

banks are only permitted to use the undoubted resources and the

credit with which we know them to be endowed.

Should the banks of the country be permitted to issue an addi-

tional volume of currency at crucial periods, and if so in what

manner ?

Congress by legislative action directly following the panic of

1907, has recognized that our financial difficulties of 1907 were

aggravated by the non-elastic feature of our currency system. The

Aldrich-Yreeland bill was enacted providing for the issue under

sundry restrictions of so-called "emergency circulation" either by

individual banks or by groups of banks to be organized as "National

Currency Associations." The issue- by individual banks still bore

the time-honored requirement for the deposit of bonds to secure the

S8)
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thai issued. 1 iic provision for the organization of

"National { nrmtj Associations" contemplated a forced association

of banks for the purpose, and did not make provision for the volun-

tary 1 .my bank from the association, after it had ooce

attanud membership.

M has also appointed a currency commission, which has

in an cxluihtiu manner the principal monetary systems

of tl It lias prepared for publication various books and

pamphlets bringing a study of the leading financial systems within

the reach of all students of finance, but it has not yet vouchsafed

any report of its deliberations. In the meantime discussions of the

proposed issue of additional circular the banks have been

general among the banking fraternity, and three several agencies

have been suggested

the individual banks, as at present.

Second.— By clearing house asso^ as through a modifica-

of the '• National Currency Association** authorized by the

Aldrich-Yrceland bill.

Third.—By the organization of a Central Bank of Issue.

The question of the need for additional currency is primarily a

question of cash reserves. It cannot be too often or too plainly

I that balances due from one bank to another bank are not cash

rves. Main country btnkeri who would have flatly denied this

mnple proposition in 1906 are now open to argument on the subject

The plain fact is. the country btnfceri do not carry cash reserves of

onsequence at all. They only carry what an English banker

would call "till money." and their real reserve is deposited with their

orrespondent. Too often this city correspondent has redeposited

the greater portion of the balance with a correspondent in a larger

and thti correspondent in turn has passed the bulk of the bal-

ance on to a yet greater financial center, until the actual cash reserve

held Igl e duplicated deposits becomes attenuated indeed.

It the country bankers do not trouble themselves to carry an

actual cash reserve of sufficient consequence to be of any avail in an

emergency, but rather choose to rely upon their reserve agmt

time of need, it seems that, in justice, the additional note issuing

power should be given where it is most needed, to the banks which

have by custom assumed the obligation to carry the country's

the countrv hanker, on the whole, inclined to be
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jealous of his prerogative in the matter. The profit attendant upon

note issue has already become so small that with a small volume of

bank notes outstanding the country banker docs not r profit

sufficient to reconcile him to the accumulation of red tape and detail

work connected with the issue. It is recognized illO that the addi-

tional circulation authorized will be so heavily taxed that it will be

speedily redeemed and its issue will be more a matter of patriotism

than of profit.

The banks of the reserve centers are the first to note any

unusual pressure for currency. The country banker orders cur-

rency as occasion arises, from his nearest reserve correspondent, and

when he has an excess of currency beyond his immediate needs, he

ships the excess currency by express or registered mail to his city

correspondent. Thus, in normal times, the country banker knows

nothing of either a condition of scarcity of currency or of an excess

of currency. He may have a surplus of loanable capital, or he

may have a demand for loanable funds beyond his ability to meet

these calls. When the country banker informs you that money fa

scarce in his section, he only means that loanable capital is scarce.

If, at this juncture, a deposit of $10,000 in currency was made at

his counter, he would in all likelihood at once express the entire

amount to his city correspondent. Under ordinary conditions of

so-called "tight money" what he desires is the use of a bank credit

against which he may draw, not actual currency or coin.

The country banker never realizes that there is any scarcity of

actual money until he calls upon his reserve correspondent for a

shipment of currency, and does not get it. On the other hand, the

banks of the reserve centers feel at once any unusual demand for

currency or coin. When their cash reserves begin to fall, they are

compelled to begin to contract their loans. We are compelled at

times to throw overboard valuable cargo, in order to lighten the ship

so that she may ride the waves. Sometimes the cargo thrown over-

board is stocks, bonds and other securities, sometimes it is grain.

live stock or cotton. Is not such valuable cargo worth saving, and

had we not better build a better ship, more capable of carrying the

load, rather than again suffer such unprecedented losses as were

occasioned by the drastic and enforced liquidation which took place

in 1903, and again in 1907?

The privilege of issuing uncovered note* i= evidently one which
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unwilling to gi ulual banks, and the

the ptopk in gcotrmj if m accord with Congress in this

particular instance Indeed, the privilege of i>>uing uncovered notes

w recognized as having such a powerful influence on the control

et, and even of the money market it>clf, that countries, like

Engl and German t the power of issue to scmi-

In our own country there is a strong disposi-

c part of th< :y party to insist that the government
paper 11 cover special requirements of crop-

or of periods of financial stress. There is also a

spirit of unwillingness to grant thi> power of issue t

ks, because of the fear that some failures might occ

h would impair confidence in the remaining issue, notwtthstaml

. fund requirement which all advocates of this form of

reed upon as necessary to provide for the redemption of

the notes. There is also a feeling of unwillingness to permit the banks

any additional note-issuing functions, because the people are unwill-

ing to grant to the banks by legislation any new sources of profit

The argument that the people would share the benefits which might

occur if the lending powers of the banks were enlarged, is lost upon

the < 1 of the so-called asset-currency idea. If it is contended

that an increase in the ability of the banks to extend accommodation

will through competition result in lower and less variable interest

rates, it if hinted in reply that the banks would be the chief, and in

fact the only, beneficiaries. We have a large number of citizens who
that the right to issue a token of any nature intended to pass

If an exclusively governmental function. This minority

has ll apposed on principle the note-issue privilege of the

national hank act, as so-called "favoritism" of the banks. They

would most strenuously oppose any extension of the privilege in

new directions, as a matter of general policy. They may only become

reconciled to a proposed change of this character, if strictly limited

in volume, issued under most rigid governmental supervision, and

with the expectation that its provisions would be of occasional appli-

cation only, with the hint of an emergency requirement as a justifica-

tion for its bcin£.

Very general opposition has recently developed to the further

of government bonds to be used as a basis for bank note cir-

culation. One of the most important currency reforms confronting
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. foe braking swaj from our old traditions o! the

bond-secured bank note. We have followed the practice of issuing

bank notes to the practical limit of the government debt until we have

reached the danger point. The government must have the pi

to DOrroWi
hut its requirements bear no relation to the needed volume

of money. The government .should find s market for its bonds

among the people, and the sooner this is accomplished the sooner

we will have taken one proper step on the way to a proper rehahili-

tation of our finan

If we contemplate a departure from the bond-secured note

we must make some provision to take its place. Bond security is not

necessary as a basis for an absolutely safe issue of bank i

Such issue, however, must be under strict limitations of volume,

with assured facilities for redemption. A proper forethought fof

the future development of our banking- and currency administra-

tion along sound lines would also suggest a requirement for the

maintenance of adequate reserves of coin against future bank note

issues.

If the banks are to be permitted to issue notes secured by their

general assets only, or upon the pledge of other securities that the

government bonds issues to which we have become accustomed, there-

seems to be a popular demand that the banks shall collectively assume

the responsibility for the redemption of the notes issued. The bank

guarantee plan incorporated by one of the great political parties in

its last national platform, and adopted by several of the states in the

Middle West, is but an echo of this feeling..

There is also a fear in the minds of many that any provision

permitting the issue by the individual banks of uncovered notes, or

notes secured by the general credit of the banks only, and not by

the pledge of any specific collateral, would result in very general over-

issue, and consequent inflation. The temptation to issue notes to the

maximum amount permitted by law would be very strong to all

banks in new communities where capital is yet limited, and interest

rates high. Banks located where such conditions prevail would no

doubt issue notes to the full limit permissible, under the act, and

send such notes away from home for circulation, as there would be

no real demand for the notes at home. As these notes were presented

for redemption, new notes would at once be taken out in their stead.

As countrv banks and even state banks and trust companies located
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in the larger cttsei do n-t make any distinction between legal tender*

.m.l hank mi anting their cash reserve*, the bank vaults of

the state banks and traH companies would soon conuin only bank

notes as their actual rcserw. 1 his condition would be perilous in

tin- extreme.

Bttt, u may be askc<l. would not an issue of uncovered

notes by a group of banks be open to the same objections as an ii

by the individual banks?

In answer, ll may be said that a limited issue of notes or

proposed, and it b nmfJei admonitory control of a few

Knstil r a large number. If the proposed currency

id be issued by clearing house groups only, we have the com-

bined wisdom and caution of the entire clearing house as a check

against over issue. The rates of interest prevailing in any clearing

house center are never so high that a tax of five per cent or even

Old not prove a deterrent agl >uc, and

ide for speedy redemption, while a tax of five per cent or even

per cent would not avail against a continuous issue by banks in

some newly developed sections. If the banks of any clearing house

located in any reserve center may be permitted to form their own
group of banks, and adopt their own regulations for the conduct of

the association after it has been formed, there is no reason why all

the banks of the group should not become jointly and severally liable

for the notes issued. Such association, of course, would be under

the control and approval of the Treasury Department but should be

a voluntary association, not such an involuntary association as was

led for by the provisions of the Aldrich-Vreeland bill.

The point of attack should be made the point of defense. The

calls for currency concentrate upon the banks of the reserve e

and the weapon of defense should be placed in their hands. When
currency becomes redundant, the excess accumulates in the vaults

of the banks of the reserve cent* early all the large banks

of the reserve centers are national banks, and are compelled to keep

their reserves in coin or legal tenders, the bank notes will not be

held in their vaults, as in the vaults of the country banks, as so-called

"reserve.'' but must be paid out or held as a non-productive asset

There should be provision for redemption at any sub-treasury, and

the reserve banks would under such provision promptly present for

redemption all bank notes which came into their pos

S

tation , when
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the calls for currency from the interior had been succeeded by a

return flow of currency beyond immediate needs.

There arc many arguments again>t the mutual guarantee of

deposits by the banks. There are no essential objections however

to the mutual guarantee of bank notes by the associated banks of

any large clearing house center, provided the banks are permitted

to form a voluntary organization, admitting only bank> of their

own selection, and framing their own rules for the government of

the association. There are cogent reasons for the safeguarding of

the bank note which do not apply to the protection of the ordinary

depositor. The holder of the bank note should not be asked to

.scrutinize the credit of the issuing bank. The security should be so

absolute that no such scrutiny should be required. The bank depos-

itor occupies a different relation to the banking world. The deposit

of money in a bank is a voluntary matter. The depositor does not

make deposits with a number of banks at random. He selects some

single bank with which he opens an account. He should examine

the character of the management, and advise himself of its manner of

doing business. Intelligent criticism of this character is one of the

very best safeguards of sound banking. The acceptance of a bank

note is a different matter. The holder of the bank note ha^ no

opportunity to select the notes of any particular bank. He must

accept or refuse the notes as offered him. He is an involuntary

creditor. By usage he is called upon to accept in trade any bank

notes offered without regard to the credit of the issuing bank.

His responsibility is limited to the ability to distinguish a genuine

bill from a counterfeit issue. The government has come to his aid

in this particular by undertaking the printing of all bills issued, and

by a highly organized secret service force has practically eliminated

counterfeit issues.

The guarantee of bank notes differs from the proposed guar-

antee of bank deposits in another vital particular. The total liabili-

ties assumed by the banks in jointly guaranteeing the bank notes

issued by their respective clearing house associations would be lim-

ited in amount, and the liability would extend only to banks of their

own locality, with whom they had entered a voluntary association,

and with whose management they were duly conversant. The

mutual guarantee of deposits would represent the involuntary

assumption of liabilities, the possible volume of which staggers the
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imagination. In the guarantee of bank note*, the proposed

to be . luinr and by selected banks. The guarantee

the assumption of an illimitable liability, with

• gc on the part of the banks of making any selection of risks.

<lc a proper bank note system and get entirely

away from the human equation. We cannot construct a system

absolutely automatic. Some final power, \ th final responsi-

bility, subject to human judgment, BUM he available somewhere, or

m will break down at time final power we have

found in the past in tl; States Treasury. It was not

to control the banki:- 1. It was organ ii an

purpose fa ol getting the government out of the

icss, and the fathers of the independent sub-treasury system

little conceived that an emergency might efCf arise under which the

Treasury Department might be called upon to assume even a moral

the protection of the banking situation.

In
1

however, the Treasury Department has never been

able to maintain an attitude ltcrfcrcncc. The treasury, at

. acquires such excess of revenues that tlie withdrawal from

circulation of the treasury holding! would prove a serioni menace

h> I airiness. On the other hand, in times of unreasonable and unrea-

al disturbance. the pressure of public opinion has always

prompted the See \ the Treasury to use the utmost resources

of the government to a»ist in restoring financial order. The United

i> tin lar^e-t holder of cash in the world. It has larger

cash revenues than any corporation in the United States. These

possessions entail grave responsibilities, which cannot be ignored.

Thus, in practice, the Treasury Department and the banks have

been compelled to co-operate in times of panic, and work hand in

hand for the restoration of confidence. They co-operate clumsily

for there is no statute law to assist them. The Treasury Department

is not recognized by law to have any banking functions, yet at t:

it h< sums of government revenue, unused funds awaiting

disbursement, in no wise differing from the deposit liabilities of the

commercial banks, save that they are withdrawn from the channels

ade, and the commercial interests of the country are hampered

e withdrawal of hoarded money to the extent of the treasury

holdings. The one appealing argument urged in favor of the Postal

Savings Bank bill has been that the po«tal savings bank would bring
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out ot hiding considerable rami of money which is now being

hoarded by timid people. The government baa been the chief sinner

in the matter of forcible and violent withdrawals of sums of actual

cash from the channels of trade, and it may well set a good example

to the nation by a change m it> manner of handling its own revenues,

The Treasury Department is also charged with the responsi-

bility of maintaining the redemption in coin of a vast volume of

paper money. In met the protection and maintenance of our

holdings, a matter intimately connected with the questions of bank

reserves and of the settlement of our foreign trade balances, is with

us a distinctly treasury action. In all European countries the^e

problem^ are assumed by the semi-governmental banks.

If the burden of the maintenance of cash payments is to be

placed upon the banks, then the banks of the reserve cities, at least,

being the banks which really carry the cash reserves of the country.

should be given the liberty of using their undoubted credit and

resources as a basis for the issue of a sufficient volume of notes,

>ecured by clearing house certificates, to protect the nation from a

currency famine. This was attempted in the Aldrich-Vreeland bill.

but if this measure is to be permanently adopted, it should be

revised in such manner that the banks may be permitted greater

freedom of action.

If Congress or the people are unwilling to grant to the banks

such note issuing power as may enable them to control the currency

situation in time of panic, because of insistence that the pow<

coin money and to regulate the value thereof make it incumbent

upon the government to furnish a supply of money adequate to the

needs of the nation, then, our last resource is a semi-governmental

bank of issue. The central bank idea has many advocates and many

opponents. If the central bank is called into being, it will be com-

pelled to exercise control not only over the available supply of cask

reserves of the banks, but will be compelled to act as the final

arbiter in the extension of credits, both in a banking sense and a

commercial sense. When credits become greatly extended, the

position of the central bank would not only be one of great responsi-

bility, but also one of great power, both financial and moral. The

chief objection which has been urged by the opponents of the central

bank is that so great power over the money market should not be

vested in anv institution. The fear is expressed that the management
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ill under the control of a single group •! in h

vt.luaU, cither of financial or political brotherhood, who might

adn their own personal aggrandizement

The history vo banks of the United States has been

pointed out as proof that any central bank organization in our

country is a predestined failure. The comparison is unfortunate,

id fact no analogy between the United States banks of

the earlier period and the proposed central bank of to-day. The
tanks of the United States were direct and active competitors

q4 the commercial banks of the period. The proposed central bank
ay would not be a competitor with the existing banks for

nercial business. It would be a bank of banks, its ownership

and ni the hands of the existing banks, but under quasi -

• J control. It \v<.uld be the custodian of the final reserves

be baaks, and WOOld have in its control the reserve note tame

power of the banks. It would have large responsibilities. The
same responsibilities already exist, but rest upon the large aggregate

number of existing banks. Each individual bank is apt, howev<

treat his responsibility lightly, feeling perhaps that his small efforts

to check tlood of speculation would have but little effect on

the whole Mtuati. n Free banking advances personal aims only.

\\V need some consolidation of existing banking responsibilities, in

mcfa manner as to recognize the claims of public duty.

The power to issue uncovered notes should be the last and final

link in the- line of reserves built up by the banks. The country banks

make no attempt to carry the actual cash reserves necessary to be

held against the enormous and growing mass of our bank book

lit* Our reserves arc concentrated at the money centers.

Perhaps it is as well it should be so. There should be a gradual

from the small community on the outskirts of our

commercial territory, through larger and larger centers of banking

come to the city whose wealth and banking power

itute it the financial center of the country. Here we expc

find credits more fluid and mobile, with a power of assimilation of

all that is best of the financial offerings which, wherever they may
\ to draw upon this common center whenever the enter-

prise rail- for the employment of other than local means.

The concentration of reserves has taken place as a natural evolu-

tion of banking. As the reserves have by common consent become
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lodged in the larger money centers, the DOte ISSUC power, which

should be the ItSfl line in OUT defences, .should he lodged in the

banks of the large money centers. Being thus disposed, our reserves

acquire greater mobility, for they may be promptly marshalled thence

for the defence of any point which may for the time demand the

use of unusual resources. Upon these money centers concentrates

the demand for coin for export in payment of our foreign balances,

for legal tenders to pay custom duties, for cash to move the cotton

crop of the South, the wheat of the Middle West and the North-

VTCSt, and for any unusual call which may be occasioned at any time

by any one of our manifold activities

The maintenance of our banking reserves thus rests upon the

banks of our larger money centers. The maintenance of reserves

in banking is a vital matter. It has long been so understood by

Congress, which requires the banks of the central reserve cities to

maintain minimum reserves of actual cash in their vaults of

twenty-five per cent of their deposits. No arbitrary rule will suffice

however, to represent an adequate reserve. The demands upon it

vary with the seasons, are strangely affected by foreign market con-

ditions, by crop conditions, by frosts, floods, and earthquakes; by

matters political, by labor conditions, and most of all by that mer-

curial and unmeasurable thing, public confidence or trust. The con-

servative banker must decide for himself, almost from day to day,

revising constantly his views on the financial outlook, what minimum

reserve is required. Even then his position is jeopardized, if the

action of his neighbor is not governed by a policy equally sane and

conservative. Competition is so strong among our banks, and the

demand for a showing of earnings is so pressing upon our bank-

managers, that it would prove a real relief to many of them to

relinquish in part the great responsibilities which the care of thi^

reserve entails. With a central bank organized for the purpose,

relieved by its charter from the strain for profits, and charged with

an acknowledged responsibility for the management of our rest

the maintenance of cash payments, and the redemption in gold of

our paper money, our banking system would present a solidari

organization, and an efficiency of action, which in the minds of many

students of finance has been hitherto lacking.
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STATE AMINATIONS OF BANKS

i Herbert G. Stockwell,
id Public Accountant. Phflldl^Mli

Much unjust criticism has been made by bankers and

examiners Rgainst each other, an<l the general public has frequently

tuned both. When a trusted bank officer or clerk decamps

with the hank

\

he popular cry is heard to the effect that

all bank men should be watched closer ; and there is also beard

the ot't repeated demand, "Where was the bank examiner r" In

the mutual effort to serve the public well and faithfully, cordial

co-operation and perfect understanding between the banker and

incr should take the place of suspicion and distrust. Criticism

j ust when entertained before due consideration of all of the

has been given.

As an examiner, I ought to believe that every bank officer and

clerk is absolutely honest and conscientious, and my investigations

should be directed to the proving of my theory; and as a bank

officer, director or clerk, I ought to feel that the examinations have

been instituted and conducted for my benefit as well as for those who
placed their trust in me. It frequently happens that unnecessary

friction is allowed to creep in and destroy the best results that might

otherwise be derived from the visits of the examiner. Constant

contact with the many phases of the banking business in many banks

enables the thoughtful examiner to see some of the relations between

and uncertainties in a clearer light than is possible for tome
tly local bank oH and the friendly discussion with the

examiner of such matters as arise in the course of his hminess

would be of greater benefit to the banker than he could realize

until he has experienced it. On the other hand, the trained banker

11, impart to the examiner a knowledge of specific acts

and ranees surrounding specific transactions, to be learned

in no other u

The best examination results from the joint efforts of the

banker and examiner working together, each poa

s

etting good judg-

ment and tact, and each having an earnest desire that the bank
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be searched through for an UOlOWMtl act Of transaction that ought

to be uprooted before u hai fastened it> ugly tentacles. A bank

official eiprcitcd the idea uf value to be obtained from contact with

the examiner in the following language:

\\c bank officers are so close to the scene of action, that we do not look

it in the same way as an outsider and the opinion of another is often

refreshing and helpful.

In the consideration of the subject of an examination of state

and national banks, we should keep in mind the immense task

imposed upon those responsible for such labors. The Monetary

Commission reports that in April, 1909, there were 22491 banks

of all classes doing business in the United States. These banks

handle assets amounting to the vast aggregate of $19,583,410.

which in total and in detail must be accounted for, and, with few

exceptions, examined one or more times each year by the state or

national examiners. The number of examinations required by the

laws of the states varies from one examination to five annually.

The national bank examiners visit the bank as nearly twice each

year as possible.

The examiner has to contend with a great many difficulties not

ordinarily known to the public. One of the obstacles consists in

the attitude of the directors and officers when violations of the law

are called to their attention. This, of course, is more particularly

true in some country hanks, where the directors have had very little

general experience outside of the small trades or occupations in

which they are engaged, many of them being farmers.

Requirements of the States

With but few exceptions all of the states have provisions for

examinations of banks, although some of the laws regulating the

control of banking have been but recently enacted. In Arkansas,

the state auditor says, there are no banking laws and no examina-

tions of banks, and so late as 1909 the Superintendent of Banking

in Ohio states that none of the banks of the state had ever been

examined before.

From Arkansas, where no examinations of any kind are

required, it is a long cry to Rhode Island, where provision is made

not only for two examinations annually by the bank commission,
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Iditton
i

»n» arc required by law. So far

as I have been able t<> learn, no state in our union has gone the

hodc Ulead m directing how examinations, other than

.il. shall be mi v letta deled Jam Mb 1914 addressed to

tin* hanks, signed by the hank commissioner, calls attention in the

following language t.» the bra recently passed: "ii- the

upon a oonmittee of the trustees, but now
must be perform 1 certified public accounta

whose examination! and reports m\ •% and be

in a form satisfactory to the bank commissioner." At the end of

letter are given the names and addreaiCI <»f the certified public

accountants of Rhode Island.

ween these two extremes the other state banking depart*

snents are operating under law- «.f varying force and scope.

Notional Btmkmg Supcnision

The Comptroller of the Currency is the superintendent of

the national banks. In 1. port dated December 6, 1909, be

states that on September I, 1909, there were 6,977 national

in operation grouped as to capital into the following divisions

Capital

$25,000 I.H15

Over 25,000 less than $50,000 . . j&|

Over 50.000 less than 100.000 . .

.

Over 100,000 less than 250.000. 1.909

Over 250.000 less than 1.000.000 ... 40t

Over 1.000.000 less than 5.000,000 . . 149

5.000,000 and over ! I

Total . . . 6977

The national act from which the Comptroller of the Currency

ves his power was originally passed as a currency measure.

The government desired to place the issue of bank currency in

s operating under a national charter and at the same time

for marketing its bonds. The original scope of

the examiner's duties seems to have limited the examinations some-

what to such inspection as would assure the comptroller that the

notes issued by the hank would be paid upon presentation at the

hank, and th nf the necessity of sale of the bonds deposited

in Washington as collateral sccuritv for the notes. A few hours
9
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work in each bank seemed to be all that was considered necessary

for such purposes as were originally in contemplation ; and the

fee was, in 1862, deemed ample compensation. In some cases more

than one bank examination could be completed in a day's work;

thus a comfortable income resulted to the examiner. The act of

Congress governing the scope of the duties of the examiners has

not been changed in this respect from that day to this, but the

rulings of the several comptrollers have gradually increased the

labor of the examiners to such an extent that with few exceptions

they are to-day very poorly paid for the amount of work they are

required to do.

Part of the enlargement in the scope of the examination is

attributable to the accumulation of experience which each successive

comptroller has found at hand, partly to recommendations of bank

officers; but the bulk of the work now done by the national bank

examiner may fairly be attributed to the zeal on the part of all

officials inspired by the pressure of public opinion. Each embez-

zlement of bank funds by officers or clerks and each failure of

national banks has created in the minds of the general public a

feeling that greater efficiency in the comptroller's office would have

prevented the loss. Thus, the comptrollers stimulated to increased

endeavor, have added from time to time things necessary for the

examiner to do to safeguard the funds of the depositors, until, at

present, instead of a cursory inspection of the available assets

of a bank for the purpose of determining that the national bank

currency would be honored, the examiner must go into, and report

upon, a multitude of details, originally scarcely contemplated as

necessary or desirable.

The most recently reported order of the comptroller will illus-

trate as well as any other the difference in the present and former

requirements. The examiners will now be required to exercise

judgment as to whether a weak bank should be allowed to continue

in business; and for the purpose of coming to some conclusion in

the matter without waiting to file their reports, they should call

the directors to a meeting to consider the financial condition of the

bank with a view of liquidation. Think of it ! A man who may

possibly receive the mere pittance of $20.00 for an examination

of a bank must be of such caliber that dependence may be placed

upon his judgment as to whether that bank should be closed up or
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iiurMrd along. This disproportion between brains required and the

a allowed should be adjusted without delay.

While tlwra is some adverse criticism of the present Comptroller

demands upon the directors and
officers of the national banks for a better performance of their

seems to be pretty generally conceded that such steps are

well red; that the comptroller should enforce the law as

he finds it. tad I will result in great improvements in the

national basking bosittCS*, It the law is unjust in any way, the

quick as by which it can be changed is for him to enfor.

That many of the points on which he insists are considered good is

shown in the reports of many state bank commissioners. EBl

example is being followed by numerous state officials, while others

express the regret that they have not the power to adopt some of

of his office.

One oi the greatest difficulties confronting all banking depart-

ments is the tendency on the part of hanks to loan money to their

mers in excess of the amount declared by law to be the limit

to which loans can be made. The comptroller states that, in spite

of Ufl watchfulness, caution, and remonstrances, over fifteen per

of the total number of banks doing business report excessive

loans.

The amount that can be loaned to any individual, firm, or cor-

porat n amount equal to ten per cent of the bank's capital

urplus, providing that the total of such loan does not exceed

an amount equal to thirty per cent of the capital stock of the bank.

The penalty for violation of this law is so severe that it has rarely

been imposed, and many hanks openly violate the law on the ground

that it is unjust and that it interferes with their business. A bank

with a capital and surplus of $i,ooo.ooo could accommodate a

md desirable customer with only $100,000 if the law were

strictly obeye the bank might have many millions of deposits

able for loans. For the bank to make a larger loan, there must

be an in* capital or a change in the law. That the banks

do not consider the law one to be obeyed to the letter b shown in

the fact that over one thousand banks voluntarily reported excessive

loans in .September. 1909.

A new feature adopted by the present comptroller consists in

the organization of the examiners in the field. There are now
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between 95 and 100 national bank examiners who have been

grouped or classified into eleven or twelve territorial districts by

the comptroller. It is intended that these groups of c-xaminers shall

meet twice a year for the exchange of information regarding bor-

ers in their district, and a discussion of any suggested improve-

ments in the examinations that may be made under existing condi-

tions.

Each group is presided over by a chairman, who assigns to

each examiner the task of writing a paper to be read at the meeting.

The chairman himself also writes a paper, and the meetings are

intended to be of great use to the examiners in tending to perfect

them in their work. This organization of examiners into these

associations, if properly handled and maintained, will bring about

much, although in the hands of immature men there is grave danger

of indiscreet treatment of the confidential knowledge entrusted to

them. This must be carefully guarded against.

Qualifications Required of Examiners by State and National

Authorities

Unfortunately, at least in the past, political influence more than

ability has assisted candidates to obtain the position of examiner.

Perhaps the following is an extreme illustration : A newly appointed

examiner was sent to an old and experienced examiner for training.

In a conversation with the appointee, it was learned that he knew

nothing about the business, possessed no experience whatever in

banking and had, in fact, neither applied for, nor desired, the posi-

tion of examiner. He was, however, a supporter of certain political

influences in his state and was filled with a laudable desire to

become a United States marshal or assistant United States district

attorney. His benefactors did not happen to have just such a job

handy so they asked the comptroller to appoint him bank examiner.

He frankly told the comptroller, he said, that he knew nothing

about a bank. The comptroller, it is said, told him that he c

learn and he was thereupon sent to the old examiner for instruc-

tions. Extremes meet among the examiners, as well as in other

classes. Some examiners have served years of useful employment

in a bank, after which they have been taken to Washington, where

they were thoroughly drilled in the analvsis of reports of examina-
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tions. After all this training, tin- allowed to go uut in tlie

It || very fortunate indeed that the comptroller* have to a large

at disregarded political pressure and that m examiners

have been ran I of their potj examiners appointed

purely for |>olitical reasons are being carefully weeded out* and

to-day it may be said that the examine

r

i are as a class equal, if not

superior, to any other body in the national Of >tate service.

>mc stat nred to have had cc

Ruling a definite number of years of active bank
lule in other states the n ction

of the bank commissioners. In Texas, for examph . xamtner

BtOSt have been an "expert bookkeeper and bank accountant" and

must have had practical experience in the banking business for at

least
;
ert receives a salary of $2,000 per annum

and mutt furnish a bond of $10,000. In West Virginia the candi-

date must be "skilled in the science of bookkeeping and banking"

and must have had at U erience as cashier or

bier in a bank, or shall have served at least two years

as assistant commissioner of banking, banking examiner, or as an

accounting officer of the state."

A curious condition was discovered in Georgia by the state

treasurer, who in that state is also bank examiner. In his report

for the year 1909 he says

:

In this department I found that bank examiners were in business for

their health and each had resigned positions to accept service in the depart-

ment because it afforded them outdoor work, although at a less salary l'p

to the present time the salaries range from Sijoo to %Jjaoo per annum, the

same being paid out of fees received from the banks examined, and. be it

?aid to the credit of the banks throughout the Itatt, that they are wilting to

pay a larger fee for a more thorough examination such as will keep in the

c accountants of ability at salaries commensurate with the service ren-

in tfiaevtaing the qualifications of the bank examiner the conv-

ener of Kansas in his report for the year 1908 M

In short, judgment is the best asset of a bank

who hat found judgment supplemented with experience as an examiner is

the one whose services become invaluable to the state, and such a bank eram
iner should be retained regardless of polities! affiliation.
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In an addres> 1>\ lion. H. M. Zimmerman before the Michigan

State Bankers' Association in 1907, he took occasion to observe:

The experience of the department shows that it takes years to make a

thoroughly competent examiner c\cn when his previous experience has been

along the line of bank work, and each succeeding year's work in the s<

adds greatly to his efficiency.

It is the belief of the superintendent of the banking depart-

ment of Ohio that

The work of the department should be so quietly done as to be unnoticed.

and that the better its work, the less will be heard from it.

The commissioner of the State of Idaho well describes a cer-

tain phase of the work of an examiner in the following language:

The duties of an examiner are of such a nature as to require men of

ability and fitness. Because the duties of an examiner are of a confidential

nature and he cannot submit himself to newspapers' interviews, the general

public knows very little of his work unless there is a failure in his state, the

whole community is then ready to tell how the examiner was incompetent

and that the bank should have been closed long before. They do not know

of the many special reports and efforts that have been put forth to save the

institution, nor do they ever hear of the numerous banks that are saved in

this way from failure.

The state examiner of the State of Washington says that

The state banking department here is conducted along as rigid rules as

we know how at the present time, and that we regard our examiners in the

same class as the national examiners of this state, and that the examiners

here are equal to the best. We are working in perfect harmony with the

national department so that all information gained by one department of

interest to the other is exchanged.

Compensation of Examiners

The state examiners as a rule receive salaries in addition to

their actual traveling expenses, while the national bank examinen

receive a graded fee for the examination of each bank, out of

which they must pay for such assistants as they require and also all

traveling and other expenses.

The salaries of the state bank examiners, with few exceptions,

range from $1,200 to $4,800 per annum, many of them working

hard all the year, and nearly every day in the year, for the small

annual sum of $2,000.
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The total amount collected from national banks and paid to

the examiners for the last year was $510,928.07, or an average of

about $5,000 to each, but by far the larger number receive lest than

average. The Deputy Comptroller submitted to the Monetary

Commission the following table of amounts paid:

Gloss Income or National Bane Examines*.

14 receive over $2,000 but lets than $3400

18 receive over 3><x>0 but less than 4000

jo receive over 4.000 but less than 5,000

1 j receive over 5.000 but leu than 6,000

6 receive over 6,000 but lest than 7.000

2 receive over 7.000 but lets than 8000

2 receive over 8000 but less than 0*000

The New York and Chicago examiners not included in this table

receive between $18,000 and $19,000 each. Out of their grata

income all examiners must pay their own traveling expenses,

I and other expenses, amounting to about one-third of the

total compensation, so that the net income in most cases is very small

in proportion to the responsibility assumed.

Character of Examiners

Fully appreciating the honesty and strength of character pos-

sessed by bank officers and clerks as a class, it is to be

deeply regretted that exceptions to the general rule exist

them. While the thoroughly efficient examiner preserves an attitude

of belief in the honesty of all the bank men met during the perform-

ance of his duties, be nmsfl be ever alert to detect the acts of the

unfortunate and misguided man who has fallen a prey to tempta-

tion. Such men arc constantly studying ways and means of cover-

ing: their embezzlement, becoming in some instances experts in

concealing traces of their guilt.

An examiner can spend usually not more than a few days each

in the examination of a large bank and rarely more than one day

each in the banks in smaller cities and towns. Much routine work
must be done in this short time to cover the requirements of the

state or national regulations, and some examiners unwisely yield

to the impulse to fall into ruts of clerical performances not con-

ducive to unearthing well-covered stealings.

The bank man whose accounts are crooked watches the cxam-
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iner closely, studying every move, that be may know wherein the

least danger of discovery lies. He knows exactly where the needle

in the haystaek is while the examiner does not even know that

there is a needle in the haystack at all. If the examiner paws over

the surface of the stack with regular motions at each visit, the

guilty possessor of the secret knows where the needle may be

buried with least danger of discovery.

The examiner must keep in mind that, while by far the greatest

majority of bank men are thoroughly honest in word and act, there

may be some men among them guilty of as yet undiscovered fraud.

The examiner should study the general subject of fraud in bonking

thoroughly. One bank cashier says that his experience shows that

"the most usual causes (of fraud) are the following: First, one-

man banking; second, corrupt politics; third, excessive loans to

directors."

The examiners who understand their duties and perform them

faithfully are well respected by the bank officers. A vice-president

of a large national banks says

:

In a banking experience of forty odd years in a New York City national

bank I have been present at every examination except three made by national

bank examiners and committees from the board of directors. I think I know
all the tricks and possibilities of the business and for the life of me I could

not improve on the examinations I have witnessed.

Some examiners go more deeply into the affairs of the bank

than others, but none of them pretend that their examinations are as

thorough and searching as they would be if the conditions under

which such examinations are made were different, and they were

afforded more time and assistance. The present comptroller is

making earnest efforts to improve the efficiency of his staff of

examiners; and, so far as can be learned from the reports of the

various state banking commissioners seen, they all realize the need

for improvement and are striving to purge the service of weak-

examiners and at the same time increase the ability of the good man.

The success of an examination depends so much upon the good

judgment of the examiner that it is absolutely impossible for the

state or national authorities to formulate rules for the conduct of

an examination to the extent that mere following of the rules will

produce good work. Each good examiner works along his own
line of investigation in digging under the surface of things as they
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appear, while following a general plan laid down by his superior*

framed to verify so far as doj»mI>!c in a short time the existence of

the assets and liabih :ic bank as shown by its books.

While some of the bank examiner > arc men of training and

good judgment, and arc persistently faithful in their work, others

have fallen Into a routine performance of their duties calculated

to enable tin unination and make a complete report

to their sup* what they think i> a reasonable time. It i-

to be regretted that such work results in a superficial view of

gl too often expressed in stereotyped language in the reports.

As one experienced state banker expresses it, "The principal weak-

ness in the present system of state bank examination appears to

me to be a lack of thoroughness and a disposition to only

examine surface conditions. '' He goes on to say that he think*

this is caused not by the incompetency or unwillingness of the

examiners themselves, but by the fact that they have so many
I examine that it is really impossible for them to fur-

thing but a I miration/'

Much thought and inquiry outside of the actual work in the

bank taken by all good examiners. As an example of the

industry and effort on the part of some examiners and the extent

hich their labors lead them, the Philadelphia National Bank
» able man, has taken a step in the obtaining of infor-

mation which places at 1 sal very valuable data, lie has

inaugurated a credit ledger in his office which contains the names

of about 800 of the larger mercantile and manufacturing concerns

in the Philadelphia district It is intended that a letter will be

mailed each month to all of the banks in his district, requesting

them to furnish the amount ot the loans to each and all of the 800

on a gi This information is to be written in his

crc<!:* and ho can at any time turn to this ledger and ascer-

tain the borrowing of any one concern in all the banks in the dis-

and any bank in his district can obtain the information by

inquiry of the examiner. In a very comprehensive way. he has

that started what may eventually become extended into a very

comprehensive credit bureau.
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Improvements in Existing Laws Suggested

There is hardly a bank commissioner in any of the states who
does not in his reports recommend changes in the laws governing

the business of banking and its supervision by the state authorities.

There is a general tendency in the state legislatures to adopt the

suggestions of the commissioners to the effect that restrictions may
be placed on certain banking practices, particularly upon the limit

of the loans. In Idaho, for example, it is proposed to pass an act

reducing the amount that may be loaned to any corporation or

person from fifty per cent to twenty-five per -cent. The state bank

examiner of South Carolina recommends that he be given authority

to direct the charging off of worthless paper stating that

There are a number of banks perfectly sound and solvent, that are carry-

ing varying amounts of worthless paper, publishing same as good, live assets.

They have ample profits to take care of these worthless notes and should be

compelled to do so and discontinue the making of misleading reports to the

public.

The various comptrollers of the currency, the national super-

visors, have suggested improvements in the national bank acts.

Perhaps one of the most interesting documents relating to examina-

tions is one published this year, No. 404 of the National Monetary

Commission, containing "Suggested Changes in the Administra-

tion Features of the National Banking Laws." Recommendations

are made by national bank examiners, clearing house associations

and state banking officials throughout the United States. There

are also the statements made at the hearings of the commission

by the Secretary of the Treasury, Comptroller and Deputy Comp-
troller of the Currency, and the presidents of several national

banks. Many different views are expressed in these suggestions

regarding certain features of the laws pertaining to the examina-

tions of national banks.

The following is a list of some of the questions propounded

by the commission together with a summary of what appears to

be the preponderance of opinion in the answers to each

:

1. Section 5240 of the Revised Statutes authorizes the Comptroller of the

Currency, with the approval of the Secretary of the Treasury, to appoint

suitable persons to make examinations of national bank associations.

Should, in your judgment, the method of appointing examiners be con-

tinued as at present or be made subject to civil service rules?

f68o)
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desirable to apply civil service refutations to the tenure in omce of

bank examiners?

Eramincrs should be appointed by the comptroller without

regard to politics, but with regard to special fitness, the comp-
ile advantages of the civil service examination if

uld be of assistance in selecting a candidate. The mwmm*"—

lid be kept in service during faithful performance of his duty,

I »m should !>c removable by the comptroller.

2. The same section of the Revised Statutes, $240. provides the

for paying examiners, basing it on the fee system.

In your judgment arable to change this to a salary or per

basis, to which there should be added the necessary expenses incurred nt

:ig examinations, it being understood that banks shall be assessed to pay

salaries and expenses in a similar manner as now provided for by the exist-

ing law?

The examiners should be placed on a graded salary basis with

allowance for actual expenses. The fee system tends to produce

superficial work, creates routine performance and, in an effort to

save expense, the country bank examiner pursues the same route

and can easily be traced by banks in the localities in which he is

working ; thus banks are able to calculate about when the examiner

will arrive.

3 In making assessments to provide a fund to pay examiners and other

expenses, do you think the law should be changed so as to base the smont
of this assessment on capital and gross assets rather than on capital alone,

as the law now provides?

Fees for examination should be based upon grots assets as the

fairest method of indicating the amount of labor performed.

4. Do you think it would U desirable to provide a force of

examiners to work in co-operation with examiners in large places, e

t'uturc. when vacancies occur, to recruit the force of examiners from

assist..

This would l)c a wise provision in order to train examiners, but

the comptroller should not be required to select solely from this

class in filling vacancies in the position of examiner.

5. As examiners are frequently in charge of failed banks, acting as tern-

norary receivers, do you think it would be desirable to

<o
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a sufficient bond for the protection of the government and the bank when
Mjch contingencies occur?

Few seem to think that bonding of examiners is necessary, but

most were inclined to agree to the proposition, if desired by the

comptroller for any reason.

ir. Under Section 521 1 of the Revised Statutes, which provides for bank

reports, banks are not required to make them in duplicate, and in several

instances the examiner has been furnished by the officers of the bank with a

report entirely dissimilar from the one on file at the department in V

ington, and, in using the imperfect report, he has found that the hank's books

correspond to it This permits of deliberate falsification of accounts.

Would it. in your judgment, be wise to require that reports be made in

duplicate, both reports being sent to the Comptroller of the Currency, and

one copy furnished to the examiner by the comptroller when about to under-

take the examination of the bank?

While some views were expressed dissenting from the thought

that the banks be required to issue duplicate reports for the conve-

nience of the examiner, most of them seem to acquiesce in the evi-

dent desire on the part of the comptroller that duplicate report!

should be sent to him, one of which could be used for the purpose

of examination by the examiner.

14. Section 5209 of the Revised Statutes makes it a misdemeanor for an

officer or an employee of a bank to make false entries with intention to

deceive, but the courts have decided that this does not apply to reports made

to the Comptroller of the Currency, as he is not mentioned in the law.

Should not the law be extended to apply to false reports made to the

comptroller?

There seemed no doubt whatever that the false entries made in

reports to the comptroller should be subject to the same penalty

as though made to deceive any other person.

19. Have you any suggestions to make relative to changes in the organi-

zation of the comptroller's office? There are many other minor change*

which it is apparent should be made in the administrative features of na-

tional bank laws, some of which may occur to you, and the commission will

be gratified if you, in answer to the above questions, will make any recom-

mendations which seem to you wise, giving your reasons for urging such

changes.

There did not seem to be any dissenting voice against the placing of

more power in the hands of the comptroller in the enforcement
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of the national bank act by penalties not now provided. Under

heading some suggestions are offered regarding the appoint-

ment iipervisor and commissioner in different districts to

supervise the work of the examiners. Some recommended the

changing of the examiners frequently, and others opposed the view

on the ground that an examiner can do better work in banks where

he handles the assets several times per annum.

Suggestions for Improving Official Examinations Under Present

Conditions

The able examiners are not waiting bff changes in the laws

to give them more opportunities for better work. The good men
are making the most of conditions as they find them. Anything

short of unstinted praise in appreciation of the good work such

examiners are doing would argue ignorance on the part of the

The points brought out in the following paragraphs are

not intended as indicative of any shortcomings on those who are

doing the In-^t they can under the very trying circumstance

h all examiners are placed. The din

ate a few of the defects existing in some banks, the presence

hanks themselves ought to guard against; and, second,

to make some kindly ^s experienced examiners

who may desire to improve their efficiency.

There are very few cash items that have any proper place in

the settlement of the cash at the end of the day. Too often, how-

ever, the "Cash Item" Bsi i«> used for careless and slovenly bank-

ing. At the settlement hour, every check, note or draft should

have been disposed of in the regular routine of the business. It

sometimes happens that a check will come into the bank too late

to put through the day's work. Such an item constitutes a per-

!)le "hold over," hut these items should be closely wat

and it should be insisted that the amount be reduced to the absolute

minimum.

While sneaking of cash items, I am reminded of another

fruitful source of temptation to the teller in some banks where

n«l cluvks are allowed to remain in the control

of the tellers. In one case a bundle of such was discovered, tome

of the protested checks bearing dates for days, months and even

years prior to the date of examination.

(68.0
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The examiner frequently meets with a settlement of cash to a

penny and is apt to consider the teller very accurate in His v

Sometimes the teller will say that he has "settled" for over a year.

The wary examiner will look around for an "over and short* box

before giving the teller full credit for what may be justly his due.

Unless examiners have been experienced tellers prior to their

appointment the actual work of counting the currency and coin

will be necessarily slow. The embarrassment created by the awk-

ward handling of the cash by the examiner in the presence of the

skilled teller operates sometimes to prevent a thorough proof of the

cash, especially when the hour is getting late and the tellers and

clerks are gathered around the examiner watching him with scarcely

concealed contempt and sometimes audible sarcasm. Quick han-

dling of the cash comes only after years of practice, and constitutes

the chief difficulty that a bank examiner, otherwise brilliant, has to

overcome.

Occasionally large loans in the form of checks are carried as

cash items. As a rule such loans are intended to remain in the

bank over night only, they being taken up or put in some other

form the next day. Sometimes they are carried indefinitely, a new

check being made out to take the place of an old one when the

bank examiner comes around. This is one of the most easily mis-

understood things that an examiner has to examine, and he may

be of help in keeping the cash clear of such items by explaining

to the directors and officers the undesirable features of the bad

practice.

Dishonest cashiers and tellers sometimes carry their own bor-

rowings as cash items, until the examiner comes around, when the

amount of such items is charged up to various depositors' accounts,

until the examiner leaves. The amounts then are either 1< :

fraudulent charges in the depositors' accounts, or returned to the

cash items. This can be easily accomplished unless the examiner

is alert to locate the cash items at once on beginning his examina-

tion. He should very carefully scrutinize all the entries in the check

and deposit "scratchers" for at least several days back and ende

to verify the correctness of the charges and credits by compa;

of the entries with the checks paid and deposit slips.

In examining the deposit ledger, he should keep in mind the

possibility of entries in the accounts placed there temporarily to
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B out the casli items or other shortage. In one case, an

examiner in taking off a trial balance of the deposit ledger noticed

an overdraft of $1,700 apparently made good by a deposit several

days prior to n. He called for the deposit

slip, but it could not be found ; ami the examiner, after a little more
inspection, confronted the cashier with his suspicion that the c

was a false one and had been made in the account since the

ming of the examination. While the examiner was in the bank;

the 1 d out and exchanged his $2,000 promissory

note for that of a friend, which note he placed to the credit of the

depositor whose account showed a false overdraft.

lidding back credits for remittances and deposits is a method

adopted by some erring bank tellers to cover peculations. Special

care on the part of the examiner should be exercised to prevent

such practices because when once started, the risk of detection by

the ordinary examiner is very small. He will, if careful, watch

deposits being made until he has settled the cash and try to keep

track of them t«» the extent that while he is in the bank the entries

for these credits will not be omitted from the proper books or

records. Otherwise he may count cash, the amount of which has

not been entered into the day's business, the cash being handed

to him to cover a shortage.

In cities where there are clearing houses, the national banks

will have at the end of each day large amounts of checks received

during the day to go to the clearing house the next morning. These

are, so to speak, "legitimate" cash items, but they should be care-

fully scrutinized in order to detect false items.

Trust companies usually send all of the checks received by

them during the course of the day to their depository, usually a

nearby national bank. The pass book of the national bank showing

the account with the trust company should, of course, be balanced

at the close of the day on which the examination is made.

The general tendency among bank men to-day is toward the

re for ever increasing efficiency on the part of the examiner.

With hut few exceptions, they urge careful, conscientious work and

recommend that nothing be taken by the examiners for granted.

All obscure or irregular matters should be verified or traced to

their original $01 a suggestion made by one of my friends,

presses a thought that ought not to be lightlv treated by an
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examiner. Of OOOrtC it i> one that is carried out earnestly by the

good examiners.

Another suggestion offered by the same friend is not usually

thought of as feasible in the official examination^ of Itate or national

banks: "All assets," says be, "should be appraised by competent

:t appraisers and the attention of the management called to

doubtful or unknown values." The examiner Bhould endeavor to

ascertain the value of every kind of asset, owned by the bank or

held as collateral, and very little difficulty is presented in the readily

mark i curities constantly quoted. While it may not be

ible at the present time for the national or state examiner- to

actually put values on all assets, it can be accomplished in the

unofficial independent examinations by certified public accountant

^

whose time limit for the examination can be arranged according to

the necessities of the case.

One of the most important departments of a bank or trust com-

pany consists of its deposits. The verification of the accuracy of

the books of the bank in this particular can only be accomplished

upon a comparison of the bank's books with the depositors* pass

books. It is usually so difficult to obtain the pass books duri

short examination that this verification is rarely undertaken in the

official examinations. This can be attended to by the clearing house

examiner. I know of one at least, who deems the matter of great

importance and who calls for a large percentage of all the pass

books in each bank. Fears of a run on the bank by excited depos-

itors has in the past operated to create great but natural stubbornness

in bank officials against the attempt by examiners or accountants

to get in pass books. In an experience including several sad cases

of trouble the author has found that the bulk of the amount of the

embezzlement was revealed when the depositors' pass books were

examined.

One bank cashier states the matter very clearly in the foil*

suggestion

:

Examiners arc particularly careful with the correspondent bank

not with the individual? I have always thought it would be wise for an

examiner—he is always with a bank several days—to send for such pn*s

books as he may think advisable in scanning the ledgers and settle

while at the bank, having the balance checked up afterwards with the de-

positors in the same manner as he checks up with the banks. If the dis-

honest teller or bookkeeper knew this to be a general practice, he would
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to manipulate figm in deposit slips or posting; The
nicr may argue that he hat not the time for exhaustive i iinsnalloill.

oral effc

•

a slight effort in tlm direction, would, I tfrwrh.

be very beneficial.

The suggestion is put in another way by another bank cmshier

:

There appears to be abundant room (or fraud by fftfffffhM

teller and a bookkeeper in making false charges to cover ahortag

I that the accounts of the individual

ought to be \ mmunication of the auditor or

vita the depo

A trust company's treasurer goes a step further and recom-

mends that the

Department should require its institutions to adopt a system whereby
pass books are settled periodical! ;>t containing a clause to the

tffect that the pass book has been received and verified, obtained front each

depositor, or the settlement of pass books eliminated and a system of ren-

dering accounts at stated periods adopted.

IUre again is evidence of a dividing line between what the

official examiner believes is the limit of his duties and what in his

opinion ought to be attended to by the bank itself with or without

the I tied public accountants, who may, if employed,

t.lin the proper verification, providing the banks want a

mination and if tin- way in which the examination is

od out is tactful and persistent. Honest and entirely trust-

thy bank men commend acts of precaution as evidences of that

upon which they in many cases rely as a safeguard against the

embezzlement by their clerks

(Is expressed himself >ngly on the sub-

ject. It i> to be hoped that the suggestion applies only to some

illy careless examiner: "In all examinations and until

the assets have been verified, the officers of the institution should

have access to the assets only when accompanied by the examiner

practice which b CMBtnmary with certified accountant

neglected by the authorities of this state, ami enlghl could

I dishonest officials to their own
•

all of my readers know that the tru>t funds of a trust

coop I final condition. If

mentioned at all, the notaf ide at the bottom of such
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statement and is confined to the amount of trust funds invested and

uninvested. The suggestion is that there should be:

An appreciation of the necessity of better examinations of the enormous
assets and liabilities held by the trust companies in fiduciary capacities. This

neglect has probably arisen from the fact that most of the older institutions

to-day conduct this department of their business by single entry system of

bookkeeping. Such make lapsed and complete audits almost impossible.

These trust assets and liabilities in many cases far exceed the total

resources of the company and should be subject to careful and rigid veri-

fication.

The official examiner in some cases perhaps works too exclu-

sively with the bank's own statement of its financial condition for

his guide. There are many assets in a bank besides those appearing

in the statement. Two of this character, the examination of which

would operate as a safeguard against stealing, are expressed by the

vice-president of a large city bank who recommends

:

(i) The more careful auditing and verification of stocks, securities and

valuable papers left with the bank for safekeeping; and

(2) Also a more thorough system of recording and verifying loans

made on account of out-of-town correspondents. These are two weak

points and should be carefully guarded by all of the banks handling this

class of business.

From the official examiner's standpoint, such matters ought to

be safeguarded by the banks themselves. He has his hands full

in the verification of the assets and liabilities as shown by the bank's

statement. If he can satisfy himself that the bank is in good con-

dition and is not badly violating the law, he considers that he should

not be required to try to find any other assets of the sort referred to.

There is no doubt that the points raised by this bank official arc

highly important and they should be provided for in some way or

another. The good examiner is fully aware of the possil

for manipulation in that kind of assets and he has not only the

knowledge that the securities might be easily stolen by the dis-

honest clerk or official in charge of them, but he knows also of the

opportunity for making these securities do the duty of taking the

place of the bank's own missing securities and collateral.

That fictitious promissory notes have been prepared to deceive

the examiners is a fact known to many examiners, and to bank

men as well. One cashier has urged the importance of verification
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<>! these notes in the following words: All the discounted paper

c bank of any large amount (wfckk is of course counted in the

assets) should be known to be gcnuii

The official examiner will say on this point that it is absolutely

impossible for him to know the signatures of even the large bor-

rowers in the banks. He can overcome part of the difficulty by

calling in a committee of the directors of the bank to assist him

in Mi scrutiny of the m. but in many instances the bank

tors would not know as much about the signatures as the

examiner himself, although a stranger to the borrowers,

haps the best way of verifying the genuineness of notes is by cor-

respondence with the borrowers. The bank examiner has the right

and power so to do, and some of them partially exercise that power.

If a borrower admits directly to the examiner his liabi!

the best evidence that his note for the amount is at least genuine.

In large banks and trust companies a daily statement of the

resources and liabilities is usually prepared each morning for the

information of the officers and directors and is usually found in the

possession of one of the officers of the bank or trust company, as

the case may be. The treasurer of a large trust company makes a

pertinent suggestion on this point

:

I have noticed that the city and state examiners as well as C P. A**.

all uniformly seem to ask the first thing on an examination for a copy of

the daily sheet as it appears, each morning, on the president's desk. This

copy may be made up by the general ledger bookkeeper, and I

seen but one man compare it with the actual figures on the president's

which are of course made up by some one other than the get

bookkeeper. There seems to be a chance for the general ledger

to make up a false copy of the president's sheet to agree with a falsified

account of the general ledger.

A trust company treasurer with full knowledge of the handi-

ing conditions under which the examiner labors, says he

believes that if the examiners

-re instructed to thoroughly examine one feature of an
each examination, choosing a different feature each time, that

D would be much more efficacious. So many examination*

sist of counting the cash, not very thoroughly, cheeking off

gages and other assets with the general balance sheet and taking a

sheet from the individual ledgers. How much more effective it would be

if a part of the time so spent were devoted to thorough aaalyaia of the
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:tion's account*, with other institutions, or the verification

number of pass books or in the checking and ion of earnings rc-

i or due.

In many hank statements important items C0D8J rued

interest on infesUneatS ind loans, considered as assets, and of

accrued Interest on dN considered as liability. A large num-

ber of banks, both state and national, ignore these figures in their

und that the labor of keeping the amount cal-

culated up to date is greater than the advantage to be obtained in

setting them out in the statement. The treasurer of an active

fOOQg trust company said the other day:

I believe that the system of accruing interest would be an important

help to the examiner in making a quick verification of earnings as a whok
i simple matter to at least approximate the proper amount of earning!

accruing, say each month. On the other hand, should this system not he

used, an examiner cannot even approximate earnings, hut must perforce

check the entire sources of earnings in detail, which very few of them would

have time to do.

The verification of the various income accounts to ascertain

that all of the income from the assets of the bank, and from it-

services rendered in various forms, have been properly accounted

for should surely he undertaken by some one. That some tesl at

along these lines should be made by the official examiner, there

seems to be no doubt. One bank cashier expresses this thought as

follows

:

to the income, very serious leakages sometimes occur if the items of

interest, discount, etc.. are not properly double checked, and a sort of

hcation of the work done in this department should be required in <

thorough bank examination.

Another bank official, urging that the income be check*

"It is doubtful if the safe deposit departments of most institutions

are ever subject by state authorities to verification with general

books."

Examinations by Certified Public Accountants

It has been shown that with few exceptions, most state banks.

trust companies, saving banks and national banks are examin<

least once a year. In many states two examinations arc required, in

some states the number of official examinations is even larger. The
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national bank examiner* make, as a rule, about two

each year. It has also lnren ihown, I think, that the bank

ami hank im that while MOM improvements can be made,

even tin the scope of the official general

examin.iti.'n is more or less limit-

In im Id be obtained from
examinations if all the I ,»on a salary

expo tad I pit!) worked out by which frequent vtitts

be made t<» the hanks during the year, at which time some one or

more departments of the bank could l>e thoroughly examine

the end that during each year the entire ground will have been

covered more thoroughly than is possible under the present arrange-

ment. To brintf about tl: t in the methods, a change in the

nal hank law and in
I many states would first be neces-

sary. In the meantime, ami until some lUcJl plan is put intu effect.

I think that the banki generally ought I

super their own institutions, and < rtified public

accountants as far as needed to make the supervision effect

One form of self-examination has been adopted by several of

the clea: ase associations in the large »der this

arrangement a special examiner is appointed t«> examine thoroughly

the hank- in the association. The examiner receives a fixed salary

and hi- l directly by the association, so that he ha*

npenaatkaH and b free to spend as

much time in each bank as he desires, the only limitation being that

he must examine each bank once during each year. His reports

are made in duplicate, one going to the bank examined, and the

other being filed by him in the clearing house vault. The copy of

cport on file is not accessible to any person whatever, except

the clearing house committee and then onlv in such cases as he deems

are of enough importance to call to the committee's attention.

The present examiner for the Philadelphia Gearing House,

was, until recently, a national bank examiner of high character and

enviable reputation. He finds time now to go into many dctai

importance that were obliged to be omitted in the official examina-

tions. More than one matter of consequence has been discovered
by him in his capacity as special examiner that could not reasonably

be expected to be unearthed by the regular examiner for the govern-

ment In speaking of his examinations one of the cashiers said

:
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The most complete and effective examinations ever made of this oank

were inaugurated by Mr. W. M. Hardt, the examiner for the Philadelphia

Clearing House Association, who with his assistants (live competent tx-bank

clerks) will take charge of any bank in the association about the closing

hour, three o'clock p. u., make the settlements complete of both tellers'

desks, seal the vaults with all bills receivable and securities; and the next

day prove by going over all bills separately, and taking each of the collateral

loans for separate examination and market value of said collateral; putting

his assistants on the individual ledgers, sending for pass books and proving

at least fifty per cent of all accounts and likewise of the general ledger

accounts, with all correspondents; including the postings of said ledger for

numerous back dates or taking all postings for the pending month. In fact,

to supervise the running of the bank for at least eight or ten days.

Banks are now having enough official general examinations of

the kind possible to be made under existing laws. While some

examiners are fully, conscientiously and ably performing their duties

there are others whose performance is too clerical in character.

Taking the best work of the best examiner as a standard, there is yet

room for useful service by certified public accountants in the super-

vision of the operation of many banks. No arbitrary plan for the

examination of all banks can be prepared. The services of outside

experts should in each case be arranged to fit the particular require-

ments of each bank, taking into account the amount and quality of

the supervision made by the bank itself.

The frequent visits that can be planned with the opportunity of

close study of the bookkeeping transactions and the verification of

many things not easily overhauled by the official examiner under

present conditions, would be of benefit to all banks excepting, per-

haps, those banks which are conducting thorough self-examinat

The visit to a bank at least once each month by a trained expert

whose mind is set upon the performance of his duties in such a

manner as to be most helpful to the clerks, officers and directors,

can scarcely fail to be of benefit to the bank.
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STATE AND FEDERAL CONTROL OF BANKS

By Andrew J. Fiamb,
President, Waukctha National Bank, Waukesha, W

It is of inestimable value to the public to have good laws regis-

banking batbeai and providing, among other things, for

examination of all banks by duly appointed competent examiners to

sec that the laws are complied with. Notwithstanding this there

is an apparently honest minority who prefer entire freedom in

their banking methods. Let us very briefly diagnose the case to

f free banking is really an open question.

It would seem that a few summarization from the best authori-

ties would suffice. John J. Knox in his *iIi>tory of American Cur-

rency" refers pointedly to the smaller losses to depositors in states

ng good banking laws, as against states without such laws.

I lis references referred to the days when free banking pn
I have been engaged in the banking business for nearly fifty years.

and the calamitous results to the people in the wildcat days of a

free banking system were so impressive that death alone can oblit-

erate their abominations from my mind. The history of banking in

all nations is full of facts which seem to cry out for laws requiring

Mgent examinations.

It ii well known to all students that previous to 1900 moat of

the states had either no laws or indifferent ones regulating

banks. Some states, especially some among the older eastern

have long had good laws ; and, in those states, the losses to deposi-

have been proportionately much smaller than in the other states

with lax laws or no laws at all.

Results 1863 to 1896

A compilation of the general results of the examination and

regulation of banks in the United States is found in the 1896 report

of the Comptroller of the Currency, which compares results tinder

the national banking system with those under the several state

banking From 1863 to 1896, 330 national banks and 1.234
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state banks failed in the Unit The claims filed, dividend!

paid to depo- 1 amounts unpaid, were as follows:

Claims filed.
cent Still due to

paid depositors. creditors.

63 B $35,556,026

45 4/10 120,541,262

National banks $98..

State banks 220,629,088

A- farther dividends were afterward- paid by banks HOi entirely

omptrolkr Ridgely, in 1903, referring to the above

report, made this significant comment; "It will be seen that while

only six and one-half per cent of national banks in existence failed

during this time, seventeen and six-tenths per cent of the other

banks in existence failed. And while the national banks which had

failed up to 1896 (and were entirely closed) paid seventy-five per

cent in dividends, the state and other banks paid onlx forty-five

Comptroller Murray, in summing up his report for 1909, as to

national banks and Bradstreet's report as to state banks from 1863

to 1909, states that 508 national as against 2,014 state banks failed

The percentage of total failures of national banks, 6.5 per cent up

to 1896, was reduced to 5.04 per cent in 1909. The per ce;

the State hank failures was not stated, but his figures clearly indicate

an increase over those up to 1896. Comptroller Murray's

report also shows an increased total percentage paid to depositors

of national banks, which indicates greater efficiency in the juri

tion of the comptroller's office and more conservatism on the part of

bankers.

World Comparisons

Supervision of banks, state or national, is very limited in the

other progressive nations of the earth. However, the world's bank

failures and losses to depositors show conclusively that the national

banking system of the United States has proved to be the safest for

depositors. Its only material defect is its inelastic methods of issuing

currency. Some good men still hold up as better models for us to

follow the old state banks of Indiana, Louisiana and others which,

although they proved safe, died a natural death largely because of

over rigid regulations, under which progress was stifled instead of

encouraged. This fact may readily be shown.
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MtaM
ill appli >r loan* above $500 a majority rote of fire-

it Uiard was necessary, and the vote had to be entered

on the minutes, with the name* of the directors voting. Directors

were individually liahle for losses resulting from infraction of the

unless the y had VOted against the same and caused their vote 10

Mtered on the minutes, and had notified the governor of the state

ich infra -thwith. and had published their dissent in Ik*

absent director was deemed to have con-

>n of the board, unless he should make his dissent

known in like manner within six months.

Louisiana Hank Act of 1842

First. One-third of all liabilities must be in spec

Second. The other two-thirds in not over ninety-day paper.

Third. All commercial paper to be paid at maturity and if not

paid, or if an extension were asked for, the account of the forty to

dosed and his name sent to the other banks as a delinquent.

With such 1 u methods our present progress would be

ed. To require to-day for all banks in the United States $jV»
per cent of all liabilities in coin, as against individual deposits

14,000 millions of doll aid lock up 4,600 millions of

whereas banks now hold about 1,100 millions of

rcic.

The free coinage of silver is out of the question, and the world's

stock of gold is in active demand. Where would the gold

from to carry out the provisions of the Louisiana bank act ?

European Experiences

Owing undoubtedly to a single bank of issue in each

ling like a great water reservoir to quench a general

tion, the banks generally there hold about one-half the coin

held by the banks in the United States ; yet the institutions of Europe

not suspended cash payments for fifty years, as we did to our

great dishonor in 1907 and not quite so generally in 1873 n** l^93-

To provide a currency system which will prevent suspension of cash

ents by banks generally in the United States, and which will

to prevent calamitous results therefrom, is the paramount ques-

tion for us to solve; but. in Europe, the failure to adequately regu-

<6r,
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late banks by law and properly to supervise them by comj><

authority has thrown an unnecessary burden upon stockholder

depositors of banks during the past fifty years. This ifl well illus-

trated by the City of Glasgow Bank.

Glasgow Failure

The City of Glasgow Bank with 131 branches, under freedom

of banking, failed in 1878 for $70,000,000. Its losses were $35,-

000,000, which sum is about equal to the total losses to all the

depositors of the vast regulated national banking system of the

United States from its inception in 1863 to the present date. Thai

loss was shouldered by the large list of stockholders of the Glasgow

bank, under the then "unlimited liability act." This act cost one

stockholder, holding but £1,000 of stock, his whole fortune of

£1,000,000. The American Encyclopedia says "because of the wide-

spread holdings of the stock of the bank, the failure amounted to

almost a national disaster." This failure seems to show that it is

sometimes better, as under our independent banking system, "to

hang separately than to hang together" under the branch banking

system.

The "unlimited liability" act has in consequence of the terrible

results been suspended, and now holds good only in voluntary cases.

To avoid unlimited liability, the word "limited" must follow any

corporate name. I might cite other calamitous conditions which

occurred in 1836, 1847, 1857, 1866, 1878, and 1890, in Great Britain,

and the failure of "The Credit Mobilier" in France; but it seems

superfluous. I have no doubt that such distressful conditions would

have been greatly ameliorated if good laws and examinations had

been in force.

In view of the fact that most of the states, up to ten years ago,

permitted entire freedom in banking methods, it is cause for con-

gratulation that great progress in regulation has been made in many

states. This fact is clearly shown in the late report of a special

committee on banking in Wisconsin. The report shows that state

laws require that

(1) Directors must examine banks in twenty-one states.

(2) There is special bank supervision in thirty-five states.

(3) Some state or other official shall examine banks in thir-

teen states.

(696)
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I rqx>rt states that 1. cry state in the United States

has some kind of laws regulating the banking business, and.

many of the state banks are subjected to examinations. Our
i caused many bank suspensions in 1907;

because of the marked improvement in banking laws, and in

most of the suspensions were temporary. The losses

to depositors also were far less than in the past under free banking.

lite i';ut that more than one hundred millions of dollars was locked

in 1907, in suspended banks in New York State, and that not a

doUai a depositor, is evidence that now
has good banking laws. Some state laws are still too lax, and all

should be so modified M ly with the best laws regulating

eastern savings banks and trust companies. The state banks doing

largely a commet nest should be compelled to follow closely

the requirements of our most beneficent national bank act The
a good model for state banks, as not a dollar has

been lost to a depositor since the law was enacted about six years

ago. This law is modeled largely upon the national bank act; but

al as to the percentage of loans to any person or firm.

g probably to excellent supervision, has pro-

duced no ill result my mind, however, the national law is the

better of the two.

It is the clear duty of the legislators of Europe to the people as

a whole to regulate reasonably the great banking systems there, that

losses to innocent depositors may be limited to the lowest point

compatible with the fact that perfection is impossible and that the

millenium will never be attained on earth.

The meat of the whole matter lies in passing good banking laws

and enforcing them by strict examinations, in dosing up the

insolvent banks and not allowing them to dissipate good assets for

ter becoming insolvent under incompetent or dishonest mis-

iscment. The banking power of the United States is about

two-thirds that of the rest of the world. We should give the

\e million depositors having 14.000 millions of dollars on

deposit—both growing constantly—all the protection wholesoma

can give. By limiting bank failures, panic conditions and gen*

oral commercial distress will be ameliorated. Good banks generally

court investigation, and the people should insist on rigid control of

all banks for the purpose of weeding out those which are insolvent

(toff)
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Alston, L. l.ducation and Citizenship fa Indus Pp ix. a. fug.
Longman*. Green & Co., 191a

Batch, E. a Our Slavic Fellow Citizens. Pp. xix. ejn, Price. $2.50. New
York: Charities Publication Committee, 191a

Crosby, O. T. Strikes. Pp. vi. 302. Price. $1 2$ New York: C P. Put-

nam's Sons, 191a

The author aims to deal with labor problems in an impartial manner After

anal> U forms of strikes, the author insists that strikes arc only

<<1 in the case of corporations with large earnings apparently over-

looking the fact that corporation accounting is an art as well as a science.

The philosophy underlying the book is that of a contented man.

should occur only when arbitration has been found to be impossible; a

unions should hold their leaders to a policy of wise and consenrat

The desire of the author is the commendable one of trying to convince

employers and empolyees of the wisdom of more deliberate and
1 in dealing with labor disputes.

Davis. C. a The Philosophy of Life. Pp. 12B. Price. $t 00 Chicago: D. D.

I'uhlshing Company, 191a

The world is still earnestly scoring an effective life philosophy an

has made one more attempt to supply the deficiency. It is both unusua

encouraging to read from the pen of a doctor of medicine such cordial

mcudations of New Thought The author presents nothing unusual in his

book but restates in a brief and popular way the principle* arising out of the

concept that civilization consists in an evolution from the physical to the

psychic and that while it is at present impossible to eliminate the physical.

leal end of existence is psychic.

Dawbarn, C. Y. C. The Social Contract Pp Price. $t 15 New
k : Longmans, Green & Co., 191a

Dewe. J. A. I^chology of Politics and History. Pp 369 Price. 5

New York: Longmans, Green ft Co., 191a

There is no well worked out plan in this book. The claims are in torn tot

small and too great It is a surprise to read that Christianity was taw eon

sistent foe of slavery and class distinctions; that as Christianity

find everywhere rising the peasant proprietor :

H
that

brought about "the partnership of capital and labor;- that local

and all free government are due to Christianity, and that the
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be "an independent spiritual power" "capable of restraining the actions of

government." On the other hand the author gives no intimation that the

Church has had any influence in the development of our ideas of »

cignty ami there is not a line to show its influence on our constiti :

development through Calvinism. These comments on the discussion of the

influence of the Church upon the state show the character of the work. It

in uncritical, unsystematic and inaccurate.

Dock, Lavinia L. Hygiene and Morality. Pp. v, 200. Price, $1.25. New
York: (i. P. Putnam's Sons, 1910.

For years the problem of social disease has been whispered about in dark

places; the time has apparently come when it will be cried out from the

house tops. "Hygiene and Morality" is a painstaking discussion of vet

disease as a social problem. The author, a nurse by profession, has based

her work on thorough study, but has nevertheless succeeded in presenting

her material in a form easily accessible to the lay mind. The first part of

the book deals with the medical aspects of venereal disease, the second with

prostitution as the chief means of spreading and perpetuating venereal disease,

and the third part with the methods of prevention. Publicly licensed pi

tutions is described as a menace while at the same time ineffective as a socia

reform. The true remedy lies in a thorough-going education in sex morality

and hygiene beginning in the home and continued through the elementary

and secondary schools. The book stands alone in filling a long- felt need and

should commend itself to the attention of parents and educational autln

j where.

Ficklen, J. R. History of Reconstruction in Louisiana. Pp. lx, 234. Balti-

more: Johns Hopkins Press, 1910.

Pierce Butler of Tulane University states that "For more than a decade

before his death Professor Ficklen had been carefully collecting and difc'

the materials for a history of the reconstruction period in Louisiana."

fessor Ficklen performed his task well. It is clear and concise in statement

without the color of partisanship, although the author in his preface

that he does not expect nor wish to produce a "colorless narrative. In <

chapters he discusses: Ante-Bellum History in Louisiana, Butler's Adminis-

tration, Bank's Administration—1862—Reconstruction under the Presdential

Plan, The Convention of 1864, Government during the War, Reconstrr

in Louisiana under President Johnson, the So-called Riot of July 30, 1866,

The Reconstruction Acts, 1866, 1867, Restoration of Louisiana to the I

Party Organization, Massacre of 1868, and the Presidential Flections. The

references in the footnotes are voluminous and comprehensive.

Greene, M. Louise. Among School Gardens. Pp. xv, 388. Price, $125.

New York: Charities Publication Committee, 1910.

The primary object of the book is a discussion of the place of gardening in

a school curriculum. The author describes in detail the evolution of the

school garden, the various kinds of gardens, the cost of equipment, planning

and planting, care of the garden and the harvesting of crops. She

includes an excellent chapter on soil fertility. While the book is of peculiar

(700)
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value to those interested in school gardens, it

(or any amateur gardener, lor the discussions ol

the material which they contain is the beat, and the

are excellent. The work it thorough and painstaking*

itself to the careful consideration of school authorities

Hamilton, John J. fkt Iwthronement of the Ctty Bon. Pp 265. Price.

$1 xx New York : Funk and Wagnails Company, 191a

uclincss assures this book a wide rending. It

of the benefits of commission government by one familiar with tea

in Des Moines, a discussion of the modification* in force in other American

I and a set of valuable appendices of documents showing the forma of

charters used in the recent advanced provisions adopted ai

of the courts as to the constitutionality of the "plan.** The
primarily with I Us Moines Mr Hamilton is an enthusiast It most be

admitted that his arguments occasionally prompt the reader to think that he

looks upon commission government as a panacea which will destroy partisan-

ship, make city elections turn on issues and in general prepare the immtftptl

millennium.

Hazen, C. D. Bar re since 1815. Pp. xxv, 8ja Price, $^oa New York:

Henry Holt & Co., 1910

Hlck», R. D. Stoic and Epicurean. Pp. xix, 412. Price. $1.50 New York:

Charles Scribner's Sons, 191a

The literature of general philosophy, is much to be enriched by the

of srfckfl this volume is the first to appear. There is no

all that is known about the schools treated but the emphasis is placed

the characteristic contributions made by each. Mr. Hicks brings out

contrasts and even more interesting similarities between the two

ently antagonistic schools which he discusses. Both sought the bum goal,

both emphasized practice rather than theory, both were reactions against a

too refined intellectualism. Their vogue was assured by the events wh»ch

placed Rome rather than Greece as the leader of the world. Mr Hicks has

relied mainly on the sources, and remembering the scantiness of the

it must be said that he has been able to piece together a

exp \n excellent chronological table and a select

appended.

Irvine, A. From the Bottom Up. Pp. x. 304. Price. $1 50. New York:

Doubleday, Page & Co., t9ta

From the moment when Alexander Irvine begins life in a dilapidated mod-
floor Irish cabin until he steps into the Church of the Ascension in New

as a lay reader, his story is full of the moat compelling interest. Mr.

Irvii >m. As his family was poor, so were his

and from earliest youth he sold papers, ran errands and

family income as he could. Later as a soldier, labor

writer, preacher, lecturer and author, he has gradually developed the

of Irish humor and native intellect which have proven so great aa asset In

his work.

(TOO
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The autobiogr oil written. The incidents ol bil life are told

concisely and in a most impressive manner The whole story would seem

to be an indictment of freedom and liberty 11 found in America bo day. From
the book it would appear that Mr. Irvine has been driven from the Church,

because he believed and said that he believed in the application of the

theory of human brotherhood to American life. His story is certainly the

<tory of a brave man. inspiring to a degree and full of hope for the coming

generation.

Jenkt, J. W. Governmental Action for Social Welfare. Pp. xvi, 226. Price,

$1.00. New York: Macmillan Company, 1910.

Johnson, R. The Story of the Constitution of the United States. Pp. 284.

Price, $1.00. New York: Wessels and Bissell Company, 1910.

About one-third of this volume is composed of quotations or summary of

historical documents. About one-sixth is an appendix. The remaining pages

are given to a narrative based entirely on secondary sources. The statement

of fact is clear and general! but in arrangement of material much
improvement could be made. The discussion of the sources of the constitu-

tion, for example, is placed just before the conclusion. In matters of criti-

cism, however, Mr. Johnson shows lack of familiarity with political philosophy

and with the actual workings of government. Most of us would probably

dissent when it is declared that "the veto power is a remnant of IringTj

rogative for which there is no logical excuse in a republic," but whatever the

opinion on this point there is even less room for doubt when we see it de-

clared that "the truth is for every instance in which our . . . exec

have used the veto wisely, there are a dozen in which it has been wielded

honestly."

Johnston, A. History of American Politics. Pp. xiv, 445. Price, 90 cents.

New York: Henry Holt & Co., 1910.

A new edition of Johnston's "History of American Politics" has just appeared

and brings this invaluable summary of our national policy up to March 4.

1909. The impartiality and succinct statement which have always char

ized this little book are still its chief features, and Professor Daniels who
has continued the compilation, is to be congratulated upon his success in

keeping up that high standard which has rendered the booklet well nigh

indispensable in its field.

Lafargue, Paul. Evolution of Property. Pp. 160. Chicago: Charles H.

Kerr & Co., 1910.

Writing in a concise, popular vein, Paul Lafargue has most effectively

presented his concept of the evolution of property from primitive com-

munism through family collectivism and feudal property to modern capi-

talism. He shows conclusively that capitalism is a new concept and that

capitalistic property as such has been a reality only during the nineteenth

century. While some of the statements in the book are extreme, and ill-

considered, no more interesting and attractive statement of the subject could

be desired
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Lloyd, H. D. Ment ike H'orkeu Pp vm, jfla Price, ft y> New York
Doublcday, Page ft Co.. 1909

"The worktngmcn are often wrong, but theirs it always
Such it the simple judgment of the ethics of the tnduetri

runs through this collection of addreases made by Mr. Uoyd at

from 1889 to 190J. Those who knew the author will not

find here the calm statement of scientific fact, but rather the

pleading of the advocate whose heart is in his cause' The book
has almost no value to the student who merely collr .0 worth it to

him who would understand the ideals of the labor movement aa act forth

by one of its most clear-sighted leaders Declamation and rhetoric m large

measure there is indeed, but animated throughout by unwavering faith m
the ultimate reasonableness of the workingman and the justice of hit CttsfC

The speech at the Debs reception in 1895 and the

racitc Coal Strike Commission in 190J are among the

addresses in the volume.

MacCllntock, *. Aliens under the Federal Laws of ike United States.

108. Price. 40 cents. Chicago: Northwestern University Law
Association, 1009.

An excellent legal study of the federal legislation touching llicnagr. citixrn

ship, patents, trademarks, copyrights, public lands, real estate in the UftitOfka
and the rights of resident aliens.

MacLcan, Annie Marion. Wage-Earning Women. Pp. xv, aos. Price. $1.1*

York: Macmillan Company, 191a

The Young Women's Christian Association, in furtherance of its work.

maintained for some time a group of investigators who were engaged in a

study of women's work, and twenty-nine of whom secured the material for

the present volume. Many interesting facta are presented, some valuable

tics are given and several striking word pictures of women at work

are presented. Like most compilations, the present work is not rocrclattd

:s there any uniformity in the conclusions reached. Such of the work

as is devoted to conclusions and remedies reminds the reader of a ulimtin

Mich as the settler caught in the grip of a forest fire might raise to a

half mythical god. The philosophy of the book, where philosophy exists,

is fatalistic and hopeless, because the remedies dealt with, which are wholly

superficial, entirely miss the main point in the problem of women at work.

namely, that it is the hiRh speed and long hoars of modern working women
which create and maintain the conditions against which the Young Women's

itian Association makes this most ineffective protest.

Macphail, Andrew. fTmji M Faltaty. Pp. vi. 159. Price. $tM New York

Longmans, Green ft Co.. 1910.

Mr Macphail has here endeavored to explain and critkiie the fallacy of

modern ideas concerning women, education, and Useology. Hla plea b
essentially against formalism, without the inspiration which gives it life.

There are. however, curious discrepancies to be found in the

The bitterest of sarcasm and acorn are heaped upon the
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woman. "Self reliance," he says, "is the most deadly gift which the females

of this race can possess," and to this quality he ascribes the tremendous

increase in the divorce rate. The women of Turkey, he claims, are in a far

more enviable position. Yet he proceeds in his supplement to defend the

psychology of the suffragette. Modern technical education calls forth his

denunciation, while the mere existence of a theology is held to involve

a fallacy destructive of the real religion underlying it. The author's style

is good, his reasoning is either exceedingly involved or else incoherent, and

the result of his efforts is a book unworthy of serious consideration.

Marriott, J. A. R. Second Chambers; An Inductive Study in Political

Science. Pp. viii, 312. Price, $1.75. New York: Oxford University

Press, 191a

Mr. Marriott publishes this fragment of a larger work in the hope that it

may aid in the solving of the great political problem now before the English

people. The authorities used are almost exclusively secondary and in the

case of the United States at least, there is a decided reliance on classical

rather than contemporary discussions. Needless to say the stately phi

of the Federalist are often hardly descriptive of the present day senate. The

comparative discussion is, however, in general well done. Of course there

is no field of politics where absolute accuracy is so hard to obtain as in dis-

cussions in comparative government. Thus it need not surprise us to learn

that the two-thirds vote of the senate is necessary in appointments, nor that

"elections to the state legislatures are made largely, if not primarily, with a

view to the election of federal senators." The book is not exhaustive but

gives a generally fair view of the chief second chambers of the world in a

convenient compass.

McPherson, L. G. Transportation in Europe. Pp. iv, 285. Price, $1.50. New
York ; Henry Holt & Co., 1910.

Miller, T. 8. The American Cotton System. Pp. xi, 294. Price, $1.50.

Austin, Tex. : Austin Printing Company, 1009.

Mundy, F. W. The Earning Power of Railroads, 1010. Pp. 461. Price,

$2.00. New York: J. H. Oliphant & Co., 1910.

The 1910 edition of Mundy's Earning Power of Railroads is larger than its

predecessors, but it follows the same plan of treatment. The changes in

the form of the Interstate Commerce Commission's statistics of railroads,

and the more detailed requirements of the commission as to railway ace

have somewhat altered Mr. Mundy's little book, but, "as a whole, the integrity

of the discussion on the analysis of railroad reports will remain virtually

without change."

Muntterberg, Hugo. American Problems. Pp. 220. Price, $1.60. New
York: Moffatt, Yard & Co., 1910.

Professor Munsterberg has brought together in book form eleven essays

previously published in magazines. The essays bear slight relation to each

other and some of them have little connection with American problems.

Each paper is written in Professor Munsterberg's characteristic style, which
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if often more brilliant than convincing. The papers rontlinsd in the

are The Fear of The Choice of a Vocation; Ine
Scholarship; Prohibition and Temperance; The Intemperance c
My Friends, the Spiritualists; The Market and Psychology;

Bookstores ; and The World Language.

The two papers upon Prohibition and

of Women have provoked much eon* roversional

c weakest of the eleven contained in the volume. The
loice of a Vocation and Books and Bookstores is particularly

ic two essays upon those subjects arc possibly the best

Mysrs, a History of the Great American Fortunes. Vol. III. Pp 4»i
c, $1.50. Chicago: Charles H. Kerr & Co. 191a

In this volume the author concludes his study of the Gould fortune, and in

addition presents material, much of which is now published for the first

dealing with other great railroad fortunes, such as those of Blair.

Hopkins, Stanford, Elkins, Sage, Huntington. Morgan and others. This

volume, like the two which have preceded it is strongly —'"Wttfr in its

presentation of matters discussed, is bitter in tone, and lacks scholarly finish.

Paddock, W. Fruit Crowing in Arid Regions. Pp xx. jo$. Price, $1.50

New York. Macmillan Company, 191a

Paase, C. 8. Freight Transportation on Trolley Lines. Pp. 6a. Price, fino.

New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1900.

Seager, H. R. Social Insurance: A Program of Social Reform. Pp. \

Price, $1.00. New York: Macmillan Company, 191a

The Statesman's Year-Book. Pp. civ. 1404. Price, $j.oa New York: Mac-
millan Company, 1910.

The Statesman's Year-Book becomes increasingly indispensable year by year.

The edition for 1910 contains numerous changes and additions. As
in the preface, "Various events during the

important changes, not the least of them being the lamented death of His

Majesty, King Edward VII, and the accession of King George V.** In this

volume occurs for the first time an account of the union of South Africa;

this volume also contains the map of the new federal district and capital

c Commonwealth of Australia: special attention is also given to the

Belgian Congo, the account being accompanied by a map showing the devel-

opment of the Conga It is but a comparatively few years since the Stains-

man's Year-Book began giving very much space to the United States. Now.
however. Part II of the book, including pages 351 to 562. is

account of the United States and of each of the

tories. This makes the volume almost as useful to Americans as to

Tenement House Administration. Pp. 175. Price, 50 cents. New York:

Bureau of Municipal Research, 1900,

In 1906 a study of the violations of the New York

taken to determine to what extent the law was
extent no action was taken by the law department in those

<7<
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it> attention. I hi- report details tlu- -tops taken to locate and to solve the

problems of enforcing the provisions of the statute.

Wetklnt, E. Shifters and Carriers of Interstate Freight. Pp. 578. Chicago:

T. H. Flood & Co.. 1909.

The laws of the United States and the States to 1909 upon transportation

are very well annotated and summarized by Mr. Watkins. His treatment

is systematic and concise, and the volume is one that busy lawyers will find

I difficult task to deal with the laws of interstate freight in I

single volume, and the author is to be congratulated upon his success. The
many changes in the law of railway regulation, made by the Mann-Klkins

Act of 1910, necessitate a prompt revision of Mr. Watkms' treatise. When
the volume is amended and enlarged to cover the legislation of 1910, it will

doubtless be a standard text for some years to come.

Weeden, William B. Early Rhode Island. Pp. x, 381. Price, $2.50. New
York: Grafton Press, 191a

The s'.ory of the early settlement of Rhode Island resolves itself naturally

into an account of the settlement of its constituent parts. These were (1)

Providence, not the city, but the colony or town of Providence, including

what is now the city and most of the county of Providence, settled by Roger

Williams and his associates in 1636. (2) Rhode Island proper, 1. e., the

island of Newport or Aquidueck, settled in 1637 and 1638. (3) The Narra-

gansett country, now Washington county, familiarly known as South county,

the home of the Narragansett Indians on the west side of Narragansett Bay

and extending to the Connecticut settlement. (4) The eastern strip, includ-

ing Little Compton, Bristol, part of Pawtucket and the Attlcboro Gor

called, all formerly a part of Plymouth Colony. Mr. Weeden treats instruc-

tively and entertainingly of the first three settlements. He has gone to the

early town records and the recorded inventories and the settlements in the

probate courts of the estates of the early settlers, paying particular attention

to the books of these settlers as set forth in these inventories, extracting

from the whole accurate information of the first historical value.

It is to be regretted that this valuable study of the social condition of

early Rhode Island should be marred by signs of hurried compilation. There

are occasional repetitions, lapses in style and incomplete sentences that sug-

gest rather the scholars' note book than the historian's finished production.

The proof reading is also deficient.

Weigall, A. E. P. A Guide to the Antiquities of Upper Egypt. Pp. xxiii,

594. Price, $250. New York: Macmillan Company, 1910.

Wilbur, Mary A. Every-Day Business for Women. Pp. xiii, 276. Price,

$1.25. Boston : Houghton, Mifflin Company, 1910.

Williams, N. B. The American Post Office. Pp. 49. Washington: Govern-

ment Printing Office, 1910.

This document contains a scholarly discussion of the history and develop-

ment of the American post-office. The author closes with a plea for "the

restoration of the constitutional American post-office to the lines of its

(706)
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founders and as conducted during the early history of this country~a
benefice** monopoly, honestly conducted to the comfort and profit .

whole people." This he maintains requires a cessation of surrendering "any
of the right* powers, or obligations of the postomce to the express or to

any other tru* The post-omce belong, to the people; they may do
*ith what they will."

Williams, 8. C. The Economics of Railway Trantfort Pp. a. joft. Price,

cw York: Macmillan Company. 1009.

Mr. Williams has attempted in a small book to explain the

connected srkh railway operation and to discuss the

rate making. The subject was too large for a single book and the

particularly of the problems of construction and operation, is so

as to be practically valueless. Moreover, the author has often mistaken

for ideas and has wasted space. The following paragraph which
the chapter upon the analysis of operation will indicate the character of the

treatment

:

"The gauge of a line and the dimensions of the carriages and stows

what may be called the physical capacity of the line U determined by
derations of construction and equipment. But the dimensions are of no

interest or significance in themselves but only when the wagons fulfil their

destiny by being moved from one place to another. The wagon-load is

fore a most important unit. And since wagons must be hauled by

in trains, the number of wagons in a train is also of

for this number, multiplied by the a\erage capacity, gives the capacity of the

Railway rolling stock, however, is not exhausted by one journey, but

is u*cd for many journeys in cither direction The nature of the

journey is therefore a matter of interest. And the rapidity of the

in l*>th directions, or the number made in a given time, which when also

as another multiplier gives the real working capacity of the line, is a further

matter of primary important

The analysis of the theory of rate making is clear and correct, bat it

adds little to what has previously been stated. It is an attempt to apply

Professor Marshall's economic theories to a discussion of the basts of

way rates. Strange to say. the author holds to the old idea that competitive

forces are economic while those of monopoly are something else.

Wright, C. W. Wool Crowing and the Tori*. Pp. xiii. jfa. Price. Uoo.
Boston: Houghton, Mifflin Company. 191a
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Chailley, Joseph. Administrative Problems of British India. Translated by
Win. Meyer. Pp. xv, 59a Price, $3.25. New York: Macmillan Com-
pany, 191a

Mr. Chailley's work takes rank with those of Strachey, Nisbet and Ilbert.

Though its discussions are more general than those of any of these authors

there is the same broad viewpoint combined with scholarly criticism

The first part of the book is a review of the racial, social, economic and

political conditions of the empire. The great sub-continent is beginning to

be affected by other civilizations. Interprovincial migrations are affecting.

slowly but surely, the uneven distribution of population. Hindus are a
ing the Burmans, child marriages though still prevalent arc not in as high

favor as formerly, religions are beginning to break up. Caste imposes a less

rigorous rule than formerly, the land law is feeling the pressure of modern
conditions—in fact throughout the whole nation new forces are bringing

new ideals and new social adjustments. It is interesting to note the opinion

of the author—an outsider—as to the character of the political unrest. He
believes that the movement is as yet confined to "arm chair politicians,"

erratic and not capable of formulating much less executing a plan of national

reorganization. It is a party of privilege, undemocratic and caste bound.

On the other hand the English government is to be criticized for its lack of

sympathy. It waits till it must grant reforms rather than initiate them.

The credit for improvement thus passes to the radicals.

After this general review the author discusses the English adminis-

trative policy. He has unstinted praise for the English efforts to develop

the resources of the country and feels that the policy of sustaining the

princelings in the native states, was in general justified. There can, however,

be no excuse for the lack of accountability allowed in the naive states,

especially in financial affairs. English improvements in law making and the

courts are the greatest monument to the efficiency of English colonial admin-

istration. An historical review is given showing the efforts made to intro-

duce under English control a system of personal law such as was used by

the Mohammedans. With the manifest failure of this plan the "government

regulations" were introduced which have grown into the system of territorial

law now embraced in the various codes. The principle of this legislation

has been "uniformity when possible, variety when this is necessary, but in

any case certainty." Elasticity has thus been kept—a prime essential in any

progressive or varied civilization.

English education in India is subjected to a lengthy criticism. The train-

ing has been too academic Even the so-called universities have given only

mediocre instruction. Primary education has until recently been neglected

and there is practically no training offered for women. The concluding

chapters are given to a discussion of the natives' share in administration. It

is shown that the natives have a monopoly of the lower offices, and under

Morley and Minto have held some positions in the government itself both in
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Calcutta and London. This foreshadow* what the
an increasing practice

University of Wisconsin.

Clark, John W. Standards of Reasonableness m Ucmi Freight Dismmms
Uons. Pp. 155. Price. $1 j$ New York: Columbia L'niscrsity. 191a

Clark states that the fundamental purpose of this book was "to
from scientific and popular di»cussions alike the t snout idea* as to
constitutes reasonableness ss between different localities in the
of freight rates, and to reduce them by analysis to that

many of them so sadly lack." It was the author's hope that this ought
the public to a clearer conception of what reasonableness in freight

really is, but he states that had he "realized from the start the full

of the problem he was approaching, it is probable be would have

Every student of transportation will be glad that Dr. Clark did
turn aside from his sttempt to analyze and explain the standards of

ablcness in freight rate discriminations. The monograph shows the

to have a thorough grasp of economic literature and to have
German and French as well as the English authorities dealing with the sub-

ject of the theory of freight rates. The author's final word is Chat

tificaily constructed distance tariffs are being tried in the United
which justify the prediction that they have here a useful future before

The factors other than distance to be given weight in determining the

reasonableness of freight rates sre carefully considered by Dr. Clark, and
he favors distance tariffs "flexible enough in use to allow for all

necessary considerations." The author's general conclusions are

as his reasoning is clear and suggestive.

Eatosnr R. Joan tost.

University of Pennsylvania.

Cole, William M. The American Hofe Pp. xii. »» Price. $190 New
York: D. Appleton ft Co., 1910

The fundamental ground of American hope is the prevailing idea lises of

American character." This first sentence of the first chapter is the key to

the book. In the introduction the author disclaims any attempt to solve

specific problems, but seeks rather an acceptable philosophy which anasrite

all the problems of American life. This he finds in the fact that even m
what seems to be our gross materialisms men glory in busman quantise of

achievement rather than in tangible things. He denies absolutely the freedom

of the will snd the doctrine of moral responsibility m the orthodox sense

and conditions choice upon the point of view st the moment when choice b
(709)
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made. He thus lays a heavy burden upon society in the matter of the

proper education for citizenship. This is the strong and optimistic argument

of the book. The chapter on The Marriage Tie is visionary, but in such

chapters as The Training of Powers, The Will of the Community, Economic

Freedom and The Training for Life, the doctrine of social responsibility

is developed in an interesting and cmnincing manner.

It is refreshing in the midst of so many treatises purely scient

read one consistently philosophical. Its message is helpful.

J. P. LlCHTENBEEGER,

University of Pennsylvania

Dawbarn, C. Y. C. Liberty and Progress. Pp. xvi, 339 Price, $3.00. New
York: Longmans, Green & Co., 1909.

This book would more appropriately bear date 1859 than 1909. The author's

state of mind may be inferred from his statement concerning Bentham, his

chief authority, "As the father of modern thought and liberty, it seemed sacri-

lege to give his views in any words but his own." Other references are

chiefly to Professor Fawcett and General Walker. Apparently the economic

world has not moved in twenty-five years.

On its theoretical side the book is an exposition of such parts of classical

English economics as interest Mr. Dawbarn. The wage fund he wisely

throws overboard. The theory of rent he dismisses in a page, because land

rent forsooth is of small and lessening importance in English life. But

the classical doctrines of capital and population are uncompromisingly set

forth. The rich owe their wealth solely to thrift, and aside from the slight

enjoyment they get out of it, most of its benefits go to the poor, who have

either themselves or their parents to blame for their poverty. Let them but

save their three pence a day beer money, and in three generations they will

have £20,000. As regards the poor, Mr. Dawbarn is a thoroughgoing Mal-

thusian, and he makes Malthusianism responsible for most of their woes.

Individualism he defines as payment for services rendered, and he is

of the opinion that a century of individualism has not brought us appre-

ciably nearer the abolition of poverty. That is the fault of the poor them-

selves, however, and the remedy is more, not less individualism. Let society

do nothing for anyone except in return for services rendered. Do not make

life easier for the poor, for they will only multiply and thereby increase

pour difficulty. Increase the security of property, lay no new and wicked

taxes, encourage the wealthy to accumulate as much capital as possible,

in order that competition may bring down the rate of interest. Such i< Mr
Dawbarn's recipe for social improvement. Perhaps liberty and progress lie

in that direction, but one may be pardoned some doubts. Be that as it may.

the book presents a clear-cut ultra-individualistic point of view, and the

author does not shrink from the logic of his own position.

Henry R. Mussey.

Columbia University
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Downey, E. H. History of Labor LeguUthon m low*. Pp. x. My !o»a

City: State Historic*! Society. 191a

Once more the Carnegie Institution hat aided in the

graph on labor leg in the lo«a
volume it well planned and ably executed. There are

of c<>n<lru».itn»n—on wages, convict labor,

labor, and employers' liability, together with a

importance on blacklisting, boycotting, employUKnt

and one on the Iowa Bureau of Labor Statistics, which (1

state % the confidence and support of

a considerable measure of co-operation from

M appendix the an: | that great gains were
legislative vc»>ion, when the period of compulsory school

lengthened, proof of age required for the issuance of a work
advanced type of employers' liability law enacted, and a
to the inadequate force of factory inspectors. These
Iowa well up with older industrial states—and all o'her

in the interest of the wage-earner during the last thirty years, are

mainly to labor organizations, with the co-operation of women's
The author takes advanced ground as to the relation of the

labor, whenever he thinks best to let his personal views appear in the narrative.

J Lvx* BAaxAJtn.

Philadelphia.

Evans, Howard. Sir Randal Crcmcr, His Life and Work*. Pp. js& Boston

Ginn & Co., 1910.

This very readable book is, as its preface informs us, "written with

purpose of telling the life-story of a man who devoted himself to

of humanity, and of giving a succinct history of one of the most notable

movements [International Arbitration] of modern times." Crczner had
intended writing an autobiography but the memoranda left at his

of a most fragmentary character. It i*. therefore, most fortunate

Evans who had been closely associated with him for thirty years was
The book tells us how Sir Randal obliged to work for his living

the age of twelve succeeded in educating himself. He quickly took a

nent part in labor organizations. He realized early the importance of

national arbitration and founded the International Arbitration League. W<
was besides a leading spirit of the Interparliamentary Union. Hb aertke*

to humanity were fittingly recognized by the award to him in 1903 of the

Peace Prize, which he generously turned over to the International

Arbitration League.

Sir Randal Cremer has deserved well of his feUowmeu and this account

I life will help to keep vividly before us the association of his name
with the great international arbitration movtznent

Euavr C Stowtlu
University of Peumsykwrnkx
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Garner, James Wilford. Introduction to Political Science. Pp. 616. I

$2.50. New York: American Book Company, 1910.

Professor Gamer gives us a uniformly excellent book. The field co

is broad, the discussion does not attempt to be exhaustive and the expo

is clear. These should be the characteristics of every book giving an intro-

duction to a branch of study. One of the most valuable features, aside from

the character of the text is the well selected bibliography which heads each

chapter, and the excellent footnote references through the work. These

cover the leading works in French, German and English. Especial emj

is, of course, placed on American discussions, those most easily available

to the student for whom the book is intended.

The subject matter covers six hundred pages, divided as follows: Pre-

liminary definitions and discussions of political science, fifty pages; charac-

teristics, origin and forms of the state, one hundred pages; forms of gov-

ernment, eighty pages; sovereignty, thirty pages; state functions, sixty pages;

citizenship, thirty pages; constitutions, thirty pages; governmental depart-

ments, one hundred and sixty pages; the electorate, thirty pages.

This enumeration shows the scope of the discussion and the emphasis

given different subjects. The space given to the phases of political science,

which are a part of the student's experience, is to be commended. Citizen-

ship, nationality, constitutions, division of the powers, the legislative, execu-

tive and judiciary, the electorate, these arc subjects which can be discussed

concretely, but are too often given summary, or purely theoretical treatment

in introductory texts. In actual importance for the student they claim the

chief place and can well be emphasized oven if thereby the study of sov-

ereignty, the true sphere of the state and kindred abstract subjects be assigned

less space and left to the student of political theory. Professor Garner has

placed college students, college professors and the general reader, much in

h ; s debt. As a college text and as a guidebook to the general literature of

political science, the book is sure to win favor.

Chester Lloyd Jones.

University of Wisconsin.

O'Donnell, F. Hugh. A History of the Irish Parliamentary Party. Two
volumes. Pp. xxi, 1002. Price, $5.00. New York: Longmans, Green

& Co., ioio.

A straightforward description of the Irish Parliamentary Party, whether

from the standpoint of a supporter of methods employed, or as viewed by

a dissenter, is sure to be welcomed by students of Irish politics. Mr.

O'Donnell's participation in the Home Rule agitation in the earlier, or Butt

period of the discussion, and his later exclusion from it, due to differences

wi'h Parnell and his following, fit him particularly for this work, and assure

him a hearing. It is inevitable that the personal element should be much
in evidence, so much. so, indeed, as at times to cloud the real issues of the

struggle. Yet it is exactly in this intimate revelation of the personal rela-
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lion* of Irish leaders that the book it ol value to

already know the general course of the agitation and iu
who are ignorant of the inner motives of men tad the

nts. The author gives his own explanation of

tion that is argumentative and logical, but which is really the tnnimofij ol

who was at times an actor and at times a witness, but alway* a partisan Hi
was decidedly opposed to the policy and methods of Parncll. and is to-day

equally opposed to the leadership of Redmond. Pirn* IJ in particular is

depicted as a man of limited intellectual power and horison. Isaac Butt

waa the great and sane leader of the party, and when that party

the principles of action prescribed by him. it entered upon a
career. A great debasing influence in Irish politics waa the

money from America, and the introduction of American
of the Tammany stamp. Home Rule has become a

a real construe: ;»!c Redmond's part in aiding the Liberal

on the House of Lords has never received the support of the Irish

and never has Ireland thought of a parliament of its own, save in

"f two houses.

I are a few of the assertions of Mr. O'Donnell. and indicate his

content attitude with the present situation of Irish politics. He is an

and attractive writer, a trifle discursive, but entertaining in matter an
two volumes contain rather a series of essays than a direct and

historical account They at least furnish new and valuable evidence on Irish

politics and on the relations of men during the period from 1870 to the

present time.

EnoLAiat D. Anaatt,

Lfland Stanford J-

Wilcox, Deloa F. Municipal Franchises. Pp. xix, 71a Price. $500 Roch-

ester: Gervaise Press, 191a

If the city is the battleground of democracy there can be no more fruitful

field of study than the conditions under which c

managed. The use of our streets involves our closest contact with

emments. Those who enjoy special privileges in our

duties at once private and public, and their relation to the people at large is

an index of the mental vigor of our citizenship. Too
are confined to fine-spun theories. Teachers and pupils

technical terms of franchises. The publication of such books as this will at

least do away with the lame excuse that the subject matter as unattainable

or beyond ihe ability of college classes. Two volumes are contemplated. The
discussions are straightforward.

Analyses are given of the modes of acquiring franchise rights, of the

value of franchises and the means of restricting public utility monopoftea
under private operation. Limitations of space confine the discussion to the

ites. After this preliminary material the dasaee of franchises are

taken up in order Descriptions of typical franchises m actual operation are

in
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given. This first volume covers electric light, telegraph, electrical signals,

electrical conduits, water supply, sewerage, central heating, refrigeration,

pneumatic tubes, oil pipelines and gas supply. This is a book excelK

every point It is theory and experience combined. Every man who would

know American city services from their physical side should have it .

Chester Lloyd Jones.

University of Wisconsin.
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IN HONOR OF THE
JAPANESE I OMMISSION REP1 [AM

MMERCE Oi J A!'

UDAY 1 Octobejc 38. 1909.

On Tin: bar 28, 1909, the Academy held a

session in honor of the Japanese Commercial Commission, repre-

Dg the Chambers of Commerce <»f Japan. The Commission

Whoae membert arc men oi hi^h standing in their country,

men. la and mercliants, visited the larger

trial and commercial cities in different parts of the United States.

The] < <1 while in this country by the Chambers of

Commerce of our Pacific Coast States. Representatives of the

United States Government also accompanied the Commission 00
1 ntire trip through the country.

The Chairman < Amission was Baron Eiichi Shibusawa,

•-lent of the Dai-ichi. Bank, Tokyo. The other members of the

Commissi. »n ami the cities from which they came were as follows:

TOKY( ).— ISi-i .! N \k

a

lent Tokyo Chamber of Cora-

mcrc \ IhnivA. Vke-Pre t Commerce

;

Sakutaro Sataki. Member of House of Representatives; Kenso
Director of Mitsui & Co.; Kamiiko | President

Tobu Railway Gompai rjUBO HoOTOtll^ Kxportcr; Ki.stzo

Rants, Broker; Rinnosuke Har\. Eagfan >au-

nosuke M\<mi>\. Trustee of Chamber of Commerce; NaraXO
I akmmji, Director of Kancgafuchi Spilling Company; Tosujiao

•it Agricultural Ass. an Iwaya. Mem-
ber of Hakuhunkan Publishing Con( UBU K \nda.

er's School; Taizo Kimagm. Physician; Takaiibo

Minami. Professor Tohoku Unh Motosado Zumoto, Pro-

ipan Mail."

\K A — Muiiio Dot, President Osaka Chamber of Com-
merce; Toki-goro Nakmi \siii. President Osaka Mercantile Steam-

ship Compan N < >t. Nfcmbcr of House of Representa-

atsumura. Assistant Mayor of Osaka; Tamen-

0)
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osuki Is i ii hashi. Member of House of Representatives; Einosuke
Iwamoto, Broker; Hkihei Sakaguchi, Silk Weaver.

KYOTO.—Jmm Nishimui ident Kyoto Chamber of

Commerce: NAHY06H] Nishi-ike. Secretary Kyoto Chamber of

Commerce.

YOKOHAMA. ent Yokohama Cham-
ber of Commerce; Kinsaku Soda, Member Chamber of Commerce;
Akira Shito. President Silk Conditioning House.

IBE.—Kojmo M \. President Kobe Chamber of

Commeree ; KuiCBJISO Taki, Maiuifaeturer of Fertilizers; Siiin-

Kkiii Tamura, Export.

NAGOYA.

—

Kinnosuke Kanno, Member Chamber of Com-
merce; Tominosuke Kadono, Yicc-I 'resident Xagoya Chamber of

Commerce; Morimatsu Ito, Banker.

At the session of the Academy at which the Commission was
received, addresses were made by four members.

Baron Shibusawa, the Chairman.

Baron Kanda, Professor in the Peer's School, Tokyo.

Mr. Midzuno, Consul-General of Japan at New York.

Mr. Zumoto, proprietor of the "Japan Mail."

The Chairman of the meeting, Professor Emory R. Johnson,

who presided because of the unavoidable absence of Professor L.

S. Rowe, President of the American Academy of Political and

Social Science, after welcoming the members of the Commission,

in the name of the Academy, and pointing out the significance of

their visit, said

:

During the last ten years we have heard much about the

awakening of the Far East. There is every indication that the

time has now arrived for another awakening, namely, the awaken-

ing of the West to this stirring of the East. I know of nothing

that can contribute so much to this purpose as the visit of this dis-

tinguished group of statesmen, educators, merchants and jour-

nalists of Japan. It is the kind of an embassy of which Japan and

the United States may well be proud. The personal ties I

formed will mean much to the future relations between the two

countries, for it is the lack of such personal relations that gi

rise to misuderstandings and misconceptions and leads to the per-

petuation of prejudices.
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Our welcome to the members of the Commission is coupled

with a keen apprcciat ice which they are doing

id bringing bom the signinc.i Japan. The

people o! the United Igfl quite a% tmich to learn from

Conn .is its iiu-mUrs haw t.. lr.m> ham tiv \ nation that

has accomplished so much as has Japan during the p.. car*

' possess a ci n and a culture which all nations may well

of the
|

<ls of western nations at the present

is a better understanding oi the eastern countries and peoples.

Nothing can COOtribal than this to the progress of the world

in peace and international ui..



Till-: JAPANESE COMMERCIAL COMMISSION

I'.v Baron Eiichi Shxbu&awa,
Chairman Commit tenting Chambers of Commerce of Japan,

President Dai K hi Hank, Tokyo.

Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen: Yon have done me a

: honor by inviting me to address a distinguished and intelli-

gent audience like this. A relic of an old and defunct system of

education, I hardly feel myself qualified t<> address a learned

audience such as I am now facing. I, therefore, feel the honor

all the more.

I Irish, in the first place, to say a word about the origin of the

present visit of the Japanese Commercial Commission. With a

view to a better and closer understanding of each other, and to the

promotion of neighborly relations between the two nations, the

Chambers of Commerce of Tokyo, Osaka, Kyoto, Yokohama and

Kobe last year invited your Pacific Coast chambers of comn
to send over a commission to Japan. The invitation was accepted,

and a representative body of business nun from the Pacific Coast

paid us a visit about the same time that your fleet visited US, also

at our invitation. Pleased with the welcome their represent,

met with in Japan, the chambers of commerce in the Pacific Coast

States invited us this year, and the result is that we are now touring

through this country as their guests.

Japan, as you know, was first introduced to the Western world

by Commodore Perry, a little over half a century ago. Until that

time Japan had followed a policy of seclusion which had

forced upon her by a train of events which it would he impos

for me to narrate within the time at my disposal. I shall content

myself with saying that that policy of seclusion was quite foreign

to the spirit of the Japanese people and that its adoption

against their will.

It was fortunate for Japan and America that our introdu

to the ways of the Occidental world was performed by men of

liberal sympathy and breadth of view, like ( «»mmodore Perry and

Townsend Harris. Were it not for the patient and considerate

(6)
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manner in which th- tc task wis undertaken by those dis-

tinguished men, it might not have been possible to effect the opening

ipan without bloodshed. It is. therefore, only natural that the

• t these men in cherished with a feeling of deep gratitude

by all intelligent Japanese.

Inaugurated under these an picious circumstances, the friendly

: States and Japan have since been

. until tO-day those relation* are beyond the

irh. The unfailing

llincss of Ann: aid us may almost be said to be an

article of faith with our people. How greatly they value your

ul how strongly they desire to ret <u can easily

imagine when I tell you that on: trip excited an unprecc-

dentedry lively fatten asses of the Japanese people,

from 1 1 i^ Majesty the I.mpcror down to the man in the Mr

Ih> Imperial Majesty was so pleased with our trip that on the

eve of our departure he gave us a banquet at one of his detached

palaces in Tokyo, when lie honored us with a most gracious

sage through the minister of his household.

Since our arrival at Seattle on the first of September we
been amongst your people for nearly two month-.

receiving the most gratifying - s of courtesy ami friendliness.

lias. in. lie 1, been the uniform kindness of the people we have

that I am at times inclined to believe that the whole nation has

turned into a reception committee. We a ^lad to know

;idly sentiments are fully reciprocated by the people of

great republic.

It is quite natural that two nations, bound together by such

strong ties of friendship as unite Japan and America, should have

an e growing trade between them. To increase that

trade as much as jm.^ e of the Japanese people, and

with this in view that we are utilizing this (rip for the inspec-

indttstrial plants and tlu of your financial and

business met]

It is sometimes remarked hy superficial observers with an air

of reproach that the Japanese buy less from America than they

sell to her. It but they tail t» notice that this is largely

t of the indifference of the American business man to the

cultivation of foreign markets. In any case, I can safely assure
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you that the object constantly kept in our minds in jr g our

investigations is to find out what produce or manufactures we may
profitably buy from you, as well as to find out what we can sell

to you.

We come to you on a mission of peace and commerce,

unlike our important political embassies which visited the l*

States in i860 and 1871, we are not charged with any official

message. We come from our people accredited to the people of

America, and, as such, we are everywhere accorded the most

cordial welcome. From the warmth of the welcome we meet with

we are encouraged to hope that our mission will be crowned with

complete success.



EDUCA N JAP

i.A«ON Naibu K*
I School. Tokyo.

Ladies ami Gentlemen In the short time at my disposal I can
hope to give you but a glimpse <>f the Mihject before us, and mofC

the itp part me: ication and other

ilar put: more <!• • nation.

In my possession a watch bearing a fine portrait etigrav-

lanan, presented to the TsJooOQ, who was sup-

posed to be the Km the tune the first embassy was dis-

ci to the United State* in i8<*). The embassy consisted of

three chut ambasv.i 1bop !inates and some sixty

iin—all in full native costume, wearing swords,

\ leaf of Frank . illustrated paper rep-

resents the p/cscntati e, at which were present gentlemen

in abundance ol linen and scarfs, and ladies in the monstrous

line of those days. The watch is described as a fine specimen
kmanship, presented to the Mikado, as the Taicoon

was supposed to be, in view of the prospective trade and commerce
between the two countru

The late Mr. St hose unfortunate end at the hand of

an assassin was as much a blow to the people of Japan as it was

II own, once told me that he remembered as a boy, six years old,

being led by his father to join the crowd that thronged to witness

the procession of the daimios as they marched up to the White

-c, and how when one of them dropped a fan the crowd rushed

upon it and tore it into bits for a souvenir. When 1 hear such

I from the lips of living men and look upon the

at, 1 fed like exclaiming, with the great Roman orator,

npora, mores! but with quite a different spirit from that

in which those memorable wor

What changes have taken place in both Japan and America

Both have undergone the terrible ordeals of

civil and foreign struggles which I
the nation's lifeblood

very depth. Both have been hi the crucible and

been proven to be of sound metal. But greater far than those

(9)
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DtS, memorable and historical as they are, are the results of

those material, intellectual and social upheavals which have been

going on in both countries for the last half a century.

Japan has emerged from the darkness of Oriental seclusion

into the sisterhood of the worlds enlightened nations. To Amer-
ica is due her first introduction to the West. Japan is not the

nation to forget this debt of gratitude, and the magnificent monu-

ment on the white beach at Kurihama, where Commodore Perry

first landed, attests this sense of the nation's gratitude-.

People are apt to speak of the recent progress of Japan as

something marvelous as it is unprecedented in the world's history,

but they forget she had simply shut herself up for three hundred

years in order to preserve her national integrity from foreign ag-

gression. When in history did two civilizations ever come into sudden

and close contact, as the Eastern and the Western did in Japan,

except as a result of conquest? War and bloodshed do not foster

the cumulative development of human society. Civilization only

thrives under the genial rays of the sun of peace.

Long before King Alfred founded his schools, or Charlemagne

gave patronage to men of learning, away back in the reign of the

Emperor Mommu (A. D. 697), the subject of education had

received much attention in Japan, the Chinese classics, including

"Yeki." the book of divination, "Rongo," the Confucian anal

etc., having been introduced from Korea after the invasion of

that country by the Empress Jingo, A. D. 284. The doctrines

of Confucius, inculcating the virtues of loyalty, filial piety, humanity

and justice, once introduced amongst a people naturally cnter-

taining profound reverence for their deities and their ancestors,

found a congenial soil in the national feelings and customs, and

wer#». easily propagated throughout the country. In 701 A. D.

regulations relating to education were established, providing for

the organization of a university in the capital, with cours<

history, classics, laws and mathematics. A similar school

established in each province and endowed with extensive t:

of public land. Powerful nobles established schools in their

domains for the training of the children belonging to the ruling

classes. Education in those ancient times was the monopoly of the

upper classes, the masses being, as a rule, excluded from the

privilege.
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Buddhism, introduced from China in the %\x\\\ century, *
sprca g all classes, counted among iu converts some mem-
bers of the Imperial family, aj . ised a great influence on the

iry, social and religious JnHNlHJom of those times. Then
iod of struggles for supremacy amongst the

powerful fattd di turlances and throwing edu-

cation into a state of <!< period culture and
learning owed t -cly to Huddhist priests and

as did learning in Kur< | monasteries during the

Dark Ages when it was undergoing a steflM ice.

The beginning of tl.< may be said to mark

renaissance, when Tokugawa lycyasu established his sea:

government at Yedo (present Tokyo <r the restoration of

peace throughout the country he directed his attention to the pro-

•n of arts and sciences. Scholars were invited from all over

the country and given cvt•: ragemcut to carry on their studies,

several libraries being etl d for their benefit. Toward the

close of the eighteenth century a great college for the teaching of

•Ophy wa> established in Yedo, with a permanent en-

1 all the Stud government expense.

Men of learning were invited from all OVCf the country, and every

encouraged to send a certain number of picked

men up to the capital to attend the lectures. This, naturally.

brought t Mood, the best brains, of the land into close contact

with one another and facilitated the exchange of views and Opinions

h slowly paved the way for the final overthrow of feudalism

and the unification of the country under the imperial rule.

In the meantime each feudal lord had established schools in

his own pro\ to the plan adopted by the Shogun's

government, and was educating the children of his retainers. But

education in those days was impart such knowl-

edge as was deemed needful for the hereditary ruling classes, and

consisted of the study of Chinese philosophy, history and literature.

Japanese literature, law and mati \§ SO physical educa-

tion, archery, horsemanship, spear practice and fencing were the

I exercises, to which may be the judo, swimming.

During the latter part of the administration of the Tokugawa

Shoguns, arts and sciences emerged from the narrow sphere of

Chinese philosophy, to be gradually permeated with the influences
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of Western civilization. Scholars had long been studying

science from Dutch books, medical science particularly. The Dutch
the only people allowed to trade with Japan during the

period of her seclusion.

It was at this juncture that Commodore Perry knocked at the

gate of Japan and caused her to abandon her policy of seek

No wonder America found a ready pupil in a nation that

enjoyed the culture and refinement of over three hundred

of peaceful administration under the Shogunate. Then came one

oi the most remarkable events in modern history—the aboliti

the dual government of the rightful Emperor, the Mikado, and

the Generalissimo, the Shogun—the voluntary surrender of the

feudal lords of all their hereditary rights and possession.-, thufl

placing the unified nation under the direct imperial rule.

This ushered in the glorious new era of the present time, the

era of progress and reform under the benign rule of our illustrious

Emperor. In 1872 our present Government sent the first eml

to the United States. The chief ambassador was Prince Iwakura,

father of the present Minister of the Imperial Household. In his

suite were men whose names will go down to posterity as the

makers of New Japan, among whom was the late Prince Ito him-

self, whose sudden death has thrown the whole country into deepest

gloom and will be profoundly felt in the international relations of

eastern Asia. Jo Niishima, the late founder of Doshisha Coll

had finished his course at Amherst and was studying at Andover

Theological School. The choice fell upon him to accompany the

late Viscount Tanaka as the head of the Educational Commission

on his tour through America and Europe. Jo Niishima, no doubt,

made wise use of the opportunities thus afforded him, which he

turned to good account in subsequently founding his own school,

Doshisha. In the same year the new code of education was pro-

mulgated. The purport of the imperial rescript then issued wa
follows

:

"The acquirement of knowledge is essential to success in life

All knowledge, from that necessary for daily existence to that

necessary to officials, farmers, merchants, artisans, physicians, etc.,

for their respective vocations, is acquired by learning. A long I

has elapsed since schools were first established. But for farn

artisans and merchants, and also for women, learning, owing to
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a grave misapprehension, was regarded as beyond their sphere.

1 among the holier classes much tune was spent m the useless

occupation <

g |>oetry and composing ma >tcad of

t would !>c for their own benefit as well as for that of

the state. Now an educational system has been established and the

schedules of study remodeled. It is designed henceforth that

.til be so diffused that there may not be a village with

an ignorant family nor a family with an ignorant member. Persons

re hitherto applied themeerves t.» study have almost always

looked to the Government for their snpport This is

1 proceeding from long abuse, and every person should

forth endeavor to acquire knowledge by his own exertion."

The educational system thus promulgated, after

ncct the exigencies of the tune, is practically what
\\ e have to-day.

m hope to give you but the merest outline of this system.

To begin at the top, there arc the three universities of Tokyo, Kyoto

and the Northeast, the Sapporo Agricultural College, organised by

tin- lite ! I Clark, of Amh« cultural College, forming

the only existing faculty of the latter; the College of Science of

v will be opened next year. Besides these there are

several non-governmental instltllti umber of under -

grad re even larger than some of the governmental univcr-

Vmong then are the Waaeda Cm. *indcd by Count

Okuma, one of the most prominent statesmen of Japan, and the

-ijuku Utah founded before the Mciji era by Mr.

a, one 1 loneers of Western civilization in Japan,

who hii ily declined the Knipcror's overtures to recognize

es by raising him to the peerage.

The ites for admission to the government

muM irough the government higher schools,

correspond to American colleges in the breadth and depth of the

training given There are eight such schools scattered throughout

the country. There are courses in these schools fitting for the

of Law and Literature, for the Colleges of Science.

necring and for the College of Mcdicir.

h latter course German is studied more than English.

recently at; f
education was looked upon as a stmt qua

non for all ambitious young men wishing to rise in the world.
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Thus, to trace a boy- career: after finishing six years' train-

ing in a primary school, where he is admitted at >ix, and which,

by the way, forms the period of compulsory education, he passes

into the middle school, where he receives, say from thirteen to

eighteen, a training similar to that in American high schools. He

then enters a higher school, just described, and takes a course of

three years, preparatory to one of the university colleges. There

are 27,000 elementary schools and 300 secondary, or middle, schools.

You can imagine, then, how the eight higher schools must be con-

gested by the number of applicants. Such, indeed, is the case even

to-day when university education has ceased to be regarded as the

only gateway to success in life, when schools for technical, com-

mercial and other special education have come to play such an im-

portant part in national education. The higher schools have seven

or eight times more applicants than they can admit. The question

as to what becomes of the enormous majority of disappointed can-

didates is a very serious one. Most of them wait year after year,

swelling the number of pupils at private preparatory schools ; many

enter the private uni\ above mentioned, where the standard

of admission is not so high as In the government institutions, while

not a few turn their thoughts to America and American coll<

Within the last ten or fifteen years, in order to enhance the dev

ment of national resources, both the central and local governments

have done much toward encouraging technical, agricultural and

commercial education.

Technical Education.—There are four higher technical schools,

located respectively in Tokyo, Osaka, Kyoto and Kumamoto, admit-

ting students who have passed through middle schools. The in-

struction given is in dyeing and weaving, ceramics, applied chemi

mechanical technology, electrical technology, industrial designing,

brewing, metallurgy, shipbuilding, etc. There are, besides, about

two hundred technical schools of an intermediate grade scattered in

the different provinces, receiving more or less subsidy from the

national treasury, while there are over five thousand schools of a

lower grade, each school having more applicants every year than

it can admit.

Commercial Education.—As to commercial education, the

schools are divided into lower, middle and higher commercial schools.

There are four higher commercial schools, candidates applying for
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adnn which most lave patted through the middle-school

>c. The Tokyo Higher Commercial School was founded by

tin latC \ beounl M"ri tnd Baron Shibusawa. in 1 a private

institution. It was subsequent!) brought um! nitroi of the

Govcrnn the rq>uution and standing

of a urn

Its courses arc car preparatory com
r principal OOttTM ami tWO fCtf post-graduate course. The
taught are: (1 il Mora: Coromr

respondei lal Arithmct Commercial

Geography and Ili-t Mechanical

Merchandise; (8) Polhkal Ecooon Finance;

Bankrv

Commercial Adrrrinistrathrc Law; national Law;
|

lish and one otlM n laagoaj %ian,

Chinese, Korean, Italian or Spanish;

n Commerce; i nmostica, In the post-

grach: taught the following sul

Economy; (2) Civil I ial law and Compar.

imercial Law: 141 International law; (5) Constitutional Law;

(6) Economic Conditions of Eastern Count:
|

History of

Modern Diplomacy; (8) Criminal Law; <«>> Foreign languages,

added the elective courses ;
I

1
I

Trade; (2) Bank

Speculation; mmnnieal 5) Insurance; (6) Man-

agement of Commercial Busa > Consul

ial schools of sc» grade there are

one in number, and of the lower grade over two hundred scan

all over the country. The tendency among the youths to seek

hfgh< culminating in the un: »s slowly on the

decrease, and the numb dmksJ and business schools is

gradual 1\ in£.

Agricultural Education.—Hie agricultural I »f Japan

\ connected with the MstOf) of our national prosf*

and at present t! ty of the |>copIc are engaged in farming,

ible that, from the olden time to the pn

and ministers have fostered ami encouraged

indi; garding it as "the backbone of the nation." But

previous to the rcstorati- thing connected with agriculture

was far from bci: is not until quite recently
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that the system of agricultural education was thoroughly organized

Of the agricultural schools of vai ides and description there

are over five hundred. The highest in>titu: the kind arc

\-ricultural College of t' Imperial University and that

the Northeastern University, the latter ented by Dr,

Minanii. of the present mi-sion.

Normal Schools.—There are two higher normal school

men in Tokyo and Hiroshima, training teachers for ordinary normal

schools and for middle schools, and over seventy ordinary normal

schools, training teachers for elementary schools. There are two

higher normal schools for women in Tokyo and Kara, training

\v«.men teacher- for ordinary normal tcbools, there being in each a

department for women teachers.

Otlh ial Schools.— Besides the schools thus far nun

tioned, there are other special schools, such as medical schools, the

Tokyo School of Foreign Languages, where instruction is given

in English, German, French, Russian, Chinese. Korean, Italian.

Spanish, Hindustani, Malay and Tamil; the Tokyo Academy of

Music; the Tokyo Fine Art School; the Deaf and Dumb School,

I have spoken, in spite of all I have said, only of the schools

coming under the control of the Department of Education. Nothing

has been said of the schools under other departments, such as the

Army and Xavy Departments, the Department of Communication!

and the Department of Agriculture and Commerce. But if I have

succeeded in giving you the merest outline, I shall feel highly

rewarded. What I have .said will at least suffice to show with

what eagerness modern Japan is seeking after knowledge and with

what eagerness both the government and enterprising public

men are striving to satisfy this popular demand.
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oTO,

Part owner of the "Japan .r of the Oriental

toft »rk.

it. Men | and Ontlc-
nuwi: I consider it a great honor to be allowed to address the

men his important so Igfal I am the more grateful

I I am to diH-ihs, "The Relations

of the East to the West," ii of peculiar lot me.

The question has often been asked, and is still a*> re the

I the \\ main icparate and aloof i'r..m each «»thcr.

mutually distrustful and unknowable? Unfortunately, the question

iwered hi the affinnal few writers ofl

auction, iM.th lure and in Enropi those Or: .vho have

if all. and t<> those rare Occidentals who
been abl ike i close and ptrfonal study <«f the Oriental

mind, thii question presents no difficult then it is mrite

thai there is no inherent, insuperable difficulty for the

understand the r vice versa. The Oriental and

idental minds arc essentially alike; the h«

tned by the same sentiments of love and sympathy that touch

the h i Amen
i matter of fact, the East has I oeeded in solving

this problem •

don. The Japanese, at least, have

done so. There were times when we, too, thought of the Occidentals

.^ m thinking and feeling cjuite differently from us. But

that was half a century ago, and once idely opened

•plied all our energies to the the Occidental mind and

all the v and institutions which it lias produced.

The result is that we now know the West nearly as well as the

itself. We I r instance, enough of the history

and character of the American pi their phciwrnenal capa

th and development, and of their lofty national aims and

> fill our minds with profound admiration for them.

and to t>< that as friends they would be, we Japanese know

(»7)
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them to be, lovable and valuable, while as enemies they would be

more formidable and dreadful than any other people <>n earth.

Now, if the East can understand the West, there is no n

whatever why the West should not be able to understand tin

The West, it seems to me, is just beginning to feel that tl.

not incomprchensihU ; the West i- beginning, at least, to Eeel the

of understanding the East, and I heartily welcome this

awakening of the West as to tin- < of a vast domain of mind

in Asia, which it can no longer ignore without serious injury and

danger to itself. Japan made the same discovery with r

the West fifty \ >. You are half a century behind u

this respect. But, better late than never, and I sincerely con-

gratulate you upon your tardy but auspicious awakening.

In studying the East you will have to pursue the same method

which wc have pursued in studying you. In other words, yon must

study the East through its language and literature. Y<>u must talk-

to it and feel with it, mind to mind, heart to heart. In no other

way can one people he understood by another.

It is often said that the Oriental mind is inscrutable. If by

that it is meant that we Orientals are less frank and direct in

expression of our feelings than ( Occidentals, I am hound to say that

there is some truth in it. But let me tell you that that indire

and reserve is only a superficial and. with the Japanese at lea

acquired characteristic. Furthermore, this characteristic is only

in operation in personal and direct relations hit ween man and man.

where the innate politeness and refinement of sentiment prevents

the Japanese from telling the bare truth, whenever so doing may

: rude or unpleasant to him witli whom he may be conversing.

Then, again, according to our moral code, to show anger or l

pain or pleasure, is a mark of weakness of will, unworthy of a

gentleman.

No such unnatural restraint, however, is observed when tin-

Japanese commits his or her thoughts to writing. There, save for

some special and exceptional reasons, the Japanese, like met

every other race, vents his views or sentiments without any restrain!

or reserve.

It may be interesting to illustrate this point by referring to

the first political embassy ever sent to this country by Japan. I

mean the embassy headed by Lord Shimmi, which visited this country
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in i860. It is not difficult to imagine bow dignified and polite these

high offldalf from the Shogunatc court of Yedo must have been in

ll with the (*ople of this country. Vet it is inter-

t the head of the embassy. Lord Shimmi, has left

a diary of the vimi, in which he faithfully and frankly recorded

npressions of what he taw in America—impressions which, in

most look quaint to the Japanese of to-day, and wi

are not always favorable to the Americans.

Let me quote one or two instances. At San Francisco, the

I>ort the Japanese i in America, they were given

a big dinner by the Mayor. In his diary Lord Shimmi says:

"True friendliness was observable at to function, but, if

one might be permitted to speak badly of it. it suggested to one's

mind a carousal such as might be gotten up by worktngmen in a

cheap drinking shop of Ycdo." The frank and unconventional

lity of the jolly citizens of San Francisco of those days seems

to have been too much for the staid and quiet ministers of the

Shoguu. accustomed to rigid conventional rules of conduct.

To quote another passage: Referring to his experience at the

Senate in Washington, this noble chronicler remarks that "the men
ight trousers and narrow sleeves, gesticulating in a frantic

manner in front of the Vice-President, perched on an elevated seat,

nded me of the familiar daily scene at the fish market

hi." The writer little dreamed that sixty years later

his own descendants, and the descendants of his colleagues, would

be actors in exactly similar scenes at a similar hall of legislation

It the Japanese of ays were so outspoken, you can

imagine how r. I the Japanese of to-day can be. I

dare say that \w\\cc the diaries of some of the members

of the comn ting you will be as curious and

diary of Lord Shimmi.

In one thing I may be permitted to anticipate what might be

revealed by the diaries ol my friends of the party. We have

discovered many things in the course oi t; and not the least

important or surprising norance of the American people

concerning Japan and things Japanese—an ignorance which for

degree and extent can only be described as stupendous. Questions

are constantly asked, not in remote interior cities alone, btf
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where, even in national centers of intelligence like New Y

or Boston, or Chicago—questions which show that we are still a

scaled book to you. I do not mean to blame A;

but I must say that the prevalence of such dense ignorance an

this people about the Japanese and things Japanese is a source of

serious danger to the permanence of those close tics of friendship

which it is the desire of both nations may hind them forever. This

ignorance on their part cannot but make American easy

victjms of nn^chiet-mongers who see profit in excitement

trouble.

The same may be said of the relations between your country

and China, or any other Asiatic nation, or, in fact, between the

t and the East in general. It is now high time that the West

should seriously set about studying the East. The negligence of

tli is obvious lesson of contemporary history may he fraught with

dire consequences to the civilization and welfare of the world.
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I, K M
Consul General of Japan at New York.

Ladies tad Gentlemen: It will lie necessary, because of the

pass over ti : history

I ing the of Japan's past previous to the time when the

tnder the command of your gallant tailor -diplomat.

bed at the door of tin npirs ol the East. That

was then -till Urra incognita to most of the Western
i Commodore Ferry in\ people to enter into

th the nations of the world.

Since that tune Japan lias occupy c abreast of the fore-

nationi of the world by adopting w hat we call Western

m that I he most cordial rcla-

have existed tx the t'nit< and Japan, and, in

1 of tl>e untiring efforts of the jingo-

es and professional alar ich cordial friendship is

bound to be < ig.

What Japan has done in the la^t half-century has been very ably

presented by the preccdi: But, while we express our

faction at what has been accomplished during the past forty

<»t overlook the beneficial of our seclusion

of •< ronld have been unable to adopt and
t the \\ estern civilization if our forefath* not been nur-

I in the school of Oriental civilization. Built upon the founda-

ingular taste which the East has for the finer things

:e, and inspired by the modern sciences of the West, the new
for the goal of refinement. In this struggle the

Japanese people have looked, and will continue to look, to the

Unit rly guidance and friendly assistance .

In this international race toward the goal of refinement Japan

mdicapped by her late start, and must close the gaps by leaps

mnds to overtake the European and American people.

What is Japan - national aim and her highest ideal? This is a

tion often asked not only by foreign critics of Japan, but ;lso
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t>> the Japanese people themselves. It the answer to this que

is clearly understood by the Western mind there will be no more

talk about the "yellow peril" or probable Japanese aggress i-»n. I

think I am voicing the opinion of the majority of intelligent and

thinking classes of the Japanese people when I say that our national

aim is to digest and assimilate the two vast streams of Oriental

and Occidental civilization, to adopt those things which, in our

judgment, we think are best for the welfare and happiness of the

human race at large, and thus to contribute Japan's share to,

promoting the comity of nations.

Now, let me say a few words regarding the relation-

Japan and the United States. The Facific Ocean will he the future

center of the world's commerce. The Pacific is common to our

countries. The ocean that divides us makes us neighbors.

I rejoice with you that the recent exchange of diplomatic

declarations between the United States and Japan was so heartily

welcomed not only by the people of both countries, but by the whole

world. At the present time, moreover, commerce and trade play

a more important part than the honeyed phrases of diplomacy

in bringing together the people of different countries. The inter

national relations of to-day no longer consist merely in the exchange

of envoys and dispatches; they are founded upon mutual m
standing and intercourse, and upon commercial and indfl

interdependence. The benefits accruing from recent expressions of

friendly sentiment between our two peoples will be greatly

counted if they are not supported and followed by increasing trade

and commercial relations.

There was a time in the history of the Anglo-Saxon, a

few centuries ago, when the relations between a good gent!

and his neighbor, who was the same kind of a good gentleman, con-

sisted in either open war or guarded and suspicious truce. V

we read of the times of King Arthur's court, or of the barons

of King John's reign in England, we are forced to remark that the

animosity and misunderstanding between them was due entirely to

their ignorance of each other's motives, true thoughts and character.

Gradually they learned that the hearts of all their countrymen

were much the same, and that they could trust and love their

neighbors, as their own family. So, to-day, you, their descend-

ants, no longer send heralds with ultimatums to the adjoining coun-

try, but, instead, with never a thought of trouble, you send your
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boys and girls there to attend school, and your eggs there to be

mark trust your neighbor because yon know him.

I to all human affairs and relations. It ||

as true in the intercourse of nations as it ifl in the intercourse of

individuals. So it i> with thi<» country and Jajan. Those in

rica. 1 think they are few, who entertain ill feelings or doubt

about my people arc ignorant—ignorant of the character and
^hts and motives of the Japanese. For if the veil of false

t and prejudice were lifted, we should find that the hearts of

all men, of t ntry and shore, arc much the same.

ing between this country and Japan, which

duty to foster, will inevitably lead to the upbuilding of

much greater pr« and well-being in both countries. It has

been my constant experience since my arrival in America to be sur-

1 at the lack of knowledge about Japan and her people. Of
course, the intelligent people of this country, those who have read

something about Japan, know how beautiful our landscapes are and

que our costumes are. But I wonder if the great

of tl can people know anything definite and concrete

our modern progress.

If this commercial commission were to go home after three

months' journeying in this country and tell my countrymen that

America is only a country of skyscrapers, ice water and huge

bonnets it would be gross injustice to the people of this great

republic. Equal in jr. ;i be done to Japan and her people if

you think it is the land only of "Madame Butterfly," paper fans,

and incense sticks to destroy mosquitoes. There's the sting, ladies

and gentlemen.

human nature to study most closely those things in which

one's financial interests arc involved, or which may affect one's busi-

ness interests. Commerce demands more intimate knowledge of other

people's affairs. Better information stimulates trade. Prosperous
brings closer friendship. Now, what is the Status of trade

ecn our two com Japan's trade with the United States,

which amounted to only $6,500,000 in 1881, was about $106400.000

in 1907—an increase of sixteen times in a quarter-century. Accord-

to the trade returns for 1908. the United States has forged

ad of all foreign countries in trade with Japan.

The most important item of the trade between the United

States and Japan is silk—raw silk—and I am glad to say that 61
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per cent, (in 1907) of the silk worn by you, ladies, came

Japan and w. 1 and dyed lure. You are the 1>

of Parisian dressmakers, and France also imports large

of our silk.

The export of raw silk from Japan to the United States

amounted to 9,789,955 pounds in 1908, against 7,918339 pounds in

the previous year, 1907—an increase of 1.^71,1 [6 pounds. Although

the amount has increased, yet the total value of this raw silk

decreased by $2,888,895. I am not a bit sorry for the

in the value of silk for the past year. There is no wind that 1

nobody good. You American ladies have had Japanese silk of the

better or same grade at $1.21 cheaper per pound. Thin and fit

they are, the threads of silk are the most important factors that hind

us and strengthen and promote the friendly ties uniting our two

countries. In this respect, the silk threads are much stronger than

the anchor cables of the battleships.

Japan is ninth in the list of Uncle Sam's customers. The

Japanese buy more of your products and merchandise than do the

Russians, the Spaniards, the Danes, the Austro-Ilungarians, the

Swiss, the Norwegians, the Portuguese, the Turks or the Gr

But at the present time, the trade relations between the Ui

States and Japan are rather unbalanced. You buy more from us

than we buy from you. In other words, you import more raw

materials from Japan than you export manufactured goods to Japan.

This balance amounts to $25,000,000. On the other hand, Japan's

trade with European countries shows a balance against her to the

amount of $42,000,000. We buy more manufactured goods from

European countries than we sell goods to them.

The kinds of manufactured goods imported into Japan in

enormous quantities from Europe are manufactured in America,

and it is equally true that Japan eagerly buys such American
|

ucts as are sent there. It is astonishing to me how comparat

little the enterprising American has developed the new and f<

markets of the East.

The adjustment of the present uneven trade relations can be

accomplished only by Americans gaining a better knowledge of the

Japanese market and by the closer study by the Japanese people

of American goods. When the American people understand Japan

and her people half as well as you do your British cousins, then

your trade with Japan will be increased tenfold.
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MARKS OF THE PR1 !K /

DR.]
CHINESE m:

DR. \VU Tl

In an address delivered in 1853 by William I!. Seward, then

a Senator of •the United States, mt hid these prophetic

t Pacific Ocean, iti islands and the vast

beyond, will become the ehie! theater of « . the world's great

This i-K 1 o! <>ur leading statesman at a com*
v early 1 001 1 .lined by the

that our re!. . ith the countries of Asia started OttJ

a blaze of glory, and it looked for a time as if, both commercially

politically, we would place ourselves in closer touch with China

ami Japan than any of th« lairope.

Through a curious combination of circumstances, our position

in the Far 1 [fared I partial eclipse immediately after the

r. The Atncri. which up to that time had been

an important factor in the Pacific, almost disappeared, and it was

mtil tlu- outbreak 0! tin- Chmese-J u tlut the interest

of the American people and tlu «»f our government were

again attracted to the Far Ea>t the Spat

American War served to make this interest more definite and to

give it a clearly defined purpose. \\ ith the M I the

Philippine [stands, tlie United States l>ecame the immetliate neighbor

both of China and Japan, which s ir \e.l to impress upon the Amer-

l>coplc the fact that the great ami fundamental forces of world

polit from the Atlantic t.. the Pan fie. and that it is

among the nations of the Great Ocean that the future of human

progress is to be detennta

Up to the present time our policy in tlu- Far Kast

determined by high and lofty purposes. With the new

ation which has arisen, the public opinion of our cou

stands bewildered, earnestly seeking guidance. Any new light
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on the present situation means a real service to our country. We
must all, therefore, feci a special sense of gratitude that during

these, the last clays of his stay in the Unit . Hi- 1

the Chinese Minister, Dr. W'u Ting-fang, has made the sacrifice to

come to Philadelphia to speak to us on "The Significance of the

Awakening of China."
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AODtESS BY Dl». V.

Envoy Extraordinary and Minuter IMmipotcniury of Cbnu to the United
State*.

China, I 1 known, is an ancient and conservative nation.

She has for many thousands of years. She has seen the

and fall of many indent empires and republics. She
ascend to the zenith of bet power, and later she witnessed

I and becoming the greatest power of the earth.

was a spectator when those nations and others, one by one. either

fell or disappeared. All this time Oiina stood intact, and the still

illy without dismemberment.

It will be interesting to inquire why such an old nation has

existed undivided while her contemporaries, one by one, have

crumbled to pieces. Many « been given from time to

time fur tins, but, m my opinion, the most important factor was

fact that she had shut herself up for many centuries and did

not interfere with the affairs o! other nations. Her people applied

holly to the internal affairs of the nation. They did

not bother about the affairs of foreign countries, but de-

voted themselves to literature, phflotopciy, ethics and agricul-

The people were dependent upon the resources of the

country and were contented. They were home loving and patriotic,

and disliked to leave their home. It was considered a dangerous

thing to travel abroad, hence the people of China, up to a recent

period, were most reluctant to leave their country.

It may be liked, What led the people to be contented with their

native land a: ike to go abroad? It \\ a * due to the universal

The place where their

ancestors were born and had lived and diet!, where their parents

born, and where they tlKUISfJvea had been brought up, they

dear! The soil of their land WM fertile and rich,

and they could produce all they wanted, so there was no necessity

for them to leave their fatherland. Thus the people had every

inducement to remain in their own country. Their system of ethics

taught them to be loyal to the emperor, filial to their parents, affec-
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tionate to their brothers and sisters and faithful to their friends,

With these teachings they were brought up, and, as tli< prac-

tically no strangers in their laud they did not know any other s\

of morals superior to their own. In course of time they became
patriotic, honest and hard-working people. If their nation had not

been disturbed by outside influences they would have rem

lay in the same condition. The. . not allowed

to do so. The door of their country was opened < of cir-

cumstances, and aliens and foreigners from different parts of the

world had to be admitted.

The importance of this step was not at first realized, and

for several decades the Government pursued its traditional policy

without any change. It was thought that what had been good

for the country for several thousands of years was surely good

and would last for all time; but after numerous sad experiences the

officials and others began to find out that though their an<

ins of government and civilization were in many
equal, if not superior, to those of the West, yet in view of the

altered conditions they were obliged to change their policy and learn

something from the people of the West. Especially within the last

few years the whole nation, high and low, has been awakened and

aroused. Many important changes and reforms have been I

in different directions, and what was deemed efficient and excellent

has been found to be inadequate to meet the needs of the present.

Take, for instance, our old system of literary examinations for

official appointments, which had existed for many centuries. It

has recently been entirely remodeled, new regulations have been

drawn up and are now in force. The candidates, many of w

have received foreign education, are now examined on modern sub-

jects. I feel sure that in course of time the officials of China,

recruited from such men, will be entirely different from those of

a few years ago; and will compare favorably with the state-

of other countries in ability and in knowledge not only of their

own country, but of foreign affairs, also.

The army in China has within the last few years been reorgan-

ized. The men have been instructed and drilled under competent

tutors. The national curse of opium smoking is being handled in

a most energetic way. The conscience of the public has been

aroused on this subject, and the people, high and low, are deter-

mined to get rid of this pernicious habit. There arc many other
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salutary reforms, too numerous for me to mention here, but I feel

confident that in a t will no longer be <Jubbe<l the

n of the Far Hast." but will become a modem nation like

lur great neighbor, Japan.

1 1 may be noted in pasting that if China should become a
strong power in the world it would never be a source of trout

other , or be I peril/' as some people seem to fear.

Those who think otlSMWht are greatly mistaken. They do not

»r people. The Chinese arc by nature and education

a pe -ig people. The essence of the Confucian system i%

that right ^'ht, is king; DOt the strong and the powerful,

hut the ju t and the firtUOUJ ruler Off people mu»t |>: fbey
- all been taught to reverence righteousness and peace, and to

denounce injustice and force.

st and present c it home and abroad win con-

firm what I say. \\ !ie within the past few years

t our army on a proper footing, and the intention of our Gov-
ernment to take steps for reorganizing our navy, should not in the

least create suspicion in other nations. The aim of our Go\

ment purposes and to preserve peace in our

territory. This is testified to by many facts. In any movement

having for its object the pn of peace China has gladly

md in many cases where international questions arose our

Government willingly offered to submit them to arbitration by dis-

interested parties or by a tribunal; though without success.

We are now in the twentieth century, and people of different

nations take more interest in the affairs of each other. It looks

like a family of nations. China, having been forced to open her

doors to international trade and commerce, aliens, irrespective

of their nationalities, arc freely admitted n to reside and

trade. She wa to understand that her people could

go abroad t as freely as the foreigners could come to

have Student bring in this country and in

Europe, and it is | v. .-nee of gra: M to hear that they

all facilities and ted with 09

Our merchants and tradesmen have not come to this country,

nor gone to Europe, in such large numbers as have the people of

other nations; but I hope the time is not far distant when this will

change. It is good for our people to go abroad, cither to study or

to trade, so that we can understand better your institutions and the*
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systems of your trade. In the same way it is open to you to come
to our country and study our wants and requirements for the

purpose of mutual commerce. Our people—students and mer-
chants—in foreign countries should 1 ! in the same manner
as are other foreigners, and J feel sure that your people, who are

endowed with a sense of justice, will willingly accord us just

treatment.

It is to be admitted that in the field of human activity the

Occident stir; the Orient. The manner in which the Western
nations have unlocked the secrets of nature and harnessed her

forces must excite the admiration of the Bast But, while our

people have a great deal to learn from the Western nations, the

people of the West should not disdain to gain a little from the

East An old nation like China, which has stood for thousand

years, must possess some good quality to account for her stability.

The keystone to our arch of morality has been the virtue of filial

. and it has not been inaptly expressed by some writers that

it is due to our faithful observance of the fifth commandment of

the Christian religion that our days have been long in the land

which Heaven has given to us. Another moral character of our

people is their probity and honesty. If our moral character and

habits and institutions were studied by the people of the West, just

as much as we study theirs, much benefit would accrue to both

Since the opening of China her trade with foreign nations has

increased by leaps and bounds from year to year. This is not to

be wondered at, because with such a large population and with

such immense natural resources, foreign trade and commerce must

increase. To those people who study and cater to the needs of our

people naturally comes the larger share of trade. With the opening

of the Panama Canal in a few years, the exports from this country

will undoubtedly increase. With your possession of the Hawaiian

Islands and the Philippines, which are practically neighbors to China,

the trade between the two countries should be expanded

As I am now on the eve of my departure from this country.

I avail myself of this opportunity to express my grateful thanks for

the courtesies and uniform kindnesses shown to me by the officials

and people of America. I appreciate the honor and the privilege

of coming here the second time as the representative of my govern-

ment, and it is with sincere regret that I say good-bye to the many
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friends I ha\ There is, however, one consolation.

I leave t. tata in the mott cordial relations with my own
country. I «!.. DOt take I elf It i> rnainly due to the

|K>licy of the successive administrations at Washington toward

1*0 the ! many tokens of kindness shown

or officials and people arc a grateful people and

<>rs.

It k true that there is one blot which somewhat mars our

otherwise most cordial u I refer to the subject of Chinese

exclusion. This question, I regret to say. has not been properly

handled, and hence it is not properly understood. We do not want

favors or special privileges. All we •!> treat'

:cr—in fact, if not in the same manner as Europeans, at

as are the Japanese and other Asiatics. All fair-minded men
will admit that this is reasonable and just. However. I am inclined

to believe that this qocatioil will Ik* s d as soon at

the people of this country understand us better. So, I say again,

and say with confidence, that the relations between this great country

and mine will always continue to be as cordial and friendly as

they have been in the past.
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MR. CHARLES R. FLINT, OF NEW
YORK ( ITY

\Yc have just listened to one of the great statesmen of

diplomacy, and we are now to hear from one of the n of

commerce. Probably no other man in this country has been more

closely identified with international commercial relations than Mr.

Charles R. Flint, whom we have the pleasure of having with us

this evening. lie will speak to us on "The Commercial Significance

of China's Awakening."

THE COMMERCIAL SIGNIFICANCE OF CHINA'S
AWAKENING

Address by Mr. Charles R. Flint, of New York City.

In contemplating the departure of Minister Wu for China, our

feelings are in conflict. We shall miss his genial presence and

ready wit, but while Minister Wu has been an Excellency in the

broadest sense in representing China in Washington, and President

Taft "feels a sense of personal loss in his recall," he has, in my
opinion, a far more important field of usefulness in giving his coun-

trymen in China the benefit of the knowledge of our industrial

development which he has acquired by long residence in this country.

It is evident from what Dr. Wu has said this evening that he

has been a close observer during his residence with us. II

learned that New England trick of dodging a question hy

asking another. Recently I had the honor of entertaining him

at my home at dinner. With characteristic generosity he

mitted me to state that he would answer any questions in regard to

China. There were present, among others, that constructive genius

(32)
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in transportation, Mr i i, who, during hi* last vi>

a comprehensive railway system

bdttding the Japanese sphere of influence. In that

it Mr. Ilarrunan bad carefully studied their transports-

. and was, ike %ear

nujrie*. \\ Itfa Ins ntttal s, he took advantage

offer by a>l. questions leading up to one which, if

old have divulged state secrets of

Government With surprising quickness Dr. Wu said: "Mr
Harrim have asked me answered

them. 1 will ask yon only one question. I am told

you I sO,ooo miKs ,,t railroad. I you get it, and how
ou keep it?"' The railroad magnate was sidetrack*

It is fortunate that His Rxcdk returning to China at

this time. There has been considerable industrial progress in

a, and there il a ;>rogrcssi\< it I am advised

from Peking that the now rampant: "China for the

•sment that is ierioual) retarding the progress of

great country.

Minister \\ u on his return can tell his people that the unprcc-

nttl States has been largely owing to the

Foreign intelligence and capital to assist

in th that while the foreigners have

profited much, the American! ha. -I more; that even where

carried out lure have been owned and controlled by

ign capitalists, on far the greater share

Minister Wu ha* Studied our industrial conditions, and has

he first can the wealth of

the country has increased $45.ooo.otx>.ooo; that we possess two-

thirds of the railway mileage of the world: that while some of our

industrial U re acquired great wealth, the licnefits of our

industrial deveJoptnenl liavc been distributed among the masses.

been manifest to him as he has traveflc ! throughout the

country, and has seen the evidence of general prosperity in the homes

of our people who en 1 the nobility

in ages past. Hi* Kxci-lleuev can tell them that the deposits of our

wag, ivings banks have so increased during hb stay

that they now amount to $3,713,405,710 in gold. At the
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same rate per capita the dcj>osits in China would amount to 25,000,-

000,000 tacls.

Dr. Wu came to us thirteen years ago. and having kept in

touch with his own OQUnlTf by three riffa tO it during that ]><

he has had better opportunities than any of his countrym-

mature ideas as to what is best in our development for his people

to adopt and adapt to their use.

Kurino, the Minister of Japan, was asked the secret of Japanese

success in their war with China (1895). He replied, "It is ea

account for our victories. We were fighting the 'obstil

servatism' of China." It is that same "obstinate conservatism"

that prevents her to-day from utilizing her unlimited resources,

her intelligence and low-cost labor to acquire the important position

which it is possible for her to attain in the world of industry, and

secure the resulting benefits in the vastly improved condition of her

people.

The defeat of 1895 caused the retirement of the Emj
Dowager Tzu-hsi. Then came the reform movement of the late

Emperor Kwang Hsu, under the advice of that great scholar and

reformer, Kang Yu Wei (1898), an event to which His Excellency

has referred as "The Awakening of China."

The reform edicts of that period opened a new era in the long

history of Giina. Although Kang Yu Wei had taken the highest

degrees under the Chinese system of learning, he felt that an educa-

tion based principally on memorizing the past should be supplanted

by a system of mental training to equip men with alert minds to

meet the conditions of the present and the future.

The reform edicts were so numerous and rapid that a reaction

came, which resulted in the reestablishment of the power of the

Empress Dowager. Kang Yu Wei had to flee from Peking, and

ral of his followers were beheaded. But in spite of the reaction

the spirit of reform £rew. Yuan Shih Kai, who had been in

pathy with the reform movement, became ni^t influential at o

and partially succeeded in the difficult task of harmonizing the old

and the new.

After the death of the Empress Dowager (1909) the Prince

Regent deposed Yuan Shih Kai. This was regarded at the time

by the foreigners as a step backward, but the reformers of the

Kang Yu Wei party predicted that the present Prince Regent



would prove to be a more sincere reformer than Yuan Shiii Kai.

What the result will be, tune will tell, but the .mtlook at present it

not favorable. While there is a powerful progressive party, the

react . aggrcsv

In justice to the ( hmese, however, we muit a«!mit that the

!y responsible for the present attitude of the

react cW the past we cam** wonder that

esc arc fearful «>i Western BKthods, which, in dealing with

i. have so often been chat I by hypocrisy, greed and m-
e. At a recent Peace Conference the representative* of the

bed the "gospel of peace. hmese delegate

. I '.ut it must have been uppermost in th«

that the 'lure represented had taken advantage of the fact

that U the « »nlv one of the great nations that had continued
on a peace footing. Those lowers had seized, and they hold to-day.

much of her ten spheres of influence, and
at least one of these powers, while preaching mora!

for profit, that n acting vice—the opium hi
I was present when Minister \\ u was asked whether be

his Government should discontinue increasing her mil: 'ngth

and rely entirely on the assurances by the Powers of universal

peace. 1 r that question, but. with rare

l fable. A hen was perched on the limb of a tree, when
Looking up. the fox said: "Mistress Hen.

. and walk with me. You need not have any fear; the

agreed on universal peace. Just then the baying of a pack

of hounds was heard in the • !.
• and as the fox moved off, the

hen said: Mr. Fox, why do you run away if there is universal

peace? Ah. said the t>\, how do I know but some of those hungry

disregard the agreement

assure his people that

W€ d ant any o! their territory; that they not only have the

good will of our Government, hut of our people, lie can state, as

an evidence of it, that after the bop \merican good*, after

the balance of trade dropped from | ur favor, in

1906. to $9,378,699 against n •>>. the people of the United

States applauded our Government in giving up to China of the tndenv

iuc us over $13,000,000 in gold—an act unparalleled in history.

He can impress upon them the fact that to interest Americans in
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China will be a powerful addition to her political, as well as to

her industrial strength.

But his countrymen may say to him, as he has said to us to-

night: 'The I In mains on your statute books."

I admit that subordinate officials have not always shown the con-

ation due to Chinese scholars and merchants landing on our

shores, but this baa been corrected As t<> the wisdom or

wisdom of a free intermingling of the yellow and white

can add nothing to what has already been said. That is a question

for the sociologists to expound. But, as a practical man of 1

ness, I can point out the best economic method of giving the

Chinese the greatest benefit of our advanced industrial systo

Instead of a large number of Chinese coming to the United

States, the sound economic policy—and it can be made effective at

once—is for the Chinese to induce American brains and money
to take an important part in the development of their unlimited

resources. For example, if 3,000,000 Chinese came to the Ui

States, it would cost at least $200 each to cross the Pacific Ocean,

establish themselves and return, say $600,000,000.

If concessions were given to our industrial leaders of demon-

strated capacity, and the methods were adopted under which the

United States has made the greatest industrial progress in the

history of the world, the Chinese would receive, in a larger market

for their agricultural and other products, in charges for transporta-

tion and in increased wages, over five times what the 3,000,000

Chinese could save from their wages in this country.

Minister Wu has studied our industrial progress, and with

positive personal knowledge can assure his countrymen that we

have captains of industry capable of making that statement good.

If his countrymen question the soundness of that policy, he

point them to "a condition, not a theory"—to the following <

;

lesson, that should be conclusive: President Diaz, by granting

concessions to American industrial leaders of proved

has secured an investment of $800,000,000 Unit* M in

his country, with the result that the wages of the Mexican laborers

have more than doubled, and Mexico has been transformed from a

land of political revolutions to one of industrial evolution. By the

same policy China can secure equally desirable results.

Mr. President, I thank you for the opportunity you have given
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me to join in expressions of f: \> and admiration for Dr. Wu
on this, the eve I !<• has accomplished much in

Washington, particularly daring fhc tr\mg period of the Boxer
hut his great opportunity to Km his people is in giving

to them the benefit of Uf knowledge of the industrial methods
country great, ami lave given to oar masses a

greater measure of well Uing than ever before enjoyed by any

people in the world's history. If he can induce his (Government to

»mc our industrial leaders of demonstrated capa take

part in the development of China's enormous resources he will go
down in history as one of the greatest benefactors of hi* people.

xccllcncy. I >u long life and success in the

larger sphere of usefulness which you are about to

CLOSING REMARKS OF THE PRESIDENT OF THE
ACADEMY, DR. L S. Rl »w

We have now reached 1 point in the proceedingi ol this

at which it hecotnes my
|

. 1 to Hi> Excellency the

farewell wishes of the Academy. We see yoa leave oar country.

M it li feelings of profound regret. 1 have taken a very

our affections. Th g of sorrow is

with 00c of gratitude and obligation for the many
lend to us and to our cout

r country with reference to your Government
and to ><»ur people ha I

many curious contradictions. While

«»ur : to the 1 have 0080 dictated by the most lofty

l»un>osc$, almost unparalleled in the history of modem nations, our

orient of the Far Easterner has been anything but satisfactory.

my purpose at thtf time either
• .or criticise the

Chinese exch The economic eoaaot aodei

The s|>; Inch this law

has been adfl I, however, '
1 ofheials of the Gov-

ernment gives evidence of the e of deeply rooted prejudices
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against the Qiinese. The arbitrary decisions of administa

officers and the hardships and cruelties perpetrated in the name of

the law cannot be viewed with satisfaction or complacency by any

patriotic citi/

It 1 the high privilege of Minister Wu to destroy at

least some of these prejudices, and we owe to him, therefor

debt of gratitude for having given US a new point of view in judging

of our relations not only to the Far East, but to the Far Easterner

ell. It is no exaggeration to say that no diplomat from any

country, whether of Eastern or Western civilization, has

the same influence on the opinion of this country. He has been

Envoy Extraordinary to the Government at Washington, but he

baa been an envoy far more extraordinary to the people of the

United States.

Mr. Minister, you take with you the affection and the sincere

appreciation not only of the members of the Academy, but of a

far wider public, and we hope that in the important position which

you are to occupy in your own country the American people may

benefit as much as they have benefited by your stay in the United

States. We wish you all success and Godspeed.
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CONSTITITION
| A. amended M.rrh 3. 1»|0 J

Akin IM I

The BUM of the Society shall !>c the N itKnul

League.

Article II

OBJECT.

iall he the special object of the National Consumers' League

to secure adequate fan n of the conditions un<ler which goods

arc made, in order to enable purchasers to distinguish in favor of

goods made in the well-ordered Eat ! he majority of employers
are virtually helpless to maint. h tandard as to hours, wages

and won dftioni under the Mrcss of competition, unless sus-

tained by the co-operation of consumers ; tb '.tonal

Consuim w also proposes itc public opinion and to

avor so to direct its force as to promote better conditions among
the workers, while securing 10 the consumer exemption from the

danp ndmg nnwholesonM i It further proposes to

n. cither state or federal, whenever it may appear

expedient. The m-hhrts* League further rtcognises
and declares the followin.

That the interests of the community demand that all workers

shall receive fair living wages, and that goods shall be produced
under sanitary conditions.

That the responsibility f«>r some of the worst evils from which

I suffer : :th the consumers who seek the cheapest

iow cheapness is brought about

That it is, therefore, the duty of consumers to find out under

what conditions the arti* purchase are produced and dis-

tributed, and insist that these conditions shall be wholesome and

consistent with a respectable existence on the part of the workers.

(7)
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1

Mi IIP.

Section i. Eligibility—There shall be fivi

State League, individual. Associate, Sustaining and Life. Any
State Consumers' League may become a member of the National

League by accepting the Constitution and By-Laws, and b

its quota to the general treasury. In any state in which there is

no State i tasumers' League the President shall appoint a State

Organizer, who shall carry on the work of the Ltioil and

who shall become ex-officio member of the State League for the

remainder of the year in which such new League may he formed
Persons residing in localities in which there is do State or Local

League may become Individual Members of the National Con-

sumers' League by paying a yearly due. They will receive reports,

but will not have the privilege of voting.

Sec. 2. Dues—Each State Consumers' League shall pay to the

Treasurer of the National Consumers' League, before the first of

each January, for the ensuing year, the Bum of ten cents per capita

for each and every member of each and every Consumers [

affiliated with it. Each new State Consumers1 League shall pay to

the Xational Consumers' League a minimum sum of ten dollars.

Each State Organizer shall pay to the Treasurer of the National

Consumers' League the sum of one dollar each year. Individual

members of the National Consumers' League shall pay a yearly due

of not less than one dollar. Any person may become an Associate

Member by paying five dollars annually, or a Sustaining Member
by paying twenty-five dollars annually. The payment of one thou-

sand dollars at one time constitutes Life Membership.

ASTICLH IV

OFFICERS AND COUNCIL.

Section I. The officers of the League shall he President, three

or more Vice-Presidents, Recording Secretary, General Secre

and Treasurer.

Sec. 2. The control and management of the affairs and fnuds

of the National Consumers' League shall be vested in a central

governing body, which shall be known as the Council. The mem-

bership of the Council shall consist of the officers of the Xational
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Consumers' League ami n - Comu>
Leagues. 1 ial Con»umcr»' League *hall

be elected b> H the annua] meeting. A N

e, appointed at the previou ull prepare

nominees to each office, and the baOd ^hall I* ^nt to each v

Secretary fa tlu- Jam itc Ixaguc may pro-

pose names that shall Ik- printed on the list. The officers and two

nsumefl' League shall const:

the Executive ( Soma

Sec nmtal meeting of the Council the

officers of th< I ^eagne hall be elected to senre

for the ensuii

Sec. 4. The Council ihaO have poi* I Honorary >

lal meetii eoommendatiou of the Em
Committee.

Sec. 5. runinars- \ 1 lie filled by

tlu- 1 •. with the consent of a maj the oft'*.-

Ak

net.

Section 1. The annual meeting <»f the Council shall be hdd
at such time and place M >hall be <letermined by the Kxecutive

Committee.

Sec. 2. The E\ mittee shall meet annua!

the annual v. uincil. ami shall prepare a repor

the condition of the National Consumers1

League to submit to the

annual meeting of the Council. It shall also meet at such other

as shall -cem necessary, to apj money and transact

routine business. It shall further make *nch recommendation* and

togge may from time to time seem desirable.

Sec. 3. Sp !>c called at any time by the

ident or by a two-thirds vote of the Executive Committ-

\ I

am rs.

Constitution ma) be an hird* rote at anv

annual meet h amendment having

been submitted to the Secretary of the van* te Consumers'

Leagues at least two m >ecting. or by a

unanimous vote at the annual meeting of the Council.
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BY-LAWS

Aui i< i.i. 1

DUTUa OF OFTIO

Section i. President—The President shall be ex-offido i men
ber of all committees; shall sign all written obligations of the

League, and shall perform all such duties as usually pertain t<>

that office. In the absence of the President hi> duties may be per-

formed by the Vice-Presidents in their order; or, in the absence of

the Vice-Presidents, a chairman may be elected for the occasion.

Sec. 2. Recording Secretary—The Recording Secretary shall

attend all meetings of the Council and of the Executive Committee,

and shall keep the minutes of the League and the Exccntr

mittee.

Sec. 3. General Secretary—The General Secretary shall give

notice of the time and place of meetings, inform new members of

their election, keep a list of all State Leagues belonging to the Na-

tional League, and of all Individual Members, and conduct the

correspondence of the League. She shall have custody of all books,

papers and pamphlets of the League, and take charge of such dis-

tribution of them as the Executive Committee may decide, and .shall

perform all duties usually appertaining to the office.

Sec. 4. Treasurer—The Treasurer shall hold all funds of the

League, and shall deposit the same, in the name of the League, in

such bank or trust company as the Executive Hoard shall di

He shall pay out money only by check and as directed by the

ecutive Committee. lie shall keep a correct account of all m
received and expended, render reports of the condition of the treas-

ury at the meetings of the Executive Board, and make a full audited

report of the financial condition of the League at the annual meet-

ing. The Treasurer shall be ex-officio a member of the Finance

Committee.

Article II

STANDING COMMITTEES.

Section 1. Standing Committees shall be established at an

annual meeting by a vote of the Council, upon recommendation by

the Executive Committee adopted not later than the January n

ing preceding.
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Sec. 2. The Chairmen of all Standing Committee* thall be ap-

rm of office to continue until such

tunc as a successor can be appointed, each Chairman to form his

own committee, subject t<> the approval of the President

l—Committee tm Pinmct Hm I minuter on li nance shall

llC Ira^'lir, shall Sect:

• V poaatbhl ivayi of obtaining fm

do all in its power 10 add t.» the tmancial support of the league.

The Cbmirmui -hall prepare a budget for 1 1 &
* la conference

with 1 Treason r, whk h hall be presented
•in- annual meeting.

2—Committee on Label. The ( ommhtce on I-a!»cl dull inves-

«• all applkationj foi the National Consumers' Ixaguc label,

the Executive < bmn m far each applicant com-

plies with the si maintair be Leago

3

—

Committee on 1 titer-national Relations. The Committee OH

Int« : hall keep informed of all work along the

Of the Consumers' League dOOC in Other countries; shall cor-

respond with the officials or those hr n the work in other

i an Interchange of 4s of work;

also to bring about, so far as possible, co-operation between organs-

:is in all countries of the world i; in the object* of the

League. It shall study international aspects of the

vor to bring into closer touch ihc various Kuro-

m Leagv

4

—

Committee on I egishHon and I rglJ Offence of Labor Lomu.

The Committee « itkn shall keep hiiormed and report lo the

utive Committee all legislation DOOCCrning the m which

all bill* in any

whieh are liable to come br

the legislatures. They shall further be empow
i
the

appr the Executive Gonvnitl draft bills or seek legisla-

m any way helpful to the a Ihe National Cbmm
ne. and shall assist In the defense of the laws by supplying

addition r other atiittince.

5

—

Cottunittee on I'uhluation. The Committee on Publication

shall ha e of the printing of all retorts of tin- National

im\ all other h literature which the

utive Committee decide to have published It ««hall lave
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lished in magazines and newspapers, whenever practicable, articles

relating to the work of the League
6—-Committee on Lectures. The Committee on Lectures shall

arrange meeting! held in the interest of tin- League; shall

secure q who will go about from place to place and explain

the principles, and aims of the National Consult iguc;

also, as far as possible, interest people in the formation of new

Leag

7

—

Committee on Exhibits, The Committee on Exhibits shall

collect and administer an exhibit in the interest of the Consumers'

gue.

[CLE III

BB \

Branches of the National Consumers1 League may be formed

in any State or Territory of the United States, Each Branch shall

be called a State or Territorial League, and shall control its own

funds, elect its own officers, fix its own fees and dues, and manage

its own afTai or Territorial Branch is allowed to

have two representatives on the Executive Committee. Each State

or Territorial Branch shall be represented at the annual meeting

of the Council by the President and one delegate at large or by

their alternates, and by delegates from each Individual League in

proportion to its membership—one delegate for Leagues numbering

one hundred or less, and an additional delegate for every additional

one hundred members.

ASTICLB IV

ANNUAL IfET1 !

The Annual Meeting, as described in Article IV, Section i, of

the Constitution, shall he held, as far as possible, in the East, South

and West in rotation.

Article V
AMENDMENTS.

These By-Laws may he amended at any regular or special

meeting of the League by a majority vote of the members present,

provided that the intended amendment shall have been previously

approved by the Executive Committee and that notice of the pro-

posed amendment shall have been appended to the call for the

meeting at which such amendment is to be acted upon.



1 Hi M SION OF THE COUNCIL.

The i annual session of the Council of the National

Consumers' League was hdd m MiKsauV fl March
In the al> .

kfen, Vkt 'in. in
| Roll call responded to as

n— Mrs. Wilmartli. Mrs. \ .m Dtf \ aart.

Bias .. Mr. Bradley.

New York Mi>s Sanfonl. M Miss Goldmark.

—Mr. Cadwallader.

ilk-, Miss Cochran. Wm Cohen.

Rhode [afatnd Mr. Hrad!

Mrs. GofT. M loway. Mrs. Gudden.
Mrs. Strang, Mi \V.

Scl rs. ZutVld.

Uni\ lagelen.

Minutes of the previous meeting read and accepted with minor

ectioa .substituting the word bill for law.

The rejK>rt of Mr. (i. Hermann Kinnicutt. Treasurer, was read

and on motion o! Mrs. Sherwin i

ented her report . which was ac-

ed.

It v. itivc Committee be empowered to

fix time and place of the annual meeting, rnanimously carried.

Miss Cohen, del m Pittsburg!] »e hospitality

t.f her city for the next mo-tin- This invitation was referred to

the Execi: -nmittce.

I San ford, o! New Y.»rk. s|*»kc with special appreciation

of the needs of the Food and Exhibit ( ..mnuttces; and also of the

great effort that the raising of the present budget necessitated on

the part of the members oi the Finance r«*nmittcc. Miss Sanfonl

1 that, in spite of the fullest recognition of the claims of

Standing Committees, it is ImpOSlftle in the state of the finances

to pledge any financial MppQfl to the work of such committees.

Carried.
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The following resolution was adopt (

Whereas, The Consumers' League of Wellesley College has asked the

National Consumers' League to endorse the label of the Shirtwaist Makers'

Union; therefore, be it

Resolved, That the Label Committee be given power to endorse from

time to time (and also to withdraw such endorsement) the label of any

Union which may sock such endorsement, in any industry related to the

work in which the Consumers' League is engaged, provided that this label

covers in its requirements the requirements established for the use of the

label of the National Consumers' League.

The report of the Committee on Legislation and Legal Defense

of Labor Law- waa given by Miss Josephine Gokhnark, Secretary.

Mrs. Wilmarth, of Chicago, moved the acceptance of the report.

and Miss McDowell seconded the motion. Carried. A rising vote,

expn atitude. wa> given Mr. lirandeis and Miss Goldmark.

The report of the Committee on Publications was given by the

Chairman. Miss Josephine (inldmark. Report accepted

The report of the Committee on Lectures was read by Mrs.

Kelley. Report accepted.

Mr. Francis 11. McLean, Chairman of Committee on Inter-

national Relations, sent the report of his Committee, which was

read by Mrs. Kelley. Report accepted.

The report of the Food Committee, Miss Alice Lakey, Chair-

man, was then read. Report accepted.

The following resolutions were introduced by the Food Com-

mittee :

Resolved, That the National Consumers' League respectfully urges upon

Congress the necessity of amending the National Pure Food and Drugs Act in

the following particulars, viz., To prohibit absolutely and unqualifiedly the

use of benzoate of soda and similar chemical preservative in the preparation

and preservation of foods destined for interstate commerce, for the sake of

preventing the utilization of unclean and offensive waste productions, which

now, by the use of such preservatives, are branded as foodstuffs and sent

through the channels of commerce.

Motion laid on table.

Whereas, President Taft's decision as to the labeling of whiskey dif-

credits all food standards by ignoring the standards set for spirituous liquors

by the Association of State and National Food and Dairy Departments at the

Mackinac Convention, when the report on food standards was unanimously

adopted; and
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WiiniAf. These standards are of the

what arc the ettcntial characteristics of foods

: chiefly for American*, and

Wnmi, President I

moat eminent food

may I- to w
unci without Mating that fact on the label,

the labetl of the restraining

new definition of what

to open t for return of all the evils of

n ami uutluines. that have for a time been held in

Hon of tbfl >ig the opinions of

Attorney-General Konaparte. and upon the finding* of Federal Judge* Robb,

Thompson and Humphrey, that whiskey and neutral

substances; therefore, be it

Resolved, That we, the Council of the National

t against the action of the President, ami urge upon state food onVial*.

in all states, the necessity of prompt and concerted action on their part to

the peril threatened by President Taft's decision, to that if rone—11 ri

cannot have the protection ol the federal law. they may at least be safe-

guarded by state law from a return of the former evils of adulterating tad
r inding the foods, drugs, liquors and medicines of this people.

Adopted

Mr-. \\ llmartli moved that we urge the passage of the follow-

ing resolution:

Resohed, By the Senate and House of Representatives of the United

States of America in Congress assembled, That the President be, and be

hereby is authorized to
|
proclamation the entry of cocoa into the

tutes or her possessions, where it is shown to bit satisfaction that

the same is the product of slave labor.

Adopted.

The report of the Special Committee on Colleges and Gradu-

ates was read and accepted.

The report of the Special Committee on Exhibits was read ami

accepted.

icrwin moved that the Kxhibit Committee be made one

Of the Standing Committees of the National League. Carried.

The Special Committee on Minimum Wage Hoards, rontitling
of Miss Balch. of WW hairman; Professor Seager. of

Columbia; Mr. Herbert Milk <>f Vflggftr; Mr Arthur Hokombe. of

\ ard ; Rev. John A. Ryan, of St. Paul Seminary, have prepared
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a bibliography and a tentative draft of a bill on wage boards now

in the hands of the Publication Committee.

The General \ then read the paper of M y on

"What the Consumer t an 1

A report goo Gonsum pie was then read by

the General Sccretai

The following letter wai presented by the Council of Jewish

Women

:

To the Members of the Sational Consumers League:

We beg to call your attention to an effort made by us to secure a higher

moral tone in the general contents of the public press. We recognize the

great educational power of I I free country and believe that

without infringing on its full lilnrrty it is possible to restrict the amount of

obnoxious news, such as details of murders, divorces, personal and social

scandal, accidents, etc., which can only have a demoralizing effect on those

who read it, especially on the youth of our country. With this objt

view, the Council of Jewish Women at an annual executive meeting adopted

the following resolutions:

"Resolzed, That we vigorously deprecate the publication of such details

of trials as are a menace to public morals, and also that we ask all public

spirited persons to refuse support to those journals, that in the daily pub-

lishing of this and other most objectionable and sensational material, do

ignore their high privilege.

"Resolved, That wc oppose this evil in practical ways and especially in

the line of developing public opinion to appreciate its danger. We earnestly

appeal t<» editors to aid us in this effort."

On motion of Mr. Bradley, the League expressed sympathy with

the work of the Council of Jewish Women.
Mrs. Van Der Yaan a brief report of the special work

that Illinois is doing f<>r the child labor law.

Mr. liradley reported the child labor work for Massachusetts;

the straggle w'th the theatrical interests and the resulting strength-

ening of the law.

The following rej>ort of the Special Committee on Amend
ments to By-Laws was read and unanimously adopted:

Amendments.
The following changes in the Constitution, endorsed by the

Executive Committee and recommended by it to the Council, were

adopt* 1

Art. III. Sec. 2. Line 12—Omit the words "one hundred" and

insert "one thousand



IV, Sec. 4 >!iall rca.l The I Oiall have po*

elect Honor.

i

> annual meeting on recom-

• »mmitt<<

Sec. 4 shall become
Art. \ . c annual meeting

of the Coand] wall be held il men lime .md place as thill be deter-

mined by lb

nArt. II. Sec. i— Insert at Sec. 1 the following:

Committees shall be established il ta annual matting by a vt>i

upon rccommeiiditioti bj the i

adopted i man the Jai

of business for ( fcxmcfl meetings, reported
l»> the Legislative ( omn as adopu

I—Roll (all.

2—Min

3—Report of Treasurer,

4—Report of Final] nittee,

5—Report oi

6—Report of Standing Committeea,

7— Rcj>ort

8— Unfinished Business,

9—New Busmi

10—Ri Nominating Committee;
11—Election of OftV

The Nominating Committee, consisting of:

Professor Jacob Hollander, airman;

Iflsi Cornelia Bradford,

Miss Emily Bissell,

Dtathre ticket mcers, page l.)

Tin t a ballot for the 1

ted, and they were link declared dee*
\t"ti 1 1 beat f thanks to the Wisconsin and Milwaukee

the Council adjuun



REPORT OF THE SECRETARY

By far the most important event of the year il the decision of the

Supreme I Illinois lUStainil ustitutional the ten houri

law for women employed in factories, mechanical establishments

and fautodl

If the National Consum< jue had done no other useful

thing besidej its contribntion towards this decision, our el(

years' existence would he justified by this atone. For the thou-

sands of women and girls in Illinois whose fatigue will at

be reduced are by no means the only beneficiaries of this work.

All their innumerable >rs will profit by it. But this i> not

all. The old decision has been for fifteen years a baneful influ<

in every industrial state in the Republic, always raising the ques-

tion whether, after all, it was wise to spend energy in trying to

get legislation of this character when the courts were likely to

hold it contrary to the state if not to the federal constitution.

This mildewing influence is now at an end. and we can go forward

with new hope and assuran

The text of the decision is given in full elsewhere in thi

port; and the relation of the National Consumers' League to the

decsstOfl is shown in the reports of the Committees on Legislation

and on Puhlication. The court reverses it- decision of fir

years before (in May. 1895) tMat no restriction could he placed

upon the working hours of women, and now places Illinois in line

with Massachusetts. Nebraska, Washington, Oregon, and the

Supreme Court of the United St. sblishing ten hours as the

legal maximum working day in the industries named.

Since the puhlication of our last report, containing the deci-

sion of the Supreme Court of the United States in the Oregon case,

that state has extended the benefits of the ten hours day to women
in mercantile institutions, transportation and communication.

Upon the basis of these two decisions, it seems reasonable to

plan for the extension of the ten hours law for women in every

state, and to all industries in the cem 1 IOIO-IO30. To this

end, Miss Goldmark is continuing her work upon fatigue and disease.

It is cheering to note that the publication of the Illinois deci-

(18)
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sion was limned .> the wlthdrawal fan further

.tmn in the Men N<«rk leg H'raccful bill

exempt m >\ kit\* years old ami

ami fruit preserving csUbltthfi

um now afforded them by the law. Had
t.ill become law, earn »uld have been free t«» keep them

at work unlimited noun from June 151)1 to October 15th. each

empl being n each woman and girt

a record of the h mimitea worked each day, and not letting

the i red an average of 1 throughout that

period. The A might have employed a girl sixteen yean
old twenty nOUfl I «la\ for tWO month*, ami then sent her tO

B who might employ 1< y hours a day for the

tii employeri would l*c strictly within

the terms of the hill. ich had kept a full record of the

hours workt

predict, m the light of the Illinois decision, that

cruel m< 1 of again.

The National Consume! braces fifty-four

in the folio* Vlawarc.

Illinois, Kentucky. Maine. Maryland, Massachusetts, Missouri. New
Mew York. I :Vnn-ylvania, Rh«*le MamI and \

in.

There arc Consumers' Leagues in the foMoWBIg univcrsi-

and boarding ichool Unhrertky «>f Wisconsin.

Well rwi Ifawr, Radclitr ohe.

Milwaukee-Downer, the Dwjght School, Kngfewood,

X. II School at BriarclitT Manor.

V
In several unhrei egea, meiimtffi of the fa

arc active members «>f tl >al Consumers' League, although

then cague or branch within the institution. This is notably

the case at Harvard, Vale. Goran Paul's Seminary.

Oberlin and the (Juiversfl
4

nia.

In Rochester, X. a% excellent work lias been done under the

manship of Mrs. Gardner Raymond by a Consumers' League

Committee numbering more than two hundred members within

the V rational and Industrial tnion It is an anomalous

condition that a large group of persons who have carried 00 an
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uniiMialh n do not a; tlu- directory in this

report became they cousthutc a committee oi i 1 ation,

not an autoo onsufners' League. A similar anomaly e

in Pasadena, GaL, where a committee of the Shalo Club hai

for several years been doing most o! the work ordinarily done by

an efficient local Consun m :;nie.

The label is used by sixty-five manufacturers operating seventy

five factories in Illinois. Maine. Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan,

New Hampshire, New Mew York, Ohio, Pennsylvania,

Rhode Island, Vermont, Wisconsin.

It is reasonable to nope that this list may grow more rapidly

in consequence of the Illinois decision, b re of em
plovers to have overtime work has. hitherto, been one o! the great

obstacles to the use of the label.

Work at Night by Boys and Girls.

A very long step forward has been taken in New York and

Ohio by the enactment of statutes prohibiting the employment of

boys at night in the telegraph and messenger service before the

twenty-first birthday in New York, and the eighteenth birthday in

Ohio. While this progress is due to the efforts of the National

child Labor Committee, the enforcement o! the law will depend

upon the co-operation of citizens throughout these two state

reporting violations of the law whenever they may occur. The

task of making public the provisions of the law, and of carrying on

a campaign of education preliminary to similar legislation in all

the states is properly our own. No nocturnal visit from a young

messenger, telegraph or delivery hoy should ever be allowed to

pass without vigorous protest addressed to the employer.

Cincinnati appears to be the one large city in which girls are

not employed at night in the telephone The request is

hereby addressed to all r< port that they send to the

General Secretary the name of any company in any city known to

employ exclusively adult men at night in the telephone service. It

is desired to make a white list of such communiti

It is impossible t :ate the ttndesirability of this particular

form of night work for women and girls ; and the fact that boys

in the telegraph service are protected against it. while nothing is

done for girls in the telephone service is a challenge to Consumers'

Leagues everywhere.
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The new of our work it the establishmci
( 'onsinners' League of Philadelphia, ind |-r «ttbli*h-

- ontmnen1

l«-.». idus-

Rochester. N bureaut for

placing foong worker! with a rfc j>ing the individuals thus

placed. hut also getting trustw«.rth> acquaintance with the condi-

of work in the places to which th« \ are sent No more
|

tical contribution than thia OOOld U made, to the new movement

X till tlie voting workers and

the supply of uilikilh al

Minimi \i \V\..i BOASH

An imp !im A ;

nth animal i! * with minimum wage
boards. The campaign i and legislation for minimum

is undertaken in accordance with a recommendation

«>f the Intirnati.in.il ( nfcrcncc leagues held in

Gent rod, in September, 1908. A ipecial committee has

been formed with Miss Kmilv Greene I'aKh. of Wclleslcy i ollege,

as chairman. Through the 1 *.alch. a I bill

has been dra be diacwiaed and ntnanan • the

one more contribution b) the National Consun

League to the nation-wid labor legislation.

The Conmmerf1 League has bc< I to the advoca*

minimum wage board laws hy oaf item toacfaugl of experience.

1 twenrj effort, betwi id merchants

in N k Qtjf have been brought m agree to jay to women
1 and upward, who liave had one years experience

as clerks, not less than six dollars a week. Meanwhile. Miss S. B.

n of the income and expeneee of working

women and ^irls shews that eight dV liars is t!w lCaM upon w*

women in New Vock City can beep men a health and enV

the need of the workers

and the minimum WlgC attained in tv method of

organized pt I more effective ways of

compelling payment of a living wage cngthened by

the demand of tuber. inatoriums for funds for the care of
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broken down workers, the demand of reformatories f- irgcr

appropriations for use in reforming women who have abandoned

the attempt to live on wages which do not rapport them, and Un-

steady growth of institutions for the care of the ifl 1 the

mclaii:hol\. It is much to be desired that a careful study should be

made of the relation of underpay and overwork to these three

of institutions. It ifl not the daughters of the rich who fill them

and fill their Wilting lilts. It is largely the ill-paid, unskilled

semi-skilled young workers who cannot replace by recreation

good food the nervous energy which they spend in their daily

woik, and who inevitably give way in health or morals, or both.

So long as women's wages rest upon the assumption that every

woman has a hatband, father, brother or lover contributing to her

support, so long these sinister incidents of women's industrial em-

ployment ( turberculosis, insanity, vice) are inevitable.

Minimum wage boards involve the fullest publicity of payrolls

and wage-books and assure to the public clear knowledge, where

now there is blank ignorance on the part of the shopping public

of wages and the consequence of those waj

The English statute, which took effect January 1st, 1910, affords

an interesting and helpful basis of comparison for this new effort.

The text, with an introduction by Mr. A. N. Holcombe. of the

Department of Economics of Harvard University, may be had on

application to the National Consumers' League.

Meetings

During the year, the secretary has attended, in the interest of

the League, one hundred and thirty-three meetings in sixteen states

and the District of Columbia; California, Colorado, Connecticut.

Illinois, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota. Missouri, New
Jersey, New York, Ohio, Oregon, Pennsylvania. Virginia, Wash-

ington, Wisconsin, and the District of Columbia. The places and

dates of these meetings were as follows

:

1909.

March 5—New York City, Teachers' College, Columbia University.

19—Northampton, Mass., Parlor meeting.

Northampton, Mass., Smith College Consumers' League

20—Boston, Mass., Conference with Execuitve Committee of

-achusetts League.

23—Paterson, N. ), Parlor meeting, the Mayor presiding.
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April 7 \» Hearing on Mercantile Fmplnynu' ML
M lechnical School

17- Philadelphia. Pa.. American Academy of Political and Social

io-Ncw York Cky, Consumers' League public meeting.

JO inference on Truancy Work.

mmCUk
ai—Obcrlin. Ohio—Oberlin Collar
aj-St 1 Conference

St. Lou

i

lary In%titute

St. Lot; School
St Louis. Mo.. Conference with Officers of Si Louu Coo-

turner*' Lea*:

St
I

ig public meeting.

25—Oshko>! >ngregat»onal Church.

a6-Oshk !>ooL

27—Menasha, Wis., Delegate meeting Comtm
20—Minneapolis. Minn.. National Y W (

JO—Minneapolis. Minn . I'imcrs
I

May I Minmilpolil, Minn. Ould Labor

J—Chicago, III., Conference on ten hours MB.
5—1 . Normal School.

7—Rochester. N. Y. Wow and FducaiuM .

12- •

. . National Child Labor Committee
14—New York City. Congestion Committee
20—Stamford, Conn. Pnblic meet

June 6— Montclair. N J . 1 irst Congregational Church.

8—Boston. Mass . Conference with Officers of Consumers'

of Massachu

0—Buffalo. N V . National Conference of Charities and Cor-

rect:

15—Roclx Y Public met

ig Philanthropy.

July 4— Seattle. \\ B Church.

II— Seattle. V

16—Seattle. Wash meeting, Armory Halt

18—Portland. Ore

.

Portland. Ore., Presbyterian Ch

Portlai >ngregatkmal Church.

10— Porthu trior meeting, home of Mrs. Ballou.

20—Portland. Ore . Portland Heights Chih

21—Portland. Ore . Parlor meeting, home of Mrs, I isapirw. WB-
lamette Heights.

22— Portland. Ore . Catholic

Portland. Ore . Irvington

Portland. Ore . Presbyterian Church, prayer
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July ^j— Portland. Ore, O with League member! and bu>i-

ness men.

Portland. Ore., Public meeting. Chamber of Comm<
29—Berkeley, Cal. Hearst Hall, public meeting.

31—Berkeley, Cal., Association of Collegiate Alumna;.

August J—San Francisco. Cal., Conference with Milk Con
6—San Francisco, Cal., Swastika Club.

8—Oakland, Cal.. Oakland Unitarian Church.

San Francisco, Cal., California Club.

10—Palo Alto, Cal , Public meeting.

11—Palo Alt. ptist Church.

13—San Francisco, Cal. x ocsatkm.

San Francisco. Cal., Central Labor Council.

15—Berkeley. Cal., Unitarian Church.

17—Berkeley, Cal. Cm erattjf Opening kctui

class.

20—San Diego, Cal., Public meeting
21—Los Angeles. Cal., City Club.

22—Los Angeles, Cal., FYiday Morning Club.

27—Denver, Colo., National Association Food and Dairy Com-
missioners' annual meeting.

October 18—Syracuse, N. Y., Consumers' League.

19—New York City, State Association of Nurses.

20—Richmond, Va., National Association of Health Officers.

21—Troy, N. Y. f State Woman Suffrage Association.

27—New York City, National Child Labor Committee.

28—New York City, American Association for Labor Legislation.

New York State Branch annual meeting.

November 1—New York City, School of Philanthropy.

3—New York City, State Child Labor Committee.

4—New York City, School of Philanthropy.

5—Boston, Mass., Conference with Massachusetts League

officers.

9—New York City, Greenwich House, Conference on Minimum
Wage Boards.

11—New York City. Barnard College.

12—Harrisburg, Pa., State Federation of Women's Clubs.

17—Philadelphia, Pa., Consumers' League.

19-—New York City, Teachers' College.

21—New York City, Pilgrim Church.

Brooklyn, N. Y.. People's Forum
22—New York City. Rrooklyn Heights School.

23—Philadelphia. Pa.. Friends' School.

26—New York City, Harlem Liberal Association.

December 5—Boston, Mass., Woman's Trade Union League.

6—Boston, Mass., Conference with Labor leaders.
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ctoii. Mao . Lyceum.

8-Boston. M Workers.

9— Button. Man rncc with 0>Vlfi>

Consumers' League.

rtaw, N > Mooting.

i6-Rocl>. arlur meeting, house <i Mr. Wolf.

Rochester ^<Jckl Center. West High School

17—Rochester, N V. Load GMMBMnf Lm
Rochester |

|

I|{ || School
18-1 arlor meeting, horn-

Roc I

19 Roebtrt .»g

ao-v
a York I I Ubor

and Teachers'

1st..

191a

January 4 Gainsborough

7—New York

9—Sum i' iivcrsalist Church,

la—

N

rmal Col

13- piul Nurses' Aluanue Asso-

14— Bos- mil Hall, public meeting of National

Labor Commr
Boston, V

15—Elizabeth. N. J .. Unitarian I

17—Washington, D. C, Conference »ith

form Legislat:

18—Washington, I). C. Conference with

n Legislat

10-New Y. ens Mcdt

ao-
x

»rlor meeting

23—New Y« : hr

25—Wei:-
27—New York n—Annual

League of N«

f*ebruary $—Ithaca, \ Y. Philanthropy.

tudcnU public

9- N k City. W
itarian Chorea.

II—South II ML, Ml HolfOfca College.

ia—New Ybrl

15—

^

mal meeting 5

Poughkee «blic

10—Cleveland, Ohio—Annual

Uni-
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February 20—Cleveland, Ohio—Dr. Pratt's Clu

ai—Cleveland, Ohio, College for Women, Western Reserve Uni-

ver

22—Cleveland, Ohio, Executive Board, Consumers' League of

Ohio.

23—Cleveland, Ohio, Educational Alliance.

24—Oberlin, Ohio, Public meeting.

25—Oberlin, Ohio, Chapel Service.

Painesville, Ohio, Lake Erie College.

26—Painesville, Ohio, Lake Erie College.

Youngstown, Ohio, League of Clubs.



ORT OI THE LABEL COMMITTEE
The Label Committer has considered a mimbef of teflieeriont for the

use of the LIk-I \> m en ( the Ubrl has
ore manufacturers in InaanWhneelnl than In any o

rigid law relating lO the *orking hours of women has there

ird of factorial m thil rnaeect, ajsj al«o because the

more closely

tttjf other LaegM.
•rcgon Consumers' Lea*:

thr label at a seal «>n milk bottkf was granted on conditio*

Consumers' League guarantee the employment of a veterinarian and a bac-

and also make itself responsible for good worming conditions1 in

the dairies. The power thus granted has not been used because the

State, and the Portland municipal onVtfl immediately entered upon a

career of

Beginning January i. lot I. manufacturers who use the label ariB he

required to have it Hitched to garment* Hftfsttl ertah

been cither stamped upon the goods or attached to the

paste or p

At the r< the Consumers' League of Wellesley College, the fot-

• •II was passed in regard to endorsing the label of the Ladies'

tent Workers' I'uion:

Be it resolved. That the Isabel Committee he given power %0

end also to withdraw such endorsement) the I bel of any

i which maj seek such endorsement, in any industry related to the

in which the Goftaninere
1 Leagna ^ engaged, provided that this label

I
s in its requirements the requirements established for the net of the

label of tl. il Consumers' Lee]

ICANUFACTURERS AUTHORIZED TO DSB THE LABEL

Illinois^-

hall Field & Co.. Chicago, underwear, nuilillin and fine.

George Lev* is, Chicago, underwear, medium and fine,

ago, dressing sacques

Ifeta*--

The C P Hathaway Company. Watenrille, fine undsrsnar.
land—

Mendels Bros., Baltimore, wrappers, kimonos, house suits and waists.

E. Pohl & Go* Baltimore, corn

Massachusetts—

George G. Bean. Winchester and Quincy. skirts, petticoats,

house dresses, aprons and dilating

<»7>
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Brown, Durrcll & Co., Boston, petticoats.

w M. Bums Company, Worcester, fine underwear (women*! and chil-

dren's).

Dark Manufacture .ml stocking supporters.

Columbia Bathing Suit Company, BottOfl ami <• bathing and

gymnasium a

Continental Waist Company. BottOO, ladies' silk and lace waists.

Elliott Manufacturing Company, BottOO, shirtwaists and petticoats.

Fairmount Underwear Company, Hyde Park, underwear, cheap and

medium.

Davis Frank. Boston, underwear, medium and fine.

The George Frost Manufacturing Company, Boston, skirt and stocking

supporters.

(.reen & Green, Worcester, fine underwear.

The German Embroidery Company, Boston, doing work for the C
nental Waist Company.

H.-lden (.raves Company. Boston and Gloucester, aprons, tea gowns and

wash suits.

C. F. llovey & Co. Boston, for order work in their own work-rooms.

A. Israel. Worcester, underwear, skirts, flannelette gowns.

Jordan Marsh Company, Boston, for order work in their own work-

rooms.

Mrs. M. E. Kelsey, Boston, Bostonia petticoats.

Lester, Mintz & Co., Boston, petticoats.

Lincoln Manufacturing Co., Boston, petticoats and ladies' underwear.

Natick Underwear Company, Springfield, underwear (women's and chil-

dren's).

Priscilla Undermuslin Company, Springfield, undermuslins.

Meyer Rosenfeld, Boston and Quincy, wrappers, dressing sacques, shirt-

waist suits.

Royal Manufacturing Company, Gloucester, ladies' and misses' wash

dresses.

R. H. Sircom & Co., Melrose, petticoats.

Sterling Manufacturing Company, Cambridge, skirts, petticoats, under-

wear, children's dresses and rompers.

Superior Manufacturing Company, Boston, "Boston Silk Petticoat
."

Westboro Underwear Company, Westboro. underwear, cheap and medium.

Whitall Underwear Company, Lowell, underwear, medium and fine.

Michigan—
W. H. Allen Company, Detroit, underwear.

Crescent Works, Ann Arbor, corsets.

Jackson Corset Company, Jackson, corsets.

A. Krolik & Co. Detroit, corsets.

McGce Brothers Company, Jackson, petticoats.

Standard Underwear Company, Jackson and Grand Rapids, fine under-

wear.



N*w Hampshire—
Ideal Id C Coim>> \ wrapper*, skirts

Manchester Garment Company. Manchester, petticoat*.

A'rw Jersey—

Hteaq \ Db & Soot Company. Mtllvitle. Carmel and Bridgetoo,

A'** >'or*—

Abramowitx & Brill. New York I

Columbia Skirt Cotnp..

•any. I Cortland.

New Yor «ny»J

v Bros. & Co, Syracuse, underwear.

Mix & Sont Company. New York City, women'* ami nsisaeV

tub dresses.

M WilU-r Dyer Cotnp, .. lad.c*'

^kirt Company. Klmira. pi

Poughkeepsie Queen UmkfiiiuiHm Company. PougMrtupiii,

muslins

i Skirt Manufacturing Company. I'tica. »'

The Wade G < w Y..rk ( ity, corsets.

The Wolf Company, New

Ohio—
Miss Antoinette Rouland. Oe\ eland, aprons.

Pennsylvania—

Middendorf Bros., Philadelphia, fine underwear.

A. L. Samuels. Philadelphia, petticoats.

J B Sheppard 8c Sons. Philadelphia, fine under* e

Rhode Island—
\\ II 8c Co.. Providence, underwear.

The Reach & Brown Coinpam

.

»1U. fine underwear, on

<nt—

.rment Company. Brandon.

Brown, Durrcll & Co wrappers, house

1 l' rulerwear Company. Richmond, children's drawers
bt*.

\\ tsconsin—

nny, I .a Crosse, three- pieee

Western I'ndcrwcar Company, Oshlcosh. underwear, all



REPORT OF THE COM Mil TEE ON LEGISLATION AND
THE LEGAL DEFENSE OF LABOR LAWS

By the Secretary, Miss Josephine Goldmark.

During the past year, the Secretary has continued her investigation

the literature of fatigue and working boon. I his was undertaken t<> rappfe-

ment and complete the opinions and statistics on overwork collected two years

ago for the brief in defense of the Oregon ten hours Law before the t

States Supreme Court. The Russell Sage Foundation has, to date, given the

sum of $2,500 for salaries of readers and clerical work to carry on this

investigation.

The first practical use of the results of this study was in defense of the

Illinois ten hours case, for which a brief of 000 pages was prepared l>y the

Secretary of this Committee, under the direction of Mr. Louis I) Hrandei-.

of Boston. In September, 1909, Judge Tuthill. of the Circuit Court of Cook

County, issued an injunction, enjoining the chief factory inspector, Mr. E. T.

Davies, and the state's attorney, Mr. W. E. Wayman, from enforcing the

newly-enacted law. This law prohibited the employment of women in

mechanical establishments, factories and laundries more than ten hours in

one day.

In accordance with the object for which this Committee was formed,

the defense of labor laws, the Secretary communicated at once last September

with the Illinois officials and with representatives of various Illinois

organizations.

The gratuitous services of Mr. Louis Brandeis, of Boston, were obtained

for the State of Illinois, as we had previously secured his services for the

State of Oregon in the ten hours case before the United States Supreme

Court in 1908. Later, through the good offices of the Illinois Section «

American Association for Labor Legislation, the services of Mr. W. C. Cal-

houn, then newly appointed ambassador to China, were also obtained in de-

fense of the law. The National Consumers' League, by enlisting the volunteer

aid of distinguished counsel in these two Oregon and Illinois cases, obscure in

importance at the time, has set a new standard in the defense of labor laws

before the courts.

The far-reaching effect of the favorable Oregon decision, which settled

for all time the right of a state under the federal constitution to protect

its laboring women from overwork, is shown by the large number of states

which have legislated in regard to women's hours during the past two years

since the decision was rendered. In the East such laws have been passed

or amended in Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts and Rhode Island; in the

West, in Illinois, Michigan, Minnesota, Montana and M tregon and

Arizona; and in Louisiana and South Carolina in the South. In some of

these states there had been no previous restriction upon the working hours

(30)



»tal Consumers' Leo. ji

mi Jllmoi*. Michigan, Minnesota. Mimoum. Until 1

phoix una (laundry workers now pro-

It || miwmd thai the fgtotaMll Illinois dcciuou utuiri down April

-. kititaiMiMK the lllmou tru Hours U«. will free itam

women now working upwards of trn hour» a day and

aaaad tutu overtime work at roan 1mom.
ng the pa»t year other case* affecting the consfitutiojtahty of laws

limiting WOMl'l hours of labor I I in Virginia. Missouri. Michigan

Md lxniisiana. In all <>t ves copies nois brief were eupplird

i» Committee. In Virginia the constitutionality of the law was sustained

mrts and the Virginia Supreme Court dismissed the writ of

h it waa sought to appeal the ease In Michigan, the caae it

still pending. In Louisiana the law waa

SPECIAL I IN!) FOR TUT ILLINOIS I

The heavy expense incurred by this Committee in printing at short

the 000-page brief in defense of the Illinois case, waa met by raiting

a special fund Appeals for contributions were sent to individual persona

nous cities; several State Consumers' Leagues contributed direct; while

: interested organizations helped to complete the fond, if* the

1 of the American Association for Labor Legislation, and the

Illinois Woman's Trade Union League. Grateful acknowledgment is mode
< rre Jay, of New York, for acting as Treasurer. The

arranged by states, follow:

I

Massachu*rr 4.*>4t

Illinois Branch American Association for Labor Legis-

lation 4$OO0

is Woman's Trade Union League 10000
•

10000

OregtM |M0
t$oo

toon

M! IOOO

Texas tOO

Sale of brier- 31.05

1w Treasurer.
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DECISION OF THE SUPREME COURT OF ILLINOIS.

Opinion Filed April 21, 1910

Appeal from Circuit Court of Cook County

W. C. Ritchie & Co., a corporation, et ai, Appellees. 1 t, JOttM E. W. Way-
man, ct ai, Appellants.

Ten Hour Law for Women Constitutional.—"An act to regulate and

limit the hours of employment of females in any mechanical establishment

or factory or laundry in order to safeguard the health <»f such employees; to

provide for its enforcement and a penalty for its violation" (1909 Hurd, p.

1 109) which limits the time to ten hours in any one day in which a female

shall work in such establishments is constitutional in all of its particulars

and as an entirety- It is a legitimate exercise of the police power of the

state, is not amenable to the objection that it is special legislation; 1, in

singling out the business of those persons who are conducting mechanical

establishments or factories or laundries; 2, in dividing men and women into

classes; 3, in dividing women into two classes.

Mr. Justice Hand delivered the opinion of the court:

This was a bill in chancery filed in the Circuit Court of Cook County by

the appellees, W. C. Ritchie & Co., an Illinois corporation, and W. E. Ritchie,

its president and general manager, and Anna Kusserow and Dora Windeguth,

two of the employees of said corporation, against the appellants, John E.

\Y. Wayman, as state's attorney for Cook County, and Edgar T. Davies, chief

state factorj' inspector for the State of Illinois, to enjoin the enforcement

against W. C. Ritchie & Co.. and its officers and employees, and all persons

similarly situated in the State of Illinois who may become parties to this suit,

of "An act to regulate and limit the hours of employment of females in any

mechanical establishment or factory or laundry in order to safeguard the

health of such employees; to provide for its enforcement and a penalty for

its violation."

The bill avers that W. C Ritchie & Co., an Illinois corporation, is engaged

in the city of Chicago in the business of manufacturing paper boxes, paper

box machinery, etc., and that \V. E. Ritchie is the president and general

manager of said corporation; that Anna Kusserow and Dora Windeguth,

who are citizens of the United States and are of the ages of forty-five and

thirty-two years, respectrvely, are in the employ of W. C. Ritchie & Co.,

in its business of manufacturing paper boxes, paper box machinery, etc.,

and that they have each been so employed for many years, and sets forth in

detail the services which they each perform in said business. It is also averred

that W. C. Ritchie & Co. have in their employ in said business, in addition

to Anna Kusserow and Dora Windeguth, seven hundred and fifty females,

and that during the rush season in said DUI ' t<. enable said corpora-

tion to fill its orders and comply with its contracts, it is necessary that its

female employees work more than ten hours per day. It is also averred that

W. E. Ritchie, as general manager of said corporation, and with the knowl-

edge and consent of said corporation, has employed and allowed an adult
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fema! rtl in said business of manufacturing paper bom**, paper box
machinery, etc.. more than im bmjn in nog <U> It |g *l*o aterred that the

Mid paper box factory I in a well lighted, heated and ventilated

building and that the conditions surrounding it* employees while at work arc
>ry ami healthful It It gltO averred that the IttftartontI, John 1

Wayntan, as H rney, and Edgar T. Davie*, as chief atale factory

inspe nniliflngl against W. E. Ritchie and lb*

poration for a violation of said act, which act. exclusive of the t<

Iowa:

i acted by the People of the State of

! in the General Aaatssfary: That no female shall he i mplojfd in any
mechanical tOtabJhmaaant oi factory or laundry m this state

hours during any one day. I work may be so

of female* at any tune M that they shall not work
than tatl boon during the twenty-four h<Hirs nf any day.

"See. 2 Any employer who shall require any female to work in any

it act, more than the ntimotr of

hour '. during any day of twenty-four hours, or who
shall fail, neglect or refute so to arrange the work of females in bit employ

that they shall not work more than the number of hours provided for it) this

act. during any one day, or who shall permit or suffer any overseer, supcrm-

tendrnt or other agent of any such employer to violate any of the prniistong

of tins act, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof,

be fined for each ofTensc in a sum of not |eat than %j$ or more than $ioa

"Sec. j. The state depart m< «>ry inspection shall be

:ig the provisions of this act and prosecuting all

of.

"See. 4 All acts and parts of act* in conflict herewith a

repealed."—Approved June 15. moo; in f«.r
| 1909. (Laws of

p. 21-

It is also averred that tional and void, and list

the hill is that the 1
ued

visions of said act as against the complainants.

The defendant ^cd a demurrer to said bill, which

and the defend) oj elected to stand by thei

entered a decree perpetually enjoining the defendants

tanliiiniill, and against all Other persons who are ttaailtrly

and who may intervene in this cause, am of the provisions of said act, and

the defendants have prosecuted an anaaal 10 thi*

The case of People vs. Bowes- Allegretti ('.». in which a judgment of

for the violation of said act hat bam against the defend-

ants by the Municipal I go and which caae b now p lading fta

• upon wr: i-m the joint motion of the parties to

that case, been consolidated *ith mat chancery suit, and that case wa« argued

orally with the chancery suit ami submitted upon the briefs filed in the

The qm 1 of a court of chancery to

entertain the b.U filed in tint cant bas not bam raited in tbe court
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and has not been railed in tins court. We will therefore consider the errors

assigned upon the recor

d

suit and in the criminal case

together and file but one opinion in the consolidated case.

The object of this lit ik the constitutional^ of tin

1909, which is generally referred to as the Woman'* Ten I lour Law, and the

various contentions of the parties will he taken up and will DC disposed of

so far as we think their consideration necestSQ for .» proper disposition of

the question involved.

It is first contended that the act of 1909, known as the Woman's Ten
Hour Law, is in conflict with section J <>f article 2 of the constitution of 1870,

which provides that "no person shall be deprived of life, liberty or property,

without due process of law," in this: that it deprives \V. C. Ritchie & Co.

of the right to freely contract with its female employees and the right of its

female employees to freely contract with \V C. Ritchie & Co. for their labor,

—

a property right,—by prohibiting adult female employees from agreeing to

work, and from working, more than ten hours in any one day in the business

of manufacturing paper boxes, paper box machinery, etc , as that business

is carried on by W. C. Ritchie & Co. in the city of Chicago.

The legislation passed in comparatively recent years in this state, and in

general by the states of the Union, has emancipated women, so that they

now have the right to contract substantially as do men. It has been held

by the Supreme Court of the United States in Lochner vs. New York, 108

U. S. 45, that a law prohibiting men from working in bakeries more than

ten hours a day, or sixty hours in a week, was an arbitrary interference

with the freedom of contract guaranteed by the fourteenth amendment to

the Constitution of the United States, which amendment is substantially the

same, so far as it guarantees to the citizen the right of freedom of contract,

as is the provision of our state constitution heretofore quoted. It was con-

ceded upon the oral argument by appellants, that if the statute now under

consideration had been passed with a view* to limit the employment of men
in mechanical establishments, factories or laundries to ten hours during any

one day it would be an arbitrary interference with the rigjht of men to con-

tact for their labor and unconstitutional and void. If, therefore, such an

enactment would be void as to men, does it necessarily follow that such

enactment must be held invalid when by its express language the enactment

is limited to women, as is the statute now under consideration? This court

has recently held that the disposition of property may he limited or regu-

lated when the public interest requires that its disposition should he limited

or regulated. (City of Chicago vs. Schmidinger, 243 111. 167.) If. there-

fore, the public interest requires that the time which women shall be per-

mitted to work in any mechanical establishment or factory or laundry

should be limited to ten hours in any one day, we are unable to see why this

statute is not constitutional.

The right of the individual to contract with reference to labor is held

inviolable under the constitution on the ground that the privilege of con-

tracting with reference to labor is a property right, within the purview of

the constitution. (Frorer vs. People, 141 111. 171) There inhere in the
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State. hov\e\cr ^oterctgn pom
n\ a> Iht |N,|Kr |Ki»rr. nhKh.

of the state

•net jiul

always held gad the

the state It tt»» statute CM be nittlhwif. it I

>e police power !

man ! gglgg power is said

to be an attnl , %( without any iimiitiw in the
:tution. and t .led upon the duty of the oale to protc

be the saisty and food order of socscty.~ In

•ate, 114 III. 46,

»om from keeping open their placet of business in a city or

pitrpotf <>f reading noodt. ware* and merchandise on
as a proper exercise of thr In

section 130 of the Criminal Code, which

be gambling cc i-olice regulation. In Oty of

Chicago a* Gnnning S ; 111. 6jB, on page 635, it waa aaid: The
f the Hal Of plenary power wtnra enable*

the state to prohibit all things hurtful to the comfort, safety and well-

society, gad may be termed thr Um «.f overruling necessity* (Town of

Lake View vs. koschill Cemetery Co. 70 III Ixmtt and
u hurt!

the pttbtti is subject to tl power and may be restrained or

in the exercise of that pO l'cople. 04 111 IS>.

Cole vs. Hall. 103 id 30; Harm ny of Chicago, no ul 400.) AH
rights, whether tenahle .Me. are held subject to this ponce power
—No: k. 70 UL 654" In

of Chicago vs. Bowman Dairy Co supra, it was held the regulation of

the sale of milk and cream in bottlei and glass jars by a city was a

exercise of the police power, and [aj QtJ of Chicago vs. Sehmidmger.

that the bread ordinances of th> < "hicago. which naed the sint of

es and regulated the sale of bread, were a rrcise of

power.

From the examples above referred to. found in adjudicated casta, ft

be seen that the police power is a \ery broad power, and may be

c regulation of e\rr> prop • so far as it may be

necesv ate to exercise such power to guard the health,

and general welfare of the Batl all men

know as men we cannot profess to be ignorant of aa judge* > that woman's

al structure and the performance of maternal function! place her at a

disadvantage in the battle of bfc. that while a

more than ten hours a day without injury to

when the burden* 1 are upon her. cannot: that while a

can work standing upon gaafg than ten hours a nay. day

•at injury to himself, a woman cannot, and that to uwuifs a

woman to stand upon her feet for more than ten boors in any one nay
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and perform severe manual labor while that binding, day after dag

the effect to impair her health, ami that as weakly and sickly women cannot

be the mothers of vigorous child: of the greatest importance to thr

public that tin ics as may l>c necessary to profc

women from the COQeeq duccd by long OOnHnOOOJ manual labor in

those occupations which tend to break them down physically. It would

fore seem obvious that Ionization which limits the nun irs which

women shall be permitted to work to ten boon in a single day in such

employments as are carried on in mechanical establishments and lam

would tend to preserve the health of women and insure the production of

vigorous offspring by them and would directly conduce to the health.

morals and general welfare of the public, and that Ktcfa legislation would

fall clearly within the police power of the state. Legislation limiting the

number of hours which women shall work in establishments similar to

enumerated in the statute now under consideration t<» B period of not more

than ten hours in any one day has been sustained in M idler vs. Oregon, 208

412; State vs. Miller, 48 Ore. 252 (l_»0 Am. St. Rep. 805); Wenham
vs. State, 58 L. R. A. (Neb.) 825; Commonwealth vs. Hamilton Manf. Co.,

120 Mass. 383, and Washington vs. Buchanan, 59 L. R. A. (Wash) 342

We are of the opinion the statute limiting the time to ten hours in any

one day in which a female shall work in any mechanical establishment or

factory or laundry is a legitimate exercise of the police power of the state.

It is next contended that the act in question is special legislation, in this:

First, that it singles out the business of th< K persons who are conducting

mechanical establishments or factories or laundries and prohibits the employ-

ment of females in those establishments for a longer time than ten hours

in any one day, while other establishments engaged in substantially the same

business are permitted to employ females any number of hours in one day ;

second, that it has the effect to divide men and women into classes; and

third, that after women have been set aside as a class, to then divide a

into two classes—that is. that women who work in mechanical establishment!

or factories or laundries are only permitted to work ten hours in any one

day and that women who are not employed in mechanical establishments,

factories or laundries arc permitted to work any number of hours in .my

one day,—is special and dan legislation and unconstitutional and void.

The business places which arc enumerated by the statute. -th.

mechanical establishments, factories and laundries.— form a class by them-

selves, and differ from mercantile establishments, hotel ants, etc.,

in this: that the product of those establishments enumerated in the statute is

largely produced by machinery, or the employees of such establishments

work with machinery, or the pace at which the employees work in such estab-

lishments is set* by other employees who work with machinery. It would

seem, therefore, that the legislature has not arbitrarily carved out a class

of establishments in which women whose time of employment is limited to

ten hours a day are at work, but that the line of demarkation between the

establishments to which the ten hour limit applies and those to which it

does not apply is clearly defined. In Hawthorn vs. People, 109 111. 302; the
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not because it c governed, but thai it may. fr<*

when many are cmbra provuioas, and all other* may U
;>y the position embraced" la flanitlaag rr City

of Chicag 340, it an hrl.l • Kht regulate the talc of
Ihc law was not special legislation by reason of i*<

ansa of all persons *ho told tobacco m tKr

. 0>. saara, it was add that the dry
it regulate the sale of milk and cream in bottle* or gas** jar*

being v the objection of

because all person* who aold milk or cream m thr ett> did not fall

the terms rdinance. We do not think the

the ground that it amounts to special legi»L

We have already pointed out that the physical

functions of women place them at such a disadvantage in the struggle for

as to form a substantial difference Itrtwrrn the sexev—a differ-

which, in our fralgiUfiH, i» I substantial character as to form

a basis for leg* the legislation subject to the objectioa

that it was not a proper exercise of the police power. The differences «

between the sexes has often formed the basis of a classification, aaoa

h to found legislation. It is this distinction, when used as a basis far

legislation, which authorizes \cmpting women from

and jury service and from nothing Bpoa the public highways or

in mines, and which permits men • alone, the cJc

to hold public office, and fixes their status aj the bead of the family m
exemption an«l

As to the third objection, that women by the act are divined into two

classes.—that is, those whose ti limited to a ten hour day and those

whose service is not thus linn- ha\e also already Haggist! il the answer

is contention, namely, that those women whose is (mated to a

ork in establishments whose product b produced by saacJancry,

hose employees work with BM »r the pace at which such

employees work is set by other employees who worh with machinery We
think that women thus situated, while at work, are under a prI sourI and

which is much more likely to drnc them t» o%er -exertion wber

k' continued effort and thereby to impair their hearth, than are

re favore. likely to be drixen »h- arc engaged m aa

employment which reed at all times op to the limit of

e agenci* n, electricity or other

machinery. There is. therefore, we think, an

batweeo the two classes of women when working in the class of

ment covered by the statute and in other vocations of life, by reason of

ben at work It is we!! s.ttled that

only to a certain class of citixcro der all

law that is made applicable to only one data of
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ever, must be based upon sonic substantial difference between th<

of that class and other individuals to which it foci n«t appl\. Hen
think that tial difference exists- (Harding vs. People, 160 111

Gillespie vs. People, 188 id. 176; Horwich vs. Walker-Gordon Labor

Co., 205 id. 497; Starnc vs. People, 22 id. 189; Jones vs. Chicago, Rock Island

and Pacific Railway Co., 2Q1 id, &2.) We, therefore, conclude the act no*
under consideration not subject to the objection that it is class legislation

because it does not apply to all women who perform manual labor.

It is contended by appellees that the cases Ritchie vs. People, 155 111. 98.

People vs. Williams, 180 N. Y i.u (8) N. I.. Rep. 77&). and Burcher vs.

People, 41 Colo. 495 | 124 Am. St. Rep. 143), hold that legislation similar

t<» the Illinois act of 1909, is unconstitutional. The Colorado statute

sidered in Burcher vs. People, provided: No woman of lizteen years of

age or more shall be required to work or labor for a greater number than

eight hours in the twenty-four-hour day in any mill, factory, manufac-

turing establishment, shop or store, for any person, agent, firm, company,

co-partnership or corporation, where such labor, work or occupation, by-

its nature, requires the woman to stand or be upon her feet in order

to satisfactorily perform her labors, work or duty in such occupation of

employment ." The defendant was convicted in the trial court, under this

statute, for employing a woman in his laundry in the city of Denver to

work for more than eight hours per day. The case went to the

Supreme Court and was there reversed on two grounds: First, that

the subject matter of the section under which the conviction was

had was not "clearly or at all" expressed in the title of the act; and sec-

( ndly, the General Assembly had not, in the act then under consideration

or esewhere, declared or considered the laundry business an occupation

or labor therein injurious or dangerous to health, life or limb, which was

held to be an essential condition precedent to the validity of an enactment

of this character, whether it was based upon the eight-hour amendment

to the constitution adopted in 1902, or upon the general unwritten police

power of the state. It will, therefore, be seen that the Burcher case 1

an authority either as to the validity or invalidity of a statute limiting the

number of hours which women shall be permitted or required to work in

any one day, as the validity of the statute, in so far as it prohibited women
from working more than eight hours in any one day, was not considered

or decided in that case.

In People VS. Williams, the statute which the defendant was charged

with having violated provided that "no minor under the ape of eighteen

years, and no female, shall be employed, permitted or suffered to work in

any factory in this state before six o'clock in the morning or after nine

o'clock in the evening of any day, or for more than ten hours in am one dm
except to make a shorter work day on the last day of the week, or for

than sixty hours in any one week, or more hours in any one week than

will make an average of ten honrs per day for the whole number of days

-o worked" The charge upon which the defendant was convicted was

that a woman, twenty-one years of age, was employed, permitted and suf-
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Aork by the defendant in hit hunk banding niiMnhsncnt mi the

»rk ^ twenty mmutr% I oemng Thu
case, it Hill also be BblTHi doe* not consid , upon the »*i»4.t>

he statute Mhnh nukes it unlawful to permit or suffer

r prohibited nnpliijmi

houri per day, and the court limited, in nprct* terms, the

prohibit'

in the monu ajgg o'clock in the

nig, and beM | «tatute which prohibitrd a ««nuii irons working m
tlic prohibited rmploiintni between nim ofefeth p m and wt o'clock

a. m. of was not a \alid cxrrci»c of the potto] pOWH Of the

»Ute hut was cement ou the constttutkmal right of contract The
magac ant

commit itself t«» the \im that the last clause.—that \%. the
' itute was nnalid. say: "It M to Ik- oWrtrd ttut it (flat

of the statute under consideration
| is not a regulation of the number of

of IftbOf for working women I he cnactmr: Em beyond that It

Htm <>raan to labor befor <k in the

morning or after nine o'clock in the everting, without any reference to

She i* prevented, honeret willing, from
in a lawful employment during the specified periods of the twr

Except ai to women under twenty-one years of age this was the arse

attempt 00 the part of the state to restrict their liberty of person or

freedom t in the pursuit of a vocation I find

language of the section which lUggoatl the purpo

except as it might U- inferred that for a woman to work
bidden hours of rnght would be uuhealthful. If the inhibition of

in question had been framed to prevent the ten hours of work ft

performed at night or to prolong them beyond nine o'clock in the

it might more readily be appreciated that the health of women was the

of lev; i That is not the effect nor the sense of the

of the section with which, alone. we are dealing. It was not the

this defendant was convicted If this enactment is to be

an adult woman, although a citi/en. and entitled, as such, to all the rights of

tir laws, may not he employed nor contract to work m
any factory for any period of time. M matter how short, if

prohibited hours.—and this. too. without any regard to the

the employment It is clear, as it seems to me. that this

I not. l>c upheld a* a pro* < of the police

would seem, therefore, that this case cannot be relied t

n the position that statute luu •• hour* in which

m mechanical estahhshments or factories C€ laundries to

any one day would »>c unconstitutional

The usidered m Rft People is entitled "An act to

late the manufacture of clothing, wearing anoarel and other articles in that

. and to provide for the appointment itpeetort to enforce the

I to make an appropriation therefor." (Laws of 1804. P- 90> The
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section of the act which i^ material to tin- oomid f the question now
in hand, and which was held unconstitutional, was I reads as

follows: "No I hall l>c employed in an »r workshop more
than eight hours in any one day or m any one week."

It will be seen from a comparison of the act of 1893 with the act of 1909 that

they differ in two particulars: hirst, as was observed in the Williams case,

there is nothing in the title of the act of 1893, or in the act itself, which

indicates or suggests that the act was passed for the purpose of promoting

the health of women, except as might he inferred from the provisions of

section 5, that it might he conducive to the health of women to prohibit them

from working more than eight hours in any one day, while the act of 1909

expressly provides in its title that the limitation upon the number of hours

which women shall be required or permitted to work in mechanical estab-

lishments or factories or laundries is passed with the view "to safeguard the

health of such cmpl I his difference between the acts may not be so

material but that if this were the only difference it might be difficult to dif-

ferentiate the Ritchie case satisfactorily from the case at bar. The second

proposition upon which the cases differ is this: The act of 1893 provides

for an eight-hour day while the act of 1909 provides for a ten-hour <1

which women shall be permitted to work in mechanical establishments or

factories or laundries. Can it be said if the limitation upon the number of

hours which women were permitted to work in the designated callings in the

act of 1893 had been fixed at ten hours instead of eight hours the court would

have held the act unconstitutional as an unreasonable exercise of the police

power of the state or that the act would have been held obnoxious to the

constitution as special or class legislation? We do not think it can 1

said, as there is throughout the opinion a veiled suggestion which indicates

that it was the opinion of the court that the limitation of the right to work

longer than eight hours was an unreasonable limitation upon the right to

contract, while the right to contract for a longer day, at least under some

circumstances, might be a valid limitation upon the right of contract. To
emphasize this view we here set out certain excerpts from that opinion. On
page 113 the court say: "Inasmuch as sex is no bar, under the constitution

and the law, to the endowment of woman with the fundamental and inalien-

able rights of liberty and property, which include the right to make her own
contracts, the mere fact of sex will not justify the legislature in putting forth

the police power of the state for the purpose of limiting her exercise of

those rights, unless the courts are able to see that there is some fair, just

and reasonable connection between such limitation and the public health,

safety or welfare proposed to be secured by it." And again, on pag<

"There is no reasonable ground—at least none which has been made mai

to us in the arguments of counsel—for fixing upon eight hours in one day

as the limit within which woman can work without injury to her physique.

and beyond which, if she work, injury will necessarily follow. Rut the police

power of the state can only be permitted to limit or abridge such a funda-

mental right as the right to make contracts, when the exercise of such
|

is necessary to promote the health, comfort, welfare or safety of society or
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the i \nd again, on page 113: Tlriliiiiia, in Ma work on 1 isntti

In n far a* lac impliijiinnl of

class in a particulai mflkt dimane anon th
r<i persona, there can be no doubt aa 10 the iumwn

statute winch pii'isi thai trade"* And again, on
lift «,"- img fr..m /„ pi

leafed hi
I as unconstitutional <*t the ground that it artmra

with personal liberty god pi *jt doe proerta of law.

I ** a,,,r I Mt tome relation to the
public health, that t health |g the end actually aimed at. and thai n
U appropr , that end." Ami the conn. 00 page 113. alao

I paragraph from Cooler on
•is. th.it . • • , • •

and improper % recognizing tin

ling \%otnen engaging in them would be open to no
We therefore repeat what we have once said, that it it not at

onrt. in r in lin ing the ..(.mum in the Ritchie

right hour day was held to be nnconstitutioual, waa of the opinion a
ir day in which women might work would be

In the Oregon case the statute which was approved by
Coin: hi. and afterwards by the Supreme Court of the United

fixed the time whuh women should be permitted to work in any one day at

•-.us The Massachusetts statute approved in Commonwealth rt. HesnaV
Manf. Co. supra, limited the number of hours which women ihonlii be

permitted to work in any one day to ten hours The Nebraska statute passed

upon in the Wenham case also limited the number of hours which

I be permitted to work in one daj to ten boors, and in-

stance passed upon in t! man case limiting the number of

women should be permitted to work in any one day to ten boors, and the

same number of hours was fixed by the New York statute referred to ha

People vs. Williams, supra.

think the general consensus of opinion, not this country bat

in tli- tmtries of -hat a working day of not more

ten hours for women i* jusl the following reasons: (I) The
physical organization of WOfl her maternal functions; (J) the

and education of children. (4) the maintenance of the

far matters of general knowledge that

ial cognizance of their e) < MuIIcr it Oregon, sufr*. t We are

of the opinion that a statute prohibiting women from nocking in a mechanical

establishment or factory or laundry more than ten hours m any one d>

unreasonable limitation noon the right of women to con-

tract. Surrounded as women arc by the changing conditions of

the r. t employment which environs them, we agree fultj

is said by the Supreme Court of Washington in the rhwhanan case: "Law
the arhstiaati of justice are

immutable, changing conditions of society and the eeolutioa of
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make a change in the appl; principles absolutely necessary to an

intelligent adnnnist nunent. In the early history of the law,

when einplo\r unple, tin COndhkmS, of the

citizen and the State were different, and many employments and uses which

were then considered inalienable rights have sum. rTOOH the Verj

of changed conditions, been subjected to legislative oosti rictioa rod

int. This all flows from the old announcement made by Blackstonc,

that "when man enters into soi peatatioii for the protectiofl which

socict him. be must yield Dp some of his natural rights, and as the

responsibilities ol the government in pro-

tection is afforded to the citi/en. the recompense is the yielding of more indi-

J rights. . . . The changing condition ;.-ty ha\c mad
imperative call UDOO the state for the I these additional p
the welfare of society demands that the BfatC should assume these powers,

and it is the duty of the court 10 sustain them whenever it is found that they

are based upon the idea of the promotion and protection of

The appellees have raised other objections to the constitutionality of the

act of 1909 limiting the number of hours which women shall have the right

to work in mechanical establishments or factories or laundries to ten hours in

any one day. While tl tkmi have not been overlooked, we deem

them of too slight importance to justify their discussion in this opinion.

• re of the opinion the act of 1909 is constitutional in all < f r

ticulars and as an cntit <

The decree of the Circuit Court will be reversed.

Decree reversed.

Mr. Justice Vickcrs dissenting.
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By the Chairman. U Uam.

The year hai been one of adjustments so Car at the wot

.

nuttce it concerned. The decision made at G 1906 m
with a rcjx.rt made by this Commute

•oking to an
most jucMion out of the bound* of the activities of this

DuiilH the tunc .>( its . h C \cr burning issue which

was continally being pu ur foreign colleague*.

As yet. no <>t cm of aj high an importance hat come to ua
Upon the propaganda an<! iflticaltonal ridt further

required by reason of the A: sociation for

ly to work For long tune, it was seriously

was necessary for any agency like your Commiv
to gather comparative information It was finally decided, aub

change, that we shouUI tulness did not lie in t!

detailed examination of administrative methods, working intensively It was
then decided that we should en<! find some other avenues of m»-
criminating IfiUdam than those employed so far.

services, which have been rendered by Professor

number of trained observers in other count nes who will gue freely of

time has not increased and our investigation* have been practically cut

In this extremity we approached certain officials in connection with a

tion to suggest the .utilization of the Tinted States

the instrumentality of their field reports. So far, no
thi« direction Negotiations are now on foot widl the

Department of Labor, which are awaiting an opportunity on my P**t to give

|h time to the preparation of a somewhat specialising, yet brief

dealing strictly with certain features of administrative detail in the

nental and other countries.

The Movrmtnt

propose during the coming year to make a coaailrtr record of taw

different lines of activity, which ha\c been successfully carried out by all of

the Continental leagues, and the present condition and prospect* of audi out

of the leagues, together with their plans for the future. TW atast-fiouu

cocoa incident illustrates tb different kinds of work which have

been undertaken by o„r <istrr lOcktkf Taking the returns of

inquiry and adding to them the sum total of our

experience, will give us a document of a coocret

be of service in spreading the movement For in this
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Committee cannot report that leagues have been newly organized U oiher

than the countries already interested, during the last year. I am firm*? con-

vinced also that we do not clearly enough recognize often (and by *'we" I

mean to refer to the local leagues) thr t poitibk activity which are

open to us if we only get out of the rut of assuming that only that thing can

be undertaken which has been undertaken before.

Therefore, the Committee bcUcTCI that it hti adjusted itself both with

reference to the American field and the continental field, in connection with

the creation of the Americas Association f<>r Labor Legislation and the

Geneva decision with which it heartily accords, and hopes to record n fruitful

year during the next twelve months.
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By t iiwi, Mu» Jo»i

ol working wonts ami girU

onaJ
been accepted lot pobHcnrioti 4gati

an early d rtOfini vera, published b> the "Ladies'

tgog*

aributed the InflooJoj

From Hair;

Humane Trcatiiu-i.: liop and Factory."

Ic Dorr.

the "Cathol. July. 1909. "A Legal almumtn Wag
John A Rjnn, ol Si Paul Scmiii..

.unary, 1910. "Roving Child:

an Maga. 1 Inhumanity to

Woman." by Ida II Tarbcll

Beside the reprint of Father K>an\ Catholic World." OS
Minimum Wage Boards, another from the "Quarterly Journal ol

May, 191 o. ti»h Trade Boards Act. with aa
duction by Mr. Arthur Holcombe. a member of the pfMf»twfrf Department of

Harvard I . and of the Committee on Minimum Wage Boards ol the

National Consumers' League.

There is now in preparation a book on Child Laborer* in New York

edited by the General Secretary, which will contain the remits ol invents-

gations made under her guidance by Miss Margaret \V Browne. Mb* Mary

Flexner. both of Bl »ry Van Klceck. Smith Col-

lege, and Mrs. Barnwell, of Barn *e.

Of these, all were Fellows of the College Settlements Association emceol

Miss Flexner, who was a resident at the Henry Street Settlement There

will be added a chapter by Miss OdcncranU.

(40



REPORT OF THE COM M II TEE ON LECTURES

By the Chairman. Rev. Jam> \by.

Since the last annual meeting, I have sent out some thirty letters, asking

permission to enter names on our list of men and women in the United

States whose helpful spirit makes them willing to address the public in

behalf of our work when called upon with due notice and when other engage-

ments do not prevent

Of these, nine most kindly COOSenfl and promise their aid and testimony.

Dr. Richard H. Nels-m. Bttbof) Coadjutor of Albany, writes: '1 can assure

you of my deep interest in the work of the National C "onsumers" League

and of my readiness to speak in its behalf whenever I can."

Rabbi Kmil (i Hirsh, of Chicago, writes: "Whatever you may ask of

me in the way of addresses on pulpit and platform presentation of the League's

aims I shall be most happy to gi\

Dr. F. W. Hamilton, President of Tufts College, Massachusetts is willing

to have his name entered in our list and would be glad to help us on public

occasions in the neighborhood of Boston.

Dr. George B. Foster, Professor in the University of Chicago, expresses

"the hope that we will command him in any way that he may be of service

in the great work of the Consumers' League
."

Dr. David Philipson, President of the Central Conference of American

Rabbis, "will be glad to do anything he can to further the splendid work of the

League," and, as far as his engagements permit, he says, "I will gladly place

myself at the service of your noble cause."

Dr. Henry H. Stebbins, of the Presbyterian denomination, of Rochester,

"Count me every time to think and pray and plan and speak for a

League that is so imperative in its claims and that has so many phases

bearing on social betterment as yours."

Others who have promised to aid us with their voice in pulpit or on the

platform are Rev. Dr. Algernon Crapsey, of Rochester; Dr. J. Addison Jones,

of the Reformed Church. Albany. N V . and Dr. Paul M. Strayer, of the

Presbyterian Church, Rochester, N. Y.

(46)
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slaughterhouse and meat inspection bttln prepared for the

ft) through (he valuable *tt*ftl-TT pi Mr Jam
A»»i»uiit District At rk. ha%c been printed. Font
documents relating t • the subject wert issued The leaflet entnkd The

of State Men InapSCtJ wai reprinted at the suggestion of the

bulletin «>f the Department of Agrtcu! tt U went ont
as a "mission. hit is the address prepared by the chairman

and read || the Dcnvrr meeting of the Association of

ional Food Officials. August rj. 1900. A special fund
to about $1.10.00 to pay for printing and distribution has

placed in the hands of the Treasurer of the Committee. Mr. John Martin

proposed model 1m !U are Wing introduced into the Legislatures of
rk ind V 1 hey are also b

The chief work done by the chairman has been in a

against the decision as to "what is win A bile the

as whiskey does n< n this Committee (the

member of the human race would be better ofl

stopped), the question of labels on whiskey does concern us, as the enforce-

ment of the Pure Food law will Ik* materially affected by any
labeling of whiskey, contrary to tl •

I the law.

After Presid* inauguration, the n

avc the question reopened, 'what 1* wl his

been setted before Mr Roosevelt left the White House by what is known as

the Roosevelt- Bonaparte-Wiley decision.

Solicitor-General Bowers handed down his opinion on May 24.

while correct in ruling that neutral spirit* was not whiskey.

the opinion meant disaster to the lau A campaign of opposition was carried

chairman secured the co-operatic; Kmidon. Chsil man Fond
unittee. General Federation of Women's Crabs About one

hundred and t I were sent out by your chairman enclosing a state-

Of objections to the BOWCTI opinion and

letters he sent to President Taft urging him not to sign the

the telegrams sent was one t <"harles A. L Read.

legislative Committee. American Medical Vssociation It

t'irmation of the Bowers finding 01 »W be disastrous in its

a I and commercial eonsequcr

The President did not sign the Bower* opinion, but. on December J7.

t«XX). issued his own opinion. TV 'dow erer

Pure Food law. By its terms neutral spirits i* recognised as a I

• lt.ll p***! in \>w Jmy
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to whiskey. Following President Taft's opinion, Food Inspection Decision

113 has been issued, permitting alcohol to be colored with burnt sugar ami
labeled "whiskey," thus completely overturning the PdW Pood law. In Sec.

8. paragraph I. an article is adulterated, "If it be an imitation of or offered for

sale under the diUJIICtln name of another article."

The new ruling also permits a mixture of neutral spirits and straight

whiskey to be labeled "blend" contrary to the Food law which ptatet, Sec. 8,

paragraph II— m blend as used herein shall be construed to mean a

mixture of like substances."

Commissioner Barnard, in a letter to the chairman, February 21, 1910,

writes: "If it should be seriously considered by the courts, the principle long

ago adopted in establishing standards, that the name of a genuine article

could not be given to an imitation, would go by the board and every manu-
facturer of imitation or adulterated food could put 1/ upon the

market almost without restriction. I think that under the Indiana law, we
could establish the fact that the "government" whiskey is not whiskey if cases

were carried to the Supreme Court."

Your Committee has adopted and published in the "Journal of Commerce"
and elsewhere a resolution against the use of benzoate of soda in foods.

The Committee has issued a sanitary score card to be used for scoring

all places where food is sold, also the Pure Food Don'ts, copies of which can

be had on application.

Mr. Edward Hatch. Chairman of the Special Fly Fighting Committee of

the American Civic Association, asks for letters from members of the League

interested in fighting the fly peril. He writes, "Whatever we can do jointly

for the introduction of the leaflets and other similar and popular literature

concerning the fly, into the public schools of this and other cities, will be, I

am convinced, the most important work at present to be accomplished in

behalf of the fly campaign." Mr. Hatch has arranged for the printing of films

showing the life history of the fly, how it carries disease by infecting the food

supply. These can be used in moving picture shows and are convincing. He

invites correspondence on this subject from League members. Mr. Edward

Hatch, care Lord & Taylor. New York, N. Y.

Letters from H. H. Langdon or Harris have been received by members of

the League. The "Journal of Commerce" of New York has unmasked this

man. He is the agent of the Pacific Borax Company, hence his eagerness to

extol the virtues of the use of chemical preservatives in foods.

An educational traveling exhibit of misbranded or adulterated food

now being prepared. Contributions have been received from Dr. W
others will come from State Food officials. This exhibit will be added to

Miss Kendall's exhibit of the Consumers' League.

. The question of slave-grown cocoa having been brought to the attention

of the League by Mr. Burtt. the Executive Committee of the National Con-

sumers' League voted (October 15, 1909) to recommend the various branches

of the League to do all in their power to put an end to a system of si

which is a crime against the international conscience, by refusing to consume

product In reply to a letter asking what firms used slave-grown cocoa,
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Mrs Hunt replied, on Febru.. ^ that the, were not in a
> information a* to what firm* ute Ibis cocoa, but would gt*« a bet

• >*e who do not use it

the Port Food Cnaunirtii of the

p*»*tng oluiioa on Ubriusg
mnual meeting of the \N ikomm I ill. mspections of

•hop*, articles printed in the paper* at (Hhkosh. Mrs
men «od Com: ! Rapid
Milwuukrt, <,reen Bay. Menomo | fVatc. ol Grand
report* good city milk and meat linpotlluii, al*o soiling ol

tern, I'n < onMitMtV I tagnit ol
her .inn

| the passage of a meat inspection bill

tl)<- in session, they have
sentiment for jIiin incaMirc Mr*. Stern report* that

health law moat needed* but the oppossttou in tbe

ill U- \er> strong 1 I r nigh hi* work only tuberculin tested mflk b
supplied. He i on to have a decision from the Supreme Court as to

lality of this law.

t of the Consumers' League of

reports that they are to begin

<! Coomb onsumcrs' League of New Hi
it their work

pure modified milk for babies. Thirty-four thousand pursing bottles of

tied milk ready to !*• itfj heme*, ol

were safe' gh the four hot summer months. This object

•a earned on at an expense of $87300. donated by charitable

people in the city. Mr rnam. IV t the New Haven

League, reports that the New Haven League has twice voted against the use

• >f benxoatc of soda in foods, once the vote was signed by fifteen number* ol

the exacntj This League has aUo voted for mform meat and

slaughter-house inspection laws for all the states at art forth m the

model bills drafted for the National Consumers* League. On the question ol

Mr TaCt's opinion as to the labeling of whiskey, the vote Haven

imers' League was unanimous that "only pure ahishsy should be

label<

>an of the Food Committee of tbe New York

State Consumers' League, reports that she accepted the position of

of food sanitation committee of Women's Clubs, befitving that a

affiliation of interests could 1* secured. This hat been the case

Vickar sent out a circular urging the clubs to work for a

food law, also for state meat and slaughter-house inspection

tion of gi
r,mj '°od from du»t and man,

the Council of Club Prtiidcntt, and on other occa-

sion*, presenting the League's resolution endorsing Dr. Whey's work and

g that he Ik- left to eontfe .TeanmmWd the

model meat and slaughter-bouse inspection bills, distributing copies to mens*
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bcrs present Work for these measures is to continue this iflion Mrs. Mc-
Vickar also reports a rampaign tgainal the il> bg the Rocheiter Consul

League. She t
I m tlu- campaign igainsl t! • opinion

the labeling of whisi

I he food investigation romiMJUfC «>t tlu- New York City Consumers'

League. Mrs William Shatter, Chairman, reports as follows: The year's

work has Urn a continuance of \\<<tk begun last year that o! investigating

grocery stores. renders' markets, fruit Standi and push-carts, with the \iew

to securing better conditions and greater protection to food sold on the street

and exposed on sidewalks. Much that is unwholesome and repulsive, if not

dangerous to health, has been found in certain sections of the city The
committee held a conference with delegates from the New York 1

Grocers' Union, whom they found in sympathy with their work. It

agreed to ask for help on the part of the Union in interesting custonit

cleanly methods wherever maintained, hoping to inspire dealers to institute

greater protection from dust and flies.

The Committee has submitted a sanitary rule to the city Health Depart

ment on sidewalk displays of foods. Mrs. Shailer reports co-operation in the

campaign against the Bowers opinion as to the lal>eling of whiskey and adop-

tion of the anti-benzoate resolution.

Miss Grace Purdy, Chairman, Mount Vernon (N. Y.) Food Sanitation

Committee, reports distribution of Sanitary Maxims to children in cooking

class of one public school, and work for clean milk. A woman inspector was

engaged as a deputy police of the Board of Health to inspect markets, bakeries

and confectionery shops.

The Oregon Food Committee, Chairman Mrs. A. E. Rockey, reports that

their work for a year has been almost exclusively for better milk.

The Rhode Island Consumers' League, Miss Alice \V. Hunt, Secretary,

reports that the anti-benzoate and whiskey labeling resolutions have been

unanimously adopted. The report of the investigation made for the Rhode

Island League of bakeries and candy shops was published in the "Sur

January 8, 1910. A bill has been introduced in the Legislature to regulate

conditions in bakeries and candy shops.

Miss Loewenstein, State Chairman of the Food Committee of the Ken-

tucky Consumers' League, writes that her Committee is to work against the

use of benzoate and for the inspection of slaughter-houses. Copies of the

anti-benzoate resolution have been distributed.

Miss L. N. Breed, Secretary of the Kentucky Consumers' Leagtx

that she and Miss Loewenstein hope to get the meat bills introduced in the

State Legislature. Miss Breed sends a copy of the regulations for insp

of bakeries and their products adopted by the food division of the State

Experiment Station; these regulations have been endorsed by Mi^s Rreed as

Chairman of the Food Sanitation Committee of the Kentucky Federation oi

Women's Clubs.

Miss E. Lodwick, Corresponding Secretary of the St. Louis Consumers'

League, reports an unanimous vote not to use slave-grown cocoa; also a vote

to adopt the anti-benzoate and whiskey labeling resolutions. The League

had an investigation made of candy factories
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»!' HIHIT COMMITTEE

By the Chairman. Miss Kmih Ke*dau_

The i.xhihit Committee haa had several imforliist meeting* is

parts of the country. It hat made arrangement* to have the Kshstfe

in many placet, and if future meetings art ta aucceaaful a

have been, many new members will be gained.

At otic exhibition held at the home of a former member of the

"r*. Thatcher Brown, Plainficld. N J., twenty-five

were added to the Leaso

The Committee has remodelled and freshened up the

engaged a curator to go around with it and explain it This

igatea conditions, and looks for new material.

<S«>



REPORT OF THE SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON COLLEGES
AND GRADUATES

By the Chairman, Miss Rosamond Kimball.

Early in October letters were lent to the graduate! <>f Smith College, of

the class of 1909, asking them to join the leagues in their own cities, or to

organize a league if they lived where there was none. <»ne replies

received. Of this number

—

Four were unable to help,

Six are going to form new leagues,

Six will join local leagues,

Four, who are teachers, are organizing school leagues, and

One is serving on the Executive Board of the Consumers' League of

Providence, R. I. So much for one class in one college.

In order not to have more work than we can do at the outset, we have

not written this year to the graduates of other colleges.

A list of suggestions, telling just how to organize leagues in schools and

colleges, and how to organize town and city leagues, has been prepared and

can be sent to those in need of this information.

The Committee has written to the president of each college league that

it holds itself ready to help in any way possible. In order that it may be a

clearing house for the exchange of ideas, it has liked the presidents to send

reports of their work. This will give each the advantage of the experience

of the others.

As one important function of a college league is to educate and equip

students for future social and philanthropic work, we have advised the

leagues to hold monthly meetings for the discussion of various social pro-

blems. A list of subjects has been prepared for these meetings, together

with a list of important articles which have appeared in periodicals within

the past year. The students are urged to read these, and, in this way, keep

in touch with the activities of the Consumers' League in the outside world.

The presidents of the college leagues have been requested to canvass the

graduating class in the spring, and send a list of those who will continue their

interest in the league after they have left college.

The Consumers' League at Smith College, with the aid of its alumnae, is

collecting material with a view to forming a sociological museum. It is

hoped that next year some of the other college leagues can be induced to

start similar sociological collections.

We have received letters from teachers in schools in Washington, D. C.

;

Birmingham, Alabama, and Menomonie. Wisconsin, asking for information

about the Consumers' League. They have been urged to organize school

leagues, and all necessary directions have been sent.

We are also making efforts to organize leagues in the state colleges of

(5*)
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and tad VVashmgl hoping to Mow student* ... «U the

state unn erotica to organist league*. TV < especially valuable m
c collrtc league will form a

center from which thl gi >iay organiie local league* all over the Male.

The Committee also tak rinounctng thai a league baa Juat been

.1 at RadclitTc Col'

At t) ration of the faculty ooatrftsutei greatly to the *tabibty and

\aluc of | niter c.i ej well at

that ««f t! bo*}? Mrs. Manfred I

Of the Committee to take charge of tht» part of the *ork.

inf* letters to the faculty at tl ne that Me write to the ttitdcntt of the

important colleges of the United State*, with a view to

organize college leagues.



THE CONSUMERS' HEALTH BILL

A BILL FOR A LAW TO PRO I ECT I 111 PUBLIC HEALTH, BEING
CHAPTER, I

n i. hi any city of the first class within this state it shall be tin-

duty of the owner of goods, materials and men-hamii.se to j

hereinafter set forth, said goods, materials and merchandise from expOSttft

to vermin and to germs of tuberculosis, syphilis, scarlet fever, smallpox.

chicken-pox, leprosy, ophthalmia, scabies, ringworm, typhoid lever ami all

other contagious and infectious diseases whereby said good*, material

merchandise may subsequently become vehicles for conveying said |

among the public.

Sec. 2. In any city of the first class within this state every person, firm

or corporation engaged in the manufacture of any goods, materials or merchan-

dise shall provide wholesome workrooms and storage accommodation

from vermin and infection or contagion fof all said goods, materia!

merchandise in all stages and processes of manufacture, storage and pr<

tion for sale.

Sec. 3. Whenever any person, firm or corporation or agent or mar

of any corporation shall, for the purpose of completing in whole or in part

any process of manufacture of any goods, materials or merchandise, take,

send or permit to be taken or kept or conveyed such goods, materials or

merchandise away from the principal place of business of such person, firm

or corporation, or from any factory, workshop, store or place of storage,

controlled in whole or in part by such person, firm or corporation.

person, firm or corporation, agent or manager of said corporation shall for

the purposes of this act continue to be responsible for the healthful stirr-

ings of said goods, materials and merchandise and for the exposure thereof

to the presence of vermin and of germs of any contagious or infe

disease exactly as if said goods, materials or merchandise had remained

in said principal place of business.

Sec. 4. Whenever any goods, materials or merchandise shall he ii;

custody of any contractor, not the person, firm or corporation owning «

goods, such contractor shall, for the purposes of this act, be deemed to be

the agent of such owners.

e, 5. For the purpose of identification all goods, materials, or merchan-

dise sent, taken or permitted to be conveyed away from the principal place

of business of the owner of such goods, materials or merchandise, for the

purpose of manufacture in whole or in part, shall first he marked by the

owner with the correct full name and address of the owner printed in the

English language and easily legible. In case any article is so small or other-

wise of such nature that it cannot be marked as herein1>ciorc prescri1>ed,

such article shall be conveyed in a suitable receptacle large enough to carry

(54)
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marking, and mcfc receptacle. u> marked. thaJl be kept in ti

and »! dmcd and shown upon demand made by any
the Boar tit. or 4t c l>cpartmcnl of I ibof.

shall be fnma the

uls or merchandise h> the per**

\ny k«kkIv * or merchandise found in vioUttoa ol Use

nions of this act by any inspector of the BOH jlth. or of the

Departmt <»pal place ol

ess of Mid owner, shall be M bt Board of Health tad
or otherwise cleansed and held mitt that! claim

materials or merchandise and shall pay such reasonable fee as may be pre-

t Health

Sec ; act used for storage to which such

goods, materials, or merchandise are taken, sent or permitted to be

or in which they may be kept, away from the principal place

or, shall be subject to the same rcquircmct

air space, light, cleanliness, \ and sanitation as are now
by law for factories and s. and in no case shall any an

room or place ft be used for sleeping by day or by

any person, nor shall any such workroom contain any bed. sofa.

mattress, pillow or other furnishing adapted to the use of per*

Sec. 8. I manufacture wherever used m this act shall be

to mean any process of making, altering, repairing, tew rig,

picking, packing, storing, dyeing or clcanitv e or in part any article

• f<>r the imm<

Sec. 9, The word workroom wherever used in this act shall be taken to

any room in which goods, materials or merchandise shall be

in whole or in part process of making, altering, repairing.

>ig whatsoe

for the immediate personal use of the owner. <»r his fai

Sec. 10. Nothing herein contained shall be

any power or duty now pertaining to the state inspectors of factories.

All acts or parts of acts which conflict with this act are hereby repealed

(speci serted later »

Sec. 11. Penal >• person, firm or corporation, agent, manager or

ictor for a corporation who shall t fail to comply with airy ol

the provisions of this act shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and shall for

violation pay a fine of not less than $50 or stand committed, each day

separate \io!a!ion

Sec. \2 It shall be the duty of the Department of Health to

provisions of this act



TRJ "I SPORT
Kl PORT OF CASH Kl I 1 IMS AM) DISBURSEMENTS

January i to December j/, 1009

I UTS

New York-
Special aj . $1,875 25

Contributions 768 00

Quota 166 65

Massachusetts—
Contributions $1,010 00

Quota 103 70

$4,809 00

1,113 70

Pennsylvania—
Contributions and quota 750 00

Ohio—
Contributions $200 00

Quota 52 00

New Jersey—
Contributions $75 00

Quota 88 50

Rhode Island—
Contributions $15 00

Quota 29 00

252 00

163 50

Connecticut—
Quota 7160

Wisconsin-

Contributions $9 00

Quota 51 20

r»o 20

44 00

Michigan—
Quota

Oregon-
Quota 20 00

Delaware-
Quota.

Illinois—
Quota

(56)

10 00

8 20
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Keniucky—

O"* |»«
/omifl

—

Quota looo

QUOU ; oo

Quota
5 ^

I assar College—'

Quota ^OO
SW/A College-

Quota *><*>

lual mcml>cr>hi|»N
j

- aj

"Ladies' Home Journal," for Kkctiom from report on self-sup-

porting women . 150 oo

Sundry receipt* for printed matter, ct. jj o£

Total receipts for u/'i %7f**> l6

Cash on hand January t. 1909 SJ 75

$7J-4J 0t

IMJBttMBJm
Salaries .

Printing and static

Rent

Special appeal

Pottage

Balance of loan rrj>

Office fur

Telephone

Traveling cx|m

Sundry small payn • tTicc txpen

Total disbursements for %?J2$ M
Balance on hand December JI, 1009:

In Astor Trust Company $7* *>

In Second National Bank 44* 4
S*S7

7*>07
406 as

993 10

222 76
jaj ...

91 7$

47 06

»87
I9t> 37

W90 ot

C, IlraMANN r. TrtiwriT.

I hrr 1 xamined the above account and compared it

with the hooks and I

Frrhcxk k C M^rtt,
.fitd r«' '** SmMe of Sew York.



DIK IF O INSIWIKRS' LKAG1

III; '.l I m|- ('AH] OUNIA.

BAT CITIES LKv

Officer*.

Mil. II v si \i T.iiiii, rrcKidcnt, Harbor Commission Office, Ferry Building, Ban
Francisco.

MB. HAKIMS wi.i.NM.M | \ ..
.

|- r . -siM, -in. Hotel ici< h.'li.u. San Francisco.

MM wahhkn CHMMBY, B*crt4ajry-Trc«mr«r, Datonlty of California, Barkokf,
CaL

Hn,lt,l of I)it'< '

Rev. Bradford I.eavltt. In Frand-. C. R. I'.rown. Oakland.

Mr. Kobcrt l»evllii. San Francisco. Mr. Warren On rkolOJ.

I»r Mria Pelxotto. Berkeley. Mr. Walter Ma.arthur, E

E. I* Parsons, Berkeley. Mr. O. K. Coahlag, San Fran.

Mr. H. C. Capwell. Oakland. Mrs. J. W. <»rr. S..n 1
'?-an.-isro.

Prof. W. C Mitchell. Berkeley. Anita Whitney. Oakland.
Mr. R. B. Hale. 8an Francisco. Mrs Look Hertz, San Francisco.

Mr. J. C. A-Ir.Ml... San Francisco.

THE CONSUMERS' LEAOUE OF CONNECTICUT.

STATE LEAC.t'E.

Officers.

DR. O. C F. WILLIAMS. PmMoBt, MO Prospect Avenue, Hartford.

PROF. IIFNKV W. I A R NAM. First Vi. , • Fr-M.l. nt . N. w Haven.
PRFsii'H.vr ARTHUR T. BADLBT, Baeond Vlco-rraaldont, New Haven.
mi;s. isham BBNDBBI '.line Secretary, Nov Haven.

MR. II. L. BSADU 1 Fratt Stre.f. Hartford.

MR. O. H. BTROUOHTOM, Auditor. Hartford.

MISS MARY C WELLES. pli.H.. Of«! Secretary. Ncuington.

nt Large.

Mrs. James 8. Bolton. Now Haven. Mr. Rockwell Harmon Potter, Hartford.

Mr. Willard < |, .,. r , Mlddletown. Mr. Charles F. Smith. Now Britain.

Mr. Flavel S. Luther. Hartford. Mr. <\ L. Upham, Merlden.

Local Iiirxtors.

Mrs. Buell Bassette. New Britain. Miss M. A <;....dman. Hartf..rd.

Miss Frances E. Brlnley. N I »r. S Mary Ives. Mlddlctown.

Mrs. William J. Clark. Ansonla. M P. I ui I ollinsvllle.

Miss M. Isabel fonrtf. Fast Hartford. i:-\ | \Y. Linsley. Wlnsted.

Mrs. A. A. Crane Waterhury. WOJ BMM Marshall. Norwich.

Mrs. A. K. DtaBOB, Wallinjrford. tfOHl II. i: » kville.

Mrs. A. C S 1 . t : t, • r HtW London. EL I Moss. Cheshire.

Mrs. P. A. Grant. Rocky Hill. Mrs. < . F. H PhUttpa, QloaMrOOk.

Mr. C. N. Hall. New Milford. Mrs. Philip C Rand. M- rid. n

Mrs. E. H Greenwich. Mm I, L. BhafloM tonbury.

Mrs. W. W. Parnsm. Htl Haven. Miss A. I QoflfOFd

Mrs. W. R Glover. Fairfield. Mr aylor. Wllllmam

Her. John C. Goddard. Salisbury. EHm Wallls, ColthtOtOf.

Miss H I. w.,1. ott. Wethersfleld.
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(MBjam
MBS. W. K ll'.i ut>t

0. A. JAW ,4 Trwwn, t|« Kaaifc A<
MBS. KABI.K III < KIN. HAM. Librarian

MBS. HAMILTON WALUM lr~id*nt
MBS ABTIM || -11 SI p .ad

r*iarn

MBS W. II 0L<»m:i:

\

- II \\ I !

IIKSSIB I. I Hill- B» r.iarj

mi: J..UN | DSJTO 1

MB W. A. Will

Ojmmn
MKS s 11 Willi * Frealdant. Claatonbary.

).*0 Stjiiainaj 8tr~i
hit

I

«;iii.it SB
MISs .I'MW Trranurvr. h.*U A*jliim Arena*.

ImmNm Comm(((m.

John Coleman Adams, 83 8l*our- Dr. I>avi : •.. SI Fanntnrtoa 81

ury Mr. John M. Holromb*. 49 ivarl St.

A. Brackett. 49 Clnr Mra. K. I \i N CBWSM «*k
Mr*. 8ldnry W Clark. M Wlllar Flare.

Mtaa Florence M v\a«hlncto* 81

It Miiuma. 99o rraapi I

Mra. Solon I*. |»arl«. Ho F.dwarda St. Mi> lam.. i;ia.loobury

K«W BAfBBa

OJfcvrm

MBS. ISII.W! HWP—SOW, l»r*ald*nt. SH I»r©*p*rt Sirart.

MKS WI11.IVM W IAKNAM \ fa rr-«ld*nt.

u ill I \\i | Ql \\\ li

MBS II" III

Mil U I i:i i. N WHF.d.Klt. Tra*anr*r.

- Mil. in tarjr.

HTATB Uiilll *li "

T I! 8HF.AKM\N 1S90 Waa4 Sermtk 8tr~€

,Ul.ni 14»M Franklin Wr««H

r II V MM Mil: <•! \ • 1 •• ' ' Ullpln A*rt»l»r

Third Vice-lYealilent. Cmrohlll \T«-n*e
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MI88 .cording Secretary. • -Clifton." ICdgemoor.

MISS anna W. Hi i. Secretary, 905 Delaware Avenue.

MRS. HENKY T Itrsil. Treaaurer, Greenlilll &TNM
men o/ Standing Comma

MRS. HENRY a 8TUBB8, Finance.

MRS. HORACE THAI I I mey Street. I'ui li. itlon.

kway. Investigation.

\n» \nn\ WORDfl BIRD imM» Delaware Avenue, legislation.

Mies THOMAJ B IOXTH* I «nd Cllpin Avenues. Meeting* and Lectures.

lirmen of Hpcci< MM.

it, LtbaL
\n:s WILLIAM hawkins mo Dataware twm, tbolarablp.

IfBfl wii.i.iaM s BILL! t, Vacant Lot Cultivation.

TBI CONSUMERS' i

'

>F Illinois.

Officers.

MLS MART II. WII.MARTH. President, Auditorium Annex.

MISS LI 'ITU WYATT. V i. » -President.

MLS IIALLII.I M. VAN DU VAAl: r.v. |0) Rand M-Nally Rulldlng.

\N.NA | NICHOLS*, Treasurer. NrigbbOftMOd House, 6710 May Bt

11 embers of the Board.

Mrv I. 8. Blackwelder. k.nrldge.

Mrs. Ellen M. Henrotln. Fran.k ChurcbUL
Arnold. ! Hurling.

Jane Addama. Mrs. S. Dauchy.

Miss Mary Roxet Smith. Mrs. James W. Thompson.

Mrs. Harold McCormlck. M Abbott
Miss Elisabeth Head. rter.

Mrs. Charles Walker. Miss Catherine Calvin.

Till-: CONSUMERS' LEAGUE Of kf.nttcky.

KTATB LKAGt'K I.«»lis\ II :

Offi< •

MRS K. I HALLLCK. PUsHMlt, L1M TWrd BtW
MLS < IIAKLLS L. Wo..],. ... K. \ „I.

MLS. I. H .III.AH !.nt.

i.r .illia a. DIGRAM, lent

MUIN LI'ITLB, Yi,.

mils. < lai hi: BAR] stent

LBOMARO iilwi ITT, I -nt.

IN.. LAM dent.

MISS MAI'.LL STlmi III : :ry.

MISS LILLA N. HLLLH. Oorrespondlllf Fourth Avenue.

MR8. SAMUEL DORR, Treasm I Street.
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Mlaa B. M Carrot. Mrs. A. Las Ka«<t
Mrs. ft « I rkran. Jr. Mm K I>. Lawcta*.
Mlaa Mar*aivt Ham Ml- L. V. N.*ih

Mr. J. I». Hill. Mlaa Uum I.

Mm J. Roaa
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Mr CfctrftM T Bradley. 00 Mt Vernon

Miss M.ir.x \\ < .,1,

New
\\ . lari

.!. n

MISS II. | | !• ;,|,.

( lliiton

rut-
Mrs. Frank W Hj.llowell, Suffolk Road.

Ibestnut Hill.

ii Bonghtoo, N Q

MIhm Kdith M Hot ifl St
.

Ml I':. M.I <• I.

Mint Hill.

William ReOeOI Th
St.. OubIn

Ufa Tuft-. u Mege,
w.-ii.

Kllzah.th nt, J Hawthorn
i BrookU

IMwanl Bradford.

Mr John Craham Brook*.

ll<»t| S.'ltlllKl B
Katharine toman.

Prof. Davis It. 1».

Kahhi t'hnrlv Ki.-N.ii.-r.

Mr. Robl rt II QtffdlHT.
irtis tiuild. Jr.

Mr- IM.-hnrd P. Ilallow.'ll.

ir-.ljn.- Hazard.

Iftea Agnes Irwin.

Mra. Mary Morton K-

William I

MlaH KII-

K»-v. Ilu.li.i.tt I *.*:i

I

.... 1 \

John C. l'hllllps.

gent
winthrop Bargent

Mrs. Bnrthold Bcttlt

Prof, f, n
;itii.-l Thayer.

Mrs. May AhLn Ward.

nella Warren.
Mr- k Clifford W:

ll.t.ry M. Whitn.-y.

Mr. Robed A. W.

AfXILIARIES.

\ithurnil'i; i hih.

Miss l.olisi: PBLOUBBT, Chairman.

ton S>,( in < ,';/',.

MISS i:siiii:k r. wii.im:k Chairman, M fttnaonnl Avaana

tea Highlamii Wondrng <iub.

miss ICAB1 P McCALLUM, Chairman.

! MINAKY I

Officer*.

miss m\i:y s i.i MhAiti'. it. -i.i-i.t. Oak Park, Chleag
miss MAST QALLAGHSB, Nee-PreaMent, i.«>s Aa
miss "i i\ i: r B I tan : "" 1 Treaanrer.

MT. nOLTOKR COLLBOB LBAflt'B—SOI TH 1IAM.BT.

Officer*.

Miss M.\i:.inuii: k Preatfent
mis- m v. r mm. \\i. \ let PreaUant
Miss MARY BTBKET8 Secretary nnd Treasurer.

aADCLirrv

0§k i

Miss i.nnsi: BURLBIOH, PrtaJdeat.

MISS a i • nt.

,
i:i DE M< BOl try and Tr
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m.

MISS MAIC
\ N« J h kit \

'

\ lift \|.\

tlllo.N |i

lllss Ml I in PAUI ' iwndlBc h-

iimitim,

llj Mlas Helm *l«*l«- i

Miss 1-ouUr «'. Wliltn. MUa llrko Ke, Bold

Ml»» Marj W Humphry, mil.

Til MISSOURI.

MTATS UCAUt ft-

OJIcsrs,

INT LAMS. PlWld rtl.n.l HacS.
W |{ • |||\ | tillawi,
"lis u DAI

INUAB1 I i l'rMldfnt.

PHI1 If \ MO iTsskteot.

ordlng 8. raos Athiik
MISS LODWK K - .rnnpondlne Serretarj. Kertuaon. *t

mm M I'haraoil ATenue

Board of Governor;

llanrej MmW Mm. Much McKlttrtrt.

Kit trick. Mm Ibous.

Mlaa Virginia Stcvenaoo. Mm. Walter L. Is 11dam.

Mrs. A; i.h.r. Mm. Hollldajr Wear
a !"!¥ Mrs. II. \V. Hhaplelsb.

II Titmiann. Mrs. John T. I is via.

Mm. W, It CWl Mrs. Harry Jar
w l>ay. Mrs. rhlllp N. Most*.

Mlaa K. Lodwk*.
Margaret I>jtr. Mm jywsnst.

Mlaa May Rater.

STATS UC»

OJbsm
Munn A

atsaasl

Street. Jerarjr |
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•l 1 LRU Tnasnrer. 29 Month, llo |

LINO, Recording 8ecreta. ID I
\v «....•. Jersey

City.

Ml88 A. D. JAYNKS. Ex md Street. Jersey ( i

£*<< Hfir »• OMMlH '•

Mrs. rnlmer Campbell, Iloboken. I IX 1 1 .•null-

Mr*. M. I*. Klnshy ll«'lM»k«»n. Mr*, lofca Mom.-nt. .I.i-ry city.

Mlm Mary IMmock. Kllubcih Wtagfleftd, Qlsa Kldge.

Mm. C. L. Thompson. Kaat Orange. Mr*. WaM wood.

Mrs. H. rUfcs, MIm Antolni-tN* Bayee, Had!
I ?iN II Ki-\ 1 : - -

t Orange. Mis* Kath.-rin»' Fairbalrn. Summit
Mr*. 1 !•n t > 1' Halley. East ONI f, W.
Mr*, i lair. to*

Orange. Ml*8 Au-lal-L- Hall, l'la lt>H--l<I.

Mlaa Alice Lakcy. Cranford. Mrs Tim • '"

Mr*. Stewart Hartshorn. Short Hills. nm. Orange.

Mr*. Benjamin Nicoii. Iferrtstewa. Hagfe n. Read, Jr., Newark.
town. | \. Ckaatbarii Newark*

Miss Elkn M.vum. Salem. Miss Marion | M old.

itefltM. Bar] I Mm . Nawark.
Mr*. 8. Bayard Dod, 8outh On Ml Morristown.

DWii.nr SCHOOL i l.v.i »: kmii.kwood.

Offi<

Miss CORDELIA s BORCK, Preetdeet, Oil City, Ha.

miss JOSEPHINE WILSON, Idaat
miss PAULINE PECK, Secretary.

Miss nancy MOORE. Treasurer.

THE CONSUMERS' LBAOl I Of NEW YOBK.

STATE LEA

Officers.

MRS. ROBERT M-VICKAIt. l'r. D North Fulton Av-mu- . Mt V-rnon.

Mits. EIBRBBRT L haki t, Hi Bkfe Areaae, bit Veraem,

MRS ELMER BLAIR Bseoad nea-PraaMaat, ted Weeten Arsaae, Albeaj.
miss EDITS KENDALL, Third ffca Prealdtat, n CeatnJ Pert I York

BDMEB, Fourth n«
Mits. WALTER BURLINOAMB, Fifth v, k rare*,

mi:s ARTHUR BBARDSLEY, Beeretary, Oreaalsal Farms. Resbary, Ceaa.

DR. Mary T. BI88BLL, Eiacutlff Bteretary, it Baal Tweaty-eutk Bi

York

MRS. s i' PATTBRR) irar, lit Rick Areaoe, Mt. v.rm.n.

\'l> letew Hoard.

Mr PTaal R Wade, Chairman. Buffalo. Mr l|.i)..rt i; Mills. Vnssar Co
Rev. James S. Bixby. Hh.I>. Vonkers. Poagfekeef

Mr. William c. Preafl, Neej ^ "t k City. Prat I. W raeU Dalai

Hon f. f Daarley, Mraetar, Farmers* Etkev

Instltut. ille. Rt. Rev. Rkkn
Rer. W. M. c.ii^rt. St. Haul's Church, adjutor. Albany.

Yonker*. i »r. Basse* ii Porter, Ooaualsitooer of

Mr Rssael Beadley, An
Department. Albany. I»r <• B

Tresident Langdon Stewardson, llobert <



AM ,^^

ojkwa.
MRS WILL! W
MRU. ELM Kit BLAIR I irmt VI

MISS HEA)

MIS* nun. YAM iii.s-niM- m nmii mM m
MBS. UUil.l! I I'UMKR, «t.«.r»,o CommltC »o l^toUlWtt.

A AVERY. Chairman Comaltteo on lataatlgaUa*. 1

i I*

Mm. Walter 1. Palmer,
Mr«. Martin i.l>nn

Myrtllla A

lira

Mm. W ilium Q
Mm. HimoB W.

Mr*. Wllilau a xuiiwaa.

KUr

Blabop Kelaoa.

inry I. h, Kliaw

wta K 1\..

A4viamrff Boa

Father WaUh
I»r DlliH Van
:.

I»r William J. Nellla.

000*9.
MRS. JAMBS A. OAl: ranklin Htr~r

MRS Roi ISBMBACB; Fir* ftM-Fll -•'.••? Ill Bidwell l»arh»ay

|fl Baliww it

:inic Secretary. Ml Franklin tl

IEWETT. TUMMII.'USt Ma
: reapondlni: Secretary. !'•» Br* ant Siratt

Huitvtaiy Ft* r

Mm John J. Albright.

yrua A. A
Mr*. Bernard Bartow.

i Menard W. Boy n ton.

Mm Charlea II

Ktai H t'olton.

Cameron J. I»avla.

ton.

fharlea II. Froat.

Jratwlek.

Mlllam Hamlin.
lau.natala*

i la Haven
imee.

Mr < Howard.

y Irwin

Mlaa Maria U. Lora.

Mm. Kidney Mrltougall

HIbim! H Morraa
Mm. < harim W I'ardaa.

Mm. Jimn It Parke

Mlaa Marj Park.

V V Raymond.
Mm. William Roger*,

lady.

Mm rarl.tort Xpraffw
^Irrl.k II

BaftSf. II It ley

Mlaa Manna T. William

Mm Richard Wllltama

Choirmm «| f '»aaaaiff«M.

MB. FBANK E. WAH r*an Rulldlnff. I>r>latloo

161 St. Jaiu^« Placa,

rao#. Memfcemala.

udwell Parkway, rhrtotau

•JO Mtrlner Street, While Uat.
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THOU \>
I

ni« I Mway.
w i HOI

ROD1B, I
;iry.

MT. VEBNON.

Officer*.

HERBERT 1 r.AKI.i:. I'r.-M.-nt. 'J J t Kid) A-

MRS. II P \\II.I.<<»\ i :
. , lt M North Ninth atfBM

HBI ki.i/.ai'.i i ii CRA1QIB, leaoad V%
w DIBBLB, Third laat, tTjB North raltea a.

ii ML i» PATTEB30N, Poorl Ant, LIS RlHi Avenue.

CB \KI "II | 1. ISM AN. Plfl l'-'"k Avium.
MISS MYRA I'.I.AKi:. K.-.-.inllni: BtCI••» II1 . H'.» South S ml Avium.
MRS IV B BCHOriBID, CarreapoaalBf Secretary, 14S Park Avenue.

MRS. \v. ii. iMKi-v. muonr, B i North Teatfc Avenue.

NEW TOBK.

Offi<

MRS. FREI»FKI« I NATHAN. President. 169 VM r.i.'lity-ixtl, ft
Miss uiM.r.N PBJELPfl iTOKM, iinl Vtoe-Prasldeat, 280 Maftfcaa Avenue.

Miss i;k.\i i: POTT1 I Becoad \ me-President, r.L' Park Awnur.

KB! 0. k it. waI'I.. Treaaarar, 1".:. i:.i-t Bereatj eeoad s*

ram] Been m.
MRS. FRANK I. COBB, COIMUjllfrtlM S-. r . t.uv. B23 \ v

IHSt B PBBKINfl i v.nty s.'<-oM ri street

Honorary Viet

Miss I,oul*e T. ralrlw. 11.

Joseph H. <*ho

Mrs. Robert Fulton <*nttinR.

Miss Grace Dodge.

Miss Iselin.

Mrs. 8etb Low.
Mrs. Henry Tartan. Jr.

Mrt, William S. K:.insford.

Deogtal K'-hinson.

Mrs. Klliott r. Slmp.nd
Mrs. .la.ol, H. S.hlff.

Ipeaeee '\

rederick w. yaeoetaflt
lira, Bveretl P. Wat

ning Board.

Miss Amey Aldrirh. 142 1

Miss Mary I. Ahlrich. HI B. 86dl

Miss Harriet Alexander. 4 w BStft

Mrs. Orosvenor Backus. Spring Lane,

Ewclewood. N. J.

Mian Beatrice B«nd. Btt Park Ave.

Hemence L. Boardman. TL' W 4r,tli

8t.

Miss Anna Bogert. 1

Miss Elisabeth Butler 109 W tut)

Mrs. William U Colt, 11 BUpta
Bronxrllle. N Y

Mrs. Frederick Crane. 222 Central Park

Booth.

i Ifoaree Dewees, 19 W
8t
Bartaa Draper, 1^ w Btt

Miss Margaret DodJey< 111 West 4«;n,

klin. .'L'T W. lluth

I'aullrie Goldmark. L'Th \V !»4th St

Mian Ben Qamee, n; Sta

Leadreta h. Kmg, B1 1 W BOti n
Bdltfe Kendall, it Caatral I

1 r.inford. N. J.

Mrs. James O. Croswell. 120 R. 34th St. Mrs. John Mllhollnnd. n B. ftth St.
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Mlaa Anita Mi Ml- Mary V«a *,>~.% M>
> HI I.HI Mq«ia

,«nli;iu. Bfl Kudol** W«M
I'ri Ml- »:it«*t-Hb ttlllUaa.. •

I II Phillip. .;i.i,i.r....k OHM.
K. Maofor. .Ml, Hi Mim Martr Wtolfcraa>. •• W Mil.

illrr. Ml W Tilt I. Ml.. • .rola Wa^rUkoffn II | |ff4fj M
Mr- B Hi

rin in

MltS HI 1 .1-111 -N I ..|\KM. Chairman
III INK •-Imlrmaii

w \i;|. \v OftDH tl -ii Lai*-*

Mils I 1 vi:k i:- i;\ii \m 1;. MfdMg ^

•|M>OdlOC ».

rrr

MKS |.| |.| !

Cheinmen »f Committm.
mi:s 1 : lid fjibor.

m, r niBniin
Ml: 1itl..n. nn<l I .aha*

Mi >i>km and tptajM

ITraa and 1'rlntlnc

«TRJk

O0k*r*.

II Ihchlaad AiaiM
•1 HI HAZARD BMTMar] 1 ptaad I

I t:

Ojkwg.

lr^ldent. *-•:•> <*«<*** Wr^i
It Mill.. N ^

aaj Strwt

online Hfcrrlary. 4 William tU

IM.n.lInc W Court IMr»*t

nt. II LudWy
MRS. AIC 1 111 IC I. IIVKKM Wl 144 PMt Al

i:k. Mcr*
- 1*111111* t:vsi.»s Tl*#a«
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MSS. DOW UlilAtCLirr MANOR.

Officer*.

miss i. rnia i.-m

R i-i NINO I \mt
!• UK I I ,ry.

Miss iiaickii i I i: I nsurer.

8T. AONER SCHOOL

—

ALBa

opt**
I'llll.H. lT,si,l-n(.

Ill LAMPOB1
miss 1:1111 wistar fisiicr. ir.asurer.

II), I.EPS IE.

Officer*.

miss in I JEM PAWS, it.-;. lent.

miss mix. \ m: 1 11 KITTUBDOI
Miss RUTH Till-: is. Treasurer.

Tin: CO.\srMi:its i.kaci'B OF OHIO.

ATB LEAGUE CLEVELAND.

Officer*.

MISS MYRTA I. .H'M'.S, President duo.

ICAB1 I PAB801N8, First yiwPHlMut, Alta House. Mayfleld Road.
MRS. F li i.l.-nt, L«kt Shore Houl.-vard.

mrs. JOHN n. LOTS, ttnrrflti Secretary, Aita Boom, ttajfiaki bma,
v\ wauar. Oanwpoadlag Beeretary, i47i«.« Detroit Avenue.

Miss r.i.icTHA It si 1 trkfe House, 01J St.

Chnr Avenue.

MISS .IF. AN BACKUS, Treasurer, 2tl6 Bast Forty-sixth Street..

Executive Committee.

Mrs. Elroy M. Avery, 2831 Woodhill ROM Il-k-n Lester, V W. r. A.

R«.:.< I. Adele M.Kiinii.-. |049 i: 7 1st 8t.

Mrs. Hftwi I> Rak.r ISM I •_• 1 1 h 8t Ml*- uelld Ave.

Mrs. A I i NM II awl home Ave. Miss Belle Sheiwin. 6918 F.n.li.l •

Mrs. John II. Chase. (Joodrlch House. Mrs. Paul Sutph. n. 1011 Ave.

Mrs. | !l.>u Bh Ave. Mrs. Il<.\\:.nl j_Tj Murray
Mrs. Hows rd P.l I Prospect Ave. Hill Ave.

I Emerson. 98 Wsdens St Mrs. Charles f». Thwlnjr. 11100 ItMlflower

Marcia Henry. The Seville, corner Ave.

ih St. and Prospect Ave. Mrs. Raymond L. Tweedy, 1170C K
Miss Ellsaheth Hlhhen. Associated Chnr- Ave.

Itles. 1 I71<. Detroit Ave.
Miss Msrle Jenney nowe. 1844 E. With Mrs. Leopold J. Wolf, 11201 Bellflower

St Ave.
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!••«# w> y I **« /"' < •••/» » f *

Prof. Henry B. Bourne. SltO Cornell Mt» Harrtt I. R~4r# UK
Boad Ml*. Man kef.,

Mlaa Mary K»ana. bins Krl- i ..IU*w.

l'«IUr,,|l|r | ( (

Lt Bay At*
Wnafctaftl Mr WUIImi u unwf Dttr^iriiM

Kabbl Mom. J Orb*. SOU K. Md lit K.m M IVrklna.

Mr. K W ll.inea, 1K20 R. 63tb tc Bni
Mr*. A. A. r. Jobnaton. Obrrilu OaOnna, Mm M B Brnvab. 34 14 B «Otb M.

Praaldant Herbert W

»n

OJtonr*.

i- B1LLII I'realdent. 911 Marlon Areaoe.

M min if timmnt
ig Btcrntary, IT] Mrcr**** a

itnll.

rreapondlnf Secretary. SOST Band!
natl.

MR8 U vi il i: J IKIIHRBO. Trraanr-r. Mil Ala-ka Arena*. A

YU*~Prr»ide* i •

Mr«. l>arla C Andemon. Mm. Nlrbolaa l/.nrworlk

I II « hat field. Mm. Ijwrror* Mai*
Mrm. • :»«*. Mm II Tbane Miller.

: It Oambl*). Mr. P. 1

Mm. Auatln Uoodman. Mm. Jam.* II. Perktna.

Mm. A. Howard lllnkle. Mm. William Cooper Procter.

Mm. C T. T.ft

E—

O

H fin* Board.

MIm Edith rami Mlaa F.mllle W. MrWa
Mm. Howard K- |

Mlaa Kllsabetb Merrill

Mlaa Pant. Mr vrr.

Mim Joaepblne P HlmralL

Mlaa Ceraldlna Cordon. Mm. J. O. White

ktatb Ltiuii—rorruNP

Ogtoni •

BBVII BU88I i 'maiden i. iw F-aat Twrifth fttrvat.

•-aidant, aoft JeftYmon Btraet

HfiiKB. Bneond Vic* 1'realdent. or* I Hoyt Hir^t

IT*. « -..rre^imndlBK Becret* aadem Hlre»r

IWlUnd Academy

MB8. Will TT. Recording Secretary, fbetapa Apartaaanfn

MrnNnfB
Mm. Frank Jerome Durban. 231 Lumber Mm o. B Ballon. •»» Irrlnx

anire Hull, line Mm Fred W. perry. 471 MUdmd A-

Mm v •>, and Jnhn^.n St. Mr. a R. Bnrnay . TT» Hands** Bf.

Mm. II h and JenVr Mm. Cordon Voorhtaa. «3

aon -
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Tin: COKW mi i:s i | \«.i r Of PINN81 LI wi L

KTATB LKv

ll.im nintli and Walnut i - li 1 ln«l-l |>1. 1:«

w ii. i. i\M .1 \skin. nm i • m. mis now sn.

HII s. m MM w i a station

\ii;s

m i:\ii am. .i is Cairtaul ttrtet, PhOadtlpfcl

•*NA I W A I M II tnut Hill. IMiilinlelplila.

ncil.

Mm. J. Nicholas Mitchell, 1R05 Spruce Mrs. Kills ThompHon, Hi- Covington.

St.. l'hllad- Iphla. FhlliidHpliia.

Mrt H. U. IWt.-r Bradford, in; \V. Le- Miss ilOMBM L S.nvii'.-. |S1 Wlth.-r

high Are.. I'hilud. dphla. apoon INIMtng, Philadelphia.

Mlaa Ijiura N. Plat: is,!, si . M; .1 1. |. • . - Pitta

Philadelphia, batgh.
Mr- lOMpk C I'ral'.v. loth .md ( lmt<>n Mi- Franklin 1*. I.nih. I'.ik. w.ll Itulld

i-i.iia.i.-iphia. lag, Plttaborgk
MU* Fanny I. < .» hi :m. l.-.l S. 23d Si . Mr- W. U .!•

Philadelphia. Pit t shurirh.

Mm. William S. Qfaat, Jr.. 2302 St. IOm Loatai HotBtteftd l«BO>ll
Jai: Philadelphia.

MF.At.v n :

Offi<

MISS MAKY A rLOWBB IT. i.l.-nt.

mks r, C BOUTHWOBTH, teat
MB! M.wi.n > BBOWN, I

Miss IDITfl J. BODD1 s. rataqr.

IHIl..U»KU'IUA.

O/flcem.

MICS WILLIAM S CKANT. IB., President. £202 St. jMMt I'll. o.

mks sami i:i. s. i i:i.s. yiw PrwMt, Tafaty-alatt and wuinut Bta

III J. NICHOLAS MITCIILLL. WCB Pwlfctt, 1508 Spin, < St.

MISS ANNA C WATMOICII. feat, Chestnut Hill.

MISS CANNY TILW IS (XX 1IKAN. RaCOrtfJaf 131 South Twnl.v
St!

MICS. ItoLLIN NnHUIS. TillII 01. Ardu
MISS rLOIIllCI I. SANVILLK. F.xen,- iry. :'..",1 Wit BMapaOB Hulhllntf.

I hi 'dors.

Mrs. H. R. p. Bradford, If. W. LaMgl Mrs. Martha 1 N L'.M Si.

Are. Joseph C Fral.y. IOCS and Clinton

MlM M. E. Bates. Swartlmi«.r.- Coll. Sis.

II II. Collins. Jr.. Bryn Mawr Miss t;raee Simirker. OfWBflOOk, P

College, "i. •«"»i I r.x.- -

Mr*. Walter Cope. Mrs. Ill IS— Thompson. Thf OovtagtOB.
Mm. Fladtrlca Oora—, Bryn Mawr. tt ii.: Sprue
Mm. F. V. ChamU ts. Mt Al'-y Marion I

Mine Anna F. l I hrlfdian Rt. MIkh Laura N Piatt, 2S7 s I8ta

Mis* Margaret Hennlston. OB,

Gorman Klilfton. Mm. 8. Bofl Merlon.

Mian Kmlly Rend Fox, Logan I'. O., Pa.
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BftYX M4W1 ••4LMI UMtl mm tUWm
Of.

Ml- r«a|*V*t

MIX* HAKAII ,m4
MISS MAICImn |- vi >.„, ,»*..,

W*aTra\

flPMMb
MI8* BLISA 41 raaftda«t. KB fttady J

r Cfc

R ....KM |rpwf n ,,

•^ordtaff ittMil laa Aimur. < r»n«*
... A«**.~ iMI^rik

rnur. 4Jua .

CNAII J i

iitt-i.unrh.

Oorcrafaf/ B*mr4.

t.rtha Janilaon. Mm. Loula Handa.
1'ranklln II I.uua. I. It l>..ff

• BarrUx Mn. • P I

Mm II M I 1 1»man. lira. Jam** k
harlra Kaiafar. Mlaa II. K Htrvm**

lllkmao. Illaa MIMr~l <

Mr*. I ird. Mlaa Harah BVMH
Mlaa Henrietta llrtn*.

M,« Van Wivmm.
Mra. J « Utl

•li*0 Urmbm.
MU« Florro.. hli-rt. | | Mlnnl* T.*t*ra. afaamgaWai City.

Pa.

Till : Of tBOM ISLAND.

an i.caoi'b—rftoriosxra.

OfaMrfc

Mlt I: OttriM UN Str~t. Provld****

rOI Smith Str.-rt l*rorldra>rr.

lil.i»t. lirown InU.
rotary and Trea.ur lac Aunu*.

/Mrr- '

Mr*. Human A. Ballou. 10 llarrla I I kathorln* II. Anatt*

•naorket. '•••nc*

Mr*, tarl Itarua. SO Elmjtr. .ntaaaaa. 3. * Attdl m .

Pro* I.J. t

Mm. I i Silmn-.n Si. Mftal • Ura M. I^ar. l «•»« W~«aia»atrr

\| II. .uit„. | ||..,.. I Mr. J.»bo II Maaon. 333 Wal
Mra. Chart.

llrl Ml- Maoda Xtrfcola. 9 l>anl

Mra. I v» raradr rmrtdrt.

Ml«a AltW Wllra«. 1*1

nit m^ PmvMhmi
KJ^aa-c l|Hr.r

Mlaa Man Congdon F» .
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BTATK I.EA

Officer*.

: iwiiukML

<>nb.

Mini.

•lag Flare, Milwaukee.
MR. ir.nsur.r. RMMl.

>»m it tee.

I t'ommoDl. CttttlM I.. Hunt.

k M S'

Mm. < U Snlliley. William Bcfcl .

ftfn I way. Ifin «.. A. BuckstntT.

roM-

0/7frrr/».

\!i:s - | .; LLLOWAT, PwiMwt,
\n:s JOHH BOTLB, I Mt
ICHfl G N MIHII.I.S. OorrtapOdtag and Recording Secretary.

Mrs JOHN iiana. Tmnnr.

KAt K.UNA.

O/Tfcer*.

mi:s C W. 8TRIB1 tfant
MlfS i: 1'.. McPHBBSON, s,«r.t!.ry and Treasurer.

I.A CROSSE.

Officer*.

mrs DAY1D <; wiiytk. President. 420 Beotfe glfta—tt sir

.11:11.1: 1 1 « ><

;

a : rj nnd framing, <<.r. Ttttfc nnd King 8t».

MAD I

Officer*.

MRS. J. R. OOMMOia Mt, ttt N.-rth Murray Street.

MRS. H. w. < i!v.\<»\\ r/ru. \ at, 140 VM Oorhaa street.

.1 \V. BOBBINS, I nt. 114 \V.<t Cilman Stn-.-t.

HB1 JOSBPH .fasti:. .w ;

at, ttl bum
I | \III.\IN -lent.

MRS. ABMOLD I»IM:sI»i:N, Bterctary gad Treasurer, 1120 W.-st Johnson Street.

MR Mast, KM Mennsha.

MRS I, MAI". \ i. ,• pr.-sldent. *J47 IflWOMrtl Avenue. Ne.-nab.

MRS. K. M ri:i:m a y tad Tr—aurar, 1

1

t Ctorefe Mntt, N>eDa h.

MILWAUKEE.

Officert.

MRS. C. fJ. STERN. President. 149 Farwell Avenue.

MRS. QBOBG1 l.l
v

fart, 6M Franklin Place.

MRS TBOUAM BBOWN, Second Vice-President. 183 Fourteenth iUnt
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r+aklrate. Ho* 4a Martc»aa

MM Mu«lalc»r
MME. ;l Mli:S. *ixr«talr* i;«.„*r«U- II t- I <W* H.. ml*. *«i.«tr«. »

Srcr*«alrr Aa>mlant. Il«l*l 4aa RarMtia ftat.atra. SS
MMfMNBi

i MIRK. H~r*Calr* A»Maat. Iluirl 4~ fUrMtaa MJ

8*ri"

4*a Kaqu*lr*. 2R OfMMl Rar.

PAUL n KM:. MftflMJ daa Uroapra fMaaVa. U Raa aV la

8*cr*Ulr*. MI vR|t. «
Antrim: Srcr#Ulrr. M Jl IKS Rot IJON, IH ltu«-

Aurllln. 1'rr.i

CiTMJaUffM

: Bacrflalr*. M) ill IIK1 Mils € Raalavar* Oanaal
0bM: 8ccr*alr. r. 4 Rua J J
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La Hai r\ D1 mi m \ II iiicny.

L« Korhrllr: IT^KltlfiH.- Mill Ml Ml:
uiie - mmi: LNTOINB i Bard <;ieiee.

- n lain Ml
Mars. wim BtgraaA

; mi: i ii \' st Tuna
•..It- Ml | „..

t. Ml I r iti iT»ii •.. „tor.

Pari*: Socretnl:

Bcaaaa: tfcrttaln mi u: CJ ia c.nre.

Toulouse: Secretaire. MM: -rle.

Tin: COK81 HBBfl I BAG! E 01 R1 IND

HKKNB.

.// font ii, ,

HI !' Pin V.YNSK A I':.' i :.:•. \\ . _-i..iilil.- p, ft

IfMB M. I. BBUNHBft, | ,,i.
. I Til..

mi. i i: in i.'m: DB IfULINBN, v*lea>PraaMaata Wagmtble p Baraa
mi.i.i: PANN1 BCHM1T, Becrttairc Ailemarie.
m h:\nk PILUOL, Becrttalre Praai

mi.i.i: \n\ \ mi PTLBB, Traaorterg, Baraa.

m i i: PBOfBSSEUB .1 1: an imi'Mii's. Pribaorg:

M 4UOU8TB DB ICOB8IEB, Otawa.
MMI BAOAZ nam/.. Zurich.

m i i: DB, \ i ati i:. Porraatrag.

M B. BBBGN1 aaa.

turns.

Neuchatel rial, mi.i.i: BLIZABBTBB JBAUBBNAUD, Pmlata Boaff
in. .iit i<»

Pribourg: Secretariat. MMI". JEAK BBUNHB8.
Luusanoe: PrfaMent, M. B. BBBOMBB, I aatel «i Ai, A?auM Ac Baailav

Bale: mi.i.i: in >• \i TMii: (Cbtf <i'un fraapt Of travail), Brfangweg 10

lt.rn : riMlrttlll IfMB. MB8CHINI-KNBCHT, i:.M:nir:irit At F:imill-. I »:ihlholxll.

Zurich: Secretariat IfMB BAGA2-NADIS, Bollayatraaaf M
Geneva: Secretariat. MMI : 1 DBBHTJBfl ri.r. Carouge.

THE I OKSUMBBJT i BAGUI Of QBBMANT.

Officer*.

PBATJ sta a TBMTHI8TBB v BBBTHMAHM BOLLWBO, BzcallaBi Praitfaat,

Berlin W. «'•». Willi. Imstr 7 »

RUBABSTH v. km t.i.i. DOEBBBITZ aat, Barlla BO Wlnterfeldsi

: BB0OB DB i aim: 1 larlli R BO, Nollaadorfatf

2ft

Ai»i:i.i n. Traaaarar, Charlattaabarg, Maaai

QBB samia i si:\ i DB DBLHABJfl rlli w. :.. Nacfcadatr. 16.

PBATJ ILBB mi 1:1.1.1:1: <»i si i;i;i, ii | teaaa, Bateaatt I

MAKTIIA MIIM u.tp.,1,1
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OmmwdttM.

MlUHl n*-hm IWIIa W. 33. l*rt Kr.u l» m~d Inm UiMwrMh
Mar KW t.«*lef. tWrtia H 3D

bur««T>ir II

tea,

MM 3*. *!!—inrfM*"
Kr.ulrin K Hcbrkk. C. 19. ijttltc l« 0*3f Tloui. C I*. Iw^r
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